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THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 320LX 20 MHz 386SX. 
One of the fastest SX's around. 

eyboard of the new Dell System® STANDARD FEATURES: • 200-watt power supply. 
• 8 industry standard expansion slots (7 available) .• lntel'"80386SX microprocessor running at 20 MHz.lg becomes clear. This is not • l2-month On-Site Service Contract provided 

expandable to 16 MB (8 MB on the system board) by Xerox :" 
•Minimum I MB of RAM,* optional 2 MB or 4 MB 

• VGA systems include a high-perfonnance 16-bit **Commercial Lease Plan. Lease for as low as 
video adapter. $98/month.Jnly is it 25% faster, but it also 6 Xerox Extended Service Plan pricing starts 

at $261. 
• LIM 4.0 support for memory over l MB. 
• Socket for 20 MHz80387SX math coprocessor. milar to most 16 MHz SX's. 
• 5.25" 1.2 MB or3.5" l. 44 MB diskette drive. 40 MB VGA Monochrome System $2,599 
•Integrated high-performance hard disk interface 40MB VGA Color PlusSystem $2 ,899 

and diskette contro lleron system board (ES DI-based 80 MB Super VGA Color System (800 x 600) $3, 199
y loaded. With a 40 MB hard drive. 

systems include a hard disk controller). 100 MB SuperVGA Color System (800 x 600) $3,399)ansion slots, so you can add 
• l parallel and 2 serial ports. Prices listed include 1 MB of RAM. 190, 330 and 
• Enhanced IOI-key keyboard. 650 MB hard drive configurations also available.( and memory boards, modems 

l video boards. It also comes ANNOUNCING NEW LOWER PRICES ON ALL DELL SYSTEMS. 

THE DE LL SYSTEM Jl5 25 MH, 386 THE DELL ;'YSTEM l 16SX 16 MH, THE DELL SYSTEM J 16LT 
2S MH: i486 EISA. 

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 4l5E" 
16 MH, JS6SX. 

Tl\l• hcst \-;1lue in high pcrform:mn: 
;1nd OEl.LSYSTEM 31020 MH :J86. J86SX :ind DELL SYSTEM 210 

12.; MH:186. The hcst comhin:uum of perfonna11cc This fulJ .fc:itureJ.b:incry
PCs, combining i486 pcrform;mcc , The perfl'Cl low profile main5trc:im;md \~ 1l11 c :J\~11lahlc in their clas~. rowcred 386SX l:ipmp costs 
JZ-bit EISA l!Obus, :md the industry's comp111ers. less th:in mos1 286 l:ip mps. 
top r.ucd service :mi.I support . STANDARD FEATIJRES, 

STANDARD FEATURES, STANDA RD FEATIJRES,• Intel 80386 microprocessor numing 
STANDARD FEATURES: m 25 MH:(Ddl 325):ind 20M H: •I mel 80J86SX micruprocrnor .~::~,~1~,~~~6ft.\l1~~(&~J~6Sx)• i486 microprocessor running at iDdl l!O). running at 16 MH:. 


25M Hz. 
 :ind 80286 m1cmproccss.1r running :it •M inimum I MB of RAM, option:il• Miuim11m l Ml\ofRAM. ortion;1I 1l.5MH, (0,,11210).• EIS1\ archi1ec111r..: (downw:ml 2 MB11f RAM* cxp:md:ihle10 8 MB 
comp.11ihlc with lSA). ~n~r~Ir~(~sli~1'~f~~~~~~~cxJ1]~~~/~1-hle • ~·l i nimum 512 K13 of RAM, oprion:i1 (on till' ~ys1cm bo:ir,1using I MB 

640 KB, I M13 or2 MB of RAM "SJl<:cd J2·b1{ memoryslor). SIM:-..\s) . 

to 16 MB on sys1cm board, using 


• Si:and:ml 4 MBo(RAM: txpa1'kbhle 
exp:i nd:ihlc w 16 MB (8 MB [J l6SX]• Aih~mct!d Imel 82385 Cache • UM 4.0 support for memory o..-cr 


optional I MB :ind 2 MB SIMMs. 
 :ind 6 MBl 210] on sysrem bu:ird).Memory Controller with 32 Kll of IM B. 
• 11it:e mode interlc:iv..'d rm:moryhit.:h·spccd st:lfic RAM cache.• VGA systems include a high • Adjusi:ible :ind dcr:ichablc 640 x 480 

perf<>rm:ince 16-bif video :id:ipi..:r. architecture. • P.1gc rmxk· imcrle:ll'cJ memory VGA Liquid C ryst:il Disrb~·. 
• LIM 4. 0 s1111rort for mL·mory o\'cr ar chit ec ture. • Soc kei fo r 25 Ml·h WEITEK 41 67 • On:: industf)' st:mdnrd h:ilf-si:e 8-bi1 

m:ith coprocessor. 640 KB.• VGA sysicms include a hii.ih c>:p:insion slot. 
• lruegr.ircd diskcuc :ind high• 5.25~ 1.2 MB or JS \.44 Mil 1i.:rfnr111:incc 16-hi t \'icleo :1Jap1er. • Socket for 16 MH z Intel 8038 7SX

performance 16-bit VGA videodiskcn cdrive. • Socket for 25 Ml-I: 025) :ind m:ich coprocessor. 
controllcr 1insys1cm lxl.·ml. 20 MM: (3 10) Imel 80387 or• 5 h:ilr-hcigh1 driw ha~·s. • JS 1.44 MBdiskcuedrl\'e. 

• Sockec for Imel 80JS7SX (3\6SX) 15 MH: (325) :inJ 2D MJ-I: (JJ O)• Du:il diskem: :ind h:ml drive • 83-kc)' kC)·bo:ird with cmbedd.:d:ind 80287 (210) mmh coprocessor.WE ITEK 3167 mmh coprncessm.co mml ler. numeric keypad :ind scp;1rn1c cursor• 5.2 5N U MB or JS l.44 MB• 5.25H l.2 MB orJ.5" 1.44 MB• Six J2 -bit EISA () SA comr;uihlc) , commlkc)'S . 

plus rwo 16-bit \SA expansion slots. 
 .liskc11edrivc.di ~kenc drive. • 1p:ir.:1llel. I seri:il.:indcxtcma! 

• lnt cgr.itcd high perfornrnncc h:ird• Dua l diskeuc :ind h:irJ drive VG.\ monitor port. • t-ligh pcrfonn:mcc JOE {80 MB. disk intcrf:ice on system l'().,rd.c1mtrol lcr.100 MB. 190Mll), '"d ESDI • Connector for 101-kcy kl1'boa n.:I or 
(JJOMB, 650M B) hard disk dr ives. • Enh anced 10 1-kcy kl·ylxi:1rd.• Enhanced IOI-key kcybo:ml. numeric:kerp., d. 

• 1 parnllcl :mJ l se ria l pons. •I p:irallcl :ind Zserial pons. • Enh:inccd IOI-kc)' keyboard. • Two Tell lO\':lhle :ind rcch;irge:iblc 
• J fo ll ·si:cd 16-hit AT cxp:insion slors 

av:i il:ibl c. 
• 200-wm power supply.• l r:irnllcl :md 2 scri:ilpom. ~&;~~~:~:~s~~.~~,3~tti~~=~.'§~~~~~·· • 8 ind11srry standard cxp:insicm slms• 231-w:in power supply. 

• 12- momh On-Si1e Service Contrnct (p:itent pending) . 
pnwidcd hy Xenix~ 

(6:wailabl c).• 12 -month O n-Site Service Comr:1c1 
• AC Ad:ipter. 

..Commercial Ucue Plan. Ucue for 
• 12-momh On-Site Service Cnmmctprovidcdh)·Xeroxf' 

..Commcrcinl Lca.se Pkm. U-cue forpmv ided b"i' Xerux:G • 12-month On-Site S<:rvke Contract 
w lou•cu S2861rnonrh. cu I01.vcu S7Jlmcmth (J J6SX) und ..Ccnmncrcicd Lecuc Plan . Ucue for prundl·,I by Xcro"' :~ 


i:. Mrux Extended Service Plan 
 $62/monrh (2 JO) .cu low cu S JJl/mond1 (325) cmd ._.Commacial U asc Pkm . Uase for 
flricin.11 s tarts u i S672. r· Xcru:c .E.-ct..'lukd Sen'ice Plun$ 1J 2/monrh (JJO) . as lowa.s $ 120/mmuh. 

firici11g'1kir[j Clf $196 (3 16SX) and"·Xcm:c Extemlcd Service Plm1 '· Xerox E:cll'lided Seniicc PinnBO MB VGA $158 (2!0).firicin,I{ slurL~ ur $3 70 (325) uml flricing sfort.s ut $303. 
1251 (3!0).

M1mochrnme Sys1cm $7.899 
190 MB VGA 20 MB. I MBR.AM SJ.19920MBVGA lO}vlB. ! MBRA.}.·1 SJ,399 

40 MBVGA 
ColorP\usSys1em 58.699 Monochrome 40 MB. 11'.•IBRA.M SJ,;99

System Sl.949 Si.649 JJ~)~~n~{Ktx)~~f°lor $9,599 Monochrome 40 MB. l MBRAM SJ.69940 MB VGA Colo, Syste m SJ.599 $2.999650 MB Super VGA Color Plus System $2.449 $2,149 80 MB VGA Color S\·stem (800 x 600) S 10, 799 40 MB Super VG.~PlusSysrcm $4,099 53 ,499Prices listed include 4 MB o( RAM. Color Sysfe mBO MB Supt:rVG.A.100 MB hard drive cronfigurntinns (800' 600) $2 .549 $2 .249Color System 
lllO<h 6001 $4.199 IJ.599 

alsorw:iilable. 80 MB Super VGA 
190 MB Super VGA Color Sys1em 

ColorSrsrem i&Xh600) SZ.749 S2.449 
(800x600) S4.699 S4.099 Prices lis1cd include I MBo(R.AM. 

Price~ listed include I MB o( RAM. l MB versions of 1he :iho\'C systems 
100, 330and650 MB hard drive arc :iv:iilablc fo r an :itklirion:il $200. 
co nfi gurnr io ns:i lso :iv:iilable. IOOa nd 190 MB h:inidrivc 

confi E,'Ur.11ions ;1[so a•':libh\c. 

:hrome monitor. 

table $2 ,599. The price you'd 

SMHzSX. A price that Dell '" can 

ll direct and not through 

lcludes next-day deskside service 

.on~Toll-free technical support 

Jmpany that manufactured the 

:ar limited warranty. And delivery 

: as the system itself. 

lot to mention the full attention 

of a total solution supplier. A 

company that's been voted 

number one in all six PC 

'Xkek Customer Satisfaction 

Polls for personal computers. 

An award bestowed by the 

toughest critics around- the 

corporate volume buyers. 

Our knowledgeable sales 

representatives are as close as 

your phone. 

So think fast. Call now 

and order a Dell 320LX. 

http:MBo(R.AM
http:flricin.11
http:m1cmproccss.1r


Sure, the Dell System® 320LX is fast . But it's priced to get a quick response, too. Look inside for details._ 

In Canada 800-387-5752. In che UK. 0800 414535. In France (/) 05.00.33.55. In Gemwn)' 06103 / 701-0. In Sueden 0760-713 50. 
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Years Fi-om Now, 


Standard Features 
at $5995 ... 
EISA 
33-MHz386 
64-KBCache 
5-MBRAM 
106-MB 

An Honest, 
Affordable 
Upgrade Path. 
You know what you want ALR's PowerVEISA 33/386 25-MHz, 33-MHz (available 
from a 386™ PC. ALR's offers you an honest, second quarter) and future 
PowerVEISA 33/386 affordable upgrade path to i486TM processors. 
delivers. Cached 33-MHz 
performance, plenty of RAM 
to run even the bulkiest of 
today's applications, a choice 
of high performance hard 
disks, and EISA compatibility 
- all at a price that puts 
many similarly equipped ISA 
systems to shame. So what 
more could you want? 

How about the future? 

Prices and configurations subject to change without no!ice. Shown with optional monitor. Prices based on U.S. dollars. 

ALR PowerVEISA 
i486/25 CPU Module 

ALR PowerVEISA 
386133 CPU Module 

ALR PowerVEISA System Board 



It's Still at 
You Want. •• 

modular design of this 
system lets you change 
processors in about five 
minutes. More importantly, you 
can change the CPU module 
without having to replace 
cache or system memory, 
saving you hundreds of dollars 
when compared to some 
compet-itive upgrade schemes. 

Engineered for the future, the 
floor-standing chassis of the 
PowerVEISA 386/33 can 
accommodate a total of 49-MB 
of memory and up to 1.2-GB 
(gigabytes) of fixed disk 
storage. Its EISA capabilities 

ALA 
PowerVEISA 386/33 
Model 110 
i386 33-MHz CPU 
5-MB RAM 
64-KB Cache 
106-MB Hard Drive 
EISA 
Optional VGA 

add $295 

$6,290 
i486 25-MHz Upgrade 

add $1995 
EISA Standard 

$8,285 
PowerVEISA costs $2200 less today; over the 
years, it can save you more than $4400 ! 

latest in 32-bit 1/0 and bus 
mastering technology, while 
remaining compatible with 8 
and 16-bit "AT®" boards. 

Even the PowerVEISA's 
innovative FlexCache+ 
memory architecture was 
built for the future. Based on 
ALR's award-winning 
FlexCache architecture, this 
64-bit dual-bus design 
incorporates an advanced 
"read and write back" 64-KB 
cach e. FlexCache+ has been 
fine-tuned for optimum 
efficien cy, especially when 
combined with an i486 

AST 
Premium®386/33 
Model 115V 

i386 33-MHz CPU 
2-MB RAM 
32-KB Cache 
110-MB Hard Drive 
ISA 
VGA 

$8,495 
i486 25-MHz Upgrade 

add $2995 
Optional EISA Upgrade 

add $1250 
$12 ,740 

Add ALR's one year factory 
warranty, on-line technical 
support, and optional on-site 
service from Intel™ to round 
out one of the best PC invest 
ments around. 

The PowerVEISA 33/386 -
ready to meet today's needs 
and tomorrow's challenges. 

For more information on the 
PowerVEJSA 33/386 and ALR's 
complete line al systems, Elease 
call: 1-800-444-4ALR 

A ,LR
~" Advanced Logic Research, lnc. 

940 1 Jeronimo Irvine. California 92718 

Introducing the ALR® 

PowerVEISA 386/33TM 


let you take advantage of the processor upgrade. (714) 58 1-6770 F'AX: (714) 581-9240 

ALA is a registered trademark and PowerVElSA is a trademark of Advanced Logic Research . Inc. AST and AST Premium are registe red trademarks of AST Research tnc. Intel, 386. i386. and i486 are 
trademarks of Intel Corporation. AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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6.0 AND COUNTING! 

Integrate sophisticated features 

into your Microsoft C and QuickC 
applications with 

CTOOLS PLUS/6.0™ 
C TOOLS PLUS version 6.0 is filled 

with many advanced routines for 

developing high-powered C applica

tions, including: virtual, stackable 

menus and windows with full mouse 

support and optional 


call 

or 

"drop shadows"; multi

ple virtual pop-up 

help screens; a min

iature multi-line 

editor for gathering 

user responses in a 

robust fashion; a 

single function 

which can move , resize, 

and promote a window 

menu on top of all others; the 

ability to update covered windows 

automatically when they are written 

to; support for EGA, VGA, and 

MCGA text modes including 30-, 43-, 

and 50-line modes; support for the 

enhanced (101/102 key) keyboard. 


All this and more for only $149! 
C TOOLS PLUS/6.0 also contains 


functions for writing interrupt 

service routines; creating pop-up 

memory resident applications; 

general memory "peeks" and 


"pokes"; access to the DOS PRINT 

utility; as well as many other 

general utility functions and 


macros. 

COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL 


PACKAGE. 

Blaise Computing's function 


libraries offer easy to use solutions 

to your programming needs. You 

get source code, complete sample 

programs, and a comprehensive 

reference manual with extensive 

examples. Supports QuickC and 


Microsoft C 5.0 and later. 

30 DAY GUARANTEE. 


If during the first 30 days you are 

not completely satisfied, we'll 


refund your money. 

Other powerful products from Blaise 
Computing 
C ASYNCH MANAGER™ 189 
ASYNCH PLUS™ 189 
VIEW232™ 189 
POWER SCREEN™ 149 
Turbo C TOOLS™ 149j
POWER TOOLS PLUS™ 149 

Call today for more information 

(800) 333-8087 
BLAISE COMPUTING INC. 

2560 Ninth Street , Suite 316 
Berkeley, CA 94710 

(415) 540-5441 

Trademarks are 
property of their 

respective holders. 

s p 0 T L G H T 

GROWTH, CHANGE, 

AND 3-D INTERFACES 


A new source 

ofEuropean computer 

information, and 

a "virtual environment" 

expert 

T
his month we throw the spot
light on our London-based se
nior editor, Colin Barker, who 
works on our international cov

erage. (BYTE's International section is 
sent out to almost 130,000 readers 
worldwide.) He will also help make sure 
that the rest ofus are aware of the exciting 
things happening around the world. 

Before coming to BYTE, Colin was 
the editor ofDEC Computing, the leading 
British magazine focusing on products 
from DEC. Before that he spent some 
time as editor of Which Computer? , one 
of the leading British microcomputer 
magazines. 

Colin is based in McGraw-Hill's new 
offices in Wimbledon. And, although he 
is officially based in the U .K. , Colin will 
be spending a good amount of time hop
ping around Europe, digging out the 
most important news and developments. 
He can be reached at BYTE/McGraw
Hill, Wimbledon Bridge House , 1 Hart-

field Rd., Wimbledon , London SW19 
3RU, UK. 

Virtual Environments 
On another topic , we are pleased to have 
an article in this month's State of the Art 
section by Scott S. Fisher, the foremost 
authority on virtual environments (see 
"Living in a Virtual World" on page 
215). Virtual environments provide you 
with a way to enter three-dimensional 
space in your computer and interact with 
it, "oneonone." 

From 1978 to 1982, Scott was a mem
ber of the Architecture Machine Group 
at MIT, where he helped develop the As
pen Movie Map surrogate-travel video
disk project and several stereoscopic dis
play systems for teleconferencing and 
telepresence applications. His current re
search focuses mainly on stereoscopic 
imaging technologies, interactive display 
environments, and developing media 
technology to represent "first-person" 
sensory experience. 

As director of the Virtual Environ
ment Workstation Project at NASA's 
Ames Research Center, Scott ' s objective 
is to develop a multisensory "virtual en
vironment" workstation to be used in 
space station teleoperation, telepresence, 
and automation activities . As we look for 
more creative, efficient, and realistic 
ways of establishing interfaces between 
us and our machines, the virtual envi
ronment provides an alternative to the 2
D space of a flat screen. • 
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Like your friendly neighborhood 
mailman, you can always count on 
Microsoft to deliver. Because no matter 

what kind of 
system you're 
currently us
ing, we offer 
the best word 
processing 
application. 

Superiorperformanceinalle 

And, quite frankly, we're not the 

only ones who think so. 
Word for Windows:M our graphics

based PC program, was rated the best 
word processor by InfoWorld. While its 
character-based counterpart, Word 5.0, 
was given Software Digests highest 
rating. There's a Word 5.0 for XENIX, 
too. And last, but not least, Word 4.0 
for the Macintosh: which also received 

Clc>lomers i11side the 511 U11iled Stales. call (800) 541-1261. Dept. L02. /11 Ca11ada. call (416) 673-7638. Outside the US. a11d Ctmada.call (206) 882-8661. © 1990 Microsoft Cmporalin11. All rights rcserwd. 



nvironments is ourmotto,too. 

SoftwareDigest'shighestoverall rating. 

But while they're considered 
superior individually, few people real
ize how well ourWords work together. 
They not only read and write to each 
other, but to other programs as well. So 
file sharing couldn't be easier. 

And switching from your exist
ing program is also painless, thanks 
to context-sensitive, on-line help and 

complete file conversion capabilities. 
For more information about 

the Word family, including our soon
to-be-released OS/2 version, call us at 
(800) 541-1261, Department L02. 

We'd ask you to write, but mail 
carriers work hard enough already. 

Micmsotl® 
Making it all make sense· 

1\1/icmsofl and Ille Miaosofl /oifo an• registered trade111ar/1s m11/ Making it all make sense is a trademark~( Mirrosoft C11rporat io11.lvlaci11toslt is a registered trademark of Apple Comp111<•1; Inc. 



EDITORIAL • Fred Langa 

THE SOFTWARE 
STORY OF THE YEAR 

Windows 3.0 is a 
landmark product that 
will have a profound 
effect on everything 

I 
n last month's cover story, BYTE 
senior editor (and Windows expert) 
Jon Udell introduced Windows 3.0, 
explaining what it is and how it fits 

into the spectrum that starts at vanilla 
DOS and ends with 32-bit OS/2. There is 
much more Windows coverage this 
month, focusing on applications; and 
we're planning additional special cover
age in August. Why all the fuss? 

Because of this: We expect end users 
and corporations to flock to Windows by 
the millions. The ripple effects of those 
millions of copies of Windows will, in 
turn, be felt in almost every corner of the 
desktop computing world. 

Jon has been using prerelease versions 
of Windows 3.0 since last year, and 
based on that extensive experience, he's 
come up with a staggering list of the im
plications of Windows. Here are a few 
highlights from his notes: 

286 Systems: Windows 3.0, not OS/2, 
is the solution for the installed and still
growing 286 base. Windows delivers to 
286 machines the three key benefits that 
it was originally thought OS/2 would 
provide: large memory, multitasking, 
and intertask protection. Windows 3.0's 
cooperative multitasking and memory 
management rescue the faster 286 ma
chines from obsolescence and make 
them-for many home and business 
uses-a reasonable and very inexpensive 
choice. 

386 Systems: Although Windows 3.0 is 
a 16-bit product, it's going to sell a lot of 
32-bit hardware. A 386 running Win
dows, equipped with a Super VGA board 
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like the Video Seven VGA (640 by 480 by 
256 pixels) and a slew of Windows 3.0 
applications, is arguably the most cost
effective and versatile desktop machine 
you can buy today. Windows 3.0 inherits 
the rich library of existing Windows soft
ware, all of which runs much better 
thanks to Windows' ability to run itself 
and its applications in extended memory. 
This makes the 386 very attractive rela
tive to a Mac II: functionally comparable 
and considerably cheaper. 

Macintosh: Windows 3.0 may actually 
boost sales of Mac systems and software 
because Apple will almost certainly have 
to lower prices to compete against in
creasingly Mac-like, inexpensive DOS/ 
Windows boxes. Lower prices mean that 
more people will be able to afford Macs. 

Memory: As people get used to multi
tasking and to more powerful applica
tions, adding that extra 2 or 4 megabytes 
of RAM really starts to make sense. The 
relationship between added RAM and 
added productivity will become much 
more linear for lots of folks. 

Networks: Windows 3.0 includes excel
lent support for a variety of networks, in
cluding LAN Manager, Novell NetWare, 
3Com, and Vines. Smaller fry, like 
LANtastic and Grapevine, will almost 
certainly join the party as well. With 
good drivers, Windows is better than 
OS/2 or Unix at hiding much of the com
plexity of using a network-and, unlike 
the Mac, Windows encompasses many 
hardware sources. Expect the combina
tion of Windows and a network to be
come an overwhelming standard in many 
corporate settings. 

Graphics: Windows 3.0 removes previ
ous limitations on memory and color 
management, and it also provides single
driver simplicity (no more having to jug
gle a pile of separate application-specific 
drivers). Expect Super VGA and power

ful graphics accelerators/coprocessors to 
proliferate. 

Software: Windows will finally allow 
DOS systems to perform well in previous 
Mac strongholds like desktop publishing, 
presentation graphics, and image pro
cessing; watch for developments there. 
In fact, demand for all Windows 3.0 ap
plications will be intense; that, in turn, 
will fuel demand for more and better 
software development tools. 

Watch for additional growth in DOS 
extender products. Windows 3.0 is itself 
a DOS extender; that is, while relying on 
underlying DOS services, it gives appli
cations access to extended memory. 
Windows will become the premier DOS 
extender, but it won't kill the other ones. 

The forthcoming DPMI (DOS Pro
tected Mode Interface) specification pro
vides hooks so that DOS-extended pro.
grams built with the Phar Lap Software, 
Rational Systems, or Ergo Computing 
toolkits can run and multitask under 
Windows 3.0. If this comes to pass, 32
bit applications like AutoCAD 386, built 
with Phar Lap tools, will theoretically be 
able to run in 32-bit mode using a flat 
memory model, yet they'll be able to co
exist with Windows 3.0. 

In the DBMS arena, Windows is a 
great platform for the client half of dis
tributed applications. Windows will be a 
front end to NetWare, OS/2, Unix, and 
mainframe database servers. Tools like 
SQLWindows (for the interface develop
ment) will be hot, as will Windows im
plementations of network protocols like 
TCP/IP for bridging DOS/Windows ma
chines across a variety of network archi
tectures. 

Windows 3.0 is a landmark product 
whose effects we'll all be living with for 
years to come. Things just got a whole lot 
more interesting. 

-FredLanga 
Editor in Chief 

(BIX name ''flanga ") 



New Turbo C++ Professional 


Be 
Objective 

Object-Oriented 
Programming 

(OOP) is programming in the '90s. It's the 
next step after structured programming 
and is the best way to write applications. 
So Borland combined the power of OOP 
with the efficiency of Cto produce new 
Turbo C++ Professional. 

And Turbo C++ Professional is the first 
Turbo-charged native code C++ compiler 
that brings Object-Oriented Programming 
to your PC.Since Turbo C++ Professional 
also compiles ANSI Ccode, you can be pro
ductive with Cnow, and move to C++ at 
your own pace. 

Environment ++ 
The best compiler deserves the best envi
ronment, and our new Programmer's 
Platform'"environment makes you more 
productive. It features overlapping win
dows and mouse support. And sports anew 
multi-file editor, an integrated debugger, 
and asmart project manager. Its advanced 
open architecture lets you integrate the 
tools you need to feel right at home. 

VROOMM adds room 
VROOMM'"(Virtual Runtime Object
Oriented Memory Manager) lets you break 

the 640K barrier. Just select the application 
code you want to overlay, and VROOMM 
does the rest-swapping modules on 
demand.It's fast ,easy, automatic. 

Another+ 
Turbo C++ Professional gives you all the 
tools you need to build fast, reliable C++ 
programs. 

Turbo Debugger®2.0 debugs your 
object-oriented programs. This powerful 
new version is the first and only debugger 
to support reverse execution. Letting you 
step backwards through your code to find 
the bugs you might have missed. 

New Turbo Profiler,·· the world's first 
interactive profiler, displays histograms of 
your program's performance. With it, you 
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can easily spot execution bottlenecks, and 
see where improvements or redesign of 
your code will yield maximum performance 
gams. 

And Turbo Assembler®2.0 lets you 
replace time-critical segments of your code 
using the world's fastest MASM-compatible 
assembler. 

Turbo C++ Professional Compiler 
• C++ conforming to AT&T's 2.0 

specification 
• C++ class libraries 
• Full ANSI Ccompiler 
• VROOMM overlay manager 
• Complete documentation and tutorials 

Programmer's Platform 
• Open architecture for integration of 

your own tools 
• Overlapping windows with mouse 

support 
• Multifile, macro-based editor 
• Smart project manager provides visual 

MAKE 
• Integrated debugging and hypertext help 

Turbo Debugger 2.0 
• Class hierarchy browser and inspectors 
• Reverse execution provides "true" undo 
• 286 protected·mode and 386 virtual-mode 

debugging 
• Keystroke record and playback 

NEW Turbo Profiler 
• Displays histograms of program 

execution 
• Tracks call history, overlays, interrupts, 

file VO 

Turbo Assembler 2.0 
• Multipass assembler with NOP squish· 

ing and 486 support 

Special Introductory Offer 
The suggested retail price for Turbo C++ 


Professional is $299.95 ($199.95 for 

Turbo C++). For alimited time, Borland 

is offering its dealers and distributors spe

cial introductory discounts.* So be objec

tive, and SEE YOUR DEALER or call 

Borland** at 1·800·331·0877 now! 


BORLAND 

'Otter exp:res July 31 , 1990 or wtule supohes last Otter gooo mUn·:eG S1a:es and Caria!la only ··sowal 111scoun1s tor re11iste1ed Turoo C8 011111ers are available lrom Bor ~al'l(I Mail orders 10 Bnrland, P0. 801 660001 . Scons Valley, CA 95067 -0001 

For orde1s cutS!!le ille US . ca11t408) 436-5300 Turbo C++. Turbo Oetiu11oe1. forbo ProMer and Turoo Assembter are uadema.rks or reo1s1e1ed ira!lemarks ot Borland lnte1nat1onal Inc. Co1>yr1gtll c 1990. Boclar.O lnternarional, lr.c All ngllts merved Bl·1333I Code: MC68 \ 
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•Fly Ill bigger skies. 

The 16" M ulliSync 4D ancl 20" 50 inonil.ol's. 

Ou ,. large st high -resolution co l or monil.ors. D ig-il<L lly con ll'oll ecl , I.he 40 s·11ppol'/.s VGA through JOZ4 x 768, /./1e 5D, up l o 1280 x 1024. 

It's a matter of space. And pace. 

Your ideas could use as much of both as they can get. Which is why 

you should consider upgrading to one of our larger MultiSync® mon1

tors. Then you can add the best graphics accelerator you can find. The 

MultiSync Graphics Engine"' Board, to name one prime example. 

Together, they'll increase your system's productivity immensely, by 

Computers and Communica tions 



On afterburner. 


Th e M nl t iS ync Grap hics Engine Boa rd. Uses :iOMl!z T!vJ S 34010 yraphics p;·o ce sso r to acc e lerat e so.fhoa1·e c1ppl inllio11s as milc h ri s VOM6. 

allowing you to put far more information on your screen, far faster. 

We're talking more windows. More words. More detail. 

Above all, more speed. 

Interested? Call 1-800-FONE-NEC for technical information. Or 

1-800-826-2255 for literature. In Canada, 1-800-268-3997. We'll show 
•1.1.s ,.., .. . ,.,,..,••w " ""~""•' · ,• ·.[ c 1. ' '> r·· •·· 1;:.J 1. t c 1•.•,. , ... ,,.._ 

you how to give your productivity a maJor boost. 
C.•• : ''"'' [n~·ne " • lt~ <l · ·r • •," • u l .-. [ C l <'c l" """' ' "' It'< NEC 
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Aren't you glad Windows 
and OS/2™ aren't the only 
way to multitask and 
window on the PC. 

It's all very well to look 
at screen after screen of 
colorful graphics and new 
programs. But the brutal 
truth is that these envi
ronments require exten
sive, expensive hardware 
upgrades for 803 of PC 
users. Not to mention new 
or upgraded software. 

It all adds up to $1,200 to 
$2,500 per PC-and that's for 
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DESQview I:ts you n11! all tlze~~ programs in multiple windows and multitask 
tlze1n---:all w1tlzout ma1or modifications to the computer yo11 own now.And witlzout 
rep1acmg or eve11 upgradi11g your fa vorite programs. 

the ~ardware and software alone. To say 
nothing about amajor investment in the 
time it will take to learn new ways of 
working. 

If all you want is enhanced 
pro~uctivity from your PC, that's too high 
apnce to pay. 

DESQview does it all. 
For less. 

DESQview runs the programs you 
know and love in multiple windows 
multitasks them and even lets you choose 

whether or not to use a 
~........ mouse. And it does it all 

today. In fact, DESQ
view'sbeen doing it for 
over four years now. 

People all over the 
world are using DESQview 

to manage customized work environments 
like those shown here. They are using it to 
cut and paste data between programs 

running in multiple windows, running 
sorts and recalculations in the background, 
and the.y're ?perating in text and graphics 
modes mwmdows side-by-side. 

With no drama, no fireworks and no 
huge memory or disk space requirements. 

In fact, DESQview runs on 80386, 
80286 and even 8086 and 8088 PCs.Its 
low memory overhead means you don't 
have to buy afaster computer to com
pensate for the demands of acomplex, 
memory-hungry 'graphical' operating 
system. 

And DESQview builds on and extends 
OOS-the most robust, stable operating 
system available for your computer. 

. Plus'. you don't give up any flexibility 
mchoosmg programs. Not only does 
~ESQview run virtually all OOS programs, 
it runs most Windows programs as well. 

No wonder major corporations all over 
the world have chosen to standardize on 
DESQview. 

Introducing
DESQview 2:26. 
More productive

because It multitasks 
more programs. 

The latest generation of DOS 
programs is getting better. Lotus 
1-2-3 v2.2 and Release 3 MetroI I 

Freelance, Microsoft Word, Auto
CAD 386, Ventura Publisher 
Professional-all are smarter 
about using memory. And 
DESQview 2.26 makes them 
work even better. 

Mice are steadily becoming 
~ore popular, and v2.26 provides 
unproved support for mouse menus within 
~indows. At the same time, for those who 
iust aren't comfortable with mice, it also 
provides much greater flexibility for 

Some of DESQview's recent awards. 

assigning and reassigning special keys 
within windows. 

Our users asked for more support for 
3270 and other tenninal emulation. 
DESQview v2.26 has it. 

You asked for support for a wider 
range of hardware: CD-ROM, scanners, 
comm ports, etc., v2.26 has it. 

And you asked for help in handling 
troublesome TSRs.DESQview helps 
straighten them out. 
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Quarterdeck's family

of products is 


designed to enhance 

the way you work. 

At Quarterdeck, our 

philosophyhas always been to 
increase your productivity in 
logical, economical steps-not to 
reinvent asystem that works for 
you. 

Our best known product, 
DESQview, has over a million 
users. 

And hundreds of thousands of 
people use our QEMM, the 
expanded memory manager for 
users of 80386 PCs and IBM PS/2'" models 
50 and 60 that makes it easy for your 
programs to break the 640K memory 
barrier. 

Our newest products, Quarterdeck 
Manifest and QRAM help you understand 
and optimize the critical first megabyte of 
your PC's memory. 

Manifest does for memory what PC 
Tools Deluxe does for disks. It guides you 
'under the hood' of your PC, showing how 

DESQview System Requirements: IBM Per.;onalComputer and 100%com
palibles (with 8086, 8®!, 80286, or 80386 processors) with monochrome or 
color display; IBM Per.;onalSystem/2 • Memory: 640K recommended; for 
DESQview itself 0-145K • Expanded Memory (Optional): expanded 
memory boa rds com pat ible with the In te l AboveBoard; enhanced 
expanded memory boards compatible with the AST RAMpage; EMS 4.0 
expanded memory boards • Disk: two diskette drives or one diskette drive 
and a hard disk • Graphics Card (Optional): Hercules, IBM 
Color/Graphics (CGA). IBM Enhanced Graphics (EGA), IBM PS/ 2 
Advanced Graphics (VGA) • Mouse (Oplionai): Mouse Systems, Microsoft 
and compatibles • Modem for Auto-Dialer (Optional): Hayes or 
compatible • Operat ing System: PC-DOS 2.0-4.0; MS-DOS 2.0-3.3 • 
Software: Most PC-DOS and MS-DOS applica tion programs; programs 
specific to Microsoit Windows 1.03-2.1, GEM 1.1-3.0, IBMTopView 1.1 • 
Media: DF.SQview 2.0 is availableon either 5-' /i' or 3-'/," floppy diskette. 
Trademarks are property of their respective holders: IBM, 05/2, PS/2, 
lnterleaf, ToFView, lotus, 1-2-3, Metro, Freelance, AutoCAD, Ventura 
Professiona Publisher, PC Tools Deluxe, Intel, Above Board, AST, 
RAMpage, Hercules, Mouse Systems, Hayes, Microsoft Windows, 
Microsoff Word, GEM, FNN NewsReal, Spreadsheet Solutions. 
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Re<trrange ; 
Zoon : to let you move utilities, 
Mark drivers and TSRs out of 
Trnnsfer 
Scissors 'lower' memory and into 
Help for DESQu1ec ~ idle memory locations 'up
Quit DESQu ieu 

high,' giving your 
programs as much as 130K 
more elbow room. QRAM 
makes it easy to optimize 
your memory.Even if 
you've never used anything 
but 1-2-3 before. 

Quarterdeck products 
help you get the most from 
the software and hardware 
you own today. 

To find out more about 
our family of productivity enhancement 
products, return the coupon below with 
the appropriate boxes checked. Or see your 
authorized Quarterdeck dealer. 

QuarterdeckOffice Systems, 150 Pico Blvd., Santa Martica,CA 90405 (213) 392-9851 Fax:(213)399-3802 
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DESQview 386 v2.26 Multitasking windowing environ ment 
DESQview v2.26 Mul ti taskin2 windowing environment 
QEMM 386 version5.0 
QEMM 50/60 version 5.0 
QRAM with Ma nifest 
Quarterdeck Ma nifest 

0 $219.95 
u $129.95 
0 $99.95 
u $99.95 
u $79.95 
u $59.95 

isa 0 MasterCard Expires __/__ ShiJping & Handling $5 in USA / $10 outside USA 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Califo rnia Res identsadd 6.75% 

Payment OV 

Acct # I I 
TitleName_______ ________ Grand Total 

Address --------------------~ 
City__________________State ____Zip______ _ 

AUto. mr 
AllTOEXF.C . BnK 
AUTOEXEC. BAT 
OOTOEXEC .QDK 
OOJOEXEC .SAU 
COllWID .Cllll 
CllllF IG. BAK 
CIJllFIG QDK 
CIJllFIG SYS 
DR . BAK 
DR.BAT 

111e vast majoriti; of programs rim in DESQview-evenWindows 2.0 programs! 
And some programs take special advantage of DESQview to enliance tlieir opera
tion. FNN NewsRea/ and products using Spreadsheet Solutions' @DV 'Hot Links', 
for example, use windowing, multitasking and interprogram communications. 

your memory is being used;even which 
parts of RAM are faster.You'll see where 
TSRs, utilities, drivers and buffers work, 
and find all the pocketsof idlememory. 
QRAM is our memory optimizingutility 
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Research news and industry developments shaping the world o.f'desktop computing 
Edited /Jy D. Barker 

Microsoft Puts New Spin on Windows, OS/2 

R emember when OS/2 was go ing 
to kick DOS right off the 

desktop-sometime during the earl y 
1990s? Well , that tune has been , 
changing lately , particularly with the 
interest given Windows 3.0, and even 
Microsoft isn ' t s inging it anymore. 

In a recent interview with BYTE, 
Microsoft 's Steve Ballmer, vice 
president of systems software, sa id 
that the company is " trying to kick 
off a new perception of OS/2. " He 
christened OS/2 with a new nick
name: Windows Plus. That des igna
tion is a far cry from what we ~sed 
to hear, which was, in effect, that 
Windows was "OS/2 Minus." 

The new OS/2 and the new Win
dows will have the same user inter
face, Ballmer said , but OS/2 will 
have better security features, better 
memory protection , and the ability to 
fun ction as a LAN pee r rathe r than 
just a client. 

What Ballmer and other Microsoft 
officials have been suggesting is that 
Microsoft (and , presumably, IBM) is 
increasingly viewing Windows as the 
primary graphical environment for 
individual PC clients , while OS/2, 
running at the server level , will 
provide a more robust superset of 
Windows ' capabilities for large 
networked applications. Applications 
software houses are adopting thi s 
approach , too, with even holdout 
Lotus Development committing to a 
Windows-compatible 1-2-3 . 

This change can be traced to two 
new capabilities for OS/2 that were 
officially announced recently. Micro
soft said that at some point in the 
future, perhaps late thi s year, OS/2 
will be able to run Windows pro
grams directly. In othe r words, you 
won ' t have to run Windows applica
tions under OS/2 's DOS compatibility 
box. With this capability , any 
Windows application would be able 
to run directly under OS/2 just li ke a 
regular OS/2 program. In practice, 
OS/2 's new capabilities would mean 
that Windows applications could 
swap data with other Windows or 
Presentation Manager (PM) appli ca
tions through OS/2 Dynamic Data 

Exchange channe ls or the clipboard , 
thus e liminating migration penalti es 
betwee n the operating systems for 
end users and fac ilitating networked 
appli cations invo lving programs 
written fo r both environments. 

Microsoft says that thi s capability 
will be avail able in a future editi on of 
OS/2 version 2. Ballmer says that it 
could appear in the version that will 
show up by the encl of thi s year, but 
the company does not want to 
commi t to that date. 

The second and re lated capability 
is a new Soft wa re Migration Kit that 
could greatl y simplify for deve lopers 
the tas k of porting Windows appli ca
ti ons to OS/2 . Us ing a concept 
similar to Micrografx's Mirrors-in 
fact, parts of the technology, though 
not the code itse lf, were licensed 
from Micrografx-thi s kit provides a 
set of Iibraries that deve lopers can 
link into Windows applications to 
map their Windows ca ll s into PM 
ca ll s. Microsoft hopes that using thi s 
kit will slow perfo rmance clown by 
no more than I 0 percent. 

Some industry observers have 
compl ained that M icrosoft has fail ed 
to d ifferenti ate Windows from OS/2 
in a manner understandable to users. 
Ballmer' s comments changed that 
situati on in an unex pected way: For 
the first time, instead of hearing OS/2 
touted as an end-user operating 
system (which, of course, it can still 
be) or that the user' s CPU and 
memory configuration should 
determine which operating system to 
install , M icrosoft appears to be easing 
into a c li ent/server model at the 
operating-system level. Software 
companies that develop DOS applica
tions are adopting that approach, too. 

Thi s positioning will help OS/2
based LAN Manager and SQL 
Server, but the bi ggest benefi ciary 
will be the corporate computer 
manager with an installed base of 
hundreds or thousands of 286-based 
mac hines : Now, the pressure to 
convert from DOS to OS/2 on every 
desktop has lessened considerably. 

-Rich Malloy 
co111i1111ed 
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Now that the legendary new 
Windows has arrived , where is it 
going next? Some people at 
Microsoft hope to squeeze it in to 
ROM and have computer makers 
pop the chips onto their mother
boards. The company has put DOS 
into ROM (and Digital Research 
has done the same with DR DOS). 
There's "no magic" involved in 
getting the graphica l environment 
into ROM, according to Rich 
Abel, Microsoft 's group project 
manager for Windows. But 
considering the amount of RAM 
that Windows 3.0 requires, some
body might want to put in a call to 
Blackstone. 

Not every big software company is 
doing the omniplatform thing. 
Borland president Philippe Kahn 
says that the company will deve lop 
languages and applications for 
DOS , Windows, and OS/2 but has 
no plans to design new Macin
tosh or Unix packages. The 
company wants to write software 
that is used by people, not by other 
machines, he says. "Our goal at 
Borland is to deal on the client 
side [of the client/server model]: 
user tool s and deve lopment tools." 

Smallness has been such a theme 
in Microsoft CEO Bill Gates ' s 
public comments lately that you 'd 
never know he heads a software 
company that's anything but small. 
Gates told some users group 
representatives during a late-night 
session that he was unimpressed 
by a competitor 's boast in an ad
vertisement that it has 35 program
mers working on a product. "It 
takes a small team to do it right," 
Gates said. "When we started 
Excel , we had five people working 
on it, including myself. We have 
seven people working on it today , 
and at the maximum we had 15 
people working on the program. 
There ' s too much that needs to 
work together to have so many 
people spread out on a program. " 
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ICI ImageData, a British com
pany that makes the substrate used 
in fl oppy di sks, is working on a 
new type of optical media. ICI 's 
4-mm LaserTape, based on a 
technology developed jointly by 
Sony and Hitachi , uses a technique 
called holographic tag recording 
to put 1 trillion bytes of data in a 
single package just slightly bigger 
than a digital aud io tape cartridge. 
A company official said that the 
compatible dri ves will be able to 
access any piece of data in an 
average of 28 seconds. 

Computer users have been 
hesitant to accept optical storage 
dev ices because they represent a 
" totall y new market," says Jim 
Jones, Hewlett-Packard marketing 
deve lopment manager for optical · 
dri ves . "One percent of the 
world 's data is stored on di sk, 2 
percent on tape, 5 percent on 
microfiche, and 95 percent on 
paper onl y," Jones says. It 's that 
95 percent that represents a "new 
opportunity," he says. 

Peripheral Land (Fremont, CA) 
has designed a Macintosh RAM 
dri ve with its own 68020 processor 
acting as the disk drive controller. 
It runs about 500 times faster than 
a normal hard di sk drive, allowing 
up to 1000 disk accesses per 
second and 6-MBps data transfers, 
PU says. But be prepared to dig 
deep into your pockets: An 8-MB 
RAM dri ve costs $6995; a 108
MB version costs $60,000. But fo r 
a network server where speed is 
critical, fo r example, thi s RAM 
drive could be cost-effective. 

The new version (3 .1 ) of Tim
buktu from Farallon Computing 
(Emeryville, CA) lets a user at 
one Mac intosh observe and control 
multiple Macs on a network 
simultaneously. This capability is 
actually a form of groupware. 
Using Timbuktu, multiple users 
can work on a document at the 
same time. Timbuktu also allows 
voice communications over the 
same phone line as the PhoneNet 
network. Farallon 's Tom Reilly 
said the company's ambition is to 
fully integrate voice mail and E
mail over networks. 

Motorola's 1/0-Driven Media Processor 
Built to Handle Color Graphics, Stereo Sound 

I f industry evangeli sts are ri ght that 
images and sound will be a big part 

of computing, systems are going to 
need more power than what they have 
in their genera l-purpose CPUs. 
Motorola thinks it has the answer wi th 
its new 96002 FPU, a 32-bi t chip 
designed to handle the furious 
calcul ati ons and frenzied data shut
tling invo lved in generating co lorful 
graphics and stereo sound. The new 
processor " is not so much a CPU as a 
chip to deal with rea l-time, continuous 
1/0 ," said Garth Hillman, applications 
manager for Motorola's digital signal 
processor operations (Austin , TX). 

The 96002 is a successor to 
Motorola's 24-bit 5600 I DSP (used in 
the NeXT Computer), but the des ign
ers have built in an FPU (confo rming 
to the IEEE-754 standard) to deal with 
the calculati ons required by three-di
mensional graphics and algorithms fo r 
rea li sti c imaging. At the core of the 
750,000-transistor chip are fo ur 
dev ices: an ALU; a program-contro l 
unit; a dual-channel DMA controller, 
which can work on two data transfer 
tasks at the same time; and an address
generation unit. 

These execution units and the 
96002's six on-chip memories (three 
RO Ms, three RAMs) are connected by 
e ight 32-bi t buses (five data, three 
address), with a bandwidth of 266 
million bytes per second , Motoro la 
says. With all these execution units, 
memori es, and high-speed buses, 
Hillman said, the chip can process 10 
operations in one instruction cycle. 

Motorola has designed the 96002 to 
work as an "attached processor," Hill
man said. It 's meant to handle all the 
chores related to media process ing in
stead of the host CPU (e.g., a 680x0 or 

80x86). The chip has two 32-bit ports 
on oppos ing sides, by which the 
processor can directly send and 
receive commands to and from other 
processors. Using these two ports, a 
des igner could string mul tiple 96002s 
in linear arrays or in symmetrical 
blocks, Hillman explained. 

Because the chip can appear to gen
erate images and sound simul tane
ously, Motoro la says, it will be perfect 
fo r multimedia computing machines. 
However, the 96002 could also find a 
place in graphics engines, sc ientific 
imaging systems, color laser printers, 
and communications dev ices. 

Motoro la says that computers and 
boards using the new " Media Engine" 
will arri ve later thi s year. The first 
company to introd uce a 96002 product 
is Arie l (Highland Park, NJ), which 
offers an add-in board call ed the MM
96 fo r AT compati bles. 

Motorola has started offering 
samples of the 96002. The first 
version has a c lock speed of 33 MHz; 
a 40-MHz model is in the works. The 
price for a 33-MHz model is $750. 
Motorol a says that price will tumble; 
Collins pointed out that the 56000 
DSP came out in 1987 at $500 and 
now sell s for $56. 

Until now, building a system that 
can manipulate reali stic graphics and 
CD-quality audio required multiple 
chi ps ded icated to those diffe rent 
media. Motorola has developed one 
dev ice that can handle the billions of 
computations involved in audiovisual 
operations. The 96002 's dual-bus 
approach represents " where DSP is 
go ing to head," said Ari el president 
Anthony Agnello. "People who write 
algorithms are insatiable for power. " 

-D. Barker 

Mac Developers Finally See System 7.0 

A pple Computer promised to 
deliver System 7.0, its major 

revision of the Mac OS, during the 
summer of 1990. But the winter of 
1991 is a more accurate projection. 
Apple finally di stributed an alpha 
version with the System 7 .0 develop
ment kit, on CD-ROM, to independent 
developers in May. Apparently 
reali zing that software designers can 
make or break the new Mac OS, 
Apple officials used the Worldwide 

Developers Confe rence to convince 
them that System 7.0 will be worth 
their investment. 

In addition to a totall y revamped 
Finder shell (which, among other 
things, will actually fi nd a fil e based 
on user-supplied search criteria), the 
new system software will support an 
interapplication communication (IAC) 
protocol. IAC will allow implementa
ti on of a publish/subscribe mechanism 

continued 
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With new Microsoft® QuickC'" and QuickC 
with QuickAssembler;· mastering the hard-core 

stuff is so easy its almost 
criminal. You see, theMictu;oftQuickC 

Quick environment in
cludes what we call the 
QuickAdvisor, an inter
active, hypertext manual 
that furnishes answers 

- on demand. As in on-line. 
While yolire programming. 

QuickC Compiler and 
----~ QuickC with QuickAssembler 
also include the new language features found in 
the Microsoft C 6.0 Professional Development 
System. So you'll find yourself in quite a powerful 

• 


position. And, at the same time, you'll be assured 
of upward compatibility with both of these prod
ucts' professional counterparts. 

Which means there's no need to trash any 
of your existing code. 

Plus,with the QuickC with QuickAssembler 
Development System, Cand Assembler are totally 
integrated. Ensuring easy access to the features 
you need to develop powerful applications. 

To fmd out how easy it is to tap C and 
Assembler or to upgrade, call (800) 541-1261, 
Dept.L91.You'll find we offerthe right combination. 

MictOsoft· 

Making it all make sense· 

C11.stamers inside t~ 50 United States, call (800) 541-1261, Dept. L.91. In Canada, call (416) 673-7638. Outside the US. and Canada, calf (206) 882-8661. © 1990 Microsoft Corporuli1m. All n"ghts resen.V!d. Microsoft, the Microsoft logo and QuickC are regis
tered trademarks and Making it all make sense and QuickAssembler are trademarks ofMicrowft Corpora/ion. 



2sMHZ 486VGA 
• 4 Meg,s Rl\M 
a 1.1 Meg, S.15" Drive 
• \.44 Meg, 3.5" Drive 
• 1SO Meg, ESDl Drive 
• ESDl Cache Controller 
• 16 Bit VGA with Sl1K 
• 14" 1014 x16& Color Monitor 
• 1Parallel & 1 Serial Ports 
• 101 Ke~ Ke~board 
• MS DOS 3.3 or 4.01 
• MS wnmows 3.0 
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Rembrandt, who was sometimes 
too broke to buy new brushes, 
would have liked these guys. 
Delta Tao Software (Sunnyvale, 
CA) has come up with a 24-bit 
color painting program fo r the 
Macintosh that costs only $99. 
Color MacC heese offers full
color picture manipulation, 
regardless of screen depth; 
waterpaint-like blends and wash 
effects, like some of the higher
priced art packages; antialiasing 
on objects, so that their edges 
look less jagged (this feature 
requires 32-Bit QuickDraw); full 
support of color printing th rough 
Apple's LaserWriter 6.0 driver; 
and a help window that di splays 
explanations of the tool icons or 
menu selections when you put the 
pointer near them. As fo r the 
name, a Delta Tao official said 
that the people there wanted to 
develop a "cheesy little color 
paint program." 

Apple Computer recently 
lowered the price of its Macin
tosh Portable by $ 1000. A model 
with one fl oppy di sk drive and 1 
MB of memory retail s fo r $4799; 
with a 40-MB hard di sk drive, it 
costs $5499. According to 
marketing manager Dave 
Rothschild , the price cuts are 
Apple's response to new products 
des igned to compete in the Mac 
" laptop" market, including the 
Outbound Laptop System from 
Outbound (formerl y Wa llaby) , the 
Road E Kit from Macadam Com
puters, and the Stealth Laptop 
from Colby Systems. Response to 
the cut was generally determined 
by re ligious affiliati on: Mac users 
said it was a good move, and 
users of IBM-type systems said it 
was still too expensive. 

Advanced Micro Devices (Sun
nyvale, CA) and Vitesse Semi
conductor (Camarillo, CA) are 
working together on high-speed 
circuits fo r data communications. 
The gallium-arsenide chi ps will 
be part of "gigabit-speed connec
tions between computers," an 
AMD offici al said. The initial 
joint product will be chips for 
electronic interfaces to optical 
systems, the companies said. 

that can, for example, update info rma
tion within an ex isting document when 
info rmation changes on another linked 
document. The ability to use and 
recognize IAC events will be the 
hallmark of System 7.0 applications 
but will certainly require developers 
to rewrite their ex isting applications. 

Some of the antic ipated features of 
System 7 .0 are not yet being released 
to developers; one of these is the 
AppleScript language, intended to 
allow users to customi ze their environ
ment at a fa irly high level. And a few 
features promised at last year ' s 
developers conference will not appear 
in System 7 .0, including asy nchronous 
SCSI protocols (perhaps Apple is 
wa iting for the final implementation of 
SCSI-2) and the new Print Architec
ture. Apple personnel said that there 
wasn ' t time to implement these 
functi ons. "We had to dec ide what 
was of the most importance," one sa id. 

Although Apple states that System 
7.0 will run on any Mac with 2 MB of 
RAM and a hard di sk dri ve, quick 
tests of the alpha version showed it to 
be unacceptably slow on any machine 
other than a Mac II. Apple could fi x 
thi s speed prob lem before issuing the 
fi nal software, however. 

The question fo r developers then 
becomes whether or not it will be 
worth their time and money to revise 
their programs. Apple is trying hard to 
get them motivated, if not intimidated; 
one company offi cial even sa id that " if 
you don' t go the System 7.0 route, 

you ' II be out of the Mac software 
business in a few years." Developers 
at the conference were generally 
positive, if somewhat confused. 

Regardless of how many Mac 
software companies migrate to System 
7.0, compatible programs will be 
delayed, because developers can' t 
rea lly get started until they have a beta 
version of the operating system to 
work with. Delays could be further 
extended because System 7.0 is very 
complex, involving memory manage
ment of multiple tasks and inter
process communications (IPC). One 
veteran Mac programmer, Yung 
Harvill , said he fears that users will be 
reluctant to upgrade to System 7 .0 
until their favo rite applications run 
smoothl y under it. 

Many ex isting Macintosh software 
products will not be compatible with 
System 7.0, said Harv ill , who devel
oped Paracomp's Swivel 3D program 
and also worked on VPL Research's 
DataGlove. "A lot of older products 
fiddled wi th the high memory bi ts ," he 
sa id, "and those won ' t run on System 
7.0." Macintos h software vendors will 
have to establi sh "more formal 
relati onshi ps" with each other, Harvill 
said , since interprocess communica
ti ons will require integration of 
programs fro m different vendors. 

Nevertheless, Harv ill said he looks 
forward to System 7.0. "The virtual 
memory and lPC features will reall y 
help us," he said. 

- Nick Baran and Larry Loeb 

Standard Would Enable Expert Systems to 
Exchange Knowledge from Different Sources 

Major high-technology vendors 
and users have banded together 

to form ulate an open software stan
dard fo r expert systems. The standard, 
which they expect will be used in new 
expert systems later thi s year, is 
designed to fac ili tate interoperabili ty 
among knowledge-based programs 
that run on different hard ware and 
operating-system platfo rms. 

The Initiative for Managing 
Know ledge Assets was fo unded by 
DEC, Texas Instruments, Carnegie 
Group, Ford Motor Company, and US 
West. IMKA has just begun to 
develop the code that it says will be 
used to write a new generation of 
expert-system software. 

Those new expert systems are 
expected to run on many major 
operating systems, including Unix, 

OS/2 , and VAX/VMS , and on all 
types of machines, from mainframes 
to personal computers. The programs 
will not run on DOS-based machines, 
however. 

The new software will allow expert 
systems res iding in many fac ilities and 
on diffe rent computers to access and 
analyze data residing anywhere else in 
the organization, said Dav id Fawcett, 
manager of expert systems at Ford. 
For example, Fawcett said, a des ign 
engineer using a CAD/CAM worksta
tion equipped with an expert system 
based on the new standard will be able 
to import "knowledge" fro m a 
different type of computer located at a 
remote production facili ty, allowing 
the des igner to access information on 
manufacturing specifications or even 

continued 
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New-FoxPro 

Classic Beauty. Legendary Power. 


A Higher Standard in Relational Databases. 

Introducing FoxPro. The only relational 
database management system that combines 
astonishing performance with a sleek interface 
of amazing power and beauty. 
• FoxPro offers all the elegance and accessibility of a 
graphic-style interface, yet operates at the stunning 
speeds possible only with character interfaces. 

• FoxPro is so easy to learn and use, even beginners 
can become productive immediately; yet it's powerful 
and sophisticated enough to satisfy the needs of the 
most demanding developers and power-users. 

• FoxPro gives you choices instead of limits: use a mouse or a 
keyboard; type commands or use the object-oriented interface; run 
in one window, or hundreds. 

• FoxPro is so efficient, it runs in a 512K PC-XT, yet it's able to take 
advantage of the speed, expanded memory and extended video 
modes of the most advanced machines available. You don't even 
need a graphics card or special windowing software. 

Nothing is Faster 
Fox Software products are famous for their unmatched execution 
speed. FoxPro extends that tradition . 

Nothing Runs Like The Fox. 
Fox Software, Inc. (419) 874-0162 

134 W. South Boundary FAX: (419) 874-8678 
Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 Telex: 6503040827 FOX 
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FoxPro is up to eight times faster than dBASE IV 
more than 15 times faster than dBASE III PLUS! 

And that blazing speed translates into unprece
dented power. Now you can efficiently process gigan
tic databases with hundreds of thousands- even 
millions-of records. 

Protecting Your Investment 
With FoxPro, your existing FoxBASE+ or dBASE III 
PLUS programs will run perfectly-first time, every 
time, no excuses. And FoxPro is language-compatible 
with dBASE IV. 

But FoxPro doesn't stop there. It has over 140 language enhance
ments not found in any version of dBASE. We've outdone ourselves 
by adding more than 200 language extensions you won't find in 
FoxBASE +. 

Best of all, FoxPro opens up whole new worlds for your applications 
by letting you move them onto a variety of different platforms. 

The Tradition Continues 
Fox Software is committed to excellence-our products prove it. 

We've been producing superb database management software since 
1983. And our products for both the PC and the Macintosh continue 

to win awards worldwide. 

We've taken everything knowwe 
about software engineering, data
bases and interface design, and 
focused it into one remarkable 
product-FoxPro. 

FREE Demo Disk 
But don't just take our word for it. Try 
FoxPro for yourself, and see what the 
higher standard of database manage
ment can do for you. 

Call (419) 874-0162 now to get your 
free demo disk. Or ask for the FoxPro 
dealer neares t you. One look, and 
we think you'll agree: Nothing Runs 
Like The Fox. 

FoxBASE+ Users: 

Call About Our Liberal 


Upgrade Offer! 


System Requirements: FoxPro oper
ates in 512K RAM (640K recommended) 
with MS/PC-DOS 2.0 or greater and 
an 808618088, 80286 or 80386 micro
processor. For optimum performan ce, 
FoxPro takes complete advantage of any 
available EMS (expanded memory) or a 
111atl1 coprocessor. 
Trademark/Owner: FoxPro, FoxBASE + I 
Fox Software; dBASE Ill PLUS, dBASE 
IV/Ashton-Tate. 

Fox Software 



Smalltalk!V® PM. 

Think ofit as a bold, 

"seat-ofthe-pants" solution 

that cuts to the heart of the 

OS/2 Presentation Manager 

complexity challenge. Thus 

unlocking the potential ofthis 

powe1ful operating system. 

With the introduction 

of SmalltalkN PM,object

or iented programm in g 

Introducing Smalltalk/V PM. The 
to fulfill the promise of OS/2. 

moves out of the realm of mystery 

and into a new era of breakthrough 

applications that promises to be of 

legendary proportions. 

OS/2 PM is designed to push 

Is The Most Important Part Of Your 

Developer's Kit Missing? 

OS/2 PM offers you a powerful, rich environment 

loaded with advantages like a Gra phics Program

ming Interface (GPI), a LAN manager, multitask

ing, SQL, just fo r starters. And all of these 

components are accessible in a standard way using 

Smalltalk/V PM through Dynamic L ink Libraries 

(DLLs). Combined with ODE (Dynamic Data 

Exchange), you can ca ll and exchange data with 

other PM services or applications. Seamlessly. 

Now developers can write truly reusable compo

nents, which grea tly increases their va lue. And 

you' ll find Smallta lk/V PM the perfect "glue" 

between applications written in other languages. 

"user friendly" to a whole new level 

of sophistication. Ifyou compare it 

to an orchestra, OS/2 has capabili

ties no ordinary assemblage of in

struments has ever dreamed of 

possessing. Yet to tap 

its potenti al, OS/2 

PM demands a con

ductor capable of true 

genius. That conduc

to r is Sma ll ta lk/V 

PM. 

You'll find Small

talkN PM a perfect 

language for repre

senting and manipu

la ting hi g h-level 

information. Because 

you go from designing to prototyp

ing to delivering a completed appli

cation in one seamless step, you 

cleanly avoid the old costly "crash 

and burn" delays so common with 

languages born in the age of main

fram es. 

UNLEASHING THE AWESOME 
POWER OF OS/2 PM 

Smallta lkN PM. It helps stop 

t11e natural drift toward vaporware 

so common in software develop

ment today. It lets you dive right in 

and get to the creative parts with

out the usual grw1t work. For ex

ample, if you want to ignore the 

complexities of understanding 

OS/2 PM details you can immedi



"THIS IS THE RIGHT WAY 

TO DEVELOP APPLICA

TIONS FOR OS/2 PM. 

OS/2 PM is a tremendously 

rich environment, which 

makes it inherently complex. 

Smalltalk/V PM removes that 

complexity, and lets you con 

centrate on writing great pro

grams. Smalltalk/V PM is tl1e 

kind of powerful tool mat wi ll 

make OS/2 the successor to 

MS/DOS." 

Bill Gates, Chairman 
Microsoft Corp. 

fast, seat-of-the-pants way 


Tlttotl•land 
Proa••mrnlncHencll>ook 

ately start creating without any 

limitations on your efficiency. 

However, if you're the curious 

type, we have tools called browsers 

to help you fathom the masterpiece 

called OS/2 PM. You'll also find 

our incremental program develop

ment capability and push-button 

THE FIRST debugger simplifies ap-
FULLY-COMPILED plication development 
SMALLTALK. 

Because Smalltalk/V 
and gives you instant 

PM is fully compiled response when you im

it provides you with a plement an idea. Our 
more responsive envi

extensive user manua ls 
ronment than ever 

before. Now you'll be and tutorials h ave 

able to generate earned us high praise. 
stand-alone applica

tions (.EXE). SMALLTALK/V PM. 
THE TALKING HAS 

ALREADY STARTED. 

"Digitalk's SmalltalkN PM is a 

masterful implementation ofa clas

sical object-oriented programming 

language and a state of the art 

graphica l user interface. Any pro 

Smalltalk/V 
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grammer struggling with the com

plexities of Presentation Manager 

should take a close look at this 

product." 

Charles Petzold, Contributing Edito1; 
PC Magazine 

"Digitalk's SmalltalkN PM is 

dazzling! This product makes Pre

sentation Manager pay off." 

J eff Duntemann, Contributing Edito1; 
Di: Dobbs Journal 

"SmalltalkN PM is an ex

cellent tool for rapid deliv

ery of prototypes which 

have all the functionality 

and user interface of a com

plete PM application ." 

Richm·d A. Lands111a11, 
System Ai·c/;itect, Lotus Development 

"Sma llta lk/V PM from 

Digitalk is the grea test! This is an 

incredible product." . 
J.D. Hzlclebrand 

Editor-in-Chief, Computer Language 

TI-IE BEST PM It\TVESTMENT 
YOU'LL EVER MAKE 

Smalltalk/V PM $499. 9 5 

Prices and in formation on these and 
other Digitalk products are an ilab le 
on request: 

Smalltalk/V, Smalttalk/V 286, 
Smalltalk/V Mac 

Smal! ta lkN. A product of Digitalk Inc., 
984 1 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 
90045 . For information or to fmd a dealer 
near you ca ll: 

1-800-92 2-82 5 5 
1-213 -645-1082 
CompuServe 71361 ,1636 
FAX 1-2 13-645-1306 
Sma!ltalk/V is a registered tr;1dcm.1rk of Digiralk Inc. 
Prices subject to change \\i thout notice. 

Other product n;1mcs arc trademarks or rcgisrcn.:d 

trademarks of thdr rcspccriH' holders. 




MICROBYTES 

NANOBYTES 

After tackling the nuclear
triggered geopolitical situation 
with Balance of Power, noted 
game designer Chris Crawford 
has taken on an even more 
complex subject: the earth's envi
ronment. Balance of the Planet is 
a simulation program meant to 
illustrate the interrelationship 
between humans, industry , and 
Mother Earth. You play the 
United Nations High Commis
sioner of the Environment. The 
game starts in 1990; you have 
until 2035 to straighten out the 
mess. Be prepared for bad results: 
Poor policies can contribute to 
starvation, flooding, and a host of 
other woes. The simulation is not 
easy; we know one technical 
editor who, in the course of a 
weekend, wiped out the world 
nearly half a dozen times before 
determining which industries to 
tax and which objectives to fund. 
The program is available for Macs 
or PCs; it's $49.95 from Accolade 
(San Jose, CA). 

When it comes to user interfaces, 
there's too much "breakfast 
cereal marketing," said depart
ing Apple Products president 
Jean-Louis Gassee in a recent 
speech to Mac users. "We talk 
about windows and menus and 
magic-this and hyper-that. Soon 
we'll have the user interface 
equivalent of cola wars." 

DuPont Imaging Systems (New
ark, DE) has designed a hardware/ 
software package that gives 
Macintosh users access to Unix 
through the Mac interface and 
file system. The new MacB!itz 
coprocessing board ($9995) uses 
a Clipper C300 RISC processor 
running at 50 MHz. 

WordPerfect (Orem, UT) has 
just started beta-testing its word 
processor for OS/2 Presentation 
Manager and expects it on the 
shelves in November. The 
company will provide its OS/2 
drivers for the hundreds of 
printers now supported by DOS 
editions of WordPerfect. The 
company says that it's committed 
to a Windows version but doesn't 
think it will be ready until 1991. 

financial data that migh,t affect the 
design. 

The code for the new standard is 
being built using C and C++ and will 
employ an X Window System-based 
user interface on all platforms. The 
expert systems based on the standard 
will be compatible with Structured 
Query Language- based database 
systems, the developers say. 

Ford and US West plan to start beta 
tests of software using the new code in 
the fourth quarter of this year. Testing 

of more-advanced software versions is 
scheduled to start in the fourth quarter 
of next year. 

Cooperation between the companies 
is limited to the development of the 
new software code. Each partner will 
be allowed to use the code to produce 
and market its own knowledge-based 
expert systems. IMKA is looking for 
new recruits, including foreign firms, 
to contribute funding or technical 
expertise. 

-Rob Calem 

Sharp Plans Better-Looking Color LCD This Year 

A Ithough Sharp and NEC are now 
selling portable computers with 

flat-panel color displays, both compa
nies admit that the screens leave 
something to be desired. The color is 
washed out, and the viewing angle is 
restricted. 

But that picture could change soon. 
Sharp Electronics (Mahwah, NJ) plans 
to have a color I 0-inch LCD panel 
available to OEMs by the end of 
September. The color screen could 
appear in portables by early 1991. The 
new Sharp display uses the same 
active-matrix technology as the 
Macintosh Portable but adds 512 
colors and VGA resolution. 

Active-matrix color LCDs are now 
used in tiny TVs and have been 
heralded as the display technology of 
the future. But poor manufacturing 
yields have made panels larger than 
about 6 inches across unreliable and 
prohibitively expensive. The difficul
ties of making even a monochrome 
active-matrix panel accounted for 
much of the delay in the Macintosh 
Portable. 

The new thin-film transistor (TFT) 
Sharp screen represents two innova
tions. First, each pixel is backed up 
with two transistors, so if one fails, 
another is there to take its place. 

Second, the company has a new 
manufacturing line that uses laser 
repair equipment; defective transistors 
can be fixed or removed before the 
display leaves the plant. 

The Sharp TFT screen has a total of 
92 l ,600 pixels, or three for every 
point of a 640- by 480-pixel VGA 
array (one each for red, green, and 
blue). The quality difference between 
the TFT screen and the passive-matrix 
display in the Sharp Multi-Color 386 
is striking: The TFT's colors are 
bright, rich, and solid, and the hori
zontal viewing angle is a wide 120 
degrees. 

The panel uses a lot of juice-about 
12 watts, including hot-cathode 
backlighting-so for the time being, 
it's practical only for AC-powered 
machines. It also weighs 2 Y.5 pounds, 
or about half as much as some entire 
notebook computers. 

Sharp estimates that its color LCD 
panels will cost five to 10 times as 
much as a conventional monochrome 
LCD. This could make for an expen
sive computer, but Sharp, which plans 
to use most of the displays itself, 
thinks that it can produce a model in 
the $10,000 range, or for about the 
same price as the Multi-Color 386. 

-Andy Reinhardt 

First of Fatter Floppy Drives Finally Arriving 

H igh-capacity floppy disk drives 
have been something of a Holy 

Grail in the personal computer 
business, but for end users the search 
could be winding down. Q/Cor 
(Norcross, GA), a Quadram spin-off, 
says that it has started shipping floppy 
disk drives that can pack 21 MB onto 
special 3Yz-inch media. The Stor/Mor 
drives are based on Brier Tech
nology 's Flextra subsystem, which 

uses a proprietary closed-loop servo 
tracking scheme to boost disk capac
ity. Flextra was announced more than 
a year ago and has been in testing 
since then. 

Stor/Mor drives have an embedded 
SCSI controller and are shipped with 
an interface board for IBM PC 
compatibles. An external unit for A Ts 
lists for $895, an internal for A Ts is 

continued 
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our customers expect software that works. 
All the time. The key to software quality is 
exhaustive testing. It's also an engineer's 
worst nightmare. But it doesn't have to be. 
Because now you can automate your soft
ware testing. 

Introducing the Atron Evaluator. The first and 
only non-intrusive automated PC-based software 
testing tool. 

The Atron Evaluator automaticallyruns your soft
ware regression testing programs. All of them. All 
day. All night. Giving you thoroughly tested, higher 
qualitysoftware. 

The Atron Evaluator is hardware-based. And since 
it's non-intrusive, software behavior is tested with
out the risk of alteration. Once your tests have run, 
you can refer to automatically generated test reports 
to double-check test results. 

The Atron Evaluator saves time. And time makes 
you money. Development cycles are shortened, so 
your software gets to market sooner. And while your 
test programs are running, you can be more produc
tive . Start a new project. Or go home. 

For more information about the Atron Evaluator, 
call us at 1-800-283-593 3. And put an end to your 
worst nightmares. Automatically. 

tilj'(•:h) 

ADivision al CADRE Technologies 

Saratoga Office Center 
12950 Saratoga Avenue 
Saratoga, California 95070 
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In Europe, contact : 
Elverex Limited, Enterprise House 
Plassey Technology Park , Limerick, Ireland 
Phone: 061-338177 

QA TrainingLimited , Cecily Hill Cas tlt' 
Ci rencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 2EF, England 
Phone: (0285) 5888 



Buyour IBM-compatible color 

printer and get this Mac-compatible


color printer free. 

The new Phaser PX Color Printer from Tektronix. 	 Macs that might come along. Automatically switch

ing from port to port to keep everybody happy.Only$7995 Add to that certified PANTONE®* Color that can 
The price is as much of a breakthrough as anything be printed on paper or transparencies, and you've got 
else. The Phaser PX offers PostScript-language com a color printer that will do more for less money than 
patibility and 300 dpi thermal-wax color that's brighter ever before. 
and bolder than that of pricey competitors. And not So call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. llJ to find out how 
only can you hook it up to an office full of PCs via to get your hands on the new Tektronix Phaser PX. 
serial or parallel, but it will also accommodate any Then you can kill two birds with one color printer. 

The New TektronixPhaserPX® 

"'Pantone, ln c.'s check·standard trademark fo rcolor reproduction and color reproducti on materials. Copyright© 1990 Tektronix, Inc. 



Buyour Mac-compatible color 

printer and get this IBM-compatible 


color printer free. 

The new Phaser PX Color Printer from Tektronix. 	 workstations that might come along. Automatically 

switching from port to port to keep everybody happy.Only$7995 Add to that certified PANTONEe* Color that can 
The price is as much of a breakthrough as anything be printed on paper or transparencies, and you've got 
else. The Phaser PX offers PostScript-language com a color printer that will do more for less money than 
patibility and 300 dpi thermal-wax color that's brighter ever before. 
and bolder than that of pricey competitors. And not So call 1-800-835-6100, Dept. llJ to find out how 
only can you hook it up to an office full of Macs via to get your hands on the new Tektronix Phaser PX. 
AppleTalk, but it will also accommodate the PCs and Then you can kill two birds with one color printer. 

The New 1'!1<.tronixPhaserPX® 

All right s reserved. Phaser is a trademark of Tektronix, Inc. All other trademarks mentioned herein belong to other compa nies. 
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MlCROBYTES 

NANOBYTES 

MIPS Computer Systems (Sun
nyvale, CA) is designing a new 
workstation, currently called the 
RC6280, that will use the 
company's new R6000 RISC 
processor. This is subject to 
change, but the system will most 
likely come with 32 MB of main 
memory (expandable to 256 MB); 
address up to 4 gigabytes of 
virtual memory; use multiple 
VME buses; and have a 655-MB 
hard di sk dri ve, a SCSI bus, and 
seri al and Ethernet ports. The 
66.7-MHz R6000 processor can 
achieve single-cycle execution 
time fo r a lmost all instructions, 
MIPS says. 

National Information Ser vices 
(Baltimore) is publishing Con
sumer Reports on CD-ROM. The 
"beginner's" coll ection dates back 
to January 1985; the advanced 
collection, which comes with 
more sophisticated search too ls, 
dates back to January 1982. 
Annual subscriptions are priced at 
$445 and $695, respectively. 

Japan 's Ministry of Interna
tional Trade and Industry will 
spend $46 million on its F ifth 
Generation Computer Project 
thi s year, and $9.8 million on its 
di stribu ted data-process ing envi 
ronment of the future, according 
to New Technology Week (pub
li shed by King Communications, 
Washington, DC). MITI will 
invest $ 100,000 in neura l network 
research, the newsletter said . 

Xircom (Woodland Hill s, CA) 
has cut the price of its Pocket 
Ethernet Adapter by $ I 00. The 
diminutive device, which works 
with IBM PC-compatible laptops, 
now sells fo r $595. 

Senior managers at the nation's 
1500 biggest companies aren't 
happy with the way their busi
nesses are using computer tech
nology, according to a survey 
conducted by Beta Resea rch 
(Syosset, NY). Beta poll sters 
report that 52 percent of the 
senior managers polled said that 
their companies are not using 
computers and communications to 
their full potenti al. 

$795, and an external unit for Micro 
Channel machines is $995 . The 
special disks cost $25 each. 

F lextra is one of several emerging 
technologies to cram greater amounts 
of data onto 3Yi-inch removable 
floppy disks. Most of the new drives 
are still months from reaching the 
market, but a 2.88-MB-capacity model 
made by Toshiba and reso ld in the 
U.S. by Pacific Rim Systems could 
become the next step up from 1.44 
MB . Insite Peripherals says that it 's 
redes igning its 20.9-MB Floptical 
drive (announced last year) fo r 
backward compatibility. The 
company 's current 1325 model will 
remain an evaluation uni t onl y, and 
lnsite's fi rs t commercial product will 
be a I-inch-high dri ve slated fo r nex t 
year. 

The Toshiba, Insite, and Brier 
systems all use new barium-ferrite 
disks manufac tured by Maxell , 
Verbatim, and others. These disks 
have ultrafi ne metal particles and a 
smoother surface than conventional 
ferric-oxide di sks, which lets them 
hold twice as much data per linear 
inch. In the Toshiba dri ve, which is 
compatible wi th existing 720K-byte 
and 1.44-MB di sks, the media is 
fo rmatted with the same num ber of 

tracks, but each track has twice as 
many sectors. 

The Insite and Brier dri ves achieve 
their higher capacity by greatly 
increas ing the number of tracks on the 
di sk. Since the head can be positioned 
very prec isely, the tracks can be 
narrower and closer together. To 
encode track information, however, 
requi res that the mass-produced 
barium-fe1Tite disks be spec ia lly 
fo1matted at the fac tory. As a result, 
the di sks are more costly, and neither 
drive can read from or write to 
ex isting fl oppy di sks. 

Brier's " twin-ti ered track ing" 
involves storing data on two levels of 
the di sk media. The bottom layer 
contains magnetic servo information 
that defines the location of the tracks, 
while the top layer holds data. 

Flex tra di sks have an unfo rmatted 
capacity of 25 MB , or 2 1.4 MB after 
formatting. The servo tracks now 
written onto the disks are dense 
enough to support capac ities of 50 or 
even I 00 MB unformatted, Brier says, 
but getting to the higher leve ls will 
involve further technology refine
ments and new meta l-powder di sk 
media. Bri er plans to announce a 43.2
MB-capac ity model "within the year." 

-Andy Reinhardt 

Little Guys: Bill Gates Has Good News for You 

S mall applicati on programs and 
small software companies to 

develop them-that's a wave of the 
future, according to Microsoft 
chairman Bill Gates. Gates told the 
National Apple Users Group confer
ence recentl y that he bases hi s fo recast 
on what he sees as a move away fro m 
large, mul tifea tured application 
programs, li ke Word and Excel, to 
small , special-purpose programs that 
can work together. 

"Because things are fa irly self
contained today, with simply cutting 
and pasting, you can have onl y these 
large appli cations. You can' t have 
these nifty little tools that you pull in 

to manipulate a little bit of data and 
then move that data onto another 
applicati on," Gates said. " With an 
archi tecture of small - to medium-size 
applications to attach to larger 
applications, we allow small software 
companies to prov ide specialized 
packages that will appeal to spec ial 
audiences that the larger companies 
li ke ours cannot address." 

The technology that wi ll spur these 
new programs and small companies is 
the Dynamic Data Exchange channel 
in Windows and OS/2, which allows 
applications to easil y exchange 
information, Gates said. 

-David Reed 

WE DON'T CARE IF YOU'RE BIG OR SMALL. We remember when some 
of the best ideas came from guys working in their garages. If you, your 
company, or your research group is working on a new technology or developing 
products that will significantly affect microcomputers and the way people work 
with them, we'd like to hear about it. Phone the BYTE news department at (603) 
924-9281. Or send a fax to (603) 924-2550. Or write to us at One Phoenix Mill 
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Or send E-mail to "microbytes" on BIX or to 
"BYTE" on MCI Mail. An electronic version ofMicrobytes, offering a wider 
variety of computer-related news on a daily basis, is available on BIX. 
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Come on, now- we ca n't do ever .vl/1ing 
for you. We've procluced a complete line of 
C<J non· L<Jscr Beam Prin ters for cri sp text and 
stunning grnphi cs. We've given them fea tures 
unmatched i n th ei r pri ce range - such as 
built-in sca l<J blc type faces that look grea t 
l" rnm the f1n es t f1ne pr int to pos ter- sizecl 
he<Jdlines- with legendary Ca non quali ty. 

But we ca n't I.ell you that what you neecl 
is the compact. size (ancl compact pri ce! ) of 
the -t-pagc-pcr-minu tc LBP"'-4. You're the 
only one who knows how convenient i ts 14" x 
16" size and quiet operati on would be on 
your home or omce desktop. And how ca n we 
even guess what you·c1 clo with the standard 
v ideo in tc rf'acc f'or f'as l . hi gh-resoluti on 
<Jppl icaUons? 

We're not going to insist that you should 
get the LBP"'-8 Mmk Ill '" f'or its 8-ppm speccl. 
or for the abili ty to boost i ts stanclarcl l.5MB 
all the way Lo 4.5MB. Sure. i t ca n accept our IC 
cards lor acldi l.ional typefaces ancl capabili
ties. bu t so ca n the others. 

Maybe you never ncecl Lo prin t letterhead 
plus seconcl sheets. or long unal tenclcd jobs. 
So why should we brag about the Mark 111 '1:1 

" 

wi th diial paper cassettes that can hole! up Lo 
400 sheets? Ju st because it ca n combine 
portrai t. ancl landscape tex t? Big deal- thats 
standard lo r Canon Laser Bea m Printers. 

1\ncl unless yo u wa nt the ultimate in 
ca p<J bili ty ancl convenience. you'cl have no 
int eres t in the Mark 11 IR:" with dual cassettes 
and duplex printing for news let.ters. and 
lengthy reports. Even though, li ke the others 
(y;1Wn). i t suppor ts all popular word-process
ing arnl DTP sonware. 

Visit your Ca non clea ler-c:a ll us toll- f'rec 
<Jt 1-(800) 733-2900 f'or the one nearest you. 
We've done our par t, with lour Ca non Laser 
Beam l'rint.crs I.hat set a new standard. 

But. the hard part is up to you. 

Genuine Adobe" l'os\Scripl" is ' 
now available for the LBP-8 Mark ~~ 
Ill Ser ies pr in ters. Ancl ii. w ill soon ~ 
he offered on the LBP-4 prin ter: as POSTSCRIPT 
WC II. Softwo" f<om Adobe 

/\ printer driver kit is provided 
f'rce with each printer conta ining 
all prin ter cle f1nition f11es currently 
ava il ab le on cl iskctte. plu s com
plete insta llation instructions. 

Canon 

LASER BEAM PRINTERS 

Working To ImproveYour Image:· 
F1ornTopToB011om LBP" ·4. LBP· ·8 Mark lll.™ LBP · ·B Mark lll T. w LBP~·-8 Mark IJIR 1M 

Ado l)e:· Pos tScr1pt · and Ille Pos tScnpt logo are registered trademarks of Adobe 
Sys tems lncorpura1 cd 1n Ilic U S A 
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LETTERS 

and Ask BYTE 

Tales from the Archives 
While "Saving Space " by Steven J . 
Vaughan-Nichols (March) is quite infor
mative , I would like to make a few com
ments. Vaughan-Nichols says that "none 
of [the archiving programs] bothers to 
determine whether sufficient space ex
ists ... before starting." This is true but 
misleading . It is impossible to predict 
just how much space will be required for 
working files . The designer must walk 
the thin line between the possibility of 
the program running out of space and 
that of alerting the user that there is in
sufficient space when, in fact, there is 
enough. 

It is possible to check the fit as the pro
gram proceeds , or to break the job into 
two or more smaller pieces. But these ap
proaches also have problems-namely , 
slower compression time, and loss of an 
unerase utility to recover the previous 
archive. 

Vaughan-Nichols mentions that he has 
never been able to create a self-extracting 
archive using LHarc 1.13 . I have been 
using that version for about eight months 
and have never had a problem with it. Not 
only does it produce archives that are 
typically within a few percentage points 
either way of the size of PKzip archives , 
but its self-extraction code adds only 
about 1300 bytes to the size of an ar
chive. It also does not require another 
file in the same directory-as PKzip 
1.01 does , contrary to its documenta
tion . LHarc cannot create a self-extract
ing archive if there is not enough mem
ory, while PKzip 's self-extracting 
archives work on machines with any 
memory size. Due to the convenience of 
LHarc 's self-extraction feature , I am 
currently using it for all my self-extract
ing archives. 

I use PKzip for almost all other ar
chiving because of its significant speed 
advantage over LHarc . I also use PKzip 
in its quick compression mode to back up 
data files and source code, since it is fast, 
compresses relatively well, and allows 
multiple file specifications. Another ad
vantage of PKzip is that it detects when it 
is running on a 386 and uses 386 instruc
tions for a significant performance im
provement. 

One final point. Zoo is not the only ar
chiving program available on more than 
one system. I use LHarc and ARC on a 
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Saving Space 
Data comprusi0f1 can add J'ftlf1 10 tire life ofJ'Ol.lf Irani tlisk 

fora lot /e.u th11111he price ofti new tlril'l' 

S1e1ttnl. l't1ugh1m-Nichols 

Unix machine , and I have heard of a 
Unix version of PKzip. 

Stephen M. Dunn 
Brampton, Ontario , Canada 

The Coke Standard 
You should have told Charles E. Green 
(Ask BYTE, March) that the computer 
industry is hard at work searching for al
ternatives to confusing technology. 

Sharp observers, for example, will 
have noticed the subtle shift toward the 
adoption of familiar objects as reference 
standards. Witness the clever use of 
Coca-Cola cans to define precise height, 
a move introduced simultaneously in the 
March BYTE by Flytech Technology 
(page 96) and Northgate Computers (fol
lowing page 40). The latter even went so 
far as to announce that it had broken the 
full-can height barrier ("standing not 
even as tall as America's favorite diet 
cola") . No doubt benchmarks will soon 

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU . Please 
double-space your letter on one side of the 
page and include your name and address. 
Letters two pages in length or under have a 
better chance of being published in their en
tirety. Address correspondence to Letters 
Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Pe
~erborough, NH 03458. 

Your letter will be read, but because ofthe 
large volume of mail we receive, we cannot 
guarantee publication. We also reserve the 
right to edit letters. It takes about four months 
from the time we receive a letter until we pub
lish it. 

codify this brave lead. Figures such as 
"1.678 cans," "4.238 cans2 ," or even (is 
it too much to hope for?) "0.0795 cans 
per second" will soon become common
place. 

It is disturbing to see that full stan
dardization still eludes us , as the two in
novators cannot agree on whether the cal
ibration standard should be Diet Coke or 
regular Coke. But an important first step 
has been taken, and I think it should be 
applauded. 

Peter Bolton 
New Smyrna Beach, FL 

Succession Crisis Revisited 
I found Bob Ryan's "The Succession 
Crisis" (March) both informative and 
useful to those who are considering Unix 
and OS/2 as an alternative to DOS. I be
lieve that Ryan's advice to postpone the 
Unix versus OS/2 choice until they both 
offer the range of applications found 
under DOS is well taken by those who 
can afford to wait. 

For those who must make the move in 
the near future , the situation is different. 
I'd like to point out some of the findings 
of a comparison between Unix and OS/2 
that Andrew S. Tanenbaum makes in his 
book Structured Computer Organization 
(Prentice-Hall, 1990): 

• Unix supports multiple users; OS/2 
supports one. 

• Unix is portable; OS/2 was designed 
specifically for the 286. 

• Unix has a linear memory model; 
OS/2 has a segmented memory 
model. 

• Unix supports virtual memory via 
paging; OS/2 supports it via 
segmentation. 

• Unix allows multiple links to a file; 
OS/2 does not. 

• Unix allows a collection of disks to 
be mounted on a single tree; OS/2 
does not. 

• Unix processes make system calls by 
trapping to the kernel ; OS/2 processes 
make system calls by procedure 
calls through call gates. 

• Unix has only a single level of 
access-the file system; OS/2 also has 
I/O subsystems. 

• Unix has neither threads nor 
sessions; OS/2 has both. 

continued 



Great Moments in C-Programmer History 


I f you're feeling overwhelmed by im
possible deadlines, don 't despair. 

Vermont Views™ 2.0 combines a menu
driven screen designer with a C library of 
over 550 functions to combat program
ming stress. 

Have Fun Again 
Using the Vermont Views Designer, you'll 

visually create user interfaces in a fraction of 
the time required to code them. Include pull
down menus, window-based data-enay forms 
with tickertape and memo fields, scrollable 
regions, choice lists, context-sensitive help, 
and other state-of-the-art features. Quickly 
create and refineoperational prototypes. Use 
DOS graphics without GUI hassles. 

Ul'fl'.tlT LliTElfltt SYSTDI I 

,.J\fuHol'ft "od r>ldHun • Dotofn r II C l8 
itl fa"' [nU:rU.xt ((l lt J>,;..,,1to ...ou,<Fl>forhol 

You'll enjoy interactive development 
without the limitations of 4GL's. When the 
extensive capabilities ofVermont Views don't 
meet special needs,attach your own process
ing functions to menus, forms , fields, and 
keys. We've designed it so you won't run into 
dead ends. 

ABetter CASE 
Rapid prototyping is che latest CASE tech

nology. But, with most systems, you must 
throw the prototype away when coding 
begins. With Vermont Views, the prototype 
becomes the application. Menus and data-en
try forms are usable in the final appli
cation without change. Names of functions 
for retrieving, processing, and storing data 
can be specified as the prototype is created. 
Notes can be attached to forms and fields to 
help you complete and document the appli
cation. Vermont Views objects are checked 
for validity when created, so integration and 
testing go more quickly. 

Endless Benefits 
Screen generators for most C libraries 

require you to modify generated source code 
to create a fully functional interface- after 
which you muse work with the source code. 
Not so with Vermont Views. Designer forms 
and menus can incorporate the special capa
bilities of Vermont Views and still be revised 
interactively. You'll reap productivity benefits 
throughout the software lifecycle. 

Free Test Drive 
Call for a free DOS demo copy of the 

Designer. See what you've been missing. 


Call 800-848-1248 

Fax 802-848-3502 


Please Mention "037" 


AUniversal Solution 
Create a single interface and port it among 

PCDOS, OS/2, im.w11y; 11 111o1 
UNlX, XENIX, and 
VMS. Use Vermont 
Views with any 
database that has 
a (-language interface (most do). Include 
DOS graphics in text-based applications 
(optional). Create interfaces for any roman
based language. Develop safely on networks 
with our form-locking version. 

r

Sweet Music 
''This is the most complete, easiest to use screen 
package I have ever seen.. . " - JimDarragh, 

Commercial Logic, Inc. 

"At arecent.field staffmeeting, we were able to get 
aconsensus ... using the Designer on abig screen 
TV. Changes canbe posted real-time and afunc 
tioning prototype results ... The Jami designer is 
GREAT." -Randy Jones, Bera Tester 

No-limit Trial 
Reduce stress by ordering Vermont Views 

now. There is no risk Return it for a full 
refund- anytime. We believe in our product. 

It Vermont 
Creative 
Software 

Pinnacle Meadows, Richford, VT 05476 
Phone: 802-848-7731 Telex: 510-601-4160 

http:nU:rU.xt


ASK BYTE 

Tanenbaum says that an even more im
portant factor is the widespread avail
ability of Unix source code, which al
lows Unix system developers to rapidly 
respond to technological changes. The 
source code for OS/2, on the other hand, 
is a guarded secret held by IBM and 
Microsoft. As an example, Tanenbaum 
points out that when RISC machines 
were introduced, Unix was the unani
mous choice of all the RISC vendors. 

Unix is over 20 years old, and it has a 
rich tradition and culture associated with 
it. A rich tradition and culture for OS/2 
has yet to be established. 

Rodney Adams 
Cambridge, MA 

Multimedia Wars 
I think Don Crabb has misled readers 
and given bad advice in "A Mac Me
lange" (March) . The Macintosh is area
sonable platform for multimedia , pro
vided you have unlimited funds . It is 
expensive to provide the Mac with the 
functionality that the Amiga has right 
out of the box. The Amiga was designed 
as a multimedia (and multitasking) ma
chine, and if Crabb does not take it seri
ously, the people who are using it for dig
itized images, sound, music, full-motion 
video, and animation do. 

My advice to Crabb's readers is this: 
If you are interested in multimedia, by 
all means look at the Mac first. Then buy 
an Amiga. 

Dana S. West 
Columbus , OH 

East Europeans Seek 
Correspondents 
I am a 36-year-old electronics engineer. I 
work mostly on projects based on the 
Intel 8048, 8051, and 8096 single-chip 
microcontrollers for use in measurement 
and control. I would like to find someone 
with whom I can exchange letters on pro
gramming hints and hobby applications 
of these devices. 

Lubomir Matystak 
Polni 581 

742 83 Klimkovice 
Czechoslovakia 

I have been a reader of BYTE for several 
years, and I profit greatly from your arti
cles on both hardware and software. I de
velop information-retrieval software 
under MS-DOS, OS/2, and Unix, and I 
try to capture the actual trends in soft
ware engineering with the help of your 
magazine. 

The changes here in East Germany 
have given me greater opportunities for 
sharing information with the internation
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al community. This is why I am writing 
to you. I'd like to find a colleague to cor
respond with . 

I am 43 years old. My wife is a teacher 
of Russian and English , and we have a 
12-year-old daughter. In addition to my 
professional interests, I enjoy the cultur
al events that Dresden and Saxonia are 
known for (especially the concerts of the 
Staatskappelle and the exhibitions of the 
Semper Gallery) . My wife and I are in
terested in English and American lit
erature. 

Dr. Peter Naumann 
Rosenbergstrasse 21 

Dresden 8021 
East Germany 

Thanks for the Unix Benchmarks 

I read Ben Smith's "The BYTE Unix 

Benchmarks" (March) with great plea

sure. Someday, perhaps, BYTE will rou

tinely publish Unix-based performance 

figures . 


In principle, all BYTE benchmarks 
might be run simultaneously on one 
Unix system. The total real time would 
be longer because of multitasking over
head, but the per-process user and sys
tem CPU times should be the same as for 
successive, serial benchmark runs . 

The new BYTE shell-script approach 
should yield portability. However, there 
are pitfalls in the form of unknown but 
systematic errors in user time to search 
the PATH for the script's executables. 
Below is the data for the old BYTE Sieve 
of Eratosthenes benchmark program, 
coded with times (S) system calls and run 
under shell timing (using The Santa Cruz 
Operation 's Unix 3.2 running on an IBM 
AT with an Intel Inboard). It ran 10 itera
tions to a maximum of 8191 (1899 
primes). The average user time in sec
onds (variation) of six trials on a quiet 
multiuser system is as follows: 

System call Time command 
C shell built-in time 0.508 (0.04) 0.5 (0) 
timex sieve 0.602 (0.16) 0.611 (0.16) 
/usr/bin/timex 

./s ieve 0.468 (0.01) 0.472 (0.0 I) 

These results do not invalidate the 
BYTE shell-script approach for between
platform comparison, provided that all 
commands are "invoked by a fully quali
fied path. 

John Michael Williams 
Senior Software Engineer 

Dazix, Inc. 
Redwood City , CA 

The time utility is not started until all 
paths and variables have been estab
lished and the test is ready to run. Jn the 

benchmark tests that return the number 
of loops (instead of a time), the timing 
routine is internal to the test itself and is 
not started until all the internal variables 
have been set for the specific test. Future 
tests for BYTE benchmarks will follow 
this later scheme, since there is no upper 
limit on performance that can be evalu
ated this way. 

We do, in fact , run some tests concur
rently , but with as much control as possi
ble. The system-load test incrementally 
increases the number of concurrent 
copies ofitself that are running. This is a 
good indicator of how a system will per
form under a variety of process loads. 
The danger ofrunning benchmarks when 
the system is in multiuser mode is that 
there are an unknown number of demon 
processes associated with being at the 
multiuser level. 

Although it is impossible to have abso
lutely all the variables dependent on the 
benchmarks, we think that it is important 
to try to reach that goal to cross-evaluate 
divergent Unix versions on the spectrum 
of Unix hardware. That doesn't mean 
that benchmarks are invalid when run in 
other than our standard way (e.g., sin
gle-user, no windowing, and full optimi
zation). Our tests can be used for evaluat
ing a single machine under different 
conditions. In this way, they become a 
tool for fine-tuning performance. 

-Ben Smith 

Don't Tell All 
I am appalled at Hugh Kenner 's review 
of that wonderful true mystery by Clif
ford Stoll , The Cuckoo's Egg (Print 
Queue, March) . This wasn't a review; it 
was a retelling of the whole story. How 
dare he "tell it all" and ruin the excite
ment of reading it and wondering, "What 
next? What next?" 

B. M. Hutchison 
Pendleton, OR 

ASK BYTE 


CD-ROMs and Printers 
What does it take to install a CD-ROM 
drive in an XT or AT clone? Is a SCSI 
controller card necessary? Do different 
ROM drive manufacturers have different 
requirements? 

Ifyou have a color printer, what is the 
best way to dump screen images for 
CGA, EGA, or VGA? 

Al Sardello 
Boulder, CO 

continued 



Here's what they say 

about Zortech C+ + 


" .ZOrtech is a truly fine compiler ... if you've 
been waiting for a major player to offer a 
professional C++ development systemfor 
OS/2 and Windows, as well as DOS, 
wait no longer ... .ZOrtech has it! '' 

Richard Hole Show, PC Magazine, p.38, Morch 13, 1990 

"Zortech C++ is one of the best MS-DOS 
products I've had the luck to use.. .. .I can 
highly recommend the Zortech 2.0 release." 

Scott Robert Ladd, Dr. Dobbs Journal, pp. 64-73, January 1990 

'" Zortech has done a commendable job 
with C++ 2.0 and I recommend it 
highly ... The debugger is impressive ... Get the 
Developers version ... it's worth the money." 

Bruce Eckel, Micro Cornucopia, pp. 8-17, March 1990 

"We have devoted virtually a full issue to evalua
tion of C Compilers . ... it's an easy choice. We 
pick ZORTECH." 

J. D. Hilderbrand, Editor, Computer Language, p. 7, Moy 1990 

AT&T™C++ V2 C++ Source Level 
Specification Debugger 
,/ Multiple Inheritance ,/ Also Debugs C 
,/ Type Safe Linkage ,/ Assembler Debugging 
,/ Pointers to Members with access to registers 

and memory. 
Compiler Features .! 16 Debugging Windows 

,/ Multiple Statement Lines 
,/ Native code compiler with .; Break/Trace/Watchpoints 

separate global optimzer 
,/ Dual Monitor Support 

,/ Improved MSC S ource ,/ II C 
Level Compatibility Fu + + name 

d '" C t"bl unmanglmg for easy use,/ Ms W. 
in ows ompa 1 e ,/ BI k .

'" C t"b/ oc memory write protect ,/ C d V.o e 1ew ompa 1 e 
,/ Fast Graphics Library with C T I Cl 

C++ interface ++ oo s asses 
,/ Easy to use TSR functions ,/ 25 C + + Classes with full 
,/ Standard Library Source source code 

Code included with ,/ Includes new Text User 
Developer's Edition Interface Classes 

,/ Seamless LIM/EMS ,/ Event Queue, BCD Maths, 
Support vio new handle Linked Lists, Money, DOS 
pointers or directly via error handling classes, 
EMS library functions. text windows and editing 

,/ Full MS Mouse Library classes, virtual arrays, 
,/ OS/ 2 Compiler Option time and date handImg, 
,/ 99% ANSI C Compatible directories and filenames, 
,/ Improved code size/speed mterupt vectors, etc... 

PRICES USA: Zortech Inc. 
C++ Compiler $199.95 4-C Gill Street 
C++ Debugger $149.95 WOBURN MAOl 801 
C++ Tools $149.95 Voice: 617-646-6703 
Library Source $149.95 Fax: 617-643-7969 
Save $200 - Get the 
Developer's Edition for EUROPE: Zortech Ltd. 
only $450 (includes all the 106- 108 Powis Street 
above items). LONDON SEl 8 6LU 
OS/2 Option $149.95 Voice : 44+ 81-316-7777 
C++ Video $499.95 Fax: 44+ 81-316-4138 

''ANNOUNCING V2. 1" 

640K Memory Barrier Smashed! 

• New VCM m (Virtual Code • New Remote Debugging via 
Manager) technology serial port 

• New Rational DOS Extender • New Powerful Environment 
technology for compiling/ with Browser 
debugging massive programs • New Completely Revised 

• New Virtual C+ + Source & Expanded C + + Tools 
Level Debugger requires only • New Improved Compiler 
4k RAM! Optimization 

Zortech VCM TM for DOS 
With Zortech's Virtual Code Manager (VCM) you can compile standard 

MS-DOS applications containing up to 4Mb of code. VCM is a sophisticated 

virtual memory system that dramatically improves performance over 

conventional overlay methods. Naturally, our debugger understands VCM too! 


Rational™ DOS Extender Technology ... 
Version 2. 1 incorporates this new technology for compiling and debugging 

really big programs on 286, 386 or 486 based PC's. You can also use V2. 1 

together with Rational Systems DOS Extender (purchased separately) to 

produce your own applications which can access memory beyond the 640k 

DOS limit. 


C+ + Debugger in 4k RAM! 
Zortech's Virtual C + + Source Level Debugger can now locate itself in extended 
memory on 386 machines. This requires only 4K of conventional RAM! 

STOP PRESS NEWS FLASH 

386 Compiler/Debugger Option (using Phar Lapp 
DOS Extender), UNIX 386 Compi ler and OS/2 
Debugger all available soon. Also new C++ 
Classes and Addison Wesley ZTC++ book. 

ORDER/UPGRADE HOTLINE 1-800-848-8408 




ASK BYTE 

CD-ROM drives normally come with 
their own controller (usually an 8-bit , 
XT-compatible card) and device driver 
software. To install one, you plug in the 
card, connect the drive, and install the 
drivers. That's it. The drives that we've 
seen here at BYTE have had controllers 
that are basically SCSI with some modifi
cation. Don 't plan on daisy chaining 
hard disk drives or tape drives off the 
controller, although you should be able to 
chain multiple CD-ROM drives from the 
same manufacturer. To be sure, check 
with the manufacturer before you buy. 

Printing color is just as easy. Normal 
screen printing support on the PC is sim
ply a BIOS call to a function that reads 
the screen and copies the contents to an 
ASCII printer. The GRAPHICS. COM 
program that comes with DOS lets you 
dump a monochrome graphic to an 
Epson-compatible printer. You probably 
knew that; otherwise, you wouldn't have 
asked about color screen dumps. 

Poke around on a local BBS. There are 
lots of public domain screen dumping 
programs-you just have to find one that 
supports both your particular printer and 
the screen type you have. VGA shouldn't 
be any problem, but without knowing 
what kind ofprinter you have, I can't give 
you any specific names to look for. 

There are commercial alternatives. 
One choice might be Inset, from Inset 
Systems (71 Commerce Rd., Brookfield, 
CT 06804, (203) 775-5866). It 's a TSR 
screen capture/image manipulation 
package that supports lots of screen 
modes and lots of different printers. It's 
probably more than you need, but it's a 
handy piece of software to have around 
anyway.-H. E. 

Desperately Seeking 
Please help me to find ESP Software Sys
tems. Does its product, Command Plus, 
still exist? 

A. R. Kidson 
Bromley, Kent, UK 

Command Plus still exists. You can con
tact ESP Software Systems at 6120 Bris
tol Pkwy., Cover City, CA 90230, (213) 
645-3095.-H. E. 

The Dream Machine 
I would like to buy a computer with the 
following components: 

• a 386 running at 25 MHz with 4 
megabytes of RAM 

• a 32K-byte cache and controller 
• an 80-MB Control Data Corp. 

(CDC) or Priam hard disk drive 
• a Perstor PS l 80- l 6FN 
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hard/floppy disk drive controller 
• a 512K-byte Super VGA card with 

1024- by 768-pixel resolution and 
256 colors 

• a 3 1/i-inch 1.44-MB floppy disk 
drive 

• a 5 1A-inch l.2-MB floppy disk 
drive 

• an 80387 math coprocessor 
• an 8514 IBM monitor 
• a Northgate Omnikey keyboard 
• an Epson LQ-510 printer 
•a mouse 

Can all this work in one machine? 
Also, which interleave ratio for the 

hard/floppy disk drive controller is cor
rect-1-to-1 , 2-to-1, or 3-to-l? What 
specification on the hard disk drive is the 
best-run length limited (RLL), modi
fied frequency modulation (MFM), 
ESDI, or SCSI? 

My ultimate goal is to use CAD soft
ware to design bathrooms and kitchens, 
to take a space and fit it with the opti
mum equipment. I want to do more than 
just draw squares and circles. Is there 
any CAD software available that will 
help me do this? 

Tom Callaghan 
Aliquippa, PA 

Since you have a specific application in 
mind, here's a good rule of thumb: Pick 
the software you like first, then pick the 
computer to run it on. That way, you 're 
sure to have all the right hardware-not 
too much or too little. That said, the sys
tem you 're proposing should more than 
do the trick. However, a few things about 
your choices are worth pointing out. 

The Perstor controller is designed to 
work with either MFM or RLL disks only. 
With the Perstor's data compression, you 
can expect to get 132 MB out ofa 72-MB 
CDC Wren 86, or 81 MB out ofa 44-MB 
Priam ID45H drive. You specified the 
8514 monitor, which is designed for the 
8514/A graphics card. Either bag the 
Super VGA and take the 8514/A, or use 
any good multif requency monitor with 
your Super VGA . The 8514 is a good 
choice, as it's a well-known standard and 
is likely to be supported by most CAD 
software. You might also reconsider the 
mouse. Most serious CAD software sup
ports graphics tablets, which are consid
erably more precise and often easier to 
use than mice. Don't buy either until 
you've picked out your software. Also, 
make sure that you have enough serial 
ports to connect the mouse/tablet and the 
plotter that you'll eventually need. 

As for software, you can hardly go 
wrong with the big names in CAD. As an 

alternative, track down some ofthefield
specific drawing packages. You might 
find architects in your area who have spe
cific experience in using interior design 
software. Take them to lunch and pick 
their brains. 

To determine the best interleave, you 
generally try different interleave factors 
until you get the best system perfor
mance, or use utility software like Gib
son 's SpinRite to try the combinations for 
you.-H. E. 

Good Things in Small Packages 
I am interested in a small, durable, reli
able, inexpensive hand-held computer 
that patients can carry with them during 
the day. This computer would be prepro
grammed to ask the patient a series of 
questions that he or she could answer 
with numerical responses . All the hand
held computer would need for input is a 
numeric keypad. The computer screen 
would need to be able to display about 30 
alphabetical characters in a single-line 
display. Additionally, I would need to be 
able to upload programs into the hand
held computer, as well as download pa
tient responses into an IBM compatible. 
It would be nice if the memory capacity 
of the hand-held computer was around 
64K bytes. 

I have read about the Casio BOSS and 
the Sharp Wizard, and they sound inter
esting. Could you advise me about the 
pros and cons of these or similar units? 

Daniel J. Cox, Ph.D. 
Professor, Department ofBehavioral 

Medicine and Psychiatry 
University ofVirginia 

Charlottesville, VA 

Small, reliable, cheap, and with a big 
display? It's a good thing that you 're not 
picky. One thing I was not clear on, 
though: You want to upload programs, 
and I assume that you mean PC pro
grams. Unfortunately, the Wizard isn't 
PC-compatible, and it's programmed 
solely through ROM cartridges. For your 
application, that would seem to be a 
"con." 

Casio 's BOSS might work for you. It 
has a 32-column by 6-row display and 
can transfer data to or from both Mac
intoshes and PCs. To program the BOSS, 
you'd need to get some detailed informa
tion from Casio. Contact the BOSS Prod
ucts Division at (201) 361-5400, ext. 135 
or 132. 

A few other possibilities: The Psion 
Organiser is another non-DOS machine 
that is fairly rugged and reasonably inex
pensive. The Poqet computer and Atari 
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Special Introductory Offer! 
Standard Features 486 POWER at 
+High Performance 

Norton SI 38.8 
Landmark 115 MH , 60X 

+Quality Brand Name Components 

+One Year Warranty Parts & Labor 

+24-Hour Parts Replacement 

+Toll-Free Technical Support 

+Also Available: 
Extended Maintenance Contract 
Corporate Leasing 
Custom Configurations 

Order Yours Before Offer Expires! 
Call 1-800-331-1090 or 

1-401-885-6697 

Digital Distributing, Inc. 
20 Cavalier Dr., E. Greenwich, RI 02818 

386 PRICES! 
$6,792 

Complete Standard System* 

Standard Configuration Includes: 
25 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation 


4 MB 80ns RAM , expandable to 16 MB 

8 KB Internal Cache Memory 


(optional 128 KB External Cache) 

AMI BIOS 


Super VGA Video Card 1024 x 768 

Super High Res VGA 14 11 Color Monitor 


1.2 MB 5 1A 11 Floppy 

1.44 MB 3 1/z 11 Micro Floppy 


85 MB SCSI Hard Disk Drive 

2 Serial , 1 Parallel Ports 

200 Watt Power Supply 


Microsoft Compatible Mouse 
MS DOS 4.01 

* Bernoulli drive and 20" colo r monitor shown are optional. 

Circle 79 011 Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 80) 



d. ®Programmer's Rara ise .... 
LIST OURS 

COBOL LANGUAGE 
Micro Focus: 

COBOl/2 w/ Too lset 1800 1499 
Smalltalk/V PM 


of Presentation Manager. 


Smalltalk/V PM's compiler 


List: $495 


Development Environment 
 Persona l COBOL 149 129 
MS COBOL 900 629 
Rea l ia COBOL 99S 849 
SCREENIO 400 375Smalltalk/V® PM combines the 
CODE GENERATORS power of the industry's leading Logic Gem 99 89 
Matrix Layout 2.0 200 169 
PRO-C 399 339

object-oriented programming 
environment with the richness 

DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 
Clarion 2. 1 84S 549 
Clipper S.0 79S 519 
dBASE IV 79S 489 
dB Fast/PLUS 34S 295 

Applications written in other 
Smalltalk/V environments can dGE 19S 179 

FlashTools ! 89 79be ported to Smalltalk/V PM 
Fl ipper 19S 179 
Fox Pro 795 CALL 
FUNCKy Library 195 179 

and will take on the look and 
feel of Presentation Manager. digjtal.k inc. Magic PC 299 249 

R&R Report W ri ter 150 129 
R&R Code Generator 150 129 
Say W hot?! 50 45generates standalone native code applications (.EXE) for SilverComm Libr<u y 2.0 189 165 
Tom Rettig's Library 100 80 
U l2 Version Two S9S 479

unrestricted distribution, requiring no run-time license fees. 

DEBU GG ERS (DOS) 
Mu lt iScopc 179 135 
OPTDEBUG 150 129Ours :~ Sp ecial: $369 
Periscope 1/51 2 K 49S 429 
Periscope IJ 175 125 
Periscope 11 -x 145 105 
Per iscope IV/16, 2S MHz CALL CALL 
l'fix86plus 295 259 
Sherlock I 9S 175 We'll Beat The Competition's Advertised Prices! Turbo Debugger & Tools 105 I SO 

LI ST OURS LIST OURS 	 DOCUMENTING/ 
FLOWC HARTING386 CONTROL PROGRAMS C++ Cle<lr+ 	 200 169

DESQview 386 190 169 C++N iews 49S 419 (-Clea rly 130 115
Microsoft Windows/386 19S 139 Guidelines C++ 39S 369 Flow Chart ing II+ 229 185
VM/386 245 209 NDP C++ 495 479 Interactive Easyflow I SO 125
VM/386 Multiuser 89S 839 Turbo C++ 200 CALL Paginate 100 79VM/386 Mu lt i User Starter 395 339 Turbo C++ Professiona l 300 CALL Source Pr int 99 89Zortech C++ Debugger l SO 129 The Documenter 29S 245386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS Zortech C++ 200 165 Tree Diagrammer 99 89Deve loper 's Edilion 450 399 
Lattice C 286 (w/ extension) 49S 395 Zortech C++ Tools I SO 129 EDITORS 
Lattice C 386 (w/ extension) 895 715 Zortech C++ V ideo Course soo 449 BRIEF 3.0 199 CALL 
Novell C Network Cornpiler/386 99S 799 Ed ix 195 165 

Lahey F77L-EM/32 (w/ OS/386) 1090 979 

C-COMMUNICATIONS Paradox/386 895 629 	 EDT+ 295 275 Bre.:ikout II t 2S 99PC-l int 386 239 189 	 EMACS 325 265C Asynch Manager 3.0 189 139Phar Lap 386 ASM/LINK 49S 435 	 Epsi lon 195 138 
WATCOM C 8.0/386 Prof. 1295 1099 Essenti JI Comm un ica tions 329 299 KEDIT 4.0 f,' I SO 125 
WATCOM C 8.0/386 Standard 895 719 MKS Vi 149 129 Greenleaf Comm. Library 299 249 


Greenleaf ViewCom m CALL CALL 
 Mu lti-Edit Professiona l 179 159ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SilverComm C Async Library 249 209 Norton Editor 75 59 
Advan tage DisJssemble r 29S 279 189 149 SL ICK Editor 195 175 

View-232 
ASMf low 99 89 	 S;:ige Profcss ionJ I Edi tor 295 249 
MS Macro Assembler lSO 105 C-FILE MA NAGEMENT w/ Mouse 	 33539S 
OPTASM l 2S 109 AccSys for dBASE or Paradox 39S 335 SPF/PC 24S 199 w/source 795 675Re:Sou rce 150 129 VEDIT PLUS 18S CALL 
Sourcer w/ Pre-Processor 140 125 Btrieve 245 185 
SpontaneousAssembly 39S 369 EMBEDDED SYSTEMSBtrieve for 005 3. 1 Networks 595 449 
Turbo Debugger & Tools l SO 105 19S Link & Locale++ 39S 329C-lndex Plus 175 

Visible Compu ter: 80286 100 89 C- ISAM 22S 209 link & Locate++ Extended 479 395 
Codebase IV 295 219 Parad igm Loca te 295 259 

BASIC COMPILERS CQL w/ PASS 395 349 
c-tree 	 395 315 FORTRAN LANGU AGEMS BASIC Prof. Devel. System 49S 349 
dllC Ill 	 250 229 Grafmatic 13S 11 9Power Basic 110 99 

Qu ickBAS IC 99 dllC Ill Plus soo 439 Lahey F77L S9S 535 
True BASIC 

69 
db_FILE Bundle 295 249 Lahey Personal FORTRAN 77 9S 89100 69 
Essent ial B-Treew/source 19B 149 MS FORTRAN 4SO 299 

BASIC LIBS/UTILITIES FairCom Toolbox - Prof. Edition 1095 789 Plotmatic 13S 119 
db/LIB 1S9 121 Fa irCom Toolbox - Spec ial 695 509 RM/FORTRAN 59S 499 
Dia l ogic lnformix Products CAL L CALL95 85 
GraphPak 79 70 Xtrieve PLUS S9S 459 GRAPHICS LIBRARIES 

Baby Driver 2SO 199GraphPak Professiona l 149 125 
PD.Q. 129 11 5 ( -GENERAL LI BRARIES Essentia l Graph ics 399 349 

ProBas 13S 125 C TOOLS PLUS/6.0 149 109 Font-Tools l SO 119 

ProBas Toolkit 99 94 C Ut i l ity Li brary 249 199 Font Window 12S 109 

ProMath 99 Green leaf Functions 229 209 Graf/Drive Plus Persona l 149 135 94 
Green lea f SuperFunctions 299 239 Graf/Drive Plus Developer1s 299 269QBase and Quickscreen 149 125 Graphic s.o 39SPower Search 149 319 

Qu ickMenu S9 55 Turbo C TOOLS/2.0 149 109 
QuickComm 149 135 	 109 

Graph ics-MENU 19S 175 
Data Entry Design 99 89Qu ickPak 79 70 
Data En try Module 59 53QuickPak Professiona l 169 149 C SCREENS 

GSS Graphics Devel. Toolkit S95 525QuickPak Scientifi c 79 70 Greenleaf DataWindows 39S 339 HALO 39S 279QuickScreen 79 70 Hi-Screen XL 149 129 HALO W indow Toolki t 59S 419Q uickWindows Advanced 149 125 Pa nel Plus 49S 395 lcon-T ools/Plus l SO 119Vermont V iews 39S CALL
C COMPILERS Vitamin C 22S 169 

Menuet 32S 259 

C Network Compiler 695 559 VC Screen 149 11 5 
MetaWindow 2SO 209 

Latt ice C 6.0 2SO 189 MetaWindow Plus 32S 289 
PCX Effects 99 89M icrosoft C 6.0 49S 329 C-UTILITIES/ OTHER 

MS Quick C 99 69 PCX Programmer's Toolkit 195 175 
Clear+ 200 169 PCX Text 149 135MS QuickC w/ Qu ickAssembler 199 139 C-Terp 300 219 Turbo Geometry library 200 179 Top Speed C 199 179 Code Runner 149 135 

DOS Professional 399 359 Heap Expander 80 70 LINKERS/LIBRARIANS
OS/2 Professiona l 495 445 PC-lint 	 139 109 Pl ink86plus 49S 395Turbo C 2.0 100 69 PCYACC Professional 49S 469 Polylibrarian 11 149 135WATCOM C 8.0 Professiona l 49S 4 19 TimeSlicer 295 279 .RTLink 295 265

WATCOM C 8.0 Standard 395 335 w/ sou rce 1000 899 .RTL ink/Plus 49S 419 

MACINTOSH 
FoxBASE + / MAC 
MacFortran/ 020 
Sma lltalkN MAC 
Think C 
Turbo Pasca l 

MODULA-2 
LOGITECH Modula·2 : 

Compiler Pack 
Developmen! System 

TopSpeed Modu la-2: 
8-Tree Toolkit 
Communications Toolkit 
Compi ler Kit 
DOS 3-Pack 

O S/2 TOOLS 
Brief 
CASE :PM for C 
Epsilon 
MS OS/2 Pres. Monager Softset 
MS OS/2 Pres. Manager Toolk it 
Mu ltiScope 
PCYACC 
SmalltalkN PM 
Vitam in C (OS/2) 

PASCAL LANGUAGE 
Asynch PLUS 
B·tree Filer 
M S Qu ickPASCAL 
Object Professiona l 
Power Tools l'LUS/5 .0 
Topaz 
Turbo Ana lyst 
TurboMAG IC 
Turbo Posca l S.S 
Tu rbo Pascal 5.5 Professiona l 
Turbo-Plus S.5 
Turbo Profess ional 5.0 

PROTOTYPING 
Dan Bricklin 's Demo II 
Grasp 
Instant Replay Ill 
ProtoFin ish 
Show Partner F/X 
Soft Derno 

SMALLTALK 
Smal lto lk-80 (386) 
SmalltalkN 
SmalltalkN 286 
SmalltalkN PM 

LIST OURS 

49S 299 
49S 445 
200 169 
249 165 
100 75 

99 75 
249 199 

149 135 
149 135 
100 89 
200 179 

199 CAll 
149S 1420 

19S 159 
l SO 105 
SOD 349 
449 345 
395 359 
49S 369 
22S 165 

149 115 

I 2S 109 

99 69 


I SO 109 

149 109 


7S 67 

99 89 

199 179 
I SO 105 
250 175 
199 159 
12S 109 

19S 159 
199 129 
I SO 135 
300 269 
350 319 

80 70 

S9S 535 
100 85 
200 169 
49S 369 

WINDOWS (MS) TOOLS 
Actor 2.0 
C 1se:W 
C-To lkNiews 
d BFost/Windows 
Dia logCoder 
MS Windows Development Kit 
MultiScope 
Proto View 
RF Flow 
W hitewater Resource Toolkil 
WindowsMAKER 
W inTrieve 

69S 559 
79S 759 
4SO 375 
395 335 
499 435 
soo 349 
379 289 
S9S 535 

79 69 
19S 169 
S9S 535 
39S 339 

NEW RELEASES 
SpontaneousAssembly 
by Base Two Development 
Assembly language li brary wi th over 
700 ready-to-use functions and macros 
cove.rinf; ~veryt hing fror:n string 
mampu at1on lo dynam ic memory 
management, to windowi ng. 100% 
hand-written, hand optimized assembly 
~~~~:f.e routines. Inc ludes 750 page 

List: $39S Ours: $369 

SitBack by SitBack Technologies 
A n:1emory resident back-up uti l ity 
w hich ensures that a user's PC is fu lly 
and currently backed up w ithout the 
user having to lift a finger o r exit the 
application program. Works during 
~omputer idle times and/or .at pre-set 
times throughout the day. Works w ith 
all popular LAN systems. 
List: $99 O urs: $90 

PC-lint 386 by Gimpel 
A source code analysis tool for the C 
pro~ramming language, running on 
lnte 80386 machines under MS-DOS. 
PC-lint wi ll analyze C programs and 
report on bugs, gl itches and 
inconsistencies, providing a strong 
typ ing faci l ity fo r C. 
List : $239 O urs: $189 



,..,. n d• (800)P rograrnme.,-s rara ise 
445

_
7899 

Microsoft is once again at 
the f orefront of technology 
with two new products for 
professional programmers, 
appropriately entitled 
Professional Development 
Systems . Programmer's 
Paradise, the world's leading 
source of development 
software, is stocked with a 
plethora of these products ... 
ready to ship to you! 

Call and order today! 

Microsoft®C Professional Development System 6.0 
The ideal environment fo r creating sophisticated , large-scale C applications. 

The newest version of the industry standard C Compile r is faster than ever. 

DOS, Windows, o r OS/ 2 PM programmers ca n all benefi t from this product's new 

develo pment environment, the Microsoft Programmer's Workbench. Integrated 

tools within the environment include a powerful programmer's editor, compile r, 

linker, NMAKE fac ility, CodeView window-oriented debugger, Source Browser, 

and hypertext-based documentation. The Programmer's Wo rkbench also offe rs 

mouse support, and all the tools are accessible from one easy-to-use interface. 

Microsoft C, the natural cho ice fo r any profess ional C programmer. 


Microsoft® BASIC Professional Development System 7.0 
Everything the serious BASIC programmer has been looking fo r. Crea te 
dramatically smaller and fas te r executables. Handle LARGE programs because 
there's more room for data, source code, and compiled code. EMS 4.0, fa r 
strings and run-time overlays are now supported. Create fas t, powerful da tabase 
applications with the ISAM package Microsoft has completely in tegrated into 
the language. Also save time w ith toolboxes for user-inte rface development , 
presentatio n graphics and matrix math work. This is the high productiv ity 
programming solution BASIC programmers have been looking fo r. 

FREE T-Shirt ... 

Buy any Microsoft product from us this month, and 

as a bonus, receive a free Programmer's Paradise 


T-Shirt. These top quality T-Shirts are available in 

Medium, Large or X-Large (while supplies last). 


Don't be seen at the pool or beach without one!!! 

Offer good through July 31 , 1990. 

THE MICROSOFT PRODUCT LINE 

UST ~ 

MS BASIC Prof. Development System 7.0 495 349 
MS C Professional Developmem System 6.0 495 329 
MS Chart 395 277 
MS COBOL 900 629 
MS Excel 495 319 
MS Excel (MAC) 395 279 
MS FORTRAN for DOS or 05/2 450 299 
MS Lea rning DOS 50 35 
MS Macro Assembler 150 105 
MS Mouse Bus or Se rial 

w/ Paintbrush & Mouse Menus 150 105 
w/ Paintbrush & \'<l inclows 200 149 

MS Muhiplan 195 136 
MS 05/ 2 Presentation Manager Softset 150 105 
MS OS/ 2 Presemation 1'vlanager Toolk it 500 349 
MS Pascal for DOS or 05/ 2 300 209 
MS PowerPoint (MAC) 395 279 
MS Progra mmer's Library - CD ROM 395 277 
MS Project 495 329 
MS Quick BASIC 4.5 99 69 
MS QuickC 2.0 99 69 
MS QuickC w ith QuickAssembler 2. I 199 139 
MS Quick l'ASCAL 99 69 
MS Windows 3.0 149 99 
MS Windows Software Development Kit 500 349 
MS Word 450 279 
MS Word (MAC) 395 279 
MS Word for W indows 495 349 
MS Works 149 105 



(800)Programmer's Paradise 445-7899 


UST OURS 
UST OURS NOVELL 

BLAISE Btrieve Single-User 24S 185 
C Asynch Manager 189 139 Btrieve for DOS 3.1 Networks S9S 459 
ASYNCH PLUS 189 139 Btrieve for OS/2 S9S 459 
C Tools PLUS/ 6.0 149 115 Btrieve for XENIX S9S 459

5 
EXEC 9S 7 C Network Compiler 69S 5599 
Key Pilot SO 3 C Network Compiler/386 99S 7999 
Pascal TOOLS 12S 10 NetWare C Interface for DOS 29S 239 
Pascal TOOLS 2 100 89 NetWare MHS 100 79 
Pascal TOO LS I TOOLS 2 17S 135 NetWare M HS Interface Gu ide 14S 129 
Power Search 149 109 NetWare RPC 9SO 749

9 
Power Screen 149 10 NetWare RPC for OS/2 1 700 1359 
Power Tools Plus 149 109 Netware SQL S95 459

45 
RUNOFF SO NetWare System Calls for DOS 19S 159 
Turbo C TOOLS 149 109 XQL 79S 597 

View 232 1 .0 189 149 Xtrieve PLUS S9S 459 

Xtrieve PLUS for OS/2 S9S 459BORLAND 
Eureka:TheSolver 167 117 SAGE SOFTWARE 
Paradox 3.0 72S 507 -- · C Beautifier SO 42 
Paradox LAN Pack 99S 697 PFinish 29S 259 
Paradox OS/2 72S 507 Pfix86plus 29S 259 
Paradox 386 89S 625 Plink86plus 49S 399 
Quattro Professional 49S 329 PolyAWK 99 85 
Reflex v. 2.0 2SO 175 OS/2 Version 199 179 
SideKick 8S 60 PolyBoost II 80 72 
SideKickforOS/2 2SO 175 d• PolyDoc 199 169

Programmer 1S Para ise offers the completeSideKick Plus 200 139 PolyLibrarian 99 85 

Sprint 200 139 1. r. bl" hi - t h Polylibrarian II 149 125 
Turbo Assembler/Debugger lSO 105 software product tneJor pu ts ng gian s su~ as PolyMake 3.0 149 125 

Turbo Basic 100 69 Microsoft, Borland, Lotus, and Software Publish111g, as PolyShell 99 85 

Database Toolbox 100 69 well as dozens oifother important software publishers. PolyXRef 99 85 
Edrtor Toolbox 100 69 • Professional PVCS (Corporate) 49S 419 

Turbo c 2.0 l SO 105 Most ofthese products are stocked items. w/ PolyMake for OS/2 69S 589 
Turbo c. 2.0 Professional 2SO 175 • • • I PVCS/MAKE for OS/2 39S 335 
Turbo Lr ghtnrng 100 69 Call for unmediate delivery. Sage Professional Editor 29S 249 

Li ghtning Word Wizard 70 49 w/ Mouse Support 39S 335 
Turbo Lightning and Lightning 

Word Wiza rd l SO 105 SOFTWARE PUBLISHING 
Turbo Pascal S.O 1SO 105 Harva rd Graphics 49S 339 
Turbo Pasca l S.0 Professional 2SO 175 Harvard Graphics Draw Partner 149 9') 
Database Toolbox 100 69 UST OURS LIST OURS Harvard Project Manager 69S 489 
Editor Too lbox 1oo 69 LATTICE MICROSOFT<continued! OfficeWriter 49S 339 
Gameworks Toolbox 100 69 68000 C X-Compiler 900 769 MS Mach 20 49S 329 OfficeWriter LAN (3 users) 99S 699 
Graphrx Toolbox 100 69 Curses 12S 109 MSMacroAssembler l SO 105 PFS:FirstChoice 169 105 
Numerica l Methods Toolb.ox 100 69 dBC 111 2SO 229 MS Mouse Bus or Serial: PFS:First Choice LAN Pack 47S 325 

Turbo Pasca l Developer's Lrbrary 39S 279 d8C 111 Plus 500 439 w/ Paintbrush & Mouse Menus 150 105 PFS:First Graphics 149 99 
Turbo Prolog 1SO 105 HighStyle 37S 319 w/ Paintbrush & W indows 200 149 PFS:First Publisher 129 89

69
Turbo Prolog Toolbox lOO Lattice 80286 c Develop. System 49S 395 MS Multiplan 19S 136 Professional File 299 199 

Latt ice 80386 C Develop. System 89S 715 MS OS/2 Presentation Mgr. Tlkt. SOO 349 Professional Plan 99 69 
DIGITALK Lattice C Compi ler 6.0 2SO 189 MS Pasca l for DOS or OS/2 3~0 209 Professiona l Write 229 149 
Smalltal k/V 100 85 Lattice Communica tions Libra ry 250 209 MS Presentatron Manager Softset bO 105 

Communications so 45 RPG 3.0 1600 1285 MS Programmer's Libra ry-CD 39S 277 SOUTH MOUNTAIN 
EGA/VGA Color Extension SO 45 SecretDisk II 12S 109 MS Project 49S 329 Breakout-II 12S 99 
Goodies #1, #2 or #3 SO 45 Secret Disk 11 Administrator SOO 429 MS QuickBASIC 4 .S 99 69 C Utility Library 249 199 

Sma lltalk/V 2B6 200 169 SideTalk 12S 109 MS QuickC 2.0 99 69 Essential B-Tree 199 149 
Sma lltalk/V MAC 200 169 SSP/PC 3SO 299 MS QuickC w/QuickAssembler 199 139 Essential Communica tions 329 299 
Sma lltalk/V PM SOO 399 Z80 c X-Compiler SOO 449 MS QuickPASCAL 99 69 Essential Graphics 399 349 

MSSort 19S 139 w/sourcecode 1398 1119 
FAIRCOM LOTUS MS Windows 99 69 Hold Everything 129 109 
-t ee 39S 315 Agenda 39S 299 MSWindows/386 19S 136 / •res identC'/w/source 249 199 

c:i r-tree 6SO 519 Freelance Plus 49S 347 MS Windows Development Kit 500 349 
w/ r-tree d-tree CALL CALL Lotus l -2-32.2 49S 329 MSWord 4SO 279 TURBOPOWER SOFTWARE 

d-tree ' 49S 395 Lotus 1-2-3 3.0 S9S 389 MS Word for Windows 49S 349 B-tree Filer 12S 109 
r-tree 29S 239 Magellan 195 CALL MS Works 149 105 Mu lti-user w/ Network Support 17S 145 
FairCom Toolbox Prof. Edition 109S 789 Manuscript 49S 326 Object Professional 12S 109 

. . . Symphony 2+ 695 499 MORTICE KERN SYSTEMS Turbo Analyst s.o 99 89 
FairCom Toolbox Specral Edrtron 69S 509 MKS AWK 99 85 Turbo Professional 12S 109 

MEDIA CYBERNETICS for os12 179 159 
GREENLEAF SOFTWARE INC. Dr. HALO 111 140 99 for DOS & 05/2 199 179 THE WHITEWATER GROUP 
Green leaf Business Mathlib 395 339 HALO DPE 19S 139 MKS LEX:YACC 249 199 Actor 695 559 
Greenleaf CommLib 299 249 HALO 39S 279 for OS/2 349 295 Language Extensions I 99 85 
Greenleaf DataMath Interface 7S 69 HALO for OS/2 69S 489 for DOS & OS/2 399 339 Whitewater Resource Toolkit 19S 169 
Green leaf DataWindows 39S 339 HALOvision Ill 49S 349 MKS MAKE 149 129 W inTrieve 39S 339 
Greenleaf DataWindows, OS/2 395 339 HALO W indow Toolkit S9S 419 for OS/2 249 199 
Greenleaf Functions 229 209 HALO for Microsoft Developers S9S 419 for DOS & OS/2 299 259 ZORTECH 
Greenleaf MakeForm 12S 119 MKS Programming Platform 66S 565 Zortech C Video Course 300 269 
Green leaf SuperFunctions 299 239 MICROGRAFX for OS/2 99S 839 Zortech C++ Compi ler V2.0 200 165 
Greenleaf ViewComm SS9 489 ClipArt Collect ions 2SO 189 for DOS & OS/2 1149 989 w/ source 300 259 

ClipArt Special Editions 1SO 109 MKS RCS 189 159 Zortech C++ Debugger V2.0 1SO 129 
IGC Designer v3.0 69S 455 for OS/2 289 245 Zortech C++ Developer's Edition 4SO 399 
VM/386 245 209 Draw Plus vl .0 39S 258 for DOS & OS/2 339 289 Zortech C++ Tools V2.0 1SO 129 
VM/386 MultiUser 89S 839 Graph Plus vl .3 49S 324 MKS Software Mgmt. Team 299 255 Zortech C++ Video Course SOO 449 
VM 386 MultiUser Starter 39S 339 XPort vl .0 39S 258 for OS/2 449 399 

VM/386 NetPak 1SO 129 for DOS & OS/2 499 429 ~ 
MICROSOFT MKS SQPS 49S 479 , 

LAHEY MS BASIC Prof. Devel. System 49S 349 MKS Toolkit 249 199 , 
A.I. Developer's Kit OP/SYS 49S 459 MSC 6.0 49S 329 for OS/2 349 295 . 

Lahey F77L S9S 535 MS Chart 39S 277 for DOS & OS/2 399 339 '-' 

Lahey F77L-EM/l 6 (w/ OS/286) 89S 799 MS COBOL 900 629 MKS Trilogy 119 105 - -" --. ,, : i,.- ---- --

Lahey F77L-EM/32 (w/OS/286) 1090 979 MS Excel 49S 319 MKS Vi 149 129 ~ ~;;..:_; '"'-..'-. 

Lahey Personal FO RTRAN 77 9S 89 MS FORTRAN for DOS or OS/2 450 299 fo r OS/2 199 159 ~- .....--, ~ 

w/Toolkit 119 105 MS Learning DOS 50 35 fo r DOS/OS/2 229 199 · -

http:Toolb.ox


Guaranteed Best Prices! (800) 

445-7899 

SAGE I MICROSOFT 

BUNDLE OFFER 


Order the new Sage Professional 

Editor, the programmer's editor 

for the 90's , along with any 

Microsoft Compiler, and 

Programmer's Paradise 
will give you an addi tional $25 


off the combined price! * 


• Offer good lhrough July 31. 1990. 


LIST OURS 
XEN IX/UN IX 
Epsi lon 195 169 
Interacti ve 386/ ix Complete 1239 929 
Interactive 386/ix Comp. WU 1735 1299 
Interacti ve (All other products) CALL CALL 
LPl-BASIC 695 569 
LPl-COBOL 1495 1199 
LPl- f ORTRAN 995 799 
MKS RCS 395 335 
MKS Trilogy 119 105 
SCO 286 Complete 1495 1195 
sea 386 Complete 1595 1275 
SCO (A ll other products) CALL CALL 
VEDIT PLUS 285 249 

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS 
APL ' PLUS 695 549 
Janus Ada/Co mpiler System 300 269 
l attice RPG 1600 1285 
Meridian Ada Student 50 45 
Meridian AdJ Developer's Kit 1095 985 
MKSAWK 99 85 
Perso na l Rexx 150 139 
Softprobe 86frX 395 CALL 

APPLICA TION SOFTWARE 

COMMUNICATIONS 
BLAST II 250 225 
Carbon Copy Plus 199 129 
Laplink Il l 150 99 
PC Anywhere Ill 14 5 99 
Procomm Plus 75 50 
SideTa lk 120 90 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 
Adobe Illustrator 695 409 
Corel Draw! 595 399 
Gem Desktop Publisher 299 183 
HALO DPE 195 139 
Lattice HighStyle 375 319 
MKS SQPS 495 479 
PageMaker 795 509 
Ventura Publisher 895 525 

MATHEMATICS 
Derive 200 179 
MathCAD 495 315 
Ma thema tica 386 695 625 

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
Au toCAD Release 10 3000 CALL 
AutoSketch 150 95 
ChiWriter 150 129 
Control System Toolbox 495 375 
css 495 469 
DADiSP 895 759 
Design CAD 3-D 400 292 
Drafix Windows CAD 695 CALL 
EXACT 475 380 

Our Guarantee ... 
Products listed here are backed 

by the fo llowing guarantee": 

Should you see one of these 

products lis ted at a lower 

price in another ad in this 


magazine, CALL US! 

We'll beat the price, and still 


offer our same quality 

service and support. 


Terms of Offer: 
• Offer good through July 31, 1990 
• Afplicable to pric inf, on current versions 

o software listed; ju y issue pr ices only. 
• 	 Offer does not apply towa rds obvious 


errors in competi1ors1 ads. 


* Subject to same terms and conditions. 

LIST OURS 
SCIENCE & ENGINEERING 
( co11ti1med) 
Generic CADD Level 3 350 209 
LABTECH Acqui re 195 179 
LABTECH Notebook 995 779 
MICRO-CAP Ill 1495 1269 
Orcad PCB 1495 CALL 
PC TE X 249 229 
SC HEMA II + 495 449 
STATGRAPHICS 895 586 
Tan go PCB Se ries II 595 559 
TECH' GRAPH"PAD 395 319 
T' 595 479 

SP READSHEETS 
Lotus 1-2 -3 Release 3.0 595 389 
Lucid 3-D 149 99 
Microsoft Excel 495 319 
Quatt ro Profess ional 495 329 
SuperCa lc5 495 319 

UTILITIES 
386 MAX 75 66 
386 MAX Profess iona l 129 115 
above DISC 119 84 
DOS Partner 99 89 
Dr. Swi tch DeveloperP ak 99 89 
FASTBACK Plu s 189 109 
HeadRoom 2.0 130 109 
Help Build 249 179 
MACE GOLD 149 129 
Magellan 195 CALL 
M emory Mate 70 47 
MKS Toolki t 249 199 
Move'em 89 79 
Norton Commander 149 98 
Norton U til ities 100 65 
Norton Utilit ies Advanced 150 99 
PC Tools Deluxe 149 95 
Pi zazz Plus 149 79 
Si tBack 99 90 
So ft wa re Carouse l 90 72 
Sp inRite II 89 75 
XTreePro 129 109 

WORD PROCESSING 
Ami 199 129 
M icrosoft Word for Windows 450 279 
WordPerfect 5. 1 495 CALL 
Word Star 495 275 

SOFTWARE FOR SUN 
WORKSTATIONS 

Basmark Qu ickBASIC CALL CALL 
C Programmer's Toolbox/ Sun 495 449 
Ed ix 425 339 
EMACS for Su n 395 369 
Ero ff CALL CALL 
ln form ix CALL CALL 
Lotus 1-2-3 for Sun 695 CALL 
Lotus 1 ·2·3 for Sun Server 995 CALL 
Lotu s 1-2-3 for Su n Node 495 CALL 
Mathematica for Sun CALL CALL 
NeuralWorks Profess ional II 4095 CALL 
Pa nel Plus (Sun 3) 1595 1355 
WordPerfect for Sun 495 CALL 

Programmer's Policies 
Phone Orders 

Hours 8:30 AM-7 PM EST. We accept 

MC.Visa, AMEX . Domest ic sh ipments, 

h lease add $5 per item for shipp ing/ 


and l ing by UPS ground. For domeslic 
COD sh ipments, p lease add $3. Ru sh 
serv ice ava ilab le. 

Mail or FAX Orders 

PO s are welcome. Please include 

phone number. 


International Service 

Pho ne number requi red w ith o rder. 

Cal l or FAX for additional information. 


Dealers and Corporate A ccounts 

Ca ll for information. 


Unbeatable Pri ces 

We' l l beat the competition 's advert ised 

pri ces. Prices subject to change 

w ithout not ice. 


Return Policy 

30 days. Due to copyr ight laws, we 

cannot take back software w ith the di sk 

sea l broken unless authori zed by the 

manu fac turer. Returned product must 

include R.A. number. 


Sage Professional Editor 
The Sage Profess ional Editor is the worl d 's best 

programming ed itor, des igned to c reate the 

appl icati ons of the 90 's. It has an advanced 

w indowed user interface, integrated mouse 

support, on-line help, menu-d ri ven commands 

and is highl y configurable. Turn key emulatio ns 

for Vi, Brief, EMACS/ Eps il on and W ordStar get 

you up and runn ing fast. The v irtual memo ry 

system gives you the abil ity to edi t huge fil es (up 

to 100 M EG) in as many as 256 w indows--over 

two bi llio n lines. MS-DOS, O S/ 2 and Dua l Mode 

versions are all included on both 3.5 and 5.25 

inch diskettes. 


List: $295 Ours: $249 

w/ M ouse List: $395 Ours: $335 


Link & Locate ++ V6. 0 
Link & Locate++ is a fi rm ware development package 
for deve lopment on IBM -PC hosts for Intel 8086/87/ 
186/286 microp rocesso rs. Its features include:t_J accepts object fil es as input prod uced by the M icrosoft 

SYfiG~~AAE C Compiler and the Mic rosoft Macro Assembler; 

'I 
=== generates c ross reference li sti ng among input object 

f i les and l ibrary fil es; ma intains object l ibrar ies; 
inc rementa l link ing w ith type check ing or symbols; 

t accepts debugging records in M ic rosoft O M F 
(CodeView compati b le or Intel OMF); fu ll con tro l of 
placement of segments and groups anywhere in the 

Llllk 8< ~ocal•""""-

physica l memory. W orks w ith M ic rosoft C 5. 1 and 
Microsoft C 6.0 . Requires 640K memory and a hard 

SYSTEMS d isk. 
&SOFTWARE 

~ 

List: $395 Ours: $329 

Lahey F77L-EM/32 
This is a fast and powerfu l 32-b it FO RTRAN compiler th at lets users w rite 
and port programs up to 4 G igaBytes o n 80386 's. F77L-EM/32 was the 
winner of PC M agaz ine's 1988 Tec hnical Excellence Award for Compilers/ 
Languages. Version 3.0 includes: W eitek support for faster processing, 
eas ier mainframe port ing w ith DO WHILE and DO END DO statements, 
V ideo Graph ics, Ed itor, Full 77 Standard, VAX and IBM VS mainframe 
extensio ns, fa st compi lation, exce llent d iagnost ices, and a powerful 
debugger. Anolher o utstanding product from the 
FORTRAN experts. New OS/3 86: Incl udes 
Virtual M emory Support, D ESQview Suppo rt, 
and free Unlimited Runtimes. 

List: $895 Ours: $719 

ATIENTION CORPORATE CUSTOMERS, 

Call Your Corporate Hotline 


(800) 422-6507 
• Select fro m over 4,500 titles- and we special order too! 
• Get qu ick delivery at great prices on Microsoft, Borland, 

Lotus ...etc. (We buy software directly from all the major 
publishers, and keep plenty of stock on hand.) 

• Ask about volume purchase agreements, contracts, and 
personally ass igned inside and outside sales representatives 
(CORSOFf Division). 

SOFTWARE 

Intern ational: 201-389-9228 Corporate: 800-422-6507 
Customer Service: 201-389-9229 Canada: 800-445-7899 
Fax: 201-389-9227 

Call or Write for latest Free Catalog! 

1-800-445-7899 
P, 	 J 

~· 
r~t 
A Division of Voyage r Software Corp · 

11 63 Shrewsbury Ave., Shrew sbury, NJ 0770 • 



ASK BYTE 

Portfolio are DOS compatibles. The Po
qet isn't exactly cheap, and while both 
are well built, they may not stand up to 
serious abuse. 

Should you decide to go all out, there is 
a class ofmachines specifically designed 
for data collection. They're not cheap, 
either, but they 're small, reliable, and 
built to beat the band. National Data
computer 's DC 3. 0 is the only DOS-com
patible one of these that I know of It 
comes standard with 128K bytes ofRAM 
(expandable to 960K bytes), a backlit 26
column by JO-row LCD, a full numeric 
keypad and a small QWERTY keyboard, 
a serial port, and a built-in modem. And 
ifthat's not enough, the whole thing runs 
for hours and hours on four AA batteries. 

It's not really running DOS, but a rea
sonable facsimile . You program it on a 
regular DOS machine and then upload 
the software into it. Later, you simply re
connect the PC to retrieve your data. If 
$2000 to $3000 (depending on configura
tion) doesn 't scare you off. contact Na
tional Datacomputer (Middlesex Tech
nology Center, 900 Middlesex Tpk., 
Building 5, Billerica, MA 01821, (508) 
663-7677).-H. E. 

Memory Serves 
I recently purchased a 386SX with 2 
megabytes of memory. With DOS 4.01, I 
have access to EMM.SYS, which enables 
me to use some of the extended memory 
to handle many of my Symphony 2.0 files 
(which are too large for the 640K-byte 
DOS limit) . I can do essentially the same 
thing using QEMM.SYS as the expanded 
memory manager, and I have figured out 
how to install FASTOPEN and buffers in 
the expanded memory. 

There are various other things that I 
have read about doing in expanded or ex
tended memory, but I need some help 
from experts. Can you recommend a 
good, small book on the subject? Do you 
intend to have any articles soon on what 
users can do with 1.4 MB of extended or 
expanded memory? Is it possible to use 
some of the 384K bytes immediately 
above the 640K bytes that DOS normally 
uses? 

Milton Feldman 
Beaverton, OR 

You can find a good overview of EMS in 
"Expanding the Limits" (March BYTE). 
Also, you might try Microsoft Systems 
Journal. It has done a number ofarticles 
on EMS; in particular, its September 
1989 issue contains the source code for 
an EMS library. You can contact MSJ 's 
circulation department at P. 0. Box 
1903, Marion, OH 44305, (800) 669
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1002. Also, look for a copy ofExtending 
DOS, available from Addison-Wesley. 

As for actually using expanded mem
ory, you should look to the very company 
that supplies QEMM. SYS-Quarterdeck. 
Its DESQview system makes good use of 
EMS. In fact, since you 're running a 
386SX, you 're actually using extended 
memory to mimic expanded memory. 
DESQview can run a portion of itself in 
extended memory, leaving more room in 
conventional memory for multiple appli
cations. 

You can use the memory above DOS 
and below the I-MB memory for RAM 
disks or disk caching. There are plenty of 
public domain packages available; check 
any of the shareware mail-order houses 
or cruise the BBS circuit (BIX is a good 
place to start). -R. G. 

You Ask a Lot of Questions ... 
I want to develop serious programs for 
my own use as well as to release into the 
public domain market as shareware. 
However, I am sure that any experienced 
programmer would turn livid upon view
ing my spaghetti-like code. Could you 
recommend a good book on structured 
programming? 

In addition, I need a book on fast, effi
cient, and frequently used algorithms 
such as sorting and searching. Also, I 
would appreciate it if you could give me 
the titles of some general books on the 
following topics: data compression algo
rithms, image- and sound-processing al
gorithms, encryption algorithms and 
general computer security, implement
ing an interpreter, and algorithms for 
implementing games such as chess on 
computers. 

Finally, I want to implement the clas
sic game of Life on my computer. The 
definition of the game calls for an infi
nite matrix of cells, an obviously impos
sible requirement. Hence , the resulting 
corner and edge cells can have only three 
and five neighboring cells, respectively, 
as compared to eight for all the others, 
which contradicts the definition of the 
game. How do I handle this dilemma? 

Stephen J. Scheck 
Jamul, CA 

For structured programming, try Pro
gramming Structures, Vol. l : Machines 
and Programs by Jan Hext (Prentice
Hall, 1990). 

For frequently used sorting and 
searching algorithms, there is Donald E. 
Knuth's classic The Art of Computer 
Programming, Vol. 3: Sorting and 
Searching (Addison-Wesley, 1973) and 
G. H. Gannet 's Handbook of Algo

rithms (Addison-Wesley, 1983). 
For data compression, seek out Data 

Compression Methods and Theory by 
James A . Storer (Computer Science 
Press, 1988). 

For image and sound processing, look 
for Two-Dimensional Signal and Image 
Processing by Jae S. Lim (Prentice-Hall, 
1990). Also, locate Computer Compos
er ' s Toolbox by Phil Winsor (Windcrest, 
a division ofTAB books, 1990). 

For data encryption, see the bibliogra
phy in "Cloak and Data" (June BYTE). 

For interpreters, look for Program
ming Language Translation: A Practical 
Approach by Patrick D. Terry (Addison
Wesley, 1986) . Also look for Herb 
Schildt 's Born to Code in C (Osborne/ 
McGraw-Hill, 1989). 

Finally, as for boundary conditions on 
the game of Life, I have seen numerous 
treatments. A public domain version that 
I've used gives players the option ofeither 
treating cells beyond the boundaries as 
dead, or simply not counting those imagi
nary cells when determining a border 
cell's next life cycle.-R. G. 

FIXES 


• Contrary to the features table in 
"Multiuser Databases: The SQL" (May, 
page 139), Oracle does not offer stored 
procedures, and Ingres does not offer 
binary large object data types . 
• DTK Computer reports that its latest 
BIOS does indeed work with OS/2 1.1 
and 1.2. The BIOS version used by Mark 
J. Minasi (OS/2 Notebook, April) appar
ently was not up to date. 
• The correct telephone number for 
Jameco Electronics, mentioned in "The 
Heart and Soul of a PC Compatible" 
(April), is (415) 592-8097. Also in that 
article, the correct dimensions of the 
Atronics International ATI-386/B 
motherboard are 8'h by 12 inches. The 
ATI board does indeed have a connector 
for an external battery, as well. ATI says 
that it has upgraded its BIOS for faster 
caching; the upgrade is free to customers 
with the older BIOS. 
•In "Not Quite As Simple As 1-2-3" 
(September 1989), the speed comparison 
between Lotus 1-2-3 releases 3.0 and 2.1 
should read, "Lotus 3.0 is 59 percent as 
fast as 2.1 on a 386-based system and 52 
percent as fast on a 2.86-based system ." 
• The acronym LCD in the review of the 
NEC ProSpeed CSX ("Color Hits the 
Streets," April) refers to a liquid crystal 
display.• 
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WHAT'S NEW 

HARDWARE • SYSTEMS 

A No-Compromise 
15-Pound Laptop 

T he Altima Two is a 16
MHz 286-based laptop 

that includes VGA paper
white graphics on a backlit 
LCD, internal hard and flop
py disk drives, an internal 
2400-bps modem, and a full
size 10 I -key detachable key
board. The system measures 
15/'; 0 by 11 'Ys by 3o/i 0 inches 
and weighs 15 pounds. 

The Altima Two also in
cludes 1 MB of RAM (expand
able to 5 MB), a two-button 
mouse, DOS 4.01, a half
length 8-bit expansion slot, 
an AC adapter, and a carrying 
case. The drives are a 31/2
inch 1.44-MB internal floppy 
disk drive and a 40-MB 25
ms internal hard disk drive. In
terfaces include a VGA moni
tor port, a parallel port, a 
serial port, and an external 
keyboard port. 

An external 4-pound , 2 1/2
hour battery is optional. 
Price: $4499; battery , $199. 
Contact: Altima Systems, 
Inc., 1390 Willow Pass Rd. , 
Suite 1050, Concord, CA 
94520, (800) 356-9990 or 
(415) 356-5600. 
Inquiry 1139. 

DTK Joins the 
Laptop Brigade 

D TK, a company that has 
specialized in mother

boards , has announced its 
first complete system, a 386SX 
laptop . Features include 
VGA graphics on a paper
white backlit LCD screen 
and a detachable keyboard. 

Standard hardware in
cludes 1 MB of RAM (expand
able to 5 MB) , an internal 
battery that lasts 15 minutes , a 
serial port, a parallel port, a 
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The Altima Two is a 16-MHz 286 laptop with VGA resolution 
and a removable full-size 101-key keyboard. 

31/2-inch 1.44-MB floppy disk 
drive, an AC adapter, and a 
power-saver feature . You can 
upgrade with a three-quarter
length 16-bit expansion slot 
and an 80387SX coprocessor 
socket. Bundled software in
cludes DOS 3.3 and Lap
Link. The BIOS is DTK's own. 
The 386SX weighs IOYi 
pounds and measures 11o/i 0 by 
4 by 12o/i 0 inches. 

A system option package 
includes a 2400-bps internal 
modem (occupying a sepa
rate modem slot), an internal 
40-MB 28-ms hard disk 
drive, an external battery pack 
that extends power to 3 hours 
and weighs about 3 pounds, 
and a carrying case. An op
tional Expansion Station, en
closed in a minitower case, 
can accommodate two 5 14
inch half-height drives , one 
5 14-inch full-height drive, and 
three full-length 16-bit ex
pansion cards. 
Price: Under $3000; system 
option package, $500; Expan
sion Station, $295. 
Contact: DTK Computer, 
Inc., 15711 East Valley Blvd., 
City oflndustry, CA 91744, 
(818) 333-7533. 
Inquiry 1140. 

Fortran Unveils 
Complete SX . 
for $1495 

T he NetSet 386SX is one 
of the few 16-MHz 386SX 

systems that costs less than 
$1500. After you include the 
high-capacity 5 1A- or 3 V2
inch floppy disk drive and a 
video card, you still have two 
open 16-bit slots and two open 
half-height 5 14-inch drive 
bays . The system has one par
allel and two serial ports , 1 
MB of RAM (expandable to 8 
MB), and a 150-W power 
supply. 

Standard equipment on the 
basic system includes a VGA 
card and a 101-key keyboard 
but no monitor. You can spec
ify the monochrome system 
with a monochrome video 
card, a 12-inch monitor, and 
a 40-MB 28-ms hard disk 
drive. You can also opt for a 
14-inch color VGA monitor 
and a 40-MB hard disk drive . 
DOS 3.3 or 4.01 is an option. 
Price: Basic system, $1295; 
monochrome system, $1390; 
VGA system, $2050; DOS, 
$105. 
Contact: Fortron/Source, 
6818-G Patterson Pass Rd ., 
Livermore , CA 94550, (800) 
821-9771 or (415) 373-1008 . 
Inquiry 1141. 

NEC's ProSpeed 
386SX Designed 
to Communicate 

NEC's ProSpeed 386SX 
laptop features a propri

etary expansion slot for a line 
of communications cards. The 
proprietary Laptop Expan
sion Slot, the LTX, houses op
tional cards for local area 
networking , several types of 
synchronous terminal emula
tion , and a modem. The Pro
Speed 386SX laptop also in
cludes one non-LTX 
proprietary slot for memory 
and another for a modem or 
fax modem. 

Standard features include 
a backlit VGA display, an 82
key keyboard, 1 MB of RAM 
(expandable to 9 MB), a 3 V2
inch 1.44-MB floppy disk 
drive, and your choice of an in
ternal 40-MB (29 ms) or 
100-MB (25 ms) hard disk 
drive . Standard interfaces in
clude one serial port, one par
allel port, a floppy disk drive 
expansion port, an RGB video 
output port, an external key
board port, an RJ-11 modem 
port , and a DC power port. 

LTX cards are available for 
Ethernet, Token Ring (4 
Mbps), ARCnet, 3270 emu
lation, 5250 emulation, send
and-receive faxing, addition
al serial ports , SCSI devices , 
and memory. The laptop 
measures 12 by 14o/i 0 by 3% 
inches and weighs 14 
pounds . 
Price: With 40-MB hard disk 
drive , $5799; with 100-MB 
hard disk drive , $6599; bat
tery cartridge, $199. 
Contact: NEC Technol
ogies, Inc . , 1255 Michael Dr. , 
Wood Dale, IL 60191, (800) 
826-2255 or (708) 860-9500. 
Inquiry 1142. 



Hewlett-Packard 
Shows Mac Printers, 
One with Color 

Hewlett-Packard has in
troduced a color printer 

for Macs on an AppleTalk 
network and added an Apflle
Talk interface to its Desk
Writer . 

On or off AppleTalk, the 
HP PaintWriter XL prints a 
page of color graphics in 
about I \/2 minutes . It uses all 
QuickDraw-compatible soft
ware and lets your Mac II print 
on letter- and tabloid-size 
(11- by 17-inch) paper from a 
palette of up to 16.7 million 
colors. Your Mac Plus, SE, or 
Portable can print from a pal
ette of up to eight colors. The 
PaintWriter XL also features 
background printing with a 
spooling capability and has 
scalable outline fonts , includ
ing CS Times, CS Triumvi
rate, CS Courier, and CS 
Symbol. 

The PaintWriter XL can 
print in portrait and landscape 
orientations and has an auto
matic sheet feeder that will 
handle up to 200 paper pages 
or 70 sheets of overhead-trans
parency film. The Paint
Writer measures 9 by 29Yi by 
17~ inches . 

The enhanced DeskWriter 
is a thermal ink-jet printer 
with a print resolution of 300 
dpi. It measures l 7Yt 0 by 8 by 
14% inches . 
Price: $2995; DeskWriter, 
$1195. 
Contact: Hewlett-Packard, 
Company Inquiries , 19310 
Pruneridge Ave ., Cupertino, 
CA 95014, (800) 752-0900. 
Inquiry 1143. 

SPREAD THE WORD 
Your new product is important to us. Please address information to 
New Products Editors, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peter
borough , NH 03458. Better yet, use your modem and mail new 
product information to th e microbytes. hw or microbytes.sw 
conferences on BIX. Please send the product description, price, 
ship date, and an address and telephone number where readers can 
get more information. 

HP's Paint Writer XL is designed for your Mac, and it fun ctions 
on an AppleTalk network. 

20-pound Device 
Projects VGA and 
Mac Color Images 

T he MagniView 800 VGA 
multisync data projector 

lets you project up to eight 
shades of simulated color from 
any VGA or Mac-compatible 
video source, according to the 
manufacturer. And because 
it's equipped with a 250-W 
lamp, a fan , and a projection 
lens , you don't need a separate 
overhead projector . 

The maximum graphics 
resolution is 640 by 480 pixels; 
the maximum text resolution 
is 720 by 400 pixels. Controls 
on the front of the 13- by 
17 V2 - by 6-inch unit let you ad
just color, contrast, synchro
nization, and positioning and 
let you clear the screen and 
reverse the video. 
Price: $1895; Macintosh in
terface, $20. 

Contact: Dukane Corp., 
2900 Dukane Dr. , St. Charles, 
IL 60174, (708) 584-2300. 
Inquiry 1146. 

Panasonic Offers 
8514/A and VGA 
Color Monitor 

T he PanaSync Ci381 is 
an inexpensive 14-inch 

color monitor with a resolu
tion of 1024 by 768 pixels . 

It automatically adjusts to 
the signal frequencies of 
8514/A, VGA, CGA, and 
Macintosh graphics (you need 
an optional adapter for a 
Mac) . The dot pitch is 0.28 . 
Price: $699; Macintosh 
adapter cable, $43. 
Contact: Panasonic Commu
nications and Systems Co., 
Two Panasonic Way , Secau
cus , NJ 07094 , (800) 742-8086 
or (201) 348-7000 . 
Inquiry 1145. 

This 31/2-inch 
Floppy Disk Drive 
Holds 21 MB 

U sing specially made 
floppy disks , the Stor/ 

Mor drive stores as much 
data as a 21-MB hard disk 
drive, its manufacturer says. 
It holds up to 21 MB of for
matted data on what looks 
like a standard 3 'h-inch floppy 
disk . The drive's average ac
cess time is 35 ms . · 

The Stor/Mor system uses 
a closed-loop servo tracking 
mechanism, as opposed to 
the open-loop stepper motor 
found in conventional disk 
drives . The floppy disk con
tains two strata: a top layer 
where data is stored, and an 
underlying layer of uneras
able magnetic rings used to po
sition the head . To further 
boost capacity, the Stor/Mor 
uses multizone recording , in 
which the outer tracks contain 
more sectors than those 
nearer the center. 

There are three Stor/Mor 
models . One internal drive is a 
5 1A-inch half-height drive 
that comes complete with a 
SCSI adapter, software util
ities, and cabling. An external 
unit (which measures 5 1/2 by 
8% by 2 'A inches including an 
internal fan) is packaged 
with a SCSI adapter and a sep
arate 3- by 3- by 4V2-inch 12
W power supply. A third unit , 
for PS/2 systems, is an inter
nal subsystem that includes a 
Micro Channel SCSI adapter. 
Price: Internal, $795; exter
nal, $895; Micro Channel , 
$995; each disk, $25. 
Contact: Q/Cor, One Meca 
Way , Norcross , GA 30093 , 
(800) 548-3420 or (404) 923
6666 . 

Inquiry 1144. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

Backup Power 
Supply Fits in a Slot 

T he VIP PowerSave 500 
is a backup power supply 

on an extra-wide 8-bit board 
with accompanying software 
for your DOS system. 

You install PowerSave in a 
single slot when adjacent to a 
short board. On-board nick
el-cadmium batteries are in
cluded, as is battery-backed
up RAM that contains real
time software for operation. 

PowerSave provides a 
power capacity of 200 W: 200 
VA for up to 90 seconds or 50 
VA for up to 15 minutes; it 
then automatically shuts your 
system down and saves your 
work. The company claims 
that if there's a 2-second power 
outage, you won't notice it. If 
power goes out for 2 to 20 sec
onds , PowerSave performs a 
complete system backup that 
lasts up to 30 seconds and 
lets you continue work after the 
backup is complete. 

Finally , if the power goes 
out for more than 20 seconds
even if you power down the 
system yourself-PowerSave 
performs the complete sys
tem backup and shuts down 
your system. When AC 
power returns, or when you re
turn to power up your sys
tem, your application is 
restored. 
Price: $329. 
Contact: ITT PowerSystems 
Corp ., 3400 East Britannia 
Dr. , Suite 122, Tucson, AZ 
85706, (602) 889-7600. 
Inquiry 1149. 

Make Your Mac 
a Signal 
Processor 

T he NB-DSP2300 digital
signal-processing acceler

ator board from National In
struments, which features the 
Texas Instruments 
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ITT Power Systems' VIP PowerSave 500 is a backup power 
supply with software for saving your work and automatically 
shutting down your system. 

TMS320C30 floating-point 
DSP, enables your Mac II to 
process signals in real time. 
Coupled with the company's 
NB-A2100, a 16-bit audio AID 
converter board , the DSP 
board gives the Mac II audio
processing capabilities for 
applications such as speech 
recognition, vibration analy
sis, and other acoustical 
research . 

When used with National 
Instruments LabView2 soft
ware, the company says, the 
boards rival stand-alone signal 
analyzers that are three times 
the price . 

The DSP board and the 16
bit audio board let you process 
sounds at a rate of up to 33 
MFLOPS. They sample analog 
input from two different 
channels at several software
programmable rates, includ
ing 44 . 1 kHz (the rate of com
pact disk players) and 32 and 
48 kHz (the rates used in digi
tal audio tape recorders). 
Price: NB-DSP2300 , $4995; 
NB-A2100 board , $1595; Lab
View2 software, $1995. 
Contact: National Instru
ments, 6504 Bridge Point 
Pkwy., Austin, TX 78730, 
(800) 433-3488 or (512) 
794-0100. 
Inquiry 1150. 

Shift Your SQL 
Queries 
into High Gear 

T he dBASE Query Accel
erator speeds up SQL 

database queries by as much 
as 100 times. The accelerator 
consists of a SCSI disk drive 
controller and a database co
processor . SCSI drives attach 
to the board with a ribbon 
cable. When the CPU issues 
a database query to the disk 
drive , the request is inter
cepted by an Advanced Micro 
Devices RISC processor on 
the card and is processed local
ly before answers are re
turned to the CPU . 

The benefit of this ap
proach , ADS says, is that com
munication between the drive 
and the coprocessor occurs at 
fast SCSI disk transfer speeds 
and only the final query results 
are returned to the CPU 
across the slower AT bus . The 
RISC processor is also opti
mized for database work, so it 
works faster than the host 
CPU could . 
Price: $1995. 
Contact: Advanced Data 
Servers, P.O . Box 4937, 
Boise, ID 83711, (208) 
322-7800. 
Inquiry 1152. 

Hercules Bundles 
VGA and 34010 
Graphics 

T he Graphics Station 
. Card is an inexpensive 
VGA and 34010 graphics 
board from Hercules that pro
duces 16- and 24-bit color 
graphics on VGA color moni
tors. It includes a full mega
byte of video memory. 

You can drive the Graphics 
Station Card with 32,768 
colors at 640 by 480 pixels 
and at a special 512- by 480
pixel resolution. Or you can 
opt for 24 bits with 16.7 mil
lion colors . The 512- by 480
pixel resolution , though dis
playable on a VGA , is also 
appropriate for broal:lcast use 
(with analog RGB signal out
put) when run through a .scan 
converter. 
Price: $1024. 
Contact: Hercules Computer 
Technology, Inc. , 921 Parker 
St., Berkeley , CA 94710, 
(415) 540-6000. 

Inquiry 1151. 


Turn Your Z-241 
or Z-248 
into a 25-MHz 486 

T he Z-Master 486 is a 
processor upgrade board 

designed for the Zenith Z
241 and Z-248 286-based 
desktop computers. 

Both those systems have 
passive backplanes . The new 
Z-Master processor replaces 
the old CPU board with a one
slot 25-MHz i486 and adds a 
32-bit memory slot for an op
tional capacity of 16 MB in 
single in-line memory 
modules . 
Price: $4995. 
Contact: Aox, Inc ., 486 Tot
ten Pond Rd ., Waltham, MA 
02154, (617) 890-4402. 
Inquiry 1153. 

continued 



DBMS Case Study: 


The 1990 Goodwill Games: 
2500 athletes in 22 events at 

15 locations, drawing hundreds of thousands to watch 
them perform. A show-place for international good
will. A potential target for terrorists. A challenge for 
security agencies. 

With only 3,000 off-duty officers to fill 30,000 as
signments, there's no room for confusion in scheduling. 
And scheduling must respond to last minute changes, 
as event times slip, as dignitaries arrive on short notice, 
or as threats arise. Hand-scheduling can't meet the 
challenge. But the Games' Integrated Police Planning 
Group (IPPG) found that no automated system had ever 
been developed for securing such events. 

Running on a VAX , 
Automated Manpower 

On-line Scheduling (AMOS) matches personnel to 
scheduling requirements, taking into account special 
training, language ski ll s, and other factors. AMOS 
prepares an assignment sheet for each individual, 
explaining the ass ignment, when and where to rep01t, 
how to get there - even where to park. 

AMOS responds to changes quickly. The database 
is large and complex, yet thanks to the innovative 

db VISTAIII™ 

Database Management System 
S~.v.n..,. High performance. C language portability . 

combined technology of the 
underlying db_ VISTA 
database engine, search, 
match, and update times are 
negligible. Data integrity is 
assured by avoiding data 
redundancy. That means 
the infonnat ion is reliable. 

The Solution 
AMOS was created by 
Raima's services subsidiary, 
Vista Development Corp. , 
using the db_ YIST A III 
DBMS. "We looked for 
months for a database that 

Command ce/1/er persa1111el can 
adj11st schedules without delay or 
co11fi1sian , thanks to d/J \I/STA Ill's 
ability to handle large volumes of 
data with speed and accuracy. 

was fast, flexible , and could handle a huge volume of data 
while sti ll maintaining speed," said Sgt. Alan Bernstein of 
the IPPG. "We also wanted to find a company that could not 
only furnish the product, but provide the development 
services. Then we discovered Raima and db_VISTA III." 

Your end users may not be fighting terrorists, but they 
still need fast, reliable information to get their jobs done. 
If you develop applications for VMS, UNIX, QNX, OS/2, 
MS-DOS, MS Windows, Macintosh, and other environ
ments, db_VISTA III is the solution. 

Call 1-800-db-RAIMA (1-800-327-2462) 
Circle 322 on Reader Service Card 
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+ Smallest full power 386'Msystem ever 
+ 386/20 Microprocessor 
+ No larger than a typewriter 
+ 2MbRam 
+ 40Mb Hard Drive 
+ 1.2 and 1.44 Floppy Drives 
+ NEC VGA Color Monitor 
+ 16BitVGA 
+ OmniKey™IPLUS Keyboard 
+ MS-DOS4.0l/GWBASIC 
+ THE NEW Microsoft® WINDOWS™ 
+ PLUS a genuine Microsoft Mouse! 

All this for an incredible:

$289900 ~:~r:~~ill 


You want maximum peiformance and value in a 
space-saving desktop case. You get it in a Northgate 
SlimLine 320. It packs all the power of a full-size 386 into 
a performance package only 4.25 "high and 16.5 "square. 
And, at just 23 pounds, you can move it with ease. 

PC Magazine said: "(SlimLine) doesn't take up a lot of 
room ... but it delivers plenty of computer for a price you 
might expect to pay for a 286 system." 

The heart ofthe system is a new Northgate proprietary 
motherboard with built-in hard and floppy disk 
controllers, 2 serial and 1 parallel port and 16-bit VGA 
video. Smaller than a sheet of legal paper. It gives you a 
host of features that are add-ons in others' systems. Even 
our clock/calendar method is guaranteed for 5 years 
without using old-fashioned batteries. And with five 
expansion slots, you have plenty of room for all your 
peripherals. 

More Storage! More Performance! 
Upgrade to our new super fast Super Maxtor™ 200Mb Hard Drive 

w;m:::NLY $69900 


Use it at office or home. Run the latest multi-tasking 
applications under Microsoft Windows'"' or Northgate's 
OS/Z<;!JCrunch numbers on the biggest spread sheets. 
Sort, search and select data in your databases at the blink 
of an eye. And if you're looking for high performance 
terminals in a network environment, SlimLine 320 is an 
ideal solution. 



And remember .. .your Northgate SlimLine 320 is 
backed by expert technical support any time you need it. 
Call toll-free, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. On-site 
deskside service is available 5 days a week (to most 
locations). 

SYSTEM FEATURES 
• Intel 8038f1-ZOMHz 

microprocessor 

• 2Mb of RAM; expandable co 8Mb 
on motherboard 

• 40Mb hard dri ve with built in 
cache 

• .l.S " I .44Mb and 5 .25 " I .2Mb 
Floppy Disks (reads, writes and 
formats low density diskettes) 

• Page mode memory sysce m 

• Integrated high perform ance 16-bic 
VGA color controller with 256 K 
video RAM supporting 800x600 
resolution lo 

• Integrated high performance 
fl oppv and hard disk con
troller on the motherboard 

• I paralle l and Z serial pores 

• S expansion sloes (3 full-size 
16-bic 1/0 boards; 2 half
length 8-bit) 

TEST A SLIMLINE 320 • 14 "NEC ZA VG A Co lor 
Monicor AT NO RISK 

• Exclusive OmniKry/PLUS 
Keyboard FOR30DAYS 

• MS-DOS 4.0 I and GW Basic 

Software Installed 


• FCC Class B Certified 

·PC Magazine D ecember 26. 1989 reviewed the Norchgace MicroScacion 386/20. 

This system has been upgraded and is now named the "Slim Line 320 ." 


Ofcourse, SlimLine 320 comes with a 1-year limited 
warranty on parts and labor; 5-years on the OmniKey 
keyboard. If a part fails, we'll ship a replacement to you 
overnight at our expense before you return your part. 

Test a SlimLine 320 at no risk for 30 days. Ifyou 
are not 100% satisfied, return it for a full refund. 
No questions asked. To place your order, call sales 
toll-free 24 hours everyday. Be sure to ask about 
custom configurations, leasing and financing 
options. 

FINANCING: Use the Northgate Big 'N' revolving credit card. We have 
millions in financing available. We accept Visa or MasterCard, too. Lease 
it with Northgate, up to five-year terms available. 

CALL TOLL FREE 

24 HOURS EVERYDAY 


800-548-1993 


1'1iccs :i.nd spccific:i.1ions subject w change without notice. Nonhg:i.cc rcscr.·cs 1hc righ1 to subsdtmc components of equal or ~caccr quiliry 

or perfo rmance . All i1crns sub.ic:ct 1oavail.tbili1 y. 

0Copyrigh1 Northgacc Computcr Sys1cms, Inc. 1990 . All Righ1s Rcscn•cd. 

Nurthgacc, OmrriKry and chc Nonhgate Big "N' logo arc tndemark5 of Non:hgale Compu1cr Systems, Inc . All other product and brand 

names uc u adcmJrksof the ir rcspcc1ivc companies. Microsoft and Windows arc rcgis1crcd trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. "386" 

and "iJ 86" arc registe red trademarks of Inte l Corporation. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

Hand Scanner 
Supports 256 Colors 

ECA C&C Products 
claims that its Hico A4 

Color Scanner, which scans a 
4-inch-wide swipe of graphics , 
can recognize 256 colors. 
Accompanying DOS-compat
ible software lets you per
form the standard desktop pub
lishing functions of other 
black-and-white and 64-color 
scanners and lets you change 
the value, saturation, and hue 
of each color picture . 

Key functions include 
merging scanned pictures, im
porting ASCII text, and sup
port for file formats like 
.PMC, .VMG, and .SCF. 
The software supports more 
than 30 editing tools , includ
ing line, circle, move, rotate, 
enhance, air spray , area fill , 
scissors , copy , move, rotate, 
enhance, fade , reverse, out
line, and undo. 

The A4 Color Scanner, 
which includes an 8-bit scan
ner interface card , works 
with VGA adapter boards to 
display 640- by 480-pixel res
olution and with EGA adapter 
boards that have at least 5 l 2K 

bytes of RAM. There's also 
support for HP LaserJet and 
PaintJet printers. 

A minimum system con
figuration has 640K bytes of 
RAM, a mouse, and a hard 
disk drive . 
Price: $699 . 
Contact: ECA C&C Prod
ucts , Inc. , 38 Route 46 E, 
Lodi, NJ 07644, (201) 
478-0302. 
Inquiry 1155. 

Inexpensive Film 
Recorder Makes 
High-Quality Slides 

P olaroid says that its en
try-level high-resolution 

film recorder produces pre
sentation-ready photos and 
transparencies at one-third 
the price of its competition. 

The Digital Palette CI
3000, which interfaces through 
a Centronics parallel port, is 
about half the size of a nine
pin printer . You use it to 
make 35-mm slides with pre
sentation-graphics software 
like Ashton-Tate's Draw Ap
plause and Software Publish
ing 's Harvard Graphics. 

The color and exposure 

For Privacy, Wear Your Monitor on Your Head 

Reflection Technology's Private Eye is a virtual 12-inch 
CGA computer monitor with a lightweight headset. 
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data for several kinds of film 
is housed in the CI-3000's 
ROM to deliver predictable re
sults across different film 
types . The color response of 
the internal CRT is account
ed for as well , as are the 
changes that take place as the 
tube grows older. 

The CI-3000 exposes 
slides at a maximum resolution 
of 2048 lines , half that of 
competing mid- to high-priced 
recorders . However , Polaroid 
says that, at typical confer
ence-room distance, the eye 
is not sensitive enough to dis
cern the difference between 
4096-line and 2048-line 
images. Like other film re
corders , this device delivers 
24-bit color from a palette of 
16.7 million colors . 

An auto-winding 35mm 
film holder is included , with 
optional holders accommo
dating various other film types 
up to 4 by 5 inches. The CI
3000 recognizes the type of 
film holder installed and ad
justs the image size according
ly. You can also program the 
film recorder with custom film 
characteristics and image 
sizes . 
Price: $3995. 
Contact: Polaroid Corp. , 

T he Private Eye is a ! 
inch-wide monitor at

tached to a headband . You 
obviously use it differently 
than you do other monitors; 
you look into a postage
stamp-size window and see a 
legible image of a 12-inch 
720- by 280-pixel screen su
perimposed on your field of 
vision and apparently float
ing in space 2 feet in front of 
you. The unit measures 3Yi 
by 1Ys by 1~inches . 

Mechanically, Private 
Eye consists of a column of 
LEDs , a magnifying lens , a 
resonating spring-mounted 
mirror, and a counterbal
ancing weight. 

575 Technology Sq. , Cam
bridge, MA02139, (617) 
577-2000. 
Inquiry 1156. 

MicroSpeed 
Trackball Replaces 
Mac Mouse 

T he MacTrac is a Macin
tosh-compatible three-but

ton trackball that's designed 
as a plug-and-play replacement 
for the Macintosh mouse, ac
cording to MicroSpeed. It 
measures 3 % by 6 % by 
slightly more than 2 IA inches 
(the diameter of the 
trackball). 

MacTrac features a resolu
tion of200 dpi and has a cur
sor-drag lock button that 
eliminates the need to hold the 
button in order to drag the 
cursor. 
Price: With ADB connector, 
$119; with DB-9 connector, 
$99. 
Contact: MicroSpeed , Inc . , 
44000 Old Warm Springs 
Blvd ., Fremont, CA 94538, 
(800) 232-7888 or ( 415) 

490-1403. 

Inquiry 1157. 

continued 

The operation draws less 
than half a watt of electrical 
power. The LED generates 
one 280-pi xel line of the 720
by 280-pixel image every 
1136,000 second. The mir
ror oscil !ates every second to 
project 720 different ver
sions of the 280-character 
horizontal line . And each 
image, which is red (from 
the red LEDs) on a black 
background, is made 50 
times per second. 
Price: $495. 
Contact: Reflection Tech
nology , 240 Bear Hill Rd ., 
Waltham, MA02154, (617) 
890-5905 . 
Inquiry 1154. 



INSTAil WORKSTATION. 

JUST ADD OPEN DESKTOP. 


T
ake a look at the vast majority of graphical workstations 

developed over the past decade and you'll see something 


they all have in common: 

An integrated UNIX®System environment. 

Now take a look at the vast majority of businesses that have put 

computing power directly onto their office desktops over the 

past decade, and you'll see something they all have in common: 

Industry-standard personal computers. 


It doesn't take a computer to forecast the platform that's going 

to put graphical workstations on the vast majorityof business 


and engineering desktops in the next decade: 

An integrated UNIX System environment for industry-s tandard 

personal computers. 

And that's what Open Desktop'" is all about. 


O
pen Desktop is the complete graphical operating system 

that's built on the most popular UNIX System platform of 


all time-SCO'". And it lets you create your own networked, 

icon-driven workstation environment using the industry

standard 386 or 486 computers and peripherals of your choice. 


In a single, easy-to-use, fullysupported-and completely 
integrated- package, Open Desktop delivers: 

• 	the full 32-bit, multitasking computing power of SCOUNIX 
System V/386 

• 	compliance with POSIX '" and X/Open®standards 

• an OSF/Motif '"-based, Presentation Manager-compatible, 
graphical user interface 

• 	distributed SQL database management services 

• compatibility with existing DOS, XENIX ®, and UNIX System 
applications and data files 

• 	NFS'", TCP/IP, and LAN Manager networking facilities 

And all at an unbelievably affordable price. 

D
iscover the complete graphical operating system that 

leading companies worldwide are choosing as their devel

opment platform for the '90s-and using to turn their 386 and 
486 PCs into instant workstations today. 
Open Desktop from SCO. 

Tbe Cu111/J/e/e G'mpbical Opemli11i; .\)•stem 

sco 
For more information, call SCO today and ask for ext. 8400 

(800) SCO-UNIX (726-8649) (408) 425-7222 FAX: (408) 458-4227 E-MAIL: ... !uunet!sco!info info@sco.COM 
SCO. lhl' SCO loRo, Upt•n Uesktop, :rnd lhl' Open Desktup lot-:n arc lndcrnarks urThcSa nta l: ruzOperalinn. Inc. llNIX b a rci:is lcrrd lf"'Jdcmark nf AT&Tin lh t• l lSA and 01hernmnlri1·s. l'OSlX is a trJdcmarkofThc lnslilull'11ff.lt:c1rical and Ell'C'Trunics fJJ):inl"t'rs (IU:f.I. X/Opcn is:i 
rtRiStncd trademark uf X/Opcn Um1pa1l)· lid . OSF/ Mulifis a tr:.ademark of The Open Snft \lo':lrc fuundalion , Inc. Xt:NIX is a rq\isten~d 1r.1dcmark of ,\\ icrnsuh Curpur:.it iun. Nt-S i.~ a 1r;1.dl'mark of Sun Micm~ySll'mS. Inc. JU/KtJ 
Cl 1989Thr S.:int.:i Cru1. Opcr.itiofl , Inc. All ll iRhls Resen·l'd. The S.:im.:i Cru1. Opt•r.:itinn, Inc., ·iOO Encinal Stn'l'l. P.O. Hox 19011, Santa Cruz. California 95061 USA The Sanla Cruz Oiwralion, lJd .. Cruxlt')· Ccnlrl' , lla1Ct• rs Lane. \\';ufortl \\' l>I KVN, (;rl'al Britain. +H (U)9l.\ Kl(1.\-t-t. 
FAX: +-t·I (0}9! :\ K177KI. Hlt::X: 917.i7l scows1; 
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WHAT'S NEW 

CONNECTIVITY 

First Low-Priced 
Modems from Hayes 

New Hayes products in
clude a 2400-bps modem, 

the Personal Modem 
2400plus , and the software to 
make it run: Smartcom for 
the Mac and Smartcom EZ for 
DOS systems. Another soft
ware package in the series, 
HayesConnect, lets your Mac 
share its modem capabilities 
with other Macs on an Apple
Talk network. 

For simplicity, Hayes bun
dles the modem circuitry with 
an AC adapter in a single 13
ounce 2%- by 3% - by 1 %-inch 
case . Included are cables for 
the phone line and your com
puter's serial port. 

Smartcom for the Mac and 
Smartcom EZ include a data
base for often-called num
bers and associated dial-up 
parameters. They also in
clude the industry-standard 
XMODEM protocol for up
loading and downloading files. 

When you're ready to use 
the Mac version of the Per
sonal Modem 2400plus as a 
shared resource on your Apple-

The Hayes Personal Modem 2400plus is a 2400-bps modem in 
an AC adapter. 

Talk network, you use 
HayesConnect. The server 
software, which doesn't re
quire a dedicated Mac system, 
does need 256K bytes of 
available RAM . The worksta
tion version of HayesConnect 
requires 64K bytes of available 
RAM . It also works across 
multiple AppleTalk zories . 
Price: Personal Modem 
2400plus with Smartcom, 
$199; HayesConnect, $79. 
Contact: Hayes Microcom
puter Products , Inc ., 705 Wes
tech Dr. , Norcross, GA 
30092, (404) 449-8791 . 
Inquiry 1160. 

Watchdog Keeps 
an Eye 
on Small Networks 

Network General, maker 
of the Sniffer Network 

Analyzer for large-scale net
works , has announced a less 
expensive analyzer for net
works of20 to 30 nodes. 

Watchdog has monitoring 
features that include station 
and network alarms, statis
tics for performance analysis, 
report generation utilities, 
and cable- and active-station 

testing . Watchdog's network
wide alarms alert you to prob
lems of too much or too little 
network usage, activity by an 
unknown station, or broad
cast storms (i.e . , when the net
work is filled with broadcast 
messages). Alarms also signal 
other problems, such as an 
"unresponsive" station or one 
that uses too much of the net
work resources. 

Watchdog displays statis
tics in real time to track net
work activity , including us
age and error frequency rate . 
You can save this data, and 
you can print out tabular or 
graphical reports that sum
marize network activity . 

The Watchdog Network 
Monitor offers Racal Inter
LAN AT or Micro Channel 
Ethernet boards for thick and 
thin coaxial cabling and un
shielded twisted-pair cabling. 
Watchdog requires a dedi
cated PC unless you use a sec
ond network adapter card . 
Price: Watchdog, $1995. 
Contact: Network General, 
4200 Bohannon Dr. , Menlo 
Park, CA 94025, (415) 
688-2700. 
Inquiry 1161. 

continued 

Remote Control for DOS and Apple Systems 

Takeover is DOS-compat
ible remote-control software 
that features pull-down 
menus with keyboard or 
mouse control and all the 
functions of SoftKlone's 
Mirror III communications 
software . Microcom's Car
bon Copy Mac is remote-
control software that works 
over serial (including mo

·dem) and AppleTalk net 
works. 

Both products feature 
their own communications 
software, background file 
transfers, a disable function 
to keep the host safe from un
friendly guests, and a 
" chat" function for real-
time communication. 

T akeover (for DOS sys-
terns) includes auto

matic callback, session re
cording with variable-speed 
playback , and an activity 
log . It has its own data-com
pression and error-correc
tion protocols . 

Takeover occupies 55K to 
70K bytes of RAM on the 
host system and 480K bytes 
on the remote system (of 
which 375K bytes is the Mir
ror III communications 
package) . The company says 
that the package works with 
all asynchronous modems , 
synchronous modems, and 
minicomputer and main
frame terminal-emulation 
packages . The standard 

package includes one guest 

and one host interface. 

Price: $295 ; each additional 

host, $150; each additional 

guest, $195 . 

Contact: SoftKlone, 327 

Office Plaza Dr., Suite 100, 

Tallahassee, FL 32301, 

(904) 878-8564. 
Inquiry 1162. 

c arbon Copy Mac comes 
with an identical 200K 

bytes of software for a host 
and a remote Macintosh. 

You can use a queue to 
transfer multiple files from 
one Mac to another. The file 
transfer works with most 
modems (Microcom bundles 
over 20 modem scripts), and 

it will work across multiple 
AppleTalk zones and Token 
Ring and Ethernet net
works. 

For security , you can tern
porarily or permanently 
block remote Mac users 
from watching your screen, 
and a "peephole'' function 
lets you identify remote Mac 
users before you allow them 
to view your screen . The 
minimum system require
ment is a Mac Plus . 
Price: $299; for each addi
tional Mac, $199. 
Contact: Microcom, Soft
ware Division , 500 River 
Ridge Dr., Norwood, MA 
02062, (617) 551-1000. 
Inquiry 1163. 
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SAVE A BUNDLE ON A BUNDLE! 
Until the end ofJuly, save up to $99 on these 

product bundles, at participating dealers. 

Logitech Mouse (serial version) 
and Finesse DTP software 

Suggested bundled price: $199 
(Save $99 on suggested retail price!] 

ScanMan Plus and 
Catchword O.C.R. software 

Suggested bundled price: $499 
(Save $89 on suggested retail price!) 

For more information call: 
800-231-7717Ext. 346. 
In California: 
(800) 552-8885 
Jn Canada: 
(800)283-7717 
In Europe: 
+ +4 1-21-869-9656 

~ 
a.~ ~ 
lOGITfC H 

Logitech's foolproof desktop tools 
let anyone turn out smart looking 
documents. And now with Logitech's 
special prices, there's never been a 
smarter time to buy them. 

ScanMan® Plus. Scans images up to 
4" wide into any document instantly. 
Works with all major applications. 
Adjusts to 400 d.p. i., 32 shades ofgray, 
with three photo settings. Suggested 
Retail Price (SRPJ: $339. 

Catchword '" lntelligentO.C.R. Lets 
you use text scanned with ScanMan 
in applications, just as if you'd typed it 
in . CatchWord accurately recognizes 
type from 6-20 points in virtually any 
typeface at speeds ofup to 2,000 
characters a minute. SRP: $249. 

Finesse '" Desktop Publishing lets you 
design brilliant documents effortlessly 

with direct scanner support, pre
designed page formats and automatic 
text wraparound. The only inexpensive 
DTP software to include Bitstream® 
Fontware '" absolutely free (a $545 
value). SRP: $179. 

Logitech '" Series 9 Mouse. Awarded 
rave reviews for its comfortable shape, 
adjustable resolution and ballistic 
drivers for flick-of-the-wrist control. 
Includes Pop-Up DOS '" and mouse 
menus to mousify almost any applica
tion. SRP: Serial- $119, Bus-$139, 
PSI 2-$119, Serial & PSI 2-$149. 

TrackMan:· Ingenious thumb-operated 
stationary mouse offers comfort and 
precision without desktop motion. Guar
anteed compatible with all PC appli
cations supporting Logitech or Microsoft" 
mice. SRP: Serial-$139, Bus-$149. 

© 1990 Columbia Pictures Industries. Inc. All Rights Reserved. " THE THREE STOOGES" is o trademark of Norman Mourer Productions, Inc. "' I'" trademarks ofregistered owners. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

CONNECTIVITY 

LANtastic 
Incorporates Voice 

A rtisoft's LANtastic 3.0 
network operating sys

tem, which occupies only 
30K bytes of RAM, now sup
ports voice chat and voice 
mail with LANtastic-compat
ible network adapter cards 
and new 8-bit add-in cards 
called Voice Adapters. With 
both cards , you can use LAN
tastic 's voice capabilities on 
the company 's 2-Mbps net
work and on LANtastic-com
patible Ethernet hardware . 

Each Voice Adapter, 
which is cabled to a telephone 
handset, digitizes spoken 
messages or music and pre
serves them. It features si
multaneous record and play, 
ports for importing and ex
porting audio, 8-bit DIA and 
AID conversion, and back
ground operation. ' 

Power requirements are 12 
Vat 33 mA, sampling rate is 
7990 Hz, and bandwidth is 
200 to 3400 Hz. 

The Voice Programmer's 
Interface lets you add sound 
effects, including speech and 
music , to network .application 
programs. 
Price: LANtastic 3.0, $495 ; 
Voice Adapter, $149; Voice 
Programmer's Interface, 
$195. 
Contact: Artisoft , Inc., 
Artisoft Plaza, 575 East River 
Rd., Tucson, AZ 85704, 
(602) 293-6363. 
Inquiry 1166. 

New Windows 
Package Simplifies 
Use of PROFS 

S martScreen is a graphi
cal E-mail interface that 

makes it easier for PC users 
to access IBM's notoriously ar
cane PROFS mail system. 

Artisoft 's Voice Adapter works with LANtastic 3. 0 and supports 
voice chat and voice mail. 

It runs under Microsoft 
Windows (including 3.0) on 
PCs. It presents a panel of 
icons that symbolize typical 
PROFS activities such as 
messages, documents, mail, 
calendar, notepad, and alarm 
clock. By clicking on an icon , 
you can access that part of 
the PROFS system without 
knowing its commands or 
syntax. 

SmartScreen isn't , how
ever, a terminal emulator in 
itself; it sits on top of an 
installed 3270 package such as 
Attachmate or Digital Com
munications Associates ' 
IRMA. 

The main benefit of the 
software-aside from eliminat
ing the need to remember 
PROFS commands-is that it 
can improve E-mail by ex
ploiting the PC, the manufac
turer says . SmartScreen lets 
you prepare messages with PC 
text editors , off-line from the 
host, which reduces connect 
time; SmartScreen gives ac
cess to the Windows clipboard , 

which simplifies actions such 
as pasting a piece of a spread
sheet into a mail message; 
and because a PC is a lot 
smarter than a terminal, the 
software can do things like 
check for PROFS mail at a 
set time and notify the user if 
any has arrived . 
Price: $495 per user. 
Contact: Capella Systems , 
Inc., 8601 Dunwoody Place, 
Suite 632, Atlanta, GA 
30350, (404) 552-9910. 
Inquiry 1170. 

Inexpensive Fax 
Software Requires 
Dedicated Mac 

Z ap Fax is send-only fax 
server software for the 

Macs on your AppleTalk 
network. 

You need to dedicate a 
Mac 512 or higher with a hard 
disk drive, and you need a 
fax modem. Host software is 
RAM-intensive , so you can ' t 

D-Link Introduces Pocket Ethernet 
LAN Adapter 

T he D-Link Ethernet 
Pocket LAN Adapter 

kit gives you a parallel-port 
interface to coaxial Ethernet 
networks . 

The kit includes a 4-ounce 
adapter (without battery) 
that measures 4Yi by 2Yi by 
Yio inches , a 5-ounce wall
mount AC adapter, and your 
choice oft-connectors for 

thin or thick coaxial cabling. 
D-Link Systems says that 

the parallel-port interface 
kit is compatible with all the 
popular network operating 
systems. 
Price: $495 . 
Contact: D-Link Systems, 
Inc., 5 Musick, Irvine, CA 
92718, (714) 455-1688. 
Inquiry 1167. 

run any other software on this 
server . But Sunrise Services 
replaces print drivers on the 
networked Macs and there
fore has no RAM overhead on 
these nodes . 

You access the fax print 
driver through your Mac's 
PICT files within Quick
Draw . 
Price: $295 . 
Contact: Sunrise Services , 
705 West Valley Dr., Suite 1, 
Campbell , CA 95008, (408) 
377-3753 . 
Inquiry 1169. 

Cardinal Introduces 
2400-bps Modems 
with MNP 5 

C ardinal Technologies ' 
2400 Series MNP 

modems feature the 2400-bps 
data transmission speed of the 
CCITT V .22bis standard and 
the 4800-bps speed of the de 
facto MNP 5 data compres
sion standard . The modems 
are also backward compatible 
with 1200-bps (and lower) 
standards . 

Both the external and the 
internal units feature automat
ic dialing and answering and 
a configuration view that lets 
you view the current and 
stored telephone numbers and 
associated telecommunica
tions settings . The internal 
unit is an 8-bit half card , and 
the external unit measures 1 Yi 
by 5 Yi by 9% inches and 
weighs 4 pounds . 
Price: Internal , $279; exter
nal , $299. 
Contact: Cardinal Technol
ogies, Inc . , 1827 Freedom 
Rd. , Lancaster, PA 17601 , 
(800) 233-0187 or (717) 
293-3000. 
Inquiry 1168. 

continued 
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"I was looking for a graphic 
example of what could be done 
with a laptop PC ... Zenith Data 
Systems showed me two:' 

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN™ 

· SupersPort 286e 

SupersPort SX 

Today's laptop leader* offers the clear choice in portable 
VGA graphics: SupersPort® 286e and SupersPort SX 

Zenith Data Systems brings you two advanced laptop PCs that 
can run today's sophisticated color VGA applications, using 16 
corresponding shades of gray for superior graphics presentations. 

First, there's the number-crunching SupersPort 286e with its 
dazzling backlit LCD display Then there's the SupersPort SX 
with a Page White screen that virtually duplicates the printed 
page ... plus Intel386SX™ power to handle tomorrow's graphical 
user interfaces.Groupe Bull 

And each features our Intelligent Power Management System/M 
which puts power usage in your control for hours of battery life. 

So, if you want the ultimate in portable screen clarity and 
*Sou rce: Dataquest 

Graphics simulate Microsoft" Windows™ 30, 
 contrast, see our leading VGA-enhanced laptops in action. For 
a product of Microsoft Corporation. your nearest Zenith Data Systems Medallion Reseller, call: 
lntel386SX is a trademark of Intel Corporation. 
© !990, Zenith Data Systems 1-800-523-9393. 
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The graphical user interlace (GUI) 
environment on an MS-DOS' PC, and 
subsequent demise of the "C"prompt, is 
a reality today. Sure, you say. 

Microsoft realizes you may have 
heard this one before. And we agree that 
you have every reason to be skeptical. 

Well, all of this was before new 
Microsoft®Windows"' version 3.0. A GUI 
environment that will forever transform 
the way you use your PC. 

Now, before you wonder what to 
do with all ofyour existing DOS applica
tions (to say nothing about your existing 
DOS experience), the Windows environ
ment works within your MS-DOS sys
tem. This is not a traumatic thing. 

new 

As a matter of fact, once you see 
the environment created byWindows 3.0, 
you'll think quite the contrary. 

The first time you see it, you won't 
believe it. Archaic characters, mundane 
instructions, and even entire command 
sequences, have been replaced by a pro
gram manager full ofclear, friendly icons. 
You're immediately comfortable. 

When you work on more than one 
thing at a time, you'll quickly reap the 
benefits. Because the program manager 
welcomes on-screen multitasking of 
large Windows applications. Of course, 
without ever visiting the "C" prompt. 

Through something with the com
plicated name of Dynamic Data Ex



change (DDE), you can simplify your life. 
For example, with DDE, you can change 
information in a Microsoft Excel spread
sheet, and have those changes automat
ically show up in a "linked" 
table in a word processing
document. Or vice versa. 

You can also easily 
access a network from with
in Windows. So, no matter 

l~~ 

how big the rivalry between research and 
accounting is on the softball field, every
body's on speaking terms in the office. 

Even the setup program is graph
ical, only needing a few easy steps. 

At this point, you probably think 
your machine will slow to a crawl the 
first time you try any of this. 

We thought about that, too. So new 
Windows 3.0 breaks the 640K memory 
barrier that saddles other DOS programs. 
Giving you access to all the memory and 
power your 286 or 386 PC can muster 

It all sounds incredible.Which it is. 
And,it's taking place in an intuitive,con
sistent graphical environment. 

For more information or to learn 
about upgrading your currentWindows 
version,call (800) 323-3577, Dept. L83. 

Graphics-based software is how 
people will run their PCs in the 1990s. 

And there's no better way to get 
yourselfacquainted than Windows 3.0. 

Micmsott& 
Making it all make sense· 

Microsoft Windort$ 3.0 is optimUedfor J·2MB 286 am/ 386 persmwlannputers. 640K RA M required Customers insi<k the SO United States. call (8()()) 323·3577. Dept l83. Ill Canada. call (416) 673-7fj38. Outside tlu! US and Canada. call (206)882-8661. 
it) 1990 Microsoft <:orfxnatWn.All n'ghts reserved MicrosQ/f, MS-DOS and the Microsoft Iago are rrgisteml trademarks and Making it all make sense and Windows arc lrademarksofMicrosoft CorporatunL 
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WHAT'S NEW 

Code Generator 
and Transformer 
for Windows 3.0 

d Analyst for C, a devel
opment environment that 

now supports Windows 3.0, 
features a documentation facil
ity that takes unintelligible 
scraps of C code and trans
forms them into structured 
code that complies with the 
standard specified by Ker
nighan and Ritchie . According 
to Buzzwords International, 
the transformed code com
piles , links , and executes just 
as it did in its original form. 

Working in or out of the 
Windows environment, you 
can use dAnalyst's screen 
painter and report writer to 
generate portable C source 
code that supports multiuser 
dBASE, FoxPro, and Clipper 
data files , Paradox table inter
action, and spreadsheets. 
While the program automati
cally generates multiuser ap
plications , you can run an ap
plication on single-user 
systems without modification. 

Other features of the pro
gram include a debugger, a 
linker, and a Make facility. 
Price: $295 . 
Contact: Buzzwords Interna
tional , 2879 Hopper Rd. , Cape 
Girardeau, MO 63701, (314) 
334-6317 . 
Inquiry 1120. 

Full-Screen 
Text Editor 
for Windows 3.0 

T he new version of Brad
ford Business Systems' 

SpeedEdit provides a full
screen text editor for Windows 
3.0 programmers . A Win
dows application itself, Speed
Edit supports scroll bars, 
pull-down menus, list boxes, 
and multiple windows. 

The editor supports Dy
namic Data Exchange, key
board macros, and search 
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Pl'ess any kfl!I to contlooe ... 

A portion of C code that 's been transformed by dAnalyst for C. 
The different colors help with readability: Here, variables are 
green and #defines are yellow. 

and modification of multiple 
files as if they were one file, 
the company reports . You can 
compile and test the program 
without leaving SpeedEdit, and 
the program includes Undo 
and Redo facilities. SpeedEdit 
provides more than 150 edit
ing functions. A remote pro
gram facility lets you work 
on files that reside on the host 
system. 
Price: $295 . 
Contact: Bradford Business 
Systems, Inc., 25301 Cabot 
Rd., Suite 201, Laguna 
Hills, CA 92653, (714) 
859-4428. 
Inquiry 1121. 

Prologs for the Mac 
and OS/2 

Arity now offers Delphia 
Prolog, the platform 

that's used on many systems 
in Europe, for the Macintosh . 
With Delphia Prolog, you 
can write HyperCard scripts 
that make calls to Prolog, 
giving you a hyper-Prolog de
velopment environment. 

Delphia Prolog includes an 
optimized version of the Edin
burgh syntax; an interpreter, 
a debugger, and a compiler; an 
application manager; a lexi-
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Program Manager SpeedEdlt (test.cl D ' 
Two overlapping SpeedEdit text windows running under the 
Windows 3. 0 program manager. SpeedEdit can handle up to eight 
windows at a given time. 

cal analyzer generator; and 
tools for connecting to other 
languages , graphics packages , 
and Oracle and Ingres. The 
program is sold without royal
ties or run-time fees and re
quires a Mac Plus . 
Price: $395 . 
Contact: Arity Corp. , 29 
Domino Dr., Concord , MA 
01742 , (508) 371-1243 . 
Inquiry 1122. 

P DC Prolog now supports 
network file sharing in its 

external database system, al
lowing you to use the database 
in a networked or multitask
ing environment, such as OS/2 
or Unix, Prolog Development 
Center says . The OS/2 version, 
with which you can create 
text-mode applications that run 
in Presentation Manager, 
supports the exchange of Pro
log terms among multiple 
Prolog processes over named 
pipes . 

PDC says that because its 
Prolog is typed , requiring you 
to declare data types of vari 
ables and data structures, it 
lets you create applications 
with executable speeds compa
rable to those of programs 
written in C. Version 3.2 lets 
you embed its editor in the 
application you're creating. A 
new command-line feature of 
the program lets you compile 
or make programs from 
within batch files or from the 
command line, without hav
ing to enter the development 
environment. 

The DOS version of Prolog 
requires DOS 3.0 or higher on 
an IBM PC with 512K bytes 
of RAM. For OS/2, you'll 
need version I. I or 1.2. The 
Unix version should be avail
able later this summer. 
Price: $249; OS/2 version, 
$599. 
Contact: Prolog Develop
ment Center, 568 14th St. 
NW, Atlanta, GA 30318, 
(404) 873-1366. 
Inquiry 1123. 
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Then this $50 upgrade will look great. 
Ifyou are using Microsoft® 

Windows:Mthe best thing about 
this offer, besides the special up
grade price, is that you'll now 
have access to all the memory in 
your PC. Not to mention that you 
can keep using your existing 
MS-DOS® applications, multitask 
with otherWindows applications, 
and network more easily. 

All the popular Windows 
applications have already been 
updated to utilize Windows 3.0's 
powerful capabilities. And most 
are offering low-cost or free up
dates. So if you have any version 
ofWindows-including runtime 
Windows-give us a call. We'll 
upgrade your copy ofWindows, 
help you update your applica
tions, and answer any questions 
you may have. 

But make sure and call for 
your $5ff Windows upgrade 
before September 15, 1990.You'll 
save $99 offthe suggested retail 
price of $149. And you'll be using 
Windows 3.0. Which will make 
you look great. 

To get your Windows 
upgrade for just $50, call 
(800) 323-3577, Dept. L53. 

lllliclOsoft" 
Making it all make sense· 

Consolidatrd Balance Sheet 
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WHAT'S NEW 

SOFTWARE • BUSINESS 

Project Manager 
Offers E-Mail, 
Graphics Interface 

T he latest version of Pri
mavera Project Planner 

has a new graphical user in
terface that lets you edit and re
view project networks with 
up to five levels of zoom. 
Other additions include file 
and record locking on Novell 
networks and an integrated 
E-mail system and BBS. 

When it runs on a net
work, a project administrator 
establishes access rights with 
multiple levels of security, in
cluding read-only and exclu
sive access to specific projects. 
The program's P-Mail fea
ture allows private electronic 
messaging, and the BBS lets 
you post public messages . 

Primavision, the graphics 
system that works with Prima
vera Project Planner, sup
ports the plotting of resource 
and cost graphics as com
bined histograms and cumula
tive curves . You can compare 
up to two target projects plus a 
current project simultaneous
ly , the company reports . 

Primavera Project Planner 
4.0 runs on the IBM XT with 

640K bytes of RAM , a hard 

disk drive, and a mouse. The 

program now supports Post

script output devices . 

Price: $4000 . 

Contact: Primavera Sys

tems, Inc . , Two Bala Plaza, 

Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004, 

(215) 667-8600. 

Inquiry 1125. 


Database 
of Venture 
Capitalists 

Whether you 're planning 
to start a new company 

or expand an existing one, 
the search for venture capital 
can take a long time. To help 

The Primavera Project Planner proprietary graphical interface 
lets you add activities and relationships in interactive mode. 

businesses quickly locate and 
qualify potential sources of 
financing, a company called 
DataMerge offers the Financ
ing Sources Databank. 

The program lets you 
search for venture firms by 
several different criteria. 
Once you've narrowed the 
search, it provides informa
tion on what types of financing 
and companies the potential 
source prefers, the kind of in
formation you'll need to sup
ply, and other policies. 

The program runs on the 
IBM PC with 256K bytes of 
RAM and a hard disk drive. 
Price: $199. 
Contact: DataMerge, Inc., 
One Cherry Center, 501 South 
Cherry St. , Suite 500, 
Denver , CO 80222, (303) 
320-8361. 
Inquiry 1128. 

Scitor's Project 
Scheduler 
for the Mac 

P roject Scheduler 4 for 
the Macintosh lets you 

open up to eight windows for 
entering , editing, and viewing 
data , Scitor says . Other fea
tures of the midrange project 
scheduler include support for 
multiple projects , the ability to 
automatically account for re
source-cost inflation , and 
what-if scenarios. 

You can use the program 
to create presentations and re
ports with up to 10 levels of 
information. Like the version 
for the IBM PC, Project 
Scheduler 4 for the Mac lets 
you identify each task with a 
code for Work Breakdown 

Office Automation Software for Unix 

E nable/OA (for office 
automation) software in 

its new version 4.0 for Unix 
and Xenix offers an im
proved character-based user 
interface with windows, 
pull-down menus, and 
mouse support. 

The company says that the 
word processing module has 
been enhanced with im
proved column handling and 
a collapsible outline feature . 

The spreadsheet (which al
ready offered three-dimen
sional worksheets) now has 
colored cells , hidden ranges , 
and external links to other 
applications. Version 4. 0 has 
a page preview option. 
Price: $695 . 
Contact: Enable Software, 
Northway Ten Executive 
Park , Ballston Lake , NY 
12019, (518) 877-8600. 
Inquiry 1126. 

Structure and Organizational 

Breakdown Structure. 

Price: $685 . 

Contact: Scitor Corp. , 393 

Vintage Park Dr. , Suite 140, 

Foster City , CA 94404, (415) 

570-7700 . 

Inquiry 1127. 


A Guide 
to Accounting 
Software 

T o help companies iden
tify , analyze , and select 

the PC-based accounting sys
tems that best suit their needs, 
Solutions has developed The 
Accounting Library, a com
pendium of books and soft
ware that covers more than 70 
DOS- and Unix-based ac
counting programs ranging 
from inexpensive single-user 
systems to more sophisticated 
ones. Solutions says that it 
will soon start compiling in
formation on accounting pro
grams for the Macintosh . 

The software portion of 
the library consists of 10 mod
ules containing more than 
900 processing features . You 
identify the features that per
tain to your company and rank 
them on a scale. You end up 
with a weighted average, which 
the program then uses to rec
ommend the best accounting 
programs for you. As ven
dors add features to their ac
counting programs, you re
ceive new disks as the changes 
are implemented, rather than 
quarterly or yearly updates . 

The Accounting Library 
runs on the IBM PC with 640K 
bytes of RAM and a hard 
disk drive. 
Price: $479. 
Contact: Solutions, 8630 
Claypool Rd., Richmond, VA 
23236, (804) 745-5361. 
Inquiry 1129. 
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THE FLVTECH MAGICIAN UNVEILS 

THE WORLD'S FIRST & ORIGINAL 
BOOKSIZE LANSTATION 

CRRR'r'-1 

ARCNET &ETHERNET 

DISKLESS LANSTATION 


FL YTECH TECHNOLOGY (U.S.A), INC. 
3008 scon BLVD .• SANTA CLARA, CA. 95054 U.S.A. 

TEL: (408)727-7373, 727-7374 FAX: (408)727-7375 

FL YTECH TECHNOLOGY HANDELS-GMBH 
MENDELSSOHNSTRASSE 53, 
6000 FRANKFURT· AM MAIN 1, WEST GERMANY 

TEL: (069)746-081 , 746-453 FAX: (069)749-375 

FL YTECH TECHNOLOGY (H.K.) LTD. 
B12, 8 FL .. BLOCK B, TONIC INDUSTRIAL CENTRE. 

19 LAMHING ST .• KOWLOON BAY. KOWLOON, 


HONG KONG 

TEL: 305-1268 FAX: 796-8427 


FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY CO. , LTD. 
(HEAD OFFICE) 
2 FL .. NO. 8, LANE 50, SEC. 3, 


NAN-KANG RD., TAIPEI , TAIWAN. R.0 .C. 


TEL: (02)785-2556 FAX: (02)785-2371 • 783-7970 


TELEX: 22233 FLTCO 
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T3200SX: 17.0 pounds, 16MHz 386SX with 80387SX-16 
coprocessor socket, 5 built-in ports, 40MB hard disk 
with 25111secaccess, lMB RAM expandable lo13MB, 
gas plasma VGA display with 16 gray scales, 1.44MB 
31/z" diskette drive_ IBM is a registered trademark of 
International Business Machines Corp. 386 is a 
trademark ofIntel Cor/Joralion. 
For 111ore information call 1-800-457-7777. 

Two IBM-compatibleexpansion slots (one full-length 
and one half-le11glh) and an inlemal modem slot lei 
you connect lo LANs, mainframes and more. Plus, 
three dedicated internal expansion slots let you 
increase memory up lo 13MB. 



At first glance what you see 
is a sleek, 1'7.0-pound portable. 

But looks can be deceiving. 
Because with a powerful 386Th' SX 
microprocessor, 6 internal expan
sion slots and 5 built-in ports, our 
new T3200SX easily replaces 
desktop computers. 

Which means it does every

thing a bulky desktop computer 
can do. Like networking) com
puter aided design, data bases 
or even complex spreadsheet 
analysis - anywhere you can 
plug into an AC outlet. 

It has a built-in VGA gas 
plasma display system that lets 
you connect an external color 

monitor. And it can even accom
modate an optional 101-key 
enhanced keyboard. 

So you can take advantage 
of today's and tomorrow's most 
powerful new 386 applications, 
wherever you think best. 

The new Toshiba T3200SX. 
Take it. See how far you can go. 

In Touch with Tomorrow 

TOSHIBA 

Toshiba America Information Systems Inc., Computer Systems Division 
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lnerSolid, the stress-analysis module ofInertia , shows the 
results ofanalysis on a spindle. 

FEA and Dynamics 
Analysis 
for Windows 3.0 

I nertia, the software pack
age that integrates finite ele

ment analysis (FEA) and 
large displacement kinematics 
and dynamics analysis in one 
system, is now available for 
Windows 3.0. 

With Inertia 3.0 , you can 
construct a complex mechani
cal model consisting of flexi
ble elements, integrating dy
namics analysis with FEA, 
without having to perform each 
type of analysis in sequence 
or transfer data between the 
two applications . The pro
gram includes design rulebases 
to help you comply with de
sign code specifications, and 
customizable libraries , 

The program comes in 
several modules for stress 
analysis, heat transfer, kine
matics, architectural design, 
structural vibration, and sec
tional properties calculations. 
Price: $1000 to $9995. 
Contact: Modern Computer 
Aided Engineering, 1231 
Cumberland Ave., Suite A, 
West Lafayette, IN 47906 , 
(317) 497-1550. 
Inquiry 1130. 

It Slices! It Dices! 
It's Spyglass 

S pyglass has introduced 
four new programs for 

bringing data exploration ca
pabilities to the Mac II . 

Spyglass Transform con
verts floating-point numbers 
resulting from calculations or 
simulations to a two-dimen
sional color raster image. 
Spyglass View lets you custom
ize the color image so that 
you can conceptualize the data 
set and reveal aspects that 

were previously hidden. 
With Spyglass Dicer, you 

can display volumetric data as 
a cube of colors from which 
you can slice or dice portions 
to reveal any aspect of the in
terior, displaying a series of 
horizontal , vertical , and par
allel slices of data. Spyglass 
Format lets you generate ani
mations and layouts for presen
tation output. 
Price: Spyglass Transform, 
$395 ; Spyglass View, $395 ; 
Spyglass Dicer, $495; Spy
glass Format, $195. 
Contact: Spyglass, Inc . , 701 
Devonshire Dr., C17, Cham
paign, IL 61820, (217) 
355-1665 . 
Inquiry 1131. 

An Icon Interface 
for Notebook 
and Control 

A new graphical user in
terface that's now bun

dled with Laboratory Tech
nologies (Labtech) Notebook 
and Control data acquisition 
programs lets you build your 
data acquisition application 
by manipulating objects with a 
mouse instead of using pull
down menus, the company 
says . lconview provides a 
common GUI for Labtech 
products running under 

DOS, OS/2, and Unix. 
Notebook, for general-pur

pose data acquisition, and 
Control, for continuous 
manufacturing applications , 
along with lconview for 
DOS, each require 640K bytes 
of RAM and DOS 3.0 or 
higher . The OS/2 versions re
quire an AT with 4 MB of 
RAM . The Unix version re
quires a PS/2 running AIX, a 
DECstation 2100 or 3100 run
ning Ultrix, or an Apollo 
3000 or 4000 running 
Domain/OS . 
Price: Notebook, $995 and 
up; Control, $3995 and up . 
Contact: Laboratory Tech
nologies Corp . , 400 Research 
Dr. , Wilmington, MA 
01887' (508) 657-5400 . 
Inquiry 1133. 

Image Processing 
and Visualization 
in Unix 

BDS Systems ' Xcalibur 
image-processing soft

ware supports integer pixel 
types of up to 64 bits and 
warps of any order with any 
number of tie points, allowing 
you to use it for complex ap
plications in medical imagery 
or satellite and aerial recon
naissance . The program con
sists of a PixScript-based 
user interface engine that sup
ports the X Window System/ 
Motif environment, an Image 
Processing engine, and librar
ies of algorithms . 

Some of the program's ca
pabilities include multiple 
image objects per image, 
data fusion from multiple 
sources, and unlimited image 
sizes and dynamic range . 

Xcalibur runs on a 386 or 
higher machine. 
Price: $3000 to $8000. 
Contact: BDS Systems, Inc ., 
105 Carpenter Dr., Sterling, 
VA 22170, (703) 437-7651. 
Inquiry 1132. 

conrinued 
By double-clicking on an object in lconview, you pop up a menu 
for detail work, such as choosing the type of110 or engineering 
conversion unit. 
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Smaller Computers. 

Bigger Applications. 


Storage To Match. 

The dimensions of computing are chang

ing. Today's lower profile, higher-end 286 and 
386 computers are taking up less desktop 
space and taking on much bigger applications. 
Matching these new computing dimensions 
with new dimensions in storage has never 
been more important. And once again, it is a 
company called Storage Dimensions that is 
doing that matching. 

We call it performance matchjng, actually. 
And our new 100. 200 and 320 megabyte 
internal SpeedStor®subsystems are three 
solid examples of how we put you well in front 
of today's 286/386 power curve. Because 
you get smartly engineered half-high storage 

matched not only to the new smaller computer 
enclosures, but to their larger performance 
demands. With our proprietary SCSI-based 
architecture. host bus adaptor and on-board 
look-ahead caching for added speed. Plus 
an optional floppy port for cost effective 
installation and expansion. 

Whether you measure your storage needs 
in square inches. megabytes or milliseconds. 
you'll find thedimensions you require are 
the ones we deliver. The ones that have put 
our products on more desktops than any other 
storage solution. Call us at (408) 879-0300. 
Storage Dimensions, 2145 Hamilton Avenue, 
San Jose. CA 95125. 

• S1DRAGE DIMENSIONS 

S1K!1..-dStor is a rccistcrell trademark ur SLOragc Dimensions Cl 1990 SlOrage Dimensions 

Call me, I'm interested, circle 270 011 Reader Service Card. Please send literature, circle 271 on Reader Service Card. 
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WHAT'S NEW 

Image Management 
for OS/2 

I nner Media says that its 
Collage PM desktop image 

handler for OS/2 Presenta
tion Manager (PM) includes a 
preview function for elimi
nating the trial and error asso
ciated with importing images 
into desktop publishing and 
paint programs. 

Collage PM has several 
tools for previewing, captur
ing, manipulating, and con
verting bit-mapped or raster 
images . You can convert files 
from or into the PCX, TIFF, 
metafile, and system clip
board image formats. Basic 
editing tools let you crop , re
verse, and dither images. As 
you view, a telescope-like 
window provides a magnified 
view of a segment of the 
image. You can also view 
images by filename or by 
using wild cards. 

Collage PM runs on the 
IBM AT with OS/2 and PM 1 . 1 
or higher and 2 MB of RAM . 
Price: $199. 
Contact: Inner Media, Inc. , 
16 Proctor Hill Rd. , Hollis , 
NH 03049, (800) 962-2949 
or (603) 465-2990. 
Inquiry 1134. 

Ask God at the 

Speed of Sound 


A sk God is the first retail 
product to incorporate a 

search-and-retrieval engine 
called IQ Text that combines 
hypertext with AI. Using the 
engine, you can find any oc
currence of a word or words 
in a 4-gigabyte ASCII text file 
in just two disk seeks. Busi
ness Solutions also says that 
Ask God can find the more 
than 22,500 occurrences of the 
word the in the Bible in 70 
ms on a 35-ms hard disk drive. 

Once Ask God finds all 

occurrences of a text string, 

you can save the matches to a 
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Collage PM 's telescope-like window, shown in the lower right of 
the screen, displays a magnified view ofan image in real time. 

study file. Other vertical appli
cations in which the company 
might incorporate the IQ Text 
engine include programs for 
the legal, medical, and ac
counting sectors. 

Ask God runs on the IBM 
PC with 384K bytes of RAM 
and 4.5 MB of free disk 
space. IQ Text itself can run on 
DOS or Unix systems. 
Price: Ask God , $129; IQ 
Text , phone the company for 
prices. 
Contact: Business Solutions, 
Inc ., 15395 Southeast 30th 
Place, Suite 3 JO, Bellevue, 
WA 98007, (800) 648-6258 or 
(206) 644-2015. 
Inquiry 1135. 

Multilingual 
Spelling Checkers, 
Thesauri 

Word Finder Plus is a 
120K-byte TSR multi

lingual spelling checker that 
includes support for English, 
German , and French in its 
core product and for Spanish 
and Italian as options. The 
program runs on the IBM PC, 
and all five languages re
quire about 3.2 MB of disk 
space for a total of about 1. 5 
million words . 

You can pop up the thesau
rus or spelling checker over 

Guide for Windows 3.0 

W ith Guide 3.0, a pub
1ish ing tool that 

allows you to create and dis
tribute electronic hypertext 
documents, you can com
bine text, graphics, maps, 
video images , sound, and 
animation running under 
Windows 3.0. The program 
also supports the Macintosh. 

Owl International says 
that Guide is the solution for 
organizing documents that 
contain thousands of pages . 

The program provides four 
types of link origins: refer
ence, note, expansion, and 
command links. Links are 
located at specific points in a 
document, and the form in 
which information is dis
played depends on the type of 
link you activate. 

Guide 3.0 directly sup
ports TIFF, PCX, Windows 
Paint, bit-mapped, and 
metafile formats. It supports 
video and sound through ex-

most word processing pro

grams to look up words, and 

you can change from one lan

guage dictionary to another. 

Price: $199; additional lan

guages, $79 each. 

Contact: Microlytics, Inc., 

Two Tobey Village Office 

Park, Pittsford, NY 14534, 

(716) 248-9150. 
Inquiry 1137. 

W ith Linguist, you can 
translate word to word 

from Russian to English and 
vice versa. Although micro
Trans says that the program 
is not a substitute for a profes
sional translator, you can use 
it to translate article abstracts 
or technical documents . 

The Linguist system in
cludes a bilingual text editor, a 
translator, and dictionary 
editing routines . Linguist itself 
is language independent; you 
add modules to add language 
capabilities. The company 
says that new modules in addi
tion to the English-Russian 
and Russian-English ones will 
be available later this year. 

As you give Linguist new 
translations , it updates the dic
tionary. The program runs 
on the IBM PC with 512K 
bytes of RAM and a hard 
disk drive. 
Price: $385 . 
Contact: microTrans, 348 
Turnstone Dr., Livermore , CA 
94550, (415) 447-0596. 
Inquiry 1138. 

ternal functions . On the 

IBM AT, it requires Win

dows 2.03 or higher, 640K 

bytes of RAM, and a hard 

disk drive. On the Mac, you 

need 512K bytes of RAM 

and a hard disk drive . 

Price: $495; Mac version, 

$295 . 

Contact: Owl International, 

Inc., 2800 156th Ave. SE, 

Bellevue, WA 98007, (206) 

747-3203. 

Inquiry 1136. 
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Vendors Welcome 
Users Groups 
with Open Arms 

Users .groups continue to 
receive strong support 

from software vendors, who 
understand that the groups are 
a strong marketing force 
within which to demonstrate 
their products . 

As a result of this think
ing , groups attending meetings 
of the National Apple Users 
Group Conference held during 
April in Chicago found a 
warm reception from vendors. 

Bitstream's Larry Jordan, 
for example, offered every 
users group four free type 
fonts if it would send him a 
copy of the group's newslet
ter, in an attempt to end the 
tendency for most groups to 

use Times Roman and Hel
vetica as standard typefaces . 

"Try something differ
ent," he told the groups. "You 
may make mistakes. Who 
doesn't? But the idea behind 
typefaces is to get people to 
read your newsletter. " 

Bill Hulbig , president of 
1st Desk Systems, wants to get 
his company known and rec
ognized by users groups as a 
way to gain acceptance in the 
marketplace . That 's why he 
has agreed to give away 
$1.25 million worth of his 
newest product. His first 
BBS is being sent to every 
Apple and Macintosh users 
group . 

" My company needs the 
credibility that working with 
users groups can give it ," 
Hulbig admitted to the crowd. 
Hulbig's company purchased 
the 1st Desk line of products 

several years ago for its own 
use, just hours before the ven
ture capitalists who were 
funding the company were go
ing to padlock the doors . But 
he bought the company be
cause he was using its soft
ware to run his own company 
and didn't want to change. 

" Now that we have the 
software where it is competi
tive, I've got to get the word 
out, and I'm doing that with 
users groups," Hulbig said. 

-Reported by David Reed 

Apple II Guru 
Tries to Dispel 
Rumors at NAUGC 

Many of the more than 
450 people attending 

NAUGC in Chicago wore 
badges showing the roman nu

meral II printed atop the 
symbol for infinity . No longer 
was the cry , " Apple II For
ever"; it was "Apple II ad 
Infinitum!" 

Rajiv Mehta, Apple II 
product manager since last 
summer, was among those 
touting support for the original 
Apple computer and its suc
cessors, the Ile, Ile, and IIGS, 
amid rumors that Apple will 
introduce a low-cost 
Macintosh . 

Mehta did his besno reas
sure the faithful during a pre
sentation . " I am here to set 
the record straight and to stop 
some rumors yet again," he 
said. 

"There are over 5 million 
Apple II computers out there in 
schools, small businesses , 
and used by individuals . ... 
The Apple II is not dead, it is 

continued 

*Fast service *Two-Year Limited Warranty

Excellent prices with: *30 Day money back guarantee (less shipping)
*Free shipping for Visa & M.C. orders. 

80386-33 MHz 
64 KB cache RAM 
4 MB RAM memory 
1.2 + 1.44 floppy 

153 MB 18ms ESDI NEC 

1:1 Interleave+ 32K Cache 

16 bit super VGA card 

512K RAM , 1024 x 768 

14" VGA color monitor 

1 parallel & 2 serial 

101 key keyboard 


$3999 

80386-20 MHz 
1 MB RAM memory 
1.2 or 1.44 floppy 

42 MB 28ms MFM drive 

16 bit 256K VGA card 

14" VGA color monitor 

1 parallel & 2 serial 

101 key keyboard 


$1895 

Orders: (3ll) 774-9300 
Tech-Support: (312) 774-5312 
Order Status: (312) 774-5518 
Fax Orders: (312) 774-5280 
Telex: 590369 
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80386-25 MHz 
64 KB cache RAM 
4 MB RAM memory 
1.2 + 1.44 floppy 
68 Meg 23ms RLL Toshiba 
1:1 Interleave+ D. Cache 
16 bit super VGA card 
512K RAM , 1024 x 768 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$2899 

80386-16-SX 
1 MB RAM memory 
1.2 or 1.44 floppy 
42 Meg 28ms MFM drive 
16 bit 256K VGA card 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$1599 

80386-25 MHz 
4 MB RAM memory 
384K shadow RAM 
1.2 + 1.44 floppy 
68 Meg 23ms RLL Toshiba 
1:1 Interleave+ D. Cache 
16 bit super VGA card 
512K RAM , 1024 x 768 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$2399 

80286-U MHz 
1 MB RAM memory 
1.2 or 1.44 floppy 
42 Meg 28ms MFM drive 
16 bit 256K VGA card 
14" VGA color monitor 
1 parallel & 2 serial 
101 key keyboard 

$1399 

Omni Computers Inc. 
Formerly known as Micro Image International Inc. 

5119 North Harlem Ave. 

Chicago, Illinois 60654 
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It's hard to be humble when we have 

so much to offer for so little... 


Ahigher standard 
MADE IN 

THE USA 
 of standard features 

TECH™386SX WITH40MB 
80386SX processor running at 16MHz. HARD DRIVE SYSTEM 

B 51 ZKB RAM expandable to SMB on motherboard. 
ll 0 wait state page mode memory. AND 14 II MONITOR 
• Built-in dual IDE hard drive interface. 
• Built-in dual diskette drive controller. 
• Built-in parallel printer port. ONLY Sf,29 5 

Two built-in serial ports. 
II Seven expansion slots (6 available). 
• Socket for 80387SX coprocessor. OPTIONS 
• 5.25" l.2MB or 3.5" l.44MB diskette drive. 1OOMB hard drive system . . . S 1, 595 

Enhanced 101-key keyboard. 200MB hard drive system ... S2,095
• 14" flat screen high res. monochrome monitor with 

graphic adaptor. 
20MHz version . .... . . add S 120 

MAXTOR™ 769MB 16.Sms .. $2 ,5 5 5 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 5.25" HARD DRIVES 

Drive Drive 
Capacity Access Time Only w/KitsModel 

CONNER™ 
HIGH 

PERFORMANCE 
3. 5" 

85MB 28ms 625 715 
143MB 27ms 1,200 1,285 

XT-1085 
XT-1140 HARD DRIVES 

191MB 29ms 1,370 1,470XT-2190 AT/SCSI 
179MB 14ms 1,145 1,285XT-4170E/S Conner 40MB . . .. . . . S 3 7 5 
410MB 14.5ms 1,595 1,765XT-8380E/S Conner SOMB .. . .. .. S 545 

Tahiti Optical l.2GB 35ms 5,925 6,075 Conner lOOMB .. . . ... S 665 .._________.. LXT200A/S(3.5'~ 
202MB 15ms 895 925/1,035 Conner 200MB .. . ... . S 1,065 

..___________ 

MACINTOSH™ HARD DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 

200MBExternalDrive .......................... Sf,049 
18ms, 3MB/sec Data Transfer Rate, Complete with Formatting Software, Manual, 
SCSI and Power Cables! 

Internal External 
40MB, 29ms ... ....... . .... .. ... . . . .. .. ... .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . s 419 s 539 
SOMB, 25ms ... ... ........ .. ....... . ........ . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . s 5'99 s 71 9 

lOOMB, 25ms ...... . ........ . .. .... . .... . ...... .... .. .. ..... . s 699 s 81 9 
200MB, 15ms .. . . .... ... . . ....... . ... ... . . . . . . . .......... ... . s 919 Sl,049
380MB, 14ms .... . .... .... .......................... . ....... . Sl,649 Sl ,739 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE SYSTEM OPTIONS 
FROM TECH CITY™512KBRAMupgrade ....... ... adds 65 
 TECH CITy rM 

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee!2MBRAM upgrade ....... . .... add s195 

• 1Year Warranty

VGA monochrome monitor .... .add s110 800-828-3110 • Full Technical Support 
VGA color monitor (720x480) ... add s410 (714) 385-1219 FAX(714)937-5414 • In Business Since 1984 

• No Additional Charges for Credit CardVGAcolormonitor(1024x768) .. add s500 6 A.M.-6 P.M. PAClFIC STANDARD TIME 
Ill No Credit Card Charge Until Shipment1300 E. KATELLA AVE., ANAHEIM, CA 92805Mini tower case version ...... .. add s 50 • Prices subject to change without notice. 
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alive and well, and we expect 
it to be a working and viable 
machine well into the 1990s," 
he said. 

Mehta pointed to the re
cently introduced fast SCSI 
card for the IIGS that allows 
the computer to break through 
what has been perceived as a 
1-MB barrier of information 
flow , thanks to access to 
large, fast hard disk drives 
and CD-ROM players . 

He also noted the vast 
amounts of software that are 
available for the II line that 
let it remain a viable computer 
for many applications, espe
cially education. And with the 
SCSI card, products designed 
for use with the Mac may also 
be used with the II line . 

Mehta admitted that things 
have not been as bright for 
Apple II enthusiasts as it 
might have been. But he said 

the problems were being 
solved and that Apple was 
committed to supporting 
the II . 

He also admitted that shelf 
space for Apple II products is 
shrinking in computer stores, 
but that he expected major cit
ies to have several stores that 
would still provide strong sup
port for the 1 i ne . 

"We are moving ahead 
with the Apple II line and will 
be around for a long time ," 
Mehta said . Many people in 
the audience, however, were 
sti ll skeptical, especially with 
Apple looking for a way to 
introduce a new low-end Mac 
product that could speed the 
demise of the Apple II. 

" I'll believe Apple is 
rea lly still behind the II when 
I see them devoting 25 per
cent of their advertising budget 
to it," noted one users group 

officer. "It isn't going to 
happen ." 

Meanwhile, other users 
were seen discussing the state 
of Apple support. They were 
wearing buttons that read , 
" Apple III Survivors." 

-Reported by David Reed 

Gates: Windows Is 
Good for Mac Users s peaking to an audience 

consisting mostly of Mac
intosh users at NAUGC , 
Microsoft chairman Bill Gates 
said that Microsoft Windows 
will pressure Apple to develop 
new technologies. He also 
said that because Windows of
fers an alternative graphical 
interface, it provides incentive 
for Apple to lower its prices . 

-Reported by David Reed 

Users Groups 
Raise $7500 for 
the Handicapped 

N ot everything that hap
pened at NAUGC was de

signed for users group offi
cers to take from the 
manufacturers . 

The officers showed their 
own generosity through the 
Johnny Appleseed Awards 
Auction, raising nearly $7500 
for the program, which will 
recognize users groups and in
dividuals who help the handi
capped and others in their 
communities. 

The Johnny Appleseed 
Awards are sponsored by the 
Computer Users for Social 
Responsibility and the MUG 
News Service. 

-Reported by David Reed 

EKM GUARANTEED FOR 6 YEARS! 
The Best Performances & Services AB_C 

Cause We Care ... -- - - - 

386-33 CACHE SYSTEM 386-25 FCC SYSTEM 386-SX SYSTEM 286-12 FCC SYSTEM 286-16 FCC SYSTEM 
$2555.00 $1756.00 $1450.00 $985.00 $1275.00 

64K CACHE MEMORY FCC 'B' APPROVED FOOT PRINT DESIGN FCC 'B' APPROVED FCC 'B' APPROVED 
• INTEL 80386·33 CPU 
• 1 MB MEMORY ON BOARD 
• AMI BIOS 
• 80387 CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
• 1 :1 INTERLEAVE H/ F CONT'L 
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVER 
• MITSUBISHI MR-535 HOD 28MS 
• ENHANCED 101 KEYBOARD 
• HEAVY DUTY CASE 
• 230 WALTS POWER SUPPLY 
• OS/2 COMPATIBLE 

• INTEL 80386·25 CPU 
• 1 MB MEMORY ON BOARD 
• AMI BIOS 
• 80387 CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
• 1: 1 INTERLEAVE H/ F CONT'L 
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVER 
• MITSUBISHI MR-535 HOD 28MS 
• ENHANCED 101 KEYBOARD 
• HEAVY DUTY CASE 
• 230 WALTS POWER SUPPLY 
• OS/2 COMPATIBLE 

• INTEL 80386SX· 16 CPU 
• 1 MB MEMORY ON BOARD 
•AMI BIOS 
• 80387 CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
• 1: 1 INTERLEAVE H/ F CONT'L 
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVER 
• MITSUBISHI MR-535 HOD 28MS 
• ENHANCED 101 KEYBOARD 
• HEAVY DUTY CASE 
• 230 WALTS POWER SUPPLY 
• OS/2 COMPATIBLE 

• INTEL 80286·12 CPU 
• 1 MB MEMORY ON BOARD 
• AMI BIOS 
• 80287 CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
• WESTERN DIGITAL 2: 1 CONT'L 
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVER 
• SEAGATE 251·1 HOD 28MS 
• ENHANCED 101 KEYBOARD 
• HEAVY DUTY CASE 
• 200 WALTS POWER SUPPLY 
• OS/ 2 CMPATIBLE 

• HARRIS 286· 16 CPU 
• 1 MB MEMORY ON BOARD 
• PHEONIX BIOS 
• 80287 CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
• 1 :1 INTERLEAVE H/ F CONT'L 
• 1.2 MB FLOPPY DISK DRIVER 
• MITSUBISHI MR-535 HOD 28MS 
• ENHANCED 101 KEYBOARD 
• HEAVY DUTY CASE 
• 200 WALTS POWER SUPPLY 

MONO DISPLAY ADD $99! VGA DISPLAY ADD $429! NEC-150MB ESDI HDD (1 Sms) ADD ONLY $575! 

Panasonic 

Office Automation~ 

CALL NOW! 9:oo-6:ooPacit ic Time 
LOS ANGELES COUNTY (7 14) 229-9381 MON· FRI 
ORANGE COUNTY (714) 89 1-0447 MON·SAT 

(714) 534-9410 MON·SAT 
SAN DIEGO COUNTY (6 19) 585-7724 MON·FRI 
FAX (714) 229-9385 (519) 585-0169 
10702 Los Vaqueros Cir .. Los Alamitos . CA 90720 

FUJITHE GREATEST PRINTERS . . . FILM
KX·P1180·192CPS , 9PIN $ 179 
KX·P1191 · 240 CPS , 9 PIN $ 235 Floppy 
KX·P1124·192CPS ,24PIN $ 295 Disk 
KX·P1695 · 330 CPS , 9 PIN , 132 COL. $ 430 SPECIAL 
KX·P1624 · 272 CPS, 24PIN, 132 COL. $ 489 
KX·P4420 · 8PPM, LASER ~ET PRINTER $1100 

• MF2HD 3.5" HOD $18.50KX·P4450 · 11 PPM, LASER JET PRINTER $1400 
• MF2DD 3.5" DSDD $ 9.50 
• MD2HD 5.25" HOD$ 9.75

LAPTOP SYSTEM NEW VERSION! • MD2D 5.25" DSDD $ 5.50 
• W/720K FOO. 640 MEMORY • Free Solt Carrying Bag' -Color Disks Available
• Backltt Display-Readable in any Light' ONLY $899 -LIFE TIME WARRANTY
• V-20 PROCESSOR • Built in Serial & Parallel Ports . 

-Dealer Inquiries . University . Corp . Goverment. FPO . APO 's P.O. Are WELCOME!

Smart One Modem 2400 lnt'I (OEM) $ 79 

Smart One Modem 2400 Ext 'I $105 

Logitech Mouse Hi -Res (Serial) $ 77 

Logitech Mouse Hi·Res (Bus) $ 87 

Logitech Hand Scanner Plus $185 

Paradise 800 x600 VGA (OEM) $110 

Paradise 1024 x768 VGA (OEM) $145 

EKM Enhanced 101 Keyboard $ 40 

Printer Cable 6' $ 3 

Printer Cable 1 O' $ 4 

Serial Cable 6' $3 .50 


-Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Return Item Add 15% Restocking Fee 
1 YEAR PART & LABOR WARRANTY' 
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Display's 
Industrial-Strength 
Color Monitor 

D isplay Technologies' 
new 7V2- and 9-inch 

VGA-compatible Color Pix .L 
monitors can withstand tem
peratures of up to 140°F, 
shocks of up to 30 g's, and vi
brations of up to 2.5 g's on 
all axes. Both monitors use 
Trinitron CRTs, which pro
vide the sharp images and 
bright colors necessary for 
use in test instrumentation, 
medical, and process control 
applications, the company 
reports. 
Price: 7V2-inch monitor , 
$1050; 9-inch monitor, $1169. 
Contact: Display Technol
ogies, Inc., 1355 Holmes Rd., 
Elgin, IL 60123, (708) 
931-2100. 
Inquiry 1015. 

Test ROM Images 
Without Burning 
EPROMs 

ROM-IT, a ROM emula
tion system that lets you 

test ROM images without 
having to burn EPROMs, lets 
you emulate up to eight I-Mb 
EPROMs from one host serial 
port through the addition of 
ROM-IT cards . The ROM-IT 
system itself measures 5 by 5 
by l Ys inches and connects to 
any serial port capable of 
9600-bps operation. The card 
supports host serial inter
faces that transmit at up to 
38,400 bps . You can also 
connect the stand-alone system 
through the computer's par
allel port. 

Incredible Technologies 
says that the system can down
load 128K bytes in less than 
11 seconds when used with a 
parallel interface. The sys
tem provides ROM emulation 
of most types of EPROMs in 
use today, from 64,000 bits 
to I Mb. 
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The Color Pix.l monitor includes a self-compensating 85- to 
264-V power supply, making it compatible with any voltage 
input in the world. 

Price: ROM-IT with 
256,000-bit emulation, $395; 
with 512,000-bit emulation , 
$415; with !-Mb emulation, 
$455 . Additional 256,000-bit 
RAM, $135; 512,000-bit 
RAM, $155; I-Mb RAM, 
$195 . 
Contact: Incredible Technol
ogies, Inc., 709 West Algon
quin Rd. , Arlington Heights, 
IL 60005, (708) 437-2433 . 
Inquiry 1018. 

Give Your 
Atari Workstation 
Performance 

T he Atari Color Isac is a 
graphics board for the 

Atari ST that touts a 1024- by 
768-pixel display resolution 
with 16 colors from an ex
tended palette of 4096. (The 
standard Atari palette is 512 

Automate Batch-File Menu Creation 

T he Batch'in utility from 
Leber Enterprises com

bines an expert system and a 
screen painter to automate 
the process of making batch
file menus. By answering a 
set of files, you can create a 
menu screen file that's com
patible with the ANSI.SYS 
screen driver and MS-DOS
compatible batch files. 

The batch-file writer sup
ports up to 10 environmental 
variables and 10 program 
parameters per batch file, 
and it automatically cleans 
up after itself by removing 
environmentals and restor
ing changes to the path after 
the program executes , Leber 

reports . The program also 
provides for calling a batch 
file from another batch file . 

Leber says that the menus 
are ideal for a network envi
ronment and other situations 
where secondary shells are 
undesirable. The number of 
submenus and separate 
menu systems is limited only 
by disk space . 

Batch'in runs on the IBM 
PC and requires 512K bytes 
of RAM. 
Price: $40. 
Contact: Leber Enter
prises, P.O. Box 9149, Peo
ria, IL 61614, (309) 
693-0634. 
Inquiry 1016. 

colors with 320- by 200-pixel 
resolution in a 16-color 
mode.) 

The Image Systems Atari 
card is fully compatible with 
the Atari blitter (a graphics 
accelerator) and supports GEM 
programs like Page Stream 
and Calmus Publishing. A 
socket for a 68881 copro
cessor lets you speed graphics 
processing. 

The Isac works with auto
synchronous monitors that 
often boast 48 kHz for en
hanced display resolution . It 
also works with multisync 
monitors with resolutions as 
high as 50 kHz horizontal. 
Price: $800. 
Contact: Image Systems 
Corp., 11543 K-Tel Dr., 
Hopkins , MN 55343, (612) 
935-1171. 
Inquiry 1017. 

Contact 
Management for 
Under $100 

A contact management 
program called Sales Ma

chine includes a built-in word 
processor, up to 30 definable 
fields in its database, and the 
ability to automatically print 
daily follow-up correspon
dence and automatically con
struct daily call lists. 

According to Advanced 
Marketing Concepts, these 
automatic functions differ 
from the tickler capabilities of 
the program. The program 
tracks where each prospect 
and customer is in his or her 
individual sales cycle and 
which ones are due for corre
spondence or calls on a given 
day. You can create up to 99 
different marketing tracks for 
different types of customers . 
Price: $99. 
Contact: Advanced Market
ing Concepts, Inc., 515 Ogden 
Ave., Downers Grove, IL 
60515, (800) 888-5340 or 
(708) 969-4400. 
Inquiry 1019. 



Introducing UNIX SOLUTIONS-The New Exposition and Conference 

Where the Power of UNIX and Open Systems Gets Down to Business. 


If you think that UNlX is only good for 
a few, exclusive technical applications, 
th\nk again The fac t is, everyday, 
more and more serious applications 
are being hatched fo r business W ith 
financial and functional advantages 
that deserve a second look. 

Now, MIS managers and executives 
from corporate America can see more 
products, meet more experts and 
learn more about these important 
applica tions than ever before. Thanks 
to UNIX SOLUTIONS. 

Presenting an exhibition floo r 
showcasing the hardware, software, 
networking equipment, peripherals 
and services the business world 
needs to get up and running with 
UNlX. And featuring a special em
phasis on horizontal and vertical 
applications for business. 

Announcing a conference program 

specifi cally identifying the questions 
and top ics of interest to the business 
and technical co mmunities. Hear 
independent software vendors (ISVs), 
top analysts, end-users and systems 
specialists in over 30 sessions and 
panel discussions. Learn about 
porting, migration and the many 
other issues that affect your com
pany on a daily basis. 

W hether you currently use UNIX, 
are in the process of installing UNIX, 
or have come to realize that UNIX 
should be a part of yo ur strategic 
business plan, this is the fo rum that 
can put you on the fas t track to 
business solutions. 

To receive your b rochure detailing 
this exciting expo and conference, 
return the coupon Or for immediate 
action, call (617) 449-6600; fax (617) 
449-6953; or telex 95 1176 

li·n~onvinc::-1-::d UNIX SOLUTION;-1 
to get down to business. I 

D Please send me at tendee inronnarion . I 
D Please send me exhibitor information . 

INa me ---------- 
Tide ___________ I 
Co mpany _________ I 
Address __________ I 
City ___________ I 
State _____ Zip _____ I 
Phone(__)________ I 
Best time to call BMO? I 
Mail to: UNIX SOLUTIONS 300 First Ave., Needham, MA U.S.A. 02194 

I 
I 
I 

EXPOSITION AND CONFERENCE ~ I 
October 3-5, 1990 I 

Anaheim Convention Center I 
P•oduced by ~THE INTERFACE GROUP, Inc. ® JOO Fi>St Ave. Needham. MA U.S.A. 02194 L __ Anaheim, CA __ _J 
UN1X SOLUTIONS Exposition and Conference• October 3-5 , 1990 • Anaheim Convention Center • Anaheim, CA © 1990 •UNIX is a registered trade mark of AT&T. 
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REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

MIDWEST 

A Graphical 
Interface 
for IBM's PROFS 

Capella's SmartScreen 
graphical interface, 

which replaces the character
based terminal interface of 
IBM's Professional Office E
mail system, lets you cut and 
paste from your Microsoft 
Windows application directly 
into a PROFS message , the 
company says. A Windows ap
plication , SmartScreen in
cludes an editor for creating 
and editing E-mail off-line, 
saving time and money nor
mally spent on the main
frame. 

In addition to converting 
all PROFS commands into 
Windows' icon-oriented in
terface, SmartScreen provides 
a scheduler that can check 
for mail at a predetermined 
time, notify you when you've 
received mail, and automati
cally send and receive 
messages . 

SmartScreen is not a ter
minal-emulation program and 
requires a 3270-emulation 
program. It runs on the IBM 
AT or higher with 640K 
bytes of RAM and a hard disk 
drive. The program includes 
a run-time version of 
Windows. 
Price: $495 . 
Contact: Capella Systems, 
Inc., 8601 Dunwoody Place, 
Suite 632, Atlanta, GA 
30350, (404) 552-9910. 
Inquiry 1021. 

Point of Sale 
for Retailers 

With Storekare, you can 
control point of sale , 

cash management, inventory 
control , and back-office ac
counting of retail stores that 
use IBM PCs or PC-compatible 
cash registers running under 
DOS, OS/2 , Xenix, or Unix. 

64MW-8 BYTE • JULY 1990 
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SmartScreen replaces the arcane text-based screen ofIBM's 
PROFS E-mail system with icons. 

Developer SK Technologies 
says it designed the program so 
that new personnel can 
quickly learn how to ring up a 
retail transaction, which is 
important for stores with a 
high incidence of personnel 
turnover. 

When you install the pro
gram, it automatically config
ures itself to work with your 
particular bar code scanner, 
magnetic card reader, and 
other peripherals. 

To run the program, you 
need 640K bytes of RAM and 
a minimum of a 20-MB hard 
disk drive for your server. A 
hard disk drive is not re
quired for remote PCs. 
Price: $2495. 
Contact: SK Technologies 
Corp., 1650 South Dixie 
Hwy., Boca Raton , FL 
33432, (407) 393-7540. 
Inquiry 1023. 

Organizational 
Chart Drawing 
on the Mac 

M acOrg lets you draw or
ganizational charts with 

up to nine boxes across and 
nine boxes down, Claybrook 

says. You can export charts 
to Microsoft Word, Page
Maker, MacPaint, and other 
Macintosh applications . The 
program lets you link up to 
two assistants or secretarial 
boxes per department head. 

MacOrg runs on the Mac 
512KE. 
Price: $109 . 
Contact: The Claybrook 
Co., P.O. Box 744182 , 7306 
Claybrook Dr. , Dallas, TX 
75374, (214) 341-9438 . 
Inquiry 1024. 

Two VGA
Compatible 
Graphics Cards 

S TB Systems has intro
duced two VGA-compat

ible graphics cards for ad
vanced graphics applications. 

The VGA EM-16 Plus fea
tures support for Interactive 
Systems' 386/ix operating 
system and version 11 of the X 
Window System. It supports 
up to 256 colors and is de
signed to display resolutions 
of up to 1024 by 768 pixels 
with multiple-frequency ana
log monitors . 

The lower-end VGA 
800/16 card supports 256
color Super VGA (800- by 
600-pixel) resolution and the X 
Window System, and it in-

eludes drivers for Microsoft 

Windows , AutoCAD, GEM , 

Lotus 1-2-3, Ventura Pub

lisher, WordPerfect, and 

Framework II. 

Price: VGA EM-16 Plus, 

$499; VGA 800/16, $249 . 

Contact: STB Systems, Inc. , 

1651 North Glenville Dr. , 

Suite 210, Richardson , TX 

75081 , (214) 234-8750. 

Inquiry 1022. 


User Interface 
Library Supports 
Watcom C 386 

Magna Carta Software 
says that its user inter

face library for C program
mers, C Windows Toolkit, 
now supports the Watcom C 
386 compiler, letting you use 
its functions in programs that 
execute in 386 protected mode 
using the 32-bit instruction 
set. Programs can be up to 4 
gigabytes in size. 

The C Windows Toolkit 
includes routines for adding 
windows, help screens, pop
up menus, and spreadsheet
style menus to any applica
tion. To convert a program to 
run in 386 mode, you simply 
recompile code developed with 
Microsoft C , Borland Turbo 
C, or Watcom C under Watcom 
C 386, the company says. 

Watcom C 386 requires a 
DOS extender and tools from 
Phar Lap Software or Ergo 
Computing. 
Price: Watcom C 386 version 
of C Windows Toolkit, 
$199 .90; if you already have 
the standard C Windows Tool
kit, $99.95 . 
Contact: Magna Carta Soft
ware, P.O. Box 475594, Gar
land , TX 75047, (214) 226
6909. 
Inquiry 1025. 



MD8088 
20MB Mono. 

$699 
Price & ava1lab1l1ty subject ro 
change without nooce 

• 8088-1 ( 1 OMHZ) Micropro 
cessor 

• 4 77I1 0 MHZ Clock Speed 
• 512KB installed. Expand 
able to 640KB on Board 

• One 360 KB Floppy Drive 
• Four I /2 Height Drive 

Bays 
• Turbo Switch & LED 
• Reset Switch 
• 20MB Hard Drive(65MS) 
• Hard Drive Access LED 
• MGP Card 
• 12" Monochrome Monitor 
• I SOW Power Supply 
• IO 1 enhanced Keyboard 

• A srrealrnfH e Tech performance. 
for the pratical~ minded business.. 

Circle 483 011 Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 484) 

MYODA computers are manufacrured by Pf'O-KU Group. 
a high~ respected. public-held corporation . The MYODA 
produa luie includes a full selection of deskl:op and laptop 
computers. ~oda is the one source supplier for costumer • 
looking for quality, selVice & price. 

LT5200CD $3799 
• INTEL 80386-25cpu 
• O wait state 
• 80387 coprocessor socket 
• 1 MB on board(expandable 

to8MB) 
• 32KB CACHE memory 
• Gas Plasma640/480 
• VGA mode. 16 gray scale 
• Other configrations are as 

same as LT5200sx 

L T5200NV $2599 

LT52005X $3099 
• INTEL 80386-SX 
• 0 wait state 
• 80387-SXcoprocessor socket 
• 1 MB on board( expandable 

to 8MB) 
• Gas Plasma640/480 
• VGA mode, 16 gray scale 
• 40M HDD( 28ms) 
• 1.44MB Floppy Drive 
• 2 serial. 1para llel port 
• 1 VGNEGA CRT port 
• 2 full size expansion slots 

• INTEL 80286-16 cup/O wait state • 90-260V auto switch power 
supply• 80287 coprocessor socket 

• 1 MB on board (expandable to 
8MB Option for all models: 

External FDD1360KBI I .2MBI 
Coverter II 2V· 1 I OV ) for use in car 
Shr external battery 

• Other configrations are same as 
LT5200CD (no CACHE memory) 

• 40MB hard drive(28MS) 
• 2 serial. I parallel. I game 

port 
• 16 bit. 5 12K VGA card 
• 8 expansion slots 
• 14" VGA monitor 
• I 80W power supply 
• Baby AT case 
• 1O1 enhanced keyboard 

!::;w 
U1 
0 
0 

MD386sx-16 
65MB VGA 

$1799 
• INTEL 80386SX-16cpu 
• 80387SX coprocessor 

socket 
• 1 MB on board (expand 

able to 8MB on mother 
board) 

• I · I interleave HFDC 
• 1 .2 MB Floppy Drive 
• 65MB Hard Drive(28MS) 
~ 2 serial. I parallel. 1 game 

port 
• I 6bit. 512K VGA card 
• 14" VGA monitor 
• 8 expansion slots 
• 200W power supply 
• 1 O I enhanced keyboard 
• MS DOS 4.01 
• Mini vertica l case 

Options can 
be changed 
according to 
customer's 
requirments 

MD386-25 
Super VGA 

$3499 
• INTEL 80386-25cpu 
• O wait state 
• 80387 coprocessor socket 
• AMI CACHE386-25 Markll 
• 64 KB cache memory 
• 4MB on board (expand 

able to I 6MB) 
• 1: 1 interleave HFDC 
• 1.2 MB Floppy Drive 
• 1 .4 MB Floppy Drive 
• 120MB hard drive 
• 2serial. 1parallel. I game 

port 
• 16bit. 512K VGA card 
• 14" super VGA monitor 

(resolution 1024 x 768) 
• 8 expansion slots 

• 220W power supply 
• IO 1 key enhanced 

keyboard 
• MS DOS 4.0 1 
• Large vertical 

case 

ealer Account Welcome. Please call: 1-800-562-1071 

pao-ku international co., ltd. 
I 053 Shore Rd . Naperville IL 60563 Tel :l708 ) 369·5199 Fax : 1708) 369-6068 
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LT3500 $1999 
• INTEL 80286-12cpu 
• 0 wait state 
• 80287 coprocessor socket 
• 1 MB on board (expand 

able to 4MB) 
• Gas Plasma 640 x 480 

EGA mode. 4 Gray 

• 2 serial. 1 parallel port 
• 1 EGNCGA /MGA CRT 

port 
Options for LT-3500: 
Meroory expansion boardl 2MB/4BM I 
Expan~on chassisl4 external 
expansion slots) 
33 key Keypad 
External FDDl360KBI I . 2MBJ 
Coverter Ii 2V- I I OV ) for use in car 
Shr external battery 

MD286-12 
40MB VGA 

$1499 
• INTEL 80286-12cpu 
• o wait state 
• 80287 coprocessor 

socket 
• 1 MB on board (ex panable 

to 4MB on motherboard) 
• 1 : 1 interleave HFDC 
• 1.2 MB Floppy Drive 

• A serious business
man never leaves 
home without it .. : 



REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

MIDWEST 

Manage Bits · 
of Information 
Selectively 

Micro Logic ' s Info Select 
is based on Tornado , one 

of the first personal informa
tion managers (PIMs) for the 
IBM PC, and it adds several 
features , including hypertext 
linking , mail merge, sorting , 
dialing, fuzzy searching, sup
port for information bases of 
up to 10 MB, and appointment 
ticklers , to name but a few . 
With Info Select, you can plan 
projects, draw forms , track 
sales leads , organize names 
and addresses , and manage 
people, Micro Logic says. 

Unlike other PIMs, Info 
Select doesn't provide you with 
endless views of information. 
Instead , the program displays 
in multiple windows memos, 
multipage reports , and other 
bits of information. You can 
cut and paste among windows 
and join several windows into 
one, the company says. 

You can install Info Select 
as a TSR program, and it re
quires just 7K bytes of RAM 
when running as a TSR. It re
quires about 128K bytes of 
RAM when running as a stan
dard application. 
Price: $99.95 . 
Contact: Micro Logic Corp ., 
P.O. Box 70, Hackensack , NJ 
07602, (800) 342-5930 or 
(201) 342-6518. 
Inquiry 1026. 

The Info Select screen lets you organize data in multiple 
windows. You can apply a command-like search and replace 
or a fu zzy text search to all the windows. 

Compare What 
You Eat with What 
You Should Eat 

Aprogram for the Macin
tosh called MacDine lets 

you track the foods that you 
eat and compare them to the 
calories and nutrients recom
mended using numerical anal
ysis and charts and graphs. 
You can tailor the program to 
suit special situations (e .g. , 
diabetics) , and you can config
ure the program to work on a 
daily, weekly , or monthly 
basis. 

Once you've entered your 
actual eating record , the pro
gram rates your diet and tells 
you if you 're within your di
etary guidelines . The pro
gram can also account for 
physical activity . 
' MacDine requires a Mac 
Plus or higher. 

Mac Accounting Program Notices the Details 

T he Insight Expert Gen
eral Ledger 2 .20 ac 

counting module for the 
Macintosh lets you keep de
tailed records of postings , 
allowing you to examine not 
only numbers, but the facts 
behind them, Layered re
ports . The module also sup
ports detailed postings from 
the Insight A/P (accounts 
payable) module and finan
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cial statements with up to 12 
columns. 

You can add international 
flavor to the accounting 
module by tailoring the pro
gram to support different 
types of currencies , lan
guages , and date formats , 
Layered says . 

When creating a new data 
set , you can choose from 
several charts of accounts 

Price: $199. 

Contact: Dine Systems , 

Inc., Five Bluebird Lane, 

Amherst , NY 14228, (716) 

688-2492. 

Inquiry 1029. 

Smaller Sharp 
Laser Printer 
Prints Faster 

T he JX-9500 , a small
footprint 6-ppm laser 

printer, comes with five 
printer emulations , including 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet 
Series II, Epson FX-80, IBM 
Graphics Printer, IBM Pro
printer, and Diablo 630. Print 
resolution is software-selec
table up to 300 dpi. 

Also standard are two slots 
for Sharp's five proprietary 
font cartridges , 512K bytes 
of RAM (upgradable to 4.5 
MB) , and 250-sheet input 

customized for a particular 
type of business. A histori
cal journal can act as a busi 
ness diary by letting you 
store all posted general jour
nals for up to 99 months. 
Price: $695 per module. 
Contact: Layered, Inc. , 529 
Main St. , Boston , MA 
02129 , (800) 622-4436 or 
(617) 242-7700. 
Inquiry 1027. 

and output trays . Options in
clude the RAM cards , a 40
piece automatic envelope 
feeder , a second 250-sheet 
paper cassette, and input trays 
for legal, letter, and execu
tive-size (7 1-4 - by 10 V2-inch) 
paper. The printer measures 
13% by 14}\ 6 by IOYi inches ; 
the second (optional) paper 
tray has the same footprint . 
Price: $1795 ; 1.5-MB 
RAM card, $599; 2.5-MB 
RAM card, $999; 4-MB RAM 
card, $1899. 
Contact: Sharp Electronics 
Corp. , Sharp Plaza, Mahwah , 
NJ 07430, (201) 529-9500. 
Inquiry 1030. 

Portable 33-MHz 
386 Offers Choice 
of Monitor 

T he Modgraph GX-2386 
is a 33-MHz 386-based 

portable computer that re
sembles the Compaq Portable. 

Standard equipment in 
cludes a 9-inch monochrome 
monitor that supports 800- by 
600-pixel graphics . An option 
is an 8 V2-inch 256-color 
monitor that also displays 800
by 600-pixel graphics . 

You can use the embedded 
video controller to display 
1024- by 768-pixel graphics 
through external video ports . 

The Modgraph GX-2386 
measures l 7Yi by 14Yi 0 by 6rs 
inches and weighs 26 
pounds, including a 40-MB 
hard disk drive, a 5 1-4-inch 
1.2-MB floppy disk drive, a 
3 1/2-inch 1.44-MB floppy 
disk drive, and an 86-key key
board . Three 16-bit slots and 
a math coprocessor socket are 
also provided. 
Price: $4995 ; color model , 
$6995. 
Contact: Modgraph , Inc. , 
149 Middlesex Tpk., Burling
ton, MA 01803, (800) 327
9962 or (617) 229-4800. 
Inquiry 1028. 
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SPECIAL! 
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THESQUARE3 


25 MHz 80386 PROCESSOR, 1MB RAM 

VGA GRAPHICS WITH COLORMONITOR 


40 MB·19 MSECHARD DRIVE, 1.2 MB FLOPPY 

For more than three years, we've SQUARE3 package-complete 

been a major supplier of PC  with VGA graphics and high
$2,295

compatible computers to the resolution color monitor and a 
OEM and European markets. remarkably fast hard disk. Plus 
Now we've applied our experience and this system comes with MS DOS loaded, tested, 
expertise to business computers, and after a and ready to run so getting started is as easy 
year of testing, we're introducing the SQUARE as plugging it in. And every SQUARE is 
line of 80386-based business computers-four backed by a I-year warranty and a 30-day 
models, plus custom configurations, to address money-back guarantee. Call today to order 
every business need. To help introduce the your SQUARE~ or for more information on 
SQUARE line, we're offering this special the entire line of SQUARE computers. 

REASON 

TECHNOLOGY 

The solution ... Reason. 
290 Coon Rapids Blvd., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55433 • 612-780-4792 FAX 612-780-4797 
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REGIONAL 

WHAT'S NEW 

MIDWEST 

Anchor's 24E5 
Modem Secures 
Your Computer 

Anchor Automation's 
24E5 Secure modem in

cludes MNP-level-5 error 
correction and three levels of 
security in its hardware to 
prevent someone from access
ing your computer's files 
through the modem. 

At the first level, you can 
program the modem to require 
a correct password. For 
added security , you can pro
gram the modem so that once 
you provide the correct pass
word, it hangs up and calls a 
predetermined number, say, 
your home phone number, 
that corresponds to the pass
word . The third level of secu
rity requires you to provide an
other passsword once the 
modem calls you in return. 

The 24E5 is Hayes-com
patible and supports the ex
tended AT command set. The 
program is downward-compat
ible with other modems that 
support error correction from 
MNP levels 1 to 4. 
Price: $499. 
Contact: Anchor Automa
tion, Inc., 20675 Bahama St., 
Chatsworth, CA 9131 l , 
(818) 998-6100. 
Inquiry 1031. 

Back Office 
Retailing with 
the Macintosh 

Houlberg Development 
has released a Retail En

gine Sales Recorder module 
for its family of retail sales 
programs that lets you enter 
daily sales transactions at the 
end of the day. The program 
works with the company's Re
tail Engine Manager and sup
ports bar code reading for 
scanning tags with SKU 
(Stock Keeping Unit) or UPC 
(Universal Product Code) 
information. 
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You can program Anchor 's 24£5 Secure modem to support 
passwords and other security features for up to 64 users. 
Operating in MNP-level-5 mode with data compression, 
throughput speed can approach 4800 bps. 

Other products available 
from the company include Re
tail Engine Accounting 
($395) , Point of Sale ($3145 
with the Engine Manager) , 
and a cash drawer ($497.50) . 

The program runs on the 
Mac Plus with a hard disk 
drive. 
Price: $1690 (includes En
gine Manager); Bar Code 
Reader, $595 . 
Contact: Houlberg Develop
ment, 4533 Contour Blvd., 
Suite4, P.O . Box 151501, 
San Diego, CA 92115 , (619) 
287-7444. 
Inquiry 1033. 

What Day Is It? 

C alendar Master 1.0 is a 
simple calendar that lets 

you zoom from month to 
week to day to hour at the 
touch of one key. 

You can schedule any num
ber of items per hour at any in
terval up to 1000 items per 
month. And you can attach 
notes to any item or to any 
day, the company reports . You 
can pop up any hour and see 
all scheduled items listed for 
that hour with notes. An edit 

Lines Turn into Numbers with Forecaster 

Anew version of the 
Sales and Market Fore

casting Toolkit for the Mac
intosh will convert a line on a 
graph that has nothing but 
high and low values and 
horizontal tick marks into 
numbers for a spreadsheet. 
According to Palo Alto Soft
ware, this feature lets you do 
practical business forecast
ing of common expense ~nd 
revenue items when there 
isn ' t enough data for rigor
ous data analysis . By con
verting graphs to numbers
the opposite of the usual 
spreadsheet method of con
verting numbers to graphs
the Forecaster tool makes 

business forecasting less 
rugged. 

The Toolkit itself in
cludes Excel worksheets, 
charts, macros, and other 
tools to help in business fore
casting with a spreadsheet. 
The Forecaster tool gener
ates output for the Clip
board , so you can use it with 
any Mac spreadsheet. Ver
sion 2.0 of the program re
quires a Mac Plus and works 
best with MultiFinder. 
Price: $129 .95 . 
Contact: Palo Alto Soft
ware, 260 Sheridan Ave., 
Suite 219, Palo Alto, CA 
94306, (415) 325-3190. 
Inquiry 1032. 

window lets you edit or re
schedule events. 

The program runs on the 
IBM PC with DOS 2.1 or 
higher. 
Price: $69 . 
Contact: Software Market
ing Enterprises, Inc ., P.O. 
Box 2965, Vista , CA 92083 , 
(619) 758-2580. 
Inquiry 1034. 

FORTRAN Editor 
for the Mac 

F reditor 1.5 for the Mac 
now handles files of up to 

32,000 lines. It lets you open 
up to 12 files at once and si
multaneously scroll up to 
five windows , Battelle reports. 
The editor lets you launch 
source code out of Freditor and 
into your compiler, a feature 
that's handy if you're not run
ning MultiFinder. 

Freditor 1.5 lets you draw 
vertical dotted lines in col
umns 6, 72 , and 132. You 
can manually or automatically 
split long lines (more than 80 
characters) with the extra por
tion wrapped and indented 
with a continuation mark in 
column 6. Print formatting 
options include two columns to 
a page and page breaks after 
each FORTRAN end state
ment. The program also con
tains a form of grep for text 
searching. 

The program runs on the 
Mac 512KE or higher. You can 
run the editor under A/UX 
and MultiFinder. 
Price: $99.95. 
Contact: Battelle, Pacific 
Northwest Laboratories, Bat
telle Blvd ., P .O. Box 999, 
Richland , WA 99352 , (509) 
375-2360. 
Inquiry 1035. 
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Jerry celebrates 
the Fourth with a look 
at graphics, maps, 
and the Constitution 
on a CD-ROM 

I 
am writing this in an Anaheim 
motel room. In a few minutes , we'll 
walk over to the Anaheim Conven
tion Center to rush through the ex

hibits at the National Computer Graphics 
Association (NCGA) show. Then it's 
home to finish this column a week early, 
because in two weeks we're going to 
Moscow . 

I've never been to Russia before. I 
don't really know anyone over there , 
either, except Arkady Borkovsky, a pro
grammer for the Soviet Academy of Sci
ences, whom you've heard of here be
fore. I do have some acquaintances there, 
and I have letters of introduction to peo
ple in the Academy as well as the Soviet 
Union of Writers . And you may recall 
that last year the Soviet Programmers' 
Association voted me the most popular 
computer columnist in the U.S.S .R.; ap
parently, BYTE is circulated widely over 
there, so perhaps someone will know 
who I am. Anyway, the trip should prove 
interesting; meanwhile, I have a lot of 
work to catch up on. 

NCGA 
It's easy to summarize NCGA : graphics 
capabilities are getting much better, but 
they ' re still pretty expensive. 

Some of the exhibits were spectacular. 
AT&T is moving into the field with a ven
geance. You'll recall that AT&T's PC 
6300 had graphics superior to EGA be
fore anyone else had EGA. That was their 
low end. Their high-end imaging is noth
ing short of amazing. 

One outfit that isn't expensive but has 

EXPERT AD V I C E 

COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR • Jerry Pournelle 

LIFE, LIBERTY, 
AND THE PURSUIT 
OF CD-ROMS 
great stuff is Sota, which is rapidly be
coming one of my favorite companies; 
they have done some wonderful things 
with VGA. I've said this before , but it's 
worth repeating: if you 're interested in 
the state of the art, you ought to be famil
iar with what Sota is doing . 

One system at NCGA that used the 
Sota OEM 340i video board was the 
Cheetah 486, which was on display in the 
Sterling Microsystems (3164 East La 
Palma Ave., Anaheim, CA 92806, (714) 
632-7429) booth . This is the new name 
of Larry Aldridge's Sterling Solutions; 
longtime readers will recall that he sells 
a lot of customized high-end PCompati
bles , and he installed the Distributed 
Processing Technology hard disk drive 
controller in my Cheetah 386 . Inciden
tally, Big Cheetah remains my main ma
chine; I've had no problems with either it 
or the DPT controller. 

The Cheetah 486 with the Sota video 
board on display at the Sterling booth 
was blindingly fast ; it could redraw the 
Autodesk San Antonio Riverwalk proj
ect, a huge CAD drawing , in under a sec
ond; I' ve seen supposedly fast systems 
take nearly 15 seconds to do that. Al
dridge has updated the box built around 
the Cheetah motherboard to include a 
Perceptive Solutions hard disk drive con
troller that can handle data at throughput 
rates of 12 megabytes per second. That's 
fast. I'm scheduled to get one of the new 
Cheetah 486s with a Perceptive Solutions 
controller and a Siemens hard disk drive 
about the time that I get back from the 
Soviet Union. 

We mostly went to NCGA to see what 
is going on; I've arranged for quite a lot 
of stuff to be sent here, including super
fast Super VGA boards, new input de
vices , and a low-cost box that can add 
color to your Macintosh Plus; with any 
luck, some things will arrive while we're 
overseas and I can report on them next 
month. 

On that score, I have installed Video
Logic 's DVA-4000 video board in the 

Premier 33-MHz 386. I do not lightly use 
the word awesome; but I think it fits 
here. The VideoLogic board lets you 
have full-motion video graphics-for ex
ample, the MacNeil, Lehrer Newshour
in one corner of the Zenith Flat Technol
ogy Monitor, with the rest of the screen 
devoted to Q&A Write, or a Windows ap
plication, or whatever you use your com
puter for . Getting the VideoLogic board 
to run was a bit tricky, but it can be done 
by a user. I will give a full report in 
BYTE's IBM Special Edition, which will 
be out this fall. 

The VideoLogic board has audio out
put, but it also works with Ad Lib 's Per
sonal Computer Music System, which 
adds jukebox, composition, and musical 
editing capabilities with multivoice syn
thesis . I've only just got this installed , 
and at the moment the only thing I'm 
doing with it is games; it, too, will be in 
the IBM Special Edition, where I expect 
to compare it with the Canadian M
Sound board recommended by Aldridge. 

Battle Chess 
VGA and Super VGA have pretty well 
caught up, but for many years the Amiga 
was the real state of the art for low-cost 
graphics systems; there are still things 
done with it that I haven't seen anywhere 
else. Remember the movie Star Wars , in 
which the characters play a form of 
chess , and when one piece takes another , 
there's an animated battle . I'm not sure, 
but I think that was done by ordinary 
film animation techniques. Now, how
ever , you can do the same thing on your 
Amiga . 

Battle Chess is a beautifully animated 
game that can be played by two people or 
by one person against the computer. The 
computer is not all that good a chess 
player; for that, you want Chessmaster 
2000 from The Software Toolworks. 
Battle Chess is confoundedly slow, and 
by slow I mean minutes, sometimes , 
while the computer is thinking about 

cominued 
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what to do at higher levels of play. What 
is outstanding about Battle Chess is the 
graphics . 

When you move a piece, it actually 
moves . If it ' s a knight (they're on foot , 
not mounted) ,_ the other pieces move out 
of the way as he lumbers past. When the 
queens move they slink, and the Red 
queen has the figure to do it, too . The 
rooks at rest look like castles , but when 
they move they turn into rock monsters. 
The bishops are very clerical. Kings are 
tired old men (with young queens like 
those , it's no wonder) . 

If a capture is made, the pieces battle . 
The Society for Creative Anachronism 
once had live chess games , with real peo
ple in full armor as the pieces , who 
fought it out in similar fashion. Unlike 
the SCA game, though , Battle Chess is 
standard chess, so the "attacker" always 
wins. Each piece uses a different fight
ing technique. Knights use their swords. 
Pawns have spears. Bishops use their 
shepherd crooks . The queens use magic . 
It's really fun to watch. 

Having said all that, I can' t really rec
ommend Battle Chess beyond the graph
ics . The view of the board is from a low 

If normal 
chess isn't your bag, 
there 's also a new 
version ofLeong 

Jacobs 's Xian, which 
is Chinese chess 
for the IBM PC. 

angle , so it's difficult to see what square 
your piece is standing on; it's even more 
difficult to see what squares an oppo
nent's piece threatens. Playing Battle 
Chess is a little like playing while blind
folded. You can switch to a two-dimen
sional overhead view of (nicely drawn) 
conventional chess pieces , but that de
feats the whole purpose of Battle Chess , 
doesn ' t it? 

Anyway , what with the slowness of the 
program at any but the most elementary 
levels, I fear you won't play the game 
very often; on the other hand, if you have 
it, you 'll drag it out to show to every visi
tor you have , and once in a while just to 
look at it yourself. Also, it's bound to be 
a hit at any party. Sure is pretty. 

Xian 
If normal chess isn ' t your bag, there 's a 
new version of Leong Jacobs 's Xian , 
which is Chinese chess for the IBM PC. 
The new version can make use of VGA in 
full color if you have it; otherwise, it 
works with what you've got, including 
Hercules and CGA. 

Chinese chess is similar to Western 
chess, but not very . The rules are a bit 
more complex, with more powers and re
strictions on the pieces . Jacobs 's pro
gram comes with a complete tutorial and 
help files ; you can learn the game in an 
afternoon. 

The program plays well enough to be 
challenging; in fact , I haven't beaten it 
yet. Although few Anglos know (or have 
even heard of) the game, Chinese chess 
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frequent 
flyers. 
If a portable computer has improved the 
way you do business away from the office, 
think what a portable modem can do for 
you.With it, you'll be able to send and 
receivedata, and even faxes, anytime 
you want. In or out of the office. 

The WorldPort familygives you a choiceof 
four portable modems, including an MNP® 
error-correcting modem and an electronic 
fax/data modem. 

Each is no more than 8 ounces and can fit 
in a shirt pocket. They' re small but tough 

and capable, built for the rigors of business 
on the road. 

They connect to practicallyanytelephone, 
public or private, via standard RJ-11 jacks or 
an optional acoustic coupler. Theyadhere to 
Bell and CCITT standards world-wideso you 
can connect to other modems (or fax ma
chines) almost anywhere. They're powered 
by a single 9-volt battery or through an AC 
outlet, whichever is more convenient. And, 
they're easilyshared as external peripherals 
among co-workers. 

The WorldPort familyof modems. They're 
built for travel, whether it's to extreme envi
ronments, to exotic locations or just down 
the hall. 

Call us todayfor the dealer nearest you: 

800-541-0345. 
(In New York, 516-261-0423.) 

. .......[
• • • •• • Touchbase Systems, Inc. 
• • • • • •• •• •:• •. 160 Laurel Avenue: .:•::••:5:=5 Northport, NY11768 
••••• :·.·:· (516) 261 -0423 

• • • • • • ... • Fax (516) 754-3491 

MNP is a registered trademark of Microcom, Inc. WORLDPORT and TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS are trademarks ofTouchbase Systems, Inc.~ 1989 To uchbase Systems, Inc. 
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THE NEW STANDARD FOR 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
STATISTICAL SOFTWARE 

Apowerful, comprehensive, elegant, and super-fast statis
tical package for IBM (PC, AT, PS/2) and compatible 
computers. I The CSS optimized user interface with fast 
hierarchical menus incorporates elements of artificial intelli
gence; even complex analyses require only afew keystrokes 
(batch processing is also supported). I CSS features compre
hensive, state of the art implementations of: Basic statistics, 
Multi-way frequency tables, Nonparametric statistics, 
Exploratory data analysis with analytic graphs, Multiple 
regression methods, Time series analysis with nwdeling and 
forecasting (incl. full ARIMA), General ANOVA!ANCOVA! 
MANOVA, Contrast analysis, Discriminant function 
analysis, Factor analysis, Principal cmnponents, Multidi
mensional scaling, limn analysis/Reliability, Log-linear 
analysis, Clust.er analysis, Non-linear estimation, Logitl 
Probit analysis, Canonical analysis, Survival and Failure 
Time analysis (Censored data), Quality Control analysis, 
and much mrrre. I All statistical procedures are integrated 
with fast data base management and instant, presentation 
quality graphics (over 100 types); full support for all mono 
and color graphics boards (incl. VGA) and over 100 plotters 
and printers (incl. the HP and Postscript standards). I All 
CSS screen output is displayed via customized ScrollsheetsTM 

(i.e., dynamic, user controlled, multi-layered tables \vith cells 
expandable into pop-up windows); all numbers in a Scroll
sheetTM can be instantly converted into a variety of 
presentation quality graphs; contents of different Scroll
sheetsTM can be instantly aggregated, combined, compared, 
plotted, printed, or saved. I The flexibility of the CSS input/ 
output is practically unlimited: CSS offers an intelligent 
interface (read/write) to all common file formats (Lotus, Sym
phony, dBII , dBIII +, DIF, SYLK, .. . ) and special utilities to 
easily access data from incompatible programs; graphics can 
be saved in files compatible with desktop publishing pro
grams (Aldus, Ventura). I CSS data files can be as large as 
your operating system (DOS) allows; OS/2 version coming 
soon. I CSS precision exceeds the standards of all common 
precision benchmarks. I Technical not.e: The CSS user 
inl.eljace and all IIO were written in Assembler and bypass 
DOS; graphics and data management were writt.en in 
Assembler and C; the cmnputational algorithms were 
writt.en in Assembler and optimized Fortran. I $495 (plus 
$5 sh/h); 14-day money back guarantee. 
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ilstatSoft 

2325East13th Street • Tulsa, OK 74104 • (918) 583-4149 
Fax: (918) 583-4376 .. lll 

Overseas Offices: StatSoft of Europe (Hamburg, FRG) , ph: 040/4200347, fax: 040/4911310, StatSoft UK (London, UK), ph: 04621482822, fax: 04621482855, StatSoft Pacific (Melbourne, Australia), 

ph: 613-497-4755, fax: 613-499-7410, StatSoft Canada-CCO (Ontario), ph: 416-849-0737, fax: 416-849-0918 Available From: CORPORATE SOFTWARE and other Authorized Representatives Worldwide: 

Holland: Lemax BV 02968·94210; France: Conceptel (1) 45669700; Sweden: AkademiData 018-240035; Korea: Geul Bang (02) 272-1973. 

http:writt.en
http:writt.en
http:Clust.er
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# 1 PROGRAMMABLE 
EDITOR 
Integrated environment for 

NEW compliers, assemblers, 
linkers, debuggers and 
MAKE. 

• Mouse support 
• Pull-Down Menus 
• Columnar Blocks 
• 1000 Level Undo 
• Regular Expressions 
• Small 70K size, fast 
• DOS, UNIX/XENIX and FlexOS 
• Also VEDIT $69, VEDIT Jr. $29 

FREE Evaluatlon Copy 
Call 1-800-45-VEDIT 

The new VEDIT PLUS is the productivity 
breakthrough programmers have been 
looking for. You can run not only popular 
compilers, but all of your favorite tools 
from within the editor with a single key
stroke or from the menu system. 

VEDIT PLUS gives you the advantages of 
an exceptionally powerful and flexible 
editor without giving up the convenience 
of an integrated environment. 

VEDIT offers stunning performance, ver
satility and ease of use. Completely writ
ten in assembly language it's lightning 
fast and small. Other features include 
multiple file editing, windows, unlimited 
keystroke macros, context sensitive help, 
word processing, automatic indenting 
and total configurability. 

OnlyVEDIT lets you quickly edit large files 
of upto8 million Jines and 8000 chars/line. 
Installation is easy; VEDIT.EXE is all you 
need- no overlays and no environment 
variables. 

VEDIT PLUS adds a powerful macro 
programming language, complete with 
source level debugging. 

Since VEDIT hit the pages of BYTE maga
zine in May 1980, nearly 100,000 pro
grammers, engineers and writers have 
been enthusiastic users. 

VEDIT PLUS-$185 for DOS, $285 for 
UNIX/XENIX. Call for a free demo today. 

Greenview 
P. 0 . Box 1586, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106 

{313) 996-1299 • Fax (313) 996-1 308 
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is still quite popular in China and in 
some communities in the U.S . 

I have only one real complaint: Xian 
employs key-disk copy protection . It's 
the mildest form, meaning that when you 
first invoke the game, you must have the 
original disk in any floppy disk drive. 
Since I can never find floppy disks-this 
really is Chaos Manor-I haven 't played 
as much Chinese chess as I might. This is 
a pity, because it really is interesting, 
and someday I may accept an invitation 
to lecture at Beijing University, assum
ing the government ceases shooting its 
students . 

Better-organized people probably will 
not have a problem with the copy protec
tion. I think Jacobs is making a mistake, 
by the way: what he ought to wish for is 
for Chinese chess to become popular so 
that he can sell updates of his programs 
to a larger market base; in other words, 
while he shouldn't encourage piracy, he 
should try to expose a lot of people to the 
game. But then it's easy for me to have an 
opinion; I didn't invest any time in devel
oping the program. 

Anyway, it ' s an interesting game. 

ScanMistress 
Logitech' s new ScanMan Plus page 
scanner can be set up and installed by 
users. I can say that with some authority 
because Roberta did hers all by herself. 
It required her to open up the Zenith Z
386/15 and install a board-she'd never 
done that before-and then install the 
software, which she says goes in fairly 
automatically. It took her about an hour , 
and I deliberately didn't watch. 

ScanMan Plus can work at various res
olutions. It can be used as an optical 
character reader (such a program came 
with the package), but it's not terribly re
liable for any input but good, clean type
script. It will read printed (kerned) text, 
but there are enough errors, particularly 
if your printed version has broken letters 
or ink runs , to require some editorial 
work. 

If you have a lot of scanning to do and 
your time is worth anything at all, I rec
ommend that you make contact with one 
of the professional outfits that can get the 
job done . For us, ScanMan Plus is basi
cally a way to get visual images into the 
machine for incorporation into desktop 
publishing or, in Roberta's case, as 
graphics for computer programs; she's 
revising the graphics on her reading in
struction system programs. 

The software for ScanMan Plus was 
largely written by Mrs . Enrica Zappa
costa, causing Roberta to wonde,r why 
Logitech president Pierluigi Zappacosta 

If you have 
a lot ofscanning to do, 

I recommend that you 


make contact with 

one ofthe professional 


outfits that can 

get the job done. 


insists it has to be called ScanMan Plus. 
Misnamed or not, it works as advertised, 
and it's easy enough to get running. My 
only complaint is that they don't have a 
version that will work through a serial 
port ; slow as that would be, it would be 
useful to be able to go to a library with, 
say, the Zenith SupersPort SX and get 
images. ScanMan Plus would easily fit 
into a briefcase. Maybe the solution is to 
get Zenith to come up with a small porta
ble box that can hold the ScanMan Plus 
bus card. 

Recommended. 

Vopt 
We installed the ScanMan Plus on the Z
386/15 because that's the machine Ro
berta uses to work on her reading pro
gram. It's also the machine John Carr 
uses for our science fiction stuff; Baen 
Books is reissuing some of my older 
works, and many of them have maps we 
can scan in for revision with a paint pro
gram . Roberta's main machine, though, 
is the Kaypro 386i, one of the earliest 386 
systems, but with Quarterdeck's newest 
versions of QEMM-386 and DESQview, 
the machine's still thoroughly useful. 

A few months ago (see my March col
umn), we installed a Perstor PS l 80
16FN hard disk drive controller on the 
Kaypro 386i, effectively doubling the 
hard disk capacity. This controller works 
with most hard disk drives, although if 
you have a very old one, it might be best 
to check to be sure it works with yours . 
Certainly Roberta 's has worked well. 

Her only complaint was that Golden 
Bow's Vopt wouldn't work with the Per
stor controller. Vopt is a disk optimizer 
program. When you use a hard disk a lot, 
the data files tend to become more and 
more fragmented until they're scattered 
all over the place, like a gerrymandered 
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Another New Product from the makers of Soft-ICE & MagicCV 


ANNOUNCING 

BOUNDS-CHECKER 


Gives you the protection of a protected 
operating system under MS-DOS. 

AUTOMATIC PROTECTION 
Flush out those Nasty pointer problems and 

,.......,.~.-...... 

other out-of-bounds memory accesses 
AUTOMATICALLY. 

Each time you make a change to a 
program, run BOUNDS-CHECKER 
while testing the new code. If you 
accidentally access out-of-bounds 
memory, BOUNDS- CHECKER will 
pop up displaying the offending 
SOURCE LINE. And your program 
runs at full speed. 

Increase Productivity . 

During Development,. 

Improve Reliability 


During QIA 

You can run BOUNDS-CHECKER 

Finds out-of-bounds memory accesses 
AUTOMATICALLY. 

HOW IT WORKS 
BOUNDS-CHECKER uses the 
80386 virtual machine technology to 
provide real-time memory protection. 

In addition BOUNDS-CHECKER uses 
the symbolic information output by 
your compiler to differentiate CODE 
and DATA When your program is 
running, BOUNDS-CHECKER 
protects the program's CODE and all 
memory outside your program. When 
an MS-DOS system call, BIOS call 

or interrupt occurs, BOUNDS-CHECKER 
protects the system software from 
corrupting your code. So, BOUNDS
CHECKER will not only detect problems 

caused by your program, it will also 
determine if a T &SR or other program is 
clobbering you. 

while testing your program. There are no 
additional steps to your testing cycle, but you 
can feel secure when the program has passed 
through BOUNDS-CHECKER with no 
reported problems. 

Many over-write problems and other 
out-of-bounds memory accesses do NOT show 
up during normal testing. An out-of-bounds 
memory location may be modified, but that 
particular location doesn't happen to be 
important at the time. Once the program is in 
the field and a certain network is loaded or a 
certain T&SR or device driver is loaded, that 
memory location suddenly becomes very 
important... AND THE SYSTEM CRASHES. 

You can prevent these problems by making 
BOUNDS-CHECKER a standard part of your 
testing procedure. 

Enormous Productivity Gain 
Don't spend days or even weeks chasing down 
one of those subtle memory over-write prob
lems. Use BOUNDS-CHECKER to pinpoint the 
problem in seconds. 

Don't RISK a Recall 
Don't take the unnecessary RISK that your 
program is unknowingly clobbering an 
out-of-bounds memory location. 
BOUNDS-CHECKER was developed to find 
these potential time bombs quickly, painlessly 
and AUTOMATICALLY! 

i?Nu-M~ 
Requires 80386 PC. 

MS-DOS is a trademark of '7J-TECHNOLOGIES 

Microsoft Corporation. 
 CALL TODAY (603) 888-2386 or FAX (603) 888-2465 

P.O. BOX 7607 • NASHUA, NH • 03060-7607 • U.S.A. 
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legislative district. Thus , the disk heads 
have to move around a lot to bring in or 
write a file , and that slows your file ac
cess time. 

Disk optimizer programs like Vopt re
organize your hard disk, moving files 
around so that they 're compact and con
tiguous , the way the Constitution speci
fies congressional districts should be. 
Alas , there isn't a Vopt that will run 
against Washington; but there ' s now a 
Vopt version that works fine with the 

Perstor controller . It really does speed 
things up , too; I ran it on Roberta's ma
chine last night, and the time saved in 
reading in a large text file is noticeable . 

Vopt comes with several other disk 
programs, including Vmarkbad , which 
will find and mark bad sectors . Unlike 
Gibson' s SpinRite II, the Golden Bow 
programs do not rewrite the disk format
ting information; but SpinRite won't 
work with the Perstor controller. For that 
matter, SpinRite doesn' t work with my 

AND THE 
WINNER IS. 

INFOWORLD: 
#1 Rating 

I know I can 
count on AHEADl 

Ustfor 
VGA Wizard $199 

• SUPER HIGH RESOLUTION: 1024 x 768 

• FASTER THAN VIDEO 7's V-RAM 

•	 TECHNOLOGY & RELIABILITY: 
AHEAD'S VLSI VGA CHIP 

• 16-BIT FULLY IBM VGA COMPATIBLE 

•Compati bility: IBM PC/ XT/AT & 386 compatible. 
•Reliability: simpler desig n and less components. 
•§peed: faster than other VGA cards (see chart ). 
• Resolution: highest among VGA. 
• Size: smallest 16-bit VGA card. 
• Price: best price/ performance. 
•Technology: state-of-the-art minimal chip count. 
• Capability for future upgrad e. 
• Easy to install. no need to read the manual. 
• Excellent techni cal support and servi ce. 
• Free drivers included. 
• One year warranty. Made In U.S.A. 

Distributors/Dealers are welcome 

Three different cards are available: 

VGA Wizard/Deluxe: for power users. 

VGA Wizard: for price/ performance users. 

VGA Wizard/3270: for terminal emulation users. 


• 
~ 
;= 

"' 1.0 1-- -.-m-- --H -m•--• -+--H 

"BEST" 
PC Magazine ~ 
Benchmark: 

w 
i 2.0 1------~.-..-

Mr-. lfl <O
'<Ten r-. M 
....: N N N 

BIOS W/0 SCROLLI NG BIOS W. SCROLLING DIRECT TO SCREEN 

- Ahead VGA Wizard/Deluxe ATI VGA Wonder 
CJ Video Seven V-AAM VGA Paradise VGA Professional 
Source : PC Magazlno, July. 1989 

_.::::-..::~~ 
;y-;~e~s, in~ . / 

Phone (415) 623-0900 FAX (415) 623-0960 
44244 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538 

Priam hard disk drive in Big Cheetah, or 
any system like the Premier 386/33 that 
has on-board disk caching . Vopt and 
Vmarkbad do , which is why I'll continue 
to rely on them until the next generation 
of disk tools comes out. 

Liberty 

Liberty is a program that gives me prob

lems . 


On the one hand , Liberty is a step in 
the right direction: a program built to il
luminate and expound the U.S. Constitu
tion, which in my judgment is one of the 
most beautiful works of human history. 
It gives you the text of the Constitution. 
They call it a hypertext version, but they 
mean only that you can hot-key in a table 
of contents and click on any article and 
section, and that portion will appear on
screen. There are no hypertext linkages 
within the document itself. In addition to 
the Constitution, there are related mate
rials . 

The whole thing is visually well done 
and will make use of whatever graphics 
capability you have , from monochrome 
to VGA . There's mouse support, and 
windowing , and menus , and text scroll 
ing. There are materials on the Constitu
tional Convention and its delegates , some 
Constitutional law cases, and that sort of 
thing . 

That's the good news. 
The bad news is that there isn 't very 

much related material . The data about 
the delegates to the convention is one 
screen's worth, not enough to get you 
through a decent game of Trivial Pursuit. 
There ' s almost nothing on the history of 
the debates , or the Connecticut Compro
mise, or anything like that. 

You can get a great deal more informa
tion on the Convention by reading a good 
book, such as Clinton Rossiter's Seven
teen Eighty-Seven: The Grand Conven
tion , which can be obtained for $9.70. 
Copies of the Constitution itself are, I 
presume, still available free to any civics 
class teacher who wants them. I know 
when I was a professor of political sci
ence at Pepperdine University , I was del
uged with both commercial companies 
and private foundations who wanted to 
give my students copies of the Constitu
tion and the Bill of Rights . 

It's the same with the court cases. Lib
erty's citation of Marbury v. Madison 
isn't very accurate and conveys nothing 
of the political flavor of that decision, in 
which the Federalists stole a march on 
Jefferson in a way that left him without 
any remedy to the Supreme Court ' s 
assertion of the power to interpret the 
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INTRODUCING DR DOS 5.0. 
While others are making promises, we'l l be making DR DOS 5.0 provides on-line help, and with the self DR DOS. It's the best move you'll ever make. 

del iveries. installing Fi leLINK .• , it 's easy to transfer files between two 
For more information, ca ll (800) 848-1498. Dept. DR11

DR DOS 5.0 features MemoryMAX.• , giving you systems. Plus, DR DOS 5.0 is fu lly executable from ei ther 
over 620K for your appl ications. You can even run large RAM or ROM, and it supports hard disk partitions up to 
applications like Ventura Publisher~ on Novell NetWare~ 512 megabytes 
and other popular networks. If you're looking for a laptop or notebook, ask your manu DR DOS,. 5.0 

Our intuitive graphical user shell, ViewMAX.•, makes facturer about DR DOS BatteryMAX.• (patent pending ), 
it simple to access applications. And our bui lt-in disk wh ich can increase battery life two to three times~ 
cache makes applications run even faster. So why wait? Get the maximum from your system now. 

• BalteryMAX avai lable through OEM implementation. Digital Research is a registered trademark, and the Digi tal Research logo, DR DOS, Memory MAX, ViewMAX, BatteryMAX, and FileLINK 
are trademarks of Digital Research Inc. Other product names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. Copyright © 1990, Digi tal Research Inc. 
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ROM, and I recently got a new one from 
the Electronic Text Corp. The Constitu
tion Papers has, in addition to the U.S. 
Constitution, the constitutions of all the 
13 founding states , all the Federalist 
papers , and a fairly good selection of 
other early documents , such as Hamil
ton's "Plan of Union," Paine's "Com
mon Sense," and suchlike. All in all, a 
useful CD-ROM indeed. 

There's only one problem. The re
trieval software is Word Cruncher View . 
This is a sort of general-purpose soft
ware that is best described as wretched. 
In theory, you can use the same software 
to look at more than one CD-ROM; in 
practice, changing from one CD-ROM to 
another is difficult without resetting the 
computer in between. But it's all right, 
because once you get into WCV, you 
aren't really tempted to browse through 
the documents on the disk anyway. 

The colors chosen for presenting docu
ments are green on black. It turns out 
there is a way to change colors, including 
the line number colors, and when the 
rather nonintuitive word search is prop
erly used , it works. The formatting of the 
output is still ugly. 

Electronic Text Corp. is working on 
updates; there ' s considerable potential 
improvement on the way. · 

The company also sent another CD
ROM called Word Cruncher, but my at
tempts to access it with the software 
loaded from the Constitution Papers CD
ROM got messages saying that software 
was restricted to that disk, and I should 
make contact with Electronic Text Corp. 
However, I found a subdirectory called 
BATCH on the WCV disk, and switching 
to that revealed an Install program. 

Running that got me a snide message 
about how I might be violating their li
cense agreement. All right by me. By 
then I was ready to dwark their license in 
a vlendish manner. I ran the Install pro
gram and discovered that there are in
deed a lot of documents on the Word 
Cruncher CD-ROM. One of them claims 
to be the complete works of Shakespeare. 
Good enough, let's look at that. I tried 
Henry IV, Part /, since that was the first 
work I studied in freshman literature at 
the University oflowa. 

I got it on the screen; it's single-spaced 
in wretched green on black, with no line 
spacing between the speeches, about as 
ugly a way to read Shakespeare as any I 
have ever seen. 

Frankly, that was enough for me, even 
though the CD-ROM has a number of 
other documents that might be worth 
looking at. There are King James and 

continued 

Constitution . (That power is not given I sure would like to see the Liberty 
explicitly in the document.) software used to do the job right. It 

Liberty, in other words, is a good start wouldn't even be all that hard; the data is 
on what it ought to be. The programming all in the public domain. As it is, I'd rec
is very good indeed. The linkages work. ommend that you buy Rossiter's book, 
It's easy to find what information is in and maybe one of Daniel Boorstin's 
there. The problem is that there isn't books ; you'll spend Jess money and learn 
enough to it. The summary data pages a lot more. 
aren't bad, but they don't lead anywhere . 
It's as if someone set out to write a book Constitution Papers 
but ran out of steam after doing a good Of course , the best way to make up a col
chapter and an outline. lection on the Constitution is to use aCD

BUILD TO SUIT. 


Announcing Flow Charting™3 
Now. you can create, !!Rd ate and Qrint 

presentation-perfect flowcharts to your 
specifications-in no time! 

Quick to master and asnap to use, 
Patton &Patton's flowcharting software is the 
standard of both large and small businesses 
around the world-and is available through 
all major software dealers. 

See your dealer today! Or, for a nATlnN &nATlnN 
"live:· interactive demo disk, call: rltl I U rKl I U 
800-525-0082,ext.BY27. Software Corp o r a ti 0 n 

International: 408-778-6557,ext.BY27. Excellence in charting the (low of ideas! 

Workson.IBM &100%c.o.mpatible PC's, supportsCGA/EGA/VGA and over 150 dot matrixand laser printers. 
with multiple print dens1t1es and 10 font sizes. Creates multi-page charts, portrait or landscape, on 
most standard paper sizes. Mouse or keyboard controlled. 

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 
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SIMPLIFIED PENCIL SHARPENER 

by RUSll cJOL08ER6 


lj)A.OFESSOR BUTTS Gl!TS HIS THINK
TA...al< WORKINliAND EVOLVES Tl-IE 

' SIMPLI l"IEO Pl!NCILSHARPllNl!R.. 
OPl!N WINDOW(A)AND FLY KIT&(8). 

STRlNG(C)LIFTS SM'°'LL OOOA.(D),AL

LOWINIS MOTHS (l!)TO ESCAPE ANO 

l!AT RED F~ANNILSHIA.T~).ASWl!IGHT 

01' SHIRT BECOMES Ll!SS,SHOI!' (G) 

STEPI ON SWITCH (H)WHICH HEATS 

l!!Ll!!CTIUC IRON (l)ANO BURNS MO~ 

IN PANTS (J). 


$MOKE.(K)ENTl!RS HOU! INTREl!!(L), 

S"'OICING OVT OPOHVM (l"l)WHICH 

JUl'\PS INTO ISASKliT(N},PULLING ROPii:(O) 


ANO LIFTING CAGE (P),AU.OWIN6 WOOO

P!Cl<Elt(Q)TO CHEW WOOD FA.OM 

PE"ICIL(A),EXPOSING LEAD.EMEA.GEN· 

CV KNIFE (5) II ALWA'f'S MANOV IN e"51! 

OPOSSUM OR. THEWOODPllCKER. GETS 

SICK AND CAN'T' WORI( , 


Considering the way most utilities function, 

you have to wonder where 


the designers got their inspiration. 

They sure didn't get it from us . 
The idea behind new Lotus®Magellan® 2.0 was 

simple. Name ly, that people who need a uti li ty 
shouldn't have to suffer for it. 

So, instead of daunting interfaces and convoluLed 
commands, Mage ll an 
supplies you with all 
th e fun ctions you use 
most . In a way Lhat lets 
you use them !'aster 
and easier. 

For example, to call 
MagPlla11 :, 1•ip11·i11q snwn sai;s a . , 

·101 about Marwitan. simpt;,, up a file when youcant 
11nclu.t1ered a.udr'as,ijto11.ndersta11<!. remember the name, 

just type in the word, phrase or concept you need to 
find. Magellan will come back with a list of relevant 
files in seconds, arranged according to how well they 
match the search criteria. 

to do is just type in the file name. 
Magellan also has PKzip~ the file compressor that 

can condense data fi les by up to 50%. You can even 
view compressed files without expanding them. And 
when you do need to expand one, a single keystroke 
will do it. 

We've reduced a number of other commands 
down to a single stroke, as well. So you can quickly 
Copy, Delete , Move, Sort or Rename files, groups of 
fi les, or even entire directory branches in the Tree 
mode. And Verify files for any changes due to corrup
tion or contamination, just as easil y. 

All of which is why PC Magazine said , "Magellan 
could well be the fin est utility ever written for the PC'. ' 
And why every major computing magazine has given 
it practically every award they have. 

If youown the original Magellan, youcan upgrade 
to new Magellan 2.0 for only $39. Or upgrade 
from a competitive utility* for a bit more. View each one as it actually appears in 
Call 1-800-TRADEUP, ext. 569. To getits application, even if it 's a graphics file. 
a better idea of how Magellan works, justFind the right file and launch the applica
call the same number and ask for a freetion with a single keystroke. 
auto demo disk. Magellan is the only utility that Jets you 

What could be easier?view deleted files . To UnDelete, all you have 

._____Jntroducing Lotus Magellan 2.0-___. 

"Cornpetiti,·r utilitit•seligi ble r( 1r upgradl's;irl' \t1r1u11 ('(1 u1r11a11der~ ~11n p11 l·1 1lit1l·s:" l'CTools."' F'a.<:tback~ \Trre~ \TrecPro"' and Mace Lltililies~ 


© !!;!!JO Lotus UevcltJprnt'lll Corporation. :\JI rights rr..;;erwd. l..-01 us and ~b~cllan arf' rrgister1·d lnuiemark~ or Lotus Den~ lopment Corporat ion . Pl\zip is a registered trademark of Pl\ WARE. Inc. 

\orton Comma ndrr and ~ort on l'tilities arc registl'rl'd tradPmarks of Pe1rr \ unnn Computing. Int:. PC Tunis is a tradPma rk of Ccm ral Point Soft ware. Inc . Fastback is a registerrd tradrmark of 


Fifth Gene rati on S~·s1Pms . \1'rrc is a regis tl'MI trademark and \1'll1l'Pn1 is a trad emark of Execuiirr S.r.S!('lllS. lnr ~lac(' l1tilitirs i!i a registered tradrmark of Paul Mace Soirn·are. lnr. 
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II' 8 Mbytes of memory + 2 serial ports. 

II' Extended and expanded memory. LIM 4.0. 

II' Works with all of your programs. 

II' Run DOS or OS/2 effortlessly. 

II' Fast and simple switchless installation. 

II' Auto-configuration for all operating systems. 

II' Works in all Micro Channel"" computers. 

II' Expanded memory 10 times faster than Intel. 

II' Risk free guarantee. Two year warranty. 

II' IBM approved ID. Best price. Fast delivery. 


Call today 1-800-234-4232 or 617-273-1818 

Capital Equipment Corp. 
Burlington, MA. 01803 

PS/2 and Micro Channel are trademarks of lllM 

New International Bibles; WordPerfect 
manuals; a number of American literary 
works, including four by Mark Twain; a 
bunch of speeches, including some by 
Churchill ; and a whole lot more . Alas, 
for all of those the format remains hid
eous, and the retrieval procedure awk
ward. You can use this disk, but you 
won't have much of an aesthetic expe
rience. 

The odd part is that back a few years 
ago, the WCV software was one of the 
more advanced text presentation systems 
available for CGA systems, which, I 
guess , tells you just how bad things were 
in those days, because I don't think WCV 
has got any worse since then. Alas , it's 
no better, either. 

DiscPassage 
The WCV software had one positive ef
fect: it made me appreciate just how 
good the DiscPassage retrieval system is 
by comparison. DiscPassage is another 
of the "universal " retrieval systems; 
CMC Research hopes to license its use to 
many CD-ROM publishers . 

Frankly, until I saw WCV in action, I 
wasn't all that fond of DiscPassage; but 
by comparison to most of what's avail
able, it's wonderful. 

CMC is the outfit that gave me my first 
Sherlock Holmes on Disc . They have 
"improved" their software since that 
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time. One of the "improvements, " alas , 
has been to present all text in stark 
white on black; the original Sherlock 
Holmes on Disc used softer colors and 
was much easier to read , with quite sub
tle colors for the line of command key in
terpretations across the bottom . Now that 
line is blue on white , and the line of white 
across the black background is a bit ob
trusive-but I'll take it, I'll take it. Any
thing is better than hideous green on 
black. 

The new CMC Sherlock Holmes CD
ROM has one thing going for it: it's now 
possible to display all the illustrations on 
Big Cheetah's Video Seven VGA card. 
The illustrations also work with the Tec
mar board in the Z-386/25 and with a 
few other VGA boards I popped in . The 
illustrations are quite handsome, and 
there are also maps, and the "dancing 
men" of the story by that name. There's 
not as much on the Holmes disk as I'd 
have liked-all the stories are there, but 
they could have given a good map of Vic
torian London, and there are no end of 
public domain articles about Holmes. 
CMC says they ' re accumulating more 
material for a subsequent release. 

I also have the CMC Shakespeare CD
ROM . That came with yet another up
date of their retrieval software-one so 
updated that it won't work with the Sher
lock Holmes CD-ROM. Fortunately, the 

CHAOS MANOR 

Holmes CD-ROM has retrieval software 
on the disk itself, and that does work; in
terestingly, the program on the Holmes 
disk is about twice as large (144K bytes) 
as the newest version. The new version 
installs easily and works reasonably well 
with the Shakespeare disk (for some rea
son, it has trouble locking in on the 
Video Seven board, but it eventually 
will) . Naturally I have just called up Act 
One, Scene One, of Henry IV, Part I. 

The contrast with the Word Cruncher 
presentation is quite dramatic. The CMC 
Shakespeare tells me the proper names 
of the characters, and these are set out in 
a nicely formatted header . The lines are 
indented properly and set in the middle 
of the screen . Character names are given 
in full , " Hotspur," " Falstaff," and 
"Prince Henry," not "Hot," "North ," 
and "Fals," as in many cheap one-vol
ume editions . Line numbers are given off 
to the right , every 10 lines , in an unob
trusive manner, not numbered like a 
BASIC program as with Word Cruncher. 
The search and retrieval software is a lot 
easier to use, too. 

The Word Cruncher CD-ROM gives 
you many more documents on the disk , 
but to read them you have to endure their 
wretched software; CMC gives you less 
but lets you enjoy it more . I suppose you 
can't have everything . 

BOOTCON 
I have for some time lamented the prob
lem of booting up a system with different 
CONFIG.SYS files : for example, if you 
want a choice between DESQview and 
Windows/386, or you sometimes want to 
bring up a very clean DOS with no TSR 
programs at all. Up to now, the only 
remedy has been a variation on the theme 
of batch fi Jes . 

No longer. Now we have BOOTCON, 
and it solves the problem nicely. It sets 
your system up so that on boot-up, you 
are offered a choice of up to 26 different 
CONFIG .SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT 
combinations; these can be utterly differ
ent from each other. If you do nothing , 
the system is booted with the default 
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT; 
you can tell it how long it will wait for 
you to intervene . 

There isn't an awful lot to say about 
this program. It works , and as far as I 
can tell, it's bulletproof; it hasn't crashed 
anything I've tried it with, and I run a lot 
of goofy software. It works well with 
both DESQview and Windows . The in
terface is well thought out. The setup is 
simple, and it requires only a DOS edi
tor, such as the one in Norton Com
mander (DOS's EDLIN would do in a 
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pinch) . You can, but don't have to , set up 
the system with a password that must be 
given before the machine will boot. The 
program uses only 200 bytes of system 
memory , it isn't copy-protected, and you 
get both 3 Yi- and 5 'A-inch disks . 

This thing is great for hackers : no 
more booting up with a floppy disk be
cause you installed some driver that 
locks up the system. Now you can just 
make the new stuff option C of BOOT
CON, and if that locks up, reboot with 
option A or B; it really is that simple. 

I've had this running for a couple of 
months and have yet to have the slightest 
problem with it. 

Highly recommended. You need this 
program . 

MicroClean 
There are about a zillion outfits that 
make disk drive cleaning products , and I 
have no notion of how you'd go about 
choosing one over another. The Micro
Clean Professional Series PC Kit is cer
tainly good enough, and it's better than 
many. It comes with the usual disk clean
ing stuff, plus a bottle of high-pressure 
canned air. There are also some sealed 
packets of antistatic screen-cleaning tow
els that I've found work much better than 
Windex and paper towels. 

It can be important to keep your sys
tem cleaned out. The other day , my high
density 1.2-MB floppy disk drive was 
having increasing problems in reading 
360K-byte disks; eventually it became 
intolerable. I got a new drive from Barry 
Workman, but when I opened the ma
chine, I found that the old floppy disk 
drive was clogged up with dust balls . I 
swapped for a new drive anyway, but 
once the dust was blown and vacuumed 
out and the MicroClean head cleaner was 
run , we couldn't find anything wrong 
with the old drive. 

Do your machine a favor. Open it up, 
vacuum it, and use a good cleaning kit on 
it. It can't hurt. And if, like me, you have 
to put a lot of bad disks through your 
floppy disk drive-some companies ship 
their product on media so bad you can see 
the lumps of oxide on it-you really do 
need a good disk cleaning kit. 

It's even more important to clean tape 
cartridge drives . MicroClean also makes 
kits for that. Of course, the brand isn't as 
important as getting in the habit of doing 
the job ; but MicroClean is more than 
good enough. 

Maps, Wise and Informative 
For weeks, I've been getting materials 
and updates on two programs , Mapwise 
and Mapinfo. As the stuff came in, I 

Y" 8 Mb!!es of fast 32 bit memorI. 
Y" Works in all Micro Channel rn com uters. 
Y" Fast LIM 4.0 driver included. 

IX. 

plain what it has done . At least I think it 
can. I put it that way because I didn't 
have any trouble understanding 'Vhat 
Mapwise was trying to do; but I once had. 
heavy-duty training in statistics. On the 
other hand, I haven't done serious statis
tical work since I got mad at Runner's 
World's evaluation of running shoes and 
did my own analysis of their data with 
Zeke I back in 1978. Alas, they didn't 
want to publish my critique; I wonder 
why, since it demonstrated that their ana
lytical staff didn ' t know what they were 
doing . If they had had Mapwise , they 
wouldn ' t have made that mistake. 

At this point, I could get technical 
about what ' s going on underneath the 
more or less user-friendly Mapwise sur
face, but what's the point? Mapwise is 
the kind of program you don't know you 
need until you try it; but if your work in
volves any kind of statistical inferences 
at all-and most businesses do-it will 
not harm you to get the Mapwise demon
stration disk and see if the program can 
help you. You may be surprised. 

A Minor Polemic 
Our work would be a lot easier ifthe peo
ple who send stuff for review would fol
low some simple rules for dealing with 
columnists. I'm writing about my own 
situation, but the rules apply pretty well 
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cleverly put it into one box, thinking I 
would get around to reviewing this pro
gram one day. 

Of course, there are two programs, 
not one. Moreover, they have nothing 
whatever to do with each other. 

Mapinfo is a highly sophisticated pro
gram for taking data-sales , income dis
tribution , epidemic information, what
ever you like-and plotting it on pre
drawn maps . The maps can be of the 
U.S. , or a state, or a city , or a county. 
Mapinfo has metropolitan maps, rural 
maps, highway maps , city maps, census 
tract maps, congressional district maps ; 
you name it, they can probably furnish 
it. Mapinfo works across networks , and 
it can integrate data from a variety of 
sources. If there 's another program like 
it, I haven ' t seen it (although of course I 
have not really been looking, either). 
Certainly Mapinfo is good enough for 
nearly any professional map database re
quirement. Recommended . 

Mapwise, on the other hand , has al
most nothing to do with maps. Mapwise 
is a statistical analysis program ; the 
" maps" in the title pertain to conceptual 
maps . 

The best way to learn about Mapwise 
is to get the Bricklin demonstration pro
gram . This goes through just what Map
wise can do , which is quite a lot. It can do 
multivariate analysis and pretty well ex
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Battle Chess ... .. . . . . ......... . ... $49 .95 

Interplay Productions 

1575 Corporate Dr. 

Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

(714) 549-2411 

Inquiry 992. 


BOOTCON .. ..... .. .. ... .......... $59.95 

Modular Software Systems 

115 West California Blvd ., Suite 113 

Pasadena, CA 91105 

(818) 794-7602 

Inquiry 993. 


Chessmaster 2000 ............... $49.95 

The Software Toolworks 

19808 Nordhoff Place 

Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(818) 885-9000 

Inquiry 994. 


Constitution Papers CD-ROM .. .. $59 

Word Cruncher CD-ROM ... .....$249 

Electronic Text Corp. 

778 South 400 East 

Orem, UT 84058 

(800) 234-0546 

(801) 226-0616 

Inquiry 995. 


Corporate Voice . ........ ....... . $119. 95 

Scandinavian PC Systems, Inc . 

51 Monroe St., Suite 1101 

Rockville, MD 20850 

(800) 288-7226 

(301) 294-7450 

Inquiry 996. 


DVA-4000 .......... ..... ... .. ... .... $2495 

VideoLogic, Inc. 

245 First St. 

Cambridge, MA 02142 

(617) 494-0530 

Inquiry 997. 


Liberty .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . ....... . ... ... $29 .95 

Zephyr Services 

1900 Murray Ave. 

Pittsburgh, PA 15217 

(412) 422-6600 

Inquiry 998. 


ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Mapinfo .... .. .. ..... .... ..... . .. ..... $750 

Mapping Information Systems Corp. 

200 Broadway 

Troy, NY 12180 

(800) 327-8627 

(518) 274-8673 

Inquiry 999. 


Mapwise 

full version .. ... . ... .. .. ...... ...... $495 

student version .. .. ........ ... .. . .. $9. 95 


Business Technology Center 

Bradley University 

Peoria, IL 61625 

(309) 677-3299 

Inquiry 1000. 


Panzer Battles .... ... .. ... . ... . . . . $39.95 

Strategic Studies Group, Inc . 

1747 Orleans Court 

Walnut Creek, CA 94598 

(415) 932-3019 

Inquiry 1001. 


Personal Computer Music 

System ...... ... .............. . .... $219.95 

Synthesizer Card ...... .... .... . $179 . 95 

Ad Lib, Inc . 

50 Stanford St. , Suite 800 

Boston, MA 02114 

(800) 463-2686 

(418) 529-9676 

Inquiry 1002. 


Professional Series PC Kit .... $23.95 

MicroClean 

1290 C Reamwood Ave . 

Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

(408) 745-0611 

Inquiry 1003. 


PS180-16FN .. . . .. ....... . ..... . ......$345 

Perstor Systems, Inc. 

1335 South Park Lane 

Tempe, AZ 85281 

(602) 894-3494 

Inquiry 1004. 


ScanMan Plus 

PC version .. ..... ... . . ........ . . . ...$339 

Micro Channel version .... . .. . ... $399 


Logitech, Inc . 

6505 Kaiser Dr. 

Fremont, CA 94555 

(415) 795-8500 

Inquiry 1005. 


Sherlock Holmes on Disc 

CD-ROM .. ............... .. .. . ... ... .. $99 

Shakespeare CD-ROM . .. ... .. . . . .. $99 

CMC Research, Inc. 

7150 Southwest Hampton, Suite 120 

Portland, OR 97223 

(503) 639-3395 

Inquiry 1006. 


Sota 340i 

512K bytes of video RAM ..... . . $995 

1 MB of video RAM ....... . .... $1195 


Sota Technology, Inc. 

559 Weddell Dr. 

Sunnyvale , CA 94089 

(408) 745-1111 

Inquiry 1007. 


Vopt... ... . . . .. ....... . .. ....... . . ... $59. 95 

Golden Bow Systems 

2665 Ariane Dr. , Suite 207 

San Diego, CA 92117 

(800) 284-3269 

(619) 483-0901 

Inquiry 1008. 


Xian .. . .. ............ ... ... ... .. .... $39.95 

Leong Jacobs , Inc. 

2729 Lury Lane 

Annapolis, MD 21401 

(301) 266-3660 

Inquiry 1009. 


to all the BYTE columnists. First , most press direct to Chaos Manor. Some com stuff to Peterborough is that it must have 
of us don't work at the headquarters panies manage to find my Hollywood ad my name on it. If it doesn't and goes di
I'm not in Peterborough-but that 's still dress and send stuff here , which is fine if rect to BYTE, it falls into the hands of the 
the best place to send most products . it's a very large box or I'm looking out BYTE review staff. Whatever happens 

There are very efficient people in Pe for it; but, alas, all too often it gets mixed after that is out of my hands , but it's very 
terborough who look after my interests, in with family mail, and from there it can unlikely I'll ever see it. There's a corol
and once or twice a week they make up a be put almost anywhere. lary to that: if it's sent to me, the BYTE 
large package that comes by Federal Ex- The important thing about sending cominued 
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IBM PC Image Processing Highlights. No. 3 in a series. 


RESOLUTION 

DESCRIPTIONMOD El 
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COLOR IMAGE PROCESSll'!ol 
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frame Grabber 
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- Fred Molinari , President 

Why clown around in black and white 

when you can do it in color...just as easily. 

The DT2871 Frame Grabber. 
The next logical step. 

Now, moving from monochrome to color 
image processing is as easy as plugging our 
DT2871 (HSI) Color'" Frame Grabber into 
your IBM®PC AT®-compatible computer. 

The DT2871 features real-time 24-bit 
color capture and display. It also performs 
real-time RGB/HSI and HSI/RGB color-space 
conversion for processing captured images in 
either the red-green-blue or hue-saturation 
intensity domain . . . intensity being the link to 

monochrome processing which performs gray 
scale operations. 

The DT2871 connects directly to 
OT-Connect'" processor boards for faster 
compute-intensive color processing. And, is 
supported by our Aurora'" software for 
accelerated application development 

Now, color image processing can be much 
less complicated and quicker to execute. 

So, add alittle color to your act 

Call (508) 481-3700 
In Canada,call (800) 268-0427 

FREE 1990 Image Processing 
Handbook. 

DA1ll TRANSLATION® 

World Headquarters:Dala Translahon. lnc.. 100 Locke Drive. Marlbo10, MA 01752·1192 USA.1508) 481·3700 Tix 951646 
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd.. The Mulberry Busmess Park, Wokmgham, Berkshire RG112QJU.K. !0734) 793838 Tix 940ll914 
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH,Stuttgarter Strasse 66. 7120 81e11ghe1m·B1ssmgen. West Germany 07142·54025 
International Sales Offices: Australia 121 662-4255; Belgium 121466·8199;Canada 14161625·1907; China 111868·721 x4 017; Denmark 1411174511;Finland 101372144; France 11169077802; Greece (!I 36H300; Hong 
Kong 151 448963; India 122123·1040; Israel 1111545685; l\aly 12182470.1; Japan 131501·5550, 131348·8301.131555·llll; Korea 121756·9954; Nelherlands 170199-6360; New Zealand 16419·545313; Norway 121531150: 
Portugal Ill 545313; Singapore 16517797621; Soulh Africa 11218037680/93; Spain111455·8112: Sweden 181761·7820; Switzerland 111723-1410; Taiwan 121702·0405. 

DT·Connect. (HSI) Color and Aurora are trademarks. and Data Translation is a registered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of thei r respect rveholders. 
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CD-ROM drive kit with BooksheH $849 
CD-ROM drive kit with BooksheH and 
Programmers Library (LAN) 11 69 
BooksheH essentia l writing reference Call 
Programmers Library on-line reference Call 
Stat Pack business research statistics 145 
Small Business Consultant management tool 120 

NEC CD-ROM Special 
CDR-72 CD-ROM Drive ext.. PC & Mac SCall 
CDR-82 CD-ROM Drive Int.. PC Call 
CDR-35 CD-ROM Drive ext.. smallest , lightest Call 
ClipArt3D 2.SOJ 3-D images.PC&Mac Call 
Image Folio 4,0'.Xl photos. VGA format, PC Call 
Type Gallery Adobe or Laserjet typefaces Call 
Image Gallery Clip ort library,PC & Mac Call 
Photo Gallery Tiff format photos, PC& Mac Call 

PC Sig Library 
The definitive shareware and 
public domain software collectton. 
The newest version containing the 
ecuivalent of over I llOJ floppy d isks 
on one CD-ROM disc. 
including : •word processors. 
spreadsheets, databases • 
• teaching andeducational 

scftware •business and financial scftware 
•communications software • languoge and uWities 
p rograms •graphics and games •entertainment and 
home software •and more... $465 

Knowledge Access 
CD-ROM Development System 
KAware Disc Publisher 
full featured development system 

prepare. Index, access & distnbute info on CD-ROM. 
For publishers & info managers wtth technical 
documentation, images, catalogs. lists. reference 
databases & more. Retrieval features: keyword/ 
hypertext/Boolean searching, menus. pull down 
windows, useradded notes & export other programs. 
KAware Disk Publisher/Full Text $795 
KAware Disk Publisher/Fielded $795 
KAware Disk Publisher/Image $795 

Bureau Best Sellers 
Between Heaven ll< Hel OxfO!d English Dlcl1onc!y 
CD Golde on CD-ROM Oxford Textbook ot Medicine 
CIA Woltd Fact Book McGraw Hiii Encycloped\a 
Computer Ub!ory Whole Earth Catalog 
G<o\ler Encycloped\a Golness Disc of Woltd RecO!ds 
Movie Database US Patent Database 

U.S. History on CD-ROM 
Essential reference over 30.0'.Xl pages covering 
the full spectrum of U.S. History from 16CO to 1990 $395 

Pioneer 6 disc Minichanger 
DRM-600 CD-ROM Drive gives you up to 6 
CD-ROM discs on-line for over 3 Gigabytes $1395 

MORE! Over 200 different titles and drives 

in-stock for the PC and Mac 


Free subscription to Co.ROM End User with every order! 


Money back guarantee Free tech support 

Call - special drive/title combo's 


Call - FREE on-line CD-ROM access! 


~IAii!lliiltffi' ~ overnlte 
~l'!!!l!!!li!i'J "" ~ Delivery 

Bureau of 
Electronic Publishing, Inc. 
Dept. Q , 141 New Rood. Pa~pgany. NJ 07054 

Fax #201-808-2676 

Call: l-800-828-4766ordersonly 
(201) 808-2700 information 
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CHAOS MANOR 

review people won't ever see it. In other 
words , if you want me to look at it, send it 
to me; if you want the BYTE staff to look 
at it, send it to them; and, not to put too 
fine a point on it, if you want both me and 
the BYTE staff to look at it, you 'd better 
send it to both. 

Secondly , those who are sending revi
sions of software should understand that 
columnists and reviewers get a lot of soft
ware. While BYTE in Peterborough may 
be a tad more efficient than I am, neither 
the Peterborough staff nor I really have 
either the room or the resources for truly 
efficient filing and retrieval of unsolic
ited review materials . 

Case in point: today there arrived a 
CD-ROM from a company containing, 
according to their blurb , an enhanced 
world atlas . The cover page of the supple
mentary materials they sent shows a map 
of the U.S.S.R., which is appropriate 
just now. Alas , I can't tell you much 
about it: attempts to read the directory of 
the CD-ROM on either the Amdek drive 
on Big Cheetah or the Denon drives on 
the Z-386/25 report a general read fa il
ure. There was included with the CD
ROM an instruction card telling me how 
to install their reader software from a 
floppy disk . There was no floppy disk, 
since this was apparently an update of a 
product previously sent to me. 

The problem is that I don ' t have their 
floppy disk, at least not ready to hand. 
Every CD-ROM publisher has its own 
proprietary retrieval software. Most put 
that software on the CD-ROM , which is 
where it belongs. This company has put it 
on a floppy disk. This is , I suppose, no 
problem for someone who habitua lly 
uses the company 's CD-ROM, but since I 
don't , I have not the foggiest notion of 
where that floppy disk is. Now sure, I 
once installed the company 's drivers; but 
even with a 330-MB hard disk drive, I 
haven ' t room for every CD-ROM driver 
in existence. Consequently , I can't tell 
you anything more about this new CD
ROM than that it exists . 

The moral of the story should be clear: 
when sending review copies of software 
revisions , you'd be much better off to 
send the entire package, including a du
plicate of the original program and man
uals. If the overworked reviewer you ' re 
sending it to has kept the original , no 
harm done; if he or she hasn't, you're 
miles ahead in getting him or her to look 
at your product. 

Winding Down 
My oddest new acquisition is Corporate 
Voice from Scandinavian PC Systems . 
The company calls it the world 's first 

C orporate 
Voice analyzes writing 

styles so that you can 
juggle your own writing 
around to be more like 

some standard-or 
someone else's work. 

"style replicator," and that 's no bad de
scription : what it does is analyze writing 
styles so that you can juggle your own 
writing around to be more like some 
standard-or someone else 's work. What 
they've done is take Roland Larson' s 
Readability program and modify the em
phasis. The result , though , is worth a 
look. More on this another time . 

The book of the month is The Tempt
ing of America: The Political Seduction 
of the Law by Robert Bork (Free Press , 
1989) . Bork tells his side of the story and 
looks hard at what Constitutionalism is 
all about. In a less serious vein, I enjoyed 
a science fiction novel: Susan Schwartz's 
Heritage of Flight (Tor Books , 1989) . 
The computer book of the month is Tom 
Rugg and Phil Feldman 's QuickBASIC 
Programmer's Toolkit (Que Books , 
1990) . 

The game of the month is Panzer Bat
tles by the Strategic Studies Group. This 
is a well-designed and interesting simu
lation of WWII action on the Russian 
Front , with plenty of tools to let you mod
ify their scenarios or create your own in 
handsome color and detail. 

Next month I should have a report on 
what' s happening in the U.S.S.R., as
suming that my visa comes and I get my 
taxes done ... . • 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future. 
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and 
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE, 
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 
NH 03458. Please put your address on 
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due 
to the high volume ofletters, Jerry cannot 
guarantee a personal reply. You can also 
contact him on BIX as "jerryp. " 

http:30.0'.Xl


Introducing AvCase™ 8051. 


Three finely-tuned instruments for 

embedded-system development. 


AvCase'" 8051 C Compiler, Asse mbler, and Sinrnlatorfrom Avocet. Play them solo, ror peak perfor mance. Or br ing them together in 

~~ perfect harmony as an integrated system. AvCase will manage all the steps-rrom editing source code, compi ling, 

asse mbling, and linking, all the way to debugging. • High-level language in th e key of C. AvCase C 

Compile r is our biggest seller. It prod uces fast, tight, opt imized code that helps speed development time. 

• Clear, concise scoring. AvCase Assem bler is the class ic Avocet asse mbler tuned-u p and ready fo r 

bug- rree product-you simply can't do better than AvCase. 

tuned instruments. Fax, wr ite, or call toll-free J-800-448-8500 fo r complete inrormat ion, incl uding a 

Ji-cc AvCase Brochure and Avocet Catalog. 

AVtJCET 

SYSTEMS : INC . 

Avocet Systems, In c., 120 Union St., P.O. Box 490, Rockport, Maine 04856 . Telephone 1-800-448 -8500/in Maine, or outside the U.S. call 207-236-9055 /FAX 207-236-6713 . TLX467210 Avocet Cl. 
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TERMINAL EMULATION FROM TERM ISN'T THE NEXT 
BEST THING TO BEING THERE. IT IS BEING THERE. 

With TERM, you 

can operate remote 

systems exactly as 

if you were there. 

TERM is considered the industry standard for exact terminal emulations, but 
emulation isn't the only issue - regardless how precise it is. The real objective is access, 
and accessibility requires that your machine act like their mathine. 

Exact Emulation. 
With SCO Color Console and TERM, 

anything chat runs on Xenix can now be 
operated remotely from your PC, 

' , 

' 
_~~

G!j 
, 

Macintosh or Unix box. TERM 
literally puts you in front of 
the remote system. Yo u 

.. . .... language that automates everycan now take advantage of 
the full range of keyboard 
funct ions and screen att ri
butes including function key 
programmability and complete 
co lor support. In short, yo ur terminal 
becomes their te rminal. T hi s is access. 

In addition to SCO ANSI, TERM fea
tures very exact VT220, VT102, WyseSO and 
nine othe r terminal emu lations on any phys
ical display device. Other emulation features 
include a fully remappable keyboard,132 
columns, transparent print, graphics line 
draw and mu ltinationa l character support. 

Network & Asynchronous Access. 
Exact emu lations are merely one feature 

in a communications program wh ich is con
sidered the industry standard for asynchro n
ous commu nications. And now Century 
Software introduces TermNET- all of the 
features of TE RM in a network version_ 

TermNET operates identically to TE RM 
and provides direct ne twork connecti vity 
featur ing multisession TCP/IP, OSI and X.25 
support. Both TERM and TermNET pro

, vide inte lligent file transfer for 

:it .- ~ ~ fast data movement and a 
:4~ 1'/1 powerful, customizable scrip t 

1 

' . ;;;.. ' aspect of comm unication 
1/j.~- ' - , sessions: They run identica lly 

~ ~ on machmes made by over I 00 
b'e_ manufacture rs, providing key

stroke-for-keystroke compatib ility 
across multiple operating systems including: 
MSDOS, UNIX, Xen ix, Macintosh, VMS, 
BTOS, MS-Windows and X Windows. 

Access & Connectivity Solutions. 
Century Software is dedica ted to meeting 

the cha llenges of sys tems interoperabi lity. 
With the add ition ofTermACS (Asynchron
ous Communications Server) and TERM for 
X Windows to our famil y of software pro
d ucts, we are creating The Access Standard 
a comple te line of communications tools that 
provide state-of-the-art async hronous and 
ne two rk connectivity. Th is means access to 
in fo rmation from any system, any network. 

CENTURY~ THE ACCESS STANDARD. 

TERM AT A GLANCE 
• Multi-session Network &Async Access. 
•Direct TCP/ IP, OSI &X.25 network support. 
• Exoct VT220, Vil 02, WyseSO and SCO ANSI on 

all systems. 
• Fully remoppoble keyboord. 
• Full numeric keypad support. 
•Full color support. 
• Automoticolly restortoble filetransfers. 

•Stole-of-the-art Lempel-Ziv-Wekh doto 
compression. 

• 38.4K sliding window file transfers. 
• KERMIT protocol for mainframes. 
• XMOOEM and YMOOEM protocols for bulletin 

boards. 
• Wildcord file send/receive copobility. 
•Auto-login, dial/redial modem control. 
• Powerful script language for customized 

opplicotions. 
• Performs unattended polling/file transfers. 
• Remote maintenance copobility. 
• Electronic moil/TELEX/FAX Eosylink/ MCI Gateway. 
• Superior XWindows xterm Replacement. 

0~5~Jiif~E 

The Access Standard 

.5284 South 320 West, 
Suite C \34 
Salt Lake C ity, Utah 84107 
Phone: 80 1-268-3088 
Facsimi le: 801-268-2772 

LIN ITED KINGDOM FRANC E FR ANC E llELGlllM N ETl-ll·:RLAN DS ITALY \VEST GERMAN Y AUSTRA i . ii\ 
Sys tems i\ l:trkcting Tauris Dar:i Top- 1 .o~ T op- Log ' 1'-Poim Software ESA Computers T aurisData Qunix 
11 ht111e: U-l88-(J8 l lltl-l Phone : ( I ) J0-21-S5-05 Phone: ( 1) 42-04-2 1- 18 Phone: 02/872-22--lO Phone: 074-912470 Phone: 05-l l -74 111 3 Phone: (612 1) 509392 Phooc: (07) 83 1-8666 
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E X PERT A D V ICE 

THE UNIX /bin • David Fiedler 

GO AHEAD,• MAKE MY DAY 
Owning and installing 
free Unix software 

I 
n May ' s column, I mentioned a 
number of useful programs that are 
available free of charge. Some of 
these (e.g., pathalias, uuhosts, 

and smail) could be considered adminis
tration-level programs . Others (e.g ., elm 
and xcomm) are utility programs meant to 
be used by ordinary users, although in
stalling them generally takes some effort 
and access to system directories or de
vices. 

What about more general programs 
that can be fairly easily compiled, run, 
and understood by users who aren't sys
tem administrators, gurus, or even pro
grammers? Do such things exist? 

A great deal of free Unix software fits 
the above criteria. The software develop
ment facilities available on most Unix 
systems let you just type make , in many 
cases, and wait until your new program 
is ready . 

If your Unix system doesn't have a C 
compiler, you are just about out of luck 
unless you can find a friend on a compat
ible system who is willing to compile 
programs for you. There are some pro
grams that are written in shell or awk lan
guage; they are accessible to anyone with 
a Unix system. 

Getting and Keeping Software 
Finding software distributed via Usenet 
is simple if you're on the network and 
subscribe to one of the comp. sources 
newsgroups. Otherwise, you can contact 
one of the public access or archive sites in 
the list I mentioned last month. Or you 
can retrieve the files through UUNET at 
(703) 876-5050 through their UUCP, In
ternet, or 900-number links . 

But there are more ways to combine 
source files than simply sharing them. 
Shar earned its popularity because it fa-

ILLUSTRATION: JOHN BREAKEY © 1990 

cilitates mass distribution of ASCII
based program source files through E
mail or news. When you get programs 
from archive sites or on disk, they gener
ally will be packed, compressed, or in 
some way reduced to save as much space 
as possible . Many systems have pack / 
unpack or compress / uncompress , and 
some have arc (see the table) . These are 
all free, so getting the source code to 
these should be a top priority for any new 
Unix user. My personal preference is to 
use compress on single files . Arc is great 
for gathering all the files in a directory 
into a single, efficient larger file . Arc 
will automatically select the most effi
cient compression method. 

You should also establish the name of a 
directory where all the "finished" (com
piled and debugged) software should go. 
A poor choice would be / bin or / usr / 
bin or any directory that comes with 
your delivered system, because the next 
time you receive a system upgrade , all 

your software is likely to be wiped out . 
Regular users have no choice; since you 
can ' t modify system directories , the only 
reasonable place is a / bin director y 
under your home directory . 

If you're running Unix on your own 
PC or have system administration access 
to your Unix machine , you can do any
thing you want. Make up a separate di
rectory on the root file system, such as 
/ usr / lbin or / usr / local / bin. Th is is 
more convenient and faster when search
ing but, again, can cause problems when 
you upgrade or restore your system . I rec
ommend that you set up a systemwide di
rectory for your own binaries (that's 
what bin stands for , by the way) on a sep
arate file system and then include that di
rectory in the system $PATH (see the No
vember 1989 Unix / bin). 

Another caution to system administra
tors: Never unpack or unshar programs 
while you're running as " su" or "root." 

continued 
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THE UNIX /binSee Your Data * 

Maplnfo software can find ,display and analyze your data 
geographically. See your prospects,customers, faci lities 
-anything in your database. Find addresses by street, 
ZIP code, city, etc. (We can even supply the maps.") 

Any point or region on the map can have acomplete
record of data behind it. See your actual dBASE data in a 
window to view,edit, and print. Draw your own 
bou ndaries. Add titles and legends for high quality 
presentations. 

Perform analyses on your data to sum, average, or count 
your database records by location. Color sales territories 
by volume of orders, ZIP codes by numbers of leads, 
countries by your demographic data. 

From street-level to worldwide, Maplnfo 
can merge your databases with maps. Play 
visual "what if" with your data. See 
patterns, trends, and opportunities you 
never knew existed. If you need to map 
your data, Maplnfo can do it. 

' Maplnfo now has "TIGER," the most up-to-date and 
comp rehensive library of street maps avai lable on the PC. 
Prices vary. Maplnfo comes with amap of the world and 
the U.S. wi th all ZIP code locations. Runs on IBM PCs or 
compatibles with 640K RAM, a hard drive, and graphics. 

MapOUDU@S'Corp. 
Changing The Way The World Looks At Information™ 

200 Broadway, Troy NY 12180 
To order, call 1-518-274-8673 
or 1-800-FASTMAP Toll free . 
Maplnlo is a trademark of Map lnlo Co rp. dBASE is a trademark of Ashton-Tate . 
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FILE SUFFIXES 

Free software is usually 
distributed in either compressed, 
archived, or packed form. 

Suffix Method 	 How to 
retrieve 

.z Compressed Uncompress
filename 

.z Packed Unpack
filename 

.arc Archived Arc-x 
filename 

They could have unwelcome surprises 
that might affect everyone on the system. 
This is another reason to unshar files in 
their own directories. 

A Beginner's Guide to Makefiles 
The make program on Unix allows an 
entire executable binary program to be 
compiled, built, and installed by simply 
typing the command make in a directory 
where a Makefile can be found. The 
Makefile contains the instructions nec
essary to efficiently construct the entire 
program. For instance, a line in a Make
file such as 

piece. o: pi ece. c mydefs. h 

means that a compiled object module 
called piece.o is dependent on both the 
source file piece.c and the header file 
mydefs .h. If either of these text files is 
modified, typing make will recompile 
piece.c (automatically using cc with the 
-c flag) to create piece.o. Typing make 
again will do nothing, as the make pro
gram knows that the modification time of 
piece .o is later than that of piece.c and 
mydefs.h, so that recompilation is un
necessary. In fact, even listing piece.c 
in the dependency line above is unneces
sary, since the make program under
stands that a C source file is needed to 
produce an object file : It's the header 
file that's not obvious to the make pro
gram. 

An entire Makefile typically looks 
like this: 

DEFS = -DSYSV 
# 
#use -DBSD or -DXENIX 
#as appropriate 

CFLAGS = -0 $(DEFS) 
LIBS= -lm 
BIN_DIR = /usr/lbin 
OBJS =piece. o section. o 

program: $(0BJS) 

cc $(CFLAGS) $(0BJS)\ 
- o $@ $(LIBS) 

piece.o: mydefs.h 
install: program 

strip program 
cp program $(BIN_DIR ) 

This is not half as complex as it looks at 
first glance. The uppercase definitions 
followed by equal signs are used to easily 
identify parameters that you are likely to 
change. For instance, even if you don't 
know anything about the internals of this 
program, the comment lines (starting 
with a# sign) imply that if you're work
ing on a Xenix system, you can simply 
edit the DEFS entry to read -DXENIX to 
configure the program for your system. 

Similarly, if you have problems get
ting the program running, you could 
change the CFLAGS entry to use the -g 
flag (useful for debugging) rather than 
the - 0 flag (which forces optimization). 
And the BIN_DIR line can be altered to 
fit the directory where you have chosen 
to put your binaries. 

Luckily, most Makefile writers put 
these definitions at the top, where they 
are easy to see right away. Get into the 
habit of scanning the Makefile before 
you begin compiling any program, and 
you will save yourself a lot of work. Of 
course, it never hurts to read the instruc
tions, and that's why I always try to go 
over the README (or equivalent) and 
*.1 or *.man files that are often included 
with a software distribution. There may 
be hidden "gotchas" listed here that 
might save you a lot of effort. Why spend 
4 hours trying to get a graphics system 
compiled cleanly on your PC, just to find 
it runs only on Sun workstations? 

The $@ is simply shorthand for "the 
name of the target file" (in this case, 
program). This is useful in case you al
ready have a program by that name: Just 
change it in one place in the Makefile , 
and you're done. Typing make alone is 
shorthand for typing "make program," 
or whatever is to the left of the colon on 
the first dependency line in the Make
file itself. The command make install 
would first run every command needed 
to compile program, and then strip and 
copy the resultant executable file. Typ
ing make -n shows you what will be ac
complished by a make, without actually 
running the commands. 

Speaking of hidden gotchas, the most 
devastating to new Makefile users is 
this: Program instruction lines (such as 
those beginning with cc , strip, or cp 
above) must begin with a tab character, 

continued 



Everything\Ou Ever Wanted In UNIX. 

And Less. $99.95.* 


We could go on, but stop 
Which means we we must to get in a few more very 
don't pay hundreds of important points. 
dollars per copy in 

OK. We know it's hard to UNIX Communication Pro
believe. So just consider this. gram that connects you to a 
CoherentN is a virtual clone of world-wide network of free soft
UNIX. But it was developed ware, news and millions of users. 
independently by Mark All for the cost of a phone call. 
Williams Company. 

EXPERIENCE, SUPPORT 
licensing fees. AND GUARANTEES. 

What's more, Wondering how something as 
Coherent embodies good as Coherent could come from 
the original tenet of nowhere? Well it didn't. It came from 
UNIX: small is beautiful. This Mark Williams Company, people 
simple fact leads to a whole host of who've developed Ccompilers for 
both cost and performance advan DEC, Intel, Wang and thousands of 
tages for Coherent. So read on, 
because there's a lot more to 
Coherent than its price. 

SMALLER, FASTER. .. BEITER. 
Everybody appreciates a good 

deal. But what is it that makes small 
so great? 

For one thing, Coherent gives 
you UNIX capabilities on a machine 
you can actually afford. Requiring 
only 10 megabytes of disk space, 

LESS 
IS MORE! 

Coherent For Santa Cruz 
the IBM·PC/AT Operations 
and compatible XENIX 286, 

286 or 386 Version 2.3.2 
based machines. 

No. of Manuals 

No. of Disks 

Kernel Size 

Install Time 

Suggested Disk Space 

1 8 

5 21 

64K 198K 

20-30min. 3-4 hours 

lOmeg 30meg 

Recommended Memoiy 640K 1-2meg 

Performance• 38.7 sec 100.3 sec 

Price $99.95 $1495.00 

'Byte Execl benchmark, 1000 iterations on 20 MHZ 386. 

Coherent can reside with DOS. So 
you can keep all your DOS applica
tions and move up to Coherent. You 
can also have it running faster, learn it 
faster and get faster overall perform
ance. All because Coherent is small. 
Sounds beautiful, doesn't it? 

But small wouldn't be so great if 
it didn't do the job it was meant to do. 

EVERYTHING UNIX 
WAS MEANT TO DO. 
Like the original UNIX, 

Coherent is a powerful multi-user, 
multi-tasking development system. 
With a complete UNIX-compatible 
kernel which makes a vast world of 
UNIX software available including 
over a gigabyte of public domain 
software. 

Coherent also comes with Lex 
and Yacc, a complete C compiler and 
a full set of nearly 200 UNIX com
mands including text processing, 
prograni development, adniinistrative 
and maintenance commands. 

And with UUCP, the UNIX to 

professional progranimers. 
We make all this experience avail

able to users through complete techni
cal support via telephone. And from 
the original system developers, too! 

Yes, we know $99.95 may still 
be hard to believe. But we've made it 
fool-proof to find out for yourself. 
With a 60-day money-back no-hassles 
guarantee. 

You have to be more than just a 
little curious about Coherent by now. 
So why not just do it? Pick up that 
phone and order today. 

You'll be on your way to having 
everything you ever wanted in UNIX. 
And for a lot less than you ever 
expected. 

1-800-MARK WMS 
(1-800-627-5967 orl-708-689-2300) 

60-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!flJ Mark Williams 
Company 
601 N. Skokie Highway 
Lake Bluff, IL 60044 

'Special introductory price good through October 31, 1990.. 
Coherent is a trademark of Mark Wdhams Company. UNIX 1s a 
trademark of AT&T. XENIX is a trademark of Microsoft. 
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rather than spaces , to avoid errors like 
"must be a separator on rules line." 

Head(er)aches 
Sometimes you edit the Makefile and 
then are bombarded by dozens of C com
piler errors . At times like this , I go 
straight for the * .h header files, as there 
is inevitably something buried there . 

The most common is the index () / 
strchr() problem. Berkeley-based sys
tems use a function called index ( ) to 
deal with substrings of a string, while 
Unix System V variants call exactly the 
same function strchr() (plus, there are 
reverse functions!). So , if either of these 
shows up as undefined, simply put two 
lines in the source, or (better yet) one of 
the header files that defines each in 
terms of the other , such as the following: 

#define index strchr 
#define rindex strrchr 

or the opposite: 

#define strchr index 
#define strrchr rindex 

Load errors, on the other hand, can be 
equally mystifying. Suppose you com
pile all the source files and then get load
er errors at the end because certain rou
tines are still undefined. You can 
sometimes save the day by changing the 
LIBS parameter to include more libraries 
that can be found on your system, such as 
-lx or -lm. Use the command ls / lib / 
lib*.a /usr / lib / lib* .a to find them 
all-you can add a file such as / usr / 
lib / libplot .a to your Makefile sim
ply by listing it as -lplot. This assumes 
that the program wasn't written for a 
Berkeley or Sun system-expecting cer
tain libraries to be found there-while 
you're running Xenix or Unix System V. 

If you are really brave, you can try 
porting an otherwise incompatible pro
gram to your system-in which case, it 
would be nice if you posted the changes 
to the network so others could benefit 
from your work. If you don't have the 
time, just wait. In a few months or years , 
someone else will probably do it! • 

David Fiedler is executive producer of 
Unix Video Quarterly and coauthor of 
the book Unix System Administration. 
He has helped start several Unix-related 
publications. You can reach him on BIX 
as "fiedler. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to : Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 



Instead of taking your frustrations out on 
your hardware and pulling your hair out, 
you can take a better approach to your 
software. 

Powerful UNIX tools for 

DOS and OS/2. 


MKS Programming Platform is a 
comprehensive portfolio of tools and lan
guages that free you from those agonizi ng 
details of programming and software devel
opment. By letting you focus on your end 
objective, you ' II produce better code, easier 
and with less stress. 

It gives you vi rtually unrestricted 
access to the power and fl ex ibility of 
UNIX, and full DOS or OS/2 capabilities. 

"MKS software is absolutely the best 
in its class. Don' t mix environments 
without it ." 

Grover Righter, Director Hybrid Systems, 
Novell Networe Product Division 

MKS Programming Platfonn 
includes MKS Toolkit with over 150 UNIX 
compatible commands, and a combined 
command interpretor/programming 
language that allows you to create your 
own optimal environment. It also gives you 
MKS LEX & YACC, RCS (Revision 
Control System), and Make. 

The Programming Platform runs on 
standard PC networks like Novell NetWare 

MKS Pro · gPlatform 

Prevents Hair Loss. 


and PC NFS, allowing you to use a PC as a 
UN1X workstation and off-load your mini 
or mainframe. 

"With this package , you can become 
familiar with the UNIX environment on 
your microcomputer, with DOS only a 
keystroke away." 

Byte Magazine, Moy 1989 

What 's more, it tracks the POSIX 
standard, so you can meet specifications re
quired by the US Federal Government 
without investing in new hardware. 

If you ' re a UNIX expert, you ' II 
appreciate havi ng a fully predictable 
environment on your PC. If you ' re new to 
UNIX or POSIX, the MKS Programming 
Platform eases the learning curve by 
allowing you to switch back to DOS or 
OS/2 at any time. 

Organizations, including, AT&T, 
Hewlett Packard, ITT, NCR, and the 
National Instin1te of Standards and 
Technology, already benefit from MKS 
software. They use elements of the Plat
form to create a standard operating envi

ronrnent, or as a UNIX/POSIX training 
tool. Universities use the Platfonn to enrich 
personal research computing environments 
and double the bandwidth of their PC 
teaching labs. 

Whatever your needs, you ' 11 find 
MKS Programming Platform to be the most 
efficient, most productive, and friendliest 
way to cross the bridge between DOS or 
OS/2 and UNIX. 

So be kind to yourself, your hardware 
(and your hair) with a better approach to 
software from MKS! 

For more information , or to order, coll : Australia 03-419-0300 Netherlands 020 14 24 63 
1-800-265-2797 (continental U.S. only) England 0364 53499 or Sweden 0762 704 60 ~ 
1-519-884-2251 (outside continental U.S.) 0763 73455 West Germany 0551-792488 or 
1-519-884-8861 (FAX) Fronce 01 47950107 072 1 886664 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

MKS. MKS Make. MKS Toolkit Korn Shell. MKS LEX & YACC and MKS RCS are trademarks ol Mon1ce Kern Systems !nc. UNI X is a !radomarkol AT&T. 35 King Street North, Waterloo, Ontario N2J 2W9 
Full 30 day money bock guarantee. 
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Nr OW USE 4GL SPEED &CSOURCE CODE 
~' POWER WHEN DESIGNING YOUR DBMS 

Whether you need the development 
speed and convenience of 4GL prog<am

ming or the low-overhead power capabilities of C 
source code, The ToolBox by FairCom can meet the 
requirements of any professional developer! 

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH TOOLS 
Develop applications the way you want with The 
ToolBox's industrial strength tools. 

c·tree® 
DATA FILE MANAGEMENT 

•Portable. 	Used in over 100 system 
environments 

•Optional client/server 
architecture ~..-.,_,,'-'" 

• Variable length 
records 

• Key compression 
•Ascending/ 

Descending key 
segments 

• Dynamic space 

reclamation 


•Fixed & variable length 

key fields 


•Advanced, high-speed B+ trees 

d·treeTM 
INTERFACE DEVELOPMENT 

• Prototype generation is easy with the RUN utility 
• C-tree interface streamlines data base operations 
• Dynamic Development -- Interface/Resources mgmt. 
• Complete screen handler creates entire windows 
•HELP management assists with pop-up menus, etc. 
•Menu management -- Pop-up, Pull down, Lotus, etc. 

r·tree® 
REPORT GENERATION 

• Create or change reports without C programming 
• Multi-file access with virtual fields & records 
• Complete layout control with conditional page 
breaks, conditional output and headers/footers for 
each break 
•Dynamic format specifications w /horizontal repeats 
•Powerful set functions & automatic accumulators 
•Arbitrarily complex selection criteria 

SOURCE CODE POWER 
AND 4GL FLEXIBILITY 
Now you can create applica
tions using the methods you 
like-whether it's 4GL con
venience ( Special Edition) 
or the C source code power 
(Professional Edition) of 
The Toolbox Series from 

NO RISK, 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE 
Order The ToolBox and use it for 30 days. No risk. If 
The ToolBox doesn't meet your development needs, 
just return the entire package for a full refund. 

CALL (800) 234-8180 TO ORDER YOUR COPY OF 
THE TOOLBOX TODAY! 
With over 10,000 current users, FairCom is a major 
supplier of C programmer tools. Call today to order 
your copy of The Toolbox, or for more information. 

FAIRCOM CORPORATION 
4006 West Broadway 
Columbia, Missouri 65203 
(314) 445-6833 • FAX (314) 445-9698 

The ToolBox, The ToolBox, Upgrade to 
Professional Edition ........... $1,095 Special Edition ....................... $695 Professional Edition ............. s400 
DOS, Unix, Xenix, VMS, Microsoft, Borland, Xenix, Includes overnight delivery. 
OS2 Full source, single 
and multi-user support. 

OS2 Object Libraries, single 
user only. Circle 99 on Reader Service Card 
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DOWN TO BUSINESS • Wayne Rash Jr. 

UP CLOSE 
AND PERSONAL 

Personal organizers 
bring the office to you 
and ease your work 
wherever you are 

I 
t's really Fred Langa's fault. After 
I'd reviewed a couple of hand-held 
computers in the form of the Sharp 
Wizard and the Psion Organiser last 

year, and found them less than complete
ly useful, Fred suggested that I didn ' t 
really appreciate them as they were 
meant to be used. In September, as Fred 
and I covered NetWorld, I had the oppor
tunity to see a personal organizer in ac
tion. Fred was right. 

As you may know from experience, a 
major trade show is hectic indeed. It's 
easy to get involved in a meeting and 
completely miss another appointment. In 
this environment, I noticed that as each 
appointment approached, the Sharp Wiz
ard in Fred's pocket would chirp, he 'd 
open it, read notes about the meeting, the 
people involved, and the location of the 
meeting , and we 'd be on our way. This 
would all happen while I was still trying 
to find the right page in my Day-Timer. 

I watched the performance repeated at 
Comdex in November and decided that 
the time had come to take another look at 
personal organizers, not as a review this 
time, but as a way to extend the reach of 
your computer as well as a way to orga
nize your day. 

Pocket Packets of Power 
As interesting as pocket-size electronic 
gadgets are, not all of them are particu
larly relevant to computer users. One of 
the best potential uses for these devices is 
to have them somehow bring at least part 
of the power of the office computer to the 
field. To do so, they need a way to com
municate with a personal computer . 

If a pocket organizer can transfer 

ILLUSTRATION : JOHN LABBE © 1990 

meaningful programs or data , or if it can 
transfer data collected in the field to the 
PC back in the office , it can be useful in
deed . Of course, it must have other as
pects that make it useful as well , such as 
good displays , well-chosen software, and 
a transfer interface that works . 

I looked at four such devices, three of 
which are marketed as personal organiz
ers, the fourth as a calculator. Actually, 
they are all calculators, just as they are 
all organizers , data storage devices , and 
much more. However, each is aimed at a 
specific segment of the market. 

The four machines I looked at are the 
Sharp Wizard OZ-7000, along with a 
couple of new IC cards; the Casio BOSS 
SF-8000, along with two programs for it; 
the Selectronics DataStor 8000, which 
comes with SideKick; and the Hewlett
Packard HP 48SX Scientific Calculator, 
which comes with several proprietary 
programs. With prices starting at $350 
and under, each seems to be aimed at 

users on the move. Each has an electronic 
appointment calendar like the one Fred 
used to convince me to do this piece. 

But How Useful Are They? 
Of course, for one of these devices to be 
really useful, it needs to do more than 
just beep at a certain time and move data 
around. To be truly valuable as a piece of 
support equipment, it must be a tool. It is 
hard to be specific about criteria , 
though, because each user's needs can 
vary quite a bit, and because these ma
chines are quite different despite their 
similarities. The best measure of useful
ness is that these machines must be able 
to help their users perform tasks in and 
out of the office. 

As it turns out, all these devices are 
useful, and all but one is extremely use
ful. That doesn't mean, however, that 
they are universally easy to learn or sim
ple to use. They are a compromise, after 

continued 
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ITEMS DISCUSSED 


BOSS SF-8000 . ....... ... ............ $260 

Casio, Inc. 

570 Mt. Pleasant Ave. 

P.O. Box 7000 
Dover, NJ 07801 
(201) 361-5400 
Inquiry 1101. 

DataStor 8000 . .. ..................... $40 
Microlytics , Inc. 
2 Tobey Village Office Park 
Pittsford, NY 14534 
(716) 248-9150 
Inquiry 1103. 

all-like every other product in this busi
ness . They must trade size for memory 
capacity and ergonomics. This means 
that storage space is limited, displays are 
small, and the keys are hard to type on. 
On the other hand , if they didn ' t make 
these trade-offs , they wouldn't be so por
table. 

One real measure of usefulness is the 
variety of the software that' s available 
with or for these machines . A great deal 
of available standard software adds ver
satility to the machines and makes them 
productive instantly. You are much less 
likely to use a machine for which you 
must write software, simply because you 
are much less likely to write the soft
ware. 

Software for Field Use 
Along with the ability to set alarms and 
appointment information, each of these 
devices contains software aimed at mak
ing its user 's life easier. They all succeed 
at this to some extent, although the 
DataStor's success is more limited. It has 
a sort of free-form database that allows 
full text searching. You can put anything 
into the machine and search for it later . It 
does not, however, include a collection 
of preprogrammed software that handles 
other functions. 

It's important to note, though, that the 
DataStor costs less than $100, including 
a free copy of Borland's SideKick. You 
can transfer data into the machine from 
SideKick files or from dBASE files. 
Once the information is in the machine, 
you can search for it using the built-in 
software. Unfortunately, the screen is 
tiny , so you can' t see a whole calendar at 
once, nor can you see a lengthy record in 
the database without scrolling. 

Ifall you need is a place to stash infor
mation until you get back to the office, 
the DataStor is fine , and it's certainly in
expensive enough. In addition , it will 
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HP 48SX Scientific Calculator .. $350 
Hewlett-Packard, Inquiries 
1000 Northeast Circle Blvd. 
Corvallis, OR 97330 
(503) 757-2000 
Inquiry 1102. 

Wizard OZ-7000 ............... .... $300 
Sharp Electronics Corp. 
Sharp Plaza 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 
(201) 529-8200 
Inquiry 1104. 

work as a basic calculator, although it is 
not programmable at all. You do need to 
be careful of its battery life, though. I in
advertently left the alarm set so that it 
went off once each day , and then I went 
out of town. It beeped plaintively in my 
office once a day until the battery died. 

The Casio BOSS and the Sharp Wiz
ard are both aimed at the same general 
market, and they succeed from com
pletely different directions. The Wizard 
is shaped like a pocket calendar and 
opens like a book. It has a keyboard on 
the right and an eight-line screen on the 
left. There 's a slot for IC cards below the 
screen. The slot has a pressure-sensitive 
membrane covering it, so you can press 
your finger over icons on the IC card to 
choose actions. 

The IC cards that fit into this slot con
tain various applications, including a trip 
planner and money planner that I tried 
out, as well as a dictionary , language 
translator, and others . The Wizard also 
has numerous built-in functions , includ
ing the appointment calendar, a calcula
tor, a telephone directory, an electronic 
memo pad, and various clocks. 

The BOSS has a similar selection of 
built-in functions . The screen is about 
twice as large, however, and will allow 
two monthly calendars to be displayed 
side by side. Meetings and appointments 
are shown as hourly bar charts-a nice 
idea. The biggest difference is that the 
BOSS has a tiny QWERTY keyboard, 
and you must download all your applica
tion software from a PC. The disk-based 
BOSS applications , though, which are 
similar to those available for the Wizard, 
are much less expensive than the Wiz
ard's IC cards. 

Pocket Cruncher 
The real star of this class of device is the 
HP 48SX. Although billed as a calcula
tor , there's really a lot more to it. Calling 

it just another calculator is like calling a 
Mercedes-Benz 560 just another car . 
Doing things like running an appoint
ment calendar with it is like driving the 
Mercedes half a block to the store at 15 
miles per hour. This is a machine that 
has its own programming language and 
will accept code that you create on your 
PC or Macintosh and use the resultant 
software to run models , collect data, dis
play graphics, or solve large equations . 
Once you've accomplished all this , it 
will load the information back into your 
computer for further processing. 

The HP 48SX looks like a calculator 
with a very large screen. Each key has as 
many as four functions, making it com
plex to use . But once you've learned 
how , it ' s very powerful. The version I 
looked at had an extra 128K bytes of 
memory as well as the equation-solver 
package. The HP 48SX does everything 
from graphics to calculus. I never did use 
all its functions , but I never got tired of 
trying . 

Justifying a Purchase 
There ' s no doubt that these little devices 
are fascinating . I never failed to draw a 
crowd when I used one in public . More 
important, they can significantly ease 
your work. The HP 48SX is clearly 
aimed at engineers and scientists who , 
besides using it for their work, also need 
to attend meetings. The Casio BOSS and 
the Sharp Wizard seem more useful to 
the traveling executive. The little Data
Stor is useful for less demanding tasks, 
but it can't keep up with the bigger ma
chines. 

There 's no question that these ma
chines do provide a limited, but very 
real , link with the computer while you're 
away from the office. All of them let you 
move information between your office 
computer and the one that resides in your 
pocket, and they ' ll support your day-to
day activities in the process. Fred was 
right. They may not replace a Day-Tim
er, but that's not their purpose. Instead, 
they bring a piece of the office to you. • 

Wayne Rash Jr. is a contributing editor 
for BYTE and technical director of the 
Network Integration Group of American 
Management Systems, Inc. (Arlington, 
11,4) . He consults with the federal govern
ment on microcomputers and communi
cations. You can contact him on BIX as 
"waynerash , " or in the to. wayne con
feren ce. 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor , BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 



Memory beyond 640K DOS. 
386IDOS-Extender'" takes you there. 

It breaks the 6401\ banier so you 
can build high-pe1ionnance, multi
megabyte progran1s in Extended-DOS. 

How? By turning DOS into a true 
32-bit operating system. 386 IDOS
Extender enables you to create pro
tected mode applications that use all 
the memory in a 386 PC- up to 4giga
bytes. You work within aflat, 32-bit 
address space. No more suffering with 
overlays, bank-switched EMS, or 
segmentation. 

With full 32-bit memory and power, 
you can finally build workstation-class 
applications for the PC. Your Extended
DOS programs will run considerably 
faster, have room for more features, 
and be more responsive than those in 
16-bit DOS. 

And if that's not enough, add Phar 
Lap's 386 IVMM '" virtualmemory 
manager. With true demand-paging, 
386IVMM enables your application to 
grow bigger than available RAM. Both 
code and data are automaticallyswapped 
to disk as needed. 

All this, without any new operating 
environment for your end-users to buy 
or learn. Your program looks exactly like 
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Welcome 

to the 


promised 


Every 80386 PC that can run MS-DOS 
or PC-DOS can nm 3861DOS-Extender. 
It is totally compatible with all DOS
based software, includingTSRs and net
work managers. 

386 IDOS-Extender is backed by a full 
complement of 32-bit languages. Choose 
your favorite from among C, Fortran, 
Pascal, Ada, Assembler, and others. And 
with Phar Lap, you'll be using the finest, 
most widely-used 386 software devel
opment tools in the world. 

For a glimpse of the promised RAM, 
take a look at AutoCAD 386, IBM 
Interleaf Publisher, and Mathematica~ 
They are just a few of the hundreds of 
Extended-DOS applications already 
being shipped with 386 IDOS-Extender. 
Utilizing this exciting new technology, 
industry leaders are keeping their 
competitive-edge by delivering the 
speed and power 386 users have been 
waiting for. 

So if you're trying to create the best 
software possible, call Phar Lap today. 
And we'll take you to the promised RAM. 
Phar Lap 386 IDOS-Extender. 
I# open a world of memory. 

Phar Lap Software, Inc. - 
60 Aberdeen Avenue 

any other DOS application. Because Cambridge, MA 02138 
3861 DOS-Extender is embedded into . 617/661-1510 . .. • . . © 

your program, end-users never see it. FAX 617/876-2972• 
Trademark holders: 386 1DOS-fa1ender'" and 386 1VMM '" - Phar Lap Software,Inc.; Interleaf Publisher'" - lnterleaf,Inc. Registered trademark holders: Phar Lap~' - Phar Lap Software, Inc. :Ada® 
U.S. Dept. ofDefense; MS-DOS® - !Vticrosoft Corp.; AutoCAD® - Autodesk, Inc.; IBM® - IBM Corporation; Mathematica® - Wolfram Research. Inc. © 1989 Phar Lap Software, Inc. 
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MACINATIONS • Don Crabb 

CAD: THE MAC 

CANDO THAT? 


Yes, it can-and 
other things as well 

S
everal months back, I did a con
sulting gig for a large electronics 
company in the San Francisco 
Bay area. The company wanted 

recommendations for buying a new batch 
of computers. It sounds like a simple job, 
but it isn't. First, I will give you a little 
background: The company employs hun
dreds ofengineers to design and fabricate 
specialized electronic components for 
the U.S. military, research firms , and 
universities. This means that the com
ponents are sold to a single customer in 
very small quantities. The end result is 
that the company does an awful lot of 
new design work, because the custom 
components are so different each time 
around. 

Some time ago, the company settled on 
AutoCAD, with its many design librar
ies , as its basic design program. The first 
choice was (naturally) fast 386-based 
PCs, so it bought 25- and 33-MHz 
Everex 386 machines with VGA graph
ics . The company's only real concern 
was how fast its boxes could run Auto
CAD, since screen editing and redrawing 
can take a long time with complicated 
drawings. Interface issues got short 
shrift, as did data interchange with other 
computers. Overlooked was the idea that 
the company might want to use the com
puters for anything other than AutoCAD 
work. The company was focusing so 
much on solving its immediate problems 
that it had forgotten to look ahead. 

Well, I don't mind solving immediate 
problems; after all, that's one thing a 
consultant is supposed to do . I suggested 
that perhaps these 386 boxes weren't the 
best solutions for its long-term engineer
ing needs . I mentioned the NeXT cube, 
the Sun SPARCStation, and the Macin
tosh as alternatives . 
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For many complex reasons, the com
pany was not ready for Unix , so the 
NeXT and Sun systems were out. The 
reaction I got to my suggestion of the 
Macintosh was unexpected: It was amaz
ingly hostile. 

Most of the managers I talked with 
were significantly misinformed about 
the capabilities of the Mac and how it 
could fit their needs . They didn't know 
that the Mac had models with processing 
power comparable to that of their 386 
machines . They also didn't know that the 
Mac supported gray-scale and color 
large-format (19- and 21-inch) monitors, 
or that you could run CAD applications 
(like AutoCAD) . But overall, they were 
mostly amazed that a Mac could run 
CAD as fast as (or faster than) the 386 
systems. 

So I pulled together a demonstration 
using a Mac Ilci and a Mac Ilfx set up 
side-by-side with an Everex 386/33 . 
Each Mac had 8 megabytes of RAM , and 

the Ilci had a DayStar FastCache proces
sor cache card (the Ilfx has its own built
in cache). For displays, I used a 19-inch 
SuperMac color monitor with an acceler
ated 24-bit color card on the Ilci, and an 
Apple 13-inch RGB monitor and the new 
Apple 24-bit AMD29000 accelerated 
QuickDraw card on the Ilfx . Both Macs 
ran System 6.0.5 and AutoCAD . The 
Everex had 6 MB of RAM with EMS, 
VGA, and a custom graphics accelerator 
card running DOS 3.3 . 

I invited the biggest Mac skeptic in the 
group to sit down in front of the machines 
and try AutoCAD. Without telling him 
how to use AutoCAD on the Mac, save 
for a 5-minute demonstration of the Find
er and using the mouse, he was off. His 
skepticism remained for about the first 5 
minutes beyond that, but then you could 
almost see his scowl lift. The Macs were 
at least as fast as the Everex (and much 
faster on some AutoCAD operations) . 

continued 
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All the computers used the same 
working AutoCAD drawings taken from 
the Everex machine. This was so that the 
managers would have familiar drawings 
to manipulate and to see just how easy it 
was to network the Macs with their Ever
exes. In addition, I had installed a bunch 
of Mac productivity applications. (The 
managers weren't very satisfied with 
their 386s' productivity programs.) I in
cluded MacWrite II and Nisus 2.02 for 
word processing, Think Pascal 3.0 for 
personal programming, WingZ and Ex
cel for spreadsheets, FileMaker II for 
personal databases, and a number of at
tractive utilities, desk accessories, com
munications applications, and drawing 
aids. 

When the demonstration was official
ly over, I couldn't get these managers to 
end the meeting. So we kept working on 
the Mac IIci and Ilfx for several hours 
more, finding out just how much easier it 
was to work on the Mac-particularly, 
getting lots of allied work done (like all 
the paperwork that has to accompany 
each AutoCAD drawing), while not sac
rificing a fast and familiar CAD appli
cation . 

I find 
myself gravitating to the 
Mac /Ifx, even though 

the Everex is an 
awfully fast machine. 

A Truth Revealed 
The one-day hands-on with the Mac llci 
and Mac IIfx convinced the company 
that it had been shortsighted in dismiss
ing the Mac out-of-hand. This is because 
the Mac mythology it had heard was 
wrong. The company won't be dumping 
its 386s-nor should it-but it will be 
bringing in Mac IIcis and IIfxs from now 
on instead of just more 386s. The com
pany also tried to make its existing 386s a 
bit more palatable for non-AutoCAD 
work by adding Windows and DESQview 
to them. 

This whole CAD episode reminded me 
of how easy it is to believe in the wrong 
things about the Mac and its supposed 
shortcomings for technical applications . 
While there are certainly some special
ized scientific applications that only run 
on fast DOS machines (especially some 
instrument telemetry-gathering pro
grams), the Mac has largely caught up 
with fast DOS machines as a strong plat
form for CAD , simulation systems, busi
ness and scientific statistics, and engi
neering programming support. 

Since this consulting experience, I 
have been working with a Mac Ilfx and 
an Everex 386/33 side-by-side to see if 
my gut feeling-that the Mac has really 
become a serious technical workstation 
competing with the best of them-is 
borne out for other applications. So far , I 
find myself gravitating to the Mac IIfx, 
even though the Everex is an awfully fast 
machine. I need to keep at this for a 
while, but the best advice I can give you 
now is that the high-end Macs really do 
not have any serious technological bottle
necks keeping them from stellar techni
cal work. 

comi11ued 
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Each book includes 
two companion disks 
with more than BOOK 

of source code. 

Compuling 
With these two top-notch books from Abacus 

i--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 DYes , please send me ( ) D Yes, please send me ( ) 

PC System Programming Turbo Pascal Internals 

I @ $59.95 ea+ S&HI I@ $49.95 ea+ S&H I 
In US and Canada add $4.00 postage per order. Ml residentsadd 4%sales tax. Foreign orders add $12.00 Qer book. 

Weaccept Visa, Master Card or American Express. Amount Enclosed----- Please bill my D MC D Visa n AmEx 

Call or write for your freecatalogof more PC books. 


Card Number ________________ Exp. _____
In US &Canada call TOLL FREE: 

Signature __________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ 


1·800-451-4319 Ext.27 Name _____________ _ _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ 


Abacus rfHHIIIIIll
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PC System Programming for Developers is a literal encyclopedia of 
PC know-how. This book features parallel working examples written 
in BASIC, Pascal ,C and assembly language. Explains memory layout , 
DOS operations, writing device drivers, hard disks, PC ports, mouse 
drivers, fundamentals of BIOS, graphics and sound , TSR programs 
and more. 

Some of the topics covered include : 

• 	PC memory organization using extended , expanded memory 
• 	Hardware and software interrupts 
• 	COM and EXE programs 
• 	Handling program interrupts in BASIC, Turbo Pascal , C and 

assembly language 
• 	 DOS structures and functions 
• 	 Programming graphics cards 
• 	Writing device drivers 

If you use the PC and want to know how, you 'll find all you need in this 
book. Learn professional techniques from PC System Programming. 

ISBN 1-55755-036-0. 920 page book and 2 companion disks with 
more than 1 MB of source code in compressed format. $59.95 

What the readers are saying about PC System Programming 
'This book is such a good reference and so complete and in-depth 
I keep it next to my system reference manuals and compiler manuals." J. K - customer 

"The day I saw this book, I bought it." F.R. - customer 

"Excellent work" G. 0. - customer 

"Best written book I've seen." A. V.R, Tulsa, OK - customer 

Turbo Pascal Internals gives you "know how" to program 
faster, easier, tighte r and better. Use Turbo for system 
prog ramming tasks-writing TSRs, performing multi
tasking , usi ng SAA windowing, implementing expanded 
and extended memory. Learn how Turbo generates 
machine code, scans the keyboard , handles the mouse, 
uses UNITS and OOPS, perform s fast screen display, 
more. A massive sou rce of Tu rbo Pascal know-how. 

ISBN 1-55755-080-8 . 750 page book and 2 companion 
disks with more than SOOK of sou rce code. $49.95 

Available at B Dalton Booksellers, 

Waldens, and Software Etc. nationwide. 


In the UK contact 

Computer Bookshops 021 -706-1 188. 


In Canada contact 

Addison Wesley 416-447-5101. 


Dept. B7, 537052nd Street SE, Grand Rapids, Ml 49512 
Phone: (616) 698-0330 • Fax: (616) 698-0325 City _ _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip _ _ _____ 
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MACINATIONS 

Tip of the Month
Take It to the Limit 
One of the reasons that I have so many 
problems with hard disk drives is that I 
stress them to the limit. I'm writing this 
column, for instance, on a Mac Ilci , sav
ing it to a Jasmine DirectDrive 180. The 
drive has about 150 MB on it in about 
9000 files. The trouble is, the Mac 's Hi
erarchical File System was created long 
before 180-MB SCSI hard disk drives be
came available. As such, HFS really 

. doesn't like all these files on my Direct
Drive 180. It would just as soon forget 
about them and convince me to drop the 
number of files down to something under 
5000 . 

I placate HFS a bit and help the Finder 
out as much as I can by rebuilding my 
desktop at least once a month. This 
cleans out dead file markers and left
over icons from deleted files. I nest fold
ers like mad (so the Finder doesn't have 
to wade through so many folders lying 

See us at 
· Booth #312 

• 

you're not 
Even when you're at home...before 

dinner.. . when you get back from the 

health club .. . after 

you read the kids 

a story. Even when 

you're on the road .. . in 

your hotel room...at a 

branch office... calling on a client. 

Co/Session can help you accomplish all you have 

to do while allowing you to enjoy the things you want to do. 

To find out more about how, call us toll-free, at 800- 322-9440 . 

Co/Session lets you use 
your office PC as though 

you were there... 
Co/Session remote access communications software 

enables you to do everything you previously had to 

do at the PC in your office- but from the location 

of your choice and at yam own convenience. 

Via modem, you can access (even transfer) files, 

mn programs, print reports, use on-line 

network resomces, and more, just as / 

~;:::;::~;:~~atthe / / even 

~ \ 
r 
' l .. .. - "' 

when 

• a product or 'lfilon Technologies Inc. CO. SS.on 200 Middlesex Turnpike, lselin, 1 ew Jersey 08830 
(20 l) 855-9440 • Fax (20I) 855-9608 
In Canada: GENTEK Marketing Inc. (41 6) 738-9300 
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about loose on the desktop) and partition 
the disk into manageable sizes . 

In addition, I use SUM II to keep 
copies of my volume directories and back 
up these shadow directories to other 
disks . I also use it to perform regular in
cremental tape dumps. As nice as all that 
is, it still is not enough to insure the con
tents of my hard disk or speed up mad
deningly slow Finder operations like file 
copying. 

Until we can all benefit from the blan
dishments of System 7 .0, which will im
prove the situation, I have found a tempo
rary solution. Or rather, during my 
BYTE review of the Jasmine DirectServe 
file server (" AppleShare Without a 
Mac ," March) , I found an INIT I had 
never tried before: the Apple Desktop 
Manager INIT (DTM). This specialized 
INIT is sitting, big as life , in the System 
Folder on the AppleShare server installer 
disk. 

This INIT replaces the Finder's stan
dard methods of managing the desktop 
with a minidatabase that' s optimized to 
work with large numbers of files and big 
disk volumes (which is why AppleShare 
uses it). Although DTM doesn't come on 
Apple 's System upgrade disks yet (it 
doesn't have the Cupertino Seal of Ap
proval for single-user applications), you 
can easily copy it from the AppleShare 
disk to any Mac 's System Folder. System 
6.0.4 and 6 .0 .5, in fact, were built to 
work with DTM from the start, and Sys
tem 7 .0 uses it with extensions like File
Share as the file-managing heart of Sys
tem 7.0's improved Finder. 

If you have big disks with Jots of files 
(or maybe even if you don't), I advise you 
to get hold of a copy of the DTM INIT 
and install it. In case it doesn't work 
(which occasionally happens) , back up 
your hard disk first. Then get into the 
habit of biweekly or monthly desktop re
building. Together, these will make the 
Finder work faster and reduce your ennui 
while waiting for your Mac to catch up 
with you. And they ' ll also help you to 
avoid some disk failures. Of course, if 
you're careful like me , you'll also al
ready have lo.ts of tape backups, just in 
case. • 

Don Crabb is the director oflaboratories 
and a senior lecturer for the computer 
science department at the University of 
Chicago. He is also a contributing editor 
for BYTE. He can be reached on B!X as 
"decrabb." 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 



JMP'"toa 
Higher Level 
of Discovery //!;,~~ 

With JMP Software for 
Statistical Visualization 

Make a quantum leap in data analysis with JMP software 
for your Apple Macintosh®. JMP combines traditional 
statistics with today's most innovative graphics. 

Discover more. 

£Fit regression and Analysis of Variance models, but 
see them in a new way with leverage plots, showing 
how each point contributes to each hypothesis test. 
£ Fit means, but see the significance of their differ
ences visually with comparison circles. £ Analyze 
high-dimensional data and extract principal compo
nents, but see both the points and variables in the 
same graph with a biplot, one that spins in 3D. •Ex
amine a correlation matrix, but see more with a 
matrix of scatterplots with density ellipses. See high
dimensional outlyingness of points with Mahalanobis 
distance plots. £ See your data always displayed -..._ 
in a familiar spreadsheet grid. a 
Interact more. 

£ Point and Click to view, edit, or manipulate 
your data ... to get an analysis ... to identify r 

points ...to customize...to get context-sensitive 
help... to choose colors and marker symbols for 
your points in every graph. £ Point and Click on a 
calculator panel to make formulas for variables. • Point 
and Click on your data in one graph, and the corre
sponding points will be highlighted in all the other 
graphs instantly. £ Click and Drag to change the in
tervals for histograms instantly...to spin your 3D graph 
smoothly in real time... to resize any graph. Cut and 
Paste your data within JMP or to other applications. 
£ Cut and Paste reports to other applications or jour
nal them to a file . 

Understand more. 

£ JMP is simple to use, so you can spend your time 
studying your data, not your software. £ JMP pres
ents statistical results visually, so you are always 

looking at graphs as well as numbers, finding 
patterns, and noticing points that don't fit pat

terns. £ JMP organizes its statistical methods 
in a unified way. You approach your data more 

directly with fewer frustrations regarding the 
statistical recipes. You always have a method that 
takes into account the variable's measurement 

level: nominal, ordinal, or interval. 
MacWEEK says "JMP is powerful and easy to 

use. The programmers' delight in writing JMP is 
evident throughout and makes the program 

intuitive and a pleasure to use." 

A Free Video Preview 

For a free video preview of JMP, call our JMP Sales 
Department at (919) 677-8000. In Canada, call 
(416) 443-9811. Or, write us at the address below . 

;.. 

JMP'" From SAS Institute Inc., 
the number one name In data analysis software. 

SAS Institute Inc. o JMP Sales Dept. 
Box 8000 o SAS Circle o Cary, NC 27512-8000 
Phone (919) 677-8000 o Fax (919) 677-8123 
To use JMP, you need an Apple Macintosh with 1+ meg, 2 meg 
recommended. 


JMP is a trademark of SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA. 

Apple and Macintosh are r egistered trademarks of Apple. Computer, Inc. 


Copyright © 1990 by SAS Institute Inc. Printed in th e USA. 
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EXPERT ADVICE 

OS/2 NOTEBOOK • Mark J. Minasi 

• 

Farewell, 64K-byte 
segments; hello, 
wide-open memory 
spaces 

W
ell, at least I hope so. Last 
month, I told you about one 
of the two big features of 
OS/2 2.0: multiple virtual 

DOS machines . The other big feature is 
access to the 386's memory management 
capabilities. 

The Intel microprocessor line , from 
the 8086 through the 286, relies on a seg
mented architecture. That means that the 
chip can 'tjust say, " Let me look at loca
tion 351 , 799 in the memory." Instead, it 
must divide the memory into segments, 
each no larger than 64K bytes. The mini
mum number of segments required to de
scribe DOS's 640K-byte space is 10. The 
idea with segments is that they make it 
easier to keep the system neat and tidy. 
Each program or subroutine can go into a 
code segment, and the data or a given 
data structure can go into a data seg
ment. Any given location within a seg
ment is described by its offset. 

There 's nothing intrinsically wrong 
with a segmented architecture . It eases 
some system housekeeping tasks , like 
code relocation. Convincing a piece of 
6502 machine code on an Apple to move 
from the address it was originally loaded 
into took patience and knowledge of 
6502 assembly language; moving some 
8088 code from one place to another 
takes only a " memory move " command 
and a reload of the pointers to the code 
and data . The problem is the 64K-byte 
limit. 

Truthfully, most code segments are 
not affected by the 64K-byte barrier, al
though it does pose a minor hindrance. 
The way around this limit for code seg-

ILLUSTRATION: CHRIS SCHMIDT © 1990 

FREE AT LAST! 


• 

ments is to simply put different subrou
tines in different segments . Subroutines 
can then call one another by jumping 
from one code segment to an entirely dif
ferent one. This is called a far call. On 
the other hand, putting multiple subrou
tines into the same code segment means 
that the programmer needn 't jump from 
code segment to code segment, and this 
is called a near call . Far calls take a bit 
longer to process. 

The larger annoyance comes from data 
areas. It's much easier to write code that 
keeps each data structure entirely in a 
single data segment. Data structures that 
require more than one 64K-byte segment 
require constant loading and reloading of 
the pointers to the data segments. As is 
the case with avoiding far calls , avoiding 
dealing with segments improves perfor
mance. 

It's easy to see this. Just write a simple 
program that creates and fills an array 
smaller than 64K bytes. Compile it as a 

small memory model (all near refer
ences) and run it. Then recompile it as a 
large memory model (force all references 
to be far) and rerun it. You're not getting 
anything more accomplished, but the 
program will probably take about 20 per
cent longer to execute. 

That's a lot of time to waste in system 
overhead . Imagine what a pain it must be 
to write a spreadsheet program for ear
lier versions of OS/2 if you want to let a 
spreadsheet grow to 16 megabytes: You 
would potentially have to manage 256 
64K-byte segments! It 's not only an an
noyance to programmers, it's also de
privi ng you and me-tons of good Unix 
and mainframe programs have never 
been ported to the IBM PC just because 
dealing with this 64K-byte segment non
sense seemed like too much trouble . 

Enter the 386. It can address 4096 MB 
of memory , again using a segment: offset 
addressing scheme. But the segments 

continued 
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themselves can be as large as 4096 MB. 
Thus, a programmer can choose to make 
all the memory one big segment: OS/2 
2.0 does that, and that's the "0:32 mem
ory model" that you see references to in 
the press . Version 2 .0 essentially dis
cards the notion of segments. 

Making all the memory a single seg
ment means that all code and data refer
ences are near references. The payoff is 
immediate: I created a 1-MB data struc
ture using 64K-byte segments and then 

''Compiler Ads 
Afe Confusing:' 

hey all claim that their products are the fastest and most powerful. 
Buzz words like optimized, integrated, and modular are everywhere-never 
meaning quite the same thing. 

We 'd like to be more direct. We'll tell you what you can do with 
our compiler-then you make the comparisons. 

~~111! 

Stony Brook Professional Modula-2 (both the Quick and 
optimizing compilers for DOS and OS/2) for $295. Stony Brook QuickMod 
(for DOS or OS/2) for $95. 

• The fine print version of this information 
with all the details, including our benchmark 
performances, will be mailed to you within 
24 hours if you call our 800 number. 

Your Partner 
in Software Development 

© 1989 Gogesch M icro Sys tems, Inc. 

800/624-7487 805/496-5837 ~~~?~;:;~national 

805/496-7429 Fax 	 187 East Wilbur Road, Suite 9 
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 

rewrote the program for OS/2 2.0 with
out segments. Despite the fact that both 
programs ran on the same machine, both 
under version 2.0, the no-segment ver
sion was almost 20 percent faster. 

"Wait a minute," you ask . "How can 
OS/2 make the memory one big pool, yet 
keep buggy applications from crashing · 
the system and each other?" A good 
question-wasn't a protected-mode oper
ating system one of OS/2's goals? Sure, 
and that hasn't changed . 

Remember my discussion last month 
of paged memory? Each program gets a 
memory page table. The program then 
refers to this table of 4K-byte pages, not 
actual memory: It sees only the memory 
that it's supposed to see. The size of the 
table can be restricted by the operating 
system, and that's how the protection is 
accomplished. Although your 386 may 
have 8 MB of RAM, your application 
may know ofonly 2 MB . 

Further, the virtual memory system 
still remains in place, although now it 
swaps to disk on the basis of pages rather 
than segments. That's more efficient (al
though I haven't tested it yet), because 
operating-system designers can plan on 
needing exactly 4K bytes of disk space 
for each memory page. Segments, on the 
other hand, could be smaller than lK 
byte or as large as 64K bytes. 

As the days go on and I find out where 
the minefields are, I use the machine 
running version 2.0 more and more. It's 
a real improvement. 

Applications Keep Pouring In ... 
About a year and a half ago, I wrote part 
of a book on OS/2 (Using OS/2 from 
Que) and needed very much to capture 
Presentation Manager screens. Micro
soft included a screen grabber with its 
Software Development Kit, but it saved 
only to Windows Paint format. Better 
than nothing, but I still had to get profi
cient at taking photographs of computer 
screens. Many were the times I longed 
for a PM screen capture program. 

Nowadays there are two: Charles Pet
zold has written one called PMCAP and 
put it in the public domain (you can find 
it in the ibm.os2 conference on BIX), and 
recently I've been using Hotshot Graph
ics from Symsoft. The latest version, 
l . 7, still runs only under DOS, but it in
cludes a screen grabber that works under 
PM and produces great output on a laser 
printer. It also saves to .PCX format, so 
you can easily include screen shots in 
most desktop publishing systems. If 
you're documenting a PM application, I 
recommend Hotshot Graphics. 

Last month, I mentioned an inexpen
sive text editor called Qedit, but I be
moaned the lack of block fills and com
mand repeat prefixes. Both problems are 
now fixed in version 2.8. A mere $79 
gets you this nifty OS/2 text editor from 
SemWare (4343 Shallowford Rd., Suite 
C-3, Marietta, GA 30062, (404) 641
9002). I've now converted to Qedit for 
all my daily work, under DOS and OS/2 . 

And if you're bored by the dull gray 
background of the PM desktop, get on 

continued 
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rne New ~BrGU BS bra~nics ~tation Lar~ 

Introducing the Hercules Graphics Station Card. With more features than any card 
in its class. And more power. The company that took the monotony out of monochrome 
now puts more zip into analog monitors. 

fast bra~nics 
Time is more precious then ever. But Windows 286 applica
tions like PageMaker, Excel and Corel Draw can make you 
wait while they work. Not with the Hercules Graphics 
Station Card-it'll run Windows 286 programs up to five 
times faster than a regular VGA card and at higher 
resolutions too! And soon it will bring even more 
performance to Windows 3.0 applications. 

The secret is the on-board Texas Instruments 34010 
graphics processor. It frees the CPU from the drudgery 
of graphics functions and screen memory control so you 
won't have to wait for your screen to catch up with you. 

A whole megabyte of video memory lets the Hercules 
Graphics Station Card offer a full range of modes-from 

VGA up to 1024 x 768 resolution with 256 colors, and plenty 
in between. So it will run all your software-from general business 

to complex design programs. And as your software needs become even 
more sophisticated, you won't need to shop for a new video card. 

life-liKe lma~es 
Computer images can look realistic when software can access more 
colors. The 16- and 24- bit color 
modes on the Hercules Graphics 
Station Card allow any standard 
analog monitor to display up 
to 16.7 million colors for high 
quality photo-realistic images. 

And best of all, you can have all 
these features for less than you'd 

think. Call us at 800 532-0600, ext 245 (U.S.) or 800 323-0601, ext 246 
(Canada) for the quickest way to your Hercules dealer. 
© Co py11gh1. 1990 Hercules Compu1er Technology, Inc.. 921 Parker Sueei. Berkeley. CA 94 710. Hercules and Hercules Graphics S1a 1ion Card are irademarks 
ol Hercules Computer Techno logy, Inc. All 01her produci names are irademarks ol 1heu respec1ive owners. Circle 323 on Reader Service Card 



Haven't 

you 


heard? 


You should know about EasyFlow! 
Chances are you've heard one of our 80,000 

ecstatic customers talking about EasyFlow. 


They're talking about how much time you can save on flowcharts 

and data flow diagrams and how EasyFlow, unlike most 


"screen draw" programs, is dedicated to fast composition and 

modification of flowcharts and data flow diagrams. 


They're talking about the automatic line routing, automatic text 

centering, the slick cut & paste and how they can create charts and 


then cleanly move them into a desktop publishing program. 

They're talking amongst themselves but they don't tell their bosses. 

Their bosses think they had to sweat bullets to come up with these 


amazing results. You mean you still do?! 

They're saying EasyFlow works with most matrix printers, laser 


printers and plotters and comes with a 200 page manual. 

They're saying they got all this plus 350 context sensitive help 


messages on screen for only $149.95 

and that RUSH delivery is available. 


If you haven't heard, call us and find out for yourself 

what everyone else is talking about! 


Flowcharting Made Easy! 

HavenTree Software Limited 

P.O. Box 1093 - A Thousand Island Park, NY 13692 


Order Desk: 1-800-267-0668 

Info: (613) 544-6035 ext.SO Fax: (613) 544-9632 

From our fax to yours... Info Fax: (613) 544-2049 


OS/2 NOTEBOOK 

ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Hotshot Graphics 1.7 .......... $247 

Symsoft Corp. 

444 First St. 

Los Altos , CA 94022 

(415) 941-1552 
Inquiry 991. 

BIX (ibm.os2/listings) and get ahold of 
ANIMATE.EXE. It replaces the gray 
background with either a moving star
field , fireworks, walking lines, or kalei
doscopic wallpaper. 

Two Short HPFS Tips 
I was asked by two readers-Jim Gilli
land and Christopher Boaro-to add to 
my discussion of a few months ago about 
High Performance File System speed. I 
found HPFS's speed improvements over 
file allocation table-based systems to be 
measurable but nonspectacular. I said 
then that I really don't care about the 
speed improvement, as I was happy 
enough about long names, extended attri
butes, and the rest. 

Both readers ask me to point out that 
the big HPFS performance improvement 
comes with a big cache-not the 64K
byte cache that gets set up by default, but 
a 256K- or 512K-byte cache. (You just 
change the line in your CONFIG. SYS 
that says IFS= C: \ OS2 \ HPFS .IFS-C: 64 
so the 64 is expanded to whatever size 
your memory can bear.) Then you can 
turn on "lazy writes" by adding RUN 
=C: \ OS2 \ CACHE.EXE /LAZY:ON to 
CONFIG.SYS. 

A final tip for the month: When doing 
a class for a client , I reformatted an en
tire 20-MB hard disk drive and installed 
HPFS . The next day , the client called 
me, as he was trying to reformat the drive 
back to DOS. He'd boot from a DOS 
floppy disk, try to format C, and get 
"format failure." It took me a minute to 
realize what was going on: HPFS uses a 
new "partition ID" code. It's different 
from DOS's partition ID code-hence 
the format failure . The fix is easy. Run 
DOS FDISK, delete the HPFS partition, 
and then create a new DOS partition. 
Then you can format without trouble . • 

Mark J. Minasi is a managing partner at 
Moulton, Minasi & Company, a Colum
bia, Maryland, firm specializing in tech
nical seminars. He can be reached on 
BIX as "mjminasi. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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NEW A.T. MODELS 
Model List Price 
AT250 $ 339.00 
AT450 $ 469.00 
AT600 $ 689.00 
AT650 $ 599.00 
ATBOO $ 879.00 
AT1200 $1179.00 
AT1600 $1479.00 
AT2300 $1979.00 

Ask About Our Novell Approved 

MONITOR BOARDS ~ 
PARA SYSTEMS, INC. 

1455 LeMay Drive~ Telephone : ON-LINE UPS MODELS Carrollton, TX 75007 (214) 446-73 63 
1000VA To 5000VA 

FAX: (214) 446-9011 TELEX: 140275 OMEGA 
Sinewave Output 

220 Volt Models for International use Available t-800-238-7272 

SLIMLINE AT650 UPRIGHT AT 800
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With Windows you can 


Intel .. . 5years 
4275 Connection CoProcessor-Send and 
receive faxes &om within many popular 
applications.2400 bps modem option also 
available. Includes &ee copy of Fax-it 
software for Windows... ....... .. $529. 

o 3112 11 format available from us. Specify 
when ordering. 

11 11I!! package includes both 51/4 and 31/2 

disks. 

IBl 3112 11 format available from manufacturer 

by request. Call us for details. 

CP-copy-protected; NCP-not copy-protected. 


The four-digit number next to each product 
is the product's ITEM NUMBER. Please refer 
to this number when ordering. Thank you. 

SOFTWARE 

We only carry the latest versions of products. 
Version numbers in our ads are current at press 
time. 

Broderbund ... NCP 
7289 ~Prompt 1.0-Makes hard disk 
management under Windows quick and 
easy. Search1 move1 copy1 rename1 delete1 

compress1 or encrypt files in one easy step. 
Even view contents of most files .... . $79. 

Adobe Systems ... NCP 
6591 l!l lllustrator Windows 1.0 ... . ... $279. 
6590 l!!Streamline Windows 1.0 .. . ... 229. 

(Entire Adobe Type Library, from 1 to 133 
are available. Call for more information.) 
Aldus .. . NCP 

1332 DPageMaker 3.01 . .... . ...... 499. 
Alpha Software . . . NCP 

5104 l!!Alpha Four 1.1 ........ . ..... 319. 
4103 l!!Alpha Works 2.0 .. .... .. . . ... 89. 

Application Techniques . . . NCP 
1214 l!!Pizazz Plus 2.0 ..... ....... . .. 69. 

Ashton-Tate . . . NCP 
6922 o MultiMate 3.31 ......... . ..... 69. 
4450 DdBASE IV 1.0 .............. 499. 

Autodesk . . . NCP 
4519 o Autosketch 2.0 . . ..... . ....... 95. 
6119 DAutosketch Animator 1.0 ..... . 245. 

Avery ... NCP 
6006 l!!Label Pro 1.0 .. ......... .. ... 49. 

Bitstream . . . NCP 
l!!Collections: Newsletters, Flyers, Books 
&Manuals, Reports and Proposals, 
Presentations or Spreadsheets each 159. 
l!!Fontware . . . . . . . . . . . . . . each 99. 

Microsoft ... NCP 
7010 0 Windows 3.0-It1s what the GUI 
("gooie'1) gurus have been waiting for. The 
latest in Graphical User Interface for MS
DOS machines. Lets each application access 
much more memory and do it faster .. $89. 

Bloc Publlshing . .. NCP 
1447 DFormTool 2.01 ............ .. . 55 . 
6245 l!!PopDropPLUS 1.0 ......... . .. 59 . 

Borland International . . . NCP 
4330 IBJTurboC Professional Pack 1.0 . .. . 175. 
4332 IBJTurbo Pascal Professional Pack 1.0. 175. 
6242 l!!Quattro Pro 1.0 . . ........... 325. 
1514 1!1Paradox 3.0 ....... . . ... . .. . 469. 

Brightbill-Roberts . . . NCP 
5408 DHyperpad 1.0 ............... 85. 

Broderbund . .. CP 
1434 DNew Print Shop (NCP) ....... . . 39. 
1433 l!!Memory Mate 3.01 (NCP) 45. 
7288 l!!Prompt 1.0 for Windows . . 79. 
7289 l!! Dragnet 1.0 for Windows . . 89. 

Button Ware . . . NCP 
6419 l!IPC-File 5.0. . . .... ...... 75. 

Caere ... NCP 
6004 l!!Omnipage 386 2.1 .. .. . . . ... 599. 

Central Point .. . NCP 
5039 l!IPC Tools Deluxe 6.0 .... . ..... $89. 
5038 oCopy II PC 5.0 ...... . .... .... 27. 

Chronos Software . . . NCP 
4387 l!!Who•What•When 2.0 . . . . .... 179. 

Concentric Data Systems . . . NCP 
6575 l!IR & R Relational Report Writer 38 109. 

Corel Systems . .. NCP 
5506 DCorelDRAW! 1.2 . ..... ... .. . 329. 

Crosstalk Communications .. . NCP 
2908 DCrosstalk XVI 3.7 . . ....... . .. 119. 
5611 DCrosstalk for Windows 1.0 . . ... 129. 

Data Storm . . . NCP 
4798 l!IPROCOMM PLUS 1.1 .... .. ... 65. 

Delrina Technology . . . NCP 
4325 l!!PerFORM 2.1 ($30 rebate!) . . . . 159. 

Delta Technology . . . NCP 
5829 l!!DirectAccess5.0.... . . . ...... 52. 

Digital Composition Systems . . . NCP 
5876 l!ldb Publisher Report Maker 2.0 . 185. 

Dow Jones . .. NCP 
5494 l!!News/Retrieval Membership Pkg. 24. 

5th Generation . . . NCP 
2762 DMace Utilities 1990 . . . . .... .... 89. 
3950 l!!Fastback Plus 2.1 ........ . .. 109. 

FormWorx ... NCP 
5810 DFormWorx with Fill &File 2.5 . ... 85. 

Fox Software . . . NCP 
6188 IBlFoxPro 1.0 . . . ....... . . . . ... 489. 
2233 IBJFoxbase Plus 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 199. 

Franklin Software . . . NCP 
7071 l!!Language Master 2.2 ...... .. . 59. 

Funk Software .. . NCP 
2228 DSideways 3.21 . ............ . . 42. 
4479 DAllways 1.1 .............. . .. 115. 

Generic Software . . . NCP 
2265 IBJGeneric CADD Level 3 1 .1.3 . . . 225. 

Great American Software . . . NCP 
4880 o One Write Plus /lccounting Sys. 2.06179. 
5825 l!!Money Matters 1.0 ............ 55. 

Harvard Associates . . . NCP 
2324 IBlPC Logo 3.0 ......... . .... . . 59. 

Hilgraeve . . . NCP 
2323 l!!Hyper.ACCESS/51.1 (DOS&OS!2) 115. 

Corel Sy~tems ... NCP 
5506 OCore!DRAW! 1.2-The world1s finest 
PC illustration software now comes with 
even more value:Core!TRACE1 over 100 
typefaces1 over 300 clip-art images1 aPantone 
license-all bundled in for &ee . . . . . . $329. 

~~~~r=-- __--:_ ~-=~WWW=- =. - - == __---_ = =~ =.®=~~~
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have the same interface 


Micro Logic .. . NCP 4586 DDESOView 386 1.1 . . . 129. 3546 D Disk Optimizer 4.05 .... .. . .. . . 45. 
6787 ~Info Select 1.1 ..... . ... . ..... 55. 6400 OManifest 1.0..... . ..... ... . . . 39. 3542 DSoftware Carousel 4.0 . . . . . . . . 55 . 

Microlytics .. . NCP Software Publishing ... NCP 
2731 OGOfer 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . 45. 3499 DPFS:First Publisher 3.0 . 99. 

MicroMaps .. . NCP 3478 DPFS:First Choice 3.02 105. 
6890 DAtlasPC 1.0 (PCX version) . . 45. 3496 DProfessional Write 2.2. . . . . . . 165. 
6891 DAtlasPC 1.0 (EPSF version) . . 105. 3493 OProfessional File 2.01 . . . . . . . 199. 

Microsoft .. . NCP 3482 OHarvard Graphics 2.13 ........ 339. 
2860 Dlearning DOS 2.0 .... . . . .. ... 35. 6289 ~Draw Partner 1.0 (for Harvard Graph.) 59. 
7010 DWindows 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . 89. Symantec .. . NCP 
2904 o Works 2.0 .. . ...... .. . .. .... .99. 3412 ~Grandview 1.0 ... . .......... 199. 
2901 OWord 5.0 . . . . . . 209. 3425 DO&A 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 229. 
6195 ~Word for Windows . . . . . . . . . 329. 3431 DTimeline 4.0.. . . .... . . ...... 469. 
2856 ~Excel 2.1 (req. 80286180386) . call Systems Compatibility .. . NCP 
6133 ~Excel for OS/2 1.0 . 339. 6564 DSoftware Bridge 4.1 . . . 79. 
5188 o OuickPascal 1.0 ...... .. . ... . 55. TIMESLIPS .. . NCP 
2894 
2895 
2853 

DOuickBASIC 4.5....... . ... . . . 69. 
OOuickC 2.0 ..... . . . . 69. 
~C Compiler 6.0 . . . . . .. . .... 339. 

Broderbund ... NCP 
7228 ~Dragnet 1.0-Lightning fast text 

2987 
6994 

DTimeslips 1113.4 . . . . . ... . .. 
D PercentEdge 1.0. .... 
Timeworks ... NCP 

169. 
69. 

2880 IBIMacro Assembler 5.1. . . 99. retrieval for Windows. Searches through 6253 ~Publish- It! 1.1 .... ...... .. ... 115. 

•cco• • ••• ••• 

IBM ... NCP Multisoft .. . NCP 
6187 ~Storyboard Plus 2.0 . . . $239. 6805 DPC-Kwik Power Disk 1.0. $49. 
6599 OCurrent 1.0 ... . ...... . ..... 239. 4925 DPC-Kwik Power Pak 1.5 . 79. 

Individual Software .. . NCP Nolo Press .. . NCP 
2408 DProfessor DOS 4A . . 27. 2982 DWillMaker 3.0. . . . . . . . . . 35. 
6222 ~Resume Maker 1.0 . . . . . . . . . . 29. Norton-Lambert .. . NCP 

Intuit ... NCP 4928 DClose-Up Customer 3.0 . 135. 
2426 ~Quicken 3.0. . . . . . . 39. 4929 DClose-Up Support 3.0 165. 

LaserTools .. . NCP PC Globe ... NCP 
6882 ~PrintCache 2.2 . . . . . . . . . 99. 5902 DPC Globe 3.0. . . . . 39. 

Lord Publishing ... NCP 5900 OPC USA 1.0. . . . . . . . . 39. 
5191 ~Ronstadt's Financials 1.02 . . . . . 75. Personics .. . NCP 

Lotus ... NCP 3126 ~SeeMORE 2.0 . . . . . 54. 
5417 01 -2-3 3.0...... . .. . ... .. . call 4384 ~ Ultravision 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79. 
5653 01-2-3 2.2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . call Peter Norton .. . NCP 
5134 ~Magellan 2.0 . . . . . . . . . 119. 3152 ~Norton Commander 3.0...... . . 99. 
2660 DFreelance Plus 3.01 . . 345. 3146 ~Advanced Utilities 4.5 ....... .. 99. 

MECA ... NCP 6397 ~The Norton Backup 1.0 . 99. 
2798 DManaging Your Money 6.0 ..... 119. Precision Software ... NCP 
7002 ~Home Lawyer 1.0 ....... . . . .. 69. 6600 ~Superbase 4 for Windows . 429. 

Microcom .. . NCP Quarterdeck .. . NCP 
6234 DCarbonCopy Plus 5.2 (2 req.) . 115. 6422 OORAM 1.0 . 49. 

Micrografx .. . NCP 3221 DExpanded Memory Mgr. 386 5.0 . 59. 
6597 IBIDesigner 3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . 489. 3220 DDESQView 2.26. . . . . . . . 79. 

Franklin Software ... NCP 
7071 ~Language Master 2.2-Provides 
dictionary definitions for 80,000 words plus 
the largest thesaurus available.The writing 
tool that's just a hot key away. Supports all 
major word processors. . . . . . . . . . . . . $59. 

any fileformat. Cut & paste into Windows 
programsor launch the application and data 
file in one easy step . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $89. 

Reality Technologies .. . NCP 
6572 ~WealthBuilder 1.01. . . . . . . . . . . 145. 

Reference Software .. . NCP 
4396 ~Grammati k IV 1.0. . . . . . 52. 

Revolution Software .. . NCP 
4480 ~VGA Dimmer 2.01 (screen saver) . 19. 

RightSoft .. . NCP 
4155 ~RightWriter 3.1. . . . 54. 

Samna ... NCP 
5799 ~Ami Professional 1.0 .... . . . . 309. 

1-800/776-7777 

PC Connection 7408MMC ..... ............, .....-.... 6 Mill Street 

Marlow, NH 03456 
SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791 

Bitstream ... NCP 

~Fontware-52 different typeface packagesin 

point sizes from 2to 144 . . . . . . . each $99. 

~Collectio11s-Typeface packagesdesigned to 

produce Books & Manuals, Reports & 

Proposals, Newsletters & more . each $159. 


Symantec .. . 1year 

3425 DQ&A 3.0-The top-rated, best-selling 

integrated database and word processor 

offerssimple mail merge, detailed reporting. 

versatile word processing. advanced network, 

support, and more .. ............. $229. 


Softlogic Solutions ... NCP 

--- --~-.._. - - --- --..------ -- --®--~- -"':~;~-- ~ ....... -.-.--...._. __
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For your writing and 


WordStar International ... NCP 
6791 DWordStar Prof 6.0-0ffers support for 
advanced scalable-font laser printers (includ
ing the new Hewlett-Packard LaserJet III), 
Advanced Page Preview, plus the word 
processing features you need ... . .. . $279. 

6675 
3720 

4190 
5179 

3561 

3765 
6771 

3804 
6685 

6791 

3812 

6161 

TOPS ... NCP 
DTOPS Network Bundle 3.0 . . ... 159. 
Flashcard 2.1 (Apple Talk network card; 
1 year warranty) .... . . . .. . .... 

Traveling Software ... NCP 

Battery Watch 2.0 (3 1/z" only) ..... 

(!] Laplink 1113.0 .... . .......... 

True BASIC .. . NCP 

(!]True BASIC 2.1 . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Vericomp .. . NCP 

(!]Sof!Bytes 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(!]Memory Master 1.0 . . . . . . . . 

WordPerfect Corp. ... NCP 
DWordPerfect 5.1. . . . . . . ... 
(!]0rawPerfect 1.0 ..... .. . . .... 
WordStar International ... NCP 
OWordStar Prof. 6.0 . . . . . 
Xerox ... NCP 
OVentura Publisher 2.0. . . 
XTREE ... NCP 
(!]XTreePro Gold 1.3. . . . ... 

155. 

35. 
95 . 

52 . 

35 . 
45. 

265. 
279. 

279. 

529. 

75. 

Software Publishing ... NCP 

NEW! Business Gallery and Recreation 

Gallery with hundreds of images for the 

new First Publisher 3.0. 

7296 f!JBusiness Gallery . .... . . .. .... $54. 

7297 f!JReaeation Gallery . .. _. . . . . . . . . 54. 


RECREATIONAL/EDUCATIONAL 

Broderbund ... CP 
5701 OWheremme Carmen Sandiego? . . $32. 
6295 (!]The Playroom . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 
5851 (!]SimCity . . . . . . . . .. .. .... 33. 

Electronic Arts .. . NCP 
6436 \Bl Hunt for Red October ..... . .. . 20. 
4659 (!]Chessmaster 2100 (CP) . . '. ..... 35.' 
5804 (!]Delu xe Paint II (Enhanced). 89. 

Microsoft ... NCP 
2858 D Flight Simulator 4.0 39. 

Parlor Software .. . CP 
3159 D Bridge Parlor 2.3. . . . . . . . 49. 

Penton Overseas .. . NCP 
(!]VocabuLearn/ce Levels I & II (French , 
Italian, German, Spanish, Russian , 
and Hebrew) ....... .. . . .. each 39. 
Sierra On-Line .. . CP 

6023 (!] Leisure Suit Larry Ill ..... . . ... . 39. 
6796 (!]Codename: Iceman ..... . ..... 39. 
6972 (!]Conquests of Camelot . . .. . • ... 39. 

TOPS ... NCP 

6675 DNetwork Bundle for DOS 3.0-Al!ows 

you to quickly and easily share files, elec

tronic mail, and printersbetween your Apple 

Macintosh, IBM PC and/or Sun Workstation. 

Now includes lnbox EMail software . $159. 


5993 

3438 
3439 

6812 
6811 
7107 
7106 
7105 

Spectrum Holobyte .. . NCP 
(!]Welltris... . . . . . 22. 
Stone & Assoc .... NCP 
(!]Young Math (ages 5 to 8) . . . . .. 22. 

D2nd Math (ages 7 to 16). . . . 27 . 

True BASIC, Inc. .. . NCP 

IBIKemeny/Kurtz Math Series: 

10 titles . . . . . . . . . each 45. 


HARDWARE 
Manufacturer's standard limited 
warranty period for items shown is 
listed after each company name. 
Some products in their line may 
have different warranty periods. 

American Power .. . 2 years 
200DL (stand-by power source) . . 155. 
360SX (stand-by power source). 255. 
450AT (stand-by power source) . . 339. 
520ES (stand-by power source). . . 399. 
600LS (stand-by power source) . .. 469. 

MECA ... NCP 
7002 f!JHomeLawyer 1.0-Let Hyatt Legal 
Services help you through the legalese by 
using plain English. Contains 16 commonly 
used documents and guides you step-by-step 
through each one . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $69. 

1299 
6795 
4107 
6980 

7001 
7000 

6998 
6999 

5787 
5788 

1604 

1608 

1694 
1707 
1708 

6901 

5655 

1906 
1904 
5183 
1930 
6765 
1917 
4116 
5184 
1052 

7157 

2307 
2308 

2318 

AST Research .. . 2 years 
SixPakPlus 384k C/S/P . . . . . . . 
SixPak 286 512k ........... .. . 
RAMpage Plus 286 512k ........ 
VGA Plus (w/512K) (800 x 600 res) 
Boca Research .. . 5 years 
BOCARAMIAT PLUS (0-8 Meg ext.) 
TophAT (16-bit backfill 512K to 640K, 

187. 
209. 
419 . 
159. 

125. 

with OK) ... ........ ... ...... 79. 
1/0 Board for AT . . . . . . . ...... 59. 
1/0 Board for Microchannel S/S/P . 109. 
Brother International ... 1 year 
HL-8e Laser Printer ........... 1799. 

HL-8Ps Postscript Laser Printer . 2949. 

Compucable .. . 2 years 

2-Position switch box ...... ..... 25. 

Cuesta .. . 1 year 

Datasaver 400 Watt (power backup) 429. 

Curtis ... lifetime 
Emerald SP-2 ............. . ... 36. 

Ruby SPF-2 (6 outlets) ... . ...... 55. 

Ruby-Plus SPF-2 Plus ...... . .... 65. 

Datadesk .. . 3 years 

Switchboard ............. . ... 175. 

Diconix .. . 1 year 

150 Plus Printer (Parallel) . . .... . . 359. 

Epson .. . 1 year 

Vie are an authorized Epson SeNice Centel 

FX-850 (80 col., 264 cps, 9 pin) ... call 

FX-1 050 (136 col. , 264 cps, 9 pin) . . call 

L0-510 (80 col., 180 cps, 24 pin). .. call 

L0-850 (80 col., 264 cps, 24 pin) . . cal l 

L0-1010 (136 col., 180 cps, 24 pin) call 

L0-1050 (136 col. , 264 cps, 24 pin) call 

L0-2550 (136 col., 333 cps, 24 pin) call 

LX-810 (80 col., 180 cps, 9 pin) . . .. call 

Prin_ter-to-IBM cable (6 feet). . . . . 15. 

5th Generation .. . 1 year 

Logical Connection Plus 512k . . . 599. 

Hayes ... 2 years 
Smartmodem 2400 . . . . 349. 

Smartmodem 2400B (w/Smartcom 11)279. 

Hercules .. . 2 years 

Graphics Card Plus . . . . . . 189. 
_______.- -- -- ......-.....-- ......-....-- --..-- -- -- ._,....~ -.-.--~ =.@=~ 
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Learn one. Learn all. 

DRIVES 

IOMEGA ... 1 year 
5116 Bernoulli II Single 44 Meg Internal $995. 
5117 Bernoulli II Dual 44 Meg External 1969. 
5113 44 Meg Cartridge Tripak (51/4 11

) • • • 249. 
Controller Cards (required) 

2499 PC2 Card . . . . . . . . . . . . 169. 

2500 PC2B Card (bootable card) . ... . . 229. 


Mountain Computer ... 1 year 

2917 40-60 Meg Internal Tape Drive ... . 379. 

5502 83-152M Ext. Tape Drive ..... .. . 799. 

5500 83-152M Int. Tape Drive . .. ..... 629. 

5190 DC2000 Pre-formatted Cartridges ea. 35 . 


Pacific Rim ... 1 year 
5010 1.2 Meg External (for PS/2's) . ... . 215. 
6602 1.44 External (for PC/XTIAT) . . ... 239. 

Plus Development ... 2 years 
6425 Hardcard II 40 Meg (19 ms) . .... 599. 
6424 Hardcard 1180 Meg (19 ms) 699. 

Seagate ... 1 year 
FREE PCTV® Hard Drive Installation 
Tape with purchase of20, 30 or 40 Meg 
Seagate drive for the IBM PC (not for 
AT). Beta or VHS. 

2285 	 20 Meg Int. Hard Drive ST225 
(w/controller and cables, 65 ms) .. 275. 

Targus .. . lifetime 

New luxurious leather cases designedfor all 

popular models of "Notebook11 style laptops. 

7028 Fo/iopac 1 ......... .......... $79. 

7029 Foliopac 2 

(with optional A. C. adaptor pocket) . . . . . . . 85. 


3112'' 20 Meg Int. Hard Drive ST125·1 
(28 ms) (w/controller, cables, mounting 
equip. for PS/2 Model 25 or 30 or PCIXT 
- specify computer) . . . . ...... . . 339. 

2286 30 Meg Int. Hard Drive ST238 
(w/controller and cables, 65 ms) . . 289. 

4554 40 Meg Int. HD ST251-1 (28 ms) . . 359. 
TEAC ... 1 year 

4951 720k Drive (specify XT or AT, 3112'') . 79. 
4670 1.44 Meg Drive for XT (3112'') . ..... 99. 
4326 1.44 Meg Drive for AT (includes Bastech 

software utiiities, 3 112 11 copy prot.) . 119. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CompuServe 

1676 CompuServe Information Service . $24. 


1019 
5511 
1050 

Cables ... lifetime 
Smartmodem-to-AT cable (10 feet) 
Right Angle Printer cable (6 feet) . . . 
Parallel Printer cable (15 feet) . .. . 

15. 
15. 
19. 

DISKS 

2789 
2790 

Maxell .. . lifetime 
51/4 11 MD2-D 360k Disks (Qty 10) . 
51/4 11 MD2-HD 1.2Mb Disks (Qty 10) . . 

12. 
19. 

Reflection Technology .. . 1year 
7127 Private Eye-A large screen in a small 
box. Atiny virtual display which offers afull
size, 1211 IBM CGA auxiliary screen to PCs & 
laptops.View privately in planes or meetings. 
Brighter than LCDs.Great for games! $499. 

Microsoft ... NCP 
61951!:1 Word for Windows-Combines the 
power of Word for the PC with ease of use 
and WYSIWYG accuracy of Microsoft 
Windows.Supports cut & paste &om other 
Windows programs . . . ...... ... . . $329. 

2792 3112 11 OS/DD 720k Diskettes (Qty 10) . . 14. 
2793 3112 11 OS/HD 1.44Mb Diskettes (Qty 10) 27. 

Sony .. . lifetime 
3291 5114'' OS/DD 360k Disks (Qty 10) . . . . 10. 

51/4113292 OS/HD 1.2Mb Disks (Qty 10) ... 19. 
3112 113297 OS/DD 720k Diskettes (Qty 10). . 13. 

MEMORY 
6556 256k ORAMs (100 nanosecond) . . . call 
3248 256k DRAMs (120 nanosecond). . . call 
4366 1 Meg x 9 SIM Ms (100 nanosecond) call 
5510 1 Meg x 9 SIMMs (80 nanosecond) call 
5746 1 Meg Chips (80 nanosecond) . ... call 

OUR POLICY 
• 	 We accept VISA and MASTERCARD only. 
• 	 No surcharge added for credit card orders. 
• 	 Your card is not charged until we ship. 
• 	 If we must ship a partial order, we never charge 

freight on the shipment(s) that complete the order 
(in the U.S.). 

• 	 No sales tax. 
• 	 All U.S. shipments insured; no additional charge. 
• 	 APO/FPO orders shipped 1st Class Mail. 
• 	 International orders U.S. $250 minimum. 
• 	 Upon receipt and approval, personal and company 

checks clear the same day for immediate shipment 
of your order. 

• 	 COD max. $1000. Cash, cashier 's check, or money 
order. 

• 120 day limited warranty on all products.• 
• 	 To order, call us Monday through Friday 9:00 AM to 

1:00 AM, or Saturday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM. You can 
call our business offices at 603/446-3383 Monday 
through Friday 9:00 AM to 5:30 PM. 

Ashton-Tate ... NCP 

6922 DMultiMate 3.31-Upgrade to 

MultiMate 4.0through Ashton-Tate for 

$79.50.Total cost $151.50 including ship

ping. Save over $400 on list price of $565. 

Call for details ............. .... .. $69. 


SHIPPING 
Note: Accounts on net terms pay actual shipping. 

Continental US: 


• 	 For heavy hardware items such as printers, monitors, 
Bernoulli Boxes, etc. pay actual charges. Call for UPS 
2nd-Day & Next-Day-Air. 

• 	 For all other items, add $3 per order to cover UPS 
Shipping. For such items, we automatically use UPS 
2nd-Day-Air at no extra charge if you are more than 2 
days from us by UPS ground. 

Hawaii: 
• 	 For monitors, printers, Bernoulli Boxes, computers, 

hard drives, and power backups, actual UPS Blue 
charge will be added. For all other items, add $3 per 
order. 

Checkfree 	 3298 3112 11 OS/HD 1.44Mb Diskettes (Qty 10) 22. Alaska and outside Continental US: 
• 	 Call 603/446-7721 for information.6360 	 CheckFree . .. ... ..... ... ..... 25. 6659 QD 2000 Tape Cartridge. . . . . . . . . 19. 
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numbers and database. 

MicroSpeed .. . 1 year 

6007 PC-TRAC Trackball serial $75. bus $85. 
601 O FastTRAP 30 Trackball serial 99. bus 109. 

Mouse Systems .. . lifetime 
5997 Trackball (1 yr. wrnty.) serial 75. bus 85. 
4306 PC Mouse II w/PC Paint + .. . . .... 89. 

NEC ... 2 years 
4799 Multisync 2A (VGA Monitor) ... .. 499. 
5085 Multisync 30 Monitor . 689. 
6208 Multisync 40 Monitor.. .. . . .... 1199. 

Orchid Technologies .. . 4 years 
4690 ProOesigner VGA (BOO x 600) ... . 249. 

PC Power & Cooling .. . 1 year 
REPLACEMENT POWER SUPPLIES 

3202 Turbo Cool 150 (25 ° - 40° cooler) 129. 
3200 Silencer 150 (84 % noise reduction) 115. 

Pacific Data Products .. . 1 year Micro Logic ... NCP 
6779 25 Cartridges in One! (for U II, /IP, /ID) .275. 6787 ~Info Se/ea 1.1-The fastest most excit
7072 25 Cartridges in One! (for U Ill) . . . ...349. ing new way to deal with notes ideas plans1 1 17054 Memory upgrade for LaserJet llP/111 contacts1 and all your RANDOM informa

1 Meg . .... 179. 2 Meg . .... 249. 
tion. Easy yet powerful. Endless uses . $55.6839 	 Memory upgrade for LaserJet II 

1 Meg . .. .. 179. 2 Meg . . . .. 249. 
Hewlett-Packard .. . 1 year 6833 Pacific Page (Postscript Cartridge for SAFE Power Systems ... 2 years 

6754 LaserJet Ill (wltoner) . 1699. LaserJet /IP/Ill) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 379. 4562 Safe 425W (standby power bkup) 329. 
6582 LaserJet llP (wltoner) . . . . 1069. 6834 Pacific Page (for LaserJet II) ..... 499. 6747 Safe 400S .... .... .......... . 409. 

Intel .. . 5 years 	 SOTA Technology ... 2 years 
6421 2400B MNP Internal Modem . . . . 199. 5111 SOTA 286i-12 (12 MHz accelerator) 269. 
2352 2400B Internal Modem 2 (for PS/2) 249. 5402 SOTA 386i-16 (16 MHz accelerator) 389. 
5119 2400 Baud External Modem. . . . 179. Targus ... lifetime 
6420 	 2400EX MNP Modem . .... . .. . . 229. 
 7028 Foliopac 1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79. 
2346 lnboard386/PCw/1 Meg(wt1reeAmlj 519. 4899 Nylon Laptop carrying case . . . . . 55. 
4266 Above Board Plus 512k. . . . . . . 419. 6037 Premier leather carrying case . . 199. 
4267 Above Board Plus 1/0 512k . . 449. TheComplete PC . .. 2 years 

5336 Above Board Plus 8 2 Meg . 599. 
 5598 TheComplete Half Pg. Scanner 400 189. 
5342 Above Board Plus 8 1/0 2 Meg . .. 629. 5140 TheComplete Page Scanner . . 549. 
4272 Above Board 2 Plus 512k . . . . . . . ~69 . 5828 TheComplete Communicator . . . . 559. 
5396 Above Board MC 32 Ok . . . . . . 359. Tripp Lite . .. 2 years 

4275 Connection CoProcessor (w/Fax-it) . 529. 
 6199 Isobar 4-6 (4 outlets, 6 ft. cord) . . 49. 


MATH COPROCESSORS 6200 Isobar 6-6 (6 outlets, 6 ft. cord) . 59. 

2370 80287-8 (for B MHz 80286 CPU's) . 199. 6019 LS 600 Line Stabilizer . . 85.
Intel .. . 5 years2369 80287-10 (for PS/2 Models 50 &60) 229. Video 7 ... 7 years 

4750 80387SX (for 80386SX CPU 's) . . .. 309. 2346 Inboard 386/PC with Free Samna Ami 5883 1024i VGA (includes 512k) 289. 

2371 80387 (for 16 MHz 80386 CPU's) . . 349. Gives you 80386 processing powe~ 1Mb 4931 VRAM VGA 512k . . . . . . 399. 

2372 80387-20 (for 20 MHz 80386 CPU's)399 . 
 RAM1 and Sarnna1spowerful windows

Kensington Mlcroware . .. 1 year based word processor (regularlyat $129).
2582 Master Piece Plus . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109. 
5697 Expert Mouse (Trackball for PS/2) . 115. 30 Day Money Back Guarantee..... $519. 

Key tronlc .. . 3 years 
4518 101 Plus Keyboard . . . . . . . . . . 99. Practical Peripherals ... 5 years 

Kraft .. . 5 years 3101 1200 Baud Internal Modem ...... 65. 
5801 New Game Adapter (2 game ports). 27. 3100 1200 Baud External Modem (mini) . 77. 
5800 3 button Thunder Joystick .. . . . . . . 29. 3103 2400 Baud Internal Modem . . 135. 
5802 Trackball ..................... 69. 3102 2400 Baud External Modem ..... 179. 

Logitech . .. limited lifetime 5286 2400 Baud Int. MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 175. 
5464 C9 Mouse for PS/2's ............ 69. 5285 2400 Baud Ext. MNP Modem (Lev. 5) 209. 
5151 HiREZ Mouse (C9) . .... . .. .. .. . 85. 4542 2400 Baud Internal Modem for PS/2 . 229. 
6029 Trackman (Trackball) serial 85. bus 89. Reflection Technology .. 1 year 
4297 ScanMan Plus (hand scanner) . . . 185. 7127 Private Eye (visual display) .. .... 499. 

Intel .. . 5 years6786 ScanMan w/Catchword 1.0 .. . .. . 315. 
Micron Technology ... 2 years Features data compression for faster through

6669 Intensify 2 Meg Expansion for HP put and error-correction for more reliable1-800/776-7777 

LaserJet II (upgradeable to 4 Meg). 329. transmissions. 

6013 	 E3ep1d Mem. Brd. for Model SO (512k) 359. •. ,. PC Connection 740B 64212400BMNP Internal Modem ..... $199.Microsoft .. . lifetime MMC,, .._ ....._.__,to. 6 Mill Street 
2897 Mouse with Paintbrush . 109. Marlow, NH 03456 6420 2400EXMNP Modem ..... . .. .. 229. 
2898 Mouse with Windows 3.0 149. SALES 603/446-7721 FAX 603/446-7791 

Epson ... 1year 
5183 LQ-510 Printer-Makes high quality 
24 pin printing affordable. Includes push 
tractor and Epson's exclusive SmartPark 
paper handling features standard. 180 cps 
draft1 60 cps LO (12 cpi mode) .. . .. . .. call 



1. The check is in the mail. 
2. My diet starts tomorrow. 
3. Performance doesn't matter 

in 3270 communications. 

The truth is, 

for most 3270 PC-to-mainframe applications, performance DOES matter. 


When you're linking multi
ple PCs - a few, -a dozen, or 
hundreds - to your IBM main
frame, it just makes sense to do it 
with the highest speed and effi
ciency available. Often, asimple 

32 sessions with no impact 
on yourgateway PC 

plug-and-play product isn't 
enough. 

Consider DataTalker 3270. 
It's designed specifically for 
high-performance, multiple-user 
applications. 

We deliver DataTalker 3270 versions. Each provides full IBM 
on a powerful co-processor 3278179 terminal emulation, 
board with on-board memory. 32 LUs, file transfer (IND$ FILE), 
This allows you to ofiload all BSC or SNA support, NetView 
communications processing from support, and Application Pro
your gateway PC, freeing it for gram Interface (our own plus 
applications processing. IBM's HLLAPI 3.0). Only lK 

The result is that users can of PC memory is required 
perform up to 32 simultane for API applications. 
ous mainframe sessions DataTalker 3270 
with no impact on also provides full emu-
your gateway PC's lation of IBM 3174, 
performance. 3274, and 3276 control

We offer lers, as well as IBM 
DataTalker 3287 printers. 
3270 in both DOS
and UNIX-compatible 

Only JK ofmemory required 
for AP/applications. 

To learn the truth 
and nothing but the truth 
about our high-performance 
DataTalker 3270, call us today at 
1-800-233-2536. Or write to us 
at 3796 Plaza Drive, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan 48108. FAX: 313/662-1965. 

£!:S<?.JTh 

ADivision ofInterface Systems, Inc. 
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NETWORKS 
SHOULDN'T BE 
THIS HARD 

Getting ready to work 
on a LAN involves a lot 
of hassle. Why? 

A
nyone who's ever had to get a 
bunch of PC compatibles ready 
to go on a LAN will tell you 
that setting them up is too darn 

hard. First , you have to install the net
work adapter of your choice-Ethernet, 
Token Ring, ARCnet, or whatever. That 
job wouldn't be that bad if all you had 
to do was open your system, insert the 
board, and connect the network cable , 
but that's only the beginning. You have to 
make the network board work, which 
means fiddling with such PC goodies as 
interrupts (IRQs), DMA addresses, VO 
ports , and memory addresses. Nothing is 
worse than having a LAN board that 
gives you only three interrupt choices , 
all of which you ' re already using with 
other boards in your machine . 

The source of all this confusion , of 
course, is the PC architecture, which 
doesn't automatically recognize add-in 
boards (or much of anything else at
tached to the system, for that matter) . 
The Micro Channel and Extended Indus
try Standard architectures promise some 
help in this area, but most people are still 
using PCs with the classic AT-bus archi
tecture . The problem of managing add-in 
boards of any type is bad enough that a 
whole subindustry of products, such as 
Quarterdeck Office Systems ' Manifest , 
exists to help you figure out what's going 
on in your PC. 

Once you have installed the network 
adapter, you have to load the drivers for 
that board and your network operating 
system. With NetWare, that process in
volves generating the client software, or 
shell , by running a special program, 
SHGEN. Worse , you need a different 
combination of drivers and client soft
ware for every board configuration and 

ILLUSTRATION: KENT CHRISTIANSON © 1990 

LAN operating-system combination. 
The final step is to enter the right com
mands in the right sequence, and then 
you're ready to log onto the server of 
your choice-whose name you must al
ready know . 

None of th is , by the way, even touches 
on the problems of network administra
tion-we ' ll talk about them in future col
umns . This month , we ' ll focus strictly 
on the hassles that you must endure just to 
use the network. 

The Mac Alternative 
Ifyou ' re used to PC networks , this setup 
process might not seem too bad. It might 
even seem reasonable-but that only 
means that you can learn to live with any
thing. To see just how much easier it can 
be , consider the Mac . 

To connect a Mac to a LocalTalk net
work, you plug the Loca!Talk cable into 
the printer port that's standard on every 
Macintosh . Then you turn on the Mac 

and bring up the Chooser desk accessory 
(also standard on every Mac) . Click on 
the AppleTalk icon and activate Apple
Talk , and the Chooser presents you with 
a list of available servers. Pick the one 
you want, and you're in business ; the 
server's disk icon will appear on your 
screen. The Chooser will even ask if 
you'd like to connect to this server auto
matically each time you turn on your 
Mac, so you don ' t have to go through this 
minor hassle again . 

You couldn't ask for much more , al
though we would like to see the Mac 
automatically give you the option of con
necting to any new servers when it boots 
up . The first time you turned on your 
Mac, it would ask if you 'd like to connect 
to each of the available servers; there
after, it wouldn't bother you unless a new 
server came on-line. 

To be fair, even a Mac forces you to do 
more work if you want to use an Ethernet 

continued 
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or Token Ring adapter: then you have to 

open the case, stick in the board, and 

drag some drivers from the disk that 

came with the board into your system 

folder. Mac boards configure themselves 

automatically , however, so there's no 

messing with interrupts or DMA ad

dresses or any other such rot. 


Why the Difference? 

This comparison between Macs and PCs 

may seem grossly unfair, but it's not. 

Why, after all, should millions of PC 

users have to work so much harder than 

Mac users to use a LAN? 


The problem is that the PC world has 
become a multiparty system, while the 
Mac world is still a benevolent dictator
ship . Apple, love it or hate it , set the Mac 
LAN standards, and now everybody's 
following them. True, TOPS and 3Com 
offer Mac LAN operating-system alter
natives , but even those vendors are mak
ing their products compatible with 
Apple's AppleTalk File Protocol (AFP), 
the file access protocol at the heart of 
Mac LANs. 

PC users, on the other hand , live in a 
world of relatively open standards, where 

they're free to choose from NetWare, 
LAN Manager (in all its many flavors), 
LANtastic, or any of several dozen other 
LAN operating systems. Each of those 
products uses different client software 
and works with a different subset of the 
many available LAN adapters. 

So, what's a poor buyer to do? Don ' t 
get us wrong-we're not arguing for any 
kind of PC LAN dictator, benevolent or 
otherwise. The disadvantage to Apple's 
domination is obvious: Note, for exam
ple , how slow Apple was in bringing 
Ethernet and Token Ring to the Mac, and 
how high Mac prices are relative to the 
costs of PCs of equal power. 

What we are suggesting is that LAN 
users and buyers everywhere start de
manding better treatment. 

Look at today's system vendors. You 
can call the PC vendor of your choice and 
order a PC with a monitor , a hard disk 
drive, and 2 megabytes of memory-or 
whatever other configuration you want
and it will arrive sometime later, ready 
to go-or darn close. OK, you might have 
to install DOS yourself, but many ven
dors of PC compatibles even do that for 
you. (Every vendor should follow their 

lead and install the operating system that 
you buy.) You should only have to hook 
up your monitor and plug in the system 
and monitor to get to work. 

So why not add network adapters to the 
list? Why can't your vendor let you call 
up and say something like, " I need 10 
PCs with [your configuration] and 
Ethernet for NetWare 286" and then de
liver exactly that? When you get your 
system, you connect the keyboard and 
monitor and plug the network cable into 
the connector waiting on the back of your 
system. Let the vendor deal with the has
sle of making the network adapter work 
with the rest of the system; after all, who 
knows the system better? 

It 's also time for vendors to start seri
ously considering adding network sup
port to their motherboards; Ethernet and 
Token Ring chip sets are now available, 
and they're shrinking rapidly in size and 
cost. 

That's not the end of it. The system 
vendor should set up each machine's 
AUTOEXEC .BAT (and, if necessary , 
CONFIG.SYS) file, so that you can con
nect to the network immediately, or the 

continued 

MODEL PCSS-81 
Serial 1/0 Board 
The PCSS-81 is GTEK's most 
popular intelligent eight chan
nel serial 1/0 card . The PCSS
81 supplies a 15 MHz coproces
sor to reduce · the serial com 
munication load on your computer. The PCSS-81 comes with 
32K bytes of DYNAMEMORY'". DYNAMEMORY'" allocates 
and deallocates memory to transmit and receive queues as 
needed, which perform as if it has 512K bytes of buffer memory . 
BIOS interface software included. SCO '" XENIX® driver 
available . 

FULL 

I YEAR WARRANTY! 


ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·282-GTEK (4835) 

MODEL PC-64 
Serial 1/0 Board 

The Model PC-64 from GTEK is 
a high speed parallel 1/0 board. 
It allows you bit-wise manipula
tion of eight bit ports. The board 
has 8 ports for a total of 64 bits . 

Each port contains fused 5, 12 and -12 volts from the computer. 

Read Mac Disks in aPC 
MatchMaker 

- the best way to share data between a PC and 
a Mac. The MatchMaker card lets you plug a 
Macintosh floppy drive into a PC. 

• Easy-to-install half-size card. 
• Use any external Macintosh drive. 
• DOS-like command software included. 
• 1 year warranty, Made in USA. 
• Also available; MatchPoint-PC to 


read/write Apple II disks. 


''. ..by far the most cost effective solution ... " PC WEEK 

132 W Lincoln Hwy.Mic:ra5alutian5 DeKalb, IL 60115 
Computer Products (815) 756-3411 

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 2310GTE K~.•NC Bay St. Louis , MS 39521-2310 

Fax : 1-601-467-0935 • MS & Technical Support 1-601-467-8048 
GTEK is a regisl crcd 1radcmark of GTEK, Inc. Dynamt:mory is a tradema rk of GTEK, Inc. 

SCO is a trademark of Santa Cruz Operation . XENIX is a registered tradcmarl: of Microsoft Corp. 
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Our Printer Sharing Unit 

Does Networking! 


An Integrated Solution 

Take our Master Switch '", a sophisticated 

sharing device, combine it with MasterNet '" 

networking software for PCs, and you've 

got an integrated solution for printer and 

plotter sharing, file transfer, electronic mail , 

and a lot more. Of course you can also 

share modems, minis, and mainframes or 

access the network remotely. Installation 

and operation is very simple. 

Versatile 

Or you can use the Master Switch to 

link any computer or peripheral with a serial 

or parallel interface. The switch accepts 

over 20 commands for controlling the flow 

of data. It may be operated automatically, 

by command, or with interactive menus. Its 

buffer is expandable to one megabyte and 

holds up to 64 simultaneous jobs. The 

MasterLink '" utility diskette for PCs 

comes with every unit and unleashes the 

power of the switch with its memory-resident 

access to the commands and menus. 

Other Products 

We have a full line of connectivity solutions. 

If you just want printer sharing, we've got 

'\.Y;I~) ROSE 
ELECTRONICS 


----------t;We a. 1i!~t6<pUVt~


it. We also have automatic switches, code

activated switches, buffers, converters, 

cables, protocol converters, multiplexers, 

line drivers, and other products. 

Commitment to Excellence 

At Rose Electronics, we're not satisfied 

until you're satisfied. That's why we have 

thousands of customers around the world 

including large, medium, and small 

businesses, factories, stores, educational 

institutions, and Federal , state, and local 

governments. We back our products with 

full technical support, a one-year warranty, 

and a thirty-day money-back guarantee. 

Call now for literature or 
more information. 
(800) 333-9343 

P. O. Bo x 74 2 571 •Houston, Te x a s 7 7274 •Tel (71 3) 933-7673 •FAX (713) 9 3 3-0044 •Tele x 494 8886 
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People are talking about us. 
F77L-EM/32 

Port 4GB mainframe programs to 80386s with this 32-bit DOS-Extender compiler. The 
Winner of PC Magazine 's 1988 Technical Excellence Award just got better. New Version 3.0 
and OS include: Editor, Make Utility, Virtual Memory Support, DESQview Support, New 
Documentation and Free Unlimited Runtime Licenses. f77L-EM!.32 $895 OS/386 $395 

F77L Lahey Personal Fortran 77 
The compiler of choice among reviewers and New Version 3.0: Full ANSI 77, Debugger, 
professionals. Includes a Debugger, Editor, Editor, Linker, Library Manager, Microsoft 
Profiler, Linker, Make Utility, Weitek and 386 and Borland C interfaces, 400 page Manual , 
Real-Mode Support, Graphics. $595 Unbeatable Price. $99 

Contact us to discuss our products and your needs. (800) 548-4778 

Lahey Computer Systems, Inc. P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450 


Tel: (702) 831-2500 FAX (702) 831-8123 Ti x 9102401 256 

FORTRAN IS OUR FORTE 

NOW!-Non-DOS Formats for 31/2 and 
51/4 inch disks 

COPIES MOST per hour. Switching family of affordable 

FORMATS the copy drive takes Autoloaders that sup

FLAWLESSLY. less than a minute. port Serialization and 


Auto-Dup tests the Custom Label Printing.NEW: The V3000 quality of each copy,now supports non-dos sorting the disks intoformats, i.e., Unix, one of two output bins.Xenix, NCR, etc., in 

addition to all IBM 
 Do-It-Yourselfformats. Servicing. VICTOYAttach a Victory V3000 The Autoloader's 
Autoloader to your simple component de ENTERPRISES 
IBM/PC or Macintosh, sign and diagnostics for Technology, Inc. 
enter one or more checking drive align 

jobs, and walk away! ment and speed allow Victory Plaza 

The system automat you to maintain the 1011 E. 53V2 Street 

ically copies 5V.. or 3\/2 system without outside Austin, TX 78751-1728 

inch disks-up to 180 service. 
 (512) 450-0801 ' 

lnternationaUy call BF! : Frankfurt 
(49·6074) 40980. London (44-622)Call (800) 421-0103. 882467, Milan (39-2) 33 100535, or 

And ask about Victory's LOAOPL AN: London (44-1) 2007733 
or Melbourne (6 1-:n 5254088. 

vendor should at least provide a batch file 
that does the job. (You still have to know 
the name of the server that you want, but 
that's a completely separate problem that 
the LAN operating-system vendors 
should solve.) 

Let's also make LAN operating-sys
tem vendors do their part. They could cut 
down the configuration process and load 
the network adapter device driver at run 
time; who wants a generation process , 
anyway? Vendors should also standard
ize the client software, at least among 
different versions of the same network 
operating system . NetWare is already 
close, and the many versions of LAN 
Manager are heading in that direction, 
but users should demand that vendors get 
there more quickly. 

Is It Feasible? 
Can this grand scheme really work? 
Yes-for the most part. So many differ
ent LAN operating-system and network 
adapter combinations exist that no sys
tem vendor can reasonably cover them 
all. Fortunately , they don't need to help 
everybody-just most of us. If every sys
tem vendor offered this setup for just 
NetWare and LAN Manager with only 
Ethernet, Token Ring , and maybe ARC
net, that would cover over 90 percent of 
the LAN marketplace. And that's good 
enough for us. 

We're not alone in endorsing this idea. 
At least one vendor, Gateway 2000, al
ready installs DOS and most add-in 
boards for its buyers and plans to extend 
that support to network boards-and the 
necessary drivers for , at the least, Net
Ware-in the near future . 

You can do your part, too: Urge your 
system vendors to follow this path; if 
they won't, take your dollars elsewhere. 
Everybody's in this game for a profit, so 
enough lost customers will drive the 
message home to even the biggest 
vendors. 

In the meantime, we'll keep griping at 
the vendors who force us to fiddle with 
IRQs and DMAs and network adapter 
drivers, and we'll praise the few who 
don't. Using a PC LAN just doesn't have 
to be this hard . • 

Mark L. Van Name and Bill Catchings are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
freelance writers based in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX as 
"mvanname" and "wbc3, "respectively. 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to: Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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Laugh, sob, growl, warble, wail (or just talk) 

across your LANtastic PC Network. 


The newest version of our LANtastic PC network has 
really got people talking. 

You see, LANtastic is the first PC network to support 
Voice. So you can actually send voice messages from one PC 
to another across the LAN. 

It's easy. Just pick up the telephone handset provided 
with the LANtastic Voice Adapter (sold separately at $149* 
per adapter), bring up a handy menu, and talk. Use Voice 
Chat to carry on a realtime conversation or save the voice 
message in a digital format for playback later in your own 
voice-just like regular E-mail. 

Only LANtastic has Voice. And Voice is just one of the 
reasons people are talking about LANtastic version 3.0. 

Another is our new easy installation program that'll 
have you up and running in minutes. 

And disk caching to boost network speed. 
Plus enhanced printing, E-mail, security 

and more. 
All of which led PC Magazine to conclude: 

"LANtastic blows away the DOS
based competition in terms of performance." 

-May 29, 1990 
And don't worry. Even with all 


"::.::'..:."' these new features, LANtastic still has 

WITORS'the smallest RAM overhead of any network. n1rn n : 

LANtastic version 3.0. Call 602-293-6363. "-·· 
Developers. Artisoft offers a Voice Programmer's 

Interface so you can create your own "talking" software 
using the LANtastic Voice Adapter. Order it directly from 
Artisoft. 

~ARTISOFT 
Revolutionizing Connectivity 

•Manufacturer's suggemd mail price. Before voice messages can Ix senc from onl.' PC 10 another, optional LAN1as1ic VoKe Adapters must be imrnlled on bmh PCs. 

**Manufacturer's suggemd mail price is SZ49 for LANcascic 2Mbps adaptm and $349 fo r LANtas1ic Ethernet Adapters.© 1990 ARTISOFT. LAN1as1ic is a trademark of ARTISOFT. 
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SHORT TAKES 


BYTE editors' hands-on views of new and developing products 

Turbo C++ 

HyperCard 2.0 

Plus for OS/2 

DaynaFile 

FrameMaker 2.0/Mac 

Bringing C++ to the Mainstream 


B orl and 's Turbo C ++ 
introduces a wholly re

designed multi window devel
opment environment and a 
fu ll impl e me nta tio n of 
AT &T's version 2.0 of the 
objec t-oriented C++ lan
guage. 

The new Borland IDE (In
tegrated Development Envi 
ronment) employs multiple 
overlapping and res izable 
windows, bu t it still runs in 
text mode rather than graph
ics mode. Windows have 
scroll bars, c lose boxes, and 
zoom boxes, and you can 
move, scroll , and res ize them 
using the mouse with pull
down menus or by keyboard 
shortcuts; I found a mixture 
of the mouse and shortcuts 
very convenient. 

Borl and has incorporated 
its new VROOMM (Virtual 
Run-Time Object-Oriented 
Memory Manager) technol
ogy, so you can open as many 
windows as you li ke. When 
the main memory runs out, 
Turbo C++ starts swapping 
chunks to the hard disk, to ex
tended or expanded memory, 
or to the RAM disk (com
mand-line switches dec ide 
which). I was impressed to 
fi nd 328K bytes of memory 
free when I shelled out to 
DOS with five windows open 
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and SideKick Plus loaded! 
You can point and shoot 

your way through the IDE 
with Macintosh-style buttons 
and check boxes for setti ng 
options. All dialog boxes that 
require you to enter text (e.g., 
fil enames) keep a scrolling 
hi story li st, so you can reuse 
prev ious entries. This is a 
genera li zati on of the old 
Pick feature. The directory 
browser di splays an Xtree
like picture of your subdirec
tory structure. Error mes
sages are pil ed up in a scro ll 
ing window. You select one 
and press Return to edit the 
source file that has a cursor 
over the offending statement. 
You can also preserve mes
sages from previous com
piles. 

The editor now has cut
and-paste commands and a 
viewable clipboard window, 

THE FACTS 

Turbo C++ 
$ 199.95; Professional 
version, $299.95 

Requirements: 
IBM PC, 640K bytes of 
RAM , and DOS 2.0 or 
higher. 

although the old WordStar 
commands are still sup
ported. The new macro lan
guage proved disappointi ng; 
it allows only sequences of 
the ex isting commands, with 
no loops or conditionals. The 
powerful new Transfer op
tion allows you to bind your 
own programs and utili ties 
into the IDE, call them from 
a menu, and have them out
pu t messages via an IDE 
window. The Turbo Assem
bler (T ASM) and Debugger 
come preinstalled as Trans
fer opti ons. In a few minutes, 
I installed the Turbo Pascal 
command-line compiler and 
was able to compile Pascal 
programs from an IDE win
dow. If Turbo Pascal pro
duced object fil es rather than 
Turbo Pasca l fi les, I could 
have linked mixed-language 
programs directly. 

Borland International, Inc. 
1800 Green Hills Rd. 
P.O. Box 660001 
Scotts Valley, CA 95066 
(408) 438-8400 
Inquiry 1010. 

Turbo C' s projects , a vi
sual fo rm of the Make utili ty 
for large programs, are much 
enhanced in Turbo C++. The 
Project Manager now lets you 
browse each project 's source 
modules in a window and edit 
them by pressing Return; ditto 
for their header fi les. Proj
ect Manager checks depen
dencies and recompiles onl y 
the minimum number of 
modules. You can specify 
what translator to use for each 
module (e.g., C++, T ASM, 
custom preprocessors, or 
Turbo Pascal) and what non
standard libraries to link it 
with. 

To create overlays (which 
now employ VROOMM) 
you just tick a single check 
box for each chosen module; 
no more worrying abo ut 
memory s izes or loading 
order. A minor irritation: 
Creating a project is the onl y 
way you can link your own 
lib raries wi thin the IDE. 
However, Borland still sup
plies TCC, the command-line 
vers ion of the compiler. 

Turbo C++ contains both 
C and C++ compilers, but the 
integration cannot be seam
less. By defaul t, it compiles 
fi les with the extension .CPP 
using the C++ compiler and 
those wi th .C extensions us
ing the C compiler. Running 
the C++ compiler on old C 
programs usually ends in er
ror, thanks to the stricter type 
checking in C++. Turbo C++ 
implements in full the new 
version 2.0 iostream class 
library, but it also offers the 
stream library fro m version 
l .x to compile older C++ pro
grams. 

Borland has upgraded the 
C compiler in Turbo C++ to 
full ANSI conformance; it 
passed 72 of the 79 tests in 
the Plum Hall val idation 
sampler, the remainder fai l
ing through known bugs in 
my beta-test copy. I tested 



Turbo C++ on a 16-MHz 
386SX machine without an 
FPU. Having no C++-spe
cific benchmarks at hand , I 

ran the Sieve of Eratosthenes 
in 0.6 1 second for l 0 itera
tions (twice as fast as Turbo 
Pascal 5.5). In the Plum Hall 

Apple Deals a New HyperCard 


A pple 's HyperCard pro
gram has been the ma

jor catalyst of the Mac
intosh's success in the multi
media and interactive train
ing markets. The often-imi
tated program lets users 
manipulate data using the 
metaphor of a stack of index 
cards. In a smart marketing 
move, Apple bundled Hyper
Card with every new Mac, 
and HyperCard enthusiasts 
and commercial program
mers responded by develop
ing HyperCard stacks for ap
plications ranging from 
teaching golf techniques to 
toolkits for composing music. 

But, in spite of its popular
ity , HyperCard has been in 
need of some improvements, 
particularly when it is used 
for serious software develop
ment. The current version, 
1.2, lets you work with only 
a single stack on the screen 
at one time. Also , the indi
vidual cards must be the size 
of the small Mac screen (512 
by 342 pixels), and there is 
no support for color. In ad
dition , HyperCard 1.2 had 
limited tools for designing the 
visual appearance of each 
card. 

Apple's new version of 
HyperCard, version 2.0, 
changes all that. The new 

' S File Edit Go Tools Objects Font St yl e 

Readymade Buttons 
You can paste these buttons in to your own stacks. 
This stack contains buttons that . . 

Open stocks Ploy sounds 

Open oppli colions Hide ond show pi ctures 

Eh 
Open ond print documents 
Show help or informolion 

Export or import text 
Do various things 

~ 
Ru d1,1 Mad• fi f lds Go too specific cord Archive stock scri pts 

Novigote through stocks Process o text file 
Toke you bock Make o menu ... 

Shck Ovtr vi•w 
Sort or move cords Noke o popup field 

Print cords ond stt1tks 

Click eny titl e to go to thet ce rd 

THE FACTS 

HyperCard 2.0 
$49.95 upgrade for 

existing Macintosh 
owners; free for new 
Macintosh purchasers. 

Requirements: 
Apple Macintosh 
with System 6.0.5 

version supports multiple 
HyperCard windows on the 
screen simultaneously. The 
size of HyperCard windows 
can now range from 64 by 
64 pixels up to 1280 by 1280 
pi xels. There are also some 
new external commands 

Plus Gets Hyper Across Platforms 


Unless you ' re a Macin
tosh user, hyper is just 

an other obtuse indu stry 
buzzword. Still , as Apple has 
proved with HyperCard, the 

concept of inteITelated stacks 
of cards is an eminently use
ful way of organizing and 
retrieving information. 

With Plus, Spinnaker Soft-

Simple Benchmarks, Turbo 
C++'s performance ranked 
close to Sun C 's on a Sun-3/ 
75 workstation. 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996-10 10 
Inquiry 1011. 

(XCMDs) that allow you to 
display color PICT and gray
scale images. 

Version 2.0 al so includes 
new tools for creating graphi
cal designs and visual effects 
on cards. There is a custom 
palette builder for designing 

ware has brought the power 
of HyperCard (and much 
more) to the IBM PC plat
fo rm. Plus is available for the 
Mac and for the PC, with 

In short, I think Turbo C++ 
is another landmark product 
from the folks at Borland. 

-Dick Pountain 

control panels and other navi
gational tool s. The new ver
sion also allows more fl exible 
combinations of text fonts 
and sizes . 

Probably the biggest im
provements have been made 
to the HyperCard develop
ment environment. Version 
2.0 includes a new script 
editor that can operate in 
a separate window whi le 
HyperCard stacks are also on 
the screen (the old editor took 
over the whole screen). There 
is also a debugger that can 
trace variables and perform 
step-by-step execution. 

For increased perfor
mance, HyperCard 2.0 in
cludes a quasi compiler , 
which compiles script com
mands at run time. However, 
a lthough Apple calls it a 
compiler, the new system 
does not allow compiled bi
nary data to be saved to disk. 
In other words, HyperCard 
compiles the script the first 
time it is initiated during a 
HyperCard session. Never
theless, the technique does 
provide improved perfor
mance. 

While Apple is often cri
ticized for high prices , 
HyperCard is one of the best 
bargains available. 

-Nick Baran 

versions for both Windows 
3.0 and OS/2. I tested a prere: 
lease copy of the OS/2 ver
sion. 

cominued 
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At its heart, Plus is an 
applications development 
environment that uses an 
object-oriented paradigm to 
create stacks (applications) 
that can relate textual and 
graphics data on cards in just 
about any way you can imag
ine. The beauty of Plus is that 
it's one of the few applica
tions currently availab le that 
offers true multip latform 
compatibility. Because it uses 
an identical file format, an 
application that I created 
under OS/2 could be run on a 
Mac or under Windows 3.0. 

Plus essentially has three 
levels of use, from very 
simple to extremely complex. 
At its simplest and most 
immediately utilitarian level, 
Plus can directly read a Mac 
HyperCard stack. Us ing 
BYTE' s in-house network, I 
transferred a name and ad
dress stack from our resident 
Mac server and immediately 
had it available on my PC. 

While the ability to use a 
Mac stack as is, is handy in
deed, it 's only a smal l part of 
Pius 's utility . Because its 
programming abilities extend 
far beyond those in Hyper
Card 1.2.2, you can modify 
and expand an existing stack. 
I added color and addressable 
graphics objects to the basic 
stack and resized the cards in 
the stack to fit more cards on 
the larger PC screen. 

DaynaFile for NeXT Lets the Cube Use Floppy Disks 


S teve Jobs proclaimed 
NeXT's 250-megabyte 

erasable optical disk caitridge 
the "floppy disk of the nine
ties ," but it costs a bundle 
more than ordinary floppy 
disks . Not surprisingly , sev
eral vendors have come forth 
with 3Y2- and 5 V4-inch floppy 
disk drives that plug into the 
SCSI port of the NeXT 
Computer. The first one I've 
had a chance to work with is 
the DaynaFile ex tern al 
floppy disk drive from Dayna 
Communications, a company 
that has specialized in devis
ing DOS-compatible drives 
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THE FACTS 

Plus for OS/2 
$495.95 

Requirements: 
IBM AT, PS/2, or com
patible running OS/2 1.1 
or 1.2 Standard or 
Extended Edition with a 

Creating an application 
from scratch in Plus obvi
ously requires more effort. 
Since Pius 's programming 
environment is graphics-ori
ented, I found that using it 
required a real (and slightly 
painful) shift in thinking 
away from the standard lin
ear way of creating an appli

and file-exchange utilities for 
the Macintosh. 

The DaynaFile system 
reads and writes DOS disks 
and also formats floppy disks 
using the NeXT file system, 
so that NeXT files can be 
stored on standard floppy 
disks . The only limitation 
with using NeXT formatted 
disks is that other NeXT 
machines must also have the 
DaynaFile drive in order to 
use the disks . You have to 
convert Mac disks to DOS 
format using Apple File Ex
change and the Mac Super
Drive or the Dayna DOS 
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hard disk drive with at 
least 2 MB of free space. 

Spinnaker Software 
One Kendall Sq. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 494-1200 
Inquiry 1012. 

cation using a more conven
tional programming lan
guage. 

I also had to continually 
think "objects." I created a 
simple time-p lanning stack 
by placing the objects on 
cards, which themselves are 
objects. Because it's highly 
interactive, Plus gave me 

Mounter utility that comes 
with DaynaFile for the Mac. 

The DaynaFile system is 
available with a choice of3 Yz
or 5V4-inch floppy disk d1ives 
or in a dual-drive unit with 
both drive types . I tested the 
dual-drive setup. To install 
the drive, you plug in the 
SCSI cable, flip a switch, and 
install the software. Once in
stalled, you have two new 
files , DaynaUnix and Dayna
DOS, in your NeXT's Local
Apps directory. 

Once these files are in
stalled, you have a complete! y 
transparent floppy disk sys-

plenty of help, with fiU -in
the-blank menus popping up 
when I needed to define rela
tionship scripts between ob
jects. 

Pius 's third level is the 
most complex, and the most 
powerful. Included in Plus is 
PPL (Plus Programming 
Language). It's a complex 
English-like language that's 
essentially a highly extended 
version of HyperCard. And 
while basic non-PPL stack 
creation is powerful in itself, 
you really need to learn PPL 
to get full utility from Plus. 
For example, you need to 
write a PPL program to inte
grate graphics into a stack or 
to do something like export
ing stack data into an exter
nal database. 

Plus is a prime example of 
the power and the paradox of 
the new generation of appli
cations development envi
ronments based on graph
ical user interfaces. While 
Plus is complex, has a long 
learning curve, and requires 
quite a commitment, it will 
create an unlimited variety of 
applications. Because of that, 
in-house developers who 
have the resources (and ex
tensive programming experi
ence) to commit to it will find 
Plus an invaluable tool for 
creating common cross-plat
form applications. 

- Stan Miastkowski 

tern attached to the NeXT 
Computer. DaynaDOS and 
Dayna Unix provide a simple 
window and dialog box for 
copying fi les and formatting 
disks . The DOS system in
cludes a text-translation util 
ity that preserves the linefeeds 
and carriage returns in docu
ments created in DOS. 
However, there are no file
conversion utilities for han
dling database, spreadsheet, 
or word processing formats. 

You first have to convert 
these file types to ASCII text. 
You can directly transfer 

continued 



Embedded systems designers have already used CrossCode C in over 577 different applications. 

CrossCode C has twelve important 

features to help you program your 


68000-based ROMable applications 

It's the one 68000 C compiler that's 


tailor-made for embedded systems development 


CrossCode C is designed spec ificall y 
to help you write ROMable code for 

all members of the Motoro la 68000 
fami ly. It comes with these twe lv e special 
features to help you get your code into 
ROM: 

1. A 100% ROMable Compiler: 
CrossCode C splits its output into fiv e 
memory sections for easy placement into 
ROM or RAM at link time. 

2. Integrated C and Assembler: You 
can write your code in any combination of 
C and assembly language. 

3. Readable Assembly Language 
Output: The compiler generates assem
bly language code with your C language 
source code embedded as comments, so 
you can see each statement's compiled 
output. 

4. Optimized Code: CrossCode C uses 
minimum required precision when eval
uating expressions . It also "folds" con
stants at compilation time, converts 
multiplications to shifts when possible, 
and eliminates superfluous branches. 

5. Custom Optimization: You can op
timize compiler output for your applica
tion because you control the sizes of C 
types, including pointers, floats , and all 
integral types . 

6. Register Optimization: Ten regis
ters are reserved for you r regis ter vari
ables, and there's an option to automati
cally dec lare all stack vari ables as 
register, so you can instan tly optim ize 
programs that were written wit hout 
reg isters in mind . 

7. C Library Source: An extensive C 
library containing over 70 C functi ons is 
provided in source form. 

8. No Limitations: No mailer how large 
your program is, C rossCode C will com
pile ii. There are no li mits on the number 
of symbols in your program, the size of 
your input file , or the size of a C function. 

9. 68030 Support: If you ' re using the 
68030, CrossCode C wi ll use its ex tra 
instructions and addressing modes. 

10. Floating Point Support: If you ' re 
using the 68881 , the compiler perform s 
floating point operations through the 
coprocessor, and floating point register 
variables are stored in 6888 1 registers. 

11. Position Independence: Both pos i
tion independent code and data can be 
generated if needed. 

12. ANSI Standards: CrossCode C 
tracks the ANSI C standard, so your code 

will always be standard , too. 

There' s More 

CrossCode C comes with an assembler, 
a linker, and a tool to help you prepare 
your object code for transmiss ion to 
PROM programmers and emulators. And 
there 's another special tool that gives you 
symbolic debugging support by helping 
you to prepare symbol tables for virtuall y 
all types of em ul ators. 

CrossCode C is available under MS
DOS for just $ 1995, and it runs on all IBM 
PCs and com pat ibles (640K memory and 
hard di sk are required) . Also ava ilable 
under UN IX, XENIX , and VMS. 

CALL TODAY for more information: 

1-800-448-7733 
(ask for extension 2003) 

Outside the United States, please dial 

PHONE: 1-708-971-8170 
FAX: 1-708-971-8513 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC. 
DEPARTMENT 23 

4248 BELLE AIRE LANE 
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA 

CrossCodcT-" is a trademark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 
SYSTEM S, INC. MS-DOS® is a registered trademark of 
Microsoft. UN IX® is a registered trademark of AT&T. XENIX® 
is a regi stered lr;idcmark of Microsoft. 



SHORTTAKES 

THE FACTS 

DaynaFile 
$1105 for dual drives; 
$850 for a 3 Y2-inch 
1.44-MB drive; $750 
for a 5Y4-inch 

1.2-MB drive 


Dayna Communications 
50 South Main St. 
Salt Lake City, UT 
84144 
(801) 531-0600 
Inquiry 1013. 

TIFF and Encapsulated Post
Script files , as well as 
WriteNow files. You can 
format DOS disks using the 
DaynaDOS utility as well as 
create new directories and 

A Frame of Reference 


I t seems that you can ' t turn 
around anymore without 

bumping into a new 
WYSIWYG this or DTP that. 
As much as these terms have 
been stretched of late, it ' s 
refreshing to see them ap
plied to a product that lives 
up to its acronyms. 

Technical publishing is the 
intended forte of Frame 
Technology's FrameMaker 
2.0/Mac, and it is uniquely 
equipped for the task. This 
software, once available ex
clusively on Unix worksta
tions, has migrated to the 
Macintosh. 

FrameMaker is named for 
its central design element, the 
frame. These are rubber
banded into position on a 
blank page and are subse
quently filled with headlines, 

THE FACTS 

FrameMaker 2.0/Mac 
$995 

Frame Technology Corp. 
1010 Rincon Cir. 
San Jose, CA 95131 
(408) 433-3311 
Inquiry 1014. 

work with hidden files. The 
DOS system worked flaw
lessly. 

DaynaUnix lets you work 
with NeXT files stored on 
floppy di sks. DaynaUnix 

body text, bit-mapped graph
ics, or drawings. It ' s possible, 
however, that you may never 
stretch your own frame; 
FrameMaker includes a host 
of predefined sty !es, covering 
everything from s imple 
memos to books. 

The FrameMaker 2 .0 
screen is a study in excellent 
user interface design. Frame
Maker uses pull-downs, but 
it places most of the repeti
tive operations a simple 
mouse-click away. Icons for 
zooming, next/previous page, 
font and paragraph style, and 

"mounts" the floppy disk just 
like the NeXT system mounts 
optical disk drives. The 
floppy disk appears as an
other directory on the NeXT 
file system. 

other common functions 
surround the document win
dow. Several of these, like 
the style icons , pop up dia
log boxes or selection lists 
that can remain on-screen for 
subsequent use. 

Technical documents are 
unique in their complexity. 
A single work may include 
headlines, numbered sections, 
outlines, text boxes, draw
ings , tables, bit-mapped 
images, and equations in 
addition to the body text. 
FrameMaker not only handles 
these (and considerably 

The only catch is that you 
have to remember to "un
mount" the disk after using it, 
or else you '11 get a system 
en-or. Otherwise, DaynaUnix 
works smoothly. Again , the 
only limitation is that other 
NeXT machines would also 
require the DaynaFile system 
to make this utility really use
ful. 

One drawback is that the 
DaynaFile system is not 
cheap. NeXT vendors are 
faced with the problem of a 
small potential customer base 
until the NeXT Computer 
becomes more established in 
the market. Therefore, they 
charge higher prices than 
we ' re accustomed to paying 
for products in the Mac and 
DOS world. 

-Nick Baran 

more) , but does them with 
style. Clicking an icon brings 
up a selection list of para
graph styles. Each one has a 
name, or tag, associated with 
it. Clicking, say, "subsection" 
will automatically increment 
the subsection number, dis
play it in a user-definable 
format, and let you type that 
subsection's title. Each style 
sheet has its own set of para
graph tags, and adding new 
ones is child's play. 

ASCII text can be im
ported, along with Microsoft 
Word and MacWrite docu
ments, but you can dump 
your word processor once 
FrameMaker hits the scene. 
Not only does it provide ad
vanced hyphenation, spelling 
checking, and kerning, but it 
justifies, paginates, and flows 
text around graphics objects 
as you type. 

FrameMaker 2.0's availa
bility on the Apple Macin
tosh could convince non-be
lievers that the Mac actually 
is capable of being a serious 
workstation after all. Frame
Maker is publishing for 
people who make their living 
at it. • 

-Tom Yager 
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We'llNever1ell... 

. . . the world how we protect your hard work. The Products That Protect Your Revenues 

But then, why should we? It's not that we're hard ~ PROTECH KEY 
to get along with. On the contrary. We'll show you Identically reproduced packages. 

how our unwordy approach to software protection can ~MEMORYKEY 
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WINDOWS SHOPPING: 

N

ow that we've had a chance 
to work with the first crop 
of Windows 3 .0-compat
ible applications, we are 

convinced that Windows has finally 
come of age . Programs look, feel, and 
perform better than ever before. 
Don 't underestimate the importance 
of Windows ' stylish new appearance. 
Nowadays , operating systems have to 
dress for success. The graphical-user
interface fashion industry has become 
a big business; even Unix is making 
itself over for the 1990s. People re
spond powerfully to Windows 3.0's 
carefully designed look, and that will 
fuel the demand for 3.0-compatible 
software. 

The changes are not just skin-deep, 
though. Newly incarnated as a pro
tected-mode operating system, Win
dows compares favorably with OS/2 
in certain respects-notably, memory 
management. 

Considered singly, not all applica
tions get a huge performance boost 
from 3.0 's new memory manager. 
Many Windows programs got by fair
ly well under Windows 2.11 with the 
help of expanded memory. For exam
ple , the BYTE PageMaker bench
mark runs only slightly faster under 
3.0 (using 2 megabytes of extended 
memory) than under 2.11 (using 2 
MB of expanded memory) . But what 
happens when you run, say, Micro
graf x ' s Designer at the same time? 

Under Windows 2 .11, some pro
grams, like PageMaker, relied on 
Windows ' use of expanded memory 
(to swap code segments); others , like 
Designer , used the memory them
selves to store data. Unfortunately, 
the two strategies conflicted. To give 
Designer access to expanded mem
ory , you had to disable Windows' use 
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3.0 Applications Take Shape 
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of it-and that crippled PageMaker 's 
performance. 

Windows 3.0 unifies memory man
agement ; developers and users can 
now awaken from the long nightmare 
that was EMS . No more compromises 
and configuration trade-offs- if your 
machine has extended memory , Win
dows (and its applications) will just 
use it. As a result , 3 .0 makes multi
tasking serious applications practical. 
The effect on productivity can be dra
matic . 

The programs that we review thi s 
month demonstrate the breadth of 
uses to which Windows can be put: 
desktop publishing , object-oriented 
programming, hypermedia, telecom
munications, presentation graphics, 
and networked database manage
ment. Of the applications we consid
ered, some are entirely new , some 
have been ported to Windows, and 
most are 3 .0-compatible versions of 
existing programs . 

Conversion to protected mode does 
not appear to be a major obstacle; as a 
result, 3 .0 seems likely to inherit the 
existing body of Windows software in 
short order. Perhaps more important , 
a rich collection of software develop
ment tools-tailored to diffe re nt 
levels of interest and expertise-sup
ports Windows 3.0. That has been 
one of the keys to the long-standing 
popularity of DOS, and it certainly 
bodes well for mass acceptance of 
Windows . 

This month and next , we ' ll explore 
the strengths (and weaknesses) of 
Windows 3.0 in a series of short prod
uct reviews. We can ' t cover all the ap
plications , and that is a telling sign. 
Windows has achieved critical mass ; 
it's here to stay. 

-Jon Udell 

conrinued 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

WINDOWS SHOPPING: 3.0 APPLICATIONS TAKE SHAPE 

ToolBook: An Application Construction Set 

for Windows 

If, as many people sug
gest, Windows makes the 
IBM AT look like the 
Apple Macintosh , then 

• where is the Windows 
version of the Mac ' s popular HyperCard 
software? A number of companies have 
recognized the opportunity and have la
bored to bring a hypertext-style program 
to the Windows 3.0 environment. Asy
metrix is one company with a Windows 
3.0 version of a HyperCard-like product. 
I looked at an early version of its Tool
Book and found it similar to Hyper
Card, but different-and, in some ways , 
better. 

ToolBook functions more or less as a 
software construction set for fairly so
phisticated graphics applications-what 
Asymetrix calls books. Most users will 
probably use Too!Book to create proto
type applications or to generate training 
materials. ToolBook makes it easy to 
create a multipage electronic training 
book, where readers can quickly skip 
around from page to page by clicking on 
a button or "hot word." 

One of the product's best features is its 
animation capability , which, although 
somewhat crude, allows you to generate 
training books that could never be repre

sented on paper through traditional print
ing . For example , the animation could 
show trainees exactly how a tricky toner 
cartridge lifts out of a laser printer . Tool
Book also has some database support, in
cluding the ability to create a simple flat
file database and to access dBASE files. 

Building applications with ToolBook 
takes some getting used to, but it does let 
you create a fairly sophisticated book 
without ever writing a line of code. Yet 
you can write code when you need to, by 
accessing ToolBook's own OpenScript 
programming language , which has many 
object-oriented features. For example, 
you can have an information box sudden
ly appear every time the cursor goes over 
a certain object on the screen. You can 
also access other Wind0ws applications 
through the DDE (dynamic data ex
change) channels, or make use of the 
Windows DLLs (dynamic link libraries) . 

ToolBook has a bevy of interesting 
features and capabilities. But this large 
number of features may have an impact 
on performance. Certain books may re
quire frequent disk accesses and conse
quently be somewhat slow . Asymetrix 
recommends a 386 with 2 megabytes of 
memory , and I agree. 

Still, like many other Windows appli-

Making Points Powerfoily Through Windows 

PowerPoint for the Mac 
helped define the prod
uct category known as 
desktop presentation

• software. Products of 
this type let you develop slide shows, 
often by pulling together text , data, or 
charts from other applications , and then 
output them to the screen, to a printer or 
plotter, or to a slide service. 

The new PowerPoint for Windows 
3.0 may set another standard . It offers an 
expanded set of features over its Mac an
cestor, proving that a PC equipped with 
Windows 3.0 and the right add-ins can 
stand up to the Macintosh in the color 
presentation arena . Because of its intu
itive graphical user interface and its 
WYSIWYG fonts and colors, PowerPoint 
could challenge character-based Lotus 
Freelance Plus and Software Publish
ing's Harvard Graphics . In addition , the 
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supplied Bitstream fonts, clip art , and 
templates could give Micrografx Graph 
Plus a run for its money. 

PowerPoint treats a set of slides as a 

THE FACTS 

PowerPoint for Windows 3.0, $495 
Requirements : 
IBM AT or compatible with 2 MB of 
RAM ; a hard disk drive with 16 MB 
available; Windows 3.0; a mouse; and 
EGA, VGA, or better graphics . 

Microsoft Corp. 
1 Microsoft Way 
Redmond , WA 98052 
(800) 426-9400 
(206) 882-8080 
Inquiry 858. 

cations, Too!Book can be addictive. 
After using it awhile , several possible 
unusual applications occurred to me. 
One would be a police artist application , 
where witnesses to crimes could create a 
sketch of a criminal by simply pushing 
buttons to select various noses, eyes, 
lips, and so on. 

As I mentioned before, comparisons 
with HyperCard come to mind . But Hy
perCard is free with the purchase of a 
Mac; ToolBook costs $395 . Fortunately , 
Asymetrix says it will not charge a royal
ty for a run-time version of the package, 
~o you can distribute your books for free 
to anyone who has Windows 3.0 . If you 
need to create some eye-catching hyper
media and simple database applications , 
Too!Book seems to be worth the price. 

-Rich Malloy 

THE FACTS 

ToolBook,$395 
Requirements: 

IBM AT or compatible with at least 1 MB 

of memory and Windows 3.0 . 


Asymetrix Corp. 
110 l lOth Ave. NE, Suite 717 
Bellevue, WA 98004 
(206) 462-0501 
Inquiry 857. 

single file . First you design the "master" 
slide, which sits behind all the others and 
can include a frame, a background color, 
a logo, and other original or imported 
text and image objects . Then you create 
the individual slides (in any order-you 
can mqve them around and even copy 
them fr.om one show to another) by layer
ing on text, charts, and graphics. If 
you're unsure how to get started, Micro
soft supplies more than 40 sample tem
plates . 

Each presentation has a color scheme 
that includes background, text, and ac
cent colors . After you select the back
ground , PowerPoint suggests other 
colors that work well in combination. 
With a graphics board like the Video 
Seven VRAM VGA, you can get 256 real 
colors ; with standard VGA there are 16 
colors, and dithering creates the illusion 

continued 





FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

WINDOWS SHOPPING: 3.0 APPLICATIONS TAKE SHAPE 

of more. The advantage of color schemes 
is that if you change them, all objects 
keyed to the scheme will be updated . By 
contrast , you have to change spot colors 
manually. 

The PowerPoint icon bar is remark
ably simple. There are tools to draw 
shapes (ovals , rectangles , and lines, but 
no polygons), a labeling tool, and a word 
processing tool. The word processor in
cludes a spelling checker , and it can im
port outlines from Microsoft Word for 
Windows . 

One feature new to the Windows ver
sion of Power Point is the Chart tool. This 
miniature version of Excel allows you to 
create a spreadsheet (original, or im

ported from Excel or Lotus 1-2-3) and a 
hot-linked chart with all the graph types 
available in Excel. The finished chart is 
then copied directly into a PowerPoint 
slide. This is one example of Power
Point ' s excellent use of DDE (dynamic 
data exchange) : The program can also 
link to other Windows applications 
through the clipboard . 

Microsoft ships 400 vectored clip-art 
images wit!l PciwerPoint. F6r output, you 
can print to a black-and-white or color 
plotter or printer, including Postscript 
devices , or you can ship files to Geni
graphics for 35mm slides . Besides the 
slides :themselves, PowerPoint also pro
duces notes for the presenter and hand-

Building Stand-Alone SLQBase Applications 

SQLWindows works 
hand-in-hand with Gupta 
Technologies' SQLBase, 
which is the first Struc

• tured Query Language 
server for the PC and still one of the lead
ing contenders in its field . SQLBase runs 
on a dedicated DOS or OS/2 server and 
communicates over NetBIOS with DOS 
clients . You can develop character-mode 
client applications with Gupta's C appli
cation programming interface, or much 
more sophisticated graphical applica
tions using SQLWindows. This slick 
4GL (fourth-generation language) runs 
under Windows 3.0 and provides all the 
tools you need to build stand-alone Win
dows 3.0 applications that access SQL
Base. 

Two views share the screen when you 
are developing an application with 
SQLWindows. In the form window you 
draw, resize, and align user interface 
elements: menus, list boxes, data fields, 
scroll bars, and-particularly handy in 
the SQL environment-table windows. 
In the outline window, which automati
cally receives a structured-text represen
tation of what you design in the form win
dow, you build a protocol that mediates 
between users and the SQL engine. 

It took me a couple of hours to do a 
simple program from scratch. I began 
with WINTALK, the Windows version 
of Gupta's interactive SQL command in
terpreter. Running WINTALK on the 
client, I imported a .DBF file into a 
server-resident SQL table. (Incidentally, 
the lengthy demonstration script that 
comes with WINTALK provides an ex
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THE FACTS 

SQLWindows, $1295 
SQLBase for DOS, $1995 
SQLBase for OS/2, $2495 
Requirements : 
Client: IBM AT or compatible with 1 MB 
of RAM and a hard disk drive 
DOS server: 1 MB of RAM 
OS/2 server: 4 MB of RAM 

Gupta Technologies 
1020 Marsh Rd ., Suite 210 
Menlo Park , CA 94025 
(415) 322-4100 
Inquiry 859. 

cellent introduction to SQL.) Then I 
fired up SQLWindows, added a list box 
to the form window, and linked it to a 
column of my database. To forge that 
link I trapped and handled two messages. 
The first, sent to the program at start-up, 
triggered a connection to the server . The 
second, sent to the list box in response to 
a menu pick, activated a function (which 
I wrote in the SQLWindows application 
language) that issued a SQL query and 
then looped through the result set adding 
values to the list box. 

SQLWindows neatly encapsulates 
Windows' message-oriented architec
ture, which greatly simplifies the task of 
building an interface. Still, negotiating a 
clean exchange between Windows dis
play objects and SQL result sets takes a 

outs for the audience that include minia
ture representations of the slides . 

Creating a slide show with PowerPoint 
is easy , fast, and fun. I found the pro
gram to be slow on a 286 system, so for 
best results I would recommend a 386 
machine with a fair amount of memory. 
PowerPoint is strong in charting, word 
processing, file exchange, color support, 
and presentation, but it's a little weak in 
drawing tools and effects . Most likely , in 
an attempt to avoid the kitchen sink phe
nomenon, Microsoft is counting on an 
exchange of images between Windows 
applications to fill in where PowerPoint 
lacks power. 

-Andy Reinhardt 

lot of work, particularly for multiuser 
applications . Gupta documents how to 
maximize both concurrency and consis
tency ; basically , you monitor a hidden 
row ID and lock a row only when its ID 
becomes invalid. That' s easier said than 
done; Gupta plans to endow table win
dows with more intelligence in a release 
due out later this year . 

Under DOS, a SQLBase application 
requires considerable RAM-resident 
support. On top of NetBIOS you have to 
run Gupta's router, which eats up an ad
ditional 165K bytes of RAM. (An alter
nate , high-loading router uses only 56K 
bytes .) Under Windows, the router runs 
as a DLL (dynamic link library) . 

With Windows 2.x, that configuration 
didn't leave very much room for your 
SQLWindows application , let alone other 
concurrent Windows tasks. But the Win
dows 3.0 version of SQLWindows really 
shines. Now, neither DOS nor Windows 
suffers. DOS only needs to provide basic 
network services. (For NetWare users, a 
forthcoming native IPX router will elim
inate the need to load Novell ' s add-on 
NetBIOS.) Given some extended mem
ory to work with , Windows provides 
SQL services effortlessly. 

Gupta plans to offer SQLBase on the 
Sun SPARCStation later this year, and to 
adapt SQLWindows for use with other 
servers: OS/2 Extended Edition Data 
Manager, SQL Server, and Oracle . 
There's work to be done , but SQLWin
dows should go a long way toward mak
ing the Windows 3.0 client workstation a 
reality . -Jon Udell 
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, The World's Finest PC Illustration Software 
~· 

~q, CorelTRACE! Autotrace Program 
• 	 Fast, precise, versatile and easy to use 
e 	 Automatic centerline or outline tracing (or you can combine 

the two methods) 
• 	 Batch processing of multiple files with complete control over 

the conversion process 
• 	 Accepts TIFF and PCX input files and produces EPS files 

~\ 
~q, Typeface Conversion Export 

• 	 Now exports typefaces to Z-soft Type Foundry 
• 	 Also imports over 5,000 typefaces from Adobe, Bitstream, 

Compugraphic and others 

~\ 
~q, Connectivity and Compatibility 

e New import filters:DXF(CAD), GEM, HPGL, EPS, PICT(Mac) 
e Also imports Lotus PIC, PCX, TIFF, Illustrator, GDF, CGM 
• 	 New export filters:DXF(CAD), GEM, HPGL, PICT(Mac), 

AI (mac), WPG(WordPerfect), and Videoshow. Also exports 
displayable EPS, Windows Metafile, SCODL 

• 	 Fully compatible with all Windows software and Ventura, 
WordPerfect, Lotus 123, Freelance, Harvard Graphics etc. 

/f!i~! 
~s easy with CorelDRAW! 

Easy, Powerful Drawing 
• 	 Streamlined user interface and lightning speed 
• 	 Powerful Bezier curve editing 
• 	 Calligraphic pen shapes 

Over 100 Precision Fonts in any Size 
• 	 COREL's top quality typefaces (including 35 that match those 

in PostScript printers) are included for both screen and printer 
• 	 You see EXACTLY what you get, and you can view font shapes 

before you select them 
• 	 You can skew, rotate, magnify or fit text to a curve and interac

tively kern or edit lettershapes 

Dazzling, Low Cost Color Output 
• 	 Supports all popular color printers and slidemakers. Full 

PANTONE* and CYMK Color support for color separations 
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WINDOWS SHOPPING: 3.0 APPLICATIONS TAKE SHAPE 

PageMaker Revs Up under Windows 3.0 

PageMaker is a healthy
size package; the execut
able file alone is over 
three quarters of a mega

• byte . Add your document 
file and a number of graphics files, and 
you're asking your PC to manipulate 
megabytes of data for every document. 
But PageMaker has always run in 640K 
bytes of conventional memory under 
Windows. True , it used more than that, 
but only by swapping code segments to 
and from expanded memory and the hard 
disk drive. 

Windows 3.0 has done great things for 
PageMaker 3.01. Aldus's newest re
lease takes good advantage of the Win
dows look and feel, as well as using the 
improved memory and task management 
to greatly improve performance. Page
Maker still runs as one single task; it's 
just that the task is no longer hampered 
by the environment. 

I ran PageMaker 3 .01 under both Win
dows 3.0 and Windows/286 version 2.11 
on a 33-MHz 386 with 4 MB of memory. 
Under Windows 3.0, flowing a 90K-byte 
document into 35 pages took about 35 

seconds. The standard Windows/286 in
stallation provides no expanded mem
ory, using only extended memory as a 
SmartDrive cache. PageMaker and Win
dows were trying to juggle about 10 MB 
of data, and only pulled it off with con
stant disk swapping. Windows/286 took 
over 1 V2 minutes for the same job. 

The next thing I tried was using Quar
terdeck's QEMM to simulate 2 MB of 
expanded memory and letting Windows/ · 
286 use that for segment swapping. That 
cut the time down to within 2 seconds of 
the Windows 3.0 test. The moral of the 
story : With enough memory tricks, you 
can really open up Windows/286 . With 
Windows 3.0, you don ' t need any tricks . 

Don 't forget about the OS/2 version of 
PageMaker . Under OS/2, PageMaker 
gets some added goodies. OS/2's multi
ple application threads give you more 
control over PageMaker's operation. 
Under any version of Windows, some op
erations, such as autoflow, cannot be in
terrupted except at specific times. But 
OS/2 PageMaker puts these operations 
into a separate execution thread and 
allows the user input thread to run con-

Actor Sets aNew Stage for OOP 

Actor does for Windows 
what Digitalk's Small
talk/V does for the Mac 
and for Presentation 

• Manager: It brings the 
graphical-user-interface revolution full
circle. Object-oriented programming 
concepts underlie today's GUis, but 
OOP tools haven't dominated the field of 
GUI programming. That irony may not 
persist much longer. Actor's interpreted 
methods execute briskly under Windows 
3.0 ; access to extended memory will 
allow more ambitious Actor applications . 

If you've used Smalltalk, you'll feel 
right at home in Actor's Browser, In
spector, and Debugger . I miss some of 
the conveniences of Smalltalk/V PM: 
Actor's class-hierarchy list doesn't ex
pand and collapse, and methods and in
stance variables aren't as easy to cross
reference . But I prefer Actor's C-like 
syntax and its smooth integration with 
underlying application programming in
terfaces. Actor methods can call DOS, 
the Windows kernel , or Windows DLLs 
(dynamic link libraries) with practically 
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no fuss at all. 
Unlike Smalltalk/V, Actor couples 

closely with its native GUI. That cuts two 
ways: You lose portability, but you gain 
the chance to learn a lot about the innards 
of Windows. I've never got very far with 
the Windows Software Development Kit/ 
Microsoft C combination, but with Ac
tor, formerly daunting topics like logical 
fonts and text metrics are far more acces
sible. Of course, as with Smalltalk, you 

THE FACTS 

Actor 2.0, $695 

Requirements : 

IBM AT or compatible with a hard disk 

drive , I MB of RAM , and Windows 3.0 . 


The Whitewater Group 

Technology Innovation Center 

906 University Place 

Evanston, IL 60201 

(312) 491-2370 
Inquiry 861. 

currently. The result is a snappier feel 
and better ability to manage long oper
ations . 

Windows/286 made using long docu
ments with PageMaker 3.0 a chore; with 
the 3.01 update, PageMaker under Win
dows 3.0 is a joy. Before PageMaker 
3.01, getting that kind of performance 
boost would require switching over to 
OS/2-a pretty big step . PageMaker 3. 01 
and Windows 3.0 give you that boost and 
more, without sacrificing compatibility 
with your DOS and other Windows appli
cations . And just wait-PageMaker 4 .0 
promises to be even better . 

-Howard Eglowstein 

THE FACTS 

PageMaker 3.01, $795 

Requirements: 

IBM PC with 2 MB ofRAM. 


Aldus Corp. 

411 First Ave. S, Suite 200 

Seattle, WA 98104 

(206) 622-5500 
Inquiry 860. 

have to learn a lot about Actor's classes 
and methods to get anything done . OOP 
technology makes a powerful lever; the 
trick is in finding the fulcrum . 

Actor doesn ' t gain as much from Win
dows 3.0 as you might think. The Win
dows/286 version of Actor 2.0, released 
earlier this year, added the ability to 
swap Actor's static memory (code) and 
dynamic memory (data) to disk. Al
though Windows 3.0's enhanced mode 
provides virtual memory , Actor contin
ues to roll its own. There's really no 
choice: Virtual memory is only an option 
in Windows 3.0, not a standard feature 
as in Unix and OS/2. Of course, Actor 
now has more global heap to play with . 
And Windows 3.0's ability to run more 
Windows and DOS programs in a given 
amount of RAM makes Actor applica
tions (like all 3.0-compatible Windows 
programs) more attractive . 

Actor has always played to several au
diences . Some developers use it to create 
prototype applications that ultimately get 
built using a compiled language; because 
it's much more powerful than simple 
menu-and-screen interface builders, you 

continued 



Develop It Once And ForAll 

Professional ORACLE Allows PCDevelopers To BuildApplications For All Their Computers. Without Re-coding 


Software developers can now use their 
PCs to create even the most sophisticated 
database apphcations and then run them 
unchanged on virtually any major computer 
system. 

Everyth ing from a standalone PC to a 
client-server configuration on a LAN, from a 
minicomputer to the largest IBM mainframe. 

In fact , applications developed w ith 
ORACLE® tools and database run unchanged 
on over 80 different computers. 

ORACLE tools give PC programmers an 
integrated set of application development 
tools including a powerful 4GL, a screen 

generator, a reportwriter and a menu 
generator. 

ORACLE tools can access data distributed 
over multiple ORACLE databases as well as 

data stored in other vendors' software such as 
IBM's DB2 and SQL/DS and DEC's RMS. 

Oracle backs all of its products with the 
largest service, support and consulting group 
in the world. 

And ifyou order now, Oracle will provide 
30 days offree installation support plus a 30
day money-back guarantee. 

Buy the Professional ORACLE tools and 
database for $1299, or you can buy just the 
tools for $799. 

Call 1-800-0RACLEl, ext. 49Al right 
away and see just how quickly and easily 
things develop. 

ORACLE is open. 

It works with 


virtually every vendor's 

software. 


~ 

ORACLE® 

Compatibility· Portability · Connectability 
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can create highly functional prototypes. 
Others use it as an OOP laboratory for 
growing class libraries that they later 
transplant to C ++. Still others deliver 
finished applications in Actor-typically 
of the client/server variety, in vertical 
markets . The large memory and protec
tion that Windows 3.0 gives Actor appli
cations will likely shift the balance in 
favor of Actor itself as a delivery system. 

What does Actor still lack? Encapsula
tion of the communications and database 
services that mainstream Windows 3.0 
client applications will require . As net
work and Structured Query Language 
(or object-oriented) database technol
ogies mature, The Whitewater Group 
should evolve its class library to accom
modate them. A well-connected Win
dows 3.0 workstation will not need a 
powerful file system or a sophisticated 
database: Unix , OS/2, or hosts can pro
vide these amenities. But the Windows 
workstation will need graphical inter
faces to such hosts , and Actor figures to 
be a key provider of these . -Jon Udell 

Windows 3.0 Paints aRosier Picture for Designer 

Products like Designer 
3.0, the latest version of 
Micrografx 's leading 
drawing program, prove 

• that PCs will play an in
creasingly important role in professional 
graphics. Windows 3.0 isn't a cure-all 
for Designer, but it's a powerful tonic . 
Under Windows 2.11 you had to reserve 
expanded memory for Desigqer's exclu
sive use in order to manipulate complex 
images, and even then there were prob
lems . For example, although Designer's 
import function could move graphics 
from a disk file straight into expanded 
memory , interapplication cut-and-paste 
operations were bound by the conven
tional memory available to the Windows 
clipboard. Windows 3.0's direct use of 
extended memory makes the promise of 
Macintosh-style interoperability finally 
real for applications like Designer. 

Still , life isn 't perfect. Although De
signer 3.0 runs more briskly on my 20

MHz 286 machine under Windows 3.0 
than under Windows 2.0, there's no get
ting around the fact that it takes quite a 
long time to render layered, vector-rich 
images to the screen. A math copro
cessor would liven things up; so would a 
graphics coprocessor. Over the next year 
or so, two trends-the falling price of 
34010-based display boards , and rising 
demand for serious PC-based imaging 
software-will inevitably intersect. 

For hardware vendors, Windows 3.0 
drivers are a high priority. At the mo
ment, it's unclear how Windows ' raster
oriented Graphics Device Interface can 
best utilize vector-oriented coproces
sors. Designer 3.0's new outline fonts 
underscore the need for vector support: 
Screen redraws crawl when you add lots 
of outline text to a drawing. The need 
will grow much more pressing when 
Microsoft incorporates TrueType into 
Windows. Windows' fate as a production 
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Attention: Windows developers 
programming in C. 

Drover's Tool Box for Windows packs powerful 
features into your Microsoft WindowsTM applications, 
saving you months of coding time. 

• Features seven new classes for use in dialogs. 

(Integer, date, time, float, etc. with automatic 

screen validation) 


·Windows 2.x and 3.x compatible 

• Increases functionality of Windows Software 

Developers ToolKitrM 


·Includes over 200 useful functions in a single 

DLL (Dynamic Link Library) 


•Converts most C runtime library functions to 

far pointers, including sprintf and sscanf 


• Start programming windows applications 

immediately with standard C co nventions 


•Comes with extensive documentation including 
many examples and shell applications using 
the ToolBox 

• Extends flexibility of SQLWindowsTM and ActorrM 
development environments 

•An indispensable library for developers 

At $295 it's the best productivity booster yet. 
Just call or fax us with your order (VISA and 
MasterCard accepted). 

Drover Technologies, Inc. 

660 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591 -5134 
Phone (914) 631 -4942 • Fax (914) 631 -7013 
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Industrial Control Systems 
LAN Terminals 
Dlskless Systems 

~J~~J.~~,,~-~~F~or
 the IBM PC, XT, 
AT PC DDS" or MS DDS' 

SOLID STATE DISKETTE AND DRIVE EMULATORS 
LAN PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 
• Make PC/XT/AT and compatibles diskless terminals with local 

DOS and program storage. 

• Single or dual disk emulation of 51/4 " or 3112" diskettes up to 
1.2MB, read/write up to 770K. 

• In-board and interchangeable Cassette models using EPROM, 
Flash EEPROM and SRAM technology. 

• On-board EPROM programmer-simply copy a diskette to 
program the EPROMs or Flash EEPROMs. Flash EEPROMs 
remotely programmable on LANs. 

• Two Autoboot modes, a File (read) and a Programming mode
automatic disk drive designation set-up during booting. 

• Flash EEPROM models are electrically erasable. SRAM models 
are battery backed. EPROM models are ultraviolet erasable. 

• 	Programming utilities included with programmable models; LAN 
utilities for remote programming of Flash . EEPROMs available for 
Flash models on request. 

• List prices with memory ICs from $295. OEM prices and models 
available OEM with or without memory ICs. 

~ 2e37 No~~!!!!~~. !t~.~..MN 55113 [83)
~ 612/631-9512 Fax 612/631-9508 

"IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 and PC DOS are trademarks of IBM; MS DOS is a trademark ol Microsoft 
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Ifyou think the best word processor 
for Microsoft"Windows comes from 
Microsoft,there are two things you 
should consider. 

And neither of them comefrom 
Microsoft. 

There's Amf~ the groundbreaking 
program that brought the graphical 
interface of Windows to word process
ing in the first place. 

And Amf Professional,themuscular 
new high-end complement to the 
critically-acclaimed original. 

Whether you're an executive typewho 

1'1 ,_..... ,,...... . .. 

~ 

TOWER TALK 
~ _,, ,... , 
Offwcgo Ready for Takeoff 

as 2lsl Ccnlury Approaches 

Thm.J may look like desktop publishers, 
but Ami and Ami Professional are what 
wordprocessing should have been all 

along.Ami isyoursjorjust $199, 
A mi ProfessionaijiJr $495. 

types onlyoccasionally, or a heavy user 
who needs lots of specialized featu res, 
one of these programs is definitely 
your type.

Or both,if you happen 
to be a corporation. 

Because,in addition 
to usingthe same inter
face and file form at, 
they're both designed 
to save youthe type 
of thingyou care about 
most. 

Time. 
About threequarters 

of the timeyou're used to 
spending on everything 
from simple letters and 

memos to presentations and newsletters. 
How? 
By lettingyou create your word s and 

yo ur page layoutssimultane(JUSly- as 
oneintuitive 
train of 
thought. 

By provid
ingyou with 
profession *** 7.9 6.9 Ami Professional 

*** 7.7 7.7 Microso ft Word 
ally designed *** 7.G 8.1 Word Pe rfect 
style sheets 
that make it *** 7.2 6.7 Microsoft Word 

fo r Windows 
Simple tO gen- Sojl.wareD(qestgivesAmi Projessiunal 
erate the its highestowrallrating. 

most sophisticated-looking documents. 
And by making it easy to exploit 

even the most sophisticated word 
processing features. 

As well as those featu res you'll find 
in Arnf Professional that youwon't find 
even in the most sophisticated of 
traditional word processors. 

Includingtables that let yo uperfo rm 
basic math. Charts and graphs. A draw
ingprogram. And Dynamic Data 
Exchangewi th other Microsoft 
Windows applications. 

Now that a certain long-awaited 
Windows application has finally 
arrived, we think you'll agree with 
the experts. 

When it comes to word processing, 
Amf is the last word . 

SAl'DnA 
1\0/W /' llOC ESS f\f; 

Call 
1-800-831-9679 
for a.free self 
running derrw 

and information 
on ourWindows 

3.0verswn. 

Requires · , · 12 or compatible (80286 or '386 CPU); CGA, EGA, VGA or Hercules compatible displays; 
MS/DOS 3.0 or higher.Ami is a registered trademark of' Sarn na Corporation.All other trademarks and copyrights are acknowledged. 

A free runtime version of Microsoft Windows is included wi th each copy of Ami and Arni Professional. 
Circle 246 on Reader Service Card Ami Professional is also compatible 11~th Hewlett·Packard 's New Wave. 
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graphics platform-and by extension, the 
fate of applications like Designer-will 
depend on the effective utilization of ad
vanced display hardware . 

Designer 3.0 comes with two new ac
cessories. Electronic SlideShow does on
screen presentations ; it features PCX and 
TIFF color bit-map support, transition 
effects, and prerendering. The pro-

THE FACTS 

Designer 3.0, $695 
Requirements: 
IBM AT or compatible with 1 MB of 
RAM, a hard disk drive, an EGA or VGA 
graphics card, a graphics monitor , and a 
mouse or compatible pointing device . 

Micrografx, Inc . 
1303 Arapaho 
Richardson, TX 75081 
(800) 272-3729 
Inquiry 862. 

gram's TeleGrafx Imaging Center 
Driver transmits via modem and phone 
lines to either of two service bureaus 
(more are to be added later) for conver
sion into 35mm slides, 4-inch by 5-inch 
transparencies, overhead foils, and full
color presentation prints. 

Another bonus is a free clip-art library 
with more than 1700 professional-qual
ity images . Other new features include 
the ability to trace color PCX and TIFF 
images and convert them to editable color 
vector images; clip-art preview (so you 
can see what a piece of clip art looks like 
before importing it) ; a Bezier curve 
drawing tool that allows setting and edit
ing Bezier control points while drawing; 
enhanced color-separation controls; im
proved Postscript and Matrix (SCODL) 
film recorder drivers; and the ability to 
import the embedded TIFF portion of an 
Encapsulated Postscript file . 

Micrografx advertises Designer as the 
"cure for Mac envy." Windows 3. 0 adds 
considerable credence to that claim . 

-George Bond 

Bridge over 
Troubled Waters 

You've heard the refrain: 
"The graphical interface 
makes everything easy; 
all you do is point and 

• click." And point, and 
click, and drag, and point, and click 
... after a while, ease-of-use starts to 
feel like tyranny. Enter Bridge, a graph
ical command language for Windows . 
Bridge batch files can launch Windows 
(or DOS) applications; select, resize, and 
move windows; control menus and dialog 
boxes; feed keystrokes to running pro
grams; conduct DDE (dynamic data ex
change) conversations with DDE-aware 
Windows applications ; and manage mes
sage-oriented interprocess communica
tion (IPC). 

Here is a trivial but handy use of 
Bridge. When my PC boots and loads 
Windows, a Bridge batch file activates 

co111inued 

Complete 386/33 MHz 
~ D.t;" Cache System 
43118~ for Under $2 000. 

VGA (640x480) upgrade Add $ 450 
S-VGA (800x600) upgrade Add $ 499 
P-VGA (1024x768) upgrade Add $ 699 
80MB/Z12MB Hard Drive upgrade Add $250/750 
3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive Add $ 85 
4MB RAM Upgrade Add $ 350 
64K Cache Upgrade (386-25/33 MHz) Add $ 120 
Vertical Case Add $ 150 
Mini Vertical Case Add $ 75 

~Cl.OU~ ' 

MIS 386-33MHz STANDARD 

• lMB SONS RAM 
• 32K 25NS SRAM CACHE 
• REAL TIME CLOCK CALENDAR 
• INTEI/WEITEK MATH CO-PROCESSOR SOCKET 
• TEAC 5.25" 1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
· 43MB 28MS Hard Disk Drive 
· 2 SERIAL, 1 PARALLEL AND 1 GAME PORTS 
• MGP ADAPTER 
· SAMSUNG 12" AMBER MONITOR 
· NMB HI-TEK 101-KEY ENHANCED KEYBOARD 
• DESKTOP CASE WITH FIVE DRIVE BAYS 
• 220W POWER SUPPLY 
• ONE YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY 

CALL FOR ADDmONAL CONFIGURATIONS 

ltll:S Computer Systems 
P.O. Box 70897 Sunnyvale, CA 94086-0897 

Order Now30-DAY 
MONEY BACK 

386-25MHz STANDARD System $1,895 
386-20MHz STANDARD System (Non-Cache) $1,495 

GUARANTEEI 1-800-733-9188 fm II386SX-16MHz STANDARD System $1,045 
rrices and terms are subject to change without notice. 30 days money back does not include monitor286-12MHz STANDARD System $ 895 and shipping charge. CA rcsi~nts add approprfa~ Pies tax. No surcharge on credit card purchases. 

486-25MHz STANDARD System (64K Ext. Cache) $3,795 Personal and company checks require 2 wks dearance. All names mentioned are registered 
trademarks of their respective companies. 
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Tue·Old Standard For 

DebuggingJust ·Ret~ed 


I 

. ' 
/ 

., . 
MultiScope Debuggers have 
easy to'Use Windows, PM and 

. character mode user interfaces. 

" I . .I find not only (MultiScope'" 's) capabilities, but also 
. . I 

the level oftechnical support provided, to be uf(i!rly fantas
1 • • 

tic. My_productivity in these few months bas literally dou
bled. There is no d,09bt in ~y ~in;. that several features in 
the Solver U~ility that will be bundled with the upcoming 
Lotus 1-2.-3/G product owe their existence solely to my use of 

I n . 

your wonderful debugger. .,Letter sent to MultiScope, Inc. 12189 


\ ' / 

· The award winning MultiScope Debdggers for DOS, OS/2 and 
Windows ~.O are the most sophisticated debugging tools available 
today~ The selectiop of u_niqi.Je features includes: • Run-time debugging 
to monitor program 'execution •' Post-Mortem de.bugging to analyze 
program state after a crash• 100% Cod.eView'" compatible • Direct 

. . ' 
support for C* , Pascal, Modula-2, FORTRAN, and BASIC • 

14 views of the program: Source, Local/Global Data, Graphical 
Data, Assembly, Breakpoint, Watchpoint, Register, Thread, 
Module, Procedure, Call Chain, Memory, Output, and Log

l . j l 

• 386/486 ICE and virtual DOS debugging • Conditional 
breakpoints • Dual monitor, Serial and LAN remote de

• • I 

'bugging • VCR-lik~. remote confrol,from application scree n. 
The new standard · 

for debugging !fas ar
1 rived. For more information 

~and a fre~ trial version, please 
call ( 800) 999-8846, .. ( 415) 

. 323-4286, 05 FAX ( 415) 323-4186. 
· For European pricing please call 
+ + 46· 13·63189. 

• C 5.1 and C 6.0 supporl 1 

All trademarks are property of PC Magazine Technical Excellence Award, InfoWorld 
their respecrive. owners Produst of the Year, BYTE Award ofDistinction: 
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS 

WINDOWS SHOPPING: 3.0 APPLICATIONS TAKE SHAPE 

the clock (which my WIN .INI loads as 
an icon) , resizes it, and moves it to the 
lower right-hand corner of my screen. 
Silly as it sounds , there's no straightfor
ward way to do this on a Mac or in any of 
the Unix graphical user interfaces. Win
dows 3.0's own Macro Recorder, which 
can remember and play back sequences 
of mouse and keyboard events , isn't a 
real solution, either. What you really 
need is programmatic access to a GUI's 
message stream-the modern equivalent 
of standard input. Then you can begin to 
treat GUI-based applications as Unix
style software building blocks that fit to
gether in complementary ways. 

Advanced Bridge applications can 
combine off-the-shelf DOS and Windows 
software to create customized, job-spe
cific workstations . For example, a finan
cial system might feed numbers from a 
proprietary DOS-based analytical pro
gram directly into Excel. Two Bridge 
components facilitate such interactions : 
A TSR DOS supervisor monitors DOS 
sessions, enabling Bridge to send and re
act to keystrokes and capture screen data , 
and the Bridge message controller sup

ports more-complex interactions. 
Under Bridge control, DOS and Win

dows programs can converse locally or 
over a NetBIOS-compatible LAN, using 
mailboxes to coordinate activities . Of 
course, shrink-wrapped programs are 
basically black boxes. Bridge can supply 
them with inputs and take action based 
on their outputs, but they remain passive 
components. But an optional toolkit lets 
developers create Bridge-aware DOS and 
Windows programs that actively exploit 
Bridge's message-oriented IPC . 

Softbridge has packed the Bridge 
batch language chock-full of the goodies 
that DOS's sorely lacks: arrays, param
eterized subroutines, local variables, file 
I/O, modern control structures, and a 
rich set of supporting functions . You can 
parse a filename, query and set file attri
butes, read or write an array , insert an 
element into an array, look up an element 
in an array , and search, concatenate, or 
alter strings . With the Bridge browser 
you can monitor windows, variables , 
mailboxes, and hot keys . 

As users exploit Windows 3.0 to run 
more concurrent applications , Bridge 

Telecommunications Under Windows 3.0 

DynaComm 2.1 is a 
telecommunications pro
gram that runs with Win
dows 3.0. It contains an 

• extensive script language 
that provides a platform for building 
complex applications as well as simple 
log-in scripts. Its binary file transfer 
support is good, although ZMODEM is 
conspicuous by its absence . And it runs 
nicely in the background. 

Windows 3.0 memory management 
works well with this program . When 
DynaComm 2.1 is loaded into a 286 ma
chine with 640K bytes of main memory, 
384K bytes of extended memory, and 1 
megabyte of EMS 4.0, Windows 3.0 still 
has 532K bytes left for programs. Dyna
Comm 2.0, on the same machine and 
using Windows/286, leaves only 271K 
bytes of memory for programs and 240K 
bytes of EMS. Windows 3.0 alone leaves 
650K bytes of main memory for pro
grams. With only Windows/286 loaded, 
342K bytes of main memory and 320K 
bytes of EMS are left. 

The ability to do file transfers in the 
background is a great asset. It lets you re
ceive and send E-mail and conferencing 
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system messages , or transfer program 
code ·or graphics , while doing other 
work; your computer is not out of general 
service during the transfer. Dyna Comm 
2.1, running in the background, received 
a 20K-byte ASCII file in just over 5 min
utes at 2400 bps over a packet-switching 
network. The same file transfer required 
almost 6 1/2 minutes using Windows/286. 
Thus , a 200K-byte transfer would take 
about 15 minutes less with Windows 3.0. 

The script language has the usual 
high-end telecommunications-program 
script language capabilities- conditional 
execution, parameter passing, local vari
ables , subroutine execution, and so on. 
Its more advanced features include sup
port for DDE (dynamic data exchange) , 
dynamic reconfiguration of the graphi
cal user interface, and event handling 
using WAIT and WHEN commands. 
These should make it easy to develop 
specialized interfaces for even very so
phisticated and complex applications . 

First-time programmers may find the 
language daunting; the price of its power 
is complexity. But users with general 
programming experience, even in other 
script languages or databases , should 

should come into its own. Ultimately, of 
course, applications ought to integrate 
tightly with operating-system-level IPC 
mechanisms; Unix and OS/2 will likely 
serve that goal better than the DOS/Win
dows hybrid. But for now, if you want 
programmatic control of character-based 
and graphical applications under Win
dows 3.0 , you'll find Bridge as handy as 
a Swiss Army knife. -Jon Udell 

THE FACTS 

Bridge 
developer's toolkit, $695 
run-time version, $125 

Requirements : 
IBM AT or compatible with a hard disk 
drive, 640K bytes of RAM , and Win.
dows 3.0. 

Softbridge Microsystems 
125 Cambridge Park Dr. 
Cambridge, MA 02140 
(617) 576-2257 
Inquiry 863. 

have few problems finding their way 
around this language. And over two 
dozen sample scripts are included . 

The program can emulate eight termi
nals : ADD VP/60; CompuServe Vid
text; DEC VT52 , VTlOO, and VT220; 
HP 700/94; IBM ·3101; and TeleVideo 
925/950. It supports NetBIOS, including 
AT&T ISN and UB NIU extensions, 
ComBIOS via interrupt 14H, and UB
NetCI. It can also be used on LANs . • 

-George Bond 

THE FACTS 

DynaComm 2.1, $295 
Requirements : 
IBM AT or compatible with a hard disk 
drive ( 400K bytes of free disk space is 
needed to install the application, 1 MB to 
install the entire DynaComm environ
ment), 512K bytes of RAM (640K bytes 
recommended) , and Windows 3.0. 

Future Soft Engineering , Inc. 
1001 South Dairy Ashford , Suite 203 
Houston, TX 77077 
(713) 496-9400 
Inquiry 864. 
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HPmakesita 


Reported by The Star 
E\lerv day billions of 

dust particles enter in
to Earth's atmosphere. 
Now scientists are 
working to make me

tear-burst communica
tion a practical and 
economical alternative 
to the use of tele

fcontlnued on p1Jge 21 

You Can't See the Great Wall from the Moon/ 
Everyone has heard an astronaut, it's diffi

that you can see the cult even seeing conti-
Grcat Wal1 of China nents. You may be able 
from the Moon. Or from to see the Great Wall 
Earth orbit. Or even from orbit, but , In gen-
from Mars. Certainly eral, it's difficult even 
you cannot see the to see familia r objects: 
Great Wall from the the planet's swift mo-
Moon. According to (continuod on page 3) 

Voyager's Last Picture Show: · 
When Voyager 2 was launched 12 years ago, who 
could have imagined these photos st this point In time. 

CHAThrR7FACTION 
a • Got· s (/c Ht M 1 c A l l £ t t 11 

aa
Moro on planetary explosions inside. 

NO BLACK HOLES? 
Scientists are stl l1 unable to confirm 

Motnl-orgnnic chemistry bridges the gap between orgnnlc and !nor· 
ganic chemistry. It cnn lend to Important new product.a (for exnmplo, ' 
poison antidotes). Achelate, such ns ED1'A nbovo (contninlng carbon, 
hydrogen, oxygen nnd nitrogen ntoma) can surround iona or metala 
nnd romo\•e them from unwtlnt.cd places. (continued 1ir.:.cl JXlle)

the existence of oven a single black halo, 
despite widespread belief that such 
things should exist . Tracking down these 
lnvlslble objects Isn't easy, because they 
can only be studied indirectly by the 
effects they have on their surroundings. 
Thero ere several types of pieces that 

Whnt's New In 
Superconductivity? 

It was almoat eXJ1ctly three yenr1 ago that a ceramic material that 
superconducta nbovo liquid nitrogen t.cmporaturo wu dr.tcwered. 
Within dnya orthe discovery, elcctronlca, power transmiBl:lon, and 
trnnsportation were being redoflnod ln OVW}'One's imaifnatlon. Yet 
wperconductivlty Wl\9 not o. now phenomenon. Tho e!f'ect wu firlt 
ob8Crved in morcu.ry in 1911, and, aince then, more than 6000 ele• 
monlS, elloya, and compounds have been found to supe.rconducU(continued on peoe 31 

(continutd nut prJle,) 

MIRROR, MIRROR Antimatter Bottled A device tested mny glvo lnvoulgfttort a glimp&e or what an antimat
ter world might look like. Tho device coola antimatter to a temperature 
n few degrees above nbsoluto zero and atm-es It ror aeveral daya at 

It's a chore, but a11 reflecting tele
scopes require cleaning their reflective 
mirrors. Eventually, the alumlnum coat
ing on their mirrors deteriorates and 
needs replaclng. For large instruments, 
tho process requires removing the tale· 

tcont/nued on PllrJI 5J 

Fi fty Years Aeo 

n li me. (continutd natJKfltJ 

Rumor h&!!I it that before WWD, our chomieta we.re uperimentingjwi 
n distilling procesa to lower the calories o(ordinary boar. Abandonln1 
tho re80arch at tho cruet o( world war, reaearchOl'I then punued the 
development or o. eholf.atRblo Cration. Don't belle~ ftlt rumors. 

a 

Introducing the new HP LaserJet III printer with 
Resolution Enhancement technology. 
The rules have changed. Now the 
name of the game is Resolution 
Enhancement technology. You'll call 
it the best thing to happen to laser 
printing since the very first HP 
LaserJet printer. It gives you clearer 
resolution. Curves that really curve. 
And edges that are never jagged. 

Instead of a "one-size-fits-all" dot, 
HP's built-in intelligence varies dot 
sizes. So they can fill areas where 

© 1990 Hewlett-Packard Company PE12003 

they could never go before. For 
clearer, more professional-looking 

documents. 

Resolution 
Enhancement 
technology shrinks dots 
to fit in curves and di,agona/,s 
where they've never gone before. 



whole newballgame. 
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But there's more than better print 
quality. 14 bit-mapped fonts and 8 
internal scalable typefaces provide 
thousands of options. And enhance
ments to our PCL5 printer language, 
including our HP-GL/2 graphics 
language, let you print portrait 
and landscape on the same page. 
Reverse and angled type. Spirals. 
Even shaded text. You can also plug 
in Adobe Postscript® software. 

For all its new features, the $2,395* 
list price of the HP LaserJet III is a 
good deal less than the HP LaserJet 

Series II printer it replaces. With 
the same hardware compatibility, 
wide range of applications, 8 ppm 
print speed, and software compati
bility, including WordPerfect 5.1 
and WordStar® 6.0. And the same 

reliability as the rest of the HP 
printer family. 

So call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 1007. Ask 
for our booklet on Resolution Enhance
ment technology and where to find 
your nearest authorized HP dealer. 
We'll put you in a whole new league. 

There is a better way. 

F//0- HEWLETT 
a!~ PACKARD 

"Suggested U.S. list price. Word Star is a U.S. registered trademark of WordStar Inte rnationa l Incorporated. Adobe and PostScript a rc registe red trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc. 
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THE NEW SHARP JX-9500. 

Sharp's new laser printer saves as it is, the JX-9500 is a real slots. And memory is expand
you three things everyone seems office workhorse. able to 4.5MB with easy-to
to be short of-money, time and It's also ready to grow. Add a install RAM cards. 
space. It takes up no second paper tray We could go on and on about 
more room than two for a full 500 sheet our remarkable new laser 
sheets of paper, yet it capacity. Or an printer. But we suggest you call 
prints 6 pages per automatic envelope 1-800-BE-SHARP, because, as 
minute ofcrisp text feeder that handles you can see, space is tight. 
and graphics, and 40 envelopes without 
holds 250 sheets in its forcing you to take SHARP.
internal paper tray. As Room to grow. The JX-9500 the paper out. There FROM SHARP MINDSwilh a111omatic envelope feeder are two !'.ont cardsmall and inexpensive and second paper tray. · 11 COME SHARP PRODUCTS'M 
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F R S T M P R E S S 0 N S 

Notebook Newcomer 


Designing a state-of-the-art 
notebook computer is risky . 
To begin with , the competition 
is playing a constant game of 

leapfrog. A leading-edge product today 
could be obsolete next week. On top of 
that, cheap knock-off products from the 
Pacific Rim and a cutthroat sales climate 
make entry into this market tough. 

In fact, unless you are a Compaq or a 
Toshiba, you'd have to be a little crazy to 
jump in . Yet , that is what a start-up ven
ture , A iris Computer, has done . Its note
book PC is so loaded with features that it 
could maintain the leading edge for a sig
nificant period of time-at a price half 
that of the competition . 

Features, Features, Features 
For $1895 , the A iris VH-286 comes with 
most standard notebook PC features and 
several new ones. The standard config
uration has a 12.S-MHz 286 CPU with a 
socket for an 80287 FPU. A 2 V2-inch 20
megabyte 23-millisecond hard disk drive 
from Conner Peripherals or PrairieTek is 
the sole mass storage device. 

The VGA LCD video is an 11-inch, 
supertwist, backlit, black-on-white, 
640- by 480-pixel screen with 16 levels of 
gray shading. A 2400-bps modem is built 
into the motherboard. Standard memory 
is 2 MB , upgradable to 4 MB using two 
1-MB single in-line memory modules . A 
low-profile external floppy disk drive , 
powered from the computer, is a $150 
option if you buy it with the system, $249 
sold separately. Traveling Software's Lap
Link, standard on the hard disk drive, pro
vides file transfer capability between the 
VH-286 and desktop PCs . MS-DOS 4.01 
is the standard operating system. 

The case measures about 10 inches 
long by 12 inches wide . The wedge shape 
is 2 inches thick at the back and about 1 V2 
inches at the front. It is roughly the same 
size as a loose-leaf notebook. It weighs 
about 6 1/2 pounds with batteries; the AC 
power pack weighs just under a pound 
and is smaller than most. 

PHOTOGRAPHY: PAUL AVIS © 1990 

• Michael Nadeau 

Airis hopes to challenge 

established small-PC 

makers with an 

innovative new machine 

Standard ports include one RS-232C 
serial port, one parallel port , one RJ-11 
connector for the built-in modem, an AC 
power connector , a floppy disk drive 
connector, and a PS/2 mouse port (which 
also supports an external keyboard) . All 
are located at the rear . It does not have an 
external monitor port. 

You have a choice of battery power
rechargeable nickel-cadmium batteries 
or 10 C-cell alkaline batteries . A iris had 
not yet determined battery life, but it es
timates that the unit will run about 6 
hours on nickel-cadmium batteries and 
perhaps as much as 12 hours on alkaline 
batteries. These impressive numbers are 
believable if you consider the extraordi
nary battery-saving features built into 
the VH-286 . 

Airis started with the battery-saving 
features found in most other notebook 
PCs-low-power components like the 
small hard disk drive, power-manage
ment utilities , and the strategic omission 
of a floppy disk drive . All major compo
nents automatically shut down when not 
in use , a feature found on systems like 
the Compaq LTE and Toshiba Tl600 . 
What's different is Airis's use of excess 
video RAM as an on-board disk cache 

conrinued 

Photo 1: The 
Airis VH-286 
sports a 
streamlined design 
free ofharsh 
angles or 
protrusions. 
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NOTEBOOK NEWCOMER 

and an efficient power-converter design. 
To reduce the video RAM chip count 

from eight to four, the VH-286 designers 
opted for low-power pseudostatic RAM. 
But the configuration of these chips pro
vided 512K bytes of video RAM; only 
256K bytes were needed for video. The 
rest became the · disk cache. Airis esti
mates that this cache (not yet imple
mented on the prototype I saw) achieves a 
65 percent to 70 percent hit rate; thus, 
the system accesses the hard disk drive 

that much less, saving battery life. 
A configuration utility allows you to 

set time-outs for component shutdowns. 
All system configurations can be set via 
the keyboard. A battery-watch utility 
monitors battery power. An auto-resume 
feature lets you return to an application at 
the point you turned off the computer. 
The feature maintains power to system 
RAM after you shut off the computer, so 
it "remembers" where it was. 

One last unique feature is Airis's use 
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of Intel's Flash EPROM technology in 
storing the BIOS. The Flash EPROM 
chip is soldered onto the motherboard, 
and it can be updated remotely by simply 
downloading new code over a phone line. 
Airis calls this feature TeleROM. Not 
only does this provide a convenient and 
inexpensive means for users to get BIOS 
updates, it reduces manufacturing and 
design costs by permitting on-the-fly 
changes to the BIOS code. 

Good-Looking, Too 
The hardware is interesting, but perhaps 
the most striking feature of the VH-286 
is its appearance. Its streamlined shape 
is free of sharp angles or protrusions. All 
the ports and external connections are 
covered by a contoured, hinged panel 
that, when opened all the way, raises the 
rear of the system for a steeper typing 
angle. The Joss Design Group, a well
known design house from Chicago, is the 
architect of the system's housing. 

The unit has no front latch to release 
the clamshell-style display. Instead, a 
cam mechanism in the screen 's hinge 
locks it shut. To open the display, you 
press a button on the side of the hinge. 
This button is flush with the case. The 
screen folds back a full 180 degrees and 
is held in place by friction . 

Eliminating the front latches has two 
advantages. It gets rid of any external re
lease mechanism and protruding latches, 
and it allows for a slightly smaller foot
print by requiring less material around 
the keyboard. 

The design has another, hidden advan
tage . All the components snap together, 
except for the keyboard assembly, which 
has two screws. This translates into sig
nificant cost savings in manufacturing. 

Airis says it was aiming for a profes
sional-looking design that business users 
would be comfortable with . Compared to 
some of the competition-the Zenith 
MinisPort comes to mind-it has met 
that goal. 

For Keyboard Fanatics 
Airis is especially proud of its keyboard . 
The unit I saw, however, had only a pro
totype keyboard. The basic layout and 
feel, according to Airis, is similar to the 
final version, which is being developed 
by EECO/Maxi-Switch. 

It is basically a standard, full-size, 82
key keyboard with some exceptions com
monly found on small PCs. It has no sep
arate numeric keypad, relying on an 
embedded one , and the function and 
some of the other nonalphanumeric keys 
are considerably smaller. Separate Page
Up, PageDown, Home, and End keys are 
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full size. No compromise was made on 
key travel or distance between key caps. 
The cursor control keys are full size and 
in the familiar inverted-T configuration, 
and the Enter key uses the larger back
ward-L shape. The Control, Shift, and 
Alt keys are where you'd expect them to 
be. Anyone moving from a standard desk
top PC keyboard should have little trouble 
adjusting to the VH-286 keyboard . 

The keyboard will have a couple of 
other uncommon features , as well , al
though they were not on the unit I saw. 
One is a keyboard remapping utility that 
lets you rearrange the key layout to your 
liking. The other is a " sticky key" fea
ture that allows you to perform multiple
key sequences one-handed. 

Performance 
Functionality is more important than raw 
power on a notebook PC, but the Airis 
holds its own in the power department, 
too (see the table). Preliminary BYTE 
benchmark scores give it an excellent 
2.35 CPU index, higher than the Com
paq SLT ' s 1.59 and those of most 
80386SX systems we've tested . Airis 
claims zero-wait-state operation for the 
VH-286 , and the CPU index shows it. 

The disk I/O index is an adequate 1.38, 
but this should improve when the disk 
cache is fully implemented . The video 
index of 1.48 is a little above average for 
LCD-based laptops. 

Not Available in Stores 
By pricing the VH-286 at under $2000, 
Airis has left little margin for profit. 
Therefore, it will sell the VH-286 only 
through direct sales; for most people, that 
means mail order. Assuming that Airis 
will provide good after-sale support a 
la Dell and other successful mail-order 
houses, this should not be a problem . 

The VH-286 comes with a two-year 
parts-and-labor warranty-longer than 
many of its competitors . Since the system 
board uses mostly surface-mount tech
nology, most repair service will be a 
simple matter of replacing entire compo
nents. Airis expects to have a one-week 
turnaround on repairs. Since each unit 
has a modem built in , the company can 
do remote diagnostics to try to resolve the 
problem over the phone. 

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Airis Computer Corp. 
1824 North Besly Court 
Chicago, IL 60622 
(312) 384-5608 
Inquiry 990. 

Is It a Winner? 
It's too early to predict the success of the 
Airis . If Airis can overcome the com
bined problems of a new company with a 
new product a nd deliver what it's prom
ising , then both the company and the 
VH-286 will be worth keeping an eye on. 
I 1 iked what I saw , and I don ' t see another 
vendor introducing a notebook PC with 
comparable features any time soon-cer
tainly not for under $2000. 

Airis hopes to tap into what it sees as 
an unfulfilled demand for a powerful, 
low-cost notebook PC. That demand 
exists; the question remains whether 
Airis has pushed the right buttons . 

Some people will fault Airis for not in
cluding a floppy disk dri ve as standard . 
Many notebook PC users rely on flop-

Photo 2: The VH-286 motherboard makes extensive use ofsurface-mount 
technology. It has a number of wire jumpers , which should not appear on the final 
production units. 

The 2. 35 CPU index is very fast for a 286-based laptop and is owing to the 
VH-286 's zero-wait-state operation (NIA = not applicable) . 

CPU FPU Disk 1/0 Video 

Ai ris VH-286 2.35 N/A 1.38 1.48 

Compaq SLT/286 1.59 N/A 1.77 1.43 


Indexes show relalive perlormance; lor all indexes. an 8· MHz IBM PC AT ~ 1. 

For a full descnplion of all the benchmarks. see ·· introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks. ·· June 1988 BYTE . 


pies, but others, like me, prefer working 
from a hard disk drive whenever possi
ble. Some users will feel uncomfortable 
buying direct. 

Still , there's something very attractive 
about the Airis VH-286. Since the unit I 
saw was hardly finished, I'll wait until 
the final production units are available 
(sometime in early August) to make my 
final judgment. But the compromises 
Airis made in the design are quite rea
sonable. Most potential notebook PC 
buyers will be able to live comfortably 
with the trade-offs made in the VH-286 . 
Good looks never hurt , either. • 

Michael- Nadeau is BYTE 's managing 
editor of the BYTE Lab. You can reach 
him on BIX as "miken. " 
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Come and get it. and future expansion needs. A11d up to 33 MB 

The new EISA-based Dell System"'425E.'" per second bus transfer rate in E!SA burst 

According to your letters and phone calls, mode, so it's ideal for both network server and 

it's what you've been waitingfor. A fast, affordable UN IX"' applications. 

EISA-based i486'" computer. It even has something com-
ANNOUNCING 

And here it is. A 25 MHz puter users have always beenNEW LOWER PRICES ON 
ALL DELL SYSTEMS 

486 '" PC. One with six E!SA hungry for: toll-ftee technical 

slots that are completely ISA compatible, plus two suppon directly from the company that built the 

more ISA slots so you can meet both present computer. Support that helps you get more 

THE NEW DELL SYSTEM 425E 25 MHz i486 E!SA 
The bes t va lue in high performance PCs, co mbining i486 pcrfonmmcc. 

32-bit EISA 1/0 bus, and the indumy's top rated service and suppcm. 

STANDARD FEATURES: 650 MB) hard disk drives. 
• EnhnncL-d !OJ-key kcrbo:ird.• i486 microprocessor. running at 
• I pamlld and 2 serial porrs.2SM H:. 
• 231-wau po"'er suppl~·-

patible wi1h !SA). 

• EISA architecture (dcw.-1w.':l rd com

• 12 -momh On-Site Serv ice Comrx1 
provided by Xerox.~ 

m 16 MB on S)'St cm board, U5ing ~mnerdal Lease Plan. Lease 
optional I MB and 2 MB SIM Ms. fO>' as lo<u as $286/mmuh. 

• SiambrJ 4 Ml3 \1f RAM.• cxp;mdable 

• VGA S)'Stcms incl ude a hi gh perform· " X<mr Exumded Semce Plan 
;incc 16-bit video ada pter. pricing starts at $672. 

•Sockl.':t for 25 MH:\'VEITEK 41 67 math SO MB VGA 
coprocessor. Monoch rom('Srs1em $7.899 

• 5.2s· 1.z MB or J.5· 1.44 MBdiskeue l!XIMBVGA ColorPJusS\·srem $8,699 
drive. . · . 330 MB Super VGA.C.olor Sy~1c111 

• 5 half-hcigh1 dri\'c bays. {&'Ox6CO) $9.599 
•Dual diskette and hard drive controller. 650 MB Super VGA G:i\orSys1cm 
•SixJ2-bit EISA(ISACompatible) ,plus (80.1x600) $10,799 

two 16-bic !SA expansion slots. Prices listed include 4 MB o( RAM. 
•High performance, !DE (80 MB, 100 100 MB hard drive conrigurmlons 

MB. l90 MB), and ESDI (330MB, a\soavai\ab\e. 



from your Dell '" 425E than you would from other 

486 computers. 

Best of all, since we sell direc t, cutting out the 

reta iler and his markup, you can buy a complete 

Dell 425Efor just $7,899. That's $4,454 less than 

Compaq's 33 MHz 386 '" PC and $6,355 less than 

Compaq's 25 MHz 486'. Or you can lease our 

system for as low as $286 a month'.' 

with the works. Including a one-year limited 

warranty and next-day deskside service by the 

Xerox Corporationf' 

Not to mention the fu ll attention of a company 

that's been voted number one fo r overall 

TO ORDER . OR FOR OUR CATALOG. CA LL NOW. 

SQQ,365,9977 

customer satisfaction in all six PC 'Week polls 

of corporate volume buyers for PCs. 

So to order one of the most powerful PCs 

around, call us now. And soon we'll have another 

word for people like you. Satisfied. 

FO R NETWORKI N G O R UN IX • IN FORMATI ON. 

1D ORDER IN CANADA. CALL DELL AT 800-387-5751.~ustcall us. You'll get fast delivery of a computer 
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Laser Printers Get 
Personal 
The latest wave of 
Series II-compatible 
printers offers one feature 
that Postscript printers 
can't match: aprice tag 
you can live with 

Stanford Diehl 
and Stan Wszola 

T
he wait is over. The era of the 
personal laser printer is upon us . 
Only a few years ago , when laser 
printers came on the scene, they 

carried eye-popping price tags that sent 
shivers up many a consumer ' s spine. 
How times change . 

Hewlett-Packard introduced the first 
LaserJet printer in May 1984, and it set 
the standard for performance. The intro
ductions of the HP LaserJet Series II 
printer in March 1987, and the LaserJet 
Series III earlier this year, have further 
pushed the boundaries of price/perfor
mance. 

All the Series II-compatible laser 
printers in this roundup have list prices of 
le~~ than $3000; some sell for under 
$2000 (take a look at some street prices, 
and you'll be hooked). Yet they provide 
more sophisticated text and graphics pro
cessing than ever before. This range of 
performance has never been available at 
such a low cost. 

In the BYTE Lab, we've cut through a 
forest of features to give you an objective 
analysis ofeach printer. Our laser bench
marks put each printer through a rigor
ous suite of performance and compatibil
ity tests. Because each test is geared to a 
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particular mix of applications, you can 
pick the right printer for your needs (see 
the text box "How to Use Our Laser 
Printer Test Results " on page 151) . 

The Heart of the Beast 
A curious form of schizophrenia exists 
among laser printers. Manufacturers tout 
feaures that are unique to their models, 
but when it comes to the printer engine 
itself, there ' s a marked similarity among 
the different brands. We examined 18 
laser printers (see table 1) , but they rep
resent only six different printer engines: 
Canon, IBM, Kyocera Unison, Ricoh, 
Sharp , and TEC (Tokyo Electronics 
Corp.). Seven of the printers use the 
TEC engine, five use the Canon engine, 
three use the Sharp engine , and the 
others use different engines. 

As expected , printers that use the 
same power plant have much in common. 
Each engine type boasts specific design 
and performance advantages-enough so 
that you should select an engine before 
picking a particular model. 

One major difference among the dif
ferent brands is whether the engine uses 
separate optical photo coupler and toner 
cartridges , as do the TEC, Sharp, Kyo
cera Unison, and Ricoh engines, or an in
tegrated unit combining the OPC and 
toner in one, as do the Canon and IBM 
engines . (See the text box "Painting with 
Light" on page 142.) 

Separate cartridges require mainte
nance more often . For example, the 
Epson EPL-6000 uses the TEC engine 
and requires a new toner cartridge every 
1500 pages and a new OPC every 10,000 
pages. A new toner cartridge is relatively 
inexpensive (a TEC toner cartridge lists 
for $29), but be prepared for a potential 
mess. You should quickly vacuum up any 
spilled toner , or it could migrate through 
the printer engine, ruining the printing 
and possibly damaging the engine. An
other potential problem is that the OPC 
might be exposed to light during servic
ing; such exposure will reduce its ability 

to attract toner and degrade the quality of 
your printout. 

Integrated cartridges , such as those 
for the Canon engine-which is used in 
the Brother, HP LaserJet, NEC , and Star 
Micronics printers-give you conve
nience at a price. With these cartridges, 
you can print 3500 to 4000 pages before 
the machine runs out of toner. It's a sim
ple matter to open the printer, pull out 
the old cartridge, and insert a new one. 
But when you throw away the old car
tridge, there may be plenty of life left in 
the OPC. (See the text box "To Refill or 
Not to Refill " on page 142.) 

Paper Handling 
Laser printers can be very fussy about 
the type of paper they receive. Printer 
manufacturers recommend 16- to 34
pound paper with a smooth surface. 
Paper specifically made for use with 
laser printers or photocopiers is excel
lent. We used photocopier paper for our 
benchmark tests. Laser printer printouts 
cost between 2 and 3.4 cents per page. 
Typical dot-matrix printouts cost 1 cent 
per page or less. (See the text box " Your 
Mileage May Vary" on page 154.) 

Be careful with preprinted forms or 
letterhead . When a page passes through 
the laser printer ' s fuser assembly, the 
paper is heated to 392 °F (200 °C) for a 
tenth of a second to fuse toner to paper. 
Some of the inks used in raised letter
head can melt and gum up ·the fuser 
rollers . Some colored papers scorch or 
discolor. 

Feeding envelopes to a laser printer 
has always been a problem. You can man
ually feed the envelopes into any of these 
laser printers or use an optional envelope 
tray. Unfortunately, the trays are limited 
to 30 or 40 envelopes. Jams are a fact of 
life when you ' re doing envelopes , be
cause they are thick and resist bending 
around the rollers and the OPCs inside 
the laser printers. Make sure that the ad
hesive used on the envelope flap and any 
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. LASER PRINTERS 

Table 1: As the following comparisons show, many laser printers selling for less than $3000 don 't force you to sacrifice speed or 
versatility. Most offer upgrade paths to at least 4.5 MB ofmemory and PostScript compatibility (•=yes; O=no) . 

Standard features 

Model Brother Dataproducts Desktop Systems Epson Facit HP HP IBM Laser-
HL-Se LZR650 EX0-2507 EPL-6000 P6060 LaserJet llP LaserJet Ill Printer 4019 

List price $2895 $1695 $1995 $1899 $1595 $1495 $2395 $2395 

Engine manufacturer Canon Sharp TEC TEC TEC Canon Canon IBM 

Integrated or separate 
OPC/toner Integrated Separate Separate Separate Separate Integrated Integrated Integrated 

Rated speed 
(pages per minute) 8 6 6 6 6 4 8 10 

Operating noise 
level (dBa) 50 50 52 52 52 47 42.9 50 

Engine life (pages) 180,000 200,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 Indefinite Indefinite Indefinite 
Monthly duty 

cycle (pages) 3000 3000 3000 3000 4000 2500 16,000 20,000 
Standard memory 1 MB 512K bytes 512K bytes 512K bytes 512K bytes 512K bytes 1 MB 512K bytes 
Maximum memory 3MB 4.5MB 4.5MB 4.5MB 4.5MB 4 MB 5MB 4 MB 
Interface 

(P=Centronics 
parallel) P, RS-232C P, RS-232C P, RS-232C, P, RS-232C P, RS-232C P, RS-232C, P, RS-232C, P, RS-232C 

RS-422 RS-422 RS-422 

Dimensions (D,W, H) 
(in inches) 

19 x 17.9 
x 9.1 

14.2 x 13.4 
x 10.9 

15.4 x 16.1 
x 8.3 

15.4 x 16.1 
x 8.3 

15.4 x 16.1 
x 8.25 

24.9 x 13.8 
x8 

19 x 18 
x 8.5 

20.5 x 14.2 
x 10.2 

Weight (lbs.) 44 33.5 35.3 36 35.3 22 50 33.6 
Power consumption 

(watts) 900 700 600 600 600 550 870 690 
Warranty 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 year 

Paper handling features 

Standard capacity 
tray 200 250 150 150 150 50 200 200 

Maximum capacity 
(with oplional tray) 200 500 150 150 440 300 200 700 

Paper size handled 

Prints envelopes 

Prints labels 

Prints 
transparencies 

Output orientation 

Letter. legal 

•• 
• 

Face down 

Letter. legal, 
A4, B5 

•• 
• 

Face up 
or down 

Letter, legal, 
A4, B5 

•• 
• 

Face down 

Letter. legal, 
A4, exec. 

•• 
• 

Face up 
or down 

Letter. 
A4 , B5 

•• 
• 

Face up 
or down 

Letter, legal , 
A4, exec. 

•• 
• 

Face up 
or down 

Letter, legal , 
A4 , exec. 

Optional 

• 
• 

Face up 
or down 

Letter, legal, 
A4,B5 

•• 
• 

Face down 

Optional 
equipment Paper trays Paper, env. 

trays 
Paper trays Epson emul. Paper, env. 

trays, font 
Paper trays, 

font cart. 
Paper trays Paper tray, 

font cart. 
cart. 

Typographic features 

Resident typefaces 5 4 6 3 3 2 4 5 
Font cartridge slots 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Accepts HP font 

cartridges 

Emulation 
• 0 • • • • • 0 

Epson FX 

IBM Proprinter 

Diablo630 

HP 7 4 75 plotter 

Postscript 

•••• 
0 

••• 
0 

0 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Software 

Optional 

Optional 

0 

0 

0 
Optional 

0 

Optional 

0 
0 

0 

Optional 

Optional 

0 

0 
Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

0 

• 
Optional 

0 

• 
0 

• 
0 

preprinted return address will not melt 
when passing through the fuser. 

Printing transparencies and labels re
quires materials that are specifically de
signed for laser printers. Do not attempt 
to make substitutions. Both types of ma
terials must be able to withstand the heat 
from the fu ser. 
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A Sure Cure for the Jaggies 
One of the problems with trying to pro
duce good-looking text and graphics on a 
laser printer are "jaggies," the stair-step 
effect on some curves and lines . Jaggies 
result from breaking up an image into a 
fine grid (i.e ., 300 dots per inch) . All the 
printers we examined function at 300 

dpi. To get better quality and resolution, 
manufacturers could go to 600 dpi , but 
the cost for a more precise print engine 
and RAM for graphics would be proh ibi
tive for most users . 

Hewlett-Packard found a way around 
this dilemma. The LaserJet Series III 
uses the company's Resolution Enhance
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Kyocera 
F-1000A 

Mannesman 
TallyMT906 

NCR 
6435 

NEC 
Silentwriter 2 

Packard Bell 
PB9500 

PCPI Laser
Image 1030 

Sharp 
JX-9500 

Star Micronics 
LaserPrfnter 8 

Tl 
mlcroLaser 

Toshiba 
Pagelaser6 

$2895 $2195 $2395 $2695 $2195 $2295 $1795 $2799 $1799 $1549 
Kyocera Unison TEC TEC Canon TEC Ricoh Sharp Canon Sharp TEC 

Separate Separate Separate Integrated Separate Separate Separate Integrated Separate Separate 

10 6 6 8 6 6 6 8 6 6 

55 52 52 50 52 52 50 53 50 52 
Indefinite 300,000 300,000 300,000 300,000 180,000 300,000 300,000 180,000 300,000 

10,000 4000 5000 5000 4000 3000 3000 3000 3000 4000 
512K bytes 512K bytes 512K bytes 1 MB 1.5MB 512K bytes 512K bytes 1 MB 512K bytes 512K bytes 

1.5 MB 4.5MB 4.5MB 5MB 4.5MB 5 MB 4.5M B 5MB 4.5MB 4.5MB 

P, RS232C P, RS-232C P, RS-232C, 
RS-422 

P, RS-232C, 
AIM 

P. RS-232C, 
RS-422 

P, RS-232C P, RS-232C P, RS-232C AppleTalk, P. 
RS-232C. 

P, RS-232C 

RS-422 
17.7 x 16.9 15.4 x 16.1 15.4 x 35.4 17.3 x 24 .5 15.4 X 16.1 16.4 x 15.9 14.2 x 13.4 19.4 X 17.9 14.2 x 13.4 15.4 x 16.1 

x 12.6 x 8.3 x 8.3 x 11 .4 x 8.3 x 8.2 x 10.5 x 8.6 x 10.9 x 8.3 
57.3 35 36 49 35.3 36 33.5 45 33.5 35 

950 600 1000 870 600 1000 700 600 700 600 
90 days 1 year 90 days 1 year or 

60,000 pages 
1 year 90 days 1 year 1 year 1 year 1 ye<ir 

250 150 150 200 150 150 250 200 250 150 

250 400 150 200 150 400 500 200 500 150 
Letter 

•• 

Letter, legal , 
A4 , B5 

•• 

Letter, legal, 
A4 , AS, B4 

•• 

Letter, legal 

•• 

Letter, legal, 
A4 , B5 

•• 

Letter, legal , 
A4 , A5 

•• 

Letter. legal, 
A4 . B5 

•• 

Letter, legal, 
A4 , B5 

•• 

Letter, legal , 
A4 , B5 

•• 

Letter . legal , 
A4. B5 

•• 
• • • • • • • • • • 

Face down Face up Face up Face up Face up Face up Face up Face up Face up Face down 
or down or down or down or down or down or down or down ord down 

Paper trays Paper trays, Font car t. . Paper trays, Font cart ., Paper trays, Paper trays, Paper trays, Paper and env. Paper trays 
printer emul. printer emul. font car t. printer emul. font car t. font cart. font cart. trays, font cart. . 

printer emul. , 
serial board 

6 3 3 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 
• 
0 

• 
0 

Optional 

Optional 

0 
0 

Opt. cart. 

Opt.cart. 

• 
Opt.cart. 

0 
0 

0 

0 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

0 

•••• 

••• 
0 

••• 
0 

Optional 

0 
Optional 

0 

0 

• 
0 
0 

Prescribe Optional 0 0 0 Optional 0 Opt. board Optional 0 
language 

ment (RE) technology to improve the vi
sual quality of its output. RE smoothes 
edges and produces sharper points and 
line intersections (see figure 1). It does 
this by adjusting the size and position of 
the individual dots in relation to each 
other. The print engine is still limited to 
300 dpi , but text and graphics look 

slightly sharper. 
Hewlett-Packard incorporated the RE 

circuitry into an applicat ion-specific IC 
in the controller electronics. The circuit
ry intercepts and stores a 6-dot-high by 
2560-dot-wide section of the page. It ex
amines the relat ive position of each dot to 
its 49 neighbors. The circuitry uses pat

tern recognition to identify any problem 
areas, and then it uses pulse-width mod
ulation to control the laser beam. RE ad
justs dot positions in a horizontal line by 
controlling the on/off timing of the laser 
beam; the technology adjusts the dot size 
by controlling the beam' s intensity . 

conrinued 
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Figure 1: Hewlett-
Packard 's Resolution 
Enhancement (RE) 
technology smoothes out 
jagged curves. The sample 
output at top was printed on a 
LaserJet Series III with RE 
disabled. The bottom output 
is from the same printer 
with RE turned on. Both 
samples are enlarged 800 
percent. 

Painting with Light 


A laser printer engine emulates pho
tocopier technology . But where a 

copier uses a bright light, laser printers 
use a low-power, solid-state laser. 

A multisided, rotating mirror reflects 
the laser beam to project an image onto 
an electrically charged, photosensitive 
drum (also called an optical photo cou
pler, or OPC) . As it sweeps across the 
rotating drum, the laser beam rapidly 
flickers on and off to paint the individ
ual dots of the 300-dot-per-inch image. 
The charged drum attracts the toner to 

the areas that have been painted by the 
laser beam. 

As a page of paper passes through the 
printer , it also receives an electrical 
charge. When the paper rolls against the 
drum, the toner image is transferred to 
the paper . The paper then passes 
through the fuser assembly , and it ' s 
there that heat and pressure melt the 
toner to make a permanent image on the 
paper. The paper then passes through 
the output rollers and lands in the output 
tray. 

To Ref ill or Not to Refill 


A n entire industry has sprung up to 
refill used Canon toner cartridges. 

Refilled cartridges, on average, cost 
half the price of new cartridges . The 
drawback is that you may not know how 
many times a cartridge has been re
filled. It could be recycled until the op
tical photo coupler (OPC) develops de
fects that begin to show in the printout. 

Refillable, integrated cartridges are 
now available. For example, Pelikan 
sells integrated cartridges with four 
toner refills , good for 12,000 pages. 
They can be substituted for some of the 
older Canon cartridges. (Pelikan is 
based in Derry, PA , at (800) 288-6637 .) 

But most laser printer manufacturers 

discourage the use of refilled car
tridges . Manufacturers claim that their 
cartridges are not built for reuse; seals 
on a reused cartridge could fail from 
heat stress and spread toner throughout 
the printer engine . Also, the OPC has 
only a limited life if you want the maxi
mum quality in your printout. Reusing a 
cartridge could void your warranty. 

We concur with these warnings. But 
if you must refill your cartridges, fol
low these precautions. Deal with a repu
table company, mark your cartridges, 
and insist that you receive only your car
tridges back. That's the only way to as
sure that your cartridge hasn't been re
filled more than four times. 

The RE circuitry's print quality im
provement is subtle. With normal-size 
text in business correspondence, you 
wouldn't see an obvious difference be
tween the older Series II and the new 
Series III. Only when we viewed the out
put with an eight-power loupe did we de
tect any differences (see figure 2 for a 
comparison of representative output 
from each of the engines we tested) . 

Port of Call 
Because laser printers are relatively ex
pensive compared to other forms of 
printer technology, many buyers use 
them on LANs or with printer-sharing 
devices. Most laser printers offer the op
tion of different types of serial and paral
lel port connections. 

Standard Centronics parallel ports let 
you position your printer up to 15 feet 
away from your computer. This distance 
also applies to any manual or electronic 
switching boxes, or other printer-sharing 
devices. An RS-232C serial connection 
allows for longer cable runs , up to 50 feet 
long. Another serial connector option is 
the RS-422A; this allows a higher data 
throughput and cable runs of up to 4000 
feet. If you are using a Mac, several laser 
printers offer optional AppleTalk con
nectors with a maximum cable run of 
1000 to 3000 feet, depending on your 
Mac's AppleTalk configuration. 

We don't recommend manual switch 
boxes for laser printers. To switch to an
other host computer safely, you must 
switch all the lines simultaneously. Man
ual switches, depending on their design , 
make connections sequentially. This 
means that some data and ground lines 
may be left unconnected for a fraction of 
a second, which can damage the interfac
ing chips in the laser printer's controller 
electronics. 

The NEC Silentwriter 2 offers the un
usual feature of permitting two host com
puters to share the printer by connecting 
one host to the parallel port and the other 
host to the serial port. The printer can 
automatically handle data from both 
ports . 

Fun with Fonts 
A laser printer accepts three kinds of 
fonts: resident, or internal fonts; car
tridge fonts; and downloadable, or 
"soft" fonts. Internal fonts come pack
aged with the printer; they are perma
nently stored in the printer 's ROM . Car
tridge fonts are ROM fonts that you buy 
separately. The cartridge, or "font 
card ," plugs into a port on your printer. 
Soft fonts reside on a hard disk and are 

continued 
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I am not a number, I 
I am not a number, I am a fr 
I am not a number, I am a f 

Canon 

I am not a number, I 
I am not a number, I am a fr 
I am not a number, I am a f 

IBM 

1 .1.'.'.·.,.1.tf..~!. l. ~...1.1.1.;...r
:::::::: 

I am not a number, I 
I am not a number, I am a fr 
I am not a number, I am a f 

TEC 

I am not a number, I 
I am not a number, I am a fr 
I am not a number, I am a f 

Ricoh 

I am not a number, I 
I am not a number, I am a fr 
I am not a number, I am a f 

Sharp 

I am not a number, I 
I am not a number, I am a fr 
I am not a number, I am a f 

Kyocera Unison 

Figure 2: A sample printout from each printer engine covered in this product focus. The engines varied little in print quality, 
although the Ricoh engine's output lacked the sharpness ofthe other five samples. 
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To improve your 
document's appearance. 
To create your letter
head. To persuade 
others ofyour ideas. 
To add impact to 
your proposals. 

That's what an 
lntercon font 
cartridge can do 
for you. Simply. 
Affordably. Without 
adding memory to 
your printer. Without 
waiting for down
loading. Without 
taking any disk 
space. 

Vary type size small 
to LARGE. Symbols 
for commercial, legal, 
mathematical, and 
linguistic documents. 

• Need custom tailoring? 
Add your logo or signatures to 
a standard cartridge. Think 
about your cost savings in 
letterhead! Need specific fonts 
or point sizes? lntercon can 
design a cartridge to meet 
your exact specifications. 

lntercon's font cartridges 
operate in the HP® Plus, 500, 
II, llP, llD, and Ill; Canon LBP 
811; Epson® EPL 6000, 
Toshiba® PageLaser 6, 
Brother® HL8e, and AT&T® 593 
laser printers. 

• IBM® LaserPrinter Cards. 
lntercon has font cards for 

the NEW IBM 4019 
LaserPrinters with your 
specified fonts, logos 
and signatures. · 

• lntercon's standard 
cartridges support 
WordPerfect® 5.0/5.1; 
MS-Word® 5.0; Word 
for Windows®; AMI®, 
MultiMate® Adv. 4.0; 
and other popular 
packages. 

• "PERFECT": 
The cartridge for 
WordPerfect® 5.0/5.1. 
Century (like School
book) and Swiss (like 
Helvetica) 6 to 30 

point. For all HP. $349. 

• PR0-1/P: Mix of fixed pitch 
and proportional. Century, 
Swiss, Letter Gothic, Presenta
tion and Prestige. Six to 30 
point. Ideal for HP llP, llD 
and Ill. $249. 

•PHONT+: Designed for 
Epson, Toshiba, Brother and 
AT&T. Swiss, Dutch (like Times 
Roman), Letter Gothic, 
Presentation and Prestige. Six 
to 20 point. $349. 

See us at PC EXPO Booth #1179. 
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downloaded to the printer's RAM when 
needed. 

For most needs , the internal fonts are 
barely sufficient. Most users will also 
want the fonts available in their word pro
cessor program, and they will invest in 
software fonts or font cartridges . If 
you're doing desktop publishing, try!ng 
to match previously used fonts, or trying 
to achieve a specific " look," then a good 
selection of optional fonts becomes im
portant. 

Many manufacturers inflate the num
ber of fonts available in their la ser 
printers by counting every font and then 
multiplying by portrait- and landscape
mode options, the different sizes for each 
font, and font sets for every printer emu
lation . For example, by counting portrait 
and landscape modes and other vari
ables, Kyocera Unison claims 79 fonts 
for its F- lOOOA laser printer , although 
only six different typefaces are repre
sented. For a fair comparison, you 
should count only the specific type styles 
avai lable internally in each laser printer. 

Some printers do not accept HP font 
cartridges, opting for their own font car
tridges or cards. Such a policy can lock 
you into a vendor's product line . If you 
get the fonts you need up front, you'll be 
all right. 

Soft fonts are readily available from 
commercial sources and from BBSes . 
All 18 printers that we reviewed will ac
cept HP soft fonts, since they are all HP 
Printer Control Language (PCL) com
patible. Soft fonts may seem like a dream 
until you start using them. You will soon 
notice them stealing precious RAM from 
your printer as well as consuming gobs of 
space on your hard disk drive. 

Buyer Beware 
While all these printers tout software 
compatibility with the original Series II , 
that doesn't make them clones. Consid
erable hardware differences exist even 
when printers have the same engine. 
Keep that in mind when you buy, espe
cially if you use mail-order sources. 
Make sure your source also sells toner 
and other supplies . Consider what up
grades you expect to make. Some ven
dors, for instance, are shipping Post
script boards now, while others may 
never give you Postscript compatibility. 

Even if vendors can meet your future 
needs, you will pay a premium if you are 
isolated from other sources. You can' t 
count on a flurry of third-party develop
ment for printers out of the mainstream. 
The HP printers attract many third-party 
hardware and software developers, and 

continued 



· 	 Ten Channels: four parallel and six serial, all can be 
software configured as either input or output; automatic 
convers ion from parallel to serial, serial to parallel ,or serial to 
serial parameters; automatic switching and queuing of jobs 

• 	 115,200 bps: our software allows virtually all PC 
applications to send data serially to the SL twelvetimes faster 
than normal 9,600 bps serial 

• 	 PC to PC Serial File Transfer Utility: available free 
· 	 Pop-up Menu via Hotkeys: keyboard se lection of 

printers , macros and many other control functions 
• 	 Simple Installation: just plug in the cables and run the 

menu-driven installation software for the Pop-up Menu 
· User Upgradable Memory: from 0 to 4MB buffer 

PC Magazine [July 1989, Page 263]: 
"The Buffalo SL peripheral sharing device is simple enough 
to use immediately yet sufficiently flexible to form the 
center of a fa irly complex network. It's agood choice ... " 

The SL Saves Money By Sharing Resources 
Using the SL™ is the inexpensive way to let everyone share lasers, printers, 
plotters and modems. Greate r access by more users reduces unproductive 
idle time and the need to purchase more of these expensive peripherals. An 
SL with memory improves PC productivity by allowing al l users to 
simultaneously send their print jobsand quickly release their PCs to continue 
wo rking. The SL is an alternat ive to a LAN at a fraction of the cost. 

All Parallel Ports Smaller Switches 
AS-41 4inputs to 1 
output automatic 
switch without any 
buffer for only $200. 

XE 2 automatic 
inputs to 2electronic 
s witc h-se Iectab le 
outputs from 256KB 
up to 2MB buffer, 
from $250 to $450. 

Circle 46 on Reader Service Card 

45 Day Money Back Guarantee 
CALL TOLL FREE TODAY 

(800) 345-2356 

Buffalo Products, Inc. 


2805 19th St. SE 

Salem, OR 97302 


(503) 585-3414 

FAX (503) 585-4505 
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Svslem lnslallallon 
RS232 lines can go up to aboul 50feet, Centronics 
lines up to about 15feel. For further dislances you 
need line drivers. Be sure to use isolat.ed ones to avoid 
problems with voltage drops and distant lightning. We 
manufaclure drivers and isolators with up to 50.000 
volts isolation. No one else does. 
#20001, Ccnlronic1 linc driver lkV 4KBytc $189 
#80001, RS2321inc driver lkV $229 
#80050, RS2321inc driver .SOkV $319 
#88001, RS232 i.olator lkV $129 
#88050, RS232 i.olator SCJcV $149 

Portable Dal.a Buffi:rs with ba!lerv 
lnstrumenl readings, drilling lemplates, programs • 
you can transport all kinds of dall in a small box. 
# 22031, Ccntranics 32K $149 
#221Z7,Ccntrmjcs 12SK $319 
# 88031, RS232 32K $229 
#881Z7,RS232 128K $319 

Computers ran run yp to 95 % [1sler 
Your computer is forced to run with the brakes on 
because standard printer and plolter buffe!'ll are far loo 
small. U you print alot a printer buffer can accelerate 
your system by up to 95% and anyooe can plug it in 
within a few secoods. 
# 22064, Ccntranics 64K $149 
# 22256, Ccntrarucs 256K $229 
# 22102, Ccntranics 1024K $589 
# 8812S, RS232 128K $229 
# 88512, RS232 512K $319 

The Ideal I-switch [s the one yoy dog' I police at all 
Now there is a fully electronic automatic I-Switch 
thal !eta you share one printer belween two or four 
computers . It does not need any operation and not 
even a power supply. 
# 25210, Ccntranics, 2 PCs 1han: 1 primer S 99 
# 25410, Ccntrm;cs, 4 PCs 1han: 1 primer $189 

!.l[esty!e. Worllslyle? 
Remember when you could walk into a place of 
business and immediately recognize what was being 
done there? People loved their job and surrounded 
themselves with professionally-rellt.ed artistic works. 
Thanks to W&T, this is again poosible. We have 
commissioned West German artists to design artwork 
based on the PC-Codelable (order #17750), and part of 
the MS-DOS command sel (order #17760). Computer 
professiooals will find these prints to be both practical, 
and beautiful to display. Either print (approx. 20" by 
28" in size) can be hanging in your office for $29.00. 
U you with to surround yourself, both prints can be 
purchased together for as little as $50.00. 

W& T Products Corp. 
P.O.Box 39559 
A.Lauderdale, Fl. 33339 

Phone: 1-800-628-2086 
Fax : 1-30~91-5923 
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the IBM LaserPrinter, if it catches on, 
will also spawn third-party support. 

For many of these printers, you will 
have to rely on the vendor for hardware 
upgrades, font cards , and even printer 
expendables like toner. So make sure 
that your future needs are available now 
or, at the very least, in the works. 

That Physical Presence 
The dimensions that we list in table 1 de
scribe the printers as they come out of the 
shipping box. In full regalia, with paper 
trays extended and any optional paper 
cartridges installed , these printers can 
have a very large footprint. Before you 
select a spot on your desk for that printer, 
make sure you know how much room is 
required. And remember that laser 
printers are air-cooled machines that re
quire some breathing room to function 
properly. Do not position them flush 
against a wall. 

All 18 laser printers produced approx
imately 42 to 55 adjusted decibels of 
noise while operating. Their sounds 
range from a low-pitched hum to a 
whine , both of which we found accep
table; this is , of course, a matter of per
sonal preference . The average 24-pin 
printer, by comparison, produces from 
63 to 75 dBa of noise with a higher pitch. 

A Lapse in Memory 
Finally, don ' t short-sell memory-the 
more, the better. Four of these printers 
double the usual installed memory to 1 
megabyte. The Packard Bell PB9500 in
cludes 1.5 MB standard . In these graphi
cal days , 5 l 2K bytes of memory prob
ably won't suffice. Since a laser printer 
must process a full page before printing 
it, there aren't many ways around a mem
ory shortage . If you want to print a full
page , 300-dpi graphic, and your printer 
stocks only 512K bytes of RAM , you'll 
have to generate a smaller graphic or set
tle for 150 dpi . Also, be wary of maxi
mum memory limitations. As your print 
jobs become more complex , your mem
ory requirements will increase. The 
Brother HL-8e can take only 3 MB of 
memory , while the Kyocera Unison F
lOOOA is restricted to 1.5 MB. Your 
print jobs may fit within 512K bytes for 
now , but if you ever require more than 
1.5 MB, you'll have no upgrade path. 

Once you start using software fonts, 
your memory requirements skyrocket. 
To keep downloaded fonts in the printer 
memory , you'll need a minimum of 2 
MB . If you are planning on doing desk
top publishing , you should stock a 
healthy supply of RAM right from the 
beginning. 

LASERJET SERIES II-COMPATIBLE PRINTERS 

HP LaserJet Ill 

Canon Cadre 
The original HP LaserJet Series II 
contained the venerable Canon engine. It 
was a good choice. The printers with 
Canon engines-the HP LaserJet Series 
III , the Brother HL-8e, the NEC Si
lentwriter 2, and the Star Micronics La
serPrinter 8-closely resemble the La
serJet Series II . They are big and heavy, 
and rugged and dependable. These five 
printers will take up a lot of desk space. 
They are not as lean and streamlined as 
some of the other models, but they are 
built to last . Even their paper trays have a 
more rugged feel about them, sliding 
snugly into the front of the printer. These 
printers will probably hold up better than 
most in a multiuser environment. 

The printers with Canon engines also 
offer greater convenience to the user . We 
found them much easier to install and 
maintain than the other printers . You 
simply slip the cartridge under the hood, 
and you ' re ready to print. As usual , 
greater convenience translates into great
er cost. Generally, the Canon printers 
cost a bit more. On top of that, you ' ll pay 
more for the expendable cartridges . 
When the toner is spent , you can either 
throw out the entire cartridge, drum , and 
toner or take your chances refilling it , a 
practice that both we and HP discourage . 

All the Canon models performed 
within a predicted range, with the Broth
er HL-8e posting the best overall num
bers (see table 2). However, the Canon 
models did not significantly outperform 
our baseline machine, the HP LaserJet 
Series II . We also found little difference 
in the quality of the printouts. Even the 
LaserJet Series III, with its RE technol
ogy , did not stand out from the crowd. 

Given the uncanny similarity of the 
Canon-engine printers, the HP models 
remain obvious choices . They're cheap, 
compatible by definition , and sure to be 

cominued 



We put 25 font cartridges in one 
because the perfect printer is just a dream. 

:.;'"-·-:.·..;;· 

-· .. 

Let's face it. There hasn't been 
a printer built that has all the fonts 
you need. Which is why we created 
25 Cartridges in One! 

It has fonts from 25 Hewlett
Packard cartridges, saving you hun
dreds of dollars. You get 172 fonts and 
symbol sets such as Prestige Elite, 
Tms Rmn style and Helv style types. 
And our 3.6 pt AFS typeface so you 
can print full Lotus and Excel work
sheets. Plus 69 international fonts. 

Just plug 25 Cartridges in One! 
into your LaserJet*. It's compatible 
with virtually all major word 
processing software. And even works 
with our Headlines in a Cartridge 
product offering 14-48 pt fonts. 

25 Cartridges in One! can help 
make your dream of the perfect 
printer a reality. To learn more, call 
or write: Pacific Data Products, 
9125 Rehco Rd., San Diego, CA 92121, 
(619) 552-0880. Fax (619) 552-0889. 

PACIFIC 

DATA PRODUCT S 

' Wrsionsof 25Cartridg<.'S in One! are romp.1tible \\ith HI' L.1S1...>rj l'l S..'rk'S II, Ill ~ ll O and 111. . _ • . . 

©Copyright 1990 Pacific o.11.1 Products, Inc. L.1scrjd Scril'S II, 111~ llD ;rnd Scri1..s Ill an.• n.1;iskr1..\'.I tradcll'wks of Hl'wldt- l'ackmd . AFS, b C.1nndg1,_'S mOnc! 1111d . 

Headlines in a Cartridge an: trademarks of Pa.cific Dat.1 Pn:xiucts, Inc. All othl'r comp..1ny ,1nd pruduct 1i.1m1."Sare tradc111,1rks of the rump.my or manu fact u!\'r rt.'Spedln~
 ly. 
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supported. In fact, if you like the conve
nience and ruggedness of the Canon en
gine, you might even keep a keen eye 
open for a good used Series II. A proven 
workhorse , the HP LaserJet Series II has 
stood up well over time. (For a review of 
the HP LaserJet IIP, a $1495 laser 
printer built on a similar Canon engine, 
see "The LaserJet UP: Inexpensive , Not 
Cheap," February BYTE.) 

Mannesman Tally MT 906 

All in One Basket 
TEC manufactures the most common en
gine in this printer roundup . The TEC 
engine has one big advantage over the 
Canon engine: separate toner. When a 
TEC printer runs out, you replace only 
the toner cartridge-a significant savings 
over the long haul. Also, we found that 
the printers with TEC engines-the 
Desktop Printer EX0-2507, the Epson 
EPL-6000, the Facit P6060, the Mannes
man Tally MT 906, the NCR 6435, the 
Packard Bell PB9500, and the Toshiba 
PageLaser6-were genera ll y cheaper 
than models with the Canon engine or 
those with proprietary engines. 

The TEC models print at a rated speed 
of 6 pages per minute, slower than the 
average Canon printer at 8 ppm . Because 
the TEC engine comes in a wider variety 
of models, components are not always in
terchangeable. We could easi ly transfer a 
Canon cartridge from one Canon engine 
to the next. This was less true with the 
TEC engines. 

Canon cartridges are readily available 
from many sources. If you choose a 
model that accepts the same cartridge as 
that of the Series II, you will never have 
to worry about finding the right replace
ment. But you'd better make sure that the 
expendable supplies will be available for 
your particular TEC engine through mail 
order and other avenues. 
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Table 2: Benchmark test results in seconds except graphics throughput , which 
is in bytes per second for the laser printers to generate text, combined text and 
graphics, and HPGLfiles (NIA =not applicable) . 

First Short Text-and- Graphics Long 
Printer page memo graphics throughput document HPGL 

Brother HL-Be 19 290 575 9962 1152 705 
Dataproducts LZR 650 19 395 1555 3065 1238 N/A 
Desktop Printer 

EX0-2507 24 421 1298 3856 1371 800 
Epson EPL-6000 26 425 1310 3736 1492 NIA 
Facit P6060 24 423 1298 3815 1467 NIA 
HP Laser Jet Series II 20 316 724 8341 1034 NIA 
HP LaserJet Series Ill 19 307 619 9693 1017 459 
IBM LaserPrinter 4019 21 313 829 11 ,208 844 669 
Kyocera Unison 

F-1000A 17 290 807 5517 1300 N/A 
Mannesman Tally 

MT906 25 382 473 15,594 1298 NIA 
NCR6435 24 432 1369 3482 1749 N/A 
NEC Silentwriter 2 21 339 721 12,809 968 NIA 
Packard Bell PB9500 25 425 1298 3815 1467 N/A 
PCPI Laserlmage 1030 24 410 1035 2134 1498 291 
Sharp JX-9500 18 336 1138 4269 1252 NIA 
Star Mlcronics 

LaserPrinter 8 20 315 64 1 8539 1022 NIA 
Tl microLaser 17 293 981 10,549 1195 NIA 
Toshiba PageLaser6 24 423 1276 3815 1498 NIA 

We found that the TEC models did not 
handle paper as well as those that used 
the Canon engine. The paper trays were 
more fragile and did not slide into the 
printer as smoothly. The trays have tabs 
protruding from each side. These tabs fit 
into slots on the side of the printer and 
snap into place. We could not easi ly de
tect a good solid click when the tray was 
properly seated. In addition, the trays ex
tend out from the side of the printer, add
ing to its footprint. We also noted more 
paper jams using these trays. 

One pleasant surprise among the 
printers packing TEC engines was the 
Mannesman Tally MT 906. It proves that 
a printer need not be saddled with the 
performance limitations of its engine. 
While the first-page-output test times 
were consistent for all the TEC printers, 
the MT 906 performed the short memo 
test a good half-minute faster than any of 
the other TEC models. On the text-and
graphics test, the MT 906 showed just 
how significant powerful processing can 
be. It ran the test a full 13 minutes faster 
than the nearest TEC competitor. The 
other TEC models posted an average 
graphics throughput of 3800 bytes per 
second or so. The MT 906, meanwhile , 
screeched by them all at a dizzying rate 
of 15,594 bytes per second. If you li ke 
the TEC engine, you'll look long and 
hard to beat the MT 906. 

Tl microlaser 

A Fitting Footprint 
The laser printers designed around the 
Sharp print engine are wonderfully com
pact , with footprints any desk jockey 
would love. We tested three of them : the 
Dataproducts LZR 650, the Sharp JX
9500, and the Texas Instruments micro
Laser. They all have paper trays conve
niently tucked into a shelf at the bottom 
of the printer . The trays slide all the way 
into the printer, so you need not consider 
a protruding paper tray when clearing 
desk space for your printer. Again, parts 
are not interchangeable from one Sharp 
engine to another. We tried to place the 

continued 



Experts Recommend 

ASuper] 

Your Laser Printer Needs A Super IQ. The IQ 
Engineering Super Cartridge 2 adds value to the 
HP LaserJet IIP, quality to the HP LaserJet Series II and 
speed to HP LaserJet III printers. 
Your Best Deal On A IIP. You know that for less than 
a thousand dollars, you can have your own laser 
printer. But it has only three fonts, Courier, Courier, 
and something like Courier. Add a Super Cartridge 2 
and get 17 typefaces in every size your software 
allows-from 4 to 30 points! Smart money says there's 
no better buy. 
Quality Fonts For The Series II. Your series II printer 
is not obsolete, if you recycle with a Super Cartridge 2. 
You'll get every size of Tms Rmn and Helv in common 
use. Each font is designed for optimum resolution 
without need for enhancement algorithms. Chances 
are, a smart upgrade is all you need. 
Speed For The LaserJet III. Why give up speed to 
get all the fonts you need? The Super Cartridge 2 
snaps into the HP LaserJet III printer to deliver every 
ordinary font at full hardware speed and highest 

resolution. Try a test-you'll see the difference. 
Nobody's slow with a Super IQ. 

Our 17-page guide reveals everything you need to 
know about font accessories. There's a Super Cartridge 
for every HP LaserJet printer and many compatibles, 
priced from $399 to $799. And compatibility with 
all the softwa re programs you'd expect (including 
WordPerfect and many others). 
Ask Us Today. We' ll explain how we got the experts to 
agree. (Even the infamous John 
Dvorak) . And we' ll help you find a 
dealer with a Super IQ. So every 
printer will be as smart as it should 
be. Before you buy a font car
tridge, listen to what the critics 
say about IQ Engineering. 

Call For A Free Guide 
1-800-765 FONT 

(1-800-765-3668) 

Cmwda : J-800-663-6157 


IQ ENGINEERING 

W. Germ any: 021 61/65980 o r 06172/459094 • Fra nce: (1) 40.26. 22 .32 • The Ne the rla nds : 070-907051 • Un ited Kingd o m: (0) 665 5650 • Switze rla nd: 0.+2-362040 
Hong Kong: 5-8400336 • Malays ia: 3-2482900 • Aus tra lia: (02) 819-6811 • New Zea land : 4-4990967 • U.S. A.: (408) 733-11 61 


Super Ci! rt rid ge 2, Supe r CMtrid g(• WP, Su per Ca rtrid ge, IQ E and IQ Engint'(•ri ng a rL' trad em<1 rks of IQ Engincl' ri ng . O ther prod ucts a re tradem <1 rks of the ir respt•c ti ve holdL'rS. 
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BYTE BENCHMARK INDEXES 

0 0.5 1.0 

TEXT 

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 0 0.5 1.0 

GRAPHICS 

1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 

Brother HL-8e 

Dataproducts LZR 650 

Desktop Printer EX0-2507 

Epson EPL-6000 

Facit P6060 

HP LaserJet Series II 

HP LaserJet Series Ill 

IBM LaserPrinter 4019 

Kyocera Unison F-1 OOOA 

Mannesman Tally MT 906 

NCR 6435 

NEC Silentwriter 2 

PCPI Laserlmage 1030 

Packard Bell PB9500 

Sharp JX-9500 

Tl microLaser 

Toshiba PageLaser6 

Star Micronics LaserPrinter 8 ..---..,--

D First-page output • Short memo test • Text-and-graphics test D Graphics throughput 

Figure 3: The Text Index combines two tests , the first-page output test and the short memo test . Use this index ifyour 
applications tend to be small, textual print jobs (e.g., memos, letters, and simple spreadsheets). The Graphics Index combines 
the text-and-graphics test and the graphics throughput test. Use this index ifyour applications include heavy-dllly graphical 
elements-newsletters.flyers, complex spreadsheets, and scanned images. Use the Long Document Index ifyour print jobs tend 
to be many pages ofpure text. In all cases, long bars indicate superior performance. 

TI drum and toner into the JX-9500, but 
the printer would not accept them. 

The Sharp models are inexpensive , 
and they perform a bit faster than the 
average TEC engine, despite sharing the 
same 6-ppm rating . The TI microLaser 
was the top performer of the printers 
with Sharp engines . Unfortunately , the 
microLaser did not pass our HP-PCL 
compatibility test. An escape sequence 
within our PCL file included a space. 
Hewlett-Packard considers this a bad 
programming practice, but all the other 
printers, including the Series II, ignored 
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the space. The microLaser choked on the 
extra space and would not properly re
spond to the command. An engineer 
from TI acknowledged the problem and 
said a new set ofROMs will fix it. 

Ironically, the microLaser suffers 
from being too compatible. It adheres to 
the PCL standard more closely than the 
LaserJet Series II does. The microLaser 
printed all our other documents without 
a hitch . It's a fine printer. Don ' t be dis
suaded by the compatibility quirk ; it will 
probably be fixed by the time you read 
this. IBM LaserPrinter 4019 
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LONG DOCUMENT 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 

How to Use Our 

Laser Printer Test Results 


T he commandment we preach fo r 
every pu rchas ing decision-Know 

Thy Appl ication- is especial ly va lid 
when evaluating laser printe rs. Once 
you decide how you' re going to use your 
printer, check our benchmark tests to 
determine the right model for you. 

You can't simply pick a printer with 
the highest page-per-minute rating and 
expect the fas test output. That may be 
true for pure text , but once you include 
graph ics , the engi ne speed becomes less 
consequentia l. The fas tes t graphics 
printer usually boasts the richest pro
cessing power. The bul k of time passes 
when the printer processes and down
loads the graphic, while a page of text 
prints as fast as the engi ne allows. A 
mixture of print jobs might favor a third 
printer with an opti ma l complement of 
fea tures and speed. 

All our tests were designed for a 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series 11
compatible printer with 5 12K bytes of 
RAM . We ran a total of seven tests on 
17 printers plus the original Series II , 
our baseline machi ne . We printed each 
test document from the DOS command 
line using the copy /b filename lptl : 
sy n.tax. The graphs are indexed to a La
serJet Series II , so the longest bars re
veal superior per fo rmance. 

In the Text Index (see figure 3) , we 
combined the first-page output test and 
the short memo test. If your shop runs a 
lot of small documents, pay particular at
tention to the Text Index. We also in
c luded some mi nor grap hics (e .g. , 
scanned letterhead). The firs t-page out
put test times how long it takes to generate 
a single page from command-line input to 

page ejection. The short memo test in
cludes a single-page textual spreadsheet, 
a two-page memo, two letters with 
scanned letterhead , and IO one-page 
memos. We timed each document sepa
rately. After one document was pro
cessed and ejected, we suspended timing 
until the printer's motor wound down. 
Then we sent the next document. 

If you do heavy-duty gra phics
newsletters, flyers, page layout-then 
you should focus on the tex t-and-graph
ics tes t and the graphics throughput 
(fi gure 3) results. The text-and-graph
ics test printed a complex PageMaker 
letterhead , a Quattro Pro spreadsheet 
with embedded graphics , an Ami Pro
fess ional report with numerous fonts 
and embedded .PCX fi les, a flyer with 
a scanned photograph , and an eight
page BYTEW EEK. Th e g r aph ic s 
th roughput test tracked a byte-per-sec
ond rate fo r producing a three-quarter
page , 300-dot-per-inch graphic. 

The long-document test (figure 3) 
generated 125 pages of text. The text in
cludes a var iety of fonts that were down
loaded before the test began, to simulate 
a shop that will download a group of soft 
fonts at the start of the day. 

The HPGL test (figure 4) includes 
plot files from both AutoCAD and Vel
lum CAD . The test exercises a wide 
ra nge o f HPGL ( Hewle tt - Packard 
Graph ics Language) commands. The 
HP Printer Cont rol Language test sam
ples a typica l range of PCL commands. 
All the printers except the Texas Instru
ments microLaser (which had a minor 
problem; see the text) passed the com
patibility tests without a hitch. 

An Engine Like No Other 
Two of the printers employ proprieta ry 
engines. IBM, as usua l, went its own way 
with the LaserPr inter 4019 , which uses 
an engine that boasts a full 10-ppm rat
ing . The faster engine boosted the 401 9 ' s 
performance on the long-document test 
above a ll the others. There's a catch , 
though. Our model kept j amming paper. 
Obviously , thi s will s low down yo ur 
print jobs considerably. At one po int , the 
4019 absolutely mutilated a p iece of 
paper, leaving sh reds of it in the paper 
path . It took us some time to pick the 

pieces of paper out from under the f user . 
Like the printers with Sha rp engines, 

the 401 9 carries its paper tray in a shelf at 
the bottom of the unit. It protrudes only 
sl ightly , adding li tt le to the printe r ' s 
footprint. Like the units with Canon en
gines , the 401 9 has an integrated car
tridge , so you throw the d rum out wi th 
the toner. We did n't li ke the way the 
IBM's cartridge fi ts into the printer. It 
hangs loose instead of fitting snugly into 
its slot. As you close the printer , the car
tridge absorbs the impact first-before 
the printer ' s lid snaps shut. And don ' t 

forget: When it comes to buying new car
tridges, you'll be at the mercy of IBM . 

A proprieta ry engine a lso drives the 
Kyocera Unison F- IOOOA . The printer 
has a hopper on top for the toner . Though 
convenient , this setup can be messy . Un
like all the other printers, the F-I OOOA 
requires that you pour the toner into the 
hopper , remove the toner conta iner, and 
close the lid. This exposes you di rectly to 
black dust. You must also consider the pit
fall s of going with a unique engine. W hen 
we were benchmarking the F-IOOOA , the 

continued 
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Brother International Corp. 
(Brother HL-8e) 
200 Cottontail Lane 
Somerset, NJ 08875 
(201) 981-0300 

Inquiry 1071. 


Dataproducts Corp. 

(Dataproducts LZR 650) 

6200 Canoga Ave. 

Woodland Hills, CA 91367 

(818) 887-8000 

Inquiry 1072. 


Desktop Systems, Inc. 

(Desktop Printer EX0-2507) 

48431 Milmont Dr. 

Fremont, CA 94538 

(415) 683-4725 

Inquiry 1073. 


Epson America, Inc. 
(Epson EPL-6000) 
2780 Lomita Ave. 
Torrance, CA 90505 

(800) 922-8911 

(213) 539-9140 

Inquiry 1074. 


Facit, Inc. 
(Facit P6060) 
400 Commercial St. 
Manchester, NH 03108 
(800) 733-2248 

(603) 647-2700 

Inquiry 1075. 


Hewlett-Packard 

Peripherals Group 

(HP LaserJet Series II , Series III) 

19310 Pruneridge Ave. 

Cupertino, CA 95014 

(800) 752-0900 

Inquiry 1076. 


COMPANY INFORMATION 

IBM Corp. 

(IBM Laser Printer 4019) 

10 I Paragon Dr. 

Montvale, NJ 07645 

(800) 426-2468 

Inquiry 1077. 


Kyocera Unison, Inc. 

(Kyocera Unison F- lOOOA) 

1321 Harbor Bay Pkwy. 

Alameda, CA 9450 I 

(415) 748-6680 

Inquiry 1078. 


Mannesman Tally Corp. 

(Mannesman Tally MT 906) 

830 I South I 80th St. 

Kent, WA 98032 

(800) 843-1347 

(206) 251-5524 

Inquiry 1079. 


NCR Corp. 
Peripheral Products 
Division-Wichita 
(NCR 6435) 
3718 North Rock Rd. 
Wichita , KS 67226 

(316) 636-8570 

Inquiry 1080. 


NEC Technologies, Inc. 
(NEC Silentwriter 2) 
1414 Massachusetts Ave. 
Boxborough, MA 01719 
(508) 264-8000 

Inquiry 1081. 


Packard Bell 
(Packard Bell PB9500) 
9425 Canoga Ave. 
Chatsworth , CA 91311 

(818) 773-4400 

Inquiry 1082. 


Personal Computer Products 

(PCPI Laser Image I 030) 

11590 West Bernardo Court, 

Suite 100 

San Diego, CA 92127 

(619) 485-8411 

Inquiry 1083. 


Sharp Electronics Corp. 
Systems Division 
(Sharp JX-9500) 
Sharp Plaza 
Mahwah, NJ 07430 
(201) 529-9500 

Inquiry 1084. 


Star Micronics America, Inc. 

(Star Micronics LaserPrinter 8) 

420 Lexington Ave., Suite 2702 

New York, NY 10170 

(800) 447-4700 

Inquiry 1085. 


Texas Instruments, Inc. 
(Tl microLaser) 
P.O. Box 202230 

Austin, TX 78720 

(800) 527-3500 

Inquiry 1086. 


Toshiba America Information 

Systems, Inc. 

Computer Systems Division 

(Toshiba PageLaser6) 

9740 Irvine Blvd . 

Irvine , CA 92718 

(800) 334-3445 

Inquiry 1087. 


printouts emerged faded and washed-out. 
We immediately suspected bad toner. 
Unfortunately , none of the other printers 
could loan its toner to the F-lOOOA . We 
had to go back to the vendor directly to 
obtain new toner, which fixed the 
problem. 

The F-IOOOA matches the IBM Laser
Printer 4019 ' s 10-ppm rating, but its re
sults on the long-document test (see fig
ure 3) did not corroborate a superior 
engine speed. The engine did seem ex
tremely well built, however, and the 
paper tray was the best of the bunch . 

Only one printer carried a Ricoh en
gine: the PCPI Laserlmage 1030. The 
Ricoh design includes separate toner, a 
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6-ppm rating, and an awkward paper 
tray . Also, the output quality was inferi
or to that of the other printers , although 
the printer shined when producing plots . 

The Laser Equ~tion 
The Text Index (see figure 3) tests raw 
engine speed as well as the time that it 
takes to dump the page to the output tray. 
There were some telling results. The 
Kyocera Unison F-1 OOOA ranked at the 
top of the Text Index, which is not sur
prising, given its 10-ppm engine rating . 
But that same engine did not perform as 
well as expected on other tests . The other 
10-ppm engine , the one in the IBM 
LaserPrinter 40 19, excelled, too . The 

printers with Canon engines-particu
larly the Brother HL-8e , the HP LaserJet 
Series II and III, the NEC Silentwriter 2 , 
and the Star Micronics LaserPrinter 8
also showed off their high 8-ppm rating . 

Surprisingly, the printers with Sharp 
engines-the Sharp JX-9500, the Data
products LZR 650, and the TI micro
Laser-consistently outperformed those 
with TEC engines , even though both en
gine types have a 6-ppm speed rating. 
Our tests tag the Sharp engine as a su
perior performer . The three Sharp en
gines even give the higher-rated engines 
a run for their money. The microLaser 
led the charge of the Sharp engines, with 

continued 
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~ POSTSCRIPT" 

The Perfect Postscript Wait Loss Program. 

QMS is first again. This time with two Adobe® 
Postscript® printers designed to cut the fat out of 
desktop publishing. Propelled by a supercharged 
20 MHz 68020 processor, the QMS-PS®810 turbo and 
QMS-PS 820 tur:bo printers help your productivity 
by reducing yom page processing time by as much 
as 65 percent. And in today's 11 everything-right
ri.ow11 wGrld, who has time to wait 65 percent 
longer when there's an alternative? 

Compatible and quickly expandable 

Whether your computer ,is a Mac® or PC, you'll 
find a fast friend in the QMS®turbo printers. 
AppleTalk®, RS-232 serial and Centronics® parallel 
interfaces provide easy connections in practically 
any environment. 

These 300 dpi printers have HPPCL®and HP-GL® 
emulations, plus 39 resident Adobe typefaces. 

0 1990 QMS, Inc. The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies: OMS, the 
QMS logo, QMS.PS of QMS, In c.; Adobe, PostScript and the PostScript logo of Adobe Systems, Incorporated; 
AppleTulk and-Mac of Apple Computer, Inc.; Centronics of.Centronics Data Computer, Corporation; HP-CL and HPPCL 
of Hewlett--Patkard Company_ 

The memory is easily expandable from the 
standard 2 MB RAM to 3, 4 or 8 MB. And a SCSI 
interface supports up to seven hard disks of 
unlimited size. 

Double your output 

For twice the paper handling and twice the prints 
per month, choose the QMS-PS 820 turbo printer. 
A 10,000 page-per-month duty cycle, a highly rated 
engine life and dual 200-sheet paper cassettes make 
the QMS-PS 820 turbo printer· a true workhorse. 
But the real networking advantage of this printer 
is speed. 

Your wait for faster Postscript laser printers is 
over. For more information or the dealer nearest 
you, just caU 1-800-523-2696. 
In Europe (3 1)-30/420129. 

Circle 224 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 225) 



Simple Easy Instant Comprehensive 
In solving complex syste m proble ms M&A relys on AXSYS to find the best 
for integra tors and end use rs, one of suited product, compare specifications 
the most exclusive syste m consulting and pricing, check availability, locate 
d esign firms uses AXSYS. Clients of dealers, services and product profiles. 
Musgrave & Associates r ely on them AXSYS gives them all th e information 
for solutions and product purch ases. they n eed - the information you need! 

AXSYS is an online data base which manufacturers , integrators, 
dealers and vars use to give buyers instant access to all their 

products and services . Buyers use AXSYS to find the right 
products for their n eeds - instantly and without any bias. 

AXSYS is the professional 's procurement analysis system! 
Annual f ee and connect time charges apply. 

1625 Messages Only: (303) 293-2201Dealers circle 30, 
End Users circle 31, Facsimile: (303) 293-8407 

Denve r, OEMs circle 32 on Reader Service Card or: (303) 830-2115 
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Your Mileage May Vary 

H ow long can you expect your new 
laser printer to last? Like any com

plicated machine, a laser printer has a 
limited duty cycle. You can run these 
printers only so hard for so long before 
they overheat and break down. Engine 
designers assume that you won't use the 
printer continuously; there will be time 
for the printer to cool down. Most 
manufacturers rate their printers for a 
duty cycle of 3000 pages per month. 
That may seem small, but it is reason
able if you do some math . 

Assuming that the laser printer is 
used in an office whose employees work 
an 8-hour day and approximately 20 
working days per month, you would 
have to print 18% pages every hour to 

a result rivaling the 10-ppm F-lOOOA's. 
In the Graphics Index tests (see figure 

3), processing power prevailed over raw 
engine speed . The Mannesman Tally 
MT 906 leaves the other printers in the 
dust. This is especially noteworthy given 
the lackluster performance of the other 
TEC engines. For heavy-duty graphics 
and professional layout applications , the 
MT 906 is a clear winner. 

The Brother HL-8e, LaserJet Series 
III , IBM LaserPrinter, NEC Silentwriter 
2, Star Micronics LaserPrinter 8, and TI 
microLaser also performed well on the 
graphics tests. As we negotiated the full 

achieve the duty cycle. 
Many manufacturers also rate their 

printers with a life span in total number 
of pages printed. The typical life span 
runs 300,000 pages , although IBM and 
Hewlett-Packard claim an indefinite pe
riod, assuming proper maintenance. 

If you divide the 300,000-page life 
span by the 3000-page duty cycle, you 
get 100 months , or eight years and four 
months. Some manufacturers conserva
tively give their printers a five-year life 
span. Theoretically , with the current 
speed of development in laser printer 
technology , that old laser printer would 
be relegated to mundane printing tasks 
or the obsolete equipment room before it 
would wear out. 

suite of tests, the Brother HL-8e emerged 
as a solid performer across the board. 
Apart from the MT 906, the printers 
with the TEC engine posted remarkably 
similar scores. Evidently, only 
Mannesman Tally has enhanced the pro
cessing power of the standard TEC 
model. 

Ifyou have a lot of long text documents 
to generate, the top performers on the 
Long Document Index (see figure 3) 
should appeal to you . We suspended tim
ing on paper changes and jams, which 
will slow you down more than a sluggish 
engine. Our top performer, the 10-ppm 

IBM LaserPrinter 4019, did suffer from 
occasional paper jams , somewhat taint
ing its impressive time. The Kyocera 
Unison F- lOOOA, while performing suf
ficiently, did not do justice to its 10-ppm 
rating. The leaders in the other tests rose 
to the top here as well : the Brother HL
8e, the LaserJet Series II and III, the 
NEC Silentwriter 2 , the Star Micronics 
LaserPrinter 8, and the TI microLaser. 

The HPGL Subplot 
Five of these printers can produce plots 
from an HPGL (Hewlett-Packard Graph
ics Language) file . Three of them offer 
ROM-based HPGL emulation, while a 
fourth packages a software HPGL emu
lator . The HP LaserJet Series III, driven 
by Hewlett-Packard's PCL 5, incorpo
rates HPGL commands into its command 
set. The Series III output, though fast 
and legible , resembles a drawing more 
than a plot. The Desktop Printer EX0
2507 emulated HPGL with included soft
ware. As expected, the output was slow. 
And remember: Any of these printers 
could do the same trick with the right 
software package. 

The IBM LaserPrinter 4019 and the 
Brother HL-8e produced fine HPGL 
plots, but both were almost as slow as the 
software emulator. If you need a laser 
printer to do a lot of draft plotting, con
sider the PCPI Laserlmage 1030. In the 
lab, the PCPI's plot samples were consis
tently chosen as having the best output. 
Also, it absolutely blazed through the 
HPGL benchmark (see figure 4), easily 
beating all the other HPGL printers. 

conrinued 



Due to space limitations, 

we can't showyou allthe awards 


our 1124and1180 printers have won. 

: 

,,« 

What can we say? Of course, we're proud. But we've always been proud of our 1124 and 1180 Dot Matrix 
Printers- even before they started winning all these awards.Who wouldn't? They just make so much sense. Each 
one, for example, has multiple paper paths. Load it from the bottom or rear. And put it wherever you want. Each 
one has an EZ Set™ Panel. As well as a staggering 3400 print combinations 
possible from a wide variety of fonts , sizes and enhancements. And each Printers, Peripheral\·. Cot11/)!{fers. Copiers 
one comes with a 2-year limited warranty on parts and labor. (See your 'f)peuritersr111dFacsimiles 
dealer for details.) 

Panasonic®1124 and 1180 Dot Matrix Printers. They're everyone else's Panasonic 
Office Automationrn

choice. Shouldn't they be yours, too? 

Circle 195 on Reader Service Card 
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HPGL INDEX 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 

Brother HL-8e 

Desktop Printer EX0-2507 

HP LaserJet Series Ill 

IBM LaserPrinter 4019 

POPI Laserlmage 1030 

Figure 4: The HPGL Index. Three ofthe printers support the Hewlett-Packard 
Graphics Language internally. A fourth , the Desktop Printer EX0-2507, packages 
software emulation. The LaserJet Series Ill, driven by HP 's latest incarnation ofits 
Printer Control Language (PCL 5), incorporates HPGL commands into its command 
set. The index is based on the Series III results. Long bars indicate superior 
performance. The PCP/ Laserlmage 1030 produced the sharpest plots in record time. 

The Best of the Laser Line supported like no other printer in the 
In the end, it's awfully hard not to pick world-and they have a proven track 
an HP printer. Even the old Series II per record. The Series III includes I MB of 
formed admirably on our tests. All the RAM, an extended command set (PCL 
LaserJets are rugged , dependable, and 5) , and enhanced resolution- for a sur-

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY 
gqJ PC_VDJ: Virtual Device Interface. Display and 

m Printed graphics. Draw and print at 60 to 600 dpi. Outline g dlJ fillable font factory. Text at any angle. Figure drawing. Very 
_;_!_~113 fasl User coordinates. All GKS draw. Graphic object 

:1?!!!·!!!~!1~!•!17:~ manipulations. Resolution En~ncement Technology. Super · ·~·- __113 VGA 256 color modes. Draw m memory or on screen. 

tt:lfllll NO ROYALTIES. $395. Testprint denw program. 

if~ PHONTM: TIIE FONTMAKER Interactively 

~· a af create scaleable, expandable and fillable outline, stroke andif:DJMJ bitmap fonts, figures and logo's. Seal~ to various si~e fonts. 
:1t1!-!!·!-!-!-!lf!1113~ Laser loader. Use same font for display and pnnt. Use["lill fonts with PC_ VD!, •IBM 8514/A & .others. $395. 

~r1""1; SCANLJB. Image tools hbrary. Image ca pture. -JiM3 Sea.le i~ag~ up or do~n or auto scale to fit in a wi~dow. 
~r1~ Ammallon ID all graphic modes. Image rotate, skew, mirror,
f~!iiWU(* tile fill and window scroll. Virtual bitmaps and graphic pop
-\!t!)-t"'f.1-~- up.s. Includes Text &_Mouse functions. Drag image. _Scal~d 
:1-!fl!""'!•!ll!~~!'=tJ-~ pnnt/ploL 149 funchons. Draw text and hne drawmgs ID 
;; · .. ... bitmaps. PCX, KPS formats. Color Mapping. Faster and 
~IQ better package for PC~ file handling. $195. 

~f'ml'l~.r11 MEGAVDJ. Large image tools library. Draw and
wamJM manipulate large drawings and scanned images. Image 
:rt'!r1~1'1~.r"1: Database. Pan, scroll, rotate, hspeed-scale. Import PCX 
t)1C1ktf¥11&Wj i~ages in one large image file. Color print/plots with Pre-

View. HP-GL and ParntJet !024X768X16. $895. 

All products: Graphic modes from Herc. to Super VGA 
, Most 'C', Pascal, Fortran, MS QuickBasic 4.0 to 7.0 

prisingly low list price of $2395 . The HP 
choice may not be too daring, but it's 
money in the bank. 

Mannesman Tally packed some im
pressive processing power inside the MT 
906. Ifyour jobs demand a lot of graphics 
processing, a fast engine will only be 
wasted. You'll do better to find a fast 
processor, and you can ' t do much better 
than the MT 906. It also proved rugged 
for daily print jobs in the lab. 

If you're looking for a truly personal 
laser printer , consider those printers that 
are based on the Sharp engine. They have 
an attractive price (all three are under 
$2000), an exquisitely small footprint , 
and a compact design destined for a 
cramped desktop. Of these, we liked the 
TI microLaser the best. 

Most of us thought it would be a long 
time before laser printer prices dropped . 
But the wait is already over. Keep an eye 
out for low street prices. Sooner or later, 
you'll find a deal you can ' t refuse . • 

Stanford Diehl and Stan Wszala are test
ing editors/engineers for the BYTE Lab. 
They can be conta cted on BIX as 
"sdiehl " and "stan, " respectively. 

- NOVA INC. 
2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144 

Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 

708-882-4111 FAX: 708-882-4173 
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"So, this punk comes up to me and says, 
'Isthere anything you won't dofor abuck?' 

AndIsay, 'Sure. Iwon't plug in my PC 
without aProxima product to protect ~-'" 

"I may be crazy, but I'm notstupid." 


"When people tell me I take foolish 
risks, I say to them: 'At least I assess the 
risks, and I always take steps to protect 
myself. Do you?' 

"Take many microcomputer users. 
They're cool and calm, just cruising along 
until - wham!- they've crashed. Lost all 
their data, maybe even burned out a 
motherboard. Yet they sit there, stunned. 

Whether you're operating ahome computer or atech
nical workstation, there's astate-of-the-art Proxima 
Praline to match your needs. 

Circle 320 011 Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 321) 

They had no idea they were at risk. 
"Or maybe they just thought it would 

never happen to them. Yet studies 
indicate that every AC outlet in America 
has a97% probability of incurring at least 
one system-damaging event each year. 

"Whether it's aProxima®Praline'" 
Surge Suppressor that clamps down on 
incoming surges and spikes - or aPower 
Director®that protects against power 
problems and acts as apower control 
center - your micro needs ultra-reliable 
protection against the 101 power 
problems that threaten it. 

"So check out the entire range of 
innovative Proxima Power Protection 
Products. And ask about the Proxima 
Lifetime Equipment Protection Policy. 
With the purchase of aPraline 20 or 30, 
or aPower Director, it guarantees the 
survival of your hardware from apower 
problem - for life." 

~ROXl~ il 

by Computer Accessories Corporation 

;u11IStart Pratccli n9 
Vour lnn~tmi:nl. 

Want to hear more about how to save the life of your 
computer' Just write, and I'll send you, free, "Five 
Ways to Stop Being aComputer Daredevil. " Or call 
800/582-2580 (800/582-0852 in CAI 

Name_____ _____ _ 

Address __________ 

City___________ 

State ____ Zip.______ 

Return to: Computer Accessories Corp., 6610 Nancy Ridge : 
Dr, San Diego, CA 92121 619/457-5500. : 

I 

L---------------------------- -- -~ 

Power Director and Prox1ma are registered trademarks, and Pral ine 1s a trademark. of Computer Accessories Corp. 
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micro1aser™from Texas Instruments: 

the affordable PostScript printer 


you can call your own. 

Finally, for less than $3,000, you can 
have a PostScript laser printer right at 
your desk. TI introduces its new 
microlaser, with the features you want 
now and in the future. 

Small size. Lots of value. 
At only 13.4 inches wide and 14.2 
inches deep, microlaser may be the 
small kid on the block, but it packs 
plenty of punch. This printer takes full 
advantage of the advanced software that 
runs on your PC. That's because it uses 
the Adobe® PostScript printer language 
and is compatible with the HP LaserJet® 

software and other powerful 
features later. 

You can upgrade 
microlaser without tools or 
technicians by simply adding 
upgrade boards. These 
boards include up to four 
1Mb increments of memory, 
serial and Apple Talk® 
interfaces and a PostScript 
interpreter. All you have to 
do to get additional fonts or 
emulations is plug optional 
microCartridges into two 
credit card-size slots . 

Superior paper 
handling. 
Part of what makes microlaser 
a truly personal desktop 

Series II - allowing you to switch 
between them easily. With that kind of 
flexibility, the six-page-per-minute 
microlaser is ideal for word processing, 
spreadsheet and desktop publishing 
applications. 

Because microla er features the 
PostScript language, you can print fonts 
in a variety of typestyles and sizes. Plus, 
you can print them tall-ways, long-ways, 
all kinds ofways. You can even print 
complex pages of integrated text and 
graphics. 

Capabilities that grow as your 
needs grow. 
One of the best things about microlaser 
is that you only buy what you need. So if 
you're not ready for PostScript language, 
you can buy the standard microlaser for 
less than $2,000 and add PostScript 

laser printerthat takes up 
so little room is its paper drawer, which 
slides inside. Because microlaser holds 
250 sheets standard (it holds 500 when 
you add an optional paper drawer), you 
spend less time refilling paper and more 
time creating superb-looking documents. 

TEXAS~ 
INSTRUMENTS 


r 

New! PostScript printing 
just got more affordable 
now only $2,499* 

How do you enter the world of PostScript 
with its high-quality scalable fonts, 
integrated text and graphics, and broad 
software support? Buy TI's new 
microLaser PSl 7 - the laser printer that 
offers you more scalable fonts and other 
features, proving that great things come 
in small packages. 

At just half the footprint of the HP 
LaserJet III, micro Laser PSI 7 not only 
offers I 7 scalable fonts (LaserJet III 
offers eight), they' re PostScript fonts - the 
industry's standard for high quality. That 
means more than 4,000 software 
programs take advantage of microl.aser's 
PostScript font capabilities. 

Plus, microl.aser PSI 7 offers the 
same superior paper handling as other 
microl.aser models, is easily upgradeable 
and comes at a desktop price. 

Why would you consider anything 
else? 

Call Tl atl-800-527-3500 to find 
out more! 

The printer also handles a variety 
of paper sizes and types - from letter, 
legal and executive to transparencies, 
labels and envelopes. For those times 
when you're facing a large mail merge 
task, just plug in an optional envelope 
feeder to easily alternate between letters 
and envelopes. 

Your own PostScript printer 
is a call away. 
To find out more about how you can 
have affordable PostScript printing right 
atyourown desk, call Tl today. 

1-800-527-3500. 

© 1990 TI 66055 

Srandard microLaS(!r is HP Laser.kc /kompacible, prims six /wges per mi11111ca ml wmes tuiih .5 Mb of RAM. microln5'!r PS/ 7and PS35hmc1he same fcacttres as che 5tand.c1rd microl.aser, plu.s an Adobe Pos&ript interpn:teruiith 17 or 35 
typeface5 and an excm J Mb of RAM. microlascris a trademark of Texas lnsmimcn cs lncoqx:ir.m:d. Adobe and PostScripr are rcgisrcrx......1trademarks of AJobe Systems, Inc. LaserJet is a registered crademarkofHewletc·Packard, Inc. 

AppleTalkand Macintosh are registered tradem:uks ofApple Computer. Inc. *Tl suggested list price for mirrob.scr model PSI 7. Circle 282 on Reader Service Card 

http:Laser.kc
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RE V IEW 

The New 486s: 

Are Faster FPUs Enough? 


The Spear Super 486/25U (left) and the Dyna Micro AIR486-C shine infloating
point-intensive applications. 

For several years I commuted into 
Boston in a beat-up econocar with 
the pickup of a septu agenaria n 

sloth. When I treated myself to a high
powered, state-of-the-art sports car , my 
driving time in Boston's infamous traffic 
did not change. But the new car sure 
looked good sitting there in its parking 
space, and every once in a while, I found 
a place to put the pedal to the metal. .. . 
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That is also the story with the first 
round of25-MHz i486-based computers, 
including the Spear Super 486/25U and 
the Dyna Micro AIR486-C. These ma
chines are real screamers compared to a 
run-of-the-mill 286 system, but in much 
of today's traffic they are generally just 
equal to-or worse than-top-end 386s . 
Most of the potential horsepower of the 
i486 processor is held hostage by the 

speed of the CPU clock, the speed of the 
buses, and the capabilities of today's 
software. 

But these two i486-based systems 
rea lly shine in performing floating
point-intensive applications , turning in 
BYTE FPU benchmark indexes that are 
nearly double the 15 .66 index of the ALR 
FlexCache 33/386 that was used for com
parison . These scores are attributable to 
the integration of a math coprocessor 
within the i486 chip. 

In raw throughput, the 25-MHz i486 
performs about 11 million instructions 
per second, versus about 8 MIPS for a 
33-MHz 386 machine. You ' ll best real
ize this power in applications such as file 
server, specialized CAD/CAM , and en
gineering. In most stand-alone tasks, 
you'll have a harder time seeing the dif
ferences between 25-MHz 486s and 33
MHz 386s. But success in the mar;cet 
place for the i486 should bring true 32
bit applications and utilities that will 
move systems along briskly (see the text 
box " The i486 at a Glance" on page 
163). 

Spear: A Thicket of Cables 

The Spear Super 486/25U is an Ex

tended Industry Standard Architecture

bus computer built around a Mylex 

MBE486 motherboard with a Phoenix 

BIOS. The test unit did not take advan

tage of the EISA bus, using AT-compat

ible cards and disk drives . 


Enclosed in a sturdy tower case, the 
computer includes three disk drive bays 
accessible from the front and a tight-fit
ting internal cage that could accommo
date two slim hard disk drives. It in
cludes eight available slots, capable of 
automatically sensing 32-bit EISA pe
ripherals and 16- or 8-bit ISA devices. 
Memory chips reside on the mother
board; our test unit came with 8 mega
bytes of 80-nanosecond DRAM . 



I found the innards of the Spear Super 
486/25U rather sloppily assembled. 
When the computer arrived, it would not 
recognize the presence of a hard disk 
drive . I eventually discovered that the 
cable to the supplied hard disk drive con
troller had worked its way out of its con
nector during shipping-a common 
enough problem and not necessarily the 
manufacturer's fault. However , a verita
ble thicket of unmarked cables and power 
wires wander back and forth under the 
covers. I had to reach inside and sort 
them out for myself. 

When I called Spear for some advice 
on the disk drive problem, I learned that 
the single technician was unavailable at 
that moment. When I called back, I re
ceived courteous-but incorrect-advice 
to perform a low-level format on the hard 
disk drive . I found the problem myself by 
counting and tracing the confusing jum
ble of cables. 

I also had a surprise the first time I 
pressed the reset button on the front bezel 
of the machine. The button popped right 
through the opening and ended up dan
gling inside the computer. The connector 
to the LED that indicates disk drive ac
tivity was also very loosely attached , and 
the bolts holding the swing-out support 
legs on the bottom of the tower were 
loose. All of these are minor, fixable 
faults for the experienced computer user . 
For the less adventurous owner, how
ever , each of the problems could have re
quired a call to technical support or a 
visit from a repairman. 

I tested the Super 486/25U with a 
range of standard applications software 
and found no compatibility problems . 
The machine performed like an ordinary 
386. My test suite included WordPerfect 
5. 1, Lotus 1-2-3 release 3.0, and DOS 
3.3. BYTE benchmarks also test com
patibility and scores with programs in
cluding XyWrite III Plus, Microsoft 
Word 4.0 , Aldus PageMaker, Lotus 1-2
3 release 2.01, Microsoft Excel 2.0, 
dBASE III Plus, and several CAD pro-

Spear Super 486/25U 

Company 
Spear Technology Holding Co. 
968 Hanson Court 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 946-6498 

Components 
Processor: 25-MHz Intel i486 
Memory: 8 MB of 80-ns DRAM ; 128K 
bytes of BIOS ROM 
Mass storage: 5114-inch 1.2-MB Teac 
floppy disk drive; 3112-inch 1.44-MB 
Toshiba floppy disk drive; 85-MB 18-ms 
lmprimis ESDI hard disk drive 
Display: Eversync MON-300 14-inch 
multisync monitor; Maxlogic MX-677 
VGA card (800- by 600-pixel resolution) 
110 interfaces: Two serial ports; one 
parallel port; eight EISA slots, capable of 
accepting 8- , 16- or 32-bit peripherals 

Price 
System as reviewed : $7960 

Inquiry 852. 

grams. The BYTE Lab didn't note any 
problems. 

Video Vagaries 
I did run across an unusual problem, ap
parently not limited to the Spear ma
chine; it involves the i486 processor , the 
EISA bus , and certain 16-bit periph
erals. I tested a prerelease version of a 
CompuAdd high-resolution 16-bit VGA 
card based on Tseng Laboratories chips. 
The display adapter produced Super 
VGA images and provided downward 
compatibility with other graphics 
modes . Unfortunately , video benchmark 
scores were disappointingly slow. With 
the help of CompuAdd and Tseng engi
neers, I discovered that I had run into an 
obscure bug apparently related to the de
sign of BIOS or programmable array 
logic chips on the Mylex motherboard in 
the Super 486/25 U. It treats some-but 
not all-16-bit peripherals like lowly 8
bit devices. Thus, the speedy Super 
486/25U acted like a lunky turbo XT 
with this particular video card. In the 
Dyna Micro AIR486-C , the card per
formed at its top speed and without any 
problem . 

Spear uses a DTC 6280 ESDI control
ler , manufactured by Data Technology , 

Dyna Micro AIR486-C 

Company 
Dyna Micro, Inc. 
30 West Montague Expy. 
San Jose, CA 95134 
(408) 943-0100 

Components 
Processor: 25-MHz Intel i486; socket 
for 25-MHz Weitek WTL4167 math 
coprocessor 
Memory: 4 MB of 70-ns DRAM 
(expandable to a maximum of 16 MB); 
128K bytes of BIOS ROM 
Mass storage: 51/4-inch 1.2-MB Teac 
floppy disk drive; 3V2-inch 1.44-MB Teac 
floppy disk drive; 170-MB 17-ms 
MiniScribe ESDI hard disk drive; Western 
Digital 1007 ESDI disk drive controller 
Display: Mitsubishi Diamond Scan 
AUM-1381A 14-inch multisync monitor; 
Ma xlogic MX-677 VGA card; Orchid 
Technology ProDesigner VGA card 
110 interfaces: One parallel port; 9-pin 
and 25-pin serial ports; game port; one 
dedicated 32-bit memory card slot; 
seven 8-/16-bit peripheral slots; DTK 286 
Courier 1/0 II Card 

Price 
System as reviewed: $6995 

Inquiry 853. 

a division of Qume . The board can con
trol one or two ESDI hard disk drives and 
one or two floppy disk drives. You can 
disable the floppy disk drive control sec
tion of the card with a jumper if neces
sary. Spear included in the test machine 
an 85-MB 18-millisecond Imprimis 
ESDI hard disk drive, which performed 
as expected. The standard keyboard is a 
I01-key soft-touch Key Tronic. The 
Enter key is a smallish rectangle. 

Spear provides a thrown-together col
lection of manuals, including a Phoenix 
386 and 386SX BIOS User Guide , which 
was adequate, if not exactly appropriate, 
for the i486 BIOS under the covers. 

The tower case was of sturdy construc
tion and included a set of braces at the 
bottom to prevent its tipping over. I found 
it difficult, though , to access the internal 
disk drive bays. Also, the general quality 
of the plastics and metal was a bit on the 
crude side. Spear provides a one-year re
pair-at-manufacturer warranty. 

The basic desktop system, including 1 
MB of memory, one floppy disk drive , 
an ESDI or SCSI controller, one parallel 
and two serial ports , and a 101-key key
board, sells for $4999. The system as 
tested , including the 85-MB hard disk 

continued 
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Spear Super 486/25U, Dyna Micro AIR486-C 
27.5*Dyna Micro AIR486-CAPPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE 

WORD PROCESSING Spear Dyna DATABASE Spear Dyna 
XyWrite Ill+ 3.52 Med./Large Med./Large dBASE Ill+ 1.1 

Load (large) :11 :11 Copy :51 :36 
Word count 01/:06 :01/:06 Index :19 :05 
Search/replace :03/:12 :03/:12 List 1:04 :44 
End of document :01/:07 01/:07 Append 1:27 1:28 
Block move :07/:07 :07/:07 Delete :02 :02 
Spelling check :03/:08 :03/:18 Pack 1:08 1 :07 

Microsoft Word 4.0 Count :16 :03 
Forward delete :10 :1 1 Sort 1:10 :48 

Aldus PageMaker 1.0a 
Load document :06 :05 D Index: 1.75 2.92 
Change/bold :13 :14 
Align right :10 :09 SCIENTIFIC/ 
Cut 10 pages :09 :09 ENGINEERING Spear Dyna 
Place graphic :02 :02 AutoCAD 2.52 
Print to file :42 1:02 Load SoftWest :20 :21 

Regen SoftWest :13 :15 
D Index : 5.22 5.14 Load StPauls :05 :05 

Regen StPauls :03 :02 
SPREADSHEET Hide/redraw 3:45 3:42 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01 Spear Dyna STATA 1.5 
Block copy :01 :01 Graphics :10 :14 
Recalc :01 :01 AN OVA :06 :05 
Load Monte Carlo :08 :05 MathCAD2.0 
Recalc Monte Carlo :02 :02 IFS 800 pts. :05 :06 
Load rlarge3 :03 :01 FFT/IFFT 1024 pts. :05 :05 
Recalc rlarge3 :01 :01 
Recalc Goal-seek :01 :01 D Index: 9.18 9.07 

Microsoft Excel 2.0 
Fill right :03 :03 COMPILERS Spear Dyna 
Undo fill :54 :54 Microsoft C 5.0 
Recalc :01 :01 Xlisp compile 1:59 2:03 
Load rlarge3 :13 :11 Turbo Pascal 4.0 
Recalc rlarge3 :01 :01 Pascal S compile :03 :02 

D Index: 4.67 5.30 D Index: 4.25 5.11 

27.5 
Spear Super 486/25U 25.1 

25.1 I ALR FlexCache 33/386 24.0 

IBM PC AT 5.0 

Word 
DProcessing 

Spreadsheet D 
Database D 
Scientific/ 


Engineering 
 D 
Compi lers D 

· Cumulative applications index. Graphs are based on 
All times are in m1nutes:seconds. Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes, an S·MHz IBM PC AT = 1. indexes at left and show relative performance. 

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE' 

CPU Spear Dyna DISKl/O Spear Dyna VIDEO Spear Dyna 
Matrix 1.76 1.73 Hard Seek3 Text 
String Move Outer track 3.3 1 3.32 ModeO 3.73 5.55 

Byte-wide 22.41 20.78 Inner track 3.33 3.35 Mode 1 3.72 5.55 
Word-wide: Half platter 6.63 5.00 Mode 2 3.66 5.42 

Odd-bnd. 16.53 17.06 Full platter 8.35 9.94 Mode3 3.66 5.40 
Even-bnd. 11.61 12.28 Average 5.41 5.40 Mode? N/A N/A 

Doubleword-wide: DOS Seek Graphics 
Odd·bnd. 12.85 13.52 1-sector 7.57 8.67 CGA: 
Even-bnd. 6.26 8.05 32-sector 18.41 17.93 Mode4 1.45 2.42 

Sieve 7.63 7.62 File 1/04 Mode5 1.45 2.40 
Sort 5.77 5.77 Seek 0.09 0.18 Mode6 1.54 2.49 

Read 0.87 0.52 EGA: 
D Index : 6.20 6.21 Wri te 0.75 0.91 Mode13 3.17 4.27 

1-rnegabyte Mode14 3.4 1 4.56 
FLOATING Write 2.97 3.04 Mode 15 N/A N/A 
POINT• Spear Dyna Read 4.39 2.89 Mode16 3.38 4.54 
Math 1.69 1.64 VGA: 

Error D Index: 2.21 2.19 Mode18 3.54 4.78 
Sine( x) 0.66 0.63 Mode 19 1.58 2.58 

Error Hercules N/A N/A 
e• 0.67 0.65 

Error D Index: 2.56 1.75 

D Index: 27.78 28 .79 
CONVENTIONAL 

N/A = Not applicable. BENCHMARKSSpear Dyna
1 AU times are in seconds. Figures were generated using the 8088/8086 

and 386 versions (1 .1) ol Small-C . 
2 The errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and 

actual values. correct to 10 digi ts or rounded to 2 digits. 

UNPACK 64.04 
Livermore Loopss 

(MFLOPS) 0.68 

64 .37 

0.68 
3 Times repor ted by the Hard Seek and DOS Seek are for multiple seek Dhrystone (MSC 5.0) 

operations {number of seeks performed current ly set to 100). (Dhry./sec.) 13192 13192 
4 Read and write times for File 1/0 are in seconds per 64K bytes. 
s For the Livermore Loops and Ohrystone tests only, higher numbers mean 

faster performance. 

Dyna Micro AIR486-C 

Spear Super 486/25U 

ALR FlexCache 33/386 

IBM PC AT 

CPU D 
FPU D 

Disk 1/0 D 
Video D 

For a full description of all !he benchmarks, see ' Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June 1988 BYTE 
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i;iUij@ THE NEW 486S: ARE FASTER FPUs ENOUGH? 

The i486 at a Glance 

I ntel's i486 processor consists of one compatibility with earlier 80xx6 soft compared to a 70- to I 00-ns response 
chip with three previously discrete ware. The chip contai ns 1.2 million for DRAM . The i486 can a lso transfer 

components: a main processor, a math transistors, more than four times as 32 bits of data in one clock cycle, called 
coprocessor, and a cache controller with many as the 386. The purpose of the burst mode-twice the speed of the 386. 
8K bytes of data cache. The company RAM cache is to reduce the number of According to Intel , the integrated 
based the main processor on the 386's idle (wait) states the processor must ex FPU should yield better performance 
architecture, and the math coprocessor pend when engaged in repetitive data re than a 386 chip mated with a separate 
is compatible with the 80387DX chip. trieva ls. When the CPU requests data, 80387 coprocessor because of an im

Intel borrowed from RISC design to it looks first in the i486 's 8K bytes of proved interface and the shorter dis
streamline the 386 's instruction set for internal RAM . Static cache RAM can tance between the elements of the pro
the i486 , which maintains downward respond in as litt le as 25 nanoseconds, cessor. 

drive, a VGA controller, and a monitor , 
sells for $7960 in a tower configuration. 

Dyna Micro: More Polish 
The Dyna Micro AIR486-C is a consid
erably more finished product. Inside the 
standard desktop case was a model of 
neatness and organization. Connecting 
cables were nicely dressed and placed, 
boards were tightly tied down , and the 
general level of fit and finish was high . 

The AT-bus AIR486-C reigned as the 
speed champion of the two systems 
tested, turning in a nearly identical score 
for CPU performance as the Super 
486/25U but gaining a few points in the 
floating-point and application indexes. 

The AIR486-C uses a standard 386
like architecture in a motherboard from 
AIR. One of the eight slots on the trim 
(9- by 13-inch) motherboard is given 
over to the exclusive use of a 32-bit mem
ory board ; the card in the test machine 
had four single in-line memory modules 
of I MB each installed , with room for a 
total of 16 MB. The remaining seven 
slots can hold 16- or 8-bit ISA cards . 

For some users, one winning point for 
the AIR board is its socket for the Weitek 
WTL4167 math coprocessor, a supple
ment to the FPU on the i486 chip . The 
WTL4167 is a memory-mapped periph
eral. To the i486 and its applications soft
ware, it appears to be a segment of mem
ory. (The Spear Super 486/25U does not 
offer a Weitek socket.) According to Wei
tek, the chip could boost the floating
point performance by three to five times. 
But this chip, like the WTL3167 for 
386s , is not compatible with instructions 
written for the Intel coprocessor. Appli
cations must be written specifically to 
take advantage of the WTL4167's pres
ence. According to Dyna Micra 's techni
cal support, several CAD programs and 
Novell NetWare 386 already support the 

t you 
absolutely want or need 


(not the same thing) 

the latest and greatest 


technology, these 

computers are worth 


considering. 


Weitek extensions to the i486 FPU . 
The standard keyboard is a 10 I-key 

layout from Maxi-Switch. The soft-touch 
board includes a large reverse-lily-pad 
Enter key . 

The AIR486-C passed all the tests I 
threw at it , including the CompuAdd 
VGA card and other peripheral devices . 
My software suite and the BYTE Lab 
tests turned up no anomalies. A test call 
to technical support produced a quick 
and accurate response. 

The unit as tested , including a hard 
disk drive and VGA monitor, lists for a 
competitive $6995. A base unit without 
the drive or monitor lists for $4995. 
Dyna Micro , which sells its machines 
primarily through resellers , also offers 
the 486 as a tower unit for an additional 
$150. The company provides a one-year 
warranty on parts and labor , with service 
performed at the factory. On-site serv ice 
contracts from Intel are available as an 
option . Also , Dy na Micro offers a 
money-back refund within 30 days of 
purchase, and an 85 percent credit or re

fund within 30 to 60 days of purchase , 
except for specia l-order items. 

Back to the Benchmarks 
The CPU index of the BYTE bench
marks shows that both the Dyna Micro 
and Spear machines ran an impressive 
6 .2 times faster than BYTE's baseline 8
MHz AT. But neither machine could beat 
the 6 .74 CPU index of the speedy 33
MHz ALR FlexCache 33/386. 

The speed advantage of the i486 ' s in
tegral math coprocessor is obvious. On 
the floating-point tests, the 486s turned 
in scores nearly twice as fast as the Flex
Cache's and an amazing 28 times faster 
than the AT score. 

Most significant for single users are 
the application results. Again, the Flex
Cache is the fastest of the lot in tradition
al tasks, although all the tested machines 
turned in very speedy results. 

The bottom line is this : Both the Spea r 
Super 486/25U and the Dyna Micro 
AIR486-C work well and prove that the 
era of the i486 is upon us. Ifyou absolute
ly want or need (not the same thing) the 
latest and greatest technolog y, these 
computers are worth considering . My 
preference is the Dyna Micro AIR486-C. 

If you are buying a machine for use as 
a server or for intensive CAD/CAM or 
engineering work, an i486 should be at 
the top of your shopping list. However , 
for many single users , the 25-MHz ver
sion of that chip doesn't offer significant 
improvement over a 33-MHz 386 costing 
several thousand dollars less. • 

Corey Sandler is president of Word Asso
ciation, Inc., a consortium of high-tech 
authors based in Holliston , Massachu
setts. He has written more than 20 books 
and is the former editor ofseveral nation
al computer magazines and newspapers. 
He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors." 
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Cure ForThe 
Common Clone 

IMAGINE. 386sx power, ZOO MB-HD, 8 MB RAM, I OZ4 x 768 VGA 
with an internal modem•••and it fits in a briefcase! 

Introducing the Brick'." More Practical 600 and 1024 x 768 resolu
tion for CAD, DTP or WinThan A PortableA 386sx with enough dows. As an added benefit, 

The Brick offers an alternapower, storage and 	 the Brick is very quiet. Its 
tive to the usual trade-offs rugged aluminum casegraphics capability to associated with laptops. serves as a heat sink so the
Simply keep a full sizedrun the most demanding 	 whisper fan rarely runs . 
monitor and keyboard at 

applications. And it's your home and office, and 832k for DOS 
the first desktop PC carry just the Brick in The Brick provides another

between. You save half thethat's quiet enough, 	 welcome bonus: an extra
cost, half the weight, and all l 92k of memory above thesmall enough the hassle of coordinating DOS 640k limit. This unique 

and elegant files between multiple feature allows you to load
machines. You can have enough not to 	 resident programs, such as 
one machine with all your a network or TSRs, into a be banished files wherever you need it. contiguous 192k block of 

instantly to the A Powerful And 
floor. This Quiet Desktop 
remarkable Bricks are available with a 

16 or 20 MHz 386sx; a 387sx computer 
coprocessor; 1 to 8 MB 

measures RAM; and your choice of a 
3"x8"x 11" 40 (25ms), 100 (25ms), or 

200 MB (16ms) hard disk.and weighs Bricks also deliver superb
only 8.3 lbs. 	 VGA graphics with lMB 

video RAM supporting 800 x 

The Brick fits in half a briefcase, leaving 
room for everything else you have to carry. 



Warranty, unlimited 800640k free. The regu- quickly teaches you how System Includeslar Brick shown above also to use each program. 	 line support and our exclu
sive Advanced Diagnostics .& 	 Stretch Brickaccepts an internal !SA 16- Yes, the Brick actually talks. 

.& 16 MHz Intel 386sx via modem. 
the "Stretch Brick," shown 
bit half length card, while 

.& 	 I MB RAM, Exp. to 8 MB
Free Catalog .& 	 40 MB hard disk with 

password protection 
at right, accepts one full 

You'll find complete 
information on all Brick 

and one half length card. 
.& 	 Mono VGA monitor 

Great Value systems, plus a full comple .& 16-bit full and 8-bit half 
Complete Brick systems ment of enhancements card expansion slots 

start at just $2,495. For including FAX and network Standard Features 
ing cards, tape backup unit, your convenience, we also .& 1024 x 768 VGA 

offer pre-installed software cases , monitors and more controller with lMB 
packages - including the in our 32-page catalog. video RAM and EGA, 
DESQview"' or the new Why not call for it today? CGA, MDA supportOptional paper white VGA 
Windows® 3.0 environ LCD display with back-lit Ergo also offers a line of .& 101 keyboard 
ments - and top-rated super twist technology. traditional 386 computers, .& 2,400 bps modem 
applications. For example, from 16 to 33 MHz, starting .& 3.5" 1.44 MB floppy 
the system (shown above) Guaranteed at just $1,895. Call us at A 2 serial & 1 parallel port
including all standard Brick Satisfaction 1-800-633-1925 and we'll .& World wide AC power
features with optional color help you select the .& 	 Hypertext manual Because we are a direct VGA monitor; 4 MB RAM; 	 system that best meets .& 	 832k DOS capableselling manufacturer, and a 100 MB hard disk 	 your needs. .& 	 LIM 4.0 EMS supportwe have a direct 0 ..............
pre-programmed with interest in the com .& 	 One Year Warranty ~DESQview 386, Quattro®, 	 ;

plete satisfaction of A 	 Freight included ~Sprint®, askSam'" , DOS"' 	 / L-~~--':......~~~~~~-' meach and every 

high memory, and 
still leave the lower Tutorial" that 

Ergo offers: a 30-day money 
back guarantee, a One Year $2,495 

and Tree86'" is only $3,995! 

With this package, we also customer. To / Free 32-Page Catalog 


ensure that 	 1include our exclusive 
interactive "Talking satisfaction, I 1-800-633-1925 

Ergo Computing, Inc., One Intercontinental Way, 
\ Peabody, MA 01960 

Circle 95 011 Reader Service Card \ 
(DEALERS: 96)

' ' 





Bill Catchings and Mark L. Van Name 

REVIEW 

Power Servers 

Until recently, LAN servers were 
just big, fast PCs. System vendors 
didn't design machines specifi

cally as file servers . No longer; today, 
vendor after vendor is announcing sys
tems with special features aimed at the 
LAN server market. 

We looked at two such systems, Stor
age Dimensions ' FileMaster II and Ze
nith's Z-386/33E. You could use both 
systems as single-user DOS PCs, but 
they're clearly meant to be file servers, 
so that 's how we tested them. They also 
offer similar performance, although they 
achieve that performance in very differ
ent ways . 

The FileMaster II is a slightly modi
fied Everex Step 386/33. (Everex mar
kets the same basic machine as the Step
Server.) Like all the Everex Step systems 
to date, the FileMaster II uses the stan
dard AT bus and Everex's proprietary 
cache controller . But rather than a tradi
tional PC modified-frequency-modula
tion or ESDI hard disk drive , the File
Master II uses a SCSI disk subsystem. 

The $11,599 base system comes with a 
33-MHz 386 processor, a socket that can 
hold either a 33-MHz 80387 or a Weitek 
WTL3167 math coprocessor, 4 mega
bytes of memory, 64K bytes of static 
RAM (SRAM) cache, a 5 IA-inch 1.2
MB Teac floppy disk drive , a 150-MB 
SCSI Maxtor hard disk drive, two serial 
ports, two parallel ports, a monochrome 
video adapter and monitor , MS-DOS 
3.3 , and a NetWare utilities disk. Our 
evaluation unit was the FileMaster II , 
which contains a second 150-MB hard 
disk drive and sells for $11,999. 

Instead of the AT bus, the Zenith 
Z-386/33E has a 32-bit Extended Indus
try Standard Architecture (EISA) bus . 
The Z-386/33E's disk subsystem uses an 
ESDI drive , but with a new Zenith bus
master caching disk drive controller. 

The $11,999 base system includes a 
33-MHz 386 CPU, a socket for a 33
MHz 80387 math coprocessor, a socket 
for a Weitek WTL3 l 67 math copro
cessor, 4 MB of memory, 16K bytes of 
SRAM cache, a 3 1h-inch 1.44-MB flop
py disk drive, a 150-MB ESDI hard disk 
drive, two serial ports , one parallel port , 
a VGA video adapter, MS-DOS 4.0 
(3 .30 on our unit), and Microsoft Win
dows/386 3.0. Our evaluation unit also 
included an optional Zenith ZCM1492 
FTM (Flat Tension Mask) color monitor 
($999) and an extra 4 MB of memory 

($499 each), for a total price of$14,994. 
To make the systems comparable, 

we'd need to replace the FTM monitor 
on the Zenith system with a ZVM1470 
monochrome monitor ($299). Such a sys
tem would cost $12,298, $699 more than 
a FileMaster II . 

Performance 
To see how these two systems would fare 
as file servers, we loaded them with va
nilla copies of NetWare 386. We then 
copied 4.3 MB of files of all different 
sizes from LAN clients to the server and 
back. We tested each server with first 
one workstation and then four worksta
tions running the test simultaneously. 
We timed the copying on our fastest cli
ent system, an ALR FlexCache 25386 
with an 18-millisecond ESDI hard disk 
drive . Testing with only four worksta
tions might not sound like much, but four 
workstations that are each sending over 4 
MB of data back and forth over the net
work as fast as possible represents as 
much data movement as many more 
workstations doing the occasional disk 
accesses more typical of real work. 

To help put these two servers in per
spective, we also timed the test on the 
ALR system alone, copying to and from 
its hard disk drive. We also ran the tests 
on two other servers . To represent a low 
end typical of what many people are 
using today, we used a 16-MHz 386 
Samsung system that had 4 MB of mem
ory and a smart disk drive controller, and 

The Zenith Z-386133£ (left) and the Storage Dimensions FileMaster II. 

we ran NetWare 286 on it. As the keeper 
of the high-end flame, we used a Com
paq Systempro that had two 33-MHz 386 
CPUs, 12 MB of memory, and Compaq 's 
Intelligent Drive Away disk subsystem, 
and we ran NetWare 386 on it. 

We let the vendors supply the Ethernet 
board of their choice. Zenith furnished a 
Novell NE3200, which is a bus-master 
EISA board with its own 80186 proces
sor. Storage Dimensions sent a CNet 
Technology CNlOOE board, a dumb 8
bit board compatible with Novell ' s 
NElOOO. (In the Systempro we used the 
Novell NE3200; in the Samsung we used 
an 8-bit Western Digital WD8003 .) 

Storage Dimensions didn't have ready 
a final version of its NetWare 386 driver 
for the FileMaster II's SCSI disk drives 
(although NetWare 286 ran fine), so we 
had to use a beta version of that driver. 
We completed the NetWare 386 tests with 
that driver, but we had to halve the File
Master II's bus speed to 8 MHz and add 
one wait state (with a jumper) to the disk 
drive controller. When the company fin
ishes its NetWare 386 SCSI drivers , the 
FileMaster II 's performance might im
prove-how much is anybody's guess. 

The four servers performed as you 
would expect: The Systempro won, the 
Samsung brought up the rear, and the 
EISA-bus Z-386/33E beat the AT-bus 
FileMaster II (see the table on page 168). 
The FlexCache took 76 seconds to run 
the test on its own hard disk drive, so the 

conti1111ed 
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M;IMlllM POWER SERVERS 

FileMaster II 

Company 
Storage Dimensions 
2145 Hamilton Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95125 
(408) 879-0300 

Components 
Processor:-33-MHz Intel 386 with a 
socket for a 33-MHz Intel 80387 or a 
33-M Hz Weitek WTL3167 math 
coprocessor 
Memory: 4 MB of 80-ns DRAM; 64K
byte cache of 20-ns SRAM 
Mass storage: 5V4·inch 1.2-MB Teac 
floppy disk drive; two 150-MB 14-ns full
height Maxtor SCSI hard disk drives 
Display: Everex EverVision MN-100 
monochrome monitor 
Keyboard: 101-key modified IBM 
Enhanced AT keyboard layout 
1/0 interfaces: One 9-pin and one 25
pin serial port; two 25-pin parallel ports; 
six 16-bit and two 8-bit AT-style 
expansion slots 

Price 
System as reviewed: $11,999 

Inquiry 854. 

Z-386/33E 

Company 
Zenith Data Systems 
1501 Feehanville Dr. 
Mount Prospect, IL 60056 
(800) 553-0331 

Components 
Processor: 33-MHz Intel 386 with 
a socket for a 33-MHz Intel 80387 and 
a socket for a 33-MHz Weitek WTL3167 
math coprocessor 
Memory: 8 MB of 80-ns DRAM; 16K
byte cache of 15-ns SRAM 
Mass storage: 3V2-inch 1.44-MB Sony 
floppy disk drive; 150-MB 16-ms half
height lmprimis ESDI hard disk drive 
Display: Zenith FTM color VGA monitor 
Keyboard : 101 -key modified IBM 
Enhanced AT keyboard layout 
1/0 interfaces: Two 9-pin serial ports; 
one 25-pin parallel port; six 32-bit EISA 
expansion slots 

Price 
System as reviewed: $14,994 

Inquiry 855. 

Our file server test reads and writes a group offiles ofvarying sizes totaling 
4. 3 MB to each server. The baseline is the time to run the same test on our 
ALR FlexCache 25386's local hard disk drive. Server performance degrades 
as loading increases, but the Z-386133£ proved slightly more robust than the 
FileMaster II. Times for the Samsung and Systempro aren't directly 
comparable; we include them as reference points only. (All times in seconds.) 

System One user Four users % degradation 

ALR baseline server 76 N/A N/A 
Samsung 120 242 102 
Storage Dimensions FileMaster II 80 113 41 
Zenith Z-386/33E 73 99 36 
Compaq Systempro 63 76 21 

N/A = Not applicable. 

Zenith and Systempro servers actually 
gave better file transfer performance 
over a LAN than the FlexCache on its 
own ESDI hard disk drive. With all four 
workstations running the test, all the 
servers slowed down, but they stayed in 
the same order. While the Z-386/33E 
beat the FileMaster II, the margin of vic
tory was not great on either test: about 9 
percent on the single-workstation test , 
and about 14 percent on the four-work
station run . 

Perhaps a more interesting result, 
however, is the percentage by which the 
performance of these two servers de
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graded from the one-workstation test to 
the four-workstation test. The FileMas
ter II got 41 percent slower, while the Z
386/3 3E slowed by 36 percent. Based 
largely on the disk architectures of these 
two systems, we expect that this gap 
would widen with more users. 

These tests do not necessarily repre
sent file transfer activity in a specific 
real-world application. They do , how
ever, provide a general reference point 
for overall performance differences. 

The BYTE benchmarks for the Z
386/33E and the FileMaster II show that , 
as a single-user system, neither machine 

is outstanding. The Z-386/33E still beats 
the FileMaster II on the overall applica
tion index (20.4 versus 17 .3), but both of 
them lose to the 33-MHz FlexCache. 

Moving the Bytes 
The keys to these systems' strong server 
performances are their disk subsystems. 
While Zenith's EISA Mass-Storage Con
troller consumes only one slot, it 's actu
ally three boards linked by stand-offs 
and edge connectors. The combination 
sports over 200 chips , including the Intel 
NG82355 Bus Master Interface Chip 
application-specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC). The controller can act as an 
EISA bus master, so it can take control of 
the system's bus to speed DMA transfers 
and avoid tying up the CPU . It also has a 
1-MB cache that came in four 256K-byte 
single in-line memory modules, each of 
which contained two 256K-byte DRAM 
chips . You can expand that cache to 4 
MB with I-MB SIMMs. 

This controller can support up to four 
ESDI hard disk drives and up to seven 
SCSI hard disk drives, as well as up to 
two floppy disk drives . Based on a con
troller by Data Technology, the board 
also has some Zenith-proprietary modi
fications for position-sensing, a tech
nique that lets the controller know how 
close each drive's heads are to the de
sired disk data, information that lets the 
controller minimize head movement. 
The card was clearly new, with about 30 
wires running all over the three boards. 
A Zenith spokesperson said that the firm 
plans to come out with a new version of 
the controller that fits on two boards and 
eliminates these wires . Our Z-386/33E's 
hard disk drive was a half-height Impri
mis 150-MB ESDI drive with a 16-ms 
average access time, but Zenith uses sim
ilar drives from other vendors as well. 

Compared to the Z-386/33E's EISA 
bus and caching disk drive controller, the 
FileMaster II seemed almost mundane . 
Its SCSI controller was an 8-bit card on 
the system's AT bus . That bus , unlike the 
bus in normal Everex Step 386/33 sys
tems , can run at 16.5 MHz, but other
wise it's a standard AT bus. The hard 
diskdrivewasafull-height, 150-MB 14
ms drive from Maxtor, Storage Dimen
sions' parent company. 

CPU and Memory 
Aside from the bus and disk drive con
trollers, these two systems aren ' t all that 
different. The FileMaster II supports its 
33-MHz 386 CPU with the standard 
Everex proprietary cache system, which 
grows as you add memory . The memory 

continued 
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Zenith Z-386/33E, SD FileMaster II c 

·= 

APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE Zenith Z-386/33E 2 0 , 4 * 
WORD PROCESSING Zenith SD DATABASE Zenith SD 
XyWrlte Ill+ 3.52 Med./Large Med./Large dBASElll+ 1.1 

Load (large) :10 :11 Copy :18 :43 
Word count :01/:10 :01 /: 09 Index :06 :18 
Search/replace :03/:12 :02/:12 List :29 :56 
End of document :01/:08 :01 /:07 Append :39 1:33 
Block move :08/:08 :02/:02 Delete :01 :02 
Spelling check :04/:28 :04/: 28 Pack :28 1:13 

Microsoft Word 4.0 Count :04 :16 
Forward delete :08 :10 Sort :39 1:09 

Aldus PageMaker 1.0a 
Load document :07 :07 0 Index: 4.38 1.80 
Change/bold :13 :14 
Align right :10 :11 SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING Zenith SD 
Cut 10 pages :09 :11 AutoCAD 2.52 
Place graphic :02 :03 Load SoftWest 1:04 1:03 
Print to file :57 1:09 Regen SoftWest :58 :55 

Load StPauls :18 :20 
0 Index: 4.73 5.32 Regen StPauls :16 :16 

Hide/redraw 13:15 13:12 
SPREADSHEET Zenith SD STATA 1.5 
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01 Graphics :28 :24 

Block copy :02 :02 ANOVA :16 :16 
Recalc :01 :01 MathCAD2.0 
Load Monte Carlo :08 :14 IFS 800 pts. :3 1 :30 
Recalc Monte Carlo :03 :03 FFT/IFFT 1024 pts. :38 :36 
Load rlarge3 :02 :04 
Recalc rlarge3 :01 :0 1 0 Index: 2.23 2.28 
Recalc Goal-seek :02 :02 

Microsoft Excel 2.0 COMPILERS Zenith SD 
Fill right :03 :03 Microsoft C 5.0 
Undo fill 1:07 :52 Xlisp compile 1:56 2:17 
Recalc :01 :01 Turbo Pascal 4.0 
Load rlarge3 :12 :14 Pascal S compile :02 :03 
Recalc rlarge3 :0 1 :01 

0 Index: 4.91 3.96 
0 Index: 4. 17 3.93 

All limes are in minules:seconds. Indexes show relalive performance: for all indexes. an 8·MHz IBM PC AT= 1. 

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE1 

CPU Zenith SD DISKl/O Zenith SD VIDEO Zenith SD 
Matrix 2.00 1.97 Hard Seek3 Text 
String Move Outer track N/A N/A ModeO 2.48 N/A 

Byte-wide 22.72 12.05 Inner track NIA NIA Mode1 2.47 NIA 
Word-wide: Half platter N/A N/A Mode2 1.98 N/A 

Odd-bnd. 17.06 15.05 Full platter N/A NIA Mode3 1.92 NIA 
Even-bnd. 11 .35 6 .04 Average N/A N/A Mode? N/A 2.28 

Doubleword-wide: DOS Seek Graphics 
Odd-bnd. 12.16 12.03 1-sector N/A N/A CGA: 
Even-bnd. 5.71 3 02 32-sector N/A N/A Mode4 1.05 N/A 

Sieve 10.43 10.43 File 1104 Mode5 1.04 N/A 
Sort 8.22 7.91 Seek 0 .07 0.02 Mode6 0.99 N/A 

Read 0.19 0 .90 EGA: 
D Index: 5.41 6.88 Write 0.60 0 .86 Mode 13 2.64 N/A 

1-megabyte Mode 14 2.58 NIA 
FLOATING Write 3.42 2.84 Mode 15 N/A N/A 
POINT2 Zenith SD Read 2.88 4.19 Mode 16 2.54 N/A 
Math N/A NIA VGA: 

Error 0 Index: 3.46 2.92 Mode 18 2.64 N/A 
Sine(x) NIA N/A Mode 19 0 .94 N/A 

Error Hercules N/A 0.88 
e X N/A N/A 

Error D Index: 3.85 5.42 

0 Index: N/A N/A 

SD = Slorage Dimensions. 

NIA = Nol applicable. Seek times were omilted in lhe low·level disk lests due to 


inaccuracies associated with SCSI devices. 
' All limes are in seconds. Figures were generaled using the CONVENTIONAL 

8088/8086 and 80386 versions (1.1) of Small-C. BENCHMARKS 
2 The errors for Floating Point indicate the difference between expected and Zenith SD 

actual values. correct lo 10 digits or rounded to 2 digits. UNPACK 929.94 918.02 
3 Times reported by lhe Hard Seek and DOSSeek are ior multiple seek Livermore Loopss operations (number of seeks performed currenlly set lo 100). 
' Read and write limes for File 1/0 are in seconds per 64K bytes. (MFLOPS) 0.0227 0.0230 

s For the Livermore Loops and Ohrystone tests only. higher numbers mean faster Dhrystone (MSC 5.0) 
performance. (Dhry./sec.) 10845 11520 

Storage Dimensions 
FileMaster II 17.3 

I ALR FlexCache 386/33 24.0 
I 

~ IBM PC AT 5.0 ..... 
(. 

20.4 

17.3 

D 
Word 

Processing 

D 
Spreadsheet 

D 
Database 

D 
Scientific/ 

Engineering 

D 
Compilers 

•Cumulalive applicalion index. Graphs are based on 
indexes at left and show relative performance. 

Zenith Z-386/33E 

Storage Dimensions FileMaster II 

ALR FlexCache 386/33 
l ., 

IBM PC AT 

D 
CPU 

D 
FPU 

D 
Disk 1/0 

D 
Video 

For a full descriplion of all the benchmarks. see "Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks,· June 1988 BYTE. 
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M;i¥111M POWER SERVERS 

is interleaved to further improve perfor
mance. Memory comes in small boards 
that connect like SIMMs. Each board 
holds 4 MB in 36 I -megabit 80-nanosec
ond chips, and accompanying each one is 
a cache card of the same size. Each cache 
card contains 64K bytes of20-ns SRAM. 
Memory upgrades come in similar pairs. 
You can have up to four such pairs in the 
system, for a maximum of 16 MB and a 
total cache of256K bytes. 

The rest of the 12- by 14-inch mother-

printer into a 

1000 x 1000 

TurboRes™ 

Plain-Paper 

Typesetter! National TeleVAR™ 

(Raster Devices Direct) intro

duces the 1000 Enhancer Kit™ 

for your HP Series II or Ill printer. 


By using a new imaging 

technology called 


TurboRes™ on our PC-based 

controller, we can transform 

your 300 dpi printer into a 

state-of-the-art Plain-Paper 

Typesetter that gives you print 

quality previously undreamed of, 

even on devices costing over 

$20,000. 


Send us your HP Series II or Ill 

laser printer and we will do 


the rest. We factory install a 

video board and connector in 

your Series II or Ill, and supply a 

PC/XT/AT or MCA 6Mb printer 

controller, 135 scaleable fonts, 

direct driver software for 


board is relatively boring, with few sur
face-mounted ICs and ASICs. One nota
ble ASIC is the Chips & Technologies 
82C206 Integrated Peripheral Control
ler, which is common in AT-bus systems. 

The Z-386/33E's slightly smaller 
motherboard uses numerous surface
mounted ICs. It has few ASICs, although 
four are notable: two from Zenith and 
two from Intel (an NG82357 integrated 
system peripherals chip and an NG82358 
EISA bus controller). 

Windows 
(such as 
PageMaker, 

Corel DRAW!, 
Micrografx 

Designer, Word 
for Windows, etc.), 

GEM (such as Xerox Ventura 
Publisher, GEM Artline, etc.) and 
Word Perfect. 

CALL NOW! 1-800-468-1732 
(In MN: 612-941-4919) and 

ask about the 1000 Enhancer Kit 
for your Series II or Ill printer. 
The 300 dpi barrier will fall by 
the wayside as you experience 
1000 x 1000 T urboRes. Note 
that all your existing PCL 
functionality remains 
unchanged, so your printer can 
live in both worlds-PCL and 
1000 x 1000 TurboRes! 

PrePress Systems Specialists 

Formerly Raster Devices Direct, Inc. 

©1990. Raster Devices Direct, Inc., National TeleVAR and 1000 Enhancer Kit are trademarks of Raster Devices 
Corporation . TurboRes is a licensed techn_olo9y and a trademark of LaserMaster Corporation. All other product 
and brand names are .trademarks and .registered trademarks of their respective companies. All prices and 
spec1f1cat1ons are subject to change without notice. Please call for current pricing and warranty details. 

VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED 

The Z-386/33E also eschews a stan
dard cache controller in favor of a propri
etary Zenith cache system that has 16K 
bytes of 15-ns SRAM in a special card 
slot. A 64K-byte version of that cache is 
also available. Eight SIMM slots hold the 
memory, which can come in 1- or 4-MB 
SIMMs of 80-ns chips . The first four 
slots can handle only 1-MB SIMMs, so 
the maximum system memory is 20 MB . 

Expansion 
The Z-386/33E also has plenty of room 
to add disk drives . Its single half-height 
hard disk drive and the floppy disk drive 
leave one full-height and two half-height 
bays open. The system starts with a lot of 
EISA expansion slots (six) , but the disk 
drive controller, VGA card, and LAN 
adapter fill three of those slots, so only 
three are open. 

The FileMaster II has less drive ex
pansion room but more open slots . The 
standard system's floppy disk drive and 
full-height hard disk drive leave only one 
full-height bay open. There are, how
ever, eight expansion slots-six 16-bit 
and two 8-bit. The video, disk, I/O, and 
LAN cards fill four, leaving four free. 

The Incidentals 
Except for support, the rest of these two 
systems is almost incidental. They have 
similar 101-key keyboards that follow 
the IBM Enhanced AT keyboard layout. 
Documentation on both systems was ade
quate , although Zenith ' s was generally 
more thorough. 

Service, on the other hand , is impor
tant, especially for a network server. 
The FileMaster II comes with a one-year 
on-site service contract with General 
Electric. Zenith offers either one year of 
carry-in service from your dealer or 
three months of on-site service from its 
Zenith Data Systems Service Network. 

It ' s not easy to choose between these 
systems. Each will boost your network 
performance, but the Z-386/33E offers 
slightly better performance and less deg
radation under load . We' re a little leery 
of the many last-minute changes to the 
Zenith system's motherboard and hard 
disk drive controller, but we experienced 
no problems with the machine . Forced to 
choose between the two systems, we'd go 
with the Zenith Z-386/33E, but it would 
be a close call. • 

Bill Catchings and Mark L. Van Name are 
BYTE contributing editors. Both are also 
independent computer consultants and 
freelance writers based in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. You can reach them on BIX as 
"wbc3" and "mvanname, "respectively. 
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V'etsion features sine wave output, 
automatic diagnostics, advanced 
surge suppression and continuous 
line filtering. An intelligent micro
processor and a communications 
interface are built-in, so you can 
use automatic shutdown with Net
Ware, VINES, LAN Manager, and 
SCO UNIX. Ifyou' re buying the 
best, don't settle for less than reli
able UPS protection 
from APC. Call 1-800
541-8896 for your 
Compaq UPS Sizing 
and Installation Kit. 

~...... 
American..,.,.,Power..Conversion 

Lan's Best Friend™ 
350 Columbia St., Peace Dale, RI 02883 

(401) 789-5 735 ( 800) 541 -8896 
Compaq and System Pro arc trademarks of Compaq Computer 
Corp. Microsoft and the Microsoft logo arc trademarks of Microsoft 
Corporation. Lan's Best Friend and PowcrChurc arc trademarks 
of American Power Conversion. All other trademarks arc the property 
of their respective owners. 
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Fast 
You 



The NCR PC486/MC is one fast machine. PC/Computing reports "the 

PC486/MC is on the front edge" of 486 desktops; With its dual high-speed 

cache design, the system takes full advantage 

ofthe performance potential ofthe i486"" micro
1486 Native Designprocessor. And its implementation of Micro . 

Micro Channel Architecture 
Channel"' architecture makes it the clear leader 

128KB Of High-Speed Cache Memory 

in providing full 32-bit performance. SuperVGA Display Adapter.
According to BYTE Lab benchmarks, the Small Computer System Interface 

(SCSI) Multi-Pertpheral Controller.PC486/MC's "mass storage subsystem (with 
worldwide Service and Suppon 

a lOOMB SCSI hard drive) turned in the fastest Available Now 

performance we've ever measured~'* 

Our PC is the only native design 486 Micro Channel machine from 

a major vendor now available. We've not only released it for sale, we're deliv

ering it in volume. The competition will eventually release a native-design 

486. 	But how long will it be before they can deliver? 

The PC486/MC is ideal for MIPS-hungry applications like large spread

sheets, financial modeling, simulations, CAD, and networking. 

It's the first of a family of advanced PCs that will lead the market in 

speed, power, and availability. 

Our PC family also includes high-performing 286"' and 386""-based PCs. 

Backed by the resources of a$6 billion computer company with service and 

support in nearly every country in the world. And a commitment to quality 

that is unequaled. 

Call I 800 544-3333 for a free six-page 486 PC comparison brochure. 

We'll also put you in touch with the NCR or Businessland representative, 

or other Authorized NCR Reseller nearest you. 

Open, Cooperative Computing. 

The Strategy For Managing Change. 


Circle 179 on Reader Service Card 

NCR is the name and mark of NCR Corporation. Micro Channel is a trademark of IBM Corporation. 486,386,and 286 are trademarks 
of Intel Corporation. 'Sources: PC!Compwing, March 1990. BYTElflEEK, 11113/89. ©1990 NCR Corporation. 



Ben Smith 

REV I EW 

Personal Iris: The Dream Maker 


The Silicon Graphics Personal Iris Turbo workstation. I created the BYTE logo 
shown on-screen as a 3-D object. The Iris can set the logo in motion, recalculating 
and redrawing every polygon in real time. 

Personal Iris Model 40/25 Turbo 

Company 
Silicon Graphics Computer Systems 
2011 North Shoreline Blvd. 
P.O. Box 7311 
Mountain View, CA 94039 
(415) 960-1980 

Components 
Processor: 20-MHz MIPS R3000 RISC 
processor; R3010 FPU 
Memory: 8-MB RAM ; 96K-byte cache 
Mass storage: 380-MB SCSI hard disk 
drive; 150-MB cartridge tape drive 
Display: 19-inch, 1280- by 1024-pixel; 
16. 7 million (24 bits) simultaneously 
displayable colors 
Keyboard: 101-key /BM AT style 
1/0 interfaces: Two serial ports; one 
parallel port; SCSI port; Ethernet port; 
video and audio ports 

Software 
lrix (Unix System V release 3.2); 
WorkSpace environment manager; 
4-Sight windowing system; X Window 
System version 11 ; NeWS graphical 
environment; Alias QuickModel and 
QuickPaint; Wavefront Personal Visualizer; 
a host of 2-D and 3-D graphical demos 
and source code 

Price 
System as reviewed: $32,500 

Inquiry 856. 

A
ny designer, whether an architect, 
engineer, planner, or graphic art
ist, needs to visualize a design 

while creating it. Rare individuals in this 
group can generate solid models in their 
minds. The mental models are so real for 
these people that they can rotate them, 
move into them, and investigate the de
tails . But, unfortunately, these imagin
ings are not easily communicated to oth
ers. Wouldn't it be wonderful to display 
the models on a computer with as much 
detail and flexibility as in the mind? 

That is just what the Silicon Graphics 
Personal Iris workstations are designed 
to do , and the new Turbo model does it 
very fast. It does it so well , in fact, that 
IBM has selected the same graphics 
hardware for use in its RISC Sys
tem/6000 high-end workstations. 

Thoughtful Package 
Inside its simply designed chocolate
brown case, the Personal Iris Model 
4D/25 sports a 20-MHz MIPS R3000 
processor with the accompanying FPU. 
Add to that a 32K-byte data cache and a 
64K-byte instruction cache, and you have 
a serious number cruncher. Feed those 
numbers into the famous Silicon Graph
ics specialized display-processing pipe
line with the Turbo Graphics option, and 
you have a machine that can produce 
real-time animation of solid objects . All 
this power is contained in a squat tower, 
with concealment panels to hide the 
cables in the back and the floppy disk 
drives and tape drives in the front. 

Disk and cartridge tape drives slide in 
and out of the chassis without tools, so 
changing system drives is no more diffi
cult than changing tape cartridges. Simi
larly, changing the electronics assembly 
requires no expertise or tools: Slide off a 
plastic panel and remove one screw. The 
entire circuit cage lifts right out. The sys
tem upgrade kits we received included 
instructions for user installation, all the 
necessary tools (like a screwdriver for 
removing that one screw), and grounding 
straps to protect electronic components 
while you handle them. 

The standard input devices are an AT
style keyboard and an optical mouse. You 
can add an optional digitizing tablet and a 
three-dimensional input control called a 
SpaceBall. The system has two serial 
ports, a parallel port, an Ethernet port, a 
SCSI port, and an array of special-pur
pose connectors for video-recording 
equipment. 

Will It Run DOS? 
Despite its size and shape, this machine 
is far from a PC. It will emulate MS
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M;IUMWM PERSONAL IRIS: THE DREAM MAKER 

DOS, but even the most complex DOS 
program would seem wimpy compared 
to any native Iris application. 

The underlying operating system, 
Irix , is , as you might guess , an enhanced 
Uni x. All your standard System V re
lease 3.2 utilities and libraries are there, 
along with some BSD enhancements for 
interprocess communications and net 
working. Silicon Graphics has added a 
rich window manager, along with graph
ics and window programming libraries. 
You can also use X Window System, 
NeWS , and PHIGS graphics . All these 
window and graphics systems run under 
the supervision of the Irix window man
ager. Therefore, if you click on a Post
Script file, the Iris creates an appropriate 
window in which to view it. 

Getting It All on Paper 
No one can fault Silicon Graphics for 
failing to adequately document its system 
and software. There are 21 binders in all, 
but some of them hold two or three sub
manuals . Of these, several are devoted to 
Irix and are mostly reprints of traditional 
AT&T and Berkeley documentation. 
Several more cover the graphics 
extensions and the mountain of demon
stration, executable, and source code 
shipped with the Iris . The overall quality 
and readability of the documentation is 
up to normal Unix standards , and the 
binder labels and section tabs make it 
somewhat easier to spot your topic of in
terest from among the thousands of 
pages. 

Four user 's manuals-those covering 
the bundled applications from Alias Re
search and Wavefront , and Silicon 
Graphics' own Personal Iris User's 
Guide-stand apart from the rest. Using 
them together, you can quickly become 
familiar with the Iris and its capabilities, 
without having to open any of the other 
20 binders . Each has a "getting started" 
section, and this group of documents is 
custom-made for impatient users who 
can't wait to set their teapots to spinning . 
On-line manuals round out the set. These 
include virtually all reference pages, ex
cept for demonstration programs and the 
bundled applications. 

Performance 
The Iris Model 4D/25 that I reviewed had 
8 megabytes of RAM, 96K bytes of cache 
memory, a 380-MB SCSI hard di sk 
drive , and an internal tape drive . CPU, 
disk, and floating-point performance, as 
tested by the BYTE Unix benchmarks, 
make the system competitive with other 
workstations in its price range . 

continued 

,,
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Personal Iris Turbo 
HIGH-LEVEL PERFORMANCE 

Iris Everex 
Everex 

Time Index Time Step 386/33 6.0 
0 C Compiler 2.18 0.95 2.08 

o DC Arithmetic 0.21 3.00 0.63 

O Tower of Hanoi 0.30 1.87 0.56 
(17·disk problem) 

System Loading' 
1 concurrent background 

process 3.31 1.23 4.06 
2 concurrent background 

processes 4. 00 1.45 5.80 
4 concurrent background 

processes 7. 19 1.34 9.60 
0 8 concurrent background 

processes 11 .50 1.50 17.30 

LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE 

Iris Everex 

Time Index Time 
O Dhrystone 2 

(without registers; 
Dhry./sec.) 13454 0.97 13847 

Arithmetic 
(10,000 iterations) 


Arithmetic overhead 0.20 3.60 0.72 

Register 2.90 1.01 2.92 

Short 2.92 1.21 3.52 

Integer 2.90 1.08 3.12 

Long 2.90 1.08 3.12 


O 	 Floating Point 2.02 5.90 11 .92 
Double 1.70 7.78 13.22 

9.7 

Throughput 

System call overhead 


(5 x 4000 calls) 0.62 1.77 1.10 

Pipe throughput 


(read and write 

2048- x 512-byte 

blocks) 0.45 2.04 0.92 


Pipe-based context 

switch ing 


(2 x 500 switches) 0.21 3.00 0.63 

Process creation 


(100 forks) 0.55 2.24 1.23 

Excel throughput 


(100 execs) 0.82 4.18 3.43 


Filesystem throughput 

(1600 1024·byte blocks 

in Kbytes/sec.) 


Read 564 

Write 564 

Copy 330 


Silicon Graphics 
Personal Iris Turbo 9.7* 

• Cumulative index is formed by summing the indexed performance re D CCompiler 
sults for C Compiler, DC Arithmetic, Tower of Hanoi, System Loading 
(with eight concurrent background processes), Ohrystone 2, and Float· D DC Arithmetic 
ing Point tests. D Tower of Hanoi 

1 System loading performed using Bourne shell scripts and Unix ut i1i lies. D System Loading 

D Dhrystone 2 Note: All results are in seconds, unless otherwise specified. Indexes show 
relative performance. For all indexes. an Everex Step 386/33 running Xenix D Floating Point 
2.3.1 =1 . 

For a description of all the benchmarks, see "The BYTE Unix Benchmarks," March BYTE . 
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M;i@llWM PERSONAL IRIS: THE DREAM MAKER 

The benchmarks don't measure the 
most impressive aspect of the Personal 
Iris: its graphics performance. Accord
ing to Silicon Graphics, the 4D/25 Turbo 
will manipulate 200,000 3-D vectors in a 
second, or 20,000 polygons per second. 
These numbers have little meaning out of 

Photo I: As rendered here, the Silicon 
Graphics logo contains roughly 1400 
polygons. With solid surfaces, remote and 
local lighting, calculations ofspectral 
characteristics ofsurface, and full color 
rendering, this object can rotate and 
move in real time. The animation is 
smooth and convincingly real. 

context, so consider the model in photo 
1. Iris renders this model, with over 
1000 3-D polygons, smooth shading, and 
multiple light sources, so quickly that it 
simulates smooth motion by redrawing 
the entire model in a slightly different 
position several times a second. 

Put On a Simple Face 
The Irix operating system comes with its 
own window manager, icon-based file 
manager, and editor, as well as several 
handy graphics applications, including 
Alias's QuickModel and QuickPaint and 
a robust renderer from Wavefront, the 
Personal Visualizer. 

The Irix window system is partly em
bedded in the operating system instead of 
built on top of it like Motif. The window 
manager, 4-Sight, is good compared to 
what was available a few years ago, but it 
seems a little archaic when compared to 
Motif and Open Look. Repositioning 
overlapping windows, for instance, can 
turn areas of the screen to mush for sev
eral seconds until the window manager 
cleans things up. Selecting options from 
cascaded menus requires a delicate hand 
on the mouse, because there is no way to 
freeze a menu on the screen while you 
move to the next level. You must keep the 
mouse button pressed while you careful
ly maneuver through the hierarchy of 

Photo 2: QuickModel allows you to create models with additive 3-D geometric forms 
in orthographic views. You can then view them in perspective and export your views 
to Wavefront's Personal Visualizer, a full rendering program. 
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menus. 
The icon-based file manager opera

tions are intuitive. As with many other 
systems, double-clicking on a file icon 
starts up the application program associ
ated with the icon. Dragging an icon to 
the dumpster gets the associated file out 
of the way. Dragging an icon from one di
rectory window (or folder) to another 
moves the file. 

The lrix file manager also manages 
the WorkSpace, a virtual directory to 
which you can drag file icons. Instead of 
moving the file from the directory to the 
WorkSpace (the action associated with 
dragging an icon from one directory win
dow to another), the file manager creates 
a virtual link of the file between the di
rectory and the WorkSpace. I'm familiar 
with the structure of the Unix file sys
tem, and I had trouble understanding 
how the WorkSpace worked. It may be a 
gentle approach to file management for 
those unfamiliar with the subject, but 
sooner or later they will have to learn the 
way things are done for real. 

The window-based editor, Jot, is prob
ably all that any nonprogrammer will 
ever need for editing; it is easy to use and 
has enough features to continue to satisfy 
users even after they learn its basic capa
bilities. 

QuickModel and QuickPaint are also 
easy to learn. You can use QuickModel to 
create 3-D models, and QuickPaint to 
create 2-D paintings. Then you can use 
the output from these programs as ele
ments for Wavefront's Personal Visual
izer, the full-featured rendering applica
tion. QuickModel is an excellent way to 
become familiar with the 3-D capabili
ties of the Iris . You can build complex 
models by creating and manipulating 
wire frames in three orthographic views 
and a simultaneous perspective view. 

QuickModel gives you basic solid 
forms-a box, a sphere, and a cone
with which to build. You take each of 
these shapes as needed and mold them to 
create your model. You can also generate 
surfaces by extending and rotating Bezier 
curves. You can manipulate your per
spective viewpoint as you work on the 
shape . At any point during the design, 
you can render the model with flat or 
smooth (Gouraud) shading, color, and 
local lights, and you can rotate it and 
zoom in on it for a close inspection (see 
photo 2) . 

The documentation provided by Alias 
and Wavefront for their applications is 
very good, as far as it goes. These pro
grams are not demos in the conventional 
sense of the word, but they are running 
advertisements for higher-level products 



Seagate's Technology 


othe naked eye, 
disc driveshaven't 
changed much in 

the past few years. While the visible 
aspects have remained the same, the 
parts you can't see have improved 
dramatically. What used to be mega
bytes are now gigabytes. And Seagate 
is at the forefront of this technologi
cal revolution. 

We've not only increased capac
ities, but we've found ways to make 
drives faster and more reliable. For 
example, Zone Bit Recordingni is 
arecording technique that permits 
higher capacity and faster average 
data transfer rates than conventional 
recording methods. Our straight-arm 
actuator has 60%less mass than most 
other designs, giving our Wrenni and 
Sabreni families lightning-quick ac
cess performance. And by increasing 
spindle rotation 50%to 5400 RPM, 
we 've significantly increased the 
transfer rate and reduced the latency 
in our 1.5 GB Eliteni drive. 

As aresult of these and other 
technological improvements, Seagate 
now offersdrives from 20 MB to 
2.5 GB in the widest range of form 
factors and interfaces imaginable, 
for almost every conceivable applica
tion. And we're not through yet. 

Like the artist who spends years 
perfecting his craft, Seagate has spent 
the past decade mastering the fine art 
of disc drives. To get afirst-hand look 
at the state-of-the-art, contact your 
authorized Seagate distributor, or call 
Seagate directly:800-468-DISC, or 
408-438-6550. 

&S'seagate 

Zone Bit Re-cording. Wren. SJbre and Eli te :ire tradem:ukli ofa 11 holl y -o,,,,n~·d ~ub !iidi~ 


ofSeagaccTechnology. ln~.: 


Seagate and the Scaga1e logoare regbten:d cradcmarh of Scaga t ~ T~chnology. Jnc. 

~ 1 990Scaga telechnology. Inc. 




Circle 122 on Reader Service Card 

Rack &Desk i;#jijjj1@ PERSONAL IRIS : THE DREAM MAKER 

PC/AT Chassis 

Integrand's new Chassis/System is not 
another IBM mechanical and electrical 
clone. An entirely fresh packaging design 
approach has been taken using modular 
construction. At present, over 40 optional 
stock modules allow you to customize our 
standard chassis to nearly any requirement. 
Integrand offers high quality, advanced 
design hardware along with applications 
and technical support a// at prices competi
tive with imports. Why settle for less? 

Accepts PC, XT, AT Motherboards 
and Passive Backplanes 
Doesn 't Look Like IBM 
Rugged, Modular Construction 

Excellent Air Flow & Cooling 

Optional Card Cage Fan 
Designed to meet FCC 
204 Watt Supply, UL Recognized 
145W & 85W also available 
Reasonably Priced 

~ow
~a~le 
~ 
Backplanes 

Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices: 
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291 

209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD) 


FAX 209 I 651-1353 

We accept Bank Americard/VISA and MasterCard 
IBM. PC, XT, AT trademarks of International Business Machines. 


Drives and computer boards not included. 
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offered by both companies. I'm always 
pleased when a hardware vendor includes 
free software of any kind, and Silicon 
Graphics distinguishes itself by provid
ing tons of it. 

The BYTE Logo Project 
To better understand the graphics hard
ware and the software libraries that fa 
cilitate its use, I wrote a C program to 
generate the solid-form BYTE logo 
shown in the photo on page 174. You can 
rotate or translate the object or your 
viewpoint using the mouse. You can even 
send the model into a tumbling spin . 

The logo model is generated from four 
tables of 2-D data points . Each table de
scribes the edges of a single letter in the 
word "BYTE." Two rather lengthy and 
boring functions use these tables differ
ently to describe the polygons that make 
the faces of the logo and the polygons 
that make the edges . 

The largest part of the time needed for 
the project was spent in mathematically 
describing the model, roughly 230 poly
gons (I did it by hand, without any CAD 
tools-not recommended). When I was 
working on the solid model , the power of 
the Personal Iris became supremely ob
vious. But the level of the Irix graphics 
libraries requires you to know your 3-D 
analytic geometry. You must describe 
each polygon and its unit normal vector 
for the Iris to properly calculate the light
ing of the polygon's surface. This is a 
nontrivial problem and remains the re
sponsibility of the programmer. But once 
you have solved it, the Iris will do all the 
work of rendering as you rotate and move 
your viewpoint. Adding mouse control 
and menus was simple, but again, I had to 
write all the high-level work of turning 
mouse and menu operations into pro
gram-flow changes and 3-D motion . 

During the course of the project, I 
found that the Irix window-based sym
bolic debugger , edge , was easy to use 
and that the Silicon Graphics technical
support people are friendly, knowledge
able, and responsive. 

The BYTE logo project took about 40 
hours of study and programming. Mind 
you, most of this time was spent at the 
low end of the learning curve. To finish 
another similar project would take only 
about 10 hours. All in all, I enjoyed pro
gramming the Iris, but I would have 
liked a few more convenience routines to 
handle more common functions . 

Most people will find that there really 
isn't a need to do any programming for 
the Iris, since there are plenty of applica
tion programs. According to the Silicon 
Graphics directory of software products , 

more than 400 commercial applications 
are available for its machines. 

There are 21 different professional an
imation packages that run on these ma
chines , making the Iris the machine of 
choice for that kind of work. There are 
seven packages for building design; 
dozens for mechanical engineering, 
aerodynamics and fluid dynamics, and 
automation; and a host of applications for 
graphics modeling . The list also includes 
an assortment of databases , spread
sheets , and editors . 

Who Will Buy 

Silicon Graphics workstations are al

ready established as the most cost-effec

tive, production-quality, computer-ani

mation workstations . They are also very 

affordable for applications such as visu

alization of data from medical scanning 

equipment (e .g ., CAT scans) . 


Without question , anyone who wants 
to do 3-D rendering could profit from a 
Silicon Graphics Personal Iris Turbo 
system, but , clearly , not everyone can af
ford one. A minimal Personal Iris 12.5
MHz system with a 14-inch (1024- by 
768-pixel) monitor costs $13 ,500. This 
configuration will display only 256 
colors out of a palette of 16.7 million. 
The minimum configuration does not in
clude a hard disk drive; $2000 buys you a 
200-MB drive. The drive includes the 
operating system and all the graphics 
utilities. 

The machine I reviewed had the mini
mum 8 MB of system memory (out of a 
possible 32 MB) , but it had the 20-MHz 
processor, the full Super Graphics op
tions that deliver 24-color bit planes 
(16. 7 million colors) , 24 z-buffer planes, 
and eight system planes (see "3-D 
Graphics: From Alpha to Z-Buffer" on 
page 271). It also had a 380-MB hard 
disk drive and a 150-MB quarter-inch 
SCSI tape drive . The total value of the re
view system is $32,500. For graphics op
tions, this is the top of the Personal Iris 
line but the low end of the Silicon Graph
ics family . Slip the disk drive from the 
review machine into a $13,000 model, 
and you can do the same things, but 
without the same performance or range 
of colors. 

The Personal Iris 4D/25 places real 
graphics power in the hands of the people 
who need it most. Designers, engineers, 
artists, and other dreamers will find this 
system a willing bridge between the 
drawings of the mind and the finished 
product. • 

Ben Smith is a BYTE technical editor. You 
can reach him on BIX as "ben_smith. " 



InOurBusiness, the 
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Your BottomLine . 

You're read ing :1 rnaga zine 

w ith huncl recls of "look -alike" ads ror 

lllM Com1x 1tihle Computers. Ihey all 

clairn similar perforrnance. outstand ing 
quali ty . low p rice ancl g reat suppo rt. 

/-/0111 d o .l 'Ull ma he yo111· ch oice? 

Pr ice: Some shm ,· unusab le 

entry level or giant overk ill un its. and 
sock-it-to-you on the drives, rnonito rs 
and v ideo c 1rds you reall y need . Some 
acid ou1rageous fre ight. ha nd ling and 
custo mizat io n charges. \Y/ e don't. We 

adve rti se the industries largest selec
tion o r complete drive and v ideo con
fi gura tions all unbelievably pri ced . A l l 
pri ced delivered to your door. 

Q 11a l i !y : Sorne claim qual i1y 
hut o ffer o nl y a 30. 60 or 90 clay 
w arra nty . O ur 5 year p rograrn is the 
hest :incl lo ngest in the husiness .. 
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U11e. the Best one in the l l usiness . Call 
us at 1-800-PC /3m11d Tocl ay. 

PC BRAN D OFFERS A FULL 


RA NGE OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS 


NAME BRA ND PERIPH ERALS 


AT THE LO \XIEST PRICES 


FREE FRE IGHT 

TOLL-FREE SERVICE & SU PPORT 


5-YEAR \V/ ARRANTYt 


30-DA Y MONEY BACK GUARAJ'\JTEE 


O N-SIT E SEl\VlCE BY T RW* 


24-36 MONT H LEASING 


IBJBRAND'" 

Tum page f or PC Bra nd Systems ... 

*TRW· Nationa l Comput er l\fain tenam:c Servii.: l's :) Year Limited Warrant y. dct:1il s available on n:qucst Circle 199 on Reader Service Card 



Find OutWhy 

We'reRated No.1 for 

Service &Support. 


''PC Brand is the LL Bean of personal computer mail order ... 

. . . PC Brand wants no unhappy customers, ... it's service and support policies help to insure that." 


-Personal Computing 's 10 Best Mail Order Comp anies, Feb. 1989 

PCBRAND 286/12 __$599 
12 MHz Clock, Zero Wait O peratio n, 

Norton SI 15.3 Landmark ™Speed 15.lMHz, 

512K RAM , 1.2MB o r 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard, 

2Seria l and 1 Para lle l Ports 


PCBRAND 286/16__$749 

16 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operatio n , 

Norton SI 19.0 Landmark TMSpeed 20.6MHz, 

512K RAM , 1.2MB or l.44MBDrive, 101 -Keyboard , 

2 Serial and I Parallel Po rts 


PCBRAND 286'20 ___$899 
20 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation, 

NortonSI 23.0 Landmark™Speed 26.7MHz, 

512K RAM , 1.2MBor l .44MB Drive, IOI-Keyboard, 

2Serial and 1 Paralle l Ports 


Standard System Features:' 
• 	 80286-12, 8C286-16, 80286-20 operating a t 

12 MHz, 16MI-Iz, or 20MH z w/Zero Wail 

• 	 512K RAM expandable to 8MB on the System 

board using 256K o r 1 MB RAM 

• 1.2MB 5.25"or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive 

• FCC Class "A", Intended for business use 
• 	 High performance 16bit VGA Cards with 

optio nal 1024x768 capability 

• 	 l :l lnte rleavecl Hard/ Floppy Drive Controller, 

lMb/Second disk transfe r rates o n a ll 40Mb 

drives or la rger 

• Enhanced 101-key Click/facti le Keyboard 

• 2 Seria l & 1 Para lle l ports o n std-configuratio ns 
• High Capacity System Power supply 

• Real Time Clock/Calendar w ith 5 Yea r l3atte1y 

• 80287 Co-Processor Support 
• 	 AMI BIOS w/full MS/ DOS, OS/2,XEN IX, UNIX, 

NOVELL, 3COM and PCNET compatibility 

• Built-in System 13oarcl LIM 4.0EMS hardware 
• 	 User configurable 1/0 timing pe rmitt ing comp

atible operatio n w/older peripherals o r faste r 

1/0 fo r newer devices 
• 8 Slot mothe rboard design (5 1613it & 3 8Bit) 

• Medium foot print case w/6 Disk Drive bays 

Options: 
• 	 Low profile Sli m Line Case w/3 Disk bays 


(as pictured above) 


• Mini Size desk to p Tower • Case w/4 bays 
• VGA or CGA Plasma Portable Case 

• Factory Installed RAM Upgrades 
• 	 Custom configuratio ns w/Name 13rand 


peripherals o f your cho ice 


NEW, FASTER, HIGHER CAPACITY DRIVES 
AT THE SAME ROCK BOTIDM PIUCFS. 

PC BRAND 286/12 

w/512k , Hard Disk Drive, Monitor& Video Carel 
Hard Drives: 

Mb/ Ms 20/40 40/ 19 
 71/25 110/17 

No Video S929 S1029 $1209 $1349 

Mono $1049 SI 149 $1329 $1469 

VGA-Mono $1229 $1329 $1509 Sl649 
VGA-Color $1459 $1559 $1739 $1879 

SVGA/Color $1569 51669 51849 51989 

PC BRAND 286/16 

w/ 512k, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card 
Hard Drives: 
Mb/ Ms 20/40 40/ 19 71/25 110/ 17 

NoVldc..'O $1079 51179 $1359 $1499 
Mono SI 199 51299 $1479 51619 
VGA-Mono 51379 Sl479 $1659 51799 
VGA-Color 51609 51709 $1889 $2029 
SVGA/Color 51719 $1819 Sl999 52139 

PC BRAND 286/20 

w/512k, Hard Disk Drive, Mo nitor & Video Card 
Hard Orlvcs: 

Mb/ Ms 20/40 40/ 19 
 71/25 110/ 17 

No Video 51229 51329 $1509 51649 
Mono $1349 51449 51629 $1769 
VGA-Mono 51529 51629 51809 51949 
VGA-Color 51759 $1859 52039 $2179 
SVGA/Colo r 51869 51969 $2149 52289 

<iTower is a registered crademark of NCR Corporn1ion *Features below for 286/ 16 and 20 only. Call for 286/12 



lntel386 

Technology 

at286 Prices 

the 386SX-16 

Only$899 


PC BRAND 386/SX-16_$899 
16 MHz Clock , Zero Wait Operation • Norton SI 18.7 Landmark™ 18.3MHz, 
512K RAM , 1.2MB or I.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboard, 2 Serial and 1 Parallel Ports 

Standard System Features: 

• 	 80386SX Processor Opera ting at 16MHz deliv
ering 18MHz Effecti ve Throughput 

• 	 512K RAM expandable to 8MB on rhe System 
board using 256K and/ or lMB RAM 

• 	 1.2MB 5.25" or 1.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive 
• 	 FCC Class "A" , Intended for business use 
• 	 High performance 16bir VGA Cards with 

optional 1024x768 capability 
• 	 1:1 Interleaved HarcVFloppy Drive controllers, 

1 Mb/ Second disk transfer rares on all 40 Mb 
drives or 1<1rger 

• 	 Enhanced 101-key Clickf ractile Keyboard 
• 	 2 Serial & l Parallel pons on std-configurations 
• 	 High Capacity 200 Watt System Power Supply 
• 	 Real Time Clock/Calendar w ith 5 Year Barrery 
• 	 80387SX Co-Processor Suppon 
• 	 AMI BIOS w ith full MS/ DOS, OS/ 2, XENIX, 

UNrx, NOVELL, 3COM compatibility 
• 	 8 Slot motherboard design (5 I 6Bit & 3 8Bit) 
• 	 Medium foot print case w/6 Disk Drive bays 

(Shown in opt ional Mini Size Tower "' Case) 

Options: 

• 	 Low profile Slim Line Case w/ 3 Disk bays 
• 	 Mini Size desk top Tower • Case w/4 Disk 

Drive bays (as pictured above) 
• 	 VGA or CGA Plasma Ponable Case 
• 	 Factory Installed RAM Upgrades 
• 	 Custom configurations w/ Name Brand 

peripherals of your choice 

80.~86s.x J6M J-lz S)1Stems witl1: 

IMb RAM, VGA Card, Color Moni1or 

40Mb Hard Disk, DOS, 110 

$5,000 

$4,300 

53,600 

52,900 

$2,200 

51,500 

NE\XI, FASTER, I l lGJ-IEH CAPACITY DIUVES 
AT TI-IE SAME ROCK BOTIOM PRICES. 

PC BRAND 386SX-16 

w/ 512k, Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Card 
Hard Drives: 
Mb/ Ms 20/40 40/19 71/ZS 110/ 17 

No Video 51229 51329 51509 51649 

M ono 51349 SI449 51629 51769 

VGA-Mono 51529 51629 51809 S1949 

VGA-Color 51759 51859 52039 $2179 

SVGA/Color $1869 51969 52149 52289 

Call 1-800-PC BRAND 

(Call 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 
PC Brand, Inc. 954 W. Washington St. , Chicago, IL. 6o607 Canadian Fax• 312-633-2888 Canadian Voice• 312-226-5200. 
We are open Mon. lhru Fri.: Sam to 6pm Central Time. MasterCard , VISA, Discover, Checks ~~~ 
and Approved P.0.s are Accepted. Prices and specificatjons subject to change. BYTE 15-7 ~ l..i ~ 
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MAXI POWER 
MICRO PRICES. 

486 
AVAILABLE 

,NOW! 
CALL FORPRICESAND 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Hard Drives : 
Mb/ Ms 40/19 71/25 110/17 200 / 19 

No Video 51779 51959 52099 52549 

Mono 51899 $2079 52219 52669 

VGA-Mono 52079 52259 $2399 52849 

VGA-Color 52309 52489 52629 53079 

SVGA/Color 52419 52599 $2739 53189 

Hard Drives: 
Mh/ Ms 40/ 19 71125 110/ 17 200/19 

No Video 51929 $2109 $2249 52699 

Mono 52049 $2229 52369 52819 

VGA-Mono 52229 52409 52549 52999 

VGA-Color 52459 52639 52779 53229 

SVGA/Color 52569 52749 52889 53339 

''The Best 
Lovv-Cost 

Alternative 
Around!" 

-PC Magazine, 25MHz 386 PC's, Feb. 14, 1989 

PC BRAND386/20 __$1349 
20 MHz Clock , Zero Wair Operation, 

Norton SI 23.0 Landmark Speecl26. JM!-lz, 

1024K HAM , l.2MB or l.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboarcl , 

2 Serial and l Parallel Ports 


PC BRAND 386/25 _ $1499 
25 MHz Clock, Zero Wair Operation, 

Norton SI 28.2-Landmark Speed 33.6M!-lz, 

Norton SI } J .6-Lanclmark Speed 43.5 w/ Cache, 

1024K RAM,l .2MBor 1.44MB Drive, JOI-Keyboard, 

2 Serial and I Parallel Port~ 


"The PC Brand 386/25 
is a fascinating machine. 
It offers flexible configura
tion...at a bargain price ... 11 

"and the company backs 
it all with what may be the 
longest war.ranty on the 
market...PC Brand makes 
it possible to buy two com
plete sytems for less than 
most competitors charge 
for just one." 

- PC Magazine, 25MHz 386 PC's 
February 14, 1989 

54,800 

$4, 100 

53,400 

52,700 

$2,000 
•·~ 

Standard System Features: 

• 	 True 20M Hz or 25MHzZ Intel 80386 CPU 
Operating w ith Zero Wait States 

• 	 1024K RAM standard expandable to ! 6MB 
using 256K and/ or JMB RAM 

• l.2MB 5.25" or l.44MB 3.5" Diskette Drive 
• FCC Class "A'', Intenclecl for business use 
• 	 High performance J6bit VGA Cards with 

optional 1024x768 capabili ty 

• 	 1:1 Interleaving Hard Drive/Floppy Drive 
controllers, I Mb/ Second disk transfer rares 
on all 40Mb drives or larger 

• Enhanced 101-key Click/factile Keyboard 
• 2serial& I parallel ports on std-configurations 
• High Capacity 200Watt System Power Supply 
• Real Time Clock/ Calendar w ith 5 Year Battery 
• 80287, 80387,orWeitek Co-Processor Support 
• 	 AMI BIOS with full MS / DOS, OS/ 2, XEN IX, 

UNIX , NOVELL, 3COM compatibility 
• 8 Slot motherboard design (5 16Bit & 3 8Bit) 
• Medium foot print case w/ 6 Disk Drive bays 
Options: 

• Low profile Slim-Line Case w/ 3 Disk bays 
• Full Size Tower " Case w/ 8 Disk Drive bays 
• Mini SizeTower " Case w/ 4 Disk Drive bays 
• VGA or CGA Plasma Portable Case 
• 	 Custom configurations w/ Name Brand 

periphera ls of your choice 

NEW, FASTER, I-IIGI-IER CAPAClTY DRIVES 
AT TI-IE SAME ROCK BOTIDM PRICES. 

PC BRAND 386/20 

w ith Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Carel 

PC BRAND 386/25 

with Hard Disk Drive, Monitor & Video Carel 
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386/33 CACHE ___$2299 
33 MHz Clock, Zero Wait Operation, 
Norton SJ 45.9 • Landmark 58.7 MH z, 
1024K RAM, 1.2MBor 1.44MB Drive, 101-Keyboarcl , 
2 Seria l and 1 Para llel Ports 

"Here's a price $2799 ... 
[ Now $2299] Must be 
stripped to nothing, Right? 
Wrong.. You don't sacrifice 
quality for low price either. 
The PC Brand machines 
are an efficient comb
ination of in-house en
gineering and top-notch 
off-the-shelf Parts ." 

-PC Magazine, 33MHz 386PC's, 
October 31, 1989 

"... great value . Period. 

Stan dard System Features: 

• 	 True 33 MHz INTEL 80386-33 CPU operati ng 

w/ Zero Wa it States w ith 58.7 MHz Throughput 

• 	 Intel 82385-33 Cache Processor with 32K 25NS 

Static RAl'vl Sta ndard 

• l024K RAM Standard Expandable to 16Ml3 

• FCC Class "A", Intended for i)usiness use 

• 	 High performance J6bit VGA Cards with 

optiona l 102'1x768 capabil ity 

• 1.2Mll 5.25" or l .44Mll 3.5" Diskette Drive 

• 	 1:1 Interleav ing Hard Dri ve/Floppy Drive 

Controllers, ·1 Mb/Second d isk transfer ra tes 

on all 40Mb drives or larger 

• Enh;mcecl 101-key Clickffacti le Keyboard 

• 1/0 Pons-2 serial, I parallel 

• High Capacity 200 Wart System Power Supply 

• Rea l Time Clock/ Ca lendar with 5 Year Battery 

• 80387 or Weitek Co-Processor support 

• 	 Phoenix 13IOS with Full MS/ DOS, OS/ 2,XENIX, 

UN IX, NOVELL. 3COM compatibil ity 

• EMS and Disk Cache in HOM 

• 8 Slot motherboard design 

• tvledium foot pri nt case w/ 6 Disk Drive bays 

Options: 

• Full size Tower "' Case w/ 8 Disk Dri ve bays 

• Low Profile Slim Line Case w/ 3 Disk bays 
• Min i Sized Tow er <!' Case \V/ 4 D isk Drive bays 

• 	 Cusrom configuralions w / Name Brand 

periphera ls o f your cho ice 

• Factory Installed Ram Upgrades 

~0386 33i\lhz Systems with: 
4 Mb lU\i\'I. VGA Ca rd, Colur Monitor, 

JOO+Mh J·klrd Disk, DOS, 1/0 


57.200 

$6,500 

55,800 

55, 100 

$4,400 

53,700 

53,000 

NE\X', FASTER, HIGHER CAPACITY DRIVES 
AT THE SAME ROCK BOilDM PRICES. 

PC BRAND 386/ 33 CACHE 


w ith Hard Diok Drive, Monitor & Video Carel 

Ha rd Orlv1."'S: 
Mb/ Ms 40/ 19 71 /2S 110/ 17 200/ 19 

No Video 52679 $2859 $2999 $3449 

M on o 52799 S2979 $3119 53569 
VGA-Mo n o $2979 $3159 $3299 $3749 
VGA-Colo r $3209 $3389 $3529 53979 
SVGA/Colo r 533 19 $3499 53639 $4089 

Turn the page fo r Pottables & Peripherals 

...excellent price perform
ance ratio; high quality." Call 1-800-PC BRAND 

-Computer Buyers Guide, 
(Ca ll 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 Product Review, 
PC Brand, Inc. 954 W. Washington St. , Chicago, IL. 60607 Canadian Fax ;t 312-633-2888 Canadian Voice= 312-226-5200. 

February, 1990 We are open Mon. thru Fri.: Sam to 6pm Centra l Time. MasterCard , VISA, Discover. Checks ~~~ 
and Approved P.0.s are Accepted. Prices and specificat ions subject to change. BYTE 15-7 ffi ~~ 
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Acturlf \/GA PUISMA Screeu Image 

Standard Syste m Features: Sta ndard Features Continued : 
• All perfo rman ce a nd compatibility • 3 Acc ess ible Drive Bays for (2) 5.25" 

features as bt desktops featured o n and (1) 3.5"Units 
p revious pages • 2 Available Pe riphe ral Card Slots 

• 16 Grey Scale 640x480 VGA or • Simultaneous in te rnal & exte rnal 
4 Grey Scale 640 x 400 CGA/Mono dis plays 
Graphlcs Plasm a Dlsp L,y • 200 Watl Au to Voltage SwilcWng 

Powe r Supply 

NEW, FASTER, I llGJ !Ell CAPACITY Dll lVES AT T HE SAME ROCK DOTTO~ ! PRICES . 

VGA Gas PlastID Portables CGAIMGAGas PlastID Po rtables 
Drin:s I Flopp>' 40/ 19 110117 200/ 19 

Mh/ Ms 

286/ 12 52595 S29'J5 S3395 53960 
286120 S!79"i Sj l9 'l S3595 54 160 

386/SX- 16 5189'; Sj!95 S:\695 S·-i.!60 

386/ 20 S.H50 5.i750 S4 150 54710 

386/25 s.~;10 Sj950 S4350 549 10 

386C/25" S-1000 5-1-100 S4000 55360 
386C133· S-1jOO 54700 55100 $;600 

Monitors 

Cornerstone Technology 
19" Dualpage Dlsplay/ 16 lcvel ............ $1950/ 2795 

Mitsubishi 
138114" Diam o nd Scan (to 800x600) . ................. $499 


Hl660S 16" SVGA/EGA (to 12sox1024) .................. 119S 


HI.690S 20" SVGA/EGA (to l280xt024) .................. 2095 


NEC 
GS·2A 14" MultlMono (to 800x600) ....................... $249 


2A 14" SVGA(800x600). ...479 


3D 14" SVGA/EGA (t024x7681) ................................. 649 


4D 16" SVGA/EGA (102b768) ........................ 1150 


SD 20" SVGA/EGA (1280x l024) .............................. 2350 


Panasonic 
CJ39J Pnn aSyn c (10 800x600) .................................. $489 


M1 500 15" Mono DTP w ith adapter ............... 1208 


MJ900 19" Mo n o DTP w ith adapte r .......... ..... 1498 


Princeton Graphics 
Max15 14" Mo no (10 1028x7681) ............................... $249 


UltraSync 14" SVGA/EGA (800x600) ................ 520 


UltrnSync 16" SVGA/EGA (1024.x76110 ..................... 879 


Princeton Publishing Labs 
MuJtlvlcw 15" Mono DTP with :td.'tpter .. ..•.... $690 

Relisys 
9503 14" VGA Mon o (640x480) .... .................. $145 


9513 14" VGA Colo r (640x480) .. . ........ 369 


I S20 15" SVGAC I024x768) .......................................... 679 


Samsung/Leading Technology 
14" VGA Color .31DP (6"0x480) ............................ $369 


14" VGA Color .41DP (640x480) ............. ..... 299 


14" SVGA Colo r ( 10 1028x7681) .................................... 419 

Seiko 
1440 14" SVGA(I024x7681) ..... . .............. $599 


Sony 
Multlscan HG 14" SVGA ( 10 102b768) .............. $689 


GDM· 1606 16" CADD(128ox 1024) ........................... Call 


GDM· l 953 19" CADD ( l280Jl'. t024) ........................... Call 


Zenith 
ZCM 1492 VGA FL'l tscn.:cn (640x4l:IO) ..................... $619 


RAM/ I-0 / Accelerator Boards 
lnlel 
Ahovcboard Plus 512K .. ...... ....... ... .. .... .. ... .. ..... $4 19 


Aboveboard Plus 1/0 ......................................... 469 


Aboveboard Plus 8 2Mb/ l/ 0 2Mb ............. 599/ 629 


lnho:trd 386PC w ltlt IM ........... .... .. 595 


Inboard 386 AT with OK ........... ........... ............. 859 


PC Brand 1/0 C:1rds 


AT I P/ 25/ IG ................ ...................................... $49 


XT IP/ l S/ IG/Cloek/Calcndar .. ...... ... ......... .. ... .. . 49 


Video Cards 

ATl 
VGA Wo nder 256K/5 12K ........................ $245/297 


NEC PC Mag1,z l11e 's £11/tors Choi ce 

Grap h ics Eng ine 16 (I024x768) ............................ $679 


Gr.1phlcs Engine 256 (10Hx768) .............................. 969 


Paradise 
EGA Autoswltch 480 ... ...... .................. ... ...... ..... $99 


VGA 1024 w it h 256K ............ .. .... . ......... .......... .. 199 


VGA 1024 w ith 512K .............. ............ 259 


85 14/ A Plus ........................................................ 569 


VGA Upgr:tde ... ..... ...... ....... ... ..... .. .............. .. ..... . 199 


PC Magazine's
Editors Choice 
Cardinal VGA Cards 

VGA 100 
8 bit 256K . $109 

VGA 500 
16 bit 256K . 1.75 

EDITORS' 
CHOICE VGA 600 

16 bit 512K .209 
April 10. 1990 

Cardinal VGA600 

·Video Seven 
10241 VGA with 256K/5 12K .. .. .. .. ......... ... $239/ 299 


VRA!tl VGA whh 5 12K .......... .. ......... .... ...... ...... .. 469 


Fax Cards 

Compleie PC 
Complete Fax 4800/9600 ....................... $249/ 399 


Complete Communicato r .......... ...... ...... ......... 549 


Complete Portable Fax 9600 ........ .......... ...... ... 309 


lniel 
Conn~tlon Coprocessor ...... ........ .......... ...... $529 


Quadram 
4800/9600 ... ..... .... ........... ....... ...... ...... ..... $199/495 

Modems 

ATI 
2400FTC Internal w ith MNPS ......................... $165 


2400ETC Exte rnal w ith MNP5 .......................... 205 


Hayes 
1200B In ternal with Sm.'lrtcom ...................... $189 


24008 Internal w ith Smartcom ........ ................ 249 


1200 External ....... 285 2400 External ....... 359 


PC Brand (/00% flt1yes Compatible) 
1200 ln lernaJ with software .... .. .................. ..... $49 


1200 Extern al ... ...... 70 2400 External ....... 129 


2400 lntcnrn.J witl1 software/ MNP5 ........ .... 75/ 129 


US Robotics 
Cou r ier HST 14,400 ln t./ Ext..... ... ..... ... ... $579/ 599 


Courier V.32 9600 Exte rnal .... ..... .... ........ ........ . 889 


Cou rie r HST/V.32 Exte maJ ...... .. .. .... ... .. .. ..... ..... 995 


Cou rier HST 9600 Internal .. ............................. S79 


Tap e Backups 

Archive/Maynord 
ST600 In t. o r Ff60 Ext. 60ftto w/ cont... ....... $590 


l:"f l 50l 150MH lntcnt:d with con troller ... .. .... 895 


VP I SO I JSOMJJ Inte rnal Novell certified .... .... 895 


VP150E 150MB Exte n 1al Nove ll ce rtified ..... 1175 


VP402 lnle rfacc Board fo r VP Serles .............. 11 5 


VP409 PS/ 2 Interface Hoard fo r VP Serles .... . 230 


VP60 lnlc m aVF.xccmal ......... ... .... .. ...... ... 6391779 


M:1yns1.n.:am 60/ l SOMB Portable ........ $889/ 1395 


Maynstn.::un 22001-lS 2.2GB Po rtable ... ......... 4350 


Colorado Memory Syslems 
DJ · l OJ umbo 40/ BOMU Inte rna l .................... $249 

KE.· 10 Extern;tl Ch asls Klt w ith Interface ...... 139 

Floppy Disk Drives 

360K 5.25" lla lf Heigh t Black ..... ....... ... ........... $75 


720K 3.5" ll :tlf Hcighc lllack ............................... 80 


l .2M 5.25" ll alfHc lgh t Grey ... .... ... ....... .... ... ... .... 85 


J.44 M 3.5" Half Heigh I Grey .... ........................... 95 


Sysgen 
Bridge-Fiie 5.25" 360K/t.2MB E.xtc mal ......... 5229 


Hrldge·Filc 3.S" 720K/ I.44Mll E.xternal ....... .... 229 


Drldge·Fllc PC/AT Ad:ipter .... ............. .... ...... ... ..•. 59 


Hard Disk Drives 

Compaq/Conner IDE Upgrades 
40M 281m; .. .......... $459 ' DOM 25 ms ......... $679 
200M 19m...... ....... ... .... . . .......... t 249 

Iomega 
8120 1 20M Int.••. $765 8 144 1 40M Int.... $995 

H244X Dual 5.25 44M Exlc rnal ....................... 1995 


PC2/ 50 No n bootab lc C.'U'd ............................... 169 


PC28 / 50 Boota hle Card ..................................... 230 


Plus Hardcards 
Hardcard 20 8 h it ............... .... .... ... ...... .. .......... $539 


Hardcard 40 8 b it or 16 hit ... .... ..... ........... ........ 599 


Hardcard 80 16 b it ................. ............. ... ... ........ 695 


Seagole 
20M 65ms ST225 Hall He ight ... .... $209 

20M 35ms Sl "I 25 Half Height .......................... . 229 


30M 35ms ST138 Half Height ... ....... ................. 245 


40M 28msST251·1 Half Height .......... .............. 3 19 


40M 24 msST1 51 Half Heigh t ...... .. ..... ....... .... ... 419 


SOM 28m."i ST4096 MFM .......... .. ...... ...... ...... ..... 590 


Add $50for XT Kit 
for STi x x , ST2xx 

Co-Processors 

lnlel 
8087-1 ......... .... .... $189 8087-2 ............. .... . $129 

80287-10 ..•... .......... 229 80387·SX ............... 309 

80387-16 ...... .......... 349 80387·20 . ...... ..... .... 399 

80387-25 .... .... ...... .. 479 80387-33 ................ 599 

Weiiek 
Abacus 20/ 25/ 33 ••.....•.. .... ........ .....•...•.••.. ...... ... Call 
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CD-ROM Networking Hardware Novell Networking Power Protection Products 
Amdek (Novell At1tborlzcd Saks ttnd Service)Gateway 

TrippliteLascrdcck 2000 SOOMB Ex lcmal KJ1 . .......... .... $6 19 
 G/ Eth crnct AT .... 5-135 fo r PS/ 2 ... .. 5435 

Microsoft G/ Ethcrnet (8 bit) ....... 265 
 4 User El5 Lc"•cl I v. 2.12 .. ............. ............ .... $489 SK6 Splkc Bar ....... 529 CCI+ Isobar ...... 585 


8 User El5 Level Il v.2.15 ..... ......... ................ 1049 184 4 O utlet Isobar .... ...... ...... ,. .. .............. ....... 4S
Bookshelf 1.0 ...... $ 195 Slat Pack .. .. ..... . $99 
 Lantas~c 
Advanced Netwarc v. 2.15 ............................. 1850 LCl 200 line Condllloncr ............................ . 159
Programmer's Library .. . ......................... 295 
 2 MJls Starter Klt/ Acbpter .. 5419/ 195 

SFT Ncra·arc 286/ Netwarc 386 .......... .. 2850/ 4550 BC325 Battery Bac:k·up ..... ... ... ............ ......... 279
NEC Ethcrnel Sta rte r Kil/Acl-lpler ....... 57 5/279 
 BC4SO Battery Back·up ................................ . 349 


CORSO lntcmaJ ....... ...... .. ..... ..........• ....... 5499 
 Standard Micro 0MN14 50 o r 4SOL\N Battery Back.up ..... ., .. 4 19 

XT/ AT Interface Klt .... 129 
 PS 11 O Board fo r PS/2 . ...... 5395 
 BC7501AN Battery Back·up .......................... 549 


PC500WS 16 Hit for WS/ Scn•er ................. 260/ 335
Cli pa t1 30 ............. 285 Image Follo ...... ..... 285 Network Utilities 

OMM 1200 Battery Back·up ..... ..... . .. ............ 795


Sony PC550WS 16 Hit Tw. Pr. fo r WS/ Serve r .... 29 1/ 355 • h rk I 

CDUS 10 lnlcmal Kil ... . .... $665 PC270E Twis ted Pai r ....... 139 Brig two Deve opment 

CDU1701 Extcnla.l KJ1 .•.•...•. ....• . ........ 779 PCl30 ;\ Ho 

1
r<l ............... 11 7 PS·Prlnt ............... 54 15 Q ueue m ...... .. ... 5119 
 SoftwareARC·N~:::l\•c ~mb~·j· act h•e hubs .......... 72132 1 CC: Moil 


Autoskctch Animator ....... ............ ......... ... ,. 5239
ARCNET inteUlgen l hub coax ........................... 495 25 User ................ 5495 Expand .. ....... ..... 5445
Printers 
Gateway ...... .... ..... 895 Borland Quattro ..... 95 Quattro Pro ...... 329
ARCNET lnteUJgen t hub twl'i tcd p ai r ........... ... 609 Remoic .................. 235
(Num#Je,.s 111 Parent/Jeses Cacrc Omnlpage 386 2. 1 ....... ....................... 619


Indicate Drtrjl/ LQ CPS) Synoptics Cheyenne Software 
Datastorm ProComrn Plus ......... .................... 52
Monitrox ........... $505
505lITP Transceiver .............. 5139 Netb3ck ............... 5 189 

d.Dase IV ......... . ... . .. 479 R:Basc ............... 489 


RJJ30c 15" ........... $695 Uu>4 laser ....... ..... $995 

Canon 

1000 Conc./2500 Wor kgroup Cone. . ... .. 2575/ 839 Do Vinci cMtlll Sen,ers 
Dclrlna Pcrfo nn 2.0 ......... .... .... ......... .. ... ... .. 159
DOS ....... ...... ..... .. 5849 DOS/Windows $ 13'i9


UJPS-111 Laser 8PPM •...•.•.. ... .. 1650 naro 
 Delta Techno logy Direct Access .... ............... 59 


Citizen Dcskvicw 386 \-'. 2.2 .. .. .. .............. . .. 125
4 port hu bs ... . ..... , 549 8 po rt hubs ........ 5285 Lan Systems 

Lancard/ A 8 bit ARCNET .... . .................. 89 L.;msp:ice ............ 53 10 L"ln s p ool ..... ....... $259 


L.;me:trd/ A 16 bit ARCNET lkmrd ............. ......... 2·i9 Norton-Lambert Ctose·up 

GSX 140 092) ........ $329 Colo r Klt ....... 549 FIJth Gcner:1tlon Fastback Plus ........... .... .. . 109 


Foxbase + ............ ................. .. ........... ..... .. ..... 189 

Lancard/ E 8 hil l: th crnct/Twls lcd Palr ... . 199/ 329


Epson 
Suppor1 3.0 ......... 5 165 Cus tomer 3.0 .. ... $ 135 Generic c.ADD Level 3 ..... ...... ... ................... 205


LX.8 10(180/ 30) ······· $179 FX850 C.H0/8.K) ......... 5329 

L:lnc:ird/E 16 bit Ethcmcl Tv,ris1ed Pair .......... 339 


FX 1050 (264/54) ....... 439 LQ510 (ll:I0/6o) .......... 289 Ontrack 
 Harvard Graph.lcs ..... ...... ... .......... .... ............. 329 

Taps lllM Dlsplaywrlte V NEW! ................. ..... ..... . C.'lll
LQ850 030/Ml ......... 495 LQ950 (264/"8) ........... 495 DLo;k Manager ·N .. . $99 Nctutils .... 585 

Repeater ..... ... .... .. 5 125 Flas hca rd ............ S 155 Lotus Freelance Plus ......... . .... .... ...... 329
LQIOIO (150150) ....... 439 LQI050 C.B0/"8) ... .... 669 Tops

Western Digital Lotus 123 !· 2.2 .. .. . 349 123 r . 3.0 .......... 399


LQ2 550 (400/ IOff} ..... 899 EPl.6000 6 Pl'M ........... 939 NetPrint 2.0 .. ...... S I ·i5 Network HndJ .... 5 169 

Eth crcard+ 8 hit . $ 185 Twis1cd Pai r ........ 5319 
 Microsoft Works ..... 99 Word 5.0 .......... 215 


Hewlett Packard Traveling Software Norton Ulllltk'S Advanced .......... .... ... . ...... .. .. 85 

Deskjct Plus ..... . . $7 IO l.a.."ierjet UP ........ 51025 Desk.link 2.2 ..... ... . S95 Laplink llI ........... $92 


Eth cn.::trd+ PS/2 ... 285 / El'H PS/2 ... ... ...... .. 285 

Paradox v. 3.0 ....... 445 PC Tools 6.0 ....... 85 


Laserjct III ...... ..... 1650 1--i.."ierjet no ..... ..... 2995 

Ethcn:ard+ 8 bil with ROM Socket ................ 205 


Peachtree Acctg. III/with Data Query .. 149/225Etherca.n.I+ 16 bit ... ..... . . .... 255 

Pro. Write ............. 145 QEMM 5.0 .... ....... 65
Xircom Unix/Xenix Quicken ... ...... ..... .... 39 TlmesUps Ill ... .. 159
Pocke t ARCNET Adapter Coa.x or Tw. Pr. . .. 5295 


Multiuser Products Symatcc Q&A 3.0 .. 2 15 TimeUne 3.0 ..... 379
Pockl' t Elhemet Adapler Twisted Pair ......... ... 489 

Timcwork.'i Publl'ih It! ........... ........... ..... ....... 125 


LaserJet Accessories 
Digiboord 1"tctugcml Serltll C"rtlsPlotters Word Perfect 5. 1 ... 249 Word.star Pro ... 225 


Plotter in Cart. for Il/IlP ....• $2491269 

Pacific Data Products 

4 Port/ 8 Purl ..... .... .... ...... ............. .... ....... 5645/795 
 Ventura Publisher 2.0 ....................... .. ... ...... 499

CalComp Wyse Terminals 25 in 1 Cartridge ........................... 285 

1023 .. ...... ...... .. .. 53695 1043DM ............. 55700 


WY6o ................... 5309 WY150 ............... 5305 

Houston Instruments (C.'lll for Prices)


Postscript Cart. for Il or IlP •..••.••. 375 
 Software for Windows 
WY370 14" Color ...... ... ... .. . . ..... 859 


DMP52 .............. DMP52MP ..... DMP61 

lM Memory C'.anl for IlP ....•.•••....• 275 
 Applications 

(Call on Keyboard options)Tur11 your LaserJet DMP6IDL .......... DMP62 .......... DMP62DL 
 Aldus Pagemaker ..•..•.•.•...••.•••.• $499 
lmage1nakc r (l'C M11xtu:fnr 'lf l:'tlfw,.s Clwfcr) ......... .. .. Call 

WY50/WY86 (bolh with Keyboard) ...... .. 389/ 409
i11to a Postscript Printer! 
AMl •••••••••••••• •.. •••.•• •• •.••••••••••••••••••• 129
Santo Cruz Operot;ons CompleleSysCPI AMI Professional ••.•.•..•...•..•........ 319


Xenix 286 ............ 5995 Xenix 386 ........ 51150
Superfont Cartridge .•. ..••..•.......•.• $295 
 Scanners/Digitizers Corel Draw ........•...•...••..•...•..••..•• 329

Xenix Software lM Memory Kit •...•...................••..• 269 
 Microsoft Windows 286/38(; .. 69/125


2M Memory Kit ....•......•....... .......••. 549 
 Complete PC Scmmers Foxbase+ 386 ...... 5779 Open Desktop .... C.'lll Microsoft Excel 2.1 ... .•...•........... 309 

Full Page ............. $499 Half P:1gc .... .. ....... $189 Microsoft Word ....... ........ ....... ... .. ....... ........... ... 495 
 Microsoft Word for Windows ... 32S Princeton Publishing Hand Scanner... . .............. 165 VP/IX 1/ 3+ User ... ... ........ .... .... ................ 359/ 629 


PS-388 Postscript board ...••..•... $2250 
 Precision Superbase 2 •.•••••..•••••• 189 

Complete OCR Software for HS/ Page ...... 235/ 325 Xcnb:·Nct 286/ 386 ................................... 439/ 479 
 Precision S.,.perbase 4 ............... 395 

Kurta Word Perfect 5.0 ......... .............................. ...... Call
Call about 400dpi Postscript HOC WlndoWs F.xprcss o r Manager . 49 

IS/One 12X12 ... . $355 IS/One 12x l 7 ..... $509Compatible Laser Printers Crosstalk for Windows 1.0 .•..••.• 129 

Microtek Supplies
MSF 300G ....... . . 5 I 495 MSF 300Z ........ ..... Call 


Kodak Diconix MSl1 400G ............ 2750 MSF Edge Feed .... 1050 
 Sony 5.2S" 360K (box) ... ••• .••...••. .••. $9 
Free Freight'Summasketch II Digitizers Sony S.25" 1.2M (box) ...... .............. 14 


NEC 

150Plus (ISO/SO) .............................................................. 5330 


12x l 2 ... .... .. .... .. .. $335 12x l8 ......... .. ... .. .. $599 
 Sony 3.5'" 720K (box) .............. ..... •. 13 
 30-Day Money-Back
Sony 3.5" 1.44M (box) .••••••••.....•••••. ZSP220XE(1921S4) .... 5335 l"')XL (~00/ 1 90) ....... 5 1030 
 GuaranteeS.25" Diskette Case •••••.••••••..•••.••••.. .•• 9· P5200 .... .... ............ 530 P5300 ...................... 675 
 Input Devices Toll-Free Service & Support3.5" Diskette Case •..•••.••..•.•.••. .•...•••• 11
LC890 ....... ........... 3 190 LC890XL .... .. .. ...... .. 4495 


Toner cartridge for HP Des~et Plus,LC260 .................... call l.C290M ................. Call 
 CalComp WJZ 1000 DPI .............................. 5175 
 No Credit Card SurchargesLaserJet Il and Ilp ...•.•....•.••..•....•... Call Okidata Logitech 
Data CartridgesML..~20 uoo162J ...... $345 ML321 (300/61) ..... S'i79 Hi·Rez C9 Mouse .. 585 with Paint ............ $99 


ML380 (180/60) ....... 359 Ml.390 (2i 0/?0) ........... 475 Trackman 320DPI Serial/Bus............... ... 99/ 109 
 DC2000(ea.) . $19 DC600(ca.) .. $27 

Ml39 1 {270/?0) ......... 655 Ml.393+ C4So1120) .. ... 995 
 Call for Prices onDC600XI. (each) ...........••. .•.......•..••.. 29
Microsoft Mice 
Okll.ascr 400 4 PPlt1 ......... ....... ...... ......... ..... ...... 1010 
 Serial with Paintbrush/ with Windows .. 5 109/ 139 
 Other Peripherals & Software 
Panasonic Bus Mouse with Palntbrus h ....... ..... .. .... .. ... ..... 105 *Free Freigbt / 11 the CoPJtinental U.S. 

1180(192/ jO) .......... 5 189 119 1 (2-i0/ 4!1) ............ $245 


1124 (192/6}) ........... 299 1624 (192/63) ............... 429 
 •
1695 OJ0/ 66) ............ 4 15 4420 Laser ............ . Call 


Seiko 
Smart Label... .... .... .. ....... ... ... . .. ... .. $ 189 


logical Connection Print Buffers Call 1-800-PC BRAND 
256K ..... ..... ... ....... 5449 512K ......... .. .......... 5529 
 (Ca ll 1-800-722-7263) In All 50 States FAX# 1-800-722-7392 

•oversized i'vlonitors, Plotters, PC Brand, Inc. 9; .1 W. Washingmn St. , Chicago. IL 60607 C:inadi:m Fax= 3 12-633-2888 C:inadian Voice= 312-226-;200. We :i re ope n 
laser Printers, and Portables Mon. thni Fri.: Sam to 6pm Cent r.d Time. M:tsh::rCard. VISA, Discover. Checks and Approved P.O.s are Acccp1ed. Prices :ind specifications 
ex cluded from Free Freigbt subject to change. BYrE 15-7 lffiJliill i._=:.J 
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_,.••••.•;+ Steve Spicer 

REVIEW 

Ct+, Plus 

Zortech 's new 
multi windowed 
debugging 
environment. 

You might not know it, but if you 
write more than a little software, 
you're already an object-oriented 

programmer. Every window you open, 
every C structure you declare , and even 
most BASIC subroutines you write are 
nearly objects . Without an object-ori
ented language, it is impossible to deal 
with these constructs in an intuitive way. 
In fact , objects work a lot closer to the 
way people think than do non-OOP con
structs in other languages. 

C has reigned supreme for several 
years now as the language of choice for 
commercial software production. C++, 
born at AT&T, is the heir apparent to C's 
following but has been held back some
what by the quality of available tools . 
Most C++ compilers aren't really com
pilers at all ; they simply turn c++ code 
into C code, which you then compile on 
your own. Function and variable names 
get mangled to internal representations. 
C debuggers can't help you make sense 
of these names, and they don't under
stand the C++ constructs and syntax, 
either. In short, there has been no way 
for a C programmer to painlessly make 
the switch to C 's more capable offspring. 
Until now. 

Zortech, a pioneer in the PC C++ 
business, has released the first PC-based 
compiler compliant with AT&T's latest 
language specification, version 2.0. The 
developer 's edition of Zortech 's product, 
reviewed here, combines a compiler that 
is compliant with both AT&T C++ 2.0 
and ANSI C specifications, an integrated 
editor, a true C++ source-level de
bugger, a Microsoft-compatible linker, 
full library source code, and a set of 
ready-made classes (also accompanied 
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by full source code) . 
AT&T's original language specifica

tion was pretty complete, but version 2.0 
added some important features. Zortech 
has stayed close to this new language 
specification, adding virtually all the 
changes introduced by AT&T . Chief 
among these are multiple inheritance, 
whereby a class can inherit members 
from more than one base class, and type
safe linkage, which allows type checking 
of function arguments across separately 
compiled modules . The mechanism used 
allows C, Pascal , and assembly source 
modules to be easily linked in. 

Zortech has also made some PC-spe
cific additions , including new compiler 
and library (but not class) support for 
Microsoft Windows development, ex
panded memory , mouse functions , and 
TSR programs. All are callable from 
programs compiled with either c++ or 
the ANSI C-compliant compiler in
cluded in the package. Some library 
functions now have multiple names to 
make porting from Microsoft C easier. 
[Editor' s note: See the text box "But 
Wait, There's More " for some features 
added to Zortech C++ .] 

Getting It On 
Installation is easy. If the setup routine 
detects a previous installation, it offers to 
update rather than install everything, 
which can save some time. It doesn't ask 
many questions , but you can't change 
answers without aborting the install pro
cess and starting over; this takes slightly 
under half an hour. 

The installation guide refers to the 
creation of a tools directory, but it never 
appeared . I even repeated the installation 

thinking I missed something. I checked 
the contents of the disks against what got 
installed, and it was all there. I expect 
this may be a documentation error, but 
problems like this during installation can 
be frustrating . 

The Editor as Environment 
Zortech's approach to the working envi
ronment is a little closer to the Unix way 
of doing things than to Borland's or 
Microsoft 's . Rather than providing one 
huge program combining an editor, de
bugger , and compiler, Zortech's zed 
editor simply invokes the other tools as 
needed. This approach contrasts with 
Quick C and Turbo C, both of which load 
the entire integrated environment (com
piler, debugger, and editor) into mem
ory , leaving less room for each individ
ual module . The zed editor can also run 
Make instead of calling the compiler di
rectly, which is essential since C++ pro
grams tend to be built from Jots of small 
files. 

The editor's mild integration is much 
better than none at all , but it also brings 
out a small gripe: zed can only work on 
five files at a time, and it can only put 
one file on the screen at a time. Five 
might be OK if you ' re working on a 
small project at home, but it's simply not 
adequate for a large commercial project. 
Of course, there's nothing to keep you 
from using EMACS, Brief, or some other 
editor that uses windows and handles 
more files simultaneously. 

Despite its shortcomings, the editor 
has many features that make a profes
sional' s life easier. It listens for errors 
coming back from the compiler and 
places the cursor on the line in the source 
where the first error was reported. It re
members compile and link options from 
session to session, as well as the files you 
were working on, and the cursor position 
within each. There is mouse support and 
also a facility for recording and replaying 
keystrokes as macros. Brace, bracket, 
and parenthesis matching make it easier 
to read and fix nested statements and ex
pressions. Another thoughtful feature is 
called block indent/outdent: It Jets you 
put the cursor on a brace and press two 
keys to move the entire block of code in 
or out one tab stop. It can't be beat for 
fixing up the indentation after moving 
some big blocks of code around. 

As is common with many program
mer's editors , almost everything in zed 
is configurable. A special configuration 
program, zconfig , sets defaults for 
search paths , screen colors, and a seem
ingly endless list of other options. Key 
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The joy of C-scape 


T he C-scapeTM Interface 
Management System is a flexible 

library of C functions for data entry 
and validation, menus, text editing, 
context-sensitive help, and windowing. 
C-scape's powerful Look & Feel™ 
Screen Designer lets you create full· 
featured screens and automatically 
generates complete C source code. 

C-scape includes easily modifiable high. 
level functions as well as primitives to 
construct new functions. Its object
oriented design helps you build more 
functi onal, more flexible, more portable, 
and more unique applications- and 
you'll have more fun doing it. 

The industry standout. Many 
thousands of software developers world 
wide have turned to the pleas ure of,. 4'- C-scape. The press agrees: ., " C-sc~pe is by f~~· the best. 

. . . A JOY to use, wrote1 IEEE Corn pu l er. Major 
companies have selected C-scape as a 
standard fo r software development. 

C-scape's open archi tecture lets you use 
it wi th data base, graphics, or other C 
and C++ li braries. C-scape runs in text or 
graphics mode, so you can display text 
and graphics simul taneously. To port 
from DOS or OS/ 2 to UN IX, AIX, QNX, or 
VMS, just recompile. C-scape also 

Elegant graphics and text 
Graphics. Run in color in text or graphics mode. 
Read images from PCX files . 

Object-oriented architecture. Add custom 
features and create reusable code modules. C++ 
compatible. 

Mouse support. Fully-integrated mouse support for 
menu selections, data entry fields, and to move and 
resize windows. 

Portability. Hardware independent code. Supports 
DOS, OS/ 2, UNIX, AIX, VMS, others. Autodetects 
Hercules, CGA, EGA, VGA. Supports Phar Lap and 
Rational DOS extenders. 

Text editing. Text editors with word wrap, block 
commands, and search and replace. 

Field flexibility. Masked, protected, marked, 
requi red, no-echo, and named fields with complete 
data validation. Time, date, money, pop-up list, and 
many more higher-level fllllctions; create your own. 

Windows. Pop-up, tiled, bordered and exploding 
windows; size and numbers limited only by RAM. 

Menus. Pop-up, pull-down, 123-style, or slug menus; 
create your own . 

Context-sensitive help. Link help messages to 
individual screens or fields. Cross reference messages 
to create hypertext-like help. 

Code gene ration. Build any type of screen or form 
with the Look & FeeFM Screen Designer, test it , then 
automatically convert it to C code. 

Screen flexibility. Call screens from files at run 
time or link them in. Automatic vertical/horizontal 
scrolling. 

International support. Offices in Berlin, Germany, 
with an international network of technical companies 
providing local training, support and consulting. 

supports Phar Lap and Rational DOS 
extenders. 

Trial with a smile. C-scape is 
powerful, fi e xi ble, portable, and easy to 
try. Test C-scape fo r 30 days. It offers a 
thorough manual and function reference, 
sample programs with source code, and 
an optional screen designer and so urce,. tu- code generato r. Oakland 
.,, provides access to a 24· 

hour BBS, telephone servi 
ces, and an international 

network of companies provid ing in
country support. No royalties, run time 
licenses, run time modules. After you 
register, you get complete library so urce 
code at no extra cost. 

Call 800-233-3733 (617-491·7311 in 
Massachusetts, 206-746-8767 in Washing
ton; see below for International). After 
the joy of C-scape, programming \vi ii 
never be the same. 

DOS, OS/ 2 (Borland and Microsoft 
support) : with Look & Feel, $499; library 
only, $399; UNIX, etc. start at $999; 
pri ces incl ude library source. Training 
in Cambridge and Seattle each month . 
Mastercard and Visa accepted. 
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c++ 2.0 

Company 
Zortech, Inc. 
1165 Massachusetts Ave. 
Arlington, MA 0217 4 
(617) 646-6703 

Hardware Needed 
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible 
with at least 512K bytes of memory and a 
hard disk drive with 1 to 3 megabytes 
available 

Software Needed 
DOS 2.11 or higher 

Price 
C++ 2.0: $199.95 
Developer's edition: $450 
OS/2 upgrade: $149.95 

Inquiry 881. 

bindings are modifiable, so it's possible 
to make zed behave like another editor 
entirely. These changes can be made 
from within the editor, so you can ex
periment with your changes on the fly. 

On-Line Help 
Zortech ' s TSR on-line help program is 
ztchelp. Once the program is installed, 
you can get C and C++ help from within 
the zed editor by pressing Shift-Fl when 
the cursor is over the token for which you 
want help. This worked nicely for the 
keywords I tested (i.e ., for, #include, 
and void), but I learned that ztchelp 
can get confused . Asking for help on« 
got me the help screen for raise (). I was 
puzzled until I noticed that the token 
rate followed the « in my text. Chang
ing rate to foo produced the help screen 

for fopen(). Apparently ztchelp uses a 
best-guess method to determine the in
tended subject. 

One thing about the help text (and the 
rest of the documentation) is that Zortech 
should run its text through spelling and 
grammar checkers. Typos and misused 
words may be acceptable in a draft but 
certainly not in a finished product. 

Make My Day 
C++ has a Make utility that directs (via 
a text file called a make file) the com
pile/link process, and it can also be used 
as an intelligent batch file to condition
ally run tests, install programs, and per
form other tasks based on file-age rela
tionships. Its origins , as with many good 
programming tools, are in the Unix 
world. Zortech's version of Make has al
ways been better than Microsoft 's, and 
the version included here is better still. 
Zortech's Make is much closer to the 
original Unix version, which fully auto
mates the build process, but lets you do it 
just about any way you please. Micro
soft's Make is little better than a DOS 
batch file; it does the requisite file-age 
comparisons, but that's the only thing 
useful about it. 

Zortech has also added an include di
rective that lets you reference another 
make file in much the same way that C 
and Pascal programmers include header 
files. With it, you can put all your default 
how-to-compile rules and macros into 
one file and then include that file into 
your individual make files . It is also an 
excellent way to get a team of program
mers all working in the same direction . 

The Real Thing 
Zortech's debugger, zdb, is currently 
the only PC product that supports the 

But Wait, There's More 


B y the time this review was ready for 
publication, the face of PC C++ 

was changing dramatically. Zortech's 
next release (2.1) is nearly ready. In ad
dition to enhancements to compile 
speed, the integrated environment, and 
tools, the new compiler includes virtual 
code management. Using VCM, a pro
gram can contain up to 4 megabytes of 
code, but it can still run on a 640K-byte 
PC. The company says that VCM re
quires no source code changes for most 
applications. Upgrades to version 2.1 
will be available. 

Borland, too, is preparing the first re
lease of its compiler, Turbo C++ . This 
is both ANSI C and AT&T 2.0 C++ 
compliant, and it is built around a re
vamped programmer's platform that 
has overlapping windows, an enhanced 
multifile editor, and mouse support. 
Turbo C++ also has a new memory 
management scheme, called the Virtual 
Run-Time Object-Oriented Memory 
Manager (VROOMM), which allows 
large programs to run in 640K bytes . 

Turbo C++ will be reviewed in an 
upcoming BYTE. 

source-level debugging of native C++ 
programs as well as C and assembly 
code. I admit to a pathological dislike of 
debuggers in general, but zdb's ability to 
unmangle C++ names and follow over
loaded functions and operators makes 
the thought of working on someone else's 
code (there's never a need to debug your 
own code, right?) less daunting . It's got 
the usual flashy stuff, too-pull-down 
menus, multiple windows (15 in all, al
though you don' t see more than three at 
once), mouse support, and complex data 
type expansion and expression evalua
tion-but the real attraction beyond the 
c++ support is how easy it is to learn. 

The zdb debugger outguns traditional 
C debuggers by virtue of its under
standing of C++ constructs and syntax. 
A class window can be opened that 
allows simple examination of classes and 
their member functions. This becomes a 
sort of on-line help for understanding 
how a C++ program works, and pro
perly written Zortech C++ programs 
become, to an extent, self-documenting. 

Source Included 
The sources to the library routines and 
the tools classes are included with the de
veloper's edition. Conventional wisdom 
has it that library source is great as a 
learning tool, or that it's essential if you 
need to create your own version of a rou
tine because of local conditions. Those 
are both true, but I've always found that 
the best use of library source is convinc
ing yourself that the incredibly subtle bug 
you've been chasing is really yours and 
not a library bug. 

The tools reference guide also con
tains the source to the tools classes. To 
its credit, Zortech warns that the code in 
the book is only a guide, and that you 
should check the actual source if the de
tails are that important. Take this warn
ing to heart; I found several places where 
the actual code varies from the code 
that's in the book. 

Real Work 
Zortech would like to woo current 
Microsoft C users (like myself), so my 
first test was to attempt to compile a com
plex Microsoft C program with Zor
tech 's ANSI C compiler. I fed a Micro
soft C-specific version of the Micro
EMACS editor source to Zortech's com
piler , and less than an hour later, I had a 
new (and smaller) program. It was very 
easy to build a Zortech-style make file to 
compile the modules. Not all Zortech li
brary function names and argument lists 
match Microsoft's exactly , but all I had 

continued 
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Your Microsoft C Code. 
~Source-level ~Microsoft source and ~Run-time 

debugger 

~Graphics Library 

!i1Fast, tight code 

~Generates high
performance code 
for 32-bit protected 
mode 

library compatible 

~Supports Phar Lap 
and Eclipse DOS 
Extenders 

~Protected-mode 
version of compiler 

~SAA Compatible 

Experts Agree on WATCOM C: 
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32-bit compiler for use with the 
NetWare 386 developer' s kit, the 
company selected W ATCOM's ... It's 
clear that Novell chose wisely; this 
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Fred Hommel 
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to make a fast, efficient C 
programming environment that has 
other C compiler designers rethinking 
their strategy." 

Bill Machrone 
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"Good things do get better." 
John Dlugosz 
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• 100% ANSI C Optimizing Compiler 
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• Windowed Source Level Debugger 
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performance without 640K 
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Richard M. Smith , President 
Phar lap Software, Inc. 
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to do was watch for "unresolved exter
nal" messages from the linker and patch 
the source to use Zortech's equivalent 
function. 

It also seemed reasonable to work up 
some C++ code from scratch. I wanted 
to create a simple directory browser that 
would display a sorted list of files . Using 
the directory class from the tools col
lection, I quickly put together a function 
to build an array of filenames and attri
butes from the contents of a specific di
rectory. It was almost too easy; ail I did 
was declare the darned thing and then 
use the class's member functions to grab 
the files. The next step was to combine 
this with one of my sorting programs to 
produce sorted listings using various 
keys (e.g., time stamps and size) . The 
sorted listings were used as data for ob
jects created using the dlist doubly 
linked list class , which I then set up to 
display using pop-up window objects 
from the supplied window class. 

For an encore, I used Zortech's _han
dle data type to allow the data to be 
stored and sorted in expanded memory. 
This takes little work beyond using 
_handle in the data declarations-the 
compiler does the correct magic to use 
your EMS driver to put the data in ex
panded memory. 

I've worked up small projects like this 
from scratch in C before, and those ef
forts have led me to expect that the C ++ 
equivalent would require a similar in
vestment of time-several days. It's 
amazing how much time you can save by 
using the right tools; directories, linked 
lists, and windows are all proper objects , 
but C's ignorance of objects in general 
makes even simple projects like this a 
chore. But with Zortech's C++, I had 
everything finished in just one evening. 
What's more, I could have bundled the 
modules together as a class and declared 
subclasses to create a file-selection dia
log box, an Xtree-type directory man
ager, or what have you. I'd like to see you 
do that as easily with C. 

Not a Bug? 

Zortech has managed to avoid many of 

the bugs being found in cfront (AT&T's 

C++-to-C translator) versions of C++ 

2.0. I have tested quite a few of the re
ported cfront bugs, and Zortech has 
fixed most of them. One bit of behavior 
was obviously wrong , though: I couldn't 
compile some perfectly legal code using 
virtual functions and derived classes, 
and it was driving me nuts . It would take 
another article the size of this one to ex
plain the issue. In the end, I had to use a 
cast on a function call argument (of a de
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rived type) to get the code to compile. 
At least with Zortech C++, when I 

ran the hacked code I got the expected re
sult. With a cfront-based compiler, the 
original code compiled just fine, but it 
produced the wrong answer. This turns 
out to be a known cfront bug, wh ich, if 
you ' re curious, is described thus: The 
virtual function table is not constructed 
correctly when a derived object is passed 
by value as a base object (whew!) . I don't 
know if Zortech has deliberately tried to 
avoid this problem by forcing the use of 
casts, or if the refusal to compile is sim
ply a bug. Whichever it is, what matters 
to me is that Zortech C++ gives the cor
rect output in the end. 

A Class Act 
In all, Zortech has put together a com
mendable package long on features , fully 
suited to professional code development , 
and at a price that, while not cheap, is 
within the reach of working program
mers . In addition to offering services to 
conventional DOS programmers, Zor
tech has also included support for Micro
soft Windows and sells an upgrade kit 
that fixes the compiler to produce OS/2 
protected-mode binaries . This support is 
limited, however, since Zortech's prod
uct lacks the classes you'd need to do real 
OOP for Windows or Presentation Man
ager. Third-party class libraries are on 
the horizon , but until they're available , 
c++ 's potential in these areas will go 
mostly untapped. 

If you're a C programmer, you should 
take a serious look at Zortech' s com
piler. Large, multimodule C projects be
come difficult to maintain because the 
sharing of data among modules is poorly 
handled. Global variables, unportable 
code, and the global callability of dan
gerous internal functions are all killer 
time wasters , and these are but a few of 
the problems c++ was invented to solve. 

Unlike other OOP languages, C++ is 
immediately useful to C programmers 
because it is a superset of C. There 's no 
magic here; it ' s just as easy (and maybe 
easier) to write ugly programs inc++ as 
it is in C. The difference is that the best 
C++ code will be more portable and 
more maintainable than the best C code. 
Zortech 's C++ 2.0 and its accompany
ing tools create a quality environment 
that can increase the productivity of pro
grammers working on large or complex 
projects . • 

Steve Spicer is a Unix software engineer 
for Hewlett-Packard 's Apollo division in 
Chelmsford, Massachusetts . He can be 
reached on BIX c/o "editors." 
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Make your keyboard 

ANorthgate OmniKey ... 


Use One 
RISK FREE 
For60DAYS! 

Hands down, Northgate OmniKey keyboards are 
the choice of experts and users alike! PC Magazine 
picked OmniKey from all the rest as their 
EDITORS' CHOICE. Readers of Computer 
Shopper made it their "Best Buy" selection. In fact, 
every article ever written about an OmniKey has 
been a rave review! 

Every month, thousands of people abandon 
their perfectly usable keyboards and replace them 
with Northgate OmniKeys. 
What's all the fuss about? Isn't one keyboard 
just about like another? Well, until you try an 
OmniKey you can't imagine how much better a 
keyboard can be. Here's how you can find out. 

Use an OmniKey for 60 days. If it isn't 
everything we claim, simply return it. We'll refund 
ALL YOUR MONEY, including ground 
shipping charges. 

You risk nothing! Select your OmniKey keyboard 
and order it now! 

Northgate OmniKey Keyboards 
have these Outstanding Features! 
• 	 Unmatched Compatibility; dip switch settings for all 

IBM type systems and 17 others as well-Zenith, Tandy, 
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OmniKey!PLUS 

Feel the quality ... Hear the precision ... See the results! 
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touch . The sound is precise. The increased accuracy of your typing 
or data input will astound you! 

And, you don't need to "eye check" the monitor to know you've 
made an entry. OmmKey tells you with sound 
and sensation. 

OmniKey/PLUS 
Another Northgate 

"Smart Tool 
For Business"™ 

ONLY 

"Editors' Choice" says PC Magazine! 

OmniKry!PLUS " ... Northgate has mastered 

the layout that IBM lacked .. ." 


"Many of us who learned to type on original 

EDITORS' PC or XT keyboards were thrilled to have the 
CHOICE 

function keys back home where they belong." 



Computer Shopper readers vote it 
"Best Buy!" 
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and new PC keyboard layouts, Northgate 
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CONTROL and ALT locations. Keep them as shown above or put 

them in the standard IBM enhanced layout positon; CAPS LOCK 

next to "a", ALT next to space bar, CONTROL under SHIFT. 


You can even swap the ALT and CONTROL keys on the right; 

Switch the backslash and asterisk keys-it's up to you! 

Talk about flexibility! 


Put OrnniKey/PLUS to work for you-call for your no-risk 

60-day trial today! 


Phone for the Dealer Nearest You 
or Place Your Order Direct 

800-526-2446 

Numeric Keypad: No need to use NUMLOCK when you wam 
to emer numbers. Large INSERT and ENTER keys make 
number manipulation a breeze. 
And look, we've added an "EQUAL" key that EXCEL uses so 
extensively. This little feature alone is further evidence of how P.O. Box 41000 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441 
advanced the thinking is that goes imo OnmiKey Keyboards. 

Hours: Mon.-Fri. , 7 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Sat., 8 a.m. co 4 p.m. Central. Fax Your 
Never type U>S>A >again! Lock out these <>. When you Order! 612-476-6443. Dealer and Distributor Pricing Available! Notice to the 
wam to type U.S.A., you don't get U>S>A>! F13 is the magic key. Hearing Impaired: Norchgate now has TDD capability. Dial 800-535-0602. 

''l/fe /1lfiY: /"?· 
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OmniKej/101 
Why two models ... 
M odel #101 -1- Many people have become accustomed to 
the standard IBM layout with F keys on top , inverted T 
cursor layout, etc. For you , vve've duplicated ... well , nearly ... 
the IBM layout, but with a couple changes that improve 
on IBM. 

IBM puts BACKSLASH near BACKSPACE and ENTER 
keys. By doing so, they must reduce the size of one of the 
two keys. 

Norchgate believes the BACKSLASH key is better located on 
the bottom row next to the righthand SHIFT key. By placing 
it there, our layout gives you both a double wide 
BACKSPACE and large lrshaped ENTER key. We believe 
you'll prefer our layout. If not-send it back! 

M odel #101-N - Northgate's improvement over the standard 
IBM. Distinguished primarily by the independent Cursor Pad 
with diamond-shaped arrow layout. Independent numeric 
keypad with all the operands grouped around the numbers for 
faster numeric entry and commands. 

More features! ESCAPE Key is positioned next to #1. Plus, 
we added an asterisk key on bottom row to speed wildcard 
commands. Includes Comma/Period lockout feature AND 
adjustable cursor rate capability. 

STANDARD FEATURES 
ON BOTH MODELS: 
• 	 Size: 18\/z "L x 7 'W; IBM's 

101 is 19%''L x 8% 'W 
• 	 12 F keys across the top 
• 	 Alps Click/Tactile Switches 
• 	 Switchable CTRL/CAPS 

LOCK 
• 	 PS/2 Compatible w/Adaptor 

New small footprint! 

Order now! At this low price, our 
supplies on hand will move quickly! 

Your Choice ss900of OmniKey/101 
Models 

ONLY 
Same 60-Day No Risk Trial 



Call for a60 day no risk trial today!OmniKej/102 See your OmniKey Dealer or Call to Place 
Your 60-Day No Risk Order NOW!

Northgate put the function keys 
There are some 500 OmmKey dealers nationwide . 

back on the left! Call us and we'll give you the phone number of the 

The first keyboard to get back to the basics with 
12 function keys on the left. A modification most 
people prefer! 

Two separate keypads! One IBM style inverted T 
for cursor control; second for numeric entry functions. 

Custom convenience feature! See the control and 
left caps lock keys? They trade places. Put the CAPS 
LOCK in the third row right next to "a" key, if 
you prefer. 

Non-skid design. OmniKey/102 has a heavy steel base 
for durability. Weighs 5.5 lbs.-won't slide around no 
matter how fast you type! 

Try an OmniKey/102 for 60 days-YOUR 
SATISFACTION IS FULLY GUARANTEED! The 
phone call is on us, give us a ring and order now! 

OmniKiry/102 s9900 
ONLY 
Same 60-Day No Risk Trial 


one nearest you. If that's not convenient, order 
directly from Northgate! 

You'll quickly agree Northgate OmniKey Keyboards 
live up to every claim we make. Use it for 60 days. 
And if you're not 100% satisfied in every way, 
return it for a full refund including ground freight. 

A nd Remember: Your OmniKey Keyboard is 
backed by the industry's strongest 
warranty-FIVE FULL YEARS! 

Phone for the Dealer Nearest You or 
Place Your Order Direct 

800-526-2446 

P.O. Box 41000 Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441 

HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. - 8 p.m.; Sac. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m. Central. Fax Your 
Order! 6 12-476-6443. For Dealer and Distributor Program Pricing, call 
800-526-2446. Notice to the Hearing Impaired: Norchgace no"· has TDD 
capabilicy. Dial 800-535-0602. 

~C:opyright Nurthgatc Computer Systems . Im:. 1990. All Righ1s Rcscrn:d. NunhgJtc , OmniJ.:ry/ I 0 l, OmniKry! J02, OmniA'l')'IPl.US :ind the Nurihg;uc 'N' logo m: trademarks of Non hga1c Computer S~· s t c rn s . Inc. All uthcr produc1 and brand na/l\C.'l a1c uadcmark.'1 
and regis tered trademarks of their respective companies. Prices a1ul specifications arc subject to change without notice. Nonhgate reserves the right 10 subs1i1u1c components of equal or greater quality and performance. 1\ D items subject to availability. C HA RGE IT! 
\\'c accept your Visa, ~fastc rCa rd or Big "N" l· rcdi t card . All models au: subjeu to occasio nal in \'cnlory shonagcs. 
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REVIEW 

The Personal Network 
Lotus Notes deals with 
information in a familiar file
folder and icon manner. 

Lotus Notes l.0 is a strange beast. 
It's a hybrid application program 
that is part E-mail system, part con

ferencing system, part database man
ager, and part network connection . 
When all its parts are combined, Notes 
forms an interesting distributed-database 
network. 

To its credit, Notes retains the tradi
tional strength of the personal com
puter-the personal part-and melds 
with the largely untapped strength of a 
network to support synergistic coopera
tive work. In other words , Notes helps 
groups of people communicate with each 
other using tools to share information. 

On the personal level, Notes lets you 
build your own applications, fashion 
your own views of information , and 
maintain your own databases . For exam
ple, if you work for a company that uses 
formal performance ratings based on ob
jectives and goals , you could create a pri
vate Notes database to track your prog
ress against these goals. It would be 
accessible only to you, not anyone else on 
the network. The information you feed 
into this private database (e .g., facts 
about what you're doing and when) could 
come from other, shared Notes applica
tions used in the daily running of the 
business. If your job is quality control, 
you could build your own tools for ana
lyzing trouble reports filed in public 
areas of the system, working in a way that 
makes the most sense to you. 

The synergy here is a by-product of 
people sharing information. The mail 
system is solid and easy to use, but 
Notes ' s real potential comes from its 
ability to emulate conferencing systems. 
Notes supports applications that distrib
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ute information on a many-to-many basis 
(many individuals communicating with 
many others, as opposed to mail systems 
and their one-to-one or one-to-a-few 
communication pattern). You can link 
messages and replies and read them at 
any time in a logical order, freeing dis
cussion participants from constraints of 
time and space. 

Notes also supports traditional static 
databases, such as policy manuals, cata
logs, research reports, and personnel 
records. In addition, you can use Notes 
for such diverse functions as a ballot 
box, a suggestion box, a facility to gener
ate and distribute newsletters and news 
bulletins , and a facility to maintain cen
tral schedules. 

You can also set up Notes on multiple 
servers. Distributed over a single LAN 
or multiple LANs, or even over conti
nents using wide-area networks (WANs), 
Notes automatically keeps itself roughly 
in sync through replication. This means 
each server exchanges information with 
the other servers in the system on a 
scheduled basis . 

The technology to do this is far from 
breathtaking. Programs that do the same 
thing in bits and pieces are available sep
arately in many forms from vendors of 
mail, conferencing systems, BBSes, 
databases, and communications pro
grams. What sets Notes apart is the inte
gration of these technologies for a non
technical audience. 

Notes presents a Microsoft Windows 
or OS/2 graphical user interface that is 
easy to learn and use, yet flexible enough 
to satisfy the demands of most power 
users . From the user 's perspective, per
son-to-person mail , discussions involv

ing large groups of people, and database 
manipulation are all done in the same 
way . You consistently use pull-down 
menus to select what you want. 

There is, unfortunately, a serious flaw 
in the Notes system. It does not do record 
locking. This means that two or more 
users can work on the same record at the 
same time and each can make his or her 
own changes to it without knowing other 
changes are being made. When everyone 
is finished making changes, the version 
that was closed last is the one left in the 
database-whether or not it has the best 
information. This is a very strange omis
sion from a groupware or enterprise com
puting product meant to be used concur
rently by many people. To its credit, 
though, Lotus is clear and specific about 
this shortcoming in the Notes documen
tation. Lotus also says that it is working 
to fix the problem. 

A Familiar Database 
Notes has a familiar structure. Informa
tion is entered into fields , which make up 
forms. Forms are used to construct doc
uments , and documents are stored in 
databases. Views are used for custom
ized displays of databases. 

When creating a form, six data types 
are available: text, time, number, key
word, rich text, and document author . 
Text fields can accept multiple values, 
but each value must be separated by a 
punctuation mark. Text fields can con
tain numbers but cannot use them in cal
culations. The time field is really a time 
and date field, and you can vary its 
format. 

You can use number fields for com
putation. The system stores numbers in 
floating-point format (scientific nota
tion) from E±99, with 14-digit accu
racy. Numbers outside of this range are 
rounded automatically. Notes recognizes 
integer, decimal-fraction, scientific
notation, and currency formats . 

Keyword fields let you create a uni
form set of descriptors to make searching 
a database easier. You can design a form 
to include a keyword field that users fill 
in when completing the form . For exam
ple, in a memo form you could include a 
keyword field for a subject to make orga
nizing memos easier. Rich-text fields 
can include standard text, enhanced text 
(i .e., attributes including different type
faces, sizes, and color), and pictures. 
The document-author field automati
cally records and displays the name of 
the person creating the document and 
verifies the author's identity using an in
ternal Notes security check. 

continued 



iiiilliiiil&ii~~I hether you're protecting 
frontiers and temples in 
Manchuria, or software 

•••• and data on the PC or 
Mac, the Great Wall is a lesson 
Rainbow Technologies has learned 
very well . 

Software developers must deal 
daily with the consequences of 

unauthori zed 
copies and millions 
of dollars in lost 
revenue. At th e 
same time, both 
individual and 
corporate user s 

must be able to make and distribute 
copies within legal guidelines. 

Today's information-driven 
companies must secure their data 
files against theft and unauthorized 
access. No less than protecting 
personal wealth and 
tangibl e property, 
guarding data files is 
a necessary invest
ment in competitive 
survival. 

Protecting 
"intellectual 
property" 
is the 
security 
challenge for 
the '90s. Which 
is why Rainbow 
Technologies builds a 
little of the Great Wall into 
every key it makes . 

For developers, the Software 
Sentinel ·· family of 
keys protects IBM, 
PS/2 and compatible 
software, while Eve 
guards software for 
the Mac. Rainbow's 

Times Change. ·· 

The Need To Protect Doesn't. DataSentry '" is the 

(J RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES 
9292 Jero nim o Road, Irvin e, CA 927 18 
TEL: (714) 454-2 100 · (800) 852-8569 (Outside CA) 
FAX: (714) 454-8557 · App le Link: 03058 
Rainbow Technologies. Ltd .. Shirl ey Lodge. 470 London Road 
Slough , Berkshire SL3 SQY, TEL: 0753-415 12 ·FAX: 0753-436 10 

solution for PC data 
protection. 

Software and data protection from Rainbow 
Technologies. Information on how you can have a 
little piece of the Great Wall to protect your software 
and data worldwide is as close as a toll-free call. 

Copyright © 1990 Rainbow Technolog ies , Inc. 
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M;iiiiiifM THE PERSONAL NETWORK 

Lotus Notes 1.0 

Company 
Lotus Development Corp. 
55 Cambridge Pkwy. 
Cambridge, MA 021 42 
(617) 577-8500 

Hardware Needed 
Server: 286-, 386- , or i486-based IBM 
PC or compatible with 640K bytes of 
RAM (5 MB for OS/2); a 60-MB hard 
disk drive (only 40 MB for workstations) 
with 10 MB of available hard disk 
space; LAN Manager-compatible 
network hardware (IBM, 3Com, or 
Novell) ; CGA, EGA, VGA, Hercules, or 
IBM 851 4 cards 

Software Needed 
OS/2 Standard Edition 1.1 with a Novell 
Requester or 3Com 3+0pen package, or 
Extended Edition 1.1, or DOS 3.1 or 
higher. For DOS: Novell NetWare 2.1 Oor 
higher, IBM PC-LAN 1.2, or 3Com 
3+Share 1.3.1 or 3+0pen 1.0 or 1.1 

Price 
$62,500 (incl udes licenses for 200 
servers or workstations, product 
installation and user training by Lotus 
representat ives at your site, 10 sets of 
documentation, and six months of 
support) 

Inquiry 884 . 

Documents can also have hot links to 
other documents. A hot link is a hyper
text-like connection to information in 
other documents , even documents in dif
ferent databases. Hot links allow both 
documents to reside in their own data
base , independent of each other. 

A hierarchy of access levels and per
missions lets you fine-tune how data
bases are used. You can give each user 
anything from the ability to delete a data
base to no knowledge that it even exists, 
all controlled by software switches. 

Every Notes database has an access 
control list associated with it . This is the 
basic security system. The ACL is hier
archical with seven levels of access pre
programmed, plus five privileges as de
fined by the database designer . You can 
assign access levels and permissions to 
individual users, groups or classes of 
users, or everyone . ACL levels range 
from full access to no access and include 
read-only and write-only access . You can 
easily change these access rights ; thus, 
you can have an engineering database ac
cessible to the engineering and manufac
turing .staff but off-limits to the market
ing staff during a product's development 
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phase, and then you can open the data
base to marketing when the product is 
ready to go into production. 

You can encrypt individual messages. 
Each user 's system ID includes public
and private-key information that can be 
used for this. 

Hefty Requirements 
Lotus Notes runs only on DOS or OS/2. 
For a Notes server, you need a 286- , 386
or i486-based computer with at least a 
60-megabyte hard disk drive ( 40 MB for 
workstations) , 10 MB of available hard 
disk space , and LAN Manager-compati
ble network hardware (e.g., IBM, 3Com, 
or Novell) . You can use a CGA, EGA, 
VGA , Hercules , or IBM 8514 card . 
Lotus recommends at least a 386 and a 
130-MB or larger hard disk drive for op
timum performance. 

The OS/2 version requires 5 MB of 
RAM ; 8 MB is recommended . DOS re
quires 640K bytes of system memory 
with 490K bytes free after loading net
work and NetBIOS software , or 460K 
bytes free if you also have EMS 4.0 . You 
can use OS/2 Standard Edition 1.1 with a 
Novell Requester or 3Com 3 +Open 
package, or you can use OS/2 Extended 
Edition 1. 1. A Hayes-compatible modem 
(preferably 9600 bps) , an asynchronous 
communications port, and a direct-dial 
analog telephone line are required if the 
system is to be tied into a WAN over dial
up lines. 

Ifyou're using DOS, you'll need DOS 
3 . l or higher. Microsoft Windows/286 
2 . 1 or Windows/386 2.1 is optional. The 
Notes program includes a run-time ver
sion of Windows. The DOS version sup
ports Novell NetWare 2 . 10 or higher , 
IBM PC-LAN 1.2, or 3Com 3+Share 
1.3 . l or 3+0pen 1.0 or l.l. You don ' t 
need a mouse to work with Notes in 
either the OS/2 or Windows versions , but 
I recommend using one . 

Client-Server Configuration 
Notes is based on a Notes server. This is 
not a LAN server but, in most cases , a 
separate computer specific to the Notes 
program. The Notes server supports cli
ent workstations, and both the server and 
workstations are attached to a LAN . The 
Notes server can also have a modem con
nection to make it part of a WAN. Several 
servers can coexist on the same LAN, and 
multiple LANs can be interconnected as a 
Notes network. The client workstations re
quire special Notes software to communi
cate with the Notes server. 

Server maintenance is done directly 
on the Notes server computer through a 

continued 

AUTOMATING ON 

A SHOESTRING 


By Julie R. Caruso 
Automating an of

fice on a budget is a 
common challenge 
businesses face. The 
project can be partic
ularly difficult when 
the company doesn't 
have the money to 
replace a diverse 

..Olllll base of equipment 
..... • and software that 
has been purchased randomly throughout 
its history, and needs to incorporate 
these resources into an integrated , 
smoothly functioning network. 

A case in point is the automation of the 
Fulton County Planning and Economic 
Development Department in Atlanta, GA. 
Faced with a limited budget, an odd assort
ment of computer brands and models, a 
need to connect four individual departments 
with 30 users located in two buildings , and 
a growth plan that demanded a doubling of 
the initial network solution within a one 
year period , the County set to work finding 
the best solution. 

" Our major concern was to be able to 
link all the existing, yet different , types of 
personal computers, future add-on personal 
computers , and dumb terminals into a cost
effective system; ' said Dr. June Woodward , 
who, as Director of the Georgia Systems 
Development and Technical Sys tems Depart
ment , oversaw the project. 

Woodward turned to National A. I. Lab, 
Inc. , an Atlanta-based national distributor of 
network solutions, for help. After carefully 
assess ing the County's needs, Jim William
son, president of National A. I. Lab, recom
mended a " hybrid" system that combined 
both shared and distributed processing using 
PC-MOS and LANLink 5X , both products 
from The Software Link . 

" By combining both types of technology 
using products that are compatible with the 
broad base of hardware and software that 
the county already had in place, we gave 
them a solution that didn 't cost a lot of 
money and allows the expansion they 
require ; ' said Williamson . 

In fact , the system cost more than 
$200 ,000 less than other alternative'> tne 
county considered . In three years the net
work has grown from supporting 30 users 
to serving more than 104 users through a 
combination of PC-MOS, LANLink and 
Novell 's NetWare . 

" In addition to saving us money, our net
work has dramatically increased our pro
ductivity; ' said Dr. Woodward . Our word 
processing capacity has increased by more 
than 200 percent , and we' re doing much 
more of our work by computer because 
the network is accessible to everyone 
who needs it. " 

Julie Caruso is Managing Director and Director 
ofSales and Marketing for The Software Link , Inc. 



PC-MOS 

The Multi-User Solution For The 


Multi-DiIDensional CoIDpany 

Odds are, you're part of a multi-faceted organization, 

one that's involved in many different projects and 
activities. Every day you juggle dozens of tasks. So 
why are your PCs still doing one thing at a time 
for one person at a time? 

Today's 286 and 386-based PCs provide the power 
to do much more. PC-MOS is the multi-user, multi
tasking software that unleashes that power, making 
your PCs as multi-dimensional as your business. 

Minicomputer Power For The Cost Of A PC! 
PC-MOS lets several users simultaneously run dif

ferent programs on a single, high-performance PC. 
One user can run a spreadsheet, while another uses 
the word processor and several others access a data
base - all at the same time! So instead of replicating 
expensive PCs, each user has an inexpensive monitor 
or terminal. The benefits are lower cost, more control, 
better security and consistency across applications. 
And at $595 for a 5-user version, you can afford to 
get started today! 

DOS Compatibility, NetWare Connectivity 
PC-MOS lets users run the popular DOS programs 

they use now - even Microsoft® Windows 286. Our 
gateway to NetWare lets you expand your Novell 

GSA Schedule/GSOOK 89 AGS6448 
PC· MOS is a trademark of The Soltware Link. Al l other products referenced are trademarks 

ol th ei r respeclive companies. Prices and policies subject to change without notice. 


network inexpensively and easily. And PC-MOS 
requires no expensive wiring, and no network man
agement headaches. 

Proven Reliable With 100,000+ Users 
Because PC-MOS was the first DOS-compatible 

multi-user operating system, it offers broad compati
bility and the reliability of time-tested software. More 
than 100,000 satisfied users trust their work to PC
MOS each day. Our latest version features an easy
to-use install program, lets you re-boot individual 
workstations, and supports high-resolution, bit
mapped color graphics. 

Call us today. We'll show you how to add multiple 
dimensions to your PC. 

THE SOFTWARE LINK 
3577 Parkway Lane, Norcross, GA 30092 


1-800-451-LINK, (404) 448-5465 

FAX: (404) 263-6474 TELEX: 4996147 SWLINK 
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VARS and RESELLERS: 
Ask about our Sales Support Program 



2,783* Reasons 

dRYL 

dBXL 
by WordTech Systems 

dBXL delivers more dBASE than dBASE Ill 
Plus providing the speed and flexibility 
users demand. dBXL language extensions 
give you windowing , graphs, relational file 
access - all designed to make you work 
smarter and faster! dBXL now includes 
WordTech R&R Relational Reportwriter for 
no additional cost. 
LIST Price $249 PS Price $209 
FaatFaxts 971-003 
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386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

Li.t 


386Max $75 

DESQview 386 220 

FoxBASE+/386 595 

High C-386 895 

Hoops exted. DOS MetaWare 795 

NOP Fortran 595 

NDPC 595 

VM/386 245 

WATCOM C8.0 386 1295 


Al-LANGUAGES 
ARITY Combination Package 1095 

PC Scheme LISP- by Tl 95 

TURBO PROLOG V2.0 150 


ASSEMBLERS 
386 IASM'LINK by Pharlap 495 

MSMASM 150 

Turbo Assembler/Debugger 150 

Visible Computer 80286 100 


BASIC & ADD-ONS 
BAS-C Commercial 495 

dB/Lib 139 

MS QuickBASIC V4.5 99 

ProBas Prof. by Hammerly 149 

ProRef by liiammerly 50 

QBase 149 

QuickPak Professional 149 

Softcode/W Template 100 


C LANGUAGE COMPILERS 
High C-286 - by MetaWare 595 

Instant C/16M 795 

Lattice C - 6.0 Compiler 250 

Microsoft C6.0 495 

Microsoft QuickC 99 


w/serial mouse 199 

Turbo C- by Borland 150 

WATCOMC7.0 395 

Zortech C 90 


CASE & PROTOTYPERS 
Dan Bricklin Demo II 195 

EasyCase Plus 225 

EasyFlow 150 

Instant Replay Ill 150 

Matrix Layout - flow chart 200 

MetaDesign by Meta Software 350 

Pro-C w/Workbench Combo 399 

ProtoFinish by Genesis 300 

Show Partner FIX 395 

Visable Analyst Workbench Call 


Oun 
$69 

189 

479 

875 

759 

549 

549 

229 

Call 


989 

85 


119 


Call 

105 

109 

85 


439 

125 

69 


Call 

Call 

139 

139 

89 


590 

769 

189 

299 

69 


137 

109 

Call 

Call 


185 

209 

135 

139 

179 

295 

349 

279 

279 

Call 
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Professional Edit 
by Buzzwords 

Professional Edit Is asuperior, menu·driven editor. 
ti's slfl"4lle to use and easy to learn; If you know 
W0<dstar or SideKick, you know Professional Edit. 
Configure Professional Edit for dBASE 0< Cor use It 
as a regular text editor. Features Include: compiling 
In Professional Edit, muhl-wlndows supporting 
muhlple open Illes and users, ma!ch pair searches, 
macros, spilt-screen with zoom, help tabl96, and 
desklop publishing. Professional Edit supports 
DOS, OS/2, DESQVIEW, WINDOWS 386, AIX, 
SCO XENIX/UNIX, VMS, SUN, and many networks. 
LIST Price $95 PS Price $Call 
FastFa:rts 966-022 


COBOL 

MS COBOL V3.0 900 639 

Realia COBOL 995 859 


COMMUNICATIONS ADD-ONS 
C Asynch Manager 3.0 
Essential COMM by S. Mtn 
Greenleaf Comm Library 
QuickComm 

DBMS 
Cause by Maxam 
CLARION Prof. Dev. V2.1 
dbFast Windows 
D the data language 
Magic PC 
Paradox V3.0 
R-BASE for DOS 3.0 
Tas Professional 

DBASE 
Clipper Summer '87 MU 
dBASEIV 
dbFAST Windows 
dbFASTiPLUS 
dBMANV 
dBXL 
Force by Sophco 
FoxPro 
FoxBASE + - V2.1 
QuickSilver Diamond 

QEditTSR 
bySemware 

QEdit TSR is a fast, easy-to-use, full-
featured, memory-resident text editor. When 
popped up, QEdit TSR swaps your current 
application out of memory into extended/ 
expanded memory, allowing editing of files 
up to 400K. Requires only 9K DOS 
memory. 
LIST Price $99 PS Price$89 
FastFaxts 1353-006 
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DBMS TOOLS& BRARIES 
AdComm For Clipper 295 279 

Artful Lib 200 200 

BRIEF w/dBRIEF 285 239 

Buzzwords dAnalyst 295 269 

CLEAR + for dBASE 200 179 

dBase BlackBox 100 89 

dBase Online - 6 pop-up refs. 149 129 

dBX - dBASE Ill to C 550 529 

dGE 4.0 295 279 

dQuery MU 495 469 

dSalvage 100 89 

FLIPPER Graphics Library 195 179 

FUNCky.LIB 195 179 

Genifer - code generator 395 269 

Net Lib 249 229 

Pro Clip 149 125 

R&R Relational Reportwriter 149 139 

w/Cllpper module 165 149 


Scrimmage by Synergy 99 89 

SilverComm Library 189 179 

SilverPaint 100 100 

Steve Straley's Toolkit 180 149 

Tom Rettig's Library 100 85 

UI Programmer Dev's V2.0 595 479 


DEBUGGERS/DISASSEMBLERS 
DASM 250 225 

Dis Doc 130 119 

Periscope IV Varies Call 

RE:Source by Genesoft 150 119 

SoftProbe 395 345 


189 

329 

299 

139 


295 

845 

495 

395 

499 

725 

795 

499 


695 

795 

495 

345 

295 

249 

695 

795 

395 

599 


155 

259 

249 

129 


259 

549 

415 

359 

349 

479 

499 

459 


459 

499 

415 

325 
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BRIEF 

by Solution Systems 
Power up with the programmer's editor. BRIEF 3.0 is an 
enormously powerful, astonishingly easy , and highly evolved 
program editor. You'll find features like infinite windowing, 
powerful regular expression searching, template editing and 
smart indenting for all major languages, and the ability to 
UNDO your editing step-by-step - up to 300 times! What 
you'll also find is an editor that delights in adapting itself to 
you. With menu-driven SETUP you can quickly customize 
indenting style, support for any of 36 compilers, keyboard 
configuration, and much more. You can even edit BRIEF 
macros to suit your taste . Or write. your own in your choice of 
a C-like or LISP-like syntax. 

"My purchase of BRIEF was the best investment I ever made... If you've ever wished that 
your editor could support any feature you might dream up, BRIEF is your solution." 
Steve Gibson, Info World, 1/1/90 
LIST Price $199 PS Price$ Call FastFaxts 732-005 
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Financial -Mathlib 
by Greenleaf 


Financial Mathlib, an unprecedented C 

library, furnishes programmers with 

hundreds of financial functions, such as 

amortizations, cash flow analysis, statistical, 

and interest calculations. All these are per

formed without rounding errors, using 

Greenleafs exact decimal math . C 

programmers can now write great financial 

software easily l 

LIST Price $395 PS Price $339 

FastFaxtB 55-028 
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DESQview 130 
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MS Windows/286 99 
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0512 PM Toolkit 500 
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WATCOM C 8.0/386 
byWATCOM 

WATCOM C 8.0/386 is 100% ANSI C 
optimizing compiler/runtime library for Intel's 
80386 architecture, generating applications 
for 32-bit protect mode. Features include: 
protected mode version of the compiler; 
VIDEO full-screen source-level debugger; MS 
library-& source-compatibility; execution 
profiler; high proformance linker; graphics 
library; supports MetaWare High C 386 

runtime calling conventions; SAA compatible. 
LIST: $1295 PS Price: $Call 
FastFaxts 1044-004 


See our ad on page 189. 
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Microsoft C 6.0 
by Microsoft 

The long-awaited C 6.0 is an integrated 
system of powerful tools for professional 
DOS, Windows and OS/2 developers. 
Compiled programs are smaller and faster 
than with C 5.1: new Source Browser allows 
interactive browsing through a project 
database. 
LIST Price $495 PS Price $349 
FastFaxts 502-112 


StonyBrookProf. Modula-2 2g5 

OTHER PRODUCTS 

386 Max Professional 130 

Baler 495 

Carbon Copy Plus 199 

CO/SESSION 249 

Dan Bricklln's PageGarden 100 

The Duplicator Toolkit-Pro 3.0 129 

Fastback Plus 189 

File Shuttle 120 

Flow Charting II Plus 229 

Headroom 130 

HiJaak 149 

Lapllnk Ill 150 

Link & Locate ++ - ROM MSC 395 

Math Advantage 4g5 

Norton Utilities Advanced 150 

Paginate by Accumatics 99 

PC Anywhere Ill 145 

PC Tools Deluxe 6.0 129 

PC Kwik Power Pack 130 

Pizazz Plus 149 

QEMM-386 100 

Remote2 195 

SplnRite II 89 

Time $heel 150 

Coterm 220 245 


TURBO PASCAL 
graphics-Menu 149 

Turbo ASYNCH PLUS 189 

Turbo Pascal 5.0 by Borland 150 

Turbo POWER TOOLS PLUS 149 

Turbo Professional 125 

Turbo Programmer 300 


TEXT SCREEN ADD-ONS 

AEWindows 499 

C Windows Toolkit 100 

C Worthy wtforms 295 

Greenleaf DataWindows 395 

Hi-Screen XL Professional 325 

JAM by JYACC 595 

MEWEL 179 

POWERSCREEN by Blaise 149 

Vitamin C - source, menus 225 

VC Screen - painter 149 

Vermont Views-Obj+Source 890 
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ESIX Systemss 


ESIXN 386 Devlp (2 user) 595 

ESIXN 386 Devi unltd 825 


Interactive Systems 

Application Devel. 2 user 1445 
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Workstation Devel. 2 user 1995 
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Cogent HyperBase 
by Cogent Software 

The ideal tool for creating intelligent 
hypermedia-based documentation. Hyper
Base hypertext, graphics, expert system 
capabilities of prolog & unlimited access to 
external programs. HyperBase is being used 
extensively for creating help desks, adaptive 
computer based training manuals and 
intelligent documents. No royalties with 
Developer Version. Requires MS-DOS, 512K 
memory. 
HyperBase Dev. List $249 PS Price $219 
HyperBase Pers. List $99 PS Price $95 
FastFaxts 1353-006 

Circle 213 on Reader Service Cart/. 


Workstation Starter 2 user 495 469 

Santa Cruz Operations 


XENIX 286 Complete Sys. 1495 1279 

XENIX 386 Complete Sys. 1595 1369 


Recital 995 889 

WordTech Quicksilver 995 839 


Form Publisher forWindows 
byFORMWORX 

DTP software designed expressly for 
making forms. Uses unique object-oriented 
design techniques; incorporate text from 
other programs; add graphics in PCX, 
MSP, and TIFF, or scan in your own. 
Compile forms into HP macros to print from 
other programs. Over 550 standards forms 
included . 
LIST Price $249 PS Price $219 
FastFaxtB 1493-010 


What is FastFaxts? 
You now have access to literature on 
any of our products via FAX 
machine. Free! 

1. Call 617-740-0025 
from your FAX 
machine's phone. 

2. Follow the voice 
computer's instruc
tions and enter your 
product's code 
number (listed in 
each product box or 
in our catalog) . 

3. Hang up the phone 
and await your 
instant printout of 
product literature. 

Call 617-740-0025 from 
any fax phone! 

*Total products currently sold by THE PROORAMMERS SBOPFor complete catalog call 1-800-421-8006. 
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dANALYST for C & C++ 
by Buzzwords 

dANAL YST for C and C++ can help you 
create, debug and document multi-user C 
source fast with Blocking Diagrams, Var and 
Function X-Ref and morel Network ready C 
source Generator for Relational Screen 
Painter, Report Wri ter & Menu Designer. 
Meets the Standard C cond itions to run on 
DOS & Xenix/Unix & OS/2 & Novell . 
LIST Price $295 PS Price $269 
FaatFaxt• 966-001 

Sourcer w/BIOS pre-proc. 
sPORT by WHS 
Trapper 
Zortech C Debugger 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
AsmFlow 

CLEAR+ForC 
by CLEAR Software 

Dr . Switch-ASE 
by Black & White Int'l., Inc. 

Dr. Switch-ASE turns any size Clipper 
application into a RAM Resident (TSR) 
program that occupies only 13K of RAM. Dr. 
Switch-ASE supports both Expanded and 
Extended memory and is full network 
compatible. Applications that include Dr. 
Switch-ASE may be distributed royalty free. 
LIST Price $100 PS Price $95 
Fcut Faxts 1178-006 

Circle 211 011 Reader Service Card. 
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Call 
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89 

CLEAR helps C developers understand and 
document their code by automatically 
producing these high-resolutions diagrams: 
program flow charts , multi-level tree charts, 
formatted source listings, function cross 
references, and prototype files. While it 
processes C applications, CLEAR analyzes 
program's logic and reports logical 
inconsistencies and syntactical errors. Also 
available for C. 
LIST Price $199.95 PS Price $179 
FaatFaxt• 873-006 

Circle 212 on Reader Service Card. 

CLEAR+for C 200 
Codan 395 
dAnalyst for C 295 
Documenter 295 
Inside 125 
MKS Lex & Yacc 249 
MKS RCS 189 
Poly Doc-SU 199 
PC-Lint 139 
PlinkwA.TO 695 
PolyMake 149 
PVCS Professional 695 
.RTLINK - by Pocket Soft 295 
.RTLINK Plus 495 

179 
349 
269 
245 
119 
199 
175 
179 
115 
619 
135 
659 
279 
419 

Sbrowse 
Source Print by Powerllne 
TUB 
Zortech C++ Tools 

EDITORS 
BRIEF 

Cheetah 

Ed ix 

Epsilon 

KEDIT 

QEditTSR 

RimStar PM:Editor 

Sage Prof Editor 

SPF/PC- V2.1 

Vedit Plus 


EXPERT SYSTEMS 
Exsys Professional 
Knowledge Pro Windows 
Logic Gem by Sterling Castle 
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99 

100 
150 
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195 
150 
99 

195 
295 
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795 
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99 
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89 

Call 

Call 
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139 
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179 
249 
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139 
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89 
PC Plus - Texas Instruments 1995 1799 
VP Expert 

FILE ADD-ONS 
Accsys wtsource 
Btrieve ISAM - V5.0 
Btrieve!N - multiuser 
C-Data Manager 
c-tree by Faircom - source 
CBTREE 
CodeBASE4 
C-Trieve 
C-SQL/APIC 
COL - full wt source 
db_FILEIRETRIEVE - SU 

UNIX or XEN IX - MU 
Faircom Toolbox Prof. 
Faircom Toolbox Special 
XQL 
WKS Library 

FORTRAN 
FOR_C - FORTRAN 77 w/so 
Fortran Opt. Compiler 
Lahey FORTRAN FnL 
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 
MS FORTRAN - CodeView 

249 

795 
245 
595 
295 
395 
195 
295 
199 
495 
395 
295 
595 

1095 
695 
795 
195 

875 
450 
595 

95 
450 

219 
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259 
329 
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279 
189 
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359 
279 
569 
889 
539 
649 
189 

789 
309 
549 
Call 
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BLAST 
by Communication Research 

BLAST puts powerful data transfer, remote 
control , scripting, terminal emulation, 
datacompression, and other communications 
magic into one product for PC, Unix, Xenix, 
VAX, Macintosh, and even mainframe 
communications ... all with the same look, 
feel, menu interface, protocol, and script 
language! Easy for developers to link into 
existing applications for automated, 100% 
error-free data transfer and fast, reliable 
remote con trol. 

LIST Price $295 PS Price $269 
Fa stFa xtB 1674-001 

GENERAL ADD-ONS 
C Tools Plus - V6.01 
C Utility 
Greenleaf Functions 
Greenleaf SuperFunctions 
Opt-Tech Sort 
Turbo C Tools 

GRAPIDC ADD-ONS 
Codemaster II 
Essential Graphics 
Graphic 
GSS Dev'! Toolkit (Graphics) 
Halo 
Hoops 
Matrix Toolkit 3.0 
MetaWINDOW 
MetaWINDOWIPLUS 
PCX Programmer's Toolkit 
HSC Sunscan 
Sunshow Adv Image Toolkit 
Sunshow C Image 

149 
185 
229 
299 
149 
149 

289 
399 
395 
595 
395 
795 
395 
250 
325 
195 
250 
250 
250 

Clarion Prof. Dev 2.1 
by Clarion Software 
A powerful, easy-to-use DBMS application 
developer, can cut development time by 50%. 
In-ports/exports dBase. BASIC, and DIF files; 
interfaces with routines from C and Assembler. 
Includes Report Wr~er for creating ad-hoc reports 
and queries. Built- in LAN support : no run-time 
system required for distribution. Recent winner of 
~poll of corporations using programmable 
databases. 

LIST Price: $845 PS Price $549 

FastFaxta 1005-004 
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M;IMIWM THE PERSONAL NETWORK 

limited set of commands available in 
server mode (on a character-based, not 
graphical, screen) and through a more 
extensive command set reached using the 
workstation software. 

The first time you install Notes, you'll 
have a Lotus representative holding your 
hand as you learn the system. However, 
after six months , you'll be on your own, 
unless you get some sort ofextended-sup
port contract. To find out what life with 
Notes would be like without a service 
contract, the BYTE Lab installed its re
view system alone. The Notes server was 
a Tandy 4033LX 33-MHz 386 with 8 
MB of RAM and an 80-MB Quantam 
SCSI hard disk drive. The operating sys
tem was MS-DOS 3.3, which was at
tached to a Novell network running Net
Ware 2.12A. 

Configuring the server is a bit tricky. 
Using the workstation screens, you cre
ate a password-protected certifier ID; 
this is the master key to the Notes system. 
It's required to validate new Notes serv
ers and users . Once you have the certifier 
ID, you move on to creating a domain, 
naming a server administrator, creating 
a name and address book for the server, 
and making a system ID for yourself. 
This is all done with fill-in-the-box 
screens, but it requires attention because 
much of the terminology is unfamiliar. 

In theory, the installation of a Notes 
workstation is about the same as that of a 
server-fire up a floppy disk and follow 
the prompts. In reality, it may not be that 
easy. It wasn't at BYTE. 

First, there is the question of memory. 
A lot of BYTE's computers don't have 
490K bytes of memory free in their nor
mal configuration, so the BYTE Lab had 
to adjust the CONFIG.SYS and AUTO
EXEC.BAT files before anything could 
happen. This required some negotiating 
with users who were unhappy about los
ing TSR programs and drivers in the 
process. 

Once enough memory was made avail
able, the workstation installation pro
ceeded smoothly, except for one bother
some glitch-Notes sometimes could not 
find NetBIOS on the workstation, even 
though NetBIOS was installed and run
ning; this caused the installation to fail. 
Needed files were not transferred from 
the Notes server to the workstation. This 
requires either cleaning out the Notes 
directory entirely and starting from 
scratch, or editing the notes. ini file to 
delete all but its first two lines and start
ing the workstation installation process 
again. In either case, it's not something 
you'd do by choice at a 100-computer 
site. Lotus says that the problem is most 

2000 BYTE • JULY 1990 

likely caused by operating-system or net
work operating-system incompatibilities 
and would have to be diagnosed on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Notes allows remote access over tele
phone lines. The idea behind this is to let 
field staff call in and use the Notes data
bases just as if they were in the office. 
Notes supports Hayes-compatible mo
dems at speeds of from 1200 bps to 
19,200 bps. The installation is simple 
point-and-shoot selection using Win
dows' radio buttons and check boxes-

l:efirst 
time you install Notes, 

you 'll have a Lotus 
representative holding 

your hand as you 
learn the system. 

COM l, click; Auto (modem-speed se
lect), click; enable port, click; OK, 
click. As easy as that. But the hardware 
end was a bit messier. Notes would not 
talk at all to the first modem that was 
tried (a Kyocera 1200-bps external unit). 
The BYTE Lab eventually got it talking 
to a Supra 2400-bps internal modem, but 
only after much switch-fiddling and ini
tialization-string experimentation. Once 
the hardware and software recognized 
each other, life got easy again. Calling 
into Notes is, in fact, just like using 
Notes on a LAN-but slower. Lotus rec
ommends 9600-bps modems for Notes, 
and using that speed can help. 

User Notes 
When you open a Notes workstation on 
your computer, you see a typical Win
dows screen with a menu-selection bar 
across the top and six tabbed, stacked 
file folders in the main text area. These 
file folders are your workspaces and 
basic organizational tools. They hold 
your address books and other databases. 
You'll find some icons in one of the fold
ers-at least server and personal name 
and address books and a mailbox. You 
can open any of the icons as you would in 
any Windows application. 

You can have many views of a data
base. Your mail, for example, could be 

organized by sender, date, or keyword. 
Notes comes with seven database tem
plates and has an extensive language for 
creating your own. 

Notes will also import and export data 
from other applications. It recognizes 
Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony worksheets; 
ANSI Metafiles ; .GMC, .GMF, and 
.PIC files; graphics pasted from the 
Windows or Presentation Manager clip
board; Lotus Agenda files; word pro
cessing files from Lotus Manuscript, 
WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Multi
Mate, WordStar, Display Write; and any 
program that generates a plain ASCII 
file. 

One of the comments from the BYTE 
staff using Notes was that it's slow. But 
this is more of a perception problem than 
a performance problem. A quick-and
dirty benchmark test, loading and saving 
a 66K-byte database imported from 
Lotus Agenda, gave times of about 1 Yi 
seconds to load and l second to close in 
Notes. In Agenda, the same database 
took 1 second to load and 1 Yi seconds to 
close. 

The Target of Notes 
Notes is for large businesses. It carries a 
price tag of $62,500 and comes complete 
with installation help and training by 
Lotus representatives. You also get six 
months of maintenance and telephone 
hot-line support, and 10 sets of manuals. 

That price may sound high, but if your 
business is large and you want a lot of 
Notes workstations, it comes out to a 
typical per-unit price for microcomputer 
software. Your $62,500 buys you li
censes for 200 workstations. That comes 
to $312.50 per workstation. Additional 
licenses beyond the original 200 are $295 
each and are valid for either a server or a 
workstation. There is a hidden cost, 
however. Like a LAN, Notes requires 
administration-one or more users to 
take care of it. The complexity of admin
istration is up to the user. 

If you can live with the lack of record 
locking in Notes, and if you have enough 
workstations to justify the cost, the pro
gram is worth a careful consideration. 
Notes's well-integrated collection offea
tures should be easy for the nontechnical 
user to learn. And its ability to organize 
group discussions moves Notes far be
yond any capability of regular E-mail . • 

George Bond is a consultant in communi
cations-electronic, traditional print, 
and person-to-person. He has more than 
20 years' experience with major informa
tion companies and is cofounder of BIX. 
You can reach him on BIX as "gbond. " 
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Financial -Mathlib 
by Greenleaf 


Financial Mathlib, an unprecedented C 

library, furnishes programmers with 

hundreds of financial functions, such as 

amortizations, cash flow analysis, statistical, 

and interest calculations. All these are per

formed without rounding errors, using 

Greenleafs exact decimal math. C 

programmers can now write great financial 

software easily! 

LIST Price $395 PS Price $339 
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WATCOM C 8.0/386 
byWATCOM 

WATCOM C 8.0/386 is 100% ANSI C 
optimizing compiler/runtime library for Intel's 
80386 architecture, generating applications 
for 32-bit protect mode. Features include: 
protected mode version of the compiler; 
VIDEO full-screen source-level debugger; MS 
library-& source-compatibility; execution 
profiler; high proformance linker; graphics 
library; supports MetaWare High C 386 

runtime calling conventions ; SAA compatible. 
LIST: $1295 PS Price: $Call 
FastFaxts 1044-004 


See our ad on page 189. 
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Microsoft C 6.0 
by Microsoft 

The long-awaited C 6.0 is an integrated 
system of powerful tools for professional 
DOS, Windows and OS/2 developers. 
Compiled programs are smaller and faster 
than with C 5.1; new Source Browser allows 
interactive browsing through a project 
database. 

LIST Price $495 PS Price $349 

FastFaxts 502-112 
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Cogent HyperBase 
by Cogent Software 

The ideal tool for creating intelligent 
hypermedia-based documentation. Hyper
Base hypertext, graphics, expert system 
capabilities of prolog & unlimited access to 
external programs . HyperBase is being used 
extensively for creating help desks, adaptive 
computer based training manuals and 
intelligent documents . No royalties with 
Developer Version. Requires MS-DOS, 512K 
memory. 
HyperBase Dev. List $249 PS Price $219 
HyperBase Pers. Lis t $99 PS Price $95 
FastFaxts 1353-006 

Circle 213 on Reader Service Card. 


Workstation Starter 2 user 495 469 

Santa Cruz Operati<;ms 


XENIX 286 Complete Sys. 1495 1279 

XENIX 366 Complete Sys. 1595 1369 


Recital 995 669 

WordTech Quicksilver 995 839 


Form Publisher forWindows 
byFORMWORX 

DTP software designed expressly for 
making forms. Uses unique object-oriented 
design techniques ; incorporate text from 
other programs; add graphics in PCX, 
MSP, and TIFF, or scan in your own. 
Compile forms into HP macros to print from 
other programs. Over 550 standards forms 
included. 
LIST Price $249 PS Price $219 
FastFaxts 1493-010 


What is FastFaxts? 
You now have access to literature on 
any of our products via FAX 
machine. Free! 

1. Call 617-740-0025 
from your FAX 
machine's phone. 

2. Follow the voice 
computer's instruc
tions and enter your 
product's code 
number (listed in 
each product box or 
in our catalog). 

3. Hang up the phone 
and await your 
instant printout of 
product literature. 

Call 617-740-0025 from 
any fax phone! 

*Total products currently sold by THE PROORAMMERS SHUPFor complete catalog call 1-800-421-8006. 
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dANALYST for C & C++ 
by Buzzwords 

dANAL YST for C and C++ can help you 
create, debug and document multi-user C 
source fast with Blocking Diagrams, Var and 
Function X-Ref and more! Network ready C 
source Generator for Relational Screen 
Painter, Report Writer & Menu Designer. 
Meets the Standard C conditions to run on 
DOS & Xenix/Unix & OS/2 & Novell. 
LIST Price $295 PS Price $269 
FtUJtFazt• 966-001 

Sourcer w/BIOS pre-proc. 
sPORTbyWHS 
Trapper 
Zortech C Debugger 

DEVELO~MENT TOOLS 
AsmFlow 

CLEAR+ForC 
by CLEAR Software 
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CLEAR helps C developers understand and 
document their code by automatically 
producing these high-resolutions diagrams: 
program flow charts, multi-level tree charts, 
formaned source listings, function cross 
references, and prototype files. While it 
processes C applications, CLEAR analyzes 
program's logic and reports logical 
inconsistencies and syntactical errors . Also 
available for C. 
LIST Price $199.95 PS Price $179 
FcutFazt• 873-006 

Circle 212 011 Reader Service Card. 

CLEAR+ forC 200 179 
Codan 395 349 
dAnalyst for C 295 269 
Documenter 295 245 
Inside 125 119 
MKS Lex & Yacc 249 199 
MKS RCS 189 175 
Poly Doc-SU 199 179 
PC-Lint 139 115 
Plinkw/LTO 695 619 
PolyMake 149 135 
PVCS Professional 695 659 
.RTLINK - by Pocket Solt 295 279 
.RTLINK Plus 495 419 

Dr. Switch-ASE 
by Black & White lnt'l., Inc. 

Dr. Switch-ASE turns any size Clipper 
application into a RAM Resident (TSR) 
program that occupies only 13K of RAM. Dr. 
Switch-ASE supports both Expanded and 
Extended memory and is full network 
compatible. Applications that include Dr. 
Switch-ASE may be distributed royalty free. 
LIST Price $100 PS Price $95 
FastFazts 1178-006 
Circle 211 011 Reader Service Card. 

Sbrowse 245 Call 
Source Print by Powerline 99 97 
TUB 100 89 
Zortech C++ Tools 150 Call 

EDITORS 
BRIEF 199 Call 
Cheetah 245 199 
Ed ix 195 179 
Epsilon 195 169 
KEDIT 150 139 
QEditTSR 99 89 
RimStar PM:Editor 195 179 
Sage Prof Editor 295 249 
SPF/PC - V2.1 245 199 
Vedit Plus 185 139 

EXPERT SYSTEMS 
Exsys Professional 795 695 
Knowledge Pro Windows 695 589 
Logic Gem by Sterling Castle 99 89 
PC Plus - Texas Instruments 1995 1799 
VP Expert 249 219 

FILE ADD-ONS 
Accsys w/source 795 739 
Btrieve ISAM - V5.0 245 199 
Btrieve/N - multiuser 595 479 
C-Data Manager 295 25g 
c-tree by Faircom - source 395 329 
CBTREE 195 179 
CodeBASE 4 295 279 
C -Trieve 199 189 
C-SOUAPIC 495 429 
COL - full w/ source 395 359 
db_FILE/RETRIEVE - SU 295 279 

UNIX or XENIX- MU 595 569 
Faircom Toolbox Prof. 1095 889 
Faircom Toolbox Special 695 539 
XQL 795 649 
WKS Library 195 189 

FORTRAN 
FOR_C - FORTRAN 77 w/so 875 789 
Fortran Opt. Compiler 450 309 
Lahey FORTRAN Fn L 595 549 
Lahey Personal FORTRAN 95 Call 
MS FORTRAN - CodeView 450 309 

BLAST 
by Communication Research 

BLAST puts powerful data transfer, remote 
control , scripting, terminal emulation, 
datacompression, and other communications 
magic into one product for PC, Unix, Xenix, 
VAX, Macintosh, and even mainframe 
communications... all with the same look, 
feel , menu interface, protocol, and script 
language! Easy for developers to link into 
existing applications for automated, 100% 
error-free data transfer and fast, reliable 
remote control. 
LIST Price $295 PS Price $269 
FastFa:rts 1674-001 

GENERAL ADD-ONS 
C Tools Plus - V6.01 149 109 
CUtility 185 137 
Greenleaf Functions 229 209 
Greenleaf SuperFunctions 299 239 
Opt-Tech Sort 149 119 
Turbo C Tools 149 109 

GRAPHIC ADD-ONS 
Codemaster ff 289 269 
Essential Graphics 399 349 
Graphic 395 319 
GSS Dev't Toolkit {Graphics) 595 525 
Halo 395 279 
Hoops 795 759 
Matrix Toolkit 3.0 395 379 
MetaWINDOW 250 209 
MetaWINDOW/PLUS 325 289 
PCX Programmer's Toolkit 195 179 
HSC Sunscan 250 229 
Sunshow Adv Image Toolkit 250 239 
Sunshow C Image 250 229 

Clarion Prof. Dev 2.1 
by Clarion Software 
A powerful, easy-to-use DBMS application 
developer, can cut development time by 50%. 
In-pons/exports dBase, BASIC, and DIF files; 
interfaces with routines from C and Assembler. 
Includes Repon Writer for creating ad-hoc repons 
and queries. Built-in LAN suppon: no run-time 
system required for distribution. Recent winner of 
~poll of corporations using programmable 
databases. 
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limited set of commands available in 
server mode (on a character-based, not 
graphical, screen) and through a more 
extensive command set reached using the 
workstation software. 

The first time you install Notes , you 'II 
have a Lotus representative holding your 
hand as you learn the system. However, 
after six months, you'll be on your own, 
unless you get some sort ofextended-sup
port contract. To find out what life with 
Notes would be like without a service 
contract, the BYTE Lab installed its re
view system alone. The Notes server was 
a Tandy 4033LX 33-MHz 386 with 8 
MB of RAM and an 80-MB Quantam 
SCSI hard disk drive . The operating sys
tem was MS-DOS 3.3, which was at
tached to a Novell network running Net
Ware 2. l2A. 

Configuring the server is a bit tricky. 
Using the workstation screens, you cre
ate a password-protected certifier ID; 
this is the master key to the Notes system. 
It's required to validate new Notes serv
ers and users. Once you have the certifier 
ID, you move on to creating a domain, 
naming a server administrator, creating 
a name and address book for the server, 
and making a system ID for yourself. 
This is all done with fill-in-the-box 
screens, but it requires attention because 
much of the terminology is unfamiliar. 

In theory, the installation of a Notes 
workstation is about the same as that of a 
server-fire up a floppy disk and follow · 
the prompts. In reality, it may not be that 
easy. It wasn't at BYTE. 

First, there is the question of memory. 
A lot of BYTE's computers don't have 
490K bytes of memory free in their nor
mal configuration, so the BYTE Lab had 
to adjust the CONFIG.SYS and AUTO
EXEC.BAT files before anything could 
happen. This required some negotiating 
with users who were unhappy about los
ing TSR programs and drivers in the 
process. 

Once enough memory was made avail
able, the workstation installation pro
ceeded smoothly, except for one bother
some glitch-Notes sometimes could not 
find NetBIOS on the workstation, even 
though NetBIOS was installed and run
ning; this caused the installation to fail. 
Needed files were not transferred from 
the Notes server to the workstation. This 
requires either cleaning out the Notes 
directory entirely and starting from 
scratch, or editing the notes. ini file to 
delete all but its first two lines and start
ing the workstation installation process 
again . In either case, it's not something 
you'd do by choice at a lOO-computer 
site . Lotus says that the problem is most 
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likely caused by operating-system or net
work operating-system incompatibilities 
and would have to be diagnosed on a 
case-by-case basis . 

Notes allows remote access over tele
phone lines . The idea behind this is to let 
field staff call in and use the Notes data
bases just as if they were in the office. 
Notes supports Hayes-compatible mo
dems at speeds of from 1200 bps to 
19,200 bps. The installation is simple 
point-and-shoot selection using Win
dows' radio buttons and check boxes-

l e first 
time you install Notes, 

you'll have a Lotus 
representative holding 

your hand as you 
learn the system. 

COM l, click; Auto (modem-speed se
lect), click; enable port, click; OK, 
click. As easy as that. But the hardware 
end was a bit messier. Notes would not 
talk at all to the first modem that was 
tried (a Kyocera 1200-bps external unit) . 
The BYTE Lab eventually got it talking 
to a Supra 2400-bps internal modem, but 
only after much switch-fiddling and ini
tialization-string experimentation. Once 
the hardware and software recognized 
each other, life got easy again. Calling 
into Notes is, in fact, just like using 
Notes on a LAN-but slower. Lotus rec
ommends 9600-bps modems for Notes, 
and using that speed can help. 

User Notes 
When you open a Notes workstation on 
your computer, you see a typical Win
dows screen with a menu-selection bar 
across the top and six tabbed, stacked 
file folders in the main text area. These 
file folders are your workspaces and 
basic organizational tools. They hold 
your address books and other databases. 
You'll find some icons in one of the fold
ers-at least server and personal name 
and address books and a mailbox. You 
can open any of the icons as you would in 
any Windows application. 

You can have many views of a data
base. Your mail, for example, could be 

organized by sender, date, or keyword . 
Notes comes with seven database tem
plates and has an extensive language for 
creating your own. 

Notes will also import and export data 
from other applications. It recognizes 
Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony worksheets; 
ANSI Metafiles; .GMC, .GMF, and 
.PIC files; graphics pasted from the 
Windows or Presentation Manager clip
board; Lotus Agenda files; word pro
cessing files from Lotus Manuscript, 
WordPerfect, Microsoft Word, Multi
Mate, WordStar, DisplayWrite; and any 
program that generates a plain ASCII 
file. 

One of the comments from the BYTE 
staff using Notes was that it's slow . But 
this is more of a perception problem than 
a performance problem. A quick-and
dirty benchmark test, loading and saving 
a 66K-byte database imported from 
Lotus Agenda, gave times of about 1 Yi 
seconds to load and l second to close in 
Notes . In Agenda, the same database 
took l second to load and l Yi seconds to 
close. 

The Target of Notes 
Notes is for large businesses. It carries a 
price tag of $62,500 and comes complete 
with installation help and training by 
Lotus representatives. You also get six 
months of maintenance and telephone 
hot-line support, and lO sets of manuals. 

That price may sound high, but if your 
business is large and you want a lot of 
Notes workstations, it comes out to a 
typical per-unit price for microcomputer 
software. Your $62,500 buys you li
censes for 200 workstations. That comes 
to $312.50 per workstation. Additional 
licenses beyond the original 200 are $295 
each and are valid for either a server or a 
workstation. There is a hidden cost, 
however. Like a LAN, Notes requires 
administration-one or more users to 
take care of it. The complexity of admin
istration is up to the user. 

If you can live with the lack of record 
locking in Notes, and if you have enough 
workstations to justify the cost, the pro
gram is worth a careful consideration. 
Notes's well-integrated collection of fea
tures should be easy for the nontechnical 
user to learn. And its ability to organize 
group discussions moves Notes far be
yond any capability of regular E-mail. • 

George Bond is a consultant in communi
cations-electronic, traditional print, 
and person-to-person. He has more than 
20 years' experience with major informa
tion companies and is cofounder of BIX. 
You can reach him on BIX as "gbond. " 
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Financial Mathlib 
by Greenleaf 

Financial Mathlib, an unprecedented C 
library, furnishes programmers with 
hundreds of financial functions , such as 
amortizations, cash flow analysis , statistical, 
and interest calculations. All these are per
formed without rounding errors, using 
Greenleafs exact decimal math. C 
programmers can now write great financial 
software easily I 
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WATCOM C 8.0/386 
byWATCOM 

WATCOM C 8.0/386 is 100% ANSI C 
optimizing compiler/runtime library for Intel's 
80386 architecture, generating applications 
for 32-bit protect mode. Features include: 
protected mode version of the compiler; 
VIDEO full-screen source-level debugger; MS 
library-& source-compatibility; execution 
profiler; high proformance linker; graphics 
library; supports MetaWare High C 386 
runtime calling conventions; SAA compatible. 
LIST: $1295 PS Price: $Call 
FastFa:rts 1044-004 


See our ad on page 189. 


Microsoft C 6.0 
by Microsoft 

The long-awaited C 6.0 is an integrated 
system of powerful tools for professional 
DOS, Windows and OS/2 developers. 
Compiled programs are smaller and faster 
than with C 5.1; new Source Browser allows 
interactive browsing through a project 
database. 
LIST Price $495 PS Price $349 
FastFa:rts 502-112 
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Cogent HyperBase 
by Cogent Software 

The ideal tool for creating intelligent 
hypermedia-based documentation. Hyper
Base hypertext, graphics, expert system 
capabilities of prolog & unlimited access to 
external programs . HyperBase is being used 
extensively for creating help desks, adaptive 
computer based training manuals and 
intelligent documents. No royalties with 
Developer Version. Requires MS-DOS, 512K 
memory. 
HyperBase Dev. List $249 PS Price $219 
HyperBase Pers. List $99 PS Price $95 
FastFa:rtB 1353-006 
Circle 213 on Reader Service Card. 

Workstation Starter 2 user 495 469 

Santa Cruz Operations 


XENIX 286 Complete Sys. 1495 1279 

XENIX 386 Complete Sys. 1595 1369 


Recital 995 889 

WordTech Quicksilver 995 839 


Form Publisher forWindows 
byFORMWORX 

DTP software designed expressly for 
making forms . Uses unique object-oriented 
design techniques; incorporate text from 
other programs; add graphics in PCX, 
MSP, and TIFF, or scan in your own. 
Compile forms into HP macros to print from 
other programs. Over 550 standards forms 
included. 
LIST Price $249 PS Price $219 
FastFaxts 1493-010 


What is FastFaxts? 
You now have access to literature on 
any of our products via FAX 
machine. Free! 

1.Call 617-740-0025 
from your FAX 
machine's phone. 

2. Follow the voice 
computer's instruc
tions and enter your 
product's code 
number (listed in 
each product box or 
in our catalog) . 

3. Hang up the phone 
and await your 
instant printout of 
product literatwre. 

Call 617-740-0025 from 
any fax phone! 

* Total products currently sold by THI! PROORAMMl!RS SHOP For complete catalog call 1-800-421-8006. 
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d.ANALYST for C & C++ 
by Buzzwor ds 

dANAL YST for C and C++ can help you 
create, debug and document multi -user C 
source fast with Blocking Diagrams , Var and 
Function X-Ref and morel Network read y C 
source Generator for Relational Screen 
Painter, Report Writer & Menu Designer. 
Meets the Standard C conditions to run on 
DOS &Xenix/Unix &OS/2 &Novell . 
LIST Price $295 PS Price $269 
FcutFaxt• 966-001 

Sourcer w/BIOS pre-proc. 140 129 
sPORT by WI-IS 80 Call 
Trapper 200 189 
Zortech C Debugger 90 Call 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
AsmFlow 100 89 

CLEAR helps C developers understand and 
document their code by automatically 
producing these high-resolutions diagrams: 
program flow charts , multi-level tree charts, 
formatted source listings, function cross 
references, and prototype files. While it 
processes C applications, CLEAR analyzes 
program's logic and reports logical 
inconsistencies and syntactical errors. Also 
available for C. 
LIST Price $199.95 PS Price $179 
FcutFaxt• 873-006 

Circle 212 on Reader Service Card. 
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CLEAR+ForC 
by CLEAR Software 

Dr. Switch-ASE 
by Black & White Int'l., Inc. 

Dr. Switch-ASE turns any size Clipper 
application into a RAM Resident (TSR) 
program that occupies only 13K of RAM. Dr. 
Switch-ASE supports both Expanded and 
Extended memory and is full network 
compatible. Appl ications that include Dr. 
Switch-ASE may be distributed royalty free. 
LIST Price $100 PS Price $95 
FcutFaxt• 1178-006 
Circle 211 0 11 Reader Service Card. 
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BLAST 
by Communication Research 

BLAST puts powerful data transfer, remote 
control , scripting, terminal emulation, 
datacompression, and other communications 
magic into one product for PC, Unix, Xenix, 
VAX, Macintosh, and even mainframe 
communications .. . all with the same look, 
feel, menu interface, protocol , and script 
language! Easy for developers to link into 
existing applications for automated, 100% 
error-free data transfer and fast, reliable 
remote control. 
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system required for dlstlibution. Recent winner of 
~poll of corporations using programmable 
databases. 
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limited set of commands available in 
server mode (on a character-based, not 
graphical, screen) and through a more 
extensive command set reached using the 
workstation software. 

The first time you install Notes , you 'll 
have a Lotus representative holding your 
hand as you learn the system. However , 
after six months, you'll be on your own, 
unless you get some sort of extended-sup
port contract. To find out what life with 
Notes would be like without a service 
contract, the BYTE Lab installed its re
view system alone. The Notes server was 
a Tandy 4033LX 33-MHz 386 with 8 
MB of RAM and an 80-MB Quantam 
SCSI hard disk drive. The operating sys
tem was MS-DOS 3.3, which was at
tached to a Novell network running Net
Ware 2.12A. 

Configuring the server is a bit tricky. 
Using the workstation screens, you cre
ate a password-protected certifier ID; 
this is the master key to the Notes system. 
It's required to validate new Notes serv
ers and users. Once you have the certifier 
ID , you move on to creating a domain, 
naming a server administrator, creating 
a name and address book for the server, 
and making a system ID for yourself. 
This is all done with fill-in-the-box 
screens , but it requires attention because 
much of the terminology is unfamiliar. 

In theory , the installation of a Notes 
workstation is about the same as that of a . 
server-fire up a floppy disk and follow 
the prompts. In reality , it may not be that 
easy. It wasn ' t at BYTE. 

First, there is the question of memory. 
A lot of BYTE's computers don ' t have 
490K bytes of memory free in their nor
mal configuration, so the BYTE Lab had 
to adjust the CONFIG.SYS and AUTO
EXEC.BAT files before anything could 
happen. This required some· negotiating 
with users who were unhappy about los
ing TSR programs and drivers in the 
process. 

Once enough memory was made avail
able, the workstation installation pro
ceeded smoothly , except for one bother
some glitch-Notes sometimes could not 
find NetBIOS on the workstation, even 
though NetBIOS was installed and run
ning; this caused the installation to fail. 
Needed files were not transferred from 
the Notes server to the workstation. This 
requires either cleaning out the Notes 
directory entirely and starting from 
scratch, or editing the notes. ini file to 
delete all but its first two lines and start
ing the workstation installation process 
again . In either case, it's not something 
you 'd do by choice at a 100-computer 
site . Lotus says that the problem is most 
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likely caused by operating-system or net
work operating-system incompatibilities 
and would have to be diagnosed on a 
case-by-case basis. 

Notes allows remote access over tele
phone lines . The idea behind this is to let 
field staff call in and use the Notes data
bases just as if they were in the office . 
Notes supports Hayes-compatible mo
dems at speeds of from 1200 bps to 
19 ,200 bps. The installation is simple 
point-and-shoot selection using Win
dows' radio buttons and check boxes-

The first 

time you install Notes, 
you 'll have a Lotus 

representative holding 
your hand as you 
learn the system. 

COM 1, click; Auto (modem-speed se
lect), click; enable port, click; OK, 
click. As easy as that. But the hardware 
end was a bit messier. Notes would not 
talk at all to the first modem that was 
tried (a Kyocera 1200-bps external unit) . 
The BYTE Lab eventually got it talking 
to a Supra 2400-bps internal modem, but 
only after much switch-fiddling and ini
tialization-string experimentation. Once 
the hardware and software recognized 
each other, life got easy again . Calling 
into Notes is , in fact , just like using 
Notes on a LAN-but slower. Lotus rec
ommends 9600-bps modems for Notes, 
and using that speed can help. 

User Notes 
When you open a Notes workstation on 
your computer, you see a typical Win
dows screen with a menu-selection bar 
across the top and six tabbed, stacked 
file folders in the main text area . These 
file folders are your workspaces and 
basic organizational tools . They hold 
your address books and other databases . 
You 'II find some icons in one of the fold
ers-at least server and personal name 
and address books and a mailbox. You 
can open any of the icons as you would in 
any Windows application. 

You can have many views of a data
base. Your mail, for example, could be 

organized by sender, date, or keyword . 
Notes comes with seven database tem
plates and has an extensive language for 
creating your own. 

Notes will also import and export data 
from other applications. It recognizes 
Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony worksheets; 
ANSI Metafiles ; .GMC , .GMF, and 
.PIC file s; graphics pasted from the 
Windows or Presentation Manager clip
board; Lotus Agenda files; word pro
cessing files from Lotus Manuscript, 
WordPerfect, Microsoft Word , Multi
Mate , WordStar, DisplayWrite; and any 
program that generates a plain ASCII 
file. 

One of the comments from the BYTE 
staff using Notes was that it's slow. But 
this is more of a perception problem than 
a performance problem. A quick-and
dirty benchmark test, loading and saving 
a 66K-byte database imported from 
Lotus Agenda, gave times of about 1 Yi 
seconds to load and I second to close in 
Notes . In Agenda, the same database 
took 1 second to load and 1 Yi seconds to 
close. 

The Target of Notes 
Notes is for large businesses . It carries a 
price tag of $62,500 and comes complete 
with installation help and training by 
Lotus representatives . You also get six 
months of maintenance and telephone 
hot-line support, and 10 sets of manuals . 

That price may sound high , but if your 
business is large and you want a lot of 
Notes workstations , it comes out to a 
typical per-unit price for microcomputer 
software. Your $62 ,500 buys you li
censes for 200 workstations. That comes 
to $312 .50 per workstation. Additional 
licenses beyond the original 200 are $295 
each and are valid for either a server or a 
workstation . There is a hidden cost, 
however . Like a LAN, Notes requires 
administration-one or more users to 
take care of it. The complexity of admin
istration is up to the user. 

If you can live with the lack of record 
locking in Notes, and if you have enough 
workstations to justify the cost , the pro
gram is worth a careful consideration. 
Notes 's well-integrated collection of fea
tures should be easy for the nontechnical 
user to learn. And its ability to organize 
group discussions moves Notes far be
yond any capability of regular E-mail . • 

George Bond is a consultant in communi
cations-electronic, traditional print, 
and person-to-person. He has more than 
20 years ' experience with major informa
tion companies and is cofounder of BIX. 
You can reach him on BIX as "gbond. " 
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THE NEW MICRO-CAP HI: 

SO YOU CAN TEST-FLY 

EVEN MORE MODELS. 


It wasn't easy. But we did it. Made the 
long-time best-selling IBM®PC-based 
interactive CAE tool even better. 

Take modeling power. We've significantly 
expanded math expression capabilities to 
permit comprehensive analog behavioral 
modeling.And, beyond Gummel Poon BJT 
and Level 3MOS, you're now ready for 
nonlinear magnetics modeling. Even 
MESFET modeling. 

Analysis and simulation is faster, too. 
Because the program's now in "C" and 
assembly language. That also means more 
capacity- for simulating even larger 
circuits. 

As always, count on fast circuit crea
tion, thanks to window-based operation 
and aschematic editor. Rapid, right-from
schematics analysis-AC, DC,fourier and 
transient-via SPICE-like routines. The 
ability to combine digital/analog circuit 
simulations using integrated switch 

Transient analysis 

Schematic editor 

models and parameterized macros. And 
stepped component values that stream
line multiple-plot generation. 

And don't forget MICRO-CAP Ill's 
extended routine list- from impedance, 
Nyquist diagrams and BH plots to Monte 
Carlo for statistical analysis of production 
yield. The algebraic formula parsers for 
plotting virtually any function. The support 
for Hercules, CGA, MCGA, EGA and VGA dis
plays. Output for plotters and laser printers. 

Cost? Still only $1495. Evaluation ver
sions still only $150. Brochure and demo 
disk still free for the asking. Call or write 
for yours today. And see how easily you can 
get ideas up and flying. 

1021 S. Wolfe Road 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 738-4387 

Monie Carlo analysis 
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P
eople are pretty amazing crea
tures, if you think about it. Most 
of us have five senses: sight , 
touch, taste, hearing, and smell. 

Most of us have two legs to provide mo
bility and two hands for manipulation 
(we even have opposable thumbs to fa
cilitate the task) . On top of it all, our spe
cies has one of the most highly developed 
brains on the planet, endowing us with an 
awareness and intelligence that enable us 
to handle complex tasks . But only recent
ly have we begun to realize some of these 
talents and capabilities in how we inter
face with our computers . 

The graphical user interface was the 
first step toward recognizing that we are 
more than the sum of our keyboards-but 
it was only the first step. Although we 
tend to associate the GUI with the Macin
tosh, it has actually been around longer 
than that. In "Smoke and Mirrors," Bill 
Buxton makes a case for moving on to 
bigger and better things . After all, the 
GUI and its requisite sidekick, the 
mouse, are limiting our input options by 
letting one of our hands go to waste . 

One improvement would be to enter 
notes and rough sketches directly into 
your computer without keying them. 
While this doesn ' t use more of our abili
ties, it saves transcribing such things 
from a notepad to a screen, a mindless 
task if ever there was one. In "Sign Here , 
Please," Gale Martin, James Pittman, 
Kent Wittenburg, Richard Cohen, and 
Tom Parish discuss the merits and uses of 
interactive tablets that enable these activ
ities . In fact , you can enter signatures di
rectly into the computer, bypassing the 
hard-copy step completely. 

Another input option is voice . Imagine 
being able to talk to your computer while 
you use your hands or eyes for other pur
poses. What a great way to take notes on 
a long report. In "The Spoken Word, " 
Kai-Fu Lee, Alexander G. Hauptmann, 

and Alexander I. Rudnicky delve into 
voice interfaces , in both theory and prac
tice . The voice interfaces of today have 
come a long way from those of the past. 

No matter how you look at it, the 
screens of most microcomputers are 
flat-relatively , if not actually-and re
quire that you work in two dimensions . 
True, some packages let you create three
dimensional models, but what you see on 
the screen is either a 2-D flattened image 
of the model or a 2-D slice of it. Spatial 
information can make a great deal more 
sense in 3-D than in 2-D. In "Telltale 
Gestures ," Paul McAvinney looks at var
ious 3-D input options. One of them, 3
Draw, is a design tool that lets you sketch 
in 3-D. Emanuel Sachs describes it in the 
text box " Coming Soon to a CAD Lab 
Near You." 

Of course, the piece de resistance is 
the virtual environment. Got work to do? 
Just jump right in and get your feet wet. 
That may be a slight exaggeration, but 
the concept is fantastic enough to make 
you check for wet socks afterward. Actu
ally seeing in 3-D requires some sort of 
stereoscopic vision. In "Living in a Vir
tual World ," Scott S. Fisher and Jane 
Morrill Tazelaar examine the 3-D world 
of virtual environments. No more flat 
images here. You can get right inside the 
computer and experience its images in 
full 3-D. 

User interfaces must meet the chal
lenge of using more of our human capa
bilities . If they do not, they will become 
candidates for computer museums while 
they are still in use. Many of tomorrow 's 
technologies are available today. Strange 
as they may seem at first glance-I too 
am much attached to my keyboard-they 
will broaden and expand our horizons 
and capabilities to meet the challenges of 
the 1990s and beyond. 

-Jane Morrill Tazelaar 
Senior Editor, State ofthe Art 
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COMPUTING WITHOUT KEYBOARDS 

Smoke and Mirrors 

Every time I read about yet another GUI, I get this feeling of 

"deja vu all over again. " Isn 't it time to move on? 

Bill Buxton 

L 
ittle question re
mains that com 
puters are more ac 
cessible today than 

they have ever been before. 
Introduced by the Xerox Star 
and popularized by machines 
like the Macintosh, the graph
ical user interface (GUI) has 
had a huge impact on the us
ability, usage, and usefulness 
of computers. 

But now, nine years after 
the Star's introduction, I feel 
locked in a time warp. Th is 
sensation is reinforced every 
time I read about yet another 
GUI. Each one triggers a fa
miliar flash of deja vu. 

Don't get me wrong. I'm 
not complaining that the PC 
and Unix worlds are finally 
becoming fit for human con
sumption. I have the highest 
respect for the teams that in
vented the GUI, but I just 
can't accept that there are no 
more significant breakthroughs to come. 

In an industry as new as ours , it's too 
early to rest on our collective laurels . We 
can do far better than the "we can do 
GUls, too" attitude that is all too com
mon today. We can explore and champi
on some of the emerging alternatives to 
the GUI-alternatives as creative and 
important in today's environment as the 
Xerox Star was in 1982. 

ILLUSTRATION: MARC YANKUS © 1990 

In the Looking Glass 

Rather than use a crystal ball to look into 

the future evolution of user-interface de

velopment, I prefer to employ a little 

smoke and three mirrors. Why mirrors? 

Because they are reflective. 


Using the first mirror, you can ask, 
" How well does the system reflect the 
human motor/sensory system?" Does it 
acknowledge , for example, that most 

people have eyes, ears, feet, 
and two hands? 

Using the second, you can 
ask, "How well does the de
sign reflect the human cogni
tive or problem-solving mech
anisms? " For example, does 
the system reflect how people 
think and make decisions? 

Finally, the third mirror 
can test how well the technol
ogy reflects the sociopolitical 
structure of day-to-day life 
and work. For example, how 
does the technology reflect or 
support group activity or af
fect power structures? 

Together, these three mir
rors emphasize how user-in
terface design goes well be
yond questions of how to best 
design menus, or whether to 
use a joystick or a mouse. To 
be truly effective, a design 
must provide a reasonably un
distorted reflection from all 
three mirrors. Very few sys

tems in use today stand up to this test. 
Discussions of emerging or future sys

tems tend to include the conflict between 
technology and user-driven design . Too 
often , change has been technolog y
driven, resulting in a tail-wagging-the
dog situation, which creates more prob
lems than it solves. The loser in this 
conflict is usually the user. 

continued 
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Despite the pitfalls, however, technol
ogy is an important element , not as a 
force to drive future development, but 
because of the opportunities that it af
fords. Knowing the technology can help 
you create a better match between what 
can be done and what needs to be done. 
However, you need to approach the prob
lem from both ends simultaneously. 

Look and Feel 
The concept of "look and feel" has had a 
lot of attention recently . It encompasses 
those aspects of the user interface re
flected in the first mirror-the motor/ 
sensory system. Today's user interfaces 
have far more look than feel, and the use 
of sound is so impoverished that it does 
not even rate a mention. 

Even the concept of "look" is impov
erished. It is unidirectional and doesn't 
take into account the capability of the 
eyes to indicate direction (or to be used as 
an input device, as the photo illustrates) . 
In short, the balance is out of all propor
tion with what people are capable of. 

Technology may be able to render 
wonderful ray-traced images, but with
out mortgaging my house, I can't pur
chase a system that lets me draw a line 
whose thickness varies continuously 
with pressure (something I can do with a 
15-cent pencil). One of the first priorities 
of the next generation of user interfaces, 
therefore, is to correct the imbalance that 
the first mirror reflects. 

MultiSomething 
Multimedia is another topic that inevita
bly arises when discussing emerging 
technologies. The discussion usually in
cludes two principal components: (a) 
Multimedia is the future! and (b) What is 
multimedia? The resulting debate is gen
erally more than a little confused. 

Much of the excitement about multi
media is well founded. However, by defi
nition, multimedia focuses on the medi
um or the technology rather than on the 
application or the user. Therein lies a pri
mary source of confusion. If you take a 
user-centered approach, you quickly see 
that it's not the medium per se that is im
portant. Rather, it is the human sensory 
modalities and the channels of communi
cation that multimedia uses that make it 
different. Therefore, the following terms 
might be more appropriate and focused: 

• 	multisensory: using multiple 

sensory modalities; 


• 	multichannel: using multiple 
channels, of the same or different 
modalities; and 

• multitasking: recognizing that 
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people can perform more than one 
task at a time (as driving a car 
demonstrates). 

Seen in this light, the real value of 
multimedia is the role that it can play in 
smoothing out the distortions seen in the 
first mirror. From this perspective, you 
can reverse the question from "Why do I 
need two-handed input or audio?" to 
"Since I have two hands and two ears, 
why doesn't this system permit me to use 
them to full advantage?" 

The SonicFinder and Beyond 
One of the most interesting pieces of soft
ware that is circulating in the research 
underground is something called the 
SonicFinder. It was developed at Apple 
Computer's Human Interface Group by 
Bill Gaver. The SonicFinder is a proto
type of the Macintosh Finder based on 
the novel proposition that most people 
can hear. This may seem fairly obvious, 
until you look at the sonic vocabulary 
most computer systems use. 

The SonicFinder uses sound in a way 
that reflects how it is used in the every
day world. You can "tap" on objects to 
determine their type (e.g., application, 
disk, and file folder) and their size (small 
objects have high-pitched sounds; large 
objects are low-pitched). When you drag 
an object, you hear a scraping sound. 
When a dragged object collides with a 
container (e.g., a file folder, disk, or the 
Trashcan), you hear a distinct sound. 

All this may seem to suffer from ter
minal cuteness, but how many times have 
you missed the Trashcan when deleting a 
file, or unintentionally dropped a file 
into a file folder when dragging it from 
one window to another? Frequently, if 
you're like me. Yet these are precisely 
the kinds of errors that disappear when 
you add sound. 

Machines that exploit sound are fi
nally becoming more common. It started 
with the Commodore Amiga, which 
comes with rich audio and text-to-speech 
capabilities. Now, audio is becoming an 
important ingredient in other platforms 
(e.g., the NeXT machine) . In fact, it is 
the major interface in some systems (see 
"The Spoken Word" on page 225). 

The challenge is in learning how to use 
audio effectively, not just for music or to 
provide an acoustic lollipop, but as a 
means of providing a sonic landscape 
that helps you to navigate through com
plex information spaces. 

A One-Handed Waterloo 
Just as most people can hear, most can 
also manipulate items with two hands. 

Every day, you turn pages with one hand 
while you write with the other. You steer 
your car with one hand while changing 
gears with the other. You hold a ruler or 
drafting machine with one hand and use 
a pencil in the other. All these tasks re
quire everyday motor skills that com
puter systems largely ignore. 

It seems to me that the Macintosh was 
designed for Napoleon: Unless you are 
typing, you can work all day with one 
hand tucked into your jacket. This is 
great if you are one-handed, but a waste 
if you're not. The image of the user re
flected in the technology is lopsided. 

"Hands-on" computing is largely a 
myth. It would be better called "hand
on" or even "finger-on." To accurately 
reflect human potential, a system should 
let you scroll through a document by ma
nipulating a trackball with one hand and 
using the other to point with a mouse. 
You should be able to scale an object 
using a potentiometer in one hand, while 
dragging it into position with the other. 
Or, in a program like MacDraw, you 
should be able to move the drawing page 
under the window using a trackball in 
one hand and keeping the "pen" in the 
other. 

High-end interactive computer-graph
ics systems have used this type of inter
action for years, but it has not yet pene
trated the mainstream microcomputer 
market. This is about to change. 

The Bus Stops Here 
Many of the problems of having a variety 
of inputs are logistical: How do you con
nect this device to that machine? The 
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) is a good at
tempt to address this class of problem. It 
provides an electrical, mechanical, and 
logical standard for connecting input de
vices to a computer. Thus, it becomes 
easy to mix, match, and change devices. 

But perhaps the most important (albeit 
hidden) capability of the ADB is its abil
ity to sense and distinguish among dif
ferent simultaneously connected input 
devices . At the recent SIGCHI confer
ence, Dan Venolia and Michael Chen of 
Apple's Human Interface Group demon
strated this capability using a mouse and 
a trackball together. The result was a 
prototype utility on the Mac that sup
ported many two-handed transactions . 
This is a clear case of technology that 
supports human needs and suggests bet
ter things to come. 

Handling the Pressure 
Just using two hands is not enough, how
ever. Another ability that people have 
that current technologies don't reflect is 
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the hands' ability to control and sense 
pressure. One place where this has been 
recognized and used is in electronic mu
sical keyboards . Each key has what is 
known as "aftertouch"-the ability to 
sense how hard the key is being pressed. 

Hopefully, aftertouch will soon be 
standard on mouse buttons, providing 
natural control for line thickness, scroll
ing speed, and the speed of fast-forward 
or rewind on videos and CD-ROMs. A 
few manufacturers, such as Wacom and 
Numonics, already make pressure-sensi
tive styli for digitizing tablets . 

But no matter how well the look, feel, 
and sound of a user interface are devel
oped, it still may not fit how you think or 
how you work; therefore, it will fail. Un
derstanding these elements brings the 
second mirror into focus. 

Data Overload 
Would-be sages and futurists will tell 
you that we are in the middle of an infor
mation revolution-a revolution whose 
impact is matched only by the one that 
followed the invention of the printing 
press or the industrial revolution. Unfor
tunately, this is false. 

By definition, information is that 
which informs and can serve as the basis 
for informed decision-making. Rather 
than an information revolution, the cur
rent situation is more of a data explosion. 
The combined advances in contemporary 
telecommunications and computational 
technologies have helped to spawn an era 
where true information is more and more 
difficult to find, and almost impossible 
to find in a timely manner. 

Information technologies that deserve 
the name are less computational engines 
than technologies that filter and refine 
data into a form where it informs. Just as 
you want systems to reflect how you 
hear, see, and touch (the first mirror), 
you want them to accurately reflect and 
support how you think, learn, solve 
problems, and make decisions (the sec
ond mirror). 

The spreadsheet is one of the greatest 
successes in the microcomputer world 
because it fits the way that people think 
about certain problems. Rather than gen
erate masses of new numbers, it helps 
you refine data into information by en
abling you to explore and understand new 

continued 

A nonintrusive eye tracker. A video 
camera mounted under the display 
tracks the position ofthe eye's pupil and 
translates the data into screen 
coordinates. Thus, the eyes can ''point. " 
(Photo courtesy ofL. C. Technologies , 
Fairfax, 11,4) 

Here's the world's 
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relationships . A similar notion is behind 
one of the emerging "hot" topics of com
puter science: scientific visualization. Its 
objective isn't to make pretty pictures 
(although many are) but to render com
plex data in a visual form that enables 
you to better understand the underlying 
phenomena. 

Thus far, scientific visualization has 
been primarily a means of presentation. 
Data is rendered and displayed, but the 
degree of interaction is minimal (largely 
due to the computational overhead of the 
rendering process) . However, as ma
chines become more powerful, such ren
dering techniques will be married to 
state-of-the-art input technologies, 
thereby creating rich interactive systems 
for exploring information space. (The 
technologies discussed in "Living in a 
Virtual World" on page 215 and "Tell
tale Gestures" on page 237 are examples 
of trends in this direction.) 

Alone in the Corner 
Back in grade school, when I misbe
haved, I was taken out of the group and 
forced to sit alone, usually facing the 
wall or a corner. Now that I've grown up 

and have a computer, where do I find my
self?-out of the group, sitting alone, 
usually facing the wall or a corner. The 
reasons are different, but the punishment 
is the same. 

The designs of the technologies used 
in today's workplace have largely ig
nored the social dynamics (the third mir
ror) of how people work. You face walls 
because the backs of the machines are so 
ugly and full of cables that you want to 
hide them. You are anchored to your des
ignated position by the umbilical cord 
connecting your computer to the wall 
socket. You sit alone because virtually 
all microcomputer systems assume that 
you interact with computers one on one, 
face to face. 

Instruments of Change 
Technologies have had a major impact on 
how you work, with whom you work, and 
who has what power. That isn't likely to 
change. What can change, however, is 
who or what is in the driver's seat. 

In the past, work has been automated 
and technologies introduced based on 
what was possible. If a new technology 
became available, it was put in the work

place and the organization had to adjust 
accordingly. Since routine tasks were the 
easiest to program, they were the first to 
have technological support. 

Of all the user-related changes emerg
ing today , perhaps the most significant is 
the change from this approach. We are 
beginning to realize that rather than the 
technology dictating the organizational 
structure, the organization should dictate 
the technology. The key to improved 
productivity isn't the technology-it's 
the people and how they work. 

I can't overemphasize the importance 
of this change. No matter how perfectly 
your icons and menus are designed, or 
how well a system supports you in per
forming your job, if you are doing the 
wrong job, the system is a failure. 

For example, putting computers into 
patrol cars is intended to help police per
form their job. But if the technology 
causes the police to devote more time to 
relatively minor offenses (e.g ., unpaid 
traffic fines) instead of to major crimes, 
the system may be a failure. The courts 
are clogged with minor offenses, and lit
tle has been done to help investigate seri
ous crimes. 
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A New Breed 
The past 10 years have seen the develop
ment of a new profession: applied psy
chology. Traditionally, psychology has 
been a discipline that analyzed and tried 
to understand and explain human behav
ior. Now, largely due to problems en
countered in human-computer interac
tions, a new branch of psychology is 
attempting to apply this understanding in 
the context of a design art. The shift is 
from the descriptive to the prescriptive. 

Today, a similar phenomenon exists in 
the discipline of socio-anthropology. If 
you want the society and social struc
tures of work (and play) to drive technol
ogy, the obvious place to look for exper
tise is in disciplines like sociology and 
anthropology. Like psychology , these 
are traditionally analytical, not design , 
disciplines. However, change is coming, 
and a new discipline is being born: ap
plied socio-anthropology. 

Hence, a new breed of anthropolo
gists , such as Lucy Suchman and Gitte 
Jordan (who last studied birthing rites in 
Central America), are stalking the halls 
of the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. 
They are studying the structure of orga

nizations and work, with the intent of 
laying the foundation for a design art that 
takes into account the larger social con
text. Like psychology, socio-anthropol
ogy is becoming a prescriptive as well as 
analytical science. 

Group Dynamics 
Perhaps these social concerns are most 
visible in the rapidly emerging areas of 
computer-supported cooperative work 
and groupware (see the In Depth section 
of the December 1988 BYTE) . This is a 
prime example of the outside-in squeeze. 
On one side, theory is growing out of the 
applied social sciences; on the other, im
portant enabling technologies-such as 
LANs, new display technologies, and 
video conferencing-are emerging. 

Architectures like Xerox's prototype 
System 33 will enable you to create, save, 
index, annotate, retrieve, and share doc
uments independently of how they were 
created or stored . Human concerns , such 
as retinal consistency (i.e ., documents ' 
tendency to remain visually consistent) 
and the reality of different platforms, 
will drive the design. 

Telecommunications, video , and com

puter LANs are converging, resulting in 
new forms of collaboration, such as the 
Cruiser system developed at Bell Com
munications Research by Robert Root 
and Bob Kraut, and Xerox's Media
space. By integrating a range of technol
ogies, both systems permit a degree of 
telepresence and remote collaboration 
previously impossible. 

Slowly but surely, the emerging tech
nologies are going to let you come out of 
the corner to take a full and active role in 
the group . As all three mirrors start to 
work together, they will let you do what 
people do best-namely, be human. 

Bringing Blue Sky Down to Earth 
The danger in writing about technology 
and the future is that you quickly fall into 
the credibility gap. I have used some iso
lated examples to support my case for the 
inadequacy of the GUI to meet the needs 
of today and tomorrow. But are they only 
isolated examples , or is there some evi
dence of a new trend? 

Evidence for a new approach to user
interface design can be found in ma
chines such as the GridPad , Scenario ' s 

continued 

ance desktop computers. 
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wildfire. The STEPserver 386, for example, 
combines a 33MHz 80386'"chip with AMMA, 
making it the fastest machine in its class. And 
they're both specifically designed for maximum 
performance and compatibility with Novell 
NetWare~ 

But the Everex systems offer more than 
sheer speed. Most are upgradable.All come 

1··~··· 1 
I • 

·' 
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ST EPse1ver 286 STEPseiver 386 

with a one-year extendable warranty and a 
one-year renewable on-site service contract 
that also covers all Everex peripherals in 
the system. 

To find out more, call 1-800-334-4552. 
We'll hand you the longest line in the world. 

And the best performing. ~REJE-
EVER lat EXcelltmcc 

and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of thei r respective holders. © 1990 Everex Systems, Inc. 
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DynaWriter, Toshiba's PenPC, Sony 's 
Palmtop, and Go Corp.'s new laptop. 
All these machines have portability and 
on-line character recognition in common 
(see "Sign Here, Please" on page 243). 

These differences lead the way to more 
than just a change of interaction style. By 
being portable, the machines are freed of 
the anchor of their power cord. The tech
nology can go with the worker, rather 
than the worker going to the technology. 
This is an important change. 

Similarly , compared to the GUI, the 
stylus-driven interface better matches 
the style of work and skills that people 
have built up over a lifetime of work and 
education. While the systems' recogni
tion skills are still fairly primitive, this 
style of interface leads toward a way of 
capturing all kinds of spatial and tempo
ral information, such as the types of fig
ures and annotations found on black
boards and notepads. 

Several different techniques have been 
used for symbol recognition, including 
template matching, feature recognition , 
and neural networks. An early but ele
gant feature-recognition technique, 
called trainable character recognition, 

was developed by K. S. Ledeen in 1967. 
It is described in detail in Newman and 
Sproull ' s classic Principles ofInteractive 
Computer Graphics (McGraw-Hill, 1973 
and 1979). [Editor's note: Pseudocode 
for the Ledeen character recognizer is 
available on BIX. See page 5 for details.] 

Being mobile still may mean working 
alone. But the wireless network commu
nications of the Agilis System point to
ward a time when mobile workstations 
will be able to communicate with each 
other, and with larger systems such as 
servers. 

Perhaps nowhere do these concepts 
come together better than in the new por
table from the Active Book Company in 
Cambridge, England. This package has 
true workstation power (5 million in
structions per second average, 10 MIPS 
peak) in a portable package powered by 
the Acorn RISC Machine's RISC proces
sor. In addition to having a stylus-driven 
interface with character recognition, it 
includes a touch surface that you can use 
to "thumb through" the documents you 
are reading or editing. 

The true power and insight of Active 
Book's machine come, however, from 

other emerging technologies, especially 
the new Digital European Cordless Tele
communications standard. In mid-1991 , 
there will be a new pan-European cellular 
phone network, known as D 1, that will 
have a digital channel with built-in error 
correction. Portable workstations like Ac
tive Book's will be able to network from 
anywhere in Europe, even when in motion, 
thus greatly increasing the range and scope 
of both telecommunications and informa
tion technologies. 

People should and must be at the cen
ter of all these new technologies . As 
these technologies evolve, the concerns 
become more complex and demand ever 
greater attention. But I would argue that 
there are grounds for optimism. As tech
nologies evolve, so do the methods and 
theories of design and analysis . New ca
pabilities are emerging, and if you and I 
so choose, we can reap their full poten
tial by design in human terms. • 

Bill Buxton is an adjunct professor of 
computer science at the University of To
ronto and a consultant for Xerox PARC 
and Commodore Business Machines. You 
can reach him on BIX c/o "editors." 

And here's four more. 


286c 386cis 

The world's longest line just got longer. 
The 286c"'and the 386cis"'are based on the 

286/12 and 386SX™ processors. (The 286c is easily 
upgraded.) Both feature an attractive, low pro
file design. And zero-wait state gives them the 
high performance you expect from Everex. 

The new STEP 486125 and 486/33 are hot 

. I -;- . · 1 ~ :! ·- 1 ~ 
•I ' 

--
-

--~--- - -- --·· I-~- ..... 
' 

486125 486/33 

even by Everex standards. The 486/33, for 
example, clocks in at about 20 MIPS-well 
into mainframe territory. 

To find out more, call 1-800-334-4552. 
Better hurry. There's no telling how long 

the line will be 
ifyou wait. ~REJf-

Evr R IOI EXr·~ICncl' 
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Build a multi-user, 
85K, dBASE com
patible application 
using pulldown menus, 
popup windows, and 
data entry from 
pick lists. 

Portable 
When you are done, 
port your application 
to Unix, Microsoft 
Windows and OS/2 
without modifying a 
single line of code. 

Then watch as your 
application runs many 
times faster than corre
sponding dBASE, Clipper 
or Foxbase programs. 

Finally, you can keep 
all the profits after you 
have distributed unlimited 
numbers of your executable 
programs royalty free. 

Compatible 
Code Base 4 lets you access 
and modify the data, index 
and memo files of dBASE 
III, dBASE IV, or Clipper. 
Consquently, you can take 
advantage of dBASE com
patible tools such as R&R 
Relational Report Writer. 

Switch between Turbo C, 
Quick C, and Microsoft C. 
Take advantage of integrated 

-- development 
environments, sophisticated 
debuggers, and programs 
which compile and link 
in seconds. 

Learn Code Base 4 by 
consulting the comprehensive 
206 page user's guide while 
interactively executing Code 
Base 4 routines from a 
learning utility. Then try 
example programs from the 
diskettes or the user's guide. 
You will easily remember the 
Code Base 4 routines which 

Circle 258 on Reader Service Card 

•' 
correspond directly 
to familiar dBASE 
commands. 

Source Included 
As you become an 
expert Code Base 4 
user, you will find 
yourself examining the 
source code as you read 
about the internal 
operating principles 
of Code Base 4. 

Enjoy the benefits of 
complete dBASE func
tionality, including data 
entry, windows, menus, 
multiple index files per 
database, dBASE 
expression evaluation, 
fields, filters, relations, 
reindexing, and editing. 

Order Today 
Order Code Base 4 at $295 
and you will soon know why 
Sequiter Software Inc. and 
most software dealers are 
happy to give a 30 day 
money back guarantee!! 

Call (403) 448-0313 
Fax (403) 448-0315 

~!~J.~~ 111111 
P.O. Box 5659, Station L 
Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada T6C 4G 1 



The IBM RISC System/ 

Designing on any other workstation 


---v~· · 

Whatever you' re creating, you'll sail into a whole 
new age with any of the four POWERstations in the 
RISC System/6000 
family. Because 
POWER (Perform
ance Optimization 
With Enhanced RISC). . 
processmg can give 
you performance 
you've probably only 
dreamed about: 

up to four instructions per machine cycle, 42 MIPS 
and 13 MFLOPS. Suddenly, complex designs don' t 
take eons anvmore. 

The foti'r RISC System/6000 POWERstations 
feature a range of graphics processors from grayscale 
to Supergraphics to satisfy any graphics demand. 
Great news for Power Seekers working on animation, 
scientific visualization, medical imaging and engi
neering solutions like CADAM~ CAEDS'" and CATIA~ 
And for electrical design automation, there's IBM's 
all new CBDS™and an arsenal of over 60 EDA appli-

IBM is a registered trademark and RISC System/6000 and CAEDS are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. CADAM is a trademark of CADAM INC. CATIA is a 

~~'lfAAa!f<H~ ~8~~~~~~~e~~o~ ~~~6~?;;1~~~,~~se~~n~7~a~~ 1~~.5~f~~cc°~~~~~B:au rights reserved. 
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6000" family. 
will seem downright primitive. 


cations from more than a dozen vendors. 
With every POW ERstation , you can get an almost 

unimaginable palette of 16 million colors, which gives 
you 3 D images so realistic, they fairly leap off the 
screen, with super sharp resolution of l,280xl,024 pixels. 
And when it's time to call in the heavy artillery, the 
POW ERstation 730 draws nearly one million 3 D vec 
tors per second. Like all POWERstations, it can come 
complete with its own graphics processo1; freeing the 
POWER processor to rapidly create and analyze your 
designs. All at prices that won' t sink anybody's budget. 

So if you' re tired of paddling upstream with 
yesterday's performance, call your IBM marketing 
representative or 
Business Partner to 
find out more about 
the RISC System/6000 
family. For literature, 
call I 800 IBM-6676, 
ext. 991. 

Civilization never 
looked so good. 

M~1---~~~~-

For the Power Seel{er. 
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Recently Byte magazine 
performance tested 26 VGA 
monitors. 261 Of the 26, one monitor 

stood out above all the rest. In a 
burst of eloquence, Byte's Testing 
Editors called that monitor "a rose 
among the thorns." • 

We call it the CM-1296 


You'll call it "remarkable." 


We'll send you a free reprint of the Byte article. 
complete specifications of the CM-1296. and detailed 
information about all the monitors in our line. Just send 
us your business card, or call 1-800-827-2850, ext. 213. 
Tatung Company of America. Video Display Division. 
2850 El Presidio St., Long Beach. CA 9081 0 

O TATUNG® 
Engineering at Its best. 

• S. Diehl , H. Eglowstein, BYTE, 3/90 
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ST A TE OF THE ART 

COMPUTING WITHOUT KEYBOARDS 

Living in a Virtual 

World 


Stereoscopic vision lets you enter 360-degree 3-D virtual environments
and do real work there 

Scott S. Fisher and Jane Morrill Tazelaar 

I 
magine learning about 
computers by taking a 
trip inside them. You 
can look to the left or 

the right as your whim dic
tates because you have a com
plete 360-degree image-sur
round viewpoint available. If 
a particular chip catches your 
eye, you can approach it and 
look at it from all sides. You 
can see firsthand how it con
nects to the board and how it 
relates to other chips. You can 
" walk" the circuits to see 
where they lead . If you see 
something that you don't 
understand, you can pick it up 
and examine it more fully . 
Sounds like Tron, doesn 't it? 

Imagine creating a three
dimen siona I model with a 
CAD package. But, instead of 
viewing it on a 2-D screen, 
you put on a headset or turn to 
a stereoscopic viewer and 
move into 3-D space with 
your model. You move around the model 
and into it , seeing it from all sides, look
ing for errors , making sure that what you 
created was what you intended to create, 
and fixing problems in real time. 

Once again , science fiction is turning 
into science fact. Three-dimensional vir
tual space is becoming another option in 
the panoply of interfaces available . And 
the more you think about it, the more ap-

ILLUSTRATION : MARC YANKUS © 1990 

plications come to mind . Architects 
could tour their buildings during the 
planning stages , thus discovering prob
lems while they ' re easily and inexpen
sively fi xed . Doctors could practice deli
cate surgery without risk to the patient. 
Computer operators could enter a virtual 
data environment , manipulate data and 
monitor system tasks , move windows 
around in three dimensions , push simu

lated buttons on virtual con
trol panels , or reconfigure the 
system as needed without 
leaving the console. 

A variety of technologies 
enable this dimensional 
switch. One is the stereoscop
ic vision that allows you to see 
in three dimensions . In the 
real world , depth and distance 
perceptions are possible be
cause we have two eyes, each 
of which sees the world slight
ly differently . To translate 
this ability to the virtual 
world, that perceptual differ
ence must be maintained . 
Therefore, two screens are 
necessary, each of which pro
vides a slightly different view 
of the subject. And for each 
eye to see only the screen con
taining its view of the world, 
these screens must be shown 
only to the appropriate eye. 
Head-mounted devices and 
stereoscopic viewers provide 

this type of interface. 

A New Style of Headgear 
One of the leaders in the research into 
head-mounted devices is NASA's Ames 
Research Center . The intent is to provide 
a multisensory, interactive, 3-D inter
face for use with the space program, but 
the resulting environments and devices 

continued 
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LIVING IN A VIRTUAL WORLD 

are far more versatile than that focus 
would suggest. The scientists at Ames 
have developed the Virtual Interface En
vironment Workstation (VIEW), a wide
angle, head-mounted , stereoscopic dis
play system that the operator' s voice, 
position, and gestures control (see photo 
1) . This system enables you to explore all 
360 degrees of a virtual environment and 
interact with it in various ways . 

The idea of surrounding an operator in 
a 360-degree virtual world is not new. In 
1958, Philco developed a remote stereo
camera pair and head-mounted display . 
And Dr. Ivan Sutherland helped to create 
a head-mounted transparent 3-D display 
system while he was at Harvard. Some 
current head-mounted devices show a 2
D display to one eye while the other sees 
the real world. (See the text box "You 
Say You Want an Evolution" on page 
218.) 

The original head-mounted displays 
developed at NASA Ames were retrofit
ted into a motorcycle helmet. The visor 
contained two LCDs, one for each eye, 
with 100- by 100-pixel screens. The cur
rent headset, however, is much lighter 
and far less claustrophobic than this he!

Photo I: VIEW is a wide-angle , head
mounted, stereoscopic display system 
controlled by the operator's voice, 
position, and gestures. 

met was . The ultimate aim is to come up 
with a simple visor-like apparatus . Sev
eral devices on this order are currently in 
prototype. In addition to their 3-D dis
play capabilities, they also include a 
head-tracking device, a microphone to be 
used for continuous-speech recognition, 
and earphones for 3-D sound cueing. 

The sense of entering a virtual reality 

is reinforced by the wide-angle image 
that can be generated in high resolution 
(up to 1000 by 1000 pixels) . The image 
appears to surround you, and the head
tracking technology (with six degrees of 
freedom) enables you to change your 
point of view by simply turning your 
head. The effect is one of being present 
within a computer-generated (or remote
camera-recorded) world. To maintain 
this effect , the image is updated in real 
time (up to 30 frames per second) when it 
changes. In addition, the two displays are 
closely synchronized to present coordi
nated images to the eyes. Eye cups are 
used to prevent any ambient light from 
interfering with the illusion. 

As the technology evolved, so did the 
desire to be able to interact with the vir
tual environment-to touch its objects, 
pick them up, examine them, and even 
speak to or about them. NASA Ames 
also developed enabling technologies 
that allow interaction with this virtual 
world . This interaction can be tactile 
(using touch-oriented technologies) , ver
bal (using speech recognition), or optical 
(using eye-tracking technology) . 

continued 
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DEMAND QUALITY 

You've heard all about those 
"Super-Big-Number-One" cartridges. 

We've heard all about you 
wanting Solutions, not numbers. 

Introducing the Solution II™ 
series of font cartridges, 
featuring the quality, hand
tuned fonts, most requested 
by demanding laser printer 
users. 

For those special needs, the 
Custom Solution II TM cartridge 
is custom engineered for your 
unique requirements. Your 
Custom Solution II TM cartridge 
will include fonts , logos, signa
tures or other graphic images. 

' 
~~ - 
---~-

-=--~---:----

ldll'~~~~:::~J~~:in'S L1d. 

Solution ff 1,1,1 • 

L_ __ _ 

Mitchell Pacific 

Suite 1050, 10303 Jasper Avenue 


Edmonton, Alberta Canada TSJ 3N6 

Phone (403) 425-0100 Fax (403) 420-0900 
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P E R I S C 0 P E® IV 


THE REAL-TIME 

SOURCE-LEVEL DEBUGGER 


wth Periscope Model IV, you 
can debug your software while it runs 
at full speed, something no software
only debugger can do. 

You can also examine the execution 
history of a hardware interrupt in 
Periscope IV's real-time trace 
buffer, something else no 
software-only debugger can 

I 
do. 
When Periscope 
The Going IV helps 
Gets you debug 
Tough... most any pro
gram, but is specially designed to 
debug programs that software-only 
debuggers can't. Model IV users use it 
to debug TSRs, ISRs, device-drivers, 
DOS, BIOS, communications software, 
real-time data acquisition programs, 
multitasking software, network soft
ware, keyboard drivers, disk caching 
software, systems software, spread 
sheets, EMM products, and so forth. 

''Periscope is my #1 favorite pro
gram... I would rather change my editor 
than my debugger," writes Phil Mayes, 
who used Periscope IV to track down 
some very elusive bugs causing 
intermittent corruption. 

Periscope IV provides source-level 
support for popular PC compilers and 
linkers, such as those produced by 
Microsoft, Borland, and others, and it 

The Periscope manual, software, break
out switch and quick-reference card are 
included with Model IV 

"TheModel IV 
hardware really 
makes Periscope 
shine, especially 
when you've got 
timing-related 

problems. I can 
now track down 

changing pointers 
and altered buffers 

on my 386. I've 
been using it to 
debug Crosstalk® 

Mk. 4 and there's 
just no better way 

to do it." 
JEFF GARBERS 

Director ofSoftware 

Development 


Crosstalk Communications 

runs on most any 80286 or 80386 at 
speeds up to 25MHz. 

The new Remote Debugging 
feature lets you use Periscope IV to 
debug programs running on IBM 

PS/2s and compatibles. The 
optional Plus board keeps Peri

scope from using any of the 
lower 640K, so Periscope 

can't be overwritten 
and doesn't use the 

memory your program 
needs. 

You can try FREE I 
Periscope IV 10-day 

for ten days at Evaluation 
no charge before you buy it. Call 
our toll-free number for details. 

Periscope IV prices range from 
$2195 for a 16 MHz 80286 system to 
$2995 for a 25 MHz 80386 system. 
The optional 512K Periscope PLUS 
board is $400. 

Given the value of your time, can 
you afford not to try it? 

Call Toll-Free Today for 

More Information or to 

Order Your Periscope: 


800-722-7006 


In the UK call Roundhill Computer 
Systems at 0672 84 535 . In Gemiany call 
H+B EDY at 07542 6353 or ComFood at 
02534 7093. In Sweden call LinSoft at 013 
124780. 
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You Say You Want an Evolution 
Bob Ryan 

N ot all advances in man-machine 
interfaces involve radical new 

technology. Some advances are more 
evolutionary, although they can have 
revolutionary effects . 

A case in point is The Private Eye, a 
computer monitor from Reflection 
Technologies (see photo A). Like the 
CRT display on your desk, it outputs 
characters and graphics from a personal 
computer. The difference is that The 
Private Eye weighs a mere 2 1A ounces 
and fits easily in the palm of your hand . 

Red Lights and Mirrors 
The Private Eye uses a 280-element 
LED, an adjustable lens, a vibrating 
mirror, and the persistence of your vi
sion to produce a 720- by 280-pixel dis
play in a viewing window less than 1 
inch square. It produces CGA text using 
a 9- by 11-pixel font instead of the nor
mal 8 by 8, and standard 640- by 200
pixel CGA graphics. 

Unlike a conventional CRT display, 
which "paints" its output 1 pixel at a 
time from the top left to the bottom right 
of the display, The Private Eye works 
with whole columns of pixels at once. 
When attached to a personal computer, 
for example, it gets each output frame 
from its specialized display-adapter 
card and stores the frame in a buffer. It 
then uses the data for the first column of 
the display to activate its 280-element 
LED. A mirror reflects this output into 
a lens, which focuses it onto your eye . 

Next, the second column of the dis
play activates the LED, while the mir

It's What's Inside That Counts 
Within the headset, the twisted-nematic, 
monochromatic LCDs accept a standard 
National Television System Committee 
signal and need some sort of backlight
ing (current versions use very bright, 
miniature fluorescent tubes that create a 
contrast ratio of about 7 to 1). The cur
rent size of each display is 3. 9 inches (on 
the diagonal) with a 4-to-3 aspect ratio . 

LCDs were used because they are 
lightweight, safe, and inexpensive, and 
they draw little power. Their resolution 
at present is 640 by 220 pixels with ap
proximately 16 levels of gray scale . They 
are viewed through a pair of wide-angle 
magnifying lenses mounted about 5 mil
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Photo A: The Private Eye computer 
monitor is more useful than it may 
first appear. It lets you view 
important data while simultaneously 
working on tasks, and it provides the 
ultimate in portability. 

ror changes angle slightly so that the 
second column is reflected to the right 
of the first . It repeats this procedure for 
all 720 columns of the display , 50 times 
per second. Because your eye fools your 
brain into thinking that it sees all 720 
columns at the same time, you see the 
complete 720 by 280 display. 

Focal Points 
Because The Private Eye uses a lens in
stead of a screen, you can focus its out
put to appear close at hand or far away . 
This is important, because The Private 
Eye works with one eye only. To prevent 
eyestrain, you focus both eyes on the 
same object and then focus The Private 
Eye so that it appears as far away as the 
distant object. The output is thus super
imposed over the background . 

limeters from the screens. These lenses 
distort the displayed image with a "pin
cushion" effect. To compensate for this 
distortion, the image capture or genera
tion technology must create a "barrel" 
distortion compensation in order to rep
resent the image correctly . 

The very wide-angle field of view of 
these optics is also key in the display. 
The feeling of being in a virtual world re
quires that the field of vision closely re
semble that of human binocular vision . A 
small window into the virtual world will 
not suffice. The displays must complete
ly fill your field of vision to give you a 
true sense of being present in the virtual 
environment (120 degrees both horizon-

Because you don't constantly change 
focus between your display and the 
background, The Private Eye lets you 
work at other tasks while viewing im
portant data. With the headset attach
ment, it also frees your hands for other 
tasks. For example, a surgeon could po
sition The Private Eye for viewing vital 
patient information with an upward 
glance without breaking concentration. 

In addition to providing freedom for 
hands and eyes , The Private Eye also 
obviously redefines the lower limits of 
portable computing. Systems using it 
promise to make vest-pocket computers 
a practical reality. The Private Eye can 
also enhance the utility of products that 
don't currently have a full-size display. 
For example, it can add display capabil
ity to a hand-held fax or a radio pager. 

Changes in Perception 
While The Private Eye uses some very 
interesting technology , it does not rep
resent a new paradigm for getting infor
mation from a computer. It remains a 
recognizable member of the family of 
computer displays . 

What The Private Eye demonstrates 
is how an evolutionary advance in tech
nology can change how we interact with 
computers . By making displays more 
portable and less obtrusive, it makes 
many more areas accessible to com
puters . Imagine what the next evolution
ary advance will bring. 

Bob Ryan is a BYTE technical editor. He 
can be reached on BIX as "b.ryan. " 

tally and vertically, with up to 90 de
grees overlap in the binocular fields). 

The headset also contains a tracking 
device that detects where within the envi
ronment you are looking . Currently, 
NASA Ames is using an electromagnetic 
device for this purpose, one that can de
termine where the head is within a mag
netic field . It combines azimuth elevation 
and roll information with x,y,z position 
information (with 0.03-inch resolution 
and 0 .10-degree accuracy). With this in
formation , the system can refresh the 
image shown to one that matches the po
sition of your head. New images are 
drawn so quickly that it feels as if you 're 

continued 



How to plan your LAN. 

You'll need a pencil. 

That's to write down the telephone number 
on the bottom of this page. Which will con
nect you with Samsung's nationwide network 
of resellers . And the Samsung/Novell co
labeled line of LAN hardware. 

With one call you can plan on substantial 
savings over the big name computers which, 
despite high clock rates and even higher price 
tags, are not really optimized for networking. 

And you can plan on 100 percent compat
ibility with all versions of Novell's NetWare~ 
because Samsung's LAN hardware was co
designed by Novell. 

THE TESTING WENT IN 
BEFORE THE lABEL WENT ON. 

Samsung's 386AE and PCterminal/286 have 
been tested exhaustively and certified by 
Novell for compatibility with all popular net
working products. In fact , Samsung's 386AE 
is one of 3 fileservers certified by Novell to 
run NetWare 386. 

Novell's engineers successfully tested 
the PCterminal / 286 in 1200 network 
configurations...with 50 units running at once! 
No other computer manufacturer can make 
that claim. 

NETWORKING VS. NOTWORKING. 

What's the difference? Take our 386AE 
Fileserver. It includes Novell's Advanced 
BIOS and 8 expansion slots to accommodate 
multiple network interface cards and disk 
controllers. Plus an oversize power supply 
for driving dual high capacity hard disks and 
tape backup system. Plus 4 megabytes of 
memory for disk caching. 

Then there's Samsung's PCterminal/286 
Diskless Workstation with a built-in Ethernet 
interface and Remote Boot EPROM. 

And not to be overlooked is our 16-bit 
SE2100 Ethernet Interface Card which pro
vides up to twice the throughput for the price 
of an 8-bit card. 

WINNER OF 

CALL TODAY. 
For the name of the Samsung READERS 
reseller nearest you, call us today CHOICE -
at 1-800-624-8999, ext. 851. 	 SAMSUNG/NOVELL, 

PCterminal/286 

The 386AE and PCtenninal/286. More than affordable. c8 SAMSUNG 
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An Alternative Approach 


T he counterbalanced CRT-based 
stereoscopic viewer provides an al

ternative virtual-environment viewing 
technology that should be easier to inte
grate into the typical desktop environ
ment than the head-mounted device . Its 
display characteristics are similar to 
those of the headset. However, the 
CCSV sports handles with which you 
can move it around to a convenient posi
tion, much as you would a pair of bin
oculars (see photo B) . 

Although the CCSV is not head
mounted, it is head-coupled. The device 
is mounted on a counterbalanced kine
matic linkage (permitting unrestricted 
motion within a 35-inch radius from a 
fixed point of attachment) and includes 
a dual-CRT-based stereoscopic viewer 
with wide-angle optics, a dedicated 
microprocessor system that monitors 
joint angles in the linkage, and a video
electronics box. 

The device includes a dedicated 8088 
microprocessor card , an AID conver
sion card , and an RS-232C communica
tions card housed in an STD-bus box. 
The software that is executing on the 
microprocessor polls the RS-232C line 
waiting for data requests from the host. 
When a data request comes, the STD 
system assembles the current values of 
the six AID channels (one for each of 
the joint readings that the host translates 
into angles) into a 12-byte packet. Then 
it sends this packet over the RS-232C 
interface to the host at speeds of 9600 
bps to 19,200 bps. (In the next version 
of the CCSV, NASA Ames is planning 
to replace the STD box with an IBM PC 
or AT.) 

The CCSV provides a wide field of 
vision, 360 degrees of freedom, and a 
strong three-dimensional illusion, and it 
lets you easily enter and leave its virtual 
world . Imagine how awkward it would 

really there (the typical pixel response 
time is about 32 milliseconds) . 

There are some disadvantages to the 
headset approach . For one , while you're 
wearing a headset, you're pretty well 
tethered to one place. For another, it's 
more complicated to switch back and 
forth between different tasks if you have 
to take off the headset every time you 
want to see something outside the virtual 
world. And you may need to view some 
things in higher resolution than the cur
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be to try to take a quick peek at some
thing through a head-mounted device. 

How Does It Differ? 
This viewer uses two inexpensive ($50) 
black-and-white TV screens (4'h inches 
on the diagonal and with a 4-to-3 aspect 
ratio) with integral implosion protection 
and meeting radiation x-ray emission 
standards. CRT faceplates are flat 
(within 0.006 inch) for both internal 
and external phosphor-bearing sur
faces. In this case, flat matters; the 
optics of the CCSV were designed as
suming a flat-image source. 

The CRT screens display about 400 
lines each. While this resolution is quite 
modest , compare it to the headset's 
LCDs (about 220 lines each) . The color 

Photo B: The CCSV, a stereoscopic 
viewerfixed on a counterbalanced 
kinematic linkage, lets you easily 
enter and leave the virtual world. 

rent LCD-based headsets allow. Thus, a 
separate CRT-based stereoscopic viewer 
was developed to supplement, and in 
some cases replace, the headset (see the 
text box " An Alternative Approach" 
above). 

Another technology under investiga
tion at NASA Ames is eye tracking . Eye 
tracking will reveal the point at which 
your eyes converge-that is, where they 
are focused. Thus , you could pull down 
menus or move a cursor simply by look-

mask used by current color LCDs fur
ther reduces their effective resolution 
by more than 50 percent, so the im
provement in the resolution is quite no
ticeable. 

You can place diffusion filters in 
front of the LCD to reduce the graini
ness, but they blur the images. The fil
ters also blend the color triads. Since the 
CRTs in the CCSV are analog devices, 
they have no shadow mask. Thus , indi
vidual pixels appear as a smooth image 
rather than as an array of dots. 

But It's Not Perfect 
The optics iri the CCSV introduce a 
chromatic aberration that appears more 
pronounced than that in the LCD view
ers. It is particularly noticeable along 
the borders of computer-generated 
images; the change in contrast creates a 
blue or yellow fringe effect. This is 
probably due to the increased contrast 
ratio of the CRTs. Using color CRTs 
wouldn't solve the problem, because the 
shadow mask would be visible through 
the wide-angle optics . 

The CCSV also suffers from the pin
cushion distortion seen in the headset. 
Again, this distortion is balanced with 
an equal but opposite barrel distortion 
when using a remote camera. Com
puter-generated graphics, however , 
don' t compensate for this problem, but 
it's not as distracting as you might 
think. You have to really look to find it. 

Another problem with the CCSV oc
curs in a group work environment. As 
you pass the device from one person to 
another, the viewpoint changes . It 
would be nice to have some · sort of 
"viewpoint freeze" button on such a 
unit so you could easily pass the device 
to someone else and know that he or she 
will see the exact same point in a 3-D 
image that you were looking at. 

ing at a certain point. In addition, the op
tions for depth-of-field information in
crease when eye tracking is used. (For 
more information on eye tracking, see 
"Between Man and Machine," Septem
ber 1988 BYTE.) 

Plans for the VIEW system's near fu
ture include 

• correcting the distortion problem 
on computer-generated images, 

• speeding up the frame refresh rate , 
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• raising the resolution, 
• adding color display elements , 
• adding spatially correct 3-D sound 


cueing, 

• providing tactile feedback, 
• integrating multiple viewpoints , 


and 

• creating multiple workstation 


configurations that allow the 

various operators to be present and 

interactive in the same virtual 

environment. 


A Portable, Interactive Workspace 
Unlike most 360-degree virtual environ
ments, such as flight simulators , VIEW 
doesn't use large, special-purpose pro
jection configurations. It is portable and 
inexpensive and doesn't require a large 
amount of space or equipment. Com
pared to other head-mounted displays , it 
is unique ; it presents a stereoscopic 
image that is very similar to human bin
ocular vision. It also uses state-of-the-art 
speech, auditory, and tactile inputs. 

The VIEW system provides a level of 
interaction that can reduce your work
load and training requirements while in
creasing your productivity. It does this 
by providing a uniform, graphical inter
face for a variety of tasks, and multi 
modal channels for speech, touch, and 
vision inputs . Seeing task-related infor
mation in a full 360-degree 3-D environ
ment can increase your awareness and ef
fectiveness in monitoring spatial tasks 
and spatial portrayals of2-D tasks . • 
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... to your data collection and 
data entry problems! 

The Psion Organiser II 

&dCAPP 


Psion Gives You the Answers! 

With eight different Organiser 11 models to choose from, Psion lets 
you select the Organiser II that best meets your needs. Standard 
configurations are available with or without built-in software pro
grams, and provide the options of either two or four lines of LCD 

display, several different 
keyboard designs, and from 32K 
to 96K of internal RAM memory. 
All Organiser units can use our 
removable and interchangeable 
memory modules, allowing the 
Organiser 11 to be configured to 
meet your unique data and 
program memory require
ments. 

POWER 
The Organiser II is a powerful 
hand held computer capable of 
running a broad range of pre
written programs. When an off 
the shelf program just won't due, 
you can custom program the 
Organiser II to the unique 
requirements of your 
application . From inventory 
control to remote sales order 
entry, the Organiser II has the 
power to do the job. 

PERIPHERALS 
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data collection to an RS-485 
factory floor network , the 
Organiser II has the right tools 
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Bar Code Wands , Laser 
Scanners, Mag Card Readers, 
Portable Modems and Printers, 
Carrying Cases, all the way to a 
broad range of interfaces which 
include serial , parallel and 
multiple types of SPC devices. 

dCAPP Gives You the Solution!! 
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allowing even non-programmers the ability to create their own 
custom data collection program for the Organiser II in a matter 
of minutes, including its own operating instructions manual. • 
dCAPP data collection software is completely user configurable. 
Keyboard, Magnetic Card , or BAR CODE input . • Direct Interface 
to most Database and Spreadsheet programs; (dBASE 3, dBASE 
4, Lotus 123, D.l.F. , and many others) . 
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Tools and Equipment Control; Sales Route Accounting; Quality 
Control and Inspection Reporting; Tank Farm Gauging; Stores 
Accounting ; Plant Inspection; and More ... 
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When you're an Oscar-award winning 

Special Effects Director with $20 million on the 

line, there's one demon you never want to see. 

Afloppy disk that flops. 

So Colin Chilvers, the special effects genius 

behind "The Legend of Hell House," "The 

Rocky Horror Picture Show," three "Superman" 

movies, and director of TV's "War of the Worlds," 

and the "Moonwalker/Smooth Criminal" 

video, takes no chances. 

He relies on Sony, the worldwide innovators 

who developed the 3.5'' floppy disk format. 

Because it tokes more than talent and 

money to make a major movie fly. And each 

of his multi-million dollar productions features 

vast computer generated data. From script 

writing and production schedules to shot lists, 

insurance and crew sheets. 

If Chilvers loses just one of these vital 

bytes, he knows it could cost him his single-

minded vision. 

So ovoid nightmares. Specify Sony floppy 

disks and data cartridges. 

No director can risk a flop. And neither 

con you. 

SONY: 
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STATE OF THE ART 

COMPUTING WITHOUT KEYBOARDS 

The Spoken Word 

Replace the "look and feel" ofGU/s 


with the "ask and tell" ofvoice interfaces 


Kai-Fu Lee, Alexander G. Hauptmann, and Alexander/. Rudnicky 

A 
!though you no 
longer use toggle 
switches to com
municate with 

computers, computer input is 
still more of a barrier than a 
gateway for the average per
son. Voice interfaces offer the 
possibility of interacting with 
computers using our most nat
ural and best-developed com
munication skill-speech. 

The promise of speech-rec
ognition technology is that it 
will remove the communica
tions barrier between people 
and their machines. It will 
make the power of computers 
available to everyone, and it 
will help those who use com
puters daily to do so more 
effectively. 

Besides ease of expression, 
speech offers many other ad
vantages in communicating 
with your computer . Speed is 
one: Most people easily speak 
at rates of200 words per minute, yet few 
can type better than 60 wpm. Speech can 
also remove some of the physical limita
tions of interacting with computers: You 
could control your computer while work
ing in the dark (say, in a photographic 
darkroom) or without sitting at the key
board (e .g., while rummaging through a 
file cabinet or reading in information 
over a telephone). 

ILLUSTRATION : MARC YANKUS © 1990 

Speech recognition can even let you 
use a computer in places where it would 
otherwise be impossible or dangerous
imagine being able to use a voice-acti
vated navigation assistant while driving 
your car. 

Although speech is not the ultimate 
mode of input (you might not want to ta! k 
for 8 hours straight every day, or de
scribe pictures verbally) , it nevertheless 

offers unique advantages not 
available in other types of in
terfaces. 

Speech Background 
Two decades of R&D have es
tablished the importance of 
the following dimensions in 
understanding the properties 
of a given speech-recognition 
device: 

• Speaker dependence versus 
independence: A speaker-de
pendent system is trained to 
recognize only a single voice. 
A speaker-independent sys
tem can recognize anyone's 
speech, but with less accu
racy. 
• Discrete words versus con
tinuous speech: A discrete
word system (also called an 
isolated-word system) re
quires pauses between words . 
Continuous-speech recogni
tion lets you speak in a natural 

manner, but it is more complex and 
error-prone. 
• Vocabulary size and grammar com
plexity: A system vocabulary defines the 
set of recognizable words , and the gram
mar defines the types of sentences (i.e., 
word sequences) allowed or preferred. 
Small vocabularies and restrictive gram
mars are easier for speech recognition , 

continued 
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COMPONENTS OF A VOICE-INTERFACE SYSTEM 

Speech recognition 
Training 
speech 

Training ----'-from one 
1 or many 

speakers 
Speech 
models 

Speech 
recognition 

Sentence 

Speech understanding 

Figure 1: A voice-input system consists ofthree primary components. Speech 
processing converts spoken utterances into a digital representation ofthe input using 
AID conversion and signal-processing techniques. Speech recognition matches the 
input representation with models built into the system. Vocabulary and grammar 
constraints eliminate many alternative interpretations. Speech understanding is a 
higher-level function that tries to make sense ofthe input. Small domains can be 
understood fairly well, but current systems don't deal well with unconstrained 
speech. 

but systems with large vocabularies and 
loose grammars are more useful. 
• Speech recognition versus speech un
derstanding: A speech-recognition de
vice produces a sequence of words, while 
a speech-understanding system tries to 
interpret the speaker's intention. 

All voice-interface systems-both 
commercial and research-strive for 
high accuracy. Invariably, they achieve 
if, but only by compromising on one or 
more of the above dimensions. When you 
select a system, you must carefully con
sider your needs and understand the ca
pabilities your application requires . 

Figure 1 shows a common organiza
tion for voice-interface systems . All of 
them have, in one form or another, three 
components: speech processing, recog
nition, and understanding. 

Sound Bites 
Speech processing is a sequence of trans
formations that converts an analog 
speech signal into a compact yet infor
mative digital representation of speech. 
It is essentially a signal-processing func
tion. A microphone converts the changes 
that the speech causes in air pressure to 
voltage variations. The system samples 
these variations and digitizes them using 
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an AID converter. A system typically 
samples spoken input 6000 to 20,000 
t,imes per second, with each sample con
sisting ofabout 12 bits to ensure adequate 
representation of the sound. The se
quence of numbers thus created is called 
the digital waveform. 

In principle, you could try to directly 
recognize the digital waveform. But be
cause a 5-second utterance may produce 
up to 100,000 numbers, such processing 
is prohibitively expensive . Also, the 
waveform contains both redundant infor
mation and unimportant variations; pro
cessing it all would also be redundant 
and inefficient. Accordingly, speech sys
tems apply digital-signal-processing 
techniques to reduce the redundancy and 
to enhance the salient features of speech. 
These techniques typically generate a 
descriptive vector of about eight to 20 
floating-point numbers for each 0 .01 
second ( centisecond) of speech. 

Common reduction techniques include 
filter banks and fast Fourier transforms 
that, for each centisecond of speech, de
termine the energy level in different 
(usually logarithmically scaled) fre
quency bands, and linear predictive cod
ing, which generates a vector of the coef
ficients of a linear equation that predicts 
the spectrum of the current centisecond 

of speech, based on previous samples. 
These techniques produce about 1000 

to 2000 floating-point numbers per sec
ond of speech, about an order of magni
tude reduction from the waveform. Es
sentially, no information is lost in this 
representation, because resynthesized 
speech sounds about the same as the 
original speech. To gain further effi
ciency at a small loss in accuracy, some 
systems compress speech to as few as 
200 bytes per second. 

Matchmaking 
Speech recognition involves comparing 
an utterance-now a sequence of repre
sentation vectors-against prestored 
speech models , subject to lexical and 
grammatical constraints. In all cases, 
you need to train speech models before 
you can use the system for recognition. 
These models can be based on a number 
of speech units, depending on the ap
proach taken . Some of them include 
whole words or phrases, syllables, and 
phonemes. Some of the common model
ing techniques include the following 
three: 

•Dynamic time warping , which matches 
speech patterns against prestored pattern 
templates by temporally aligning them 
using dynamic programming algo
rithms. DTW models are trained by av
eraging several exemplars of each word 
in the vocabulary. DTW is widely used 
in commercial speech recognizers. 
• The Hidden Markov model, which ab
stracts properties of speech in a prob
abilistic framework . Using automatic 
algorithms, the system learns probabili
ties of speech events and their durations. 
HMMs have superior generalization 
ability, and they have been found suitable 
for large vocabularies and continuous
speech, as well as speaker-independent, 
applications. HMMs are the predomi
nant technology in most research sys
tems and some commercial systems. 
•Neural networks, which constitute a 
promising new technology that codes 
speech properties in a distributed repre
sentation (see "Building Blocks for 
Speech," August 1989 BYTE) . Neural 
networks have many desirable proper
ties, such as generalization and discrimi
native capabilities. Although there are no 
large-scale neural-network speech-rec
ognition systems, they have been used as 
components of research systems and in 
some commercial systems. 

The sequence of models that are pro
duced by the speech-recognition system 

continued 
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Practically Speaking 


V oice interfaces are available to 
anyone who owns an IBM PC, XT, 

AT, or compatible. Total vocabulary, 
however, is not the best measure of a 
system's performance. The active vo
cabulary-the number of words from 
which you can choose at any given mo
ment-is a better measure. In addition, 
rated vocabulary size represents only 
the capacity of a system and does not 
imply an adequate accuracy at full 
capacity. 

When the active vocabularies are 
small, many commercial systems allow 
applications to switch contexts and load 
a completely new vocabulary at appro
priate points. Thus, even relatively 
limited active vocabularies can accom
modate tasks requiring larger lexicons, 
as long as you can subdivide them. 

The trade-offs that are found in re
search systems-speaker dependence 
versus speaker independence, discrete 
words versus continuous speech, and 
vocabulary size versus performance
are also evident in commercial systems. 
In addition, price plays a role. 

No recent rigorous testing of recogni
tion accuracy has been performed to 
compare the different products. While 
every commercial system claims accu
racy rates greater than 90 percent (up to 
about 99 percent), in practice we have 
found that these estimates are often 
quite confusing. They strongly depend 
on the actual words used to evaluate the 
systems, the noise environment during 
the evaluation, and the linguistic-model 
constraints expressed in the grammar. 
As a result, we cannot comment on the 
actual performance accuracy of these 
systems. 

Every supplier of voice-interface 
technology offers some set of develop
ment tools to help you create an inter
face suitable for your application task. 
These interfaces may provide facilities 
for retraining the system to understand 
words that are poorly recognized and 
for building a linguistic model that re
duces the effective number of words that 
the system must discriminate. There are 
also different approaches to error recov
ery: by keyboard, mouse, or voice 
alone, and with different types of 
"error-editing" capabilities. 

At the high end of the performance 
spectrum, you find relatively large vo
cabulary systems of 5000 words to 

40,000 words (from Kurzweil Applied 
Intelligence , Speech Systems, and 
Dragon Systems) . Dragon Systems' 
DragonDictate-30K and Kurzweil 's 
VoiceReport system require that you 
pause slightly between words, while 
Speech Systems' DS200 accepts contin
uous voice input. These systems are the 
most expensive, requiring more pro
cessing power and memory and more 
sophisticated algorithms. 

Speech Training 
Many systems offer alternate training 
techniques to avoid having to train a sys
tem by repeating each of up to 40,000 
words several times. The DS200 splits 
speakers into males and females and de
livers a speaker-independent vocabu
lary for each group. This eliminates the 
training process. Note that 40,000 
words represents a theoretical limit; ac
tual applications would use smaller vo
cabularies to achieve higher accuracy 
and acceptable response speed. 

DragonDictate-30K provides a 
25 ,000-word pretrained speaker-inde
pendent core vocabulary and lets you 
augment the system with 5000 other 
words trained on your own voice. Also, 
it continuously adapts to your voice 
when in use, so initial vocabulary-train
ing deficiencies quickly disappear in 
favor of better, more customized word 
models . 

VoiceReport follows another route. 
You enter only a phonetically balanced 
and representative set of words, from 
which the system generalizes to the 
complete 5000-word vocabulary. (A re
cently announced improvement only re
quires you to speak the digits, as a kind 
of microphone check.) 

While in principle large-vocabulary 
systems allow large-vocabulary speech 
recognition, in practice, recognition ac
curacy may drop if they must discrimi
nate among very many word choices at 
any one time. Recognition times are 
directly related to the size of the cur
rently active vocabulary. As a result, 
it's up to a language model (which pro
vides syntactic, semantic, and pragmat
ic constraints) to limit the number of 
words that need to be identified at each 
point. 

In most cases, the application devel
oper chooses the language model and 
the limits of the active vocabulary . 

DragonDictate-30K, however, comes 
with a predefined general language 
model based on a large body of English 
text. 

Independence and Vocabularies 
At the other end of the spectrum, Voice 
Processing Corp. and Voice Control 
Systems offer speaker-independent con
tinuous-speech recognition products 
that can recognize only 13 to 50 words 
each. The smallest vocabu\aries are just 
big enough for a digit-entry task with 
two command words to control the in
terface (i.e., the digits 0 through 9, the 
letter 0, and the words yes and no) . 

Although these systems accept fluent 
speech from any speaker, the size of the 
vocabulary limits possible applications . 
However, the products tend to be much 
more robust in their recognition accu
racy, so they can be used over the tele
phone. They also cost significantly less. 

Middle Ground 
In between the two extremes are a few 
products that allow a moderate vocabu
lary size of roughly a few hundred 
words . They are either speaker-depen
dent continuous-speech-recognition 
systems or speaker-independent dis
crete-word systems. The trade-off is 
clear and should be dictated by the 
needs of the target application. 

For example, Scott Instruments of
fers a system that recognizes speaker
independent discrete-word speech and 
has an active vocabulary of about 160 
words. The system can provide more 
flexibility by allowing any English
speaking person to use the system, but 
at the expense of a smaller vocabulary. 

Verbex Voice Systems and Votan both 
market speaker-dependent continuous
speech-recognition systems with active 
vocabularies of a few hundred words 
each. First, you train these systems to 
your individual voice characteristics. 
Then, the systems can accept fluently 
spoken utterances, without artificial 
pauses between every word. 

Again, the cost for this fluency is a 
reduced vocabulary (when compared to 
speaker-dependent discrete-word sys
tems). While continuous speech offers 
speed and ease-of-use advantages over 
discrete words, the training requirement 
limits these systems. 

Many vendors, including The Voice 
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Connection, Covox, Voice Recognition 
Technologies, and Articulate Systems, 
supply products for speaker-dependent 
discrete-word speech recognition. The 
products are often surprisingly inexpen
sive. Vocabularies usually contain sev
eral hundred words, with added fea
tures provided on many boards, such as 
a phone interface, dual-tone multi
frequency (DTMF, or Touch-Tone) 
functions, voice storage and playback, 
and text-to-speech capabilities. While 
individual products tend to vary, we ex
pect that this group will provide the 
highest accuracy recognition, since its 
approaches are more restrictive and bet
ter researched. 

The table on page 230 shows a list of 
commercial products and their capabili
ties. The systems all include add-on 
boards that perform digital signal pro
cessing in practically real time. But 
larger vocabularies often produce more
noticeable delays, due to the amount of 
search involved. Accuracy figures are 
not included, since the claimed accura
cies tend to be for simple applications 
rather than for the maximum active vo
cabulary size. Remember, each desir
able feature (i .e., speaker indepen
dence, continuous speech, and large 
vocabulary) comes with a performance 
degradation. In particular, the capacity 
to handle a large active vocabulary does 
not imply that the product can recognize 
that vocabulary accurately. 

Balancing Act 
Clearly, you have a wide choice of voice 
technologies, depending on your budget 
and your requirements. Don't let any 
particular set of numbers dazzle you. 
Once you decide on your requirements 
(e.g., speaker dependence/indepen
dence, continuous speech/discrete 
words, phone-interface requirements, 
and rough size of the active vocabulary) 
and budget, you should carefully evalu
ate the recognition speeds and accura
cies of competitive products. 

You can overcome any limitations on 
the total vocabulary size by partitioning 
application tasks into subvocabularies 
and swapping them in and out at appro
priate points. Determining the actual 
recognition accuracy that a particular 
product will give in your application en
vironment is vital to the successful im
plementation of this technology. 

constitutes the system's best guess at 
what the input is . Since each model in the 
sequence is known (i.e., speci fie speech 
sounds , words , or phrases) , you can "re
cover" what the speaker said by examin
ing the model sequence. 

With current technology, matching all 
sounds (phonemes) against the input pro
vides unacceptably slow performance, 
so speech recognizers take advantage of 
lexical constraints to consider only pho
neme sequences that represent words . 
They also apply language constraints to 
ensure that they consider only legal word 
sequences (thus reducing the number of 
active words examined during speech 
recognition), or to bias the system toward 
more likely sentences. 

Evaluating the model and applying 
lexical and language constraints are typi
cally combined into a one-step search 
process . Many applications developers 
build highly constrained grammars into 
their systems to obtain the best possible 
performance, both in response time and 
accuracy. 

Coming to an Understanding 
For some applications , such as dictation , 
voice dialing, and data entry , you only 
need to recover the sequence of words 
spoken. But for others, the system must 
understand the meaning of what was 
said. For example , the simple database 
query "How many new customers in Re
gion 6?" may require fairly complex pro
cessing (how would you interpret new?) 
that takes irito account not only the struc
ture of the sentence itself but also the out
comes of previous queries , as well as 
general knowledge about the domain of 
application. 

Unconstrained speech and language 
understanding (something humans per
form effortlessly) is very difficult and 
remains an unresolved problem. But for 
small domains, natural-language under
standing is possible , and spoken-lan
guage understanding (which combines 
speech recognition and natural-language 
processing) will be available shortly. 

Voice Recognition at Work 
Voice interfaces are not simply a matter 
of academic interest; they are here today 
(see the text box "Practically Speaking" 
at left). Voice interfaces are most fre
quently used to control a computer. Such 
a system accepts voice commands and 
translates them into a sequence of key
board commands or macros . One spoken 
word can translate into a keystroke 
equivalent involving several hundred 
characters . The generated keystrokes are 
then fed to an application that cannot dis

tinguish the transcribed keystrokes from 
actual keyboard input. 

In this way, you can use voice to inter
face with many off-the-shelf, self-con
tained keyboard applications , such as 
spreadsheets or database programs, 
without completely redesigning them. Of 
course, there are some shortcomings to 
this approach related to error handling 
and correction. 

Voice interfaces are often used as aids 
to the disabled. A blind person can enter 
queries or commands into the computer 
verbally rather than with a keyboard. 
Computer output is spoken through text-

Voucan 
use voice to interface 

with many offthe-shelf, 
self-contained 

keyboard applications, 
such as spreadsheets, 

without completely 
redesigning them. 

to-speech capabilities. There is even one 
report of a blind skipper successfully 
using a voice-interface system to query 
various navigational instruments on 
board a boat. Physically disabled users , 
such as quadriplegics or patients with se
vere arthritis, can also use voice technol
ogy to control computers , telephones , 
and so forth. The ability to control com
puters without typing is crucial to such 
users. 

Beyond Computers 
Voice interfaces are not limited to char
acter-based computers . One interesting 
application area involves the integration 
of voice technology with telephones, vi
sual interfaces, fax machines, and voice 
mail. For instance, Articulate Systems 
has adapted algorithms developed by 
Dragon Systems to let you operate a Mac
intosh by voice input. 

Mobile phones can also contain voice
dialing capabilities (one such product is 
sold by Motorola) . In general, these sys
tems are not as sophisticated as some of 

continued 
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Don 't let any particular set ofnumbers dazzle you. Decide whether you need speaker dependence or independence, 
continuous speech or discrete words, or a phone interface, and determine the rough size ofthe active vocabulary you need 
and how much you have to spend. Then you can evaluate the recognition speeds and accuracies ofcompetitive products. 

Company Product 
name 

PC type Card/box/ 
stand-alone 

Memory 
required 

Speaker 
Independent/ 

dependent 

Discrete-word/ 
continuous 

speech 

Maximum 
active 

vocabulary 

Phone 
Interface 

Articulate Systems Voice Navigator Mac Plus Box 2MB SD ow 200 Yes 

Cherry Electrical 
Covox 
Dragon Systems 

Kurzwell Applled 
Intelligence 

Scott Instruments 
Speech Systems 

Texas Instruments 

VoiceScribe 1000 Plus 
Voice Master Key 

DragonDictate·30K 
DragonWriter-1000 

VoiceReport 

SIR Model20 
DS200 

Tl Voice Card 

PC/X T/AT 
PC/XT/AT 
3B6 (AT) 
2B6 (AT) 
3B6(AT) 

with B03B7 
coprocessor 

PC/XT/AT 
Sun SPARC-

Station 

PC/XT/AT 

Card 

Card 
Card 
Card 
Card 

Card 
Card 

Card 

640K 
256K 

BMB 
512K 

10 MBand 
40-MB 

hard disk 
BOK 

B MBand 
140-MB 

hard disk 
256Kand 
two floppy 
disk drives 

SD 
SD 
SI 
SD 

SD 

SI 
SI 

SD 

ow 
OW 
OW 
ow 
ow 

ow 
cs 

cs 

1000 
64 

25,000 
1000 

5000+ 

160 
40,000 

50 

N/R 
No 
N/R 
N/R 

No 

N/R 
No 

Optional 

The Vo ice Connection Introvoice-5 
PTVC-756 

PC/XT/AT 
Portable/PC 

Card 
Stand-alone 

64K 
1 MB 

SD 
SD 

ow 
ow 

250 
250 

No 
No 

Verbex Vo ice Systems 

Voice Control Systems 

Verbex 5000 
Verbex 6000 
Verbex 7000 

TeleRec 
VR-4 

N/A 
AT 
N/A 

XT/AT 
PC/XT/AT 

Stand-alone 
Card 

Stand-alone 
Card 

Card" " 

N/A 
None 
NIA 
64K 
64K 

SD 
SD 
SD 

SI 
SI 

cs 
cs 
cs 
ow 
ow 

BO 
300 
19BO 
16 
50 

N/R 
N/R 
N/R 
Yes 
Yes 

Voice Processing Corp. VPC-1000 AT Card None SI cs 13 Yes 

Vo ice Recognition 
Technologies 

Votan 

Voicebox 

Voice Card VPC-2100 

PC/XT/AT 

PC/XT/AT 

1/2card 

Card 

BOK 

256K 

SD 

SD 

ow 

cs 

500 

125 

No 

Yes 

Note: This table includes no claims for the accuracy of the voice interface. 
N/R = Not recommended by the vendor. 

NIA= Not applicable. 


the workstation-based technologies, but 
they are perfectly adequate . They let you 
store a spoken 1 ist of names in the phone, 
each with an associated telephone num
ber. Then, using voice commands, the 
phone will dial the appropriate number 
based on the spoken name. 

Another successful application of 
voice interfacing is in controlling robotic 
systems. In hospitals , voice commands 
can control the position of patient beds. 
In laboratories, voice commands can 
control the magnification and position of 
large microscopes, scanners, or other op
tical equipment. In such "eyes busy" sit
uations, voice technology provides a sig
nificant edge. 

Manual Freedom 
In typical "hands busy" or "eyes busy" 
situations, voice technology can success
fully save labor. For example, workers 
sorting packages can use their hands to 
manipulate the objects while verbally en
tering information about the package's 
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destination into the computer through 
their headsets . In other inventory or in
spection tasks, workers are often physi
cally moving around the facility to in
spect it, or looking through a microscope 
or at an x-ray machine while simulta
neously entering voice data into the com
puter. The drawbacks of limited vocabu
laries and having to train operators are 
insignificant compared to the benefits of 
voice in these tasks. 

Telephone communication is an in
creasingly important area for voice inter
facing . However, businesses usually 
cannot train their customers' voices in 
advance. You can't expect customers to 
adapt to a discrete-word system, and high 
recognition accuracy is crucial for ac
ceptance. 

As a result, currently only speaker
independent continuous-speech-recogni
tion applications with very small vocabu
laries exist in this domain . T he 
applications generally can distinguish 
between yes and no (e.g., in collect-call

acceptance questions) and maybe recog
nize digit sequences for telephone num
bers, social security numbers, or bank 
account codes. However, you can expect 
rapid growth in this area in the future as 
more robust speech technology becomes 
available with larger vocabularies . 

Another area where small time sav
ings translate into large dollar amounts is 
in the medical field. Several intensive ef
forts are under way to use voice inter
faces to aid doctors and nurses. 

Both Kurzweil and Lanier Voice prod
ucts (the latter using Dragon Systems 
technology) have been used to shorten 
the report-generation time for radiolo
gists . Kurzweil has also brought voice
interface products into emergency med
icine and pathology. Speech Systems 
markets an application that transcribes 
spoken medical reports to text. 

In each case, medical reporting fol
lows a highly standardized format, in 
which a limited vocabulary is sufficient 
to account for almost all situations. In 
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Text-to- Voice DTMF Price Comments 
speech playback (Touch-Tone) 

capability and storage functions 

No No Optional $1295 

Optional No No $3600 
Optional Yes No $149.95 

No No No $9000 
No No No $3600 

Optional Optional Optional $26.500 

No Yes No $1495 

Optional No Yes $33,900 

Yes Yes Optional $995 

Optional No No $495 
Yes No No $2995 

Yes No No $5600 
Optional No No $5600 

Yes No No $9600 

No No" Yes $2495 
No No" Yes $3600 

No No No $5500 
$3500 

No No No $395 

No Yes Optional $1750 

addition, voice macros allow report tem
plates to be generated with only a few 
fields that must be filled in individually . 

Typing that is totally " hands-free" is 
currently beyond the scope of the tech
nology due to its inability to handle unfa
miliar, untrained words. But recent in
creases in vocabularies to 5000 words
and even 30,000 or 40,000 words-show 
promise for less rigid situations. 

Office Communications 
Voice technology is used in microcom
puters for purposes other than speech 
recognition or understanding. Its most 
prevalent use is for voice annotations and 
voice mail , as well as for synthesized 
speech output. 

Some systems-the NeXT Computer, 
for example-let you record a spoken 
message in digitized form on the ma
chine. You can then send the message as 
E-mail to someone else who has a work
station with playback capability. In that 
respect, voice mail can function much 

Toolkit optional ; uses Dragon Systems 

algorithms; connects to SCSI port. 


Uses Dragon Systems algorithms. 


Toolkit optional. 


Can also be trained to your voice. 

Multiple speakers can be trained into one model. 


Price includes PC; fax option also available. 


Toolkit is optional. 


Toolkit included; acceptable accuracy and 

speed require syntactic language model 

constraints on active vocabulary. 


Toolkit is extra; also available for Xenix systems 

with 386 processor. 


Includes PC with mini keyboard and RS-232C 

port; full miniature version also available. 


Includes toolkit . 

Includes toolki t. 

Includes toolkit. 


"Voice-prompt playback. 

"Voice-prompt playback. 

•·card is piggybacked with Dialog/4x voice 
card from Dialogic Corp.; other daughtercards 
also available. 

Toolkit included. 
For evaluation kit. 

Includes toolkit. 

Multibus card available. 

like an answering machine. 
Another use of voice-interface tech

nology currently gaining popularity is 
voice annotation for documents. This 
can take the form of a spoken comment 
inserted into the document at text loca
tions you specify. (Several PC add-on 
boards available through different ven
dors provide that kind of capabi lity.) 

More sophisticated voice-annotation 
technology is available in the Wang Free
style system. It lets you record a spoken 
commentary synchronized with other in
puts . Thus, as you are verbally com
menting on a section of text , you can also 
write comments around the text using an 
electronic pen and mail the integrated 
multimedia document to someone else. 

Finally, many text-to-speech systems 
have been developed for personal com
puters. These convert ASCII text into 
reasonable-sounding speech. The speech 
currently still has an unmistakable com
puter-generated quality, but it is quite 
intelligible. 

Voice in Your Future? 
In the future , you will see even more 
microcomputers offering voice-interface 
capabilities. Workstations will probably 
integrate this capability as standard 
equipment, while microcomputers will 
offer it in the form of add-on boards. 

Future applications software will like
ly include standard voice-mail capabili
ties, voice-message storage and playback 
integrated with text-to-speech capabili
ties, and fax communication features . 
You can expect these software packages 
to integrate multiple modalities (e.g ., 
voice, text, and bit-mapped pictures) for 
manipulation in many different ways. 
While current voice-interface products 
still require plenty of individual custom
izing before they can be integrated into 
an application, you can expect more
powerful integration tools in the near 
future. 

Research Trends 
Unlike commercial systems, research 
speech-understanding systems are not 
concerned with cost. Investigators are 
thus able to test complex algorithms and 
more advanced technology on large, ex
pensive computers. Because rapidly im
proving computer technology may make 
a personal computer in the 1990s as 
powerful as a supercomputer was in the 
1980s, a look at the research systems of 
today will give you a good idea of what 
applications will become possible in the 
next decade. 

For over 10 years , researchers at IBM 
have been working on a natural-language 
dictation system that would let you say 
anything you want. Based on probabilis
tic expectations learned from 1 billion 
words of text, the system distinguishes 
sentences based on their likelihood . 
Combined with a good speech recogniz
er, the system attains over 95 percent 
word accuracy on a 20,000-word dis
crete-word task, and over 90 percent ac
curacy on a 5000-word continuous
speech task. The limitation of the system 
is that you must voice many utterances 
( 100 for the discrete-word system and 
2000 for the continuous system) to train 
the system. 

At AT&T Bell Laboratories, research
ers have focused on recognizing continu
ously spoken digits over the telephone. 
Telephone-based voice-interface systems 
must deal with different handsets, noise 
that is introduced during transmission 
over telephone lines, and frequency 
bandwidth limitations . Also, such sys
tems must be speaker-independent. 

Although commercial products exist 
continued 
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that can handle these tasks, Bell Labs 
uses more advanced techniques that re
quire much more computation. In a field 
trial on real speech and real credit card 
numbers, a Bell system correctly recog
nized over 98 percent of the number 
strings-that's about 99 .9 percent digit 
accuracy. This system is the best of its 
kind and is believed to be good enough 
for credit card applications. 

Finally, at Carnegie Mellon Univer
sity, we have developed Sphinx, the first 

large-vocabulary speaker-independent 
continuous-speech-recognition system. 
Sphinx can achieve a word accuracy of 
96 percent on the 1000-word Naval Re
source Management benchmark task. 

To understand how a sophisticated 
speech-recognition capability might be 
integrated with natural-language capa
bilities and operate in an unconstrained 
work environment, we have been build
ing systems that provide, either individ
ually or in combination, a voice interface 

g~q~q~q~q~q~q~q~q~ 
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to common office programs such as 
spreadsheets , appointment calendars , 
personal-information databases , voice 
mail, and applications . Our goal is to 
create an environment that provides you 
with multiple input channels (speech, 
keyboard, and mouse) integrated into a 
single interface. 

Our work, and that of many other re
searchers, is sponsored by the Depart
ment of Defense. For example, MIT and 
Unisys are developing a voice interface to 
a graphical directory assistance system. 
Bolt, Beranek, and Newman is building 
defense-related training and database-re
trieval applications, and SRI is building 
an automated travel agent. These interac
tive problem-solving systems require not 
only speech recognition but also speech 
understanding. If they succeed, you can 
expect to see simple interactive-dialogue 
systems on the market in five to 10 years . 

Today and Tomorrow 
Current computers insist that you do 
things their way. Using a computer de
vice requires that you accommodate 
yourself to how the computer works and 
constantly monitor the input process . 
This is quite unnatural and, for most 
people and applications , requires too 
much effort. 

Useful voice technology is available 
now, if you are willing to compromise on 
certain capabilities . When considering 
products, however, you should remem
ber that almost every desirable capability 
(e.g., speaker independence, continuous 
speech, and rejection) also degrades the 
accuracy of a system. You might want to 
think twice about whether your applica
tion needs all those fancy capabilities. 

Most major computer manufacturers 
recognize that accessible voice input is 
the next frontier in interface technology. 
You will see the necessary hardware ap
pear as standard equipment within five 
years. You can also expect to see the 
more advanced research systems become 
available commercially. 

The trend in voice interfacing is to
ward systems that possess more and more 
of the characteristics of a human listener . 
These systems will let you realize the 
full potential of voice-based communica
tion with your computer. • 

The authors research speech interfaces at 
the school ofcomputer science at Carne
gie Mellon University (Pittsburgh, PA). 
Kai-Fu Lee is an assistant professor, Al
exander G. Hauptmann is a Ph.D. candi
date, and Alexander I. Rudnicky is a sys
tems scientist. They can be reached on 
BIX c/o "editors." 
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We Tailor Mass Storage Systems-Internal/External, Removable, 
liil Ruggedlzed, Secure, Mixed Media for ALL Systems 

• 	 We Perform Configuration Management for Initial System 

and for ALL Future Upgrades to Meet Your Requirements 


• We Can Configure YOUR Application Software to a Wide Range of Printers 
• We Develop Drivers, Menus, Coding to Your Specs at Competitive Prices 
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ComRiler Perfonnance: 
· New based pointers access far data with size 
and speed of a 16-bit pointer. 

• Register parameter passing: _ fastca ll passes up 
to 3 parameters in registers, and floating point 
values are returned on the coprocessor stack. 

• Function-level control over optimizations. 

·Integrated inline assembler. 

·Highly compliant with proposed ANSI standard 


(we pass 75 of 79 "Plum Hall" tests). 
• Incremental compilation in both DOS and OS/ 2. 
· Dramatically improved local code-generation. 

Programmer's WorkBench: 
• Designed by professional programmers. for 

Qrofessional programmers. . 
•Complete integration of edit, make, debug cycle 

in both DOS and OS/ 2. 
• New Source Browser provides infom1ation on all 
aspects of your source code. 

• Microsoft C Advisor is an on-line reference for 
the environment. C Language, and Runtime 


Libraries. 

• New MAKE is now a full superset of 

XENIX/UNIX MAKE faci lity. 
· Specify all build options. includ 

ing target environment. from 
within development environment. 

•Takes advantage of OS/ 2 for back
ground operation of components 

such as compilation. 
•Open architecture: 3rd party tools and 

libraries can be easily installed. 

Microsoft CodeView Debug!©:: 
•Completely redesigned user interface. 
• Debugs nearly any size a2plication on both 286 
and 386 machines under DOS b)' taking all but 
15K of CodeView out of the 640K address space. 

•Multiple ft le debugging. 

•Multiple memory views. 

• Array browsing. 

• Automatic "locals" window. 

Advanced Programming Techniques Manual 

answers the most popular programming questions 

with extensive commentary and sample code. 


Ifyou love the rush ofadrenalin that comes 
with sudden acceleration, we've got a C that's 
just your speed: the exhilarating new Microsoft® 
C 6.0 Professional Development System. 

Designed to get your blood racing in noth
ing flat with the fastest; slickest code available in 
the shortest, smoothest time possible. 

Thanks to some of the most sophisticated 
code optimizations around. 

With this C, you get everything from reg
ister-based parameter passing to a globally opti
mizing code generator to complete loop optimi
zations. Plus new super-efficient based pointers 
that access far data instantly: 

And your code isn't all that moves faster. 
Whether you're developing for MS-DOS~ 

Microsoft Windows"' or MS® OS/2 Presentation 
Manager systems, our brilliantly integrated Pro
grammer~WorkBench propels 
you through the creative proc
ess with precision tools. 

Including a new souped
up CodeView® Debugger that 
not only debugs any size DOS 
or OS/2 application program, 
on any 286 or 386 machine, 
but also gives you data-brows
ing so you don't have to constantly guess at values. 

To save even more time, our C Advisor is 
on-line and on-time whenever you need it. This 
complete hypertext reference not only gives you 
sample coding solutions, but it even lets you copy 
and paste them directly into your program.

Ifyou want to review part of your handi
work, our Source Browser helps you find it with 
a full call tree that literally draws you a map. 

For a free white paper with more details, 
just call us toll-free at (800) 426-9400. 

Then get your hands on Microsoft C 6.0. 
The development system specially created 

for people whose only fear is being left behind. 
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STATE OF THE ART 

COMPUTING WITHOUT KEYBOARDS 

Telltale Gestures 

3-D applications need 3-D input 

Paul McAvinney 

E 
ven before they be
gin to speak, chil
dren acquire plenty 
of spatial knowl

edge about the world around 
them. In time, this knowledge 
translates into discernible 
skills . For example , many 
young children can thread a 
nut onto a bolt before they go 
to school. This task requires 
more than six degrees of free
dom per hand (i.e., position
ing and orienting the object in 
three-dimensional space, plus 
grasping it). 

Most workstations avail
able today allow (in the case 
of a mouse) simultaneous ma
nipulation of only two inde
pendent spatial parameters. 
While it's possible to specify 
and manipulate representa
tions of 3-D objects with a 
mouse, decomposing a six
parameter task into at least 
three sequential two-param

eter tasks is time-consuming, counter

intuitive, and error-prone. It is also a 

waste of time, given advances in the field 

of gesture-based input devices . 


One problem associated with direct
manipulation interfaces in a design envi
ronment is that a particular user may not 
be skilled or precise enough to achieve 
the desired result. You can alleviate this 
problem by using virtual tools. Dis-

ILLUSTRATION : MARC YANKUS © 1990 

played on a computer monitor, virtual 
tools are analogous to real tools used for 
cutting, smoothing, shaping, and joining 
operations . 

Virtual tools map multifinger two
dimensional and 3-D gestures into the 
operations performed by the "business 
end" of the tool (e.g., the blade of a cut
ting tool) , with constraints imposed by 
the model of the tool itself, the material 

or workpiece being operated 
on, and your objectives. The 
virtual tool lets you sculpt a 
smooth 3-D surface, varying 
the curvature or even the 
smoothness of a curve as you 
draw it. 

You might use virtual tools 
to add material to a work
piece, to cut material , or to 
extrude it. You might filter 
the motion of a tool, for exam
ple, with the distance between 
two fingers controlling the 
filter-cutoff frequency. 

As hierarchies of virtual 
tools evolve, productivity will 
hopefully increase. Ifyou can 
significantly shorten design 
time, customization will be 
easier. As virtual tools cut de
sign time, learning time will 
also be shorter, in relation to 
productivity. This is especial
ly true if you can see immedi
ate feedback on your latest de
sign at low cost. 

The Gesture Workstation 
What capabilities would you want in a 
workstation that you intend to use to de
sign or modify a 3-D object, such as a 
piece of furniture, a molecule, or a noz
zle for a rocket engine? You'd want it to 
permit rapid prototyping of real-world 
objects. You'd want it to let you interac

continued 
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Coming Soon to a CAD Lab Near You 

Emanuel Sachs 

I f you've ever drawn in the air with a 
Fourth of July sparkler, you'll feel 

right at home with 3-Draw. 3-Draw is a 
computer-based design tool under de
velopment at the CAD Lab at MIT. It 
provides an intuitive, natural, easy-to
use interface so that you can sketch out 
your ideas directly in three dimensions. 

Defining the Elements 
3-Draw's user interface is based on two 
six-degree-of-freedom input devices, 
one held in each hand. Two sensors en
able you to position and orient objects 
relative to each other in a displayed vir
tual world with the same ease as ma
nipulating two hand-held objects. The 
simultaneous use of two sensors takes 
advantage of most people's innate abil
ity to know where their hands are, rela
tive to each other. 

Using 3-Draw is just like holding an 
object in one hand and a tool in the 
other. The photo shows Andrew Rob
erts using it to create an automobile 
fender. (3-Draw's creators include Rob
erts, David Stoops, and me.) 

Roberts is holding an object sensor in 
his left hand. This sensor is in the form 
of a palette, and it corresponds to a mov
ing reference frame located in the vir
tual world. Objects created in the vir
tual world are automatically attached to 
this reference frame and, hence, contin
uously move in response to motions of 
the palette hand. In his right hand, Rob
erts is holding a stylus that corresponds 
to a configurable drawing and editing 
tool in the virtual world . 

A " floor" in the virtual world is also 
shown in the photo. This planar graphi
cal aid is an analog of the real-world 
floor and provides a static reference 
frame with which you can orient your
self. Shadows of objects in the virtual 
world can be projected onto this floor to 
provide positioning cues. 

You can also rotate the object shown 
in the photo. Rc;>tation automatically re-

Using 3-Draw to design an automobile body. One ofits creators, Andrew 
Roberts, is holding the object sensor-the palette-in one hand and the drawing 
stylus in the other. 

suits in a different perspective view. 3
Draw lets you rotate and translate the 
object while you are creating and edit
ing curves. 

A Polhemus 3Space Tracker provides 
the two sensors used in 3-Draw. In the 
setup at the MIT CAD Lab, the sensors 
are interfaced to a Silicon Graphics Iris 
4D/70 GT graphics workstation . The 
system is so fast that very little time lag 
occurs between rotating the object sen
sor and seeing the corresponding rota
tion of the model on the display. 

Free from Constraints 
The current set of features can be 
grouped into three broad categories, 
each of which uses the configurable sty

lus in a different way. You can use it as a 
pencil to create free-form curves with a 
sweep of the hand, to move curves 
around as if they were rigid bodies, and 
to change the shapes of existing curves . 

3-Draw can be used to create uncon
strained 3-D curves, thus allowing for a 
high degree of freedom of expression. 
In some cases, however, you may want 
to use a feature that allows you to pre
specif y some constraints on the curve 
you are going to draw. 

For example, you can prespecify the 
endpoints of a curve. You can then draw 
the curve anywhere in space and to any 
scale. After you have finished, it will be 
automatically scaled and snapped into 
place. You can then specify the desired 

tively specify or modify the shape of an • A powerful CAD workstation that dis prototype or a custom part. Currently, at 

object using spatial gestures and virtual plays colored, shaded 3-D objects, with least three companies are working on this 

tools . You'd also want it to build the ob full-motion video capability. aspect of DTM technology, and the num

ject as rapidly as possible. Let's call this • A "3-D copier" similar to the stereo ber will probably increase. 

new type of workstation a desktop manu lithography device manufactured by 3-D • A 3-D gesture sensor, with gesture

facturing (DTM) workstation. It should Systems Corp. This device, or some recognition software and a virtual-tool

include the following components: variation on it, could quickly fabricate a maker's toolkit. 
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angular orientation of the curve by ro
tating the stylus, which twists the curve 
around the line connecting its end
points. You can also create curves by 
mirroring.. them around a reflection 
plane. In these ways, you can concen
trate on getting just the right shape, in
dependent of scaling and positioning. 

After you've drawn a curve, you can 
move it as a rigid body using several 
translation and rotation features, each 
of which applies different constraints to 
the curve. For example, the "ball and 
socket" feature allows you to grab the 
curve and rotate it with one endpoint 
fixed as if it were in a ball-and-socket 
joint. The "axis twist" feature rotates a 
curve around the line connecting its 
endpoints. 

After drawing a curve, you can mod
ify it using several features. The "force 
gun, " for example, makes the stylus be
have like a tool that gently pushes the 
curve into the desired shape. It uses a 
physically based modeling technique 
(developed by George Celniker under 
the supervision of Professor David Gos
sard , director of the MIT CAD Lab). 

New and Improved 
Several new features are currently 
under development. One will allow you 
to work on models projected by a stereo
scopic display (see "Living in a Virtual 
World" on page 215). Another feature 
will let you skin a surface over the wire
frame models and modify it to the final 
desired form . 

User interfaces like 3-Draw will be
come an integral part of CAD systems 
in the future . While industrial design is 
the first application expected, mechani
cal CAD, architectural CAD, and ani
mation are sure to follow . 

Emanuel Sachs is a professor of me
chanical engineering at MIT, specializ
ing in design and manufacturing. You 
can reach him on BIX c/o "editors. " 

• An optional 3-D laser scanner for 
scanning 3-D shapes . 

Capturing 3-D input is one of the last 
obstacles in realizing a DTM work
station. One method is described in the 
text box above. Other approaches use 

hand gestures to manipulate spatial 
objects. 

The DataGlove from VPL Research 
and the Dexterous Hand Master (OHM) 
from Exos both sense finger-flexing mo
tions. The DataGlove also senses your 
hand position and orientation using a Pol
hemus sensor developed by McDonnell 
Douglas. The Polhemus sensor deter
mines the position and orientation of the 
hand using an externally generated oscil
lating electromagnetic field (see "Reach 
Out and Touch Your Data" on page 283) . 

A DataGlove with a Polhemus sensor 
can sense relatively large-scale hand po
sitions and orientations. Given the posi
tion and orientation of the palm of your 
hand, a program can use knowledge of 
finger-joint flexure to determine finger
tip position, and use it in grasping and 
tool-manipulation applications . In addi
tion, by inserting piezoelectric transduc
ers in the fingertips of the glove, you 
could conceivably provide some degree 
of touch feedback . 

Force feedback is a more difficult 
problem. The DHM has the advantage 
here; its determination of finger-joint 
flexure appears to be considerably more 
accurate and repeatable than that of pro
duction DataGloves. On the other hand, 
it does not currently provide hand posi
tion and orientation, although this could 
probably be implemented if market de
mand warranted it. According to people 
who have used it, DHM is lighter and less 
encumbering than it looks, although the 
time required to fit it to the hand seems 
to preclude casual use . 

Glove Limitations 
Using glove-like sensors to sense ges
tures poses some problems . Currently, 
these devices use a cable to transmit data 
from the glove to the workstation, mak
ing casual use difficult. Hand-position 
sensing (as opposed to detection of fin
ger-joint flexure) requires the relatively 
expensive Polhemus sensor, and its use 
can be complicated by the presence and 
movement of ferrous metals in its vicini
ty. A variation of the Data Glove devel
oped for Nintendo games, the Power 
Glove, uses sonar devices mounted in the 
glove, but this severely constrains the 
possible orientation of the hand. 

Another problem with glove-like sen
sors is that all users need their own 
gloves . A workstation supporting the de
vice must have multiple gloves available 
to support left- and right-handed persons 
with varying hand sizes. Also , neither 
the DataGlove nor the DHM yet provides 
fingertip-position information that is 
sufficiently accurate and repeatable to 

use in a virtual-tool environment. This 
fact argues against using glove-like de
vices in a virtual-tool (as opposed to vir
tual-reality) environment. Nevertheless, 
for many applications , they provide a 
reasonably cost-effective solution. 

The Gloves Come Off 
One alternative to glove-like devices is 
the Spaceball from Spatial Systems- es
sentially a 3-D joystick. It is slightly 
larger than a tennis ball and mounted in a 
way that makes extended use very com
fortable. The Spaceball is excellent for 
positioning and orienting displayed 3-D 
objects as well as for modifying your 
view of a stationary object. It is accurate 
and repeatable . Because it functions like 
a joystick, it has some of the joystick's 
disadvantages (compared to a mouse), 
and it has only six degrees of freedom. 
While that ' s adequate for positioning 
and orienting objects , you need more to 
manipulate virtual tools. Once the tool is 
positioned, you must do more things with 
it to make it work; therein lies the 
problem. 

Another possibility is the F lying 
Mouse from SimGraphics Engineering. 
It ' s a three-button mouse with a Polhe
mus sensor inside , designed to be easy to 
pick up. You can position and orient it in 
space and then press the buttons. It's al
most good enough for virtual tools, but 
not quite. For virtual tools , you 'd prefer 
the buttons to be more pressure-sensi
tive . A convenient feature of the Flying 
Mouse is that it can function as a normal 
2-D mouse when on a tabletop. The com
pany is emphasizing the development of 
software necessary for future "virtual 
tool" environments. This is a plus. 

These technologies are in their infan
cy and subject to rapid change. Many of 
my reservations about current products 
may become quickly outdated as they 
evolve and mature. 

Further On Down the Road 
A different approach to the problem of 
sensing multifinger gestures involves the 
use of vision-based systems. Computer
vision systems that analyze complex real
world scenes in real time remain just be
yond the state of the art. Nevertheless, in 
some applications , such as visual inspec
tion, where scenes are specialized and 
predictable, systems are approaching 
feasibility . Simple, low-level computer 
vision may also be useful in observing 
human gestures. 

In the present context , a gesture is a set 
of points that describes the path of a 
group of fingers in space and time. The 

continued 
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Neural Networks are Solving Real Problems 
Here's What NeuroShell Users are Doing: 

Circuit board problem diagnosis • Psychiatric evaluations • Stock market predictions • 
Sales forecasts • Oil exploration • Optimizing biological experiment results • Price 
forecasts • Analysis of medical tests • Optimizing scheduled machine maintenance • 
Predicting student performance • Horse racing picks • Factory and shop problem 
analysis• Optimizing raw material orders• Spectral analysis• Selection of criminal 
investigation targets • Employee selection • Process control • and much, much more. 
Since NeuroShell learns by example, handles fuzzy logic, can give tight data fits; and 
doesn't try to capture knowledge in rules, it is also being used as an alternative in 
many cases to expert systems, the ID3 algorithm, and regression analysis. 
NeuroShell is ready to use for real problems on your IBM PC or compatible, and 
still only $195. No programming or Ph.D. required! Free telephone assistance 
(including setting up {our problem). Free shipping by mail in US, Canada, and 
Mexico ($9 elsewhere . Add 5% tax in MD. 

Ward Systems Group, Inc. NeuroShell™ 
245 West Patrick St. I Frederick, MD 21701 
TEL (301) 662-7950 FAX (301) 663-6656 Now anyone can use neural networks 

NeuroShell is a trademark of Ward S stems Grou , Inc. IBM PC is a re istered trademark of International Business Machines 
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utility of gestures for pointing at objects 
is readily apparent to those who use mice 
and touchscreens. What is less obvious is 
their utility for manipulating spatial rep
resentations of objects (e.g., sculpting 
and extruding solid shapes , cutting, 
smoothing, and joining surfaces, and 
using virtual tools) . 

Sensor Frame Corp. is developing a 
gesture-input device called the Sensor 
Cube. It is an outgrowth of the Sensor 
Frame, a 2-D optical finger-tracking de
vice developed jointly at Sensor Frame 
Corp. and Carnegie Mellon University. 
Using four sensors, the Sensor Frame re
liably tracks up to three fingers in two 
dimensions at 30 Hz even though fingers 
sometimes block one another from some 
of the sensors . This ability to track multi
ple fingers distinguishes the Sensor 
Frame from common touchscreens. 

3-D Sensing 
The Sensor Cube was intended to be sim
ply a " thicker" version of the Sensor 
Frame. However, recent research results 
indicate that the Sensor Cube can be built 
using fewer sensors than the Sensor 
Frame, yet can still track up to three fin
gertips in three dimensions . 

Several important considerations 
drive the design of the Sensor Cube: 

• It must allow for at least 10 degrees of 
freedom per hand. This would allow po
sitioning and orientation of a virtual tool 
relative to a workpiece, followed by x,y 
manipulation of analog inputs on the tool 
itself by two opposed fingers . 
• It must allow casual use . This becomes 

especially important as increasingly 
powerful virtual tools permit a given op
eration to be completed in a short time, 
so you can do something else that may 
not require using the gesture-sensing de
vice. Good virtual tools should preclude 
the need for constant use. This would 
lessen concern about the fatigue caused 
by holding your hand in the air all day. 
• It must leave your hands free to use 
other devices , such as keyboards and 
telephones . This might preclude the use 
of gloves and/or wires . 
• It must sense the position of fingers rel
ative to screen objects. 
• It should be able to sense fingers in the 
vicinity of a video monitor. You should 
be able to attach it to the monitor so that 
you don't need to sacrifice desk space. 
• It should operate independently of the 
video monitor so that it can be mounted 
in another location. 
• It should be inexpensive in mass pro
duction to encourage general use and 
standardization of application and user
interface software. 

The Sensor Cube is still under develop
ment. Nevertheless , it has helped to de
fine the requirements for a DTM work
station. 

One Is Not Enough 
Gestures are appropriate for quantifying 
many parameters in parallel and for spa
tially constraining the scope of an opera
tion . Speech compares poorly with them 
when you are specifying quantitative 
things , especially in parallel. 

However, simple disconnected speech 

is good at selecting one of many opera
tions from a menu, especially a large 
menu. Using gestures may sound like a 
good idea at first, but if you have to learn 
American Sign Language to use a de
vice, it probably won ' t be too successful. 

Interfaces should use gestures where 
appropriate and speech where appropri
ate. By mixing the two, you might have a 
tool more powerful than either one taken 
alone . Such a system, for example, might 
let you use three or four fingers to sur
round certain objects displayed on a 
monitor, while it responds to the spoken 
word "green" to color those objects. 

Space Is the Place 

Transferring spatial knowledge from 

people to computers has been an intracta

ble bottleneck in CAD applications, pos

sibly because today's formal computer 

languages represent that knowledge in

appropriately. By gaining the ability to 

capture human expression, computers 

can provide a better alternative to tradi

tional manual methods of design. 


Much of the motivation for building 
gesture-based systems comes from the 
potential to increase productivity in the 
future . Today, most spatial input devices 
have some drawbacks. But as technol
ogies improve, 3-D input will permit you 
to perform design functions in a more 
natural and intuitive manner. • 

Paul McAvinney is the founder and chair
man of the board ofSensor Frame Corp. 
(Pittsburgh, PA) and inventor ofthe Sen
sor Cube, Stage Frame , and VideoHarp. 
He can be reached on BIX c/o "editors. " 
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STATE OF THE ART 

COMPUTING WITHOUT KEYBOARDS 

Sign Here, Please 

With interactive tablets, you can input signatures, 


hastily jotted notes, and rough sketches directly into your computer 


Gale Martin, James Pittman, Kent Wittenburg, 

Richard Cohen, and Tom Parish 


L

ike new species, 

new technologies 
emerge to fill 
niches of opportu

nity. VCRs , fax machines, 
and microwave ovens have be
come commonplace because 
they satisfy widespread 
needs, and because the state 
of technology is sufficient to 
build reliable products. On 
the horizon for the 1990s is a 
new technology-computer
based interactive tablets-that 
promises to bring computer 
power to everyday activities. 

Interactive tablets will look 
more like checkbooks, note
books, or drafting tables than 
today's workstations, with 
their keyboards, mice, and 
CRT monitors . You will com
municate with them through 
handwriting and sketching, 
and they will communicate to 
other computers through 
radio-link technology. 

Pen and Paper 
Modern culture has evolved using pen 
and paper to communicate. Your day-to
day activities bear the artifacts of this 
history: calendars, checkbooks , note
books, insurance forms, sales receipts, 
blueprints , bills, address books , even 
Post-it notes. Standard computer work
stations, although more than sufficient 

ILLUSTRATION: MARC YANKUS © 1990 
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for many tasks, stand in the way of auto
mating many of life ' s most common ac
tivities. In some cases, they're not porta
ble enough, or they're too big for the 
work area. These are the niches that in
teractive tablets will fill. 

Standard workstations also fail when 
the information you enter departs from 
standard text. For example, you'd be 
hard pressed to find a keyboard that lets 

you enter Japanese and Chi
nese characters, sign your 
name, write math equations , 
or sketch PERT charts and 
flowcharts . Graphics design 
tasks are also difficult with 
standard workstations. Sev
eral years ago, we watched 
VLSI designers using a CAD 
system and were surprised to 
find that a large part of their 
activities centered around pen 
and paper rather than the sys
tem itself. Recent compari
sons of CAD tools for design
ing power supplies reveal that 
traditional paper methods are 
three to 10 times faster. CAD 
tools offer designers power
ful capabilities; workstations 
should not block access to 
them . 

Future Perfect 
Although available now for 
limited, specialized applica
tions, interactive tablets have 

a long way to go before they realize their 
full potential. The technology requires 
the development of a true electronic 
equivalent of pen-and-paper media. 

Advances in portability will come 
from a variety of sources , from research 
into wireless LANs to the international 
initiative for high-definition TV, which 
includes a push to build low-cost, flat-

continued 
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• PC peripheral support 
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- memory allocation 
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• lnSight™ Debugging Tool 
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real-time multitasking system 
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S tandard 
computer workstations 

stand in the way of 
automating life 's most 

common activities. 

panel displays of all sizes . Neural-net
work and AI blackboard architectures 
hold the promise of interpreting free
form input. But what technologies are re
quired to make interactive tablets an 
everyday reality? 

The Communications Factor 
Interactive tablets must be able to com
municate easily with existing personal 
computers and computer networks. 
Imagine getting your E-mail or upload
ing your recent meeting notes while sit
ting in O'Hare Airport without waiting 
in line for a phone or fumbling with 
cables and connectors. 

A recent partnership between Motor
ola and IBM to link portable computers 
with a host by transmitting over local 
radio frequencies heralds a new trend in 
wireless communications. The Agilis 
hand-held computer also features trans
parent communications via a radio-fre
quency transmitter. Many researchers 
are investigating how to best use the now
crowded radio spectrum to provide low
power, in-office radio LANs. One prom
ising approach is a cellular network that 
shares the spectrum presently set aside 
for cellular phones. Another involves the 
use of laser and infrared transmissions. 

Electronic Paper 
Writing on an interactive tablet should be 
as much like writing on paper as possi
ble . The display should provide a high
quality image on a thin, flat panel. 
Needed for interactive tablets are both 
large desktop- or blackboard-size panels 
and small hand-held units with low 
power consumption. 

The three available flat-panel display 
technologies are LCD, plasma, and elec
troluminescent (see the BYTE In Depth 
section, September 1988). All three 
technologies sandwich some active mate
rial between two "container" walls, 
which are usually made of glass. The 
walls contain electrodes that apply a volt
age across a pixel to turn it on or off. 

With LCD panels, the active material is a 
liquid of crystals that reorients or twists 
when the voltage is applied. Transparen
cy or polarization properties change dur
ing the twist. With a gas-plasma panel , 
the active material is a gas that glows 
when the voltage is applied. With the 
electroluminescent panel, the glowing 
material is a phosphor film. 

Each technology has its strengths and 
weaknesses . At present, all are suitable 
for small , monochrome interactive tab
lets . Plasma and electroluminescent pan
els have higher-contrast, more-readable 
displays than LCDs, but LCDs consume 
less power, which can be critically im
portant for portable, hand-held units . 
Most vendors package the displays with 
EGA or VGA display drivers, making 
them compatible with current software . 

On the horizon for the 1990s are 
larger, full-color displays . LCDs seem to 
be the best prospect for color, but they 
are the weakest with respect to scaling up 
to larger sizes. Plasma panels have the 
best record with respect to large displays . 
Electroluminescent displays are interme
diate; their special strength lies in the re
liability of the technology. 

Electronic Pens and Beyond 
The input device for an interactive tablet 
is a stylus , which ideally should feel and 
behave like a pen. Recent stylus products 
have come close to this goal. Some are as 
light and as small as pens and avoid the 
mushy feel of excessive tip-switch travel. 
Some have shed their cables; others have 
reduced cable bulk to the point that they 
are no worse than the chained pens at 
bank counters. 

Just as a stylus should emulate a real 
pen, the "electronic ink" it produces 
should act like real ink. Parallax should 
be minimized by minimizing the dis
tance between the image plane and the 
writing plane. The calibration should be 
good enough to register the exact display 
pixel. Many styli provide resolution far 
above that of the display and then waste it 
with bad calibration. 

With an interactive tablet, you can also 
use the stylus to indicate mode changes, 
act like a paintbrush, or appear as a 
mouse. This allows the stylus to drive 
popular software without modification. 

But a stylus has to be more than a 
mouse . The stylus software should echo 
the ink stroke, and do so fast enough to 
keep up with the stylus movement. It 
should be able to erase the strokes after 
handwriting recognition takes place so 
that you can replace them with an icon or 
a diagram, and do so without disturbing 
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or the use of your network. In fact, you'll even outperform a 
386 of the same clock speed on some of your DOS programs ! 

ALL CHARGECARD™ is not ahere today obsolete tomor
row idea. It's one in a line of memory management upgrades 
which have been designed to boost performance and product
ivity in all your present computers. These include: t8 
ALL CARD™ at $395 for the PC and XT, ALL CHARGECARD™ ~ 
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CALL ALL COMPUTERS TODAY FOR 
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Double your work space.
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All you'll ever need for memory management and upgrade technology 
ALL COMPUTERS INC., 1220 YONGE ST. , TORONTO, ONTARIO M4T 1W1 (416) 960-0111 
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If you are now using a286 based system, what the 
ALL CHARGECARD™will do for you is nothing short of 
spectacular. 

Instead of spending thousands of dollars on new 386 
equipment, you can upgrade with ALL CHARGECARD™ 
from as little as $299. 

You won1 have to disable system board memory to 
multitask Windows™or DESQview™under EMS 4.0 ! Plus 
you'll be able to move memory resident programs, like any 
network shell, and Files, Buffers, Lastdrive and Device Drivers, 
out of your conventional DOS space, above 640K. 

You'll be able to load those monster spreadsheets and 
switch instantly between applications without sacrificing speed 

"ALL CHARGECARD gives AT systems 
386power ... " -PC WEEK 

"ALL CHARGECARD squeezes 
the last ounce ofRAM out ofyour 
286 ... " - PC MAGAZINE 

"The biggest shock ofall? ALL 
CHARGECARD actually works as 
claimed ... a must buy ... " 

-PC WORLD 
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The Blackboard Metaphor 

T he blackboard model is based on a 
computational metaphor suggested 

by Allen Newell in the early 1960s. The 
metaphor suggests that several people 
cooperating to solve a problem cannot 
talk to each other, but can communicate 
only by writing information related to 
the problem on a blackboard. 

Each participant has different knowl
edge and can solve different parts of the 
problem. When participants see sub
problems on the blackboard that they 
can solve, they step up to the board and 
write something they think may con
tribute to solving the overall problem. 

The blackboard model was originally 
used in building AI programs. But it can 
be useful in many situations where ex
tensibility and flexible control flow are 
important, whether the platform is a PC 
or a mainframe. 

The Computational Model 
The blackboard computational model is 
composed of a set of modules (knowl
edge sources), a central database (the 
blackboard), and a scheduling mecha
nism for determining the order of exe
cution of the modules. 

The modules can share information 
through the blackboard (and only 
through the blackboard) and do not re
tain their own state information. Each 
module can transform or combine cer
tain types of data on the blackboard as 
steps toward a possible solution to the 
problem. 

Each module can "look" at new data 
added to the blackboard and indicate 
whether it may be able to contribute to
ward a solution using the new data (pos
sibly in conjunction with other data on 
the blackboard). The scheduler chooses 
from the modules that can work on the 
data on the blackboard, and executes 
one of them. This module may add more 
information to the blackboard (if it sue-

THE BLACKBOARD CYCLE 
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Figure A: A blackboard system lets multiple modules work on the same input. 
In an interactive-tablet system, the modules might consist ofa neural network, 
lexical insertion, and a spacial parser. 

ceeds), or it may not (if it fails). 
The blackboard repeats the following 

cycle over and over until the problem is 
solved (see figure A): 

1. Choose a module . 
2. Execute the module . 
3. Update the blackboard data as 

specified by the module. 
4. Go to step 1. 

The blackboard architecture provides 
a structure for a set of separate modules, 
each of which can contribute part of a 
solution to a problem. The module exe
cution is triggered by changes to the 

database and controlled by the heuris
tics of the scheduler. The implementor 
chooses what should be represented in 
the database, how to decompose the 
various steps in building a problem solu
tion, and the scheduler heuristics that 
control the order in which steps in the 
problem solution are tried. 

A key aspect of blackboard architec
ture is the separation of heuristic control 
from the. individual knowledge sources . 
This allows some flexibility in deciding 
how to apply the different knowledge 
sources to the problem, separate from 
deciding what knowledge sources to use 
and how they should work internally. 

.· 

nearby graphics . This could mean plac
ing echo ink in a separate graphics plane 
or keeping tables of strokes for precise 
erasure. 

Matters of Interpretation 
It is tempting to interpret stylus input in a 
straightforward manner with a simple 
loop that reads, echoes , and records 
strokes. When a time-out occurs or the 
next stroke is too distant, such a system 
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assumes that a notation is finished and 
sends it to the handwriting-recognition 
system. Once a symbol is recognized and 
an appropriate action taken, the input 
loop is repeated . 

This was the initial approach we took 
at Microelectronics and Computer Tech
nology Corp. (MCC) , where we are de
veloping interactive-tablet technology. 
However, we found that such simple 
event-loop architecture does not give rise 

to a product-quality system. Quite sim
ply , with an interactive tablet, you can't 
count on strokes being drawn in a partic
ular order (e .g., you may cross your ts 
after you 've written a word or wait until 
you 've finished the sentence), so the par
ticular recognition sequence may have to 
be rerun at any time . 

Recognizing and interpreting free
form input involves many interdependent 
processes: segmenting characters, gen
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Typical blackboards used in AI appli
cations support powerful mechanisms 
for triggering knowledge sources (often 
using mechanisms similar to those of 
rule-based systems). A blackboard also 
requires a truth-maintenance system to 
support asserting and retracting infor
mation on it. 

These characteristics provide a pow
erful blackboard substrate for AI appli
cations, often at the expense of compu
tation time and space. Luckily, the 
requirements for user interfaces permit 
significant simplifications and efficien
cies compared to these applications . 

The blackboard architecture supports 
integration of multiple input modes , 
combining mode-dependent and mode
independent modules . Several modules 
can contribute toward a solution that 
none could produce individually. The 
modules interact as peers rather than as 
masters and slaves. 

For example, several techniques may 
need to be combined in order to resolve 
the meaning of seemingly ambiguous 
input. The architecture can also support 
parallel, heuristic, opportunistic 
searches, possibly at several levels of 
granularity. 

Next-Generation User Interfaces 
The 1990s will see a coalescing of stan
dards for the look and feel of graphical 
user interfaces (GUls) . However, user 
interfaces will push beyond these stan
dards as people begin interacting more 
ambitiously with their computers via 
stylus , touch, voice, keyboard, and 
mouse. 

The blackboard architecture provides 
enabling technology for building ad
vanced computer interfaces . From a 
blackboard architecture tuned to the re
quirements of GUis, the next generation 
of human-machine interfaces will 
emerge. 

erating best-guess recognition decisions, 
and incorporating context into handwrit
ing recognition. The bottom line is that 
every component depends on every other 
component, and each wants to run last so 
that it can use the output of the others . 

At MCC, we've embodied these free
form handwriting-recognition require
ments in an AI blackboard system (see 
the text box "The Blackboard Metaphor" 
above). The system provides a control 

PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH NEURAL NETWORKS 

Global connectivity Limited, local connectivity 

0 7 9 0 7 9 
Output 
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Figure 1: Back-propagation techniques enable a neural network that starts out with 
randomly valued connections to learn to correctly recognize input patterns. Network 
architectures with limited connectivity represent one way to make these recognition 
systems compact enough to fit on small machines. 

structure in which very different tech
nologies, such as neural-network charac
ter recognizers and AI-based natural
language parsers, cooperate and share 
information. These different software 
components run whenever the system 
makes enough data available to them. 
The system posts results in a common 
format that other software components 
can use as input. 

The blackboard can support parallel 
competing interpretations of input. Later 
input may confirm or refute an interpre
tation. Thus, the system combines the 
strengths of different strategies and tech
nologies, all working on the same prob
lem at the same time. 

Handwriting Recognition 
Recognizing handwriting is an involved 
process . An interactive tablet should be 
able to accurately recognize a large vo
cabulary of both hand-printed and hand
written symbols. This includes upper
case and lowercase letters, numbers, 
punctuation marks , math symbols, edit
ing marks, graphics symbols , and other 
symbols you create on the fly . Handwrit
ing-recognition accuracy should improve 
with context and by adapting to your id
iosyncrasies. A good handwriting-recog
nition system should not restrict your 
writing to little, predefined boxes. 

The tablet should handle the details of 
segmenting input into individual sym
bols . Handwriting-recognition decisions 

should also reflect alternative guesses 
and levels of certainty, not just a binary 
choice. Finally, the tablet should recog
nize symbols in a fraction of a second on 
a low-end personal computer and have a 
nice functional interface for current and 
future applications . 

No current technology satisfies all 
these requirements. Most available sys
tems severely limit their symbol vocabu
laries, typically to uppercase letters . 
Current systems accomplish symbol seg
mentation either by constraining you to 
write in boxes or through ad hoc tech
niques that fail when you write naturally. 

Reported accuracy rates are typically 
in the 90 percent range. But these figures 
are ambiguous. Accuracy varies depend
ing on test samples and conditions . Cur
rent technology is adequate for very con
strained, limited applications, but it falls 
short of what you need to make interac
tive tablets commonplace and generally 
useful. The buyer should beware. 

Some of these problems can be over
come by moving away from traditional 
pattern-recognition techniques to neu
ral-network techniques (see figure 1) . 
Traditional approaches divide develop
ment into feature selection and classifi
cation. You choose what seems to be a 
good set of features for representing in
puts and a statistical or syntactic classifi
cation technique for defining category 
membership . When accuracy is too low, 
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SYMBOL VOCABULARIES 
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Figure 2: Neural networks at MCC have been trained to recognize a variety of 
handwritten symbols. This technology makes it easy to train the system in alternate 
pattern types. 
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Figure 3: The figure plots accuracy rate versus the size ofa training set for a back
propagation neural network. You need large training sets to achieve high accuracy 
rates. 

you tinker. This approach leads to slow 
development and brittle systems. Expan
sion to new symbol sets essentially re
quires that you begin again from scratch . 

The Neural-Network Connection 
Neural-network techniques avoid these 
problems by combining feature selection 
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The network outputs are continuously 
valued variables that reflect the certainty 
of the handwriting-recognition decision. 
This lets the system query you about am
biguous inputs and achieve near-perfect 
performance-on the remainder of the pat
terns. Extension to other symbol vocabu
laries (see figure 2) is relatively automat
ic, using essentially the same type of 
network and network parameters. 

The only change we have had to make 
is to increase the size of the network. 
Also, we have trained networks on a 
combined set of uppercase and lowercase 
letters and numbers. While the overall 
accuracy rates are lower, the errors tend 
to occur where humans would also make 
errors, such as confusing C with c, 1 
with l, and 5 with S. The buyer should 
still beware, but the future looks more 
promising. 

One disadvantage of the back-propaga
tion neural-network approach is that you 
need to use very large training sets to 
achieve high handwriting-recognition 
rates (see figure 3). You may also need to 
train the network for days or even weeks. 
This makes it difficult to build a system 
that adapts to the idiosyncratic style of a 
primary writer or to new symbols cre
ated on the fly. It also means that systems 
development requires collecting or bor
rowing large training samples. 

Training samples , and not the under
lying algorithms (which are widely avail
able in scientific literature) , therefore be
come the critical, proprietary aspect of 
developing handwriting-recognition sys
tems. Similarly, critical tools for sys
tems development become facilities for 
processing large training sets, not facili
ties for tinkering with the underlying al
gorithms. 

Another often-heard complaint about 
using neural networks for low-end per
sonal computer applications is that they 
are computationally intensive and re
quire large amounts of memory. This 
limitation, however, will probably dis
appear. 

Once a network has been trained, it 
can be represented in a low-precision for
mat without hurting accuracy. Networks 
trained with limited connectivity, such 
as that in figure 1, also cut down on 
memory requirements as well as, in some 
cases, on processing needs. Finally, dig
ital-signal-processing chips represent an 
inexpensive path to giving low-end per
sonal computers high-end performance. 
We've found the 24-bit precision avail
able on some of these chips sufficient to 
train networks for hand-printed symbol 
recognition. 

continued 

with classification, and automating the 
complete process so that very little inter
vention is required. At MCC, we use pre
segmented bit-map arrays, not featural 
representations, as input to a back-propa
gation network, and we obtain high accu
racy rates (in the mid to high 90 percent 
range). 
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( ONTROl&DATA 
ACQUISITION 

Enter the picture ... the Bay Tech H-Series 
Multiport Controllers-stand-alone multiplexers 
that connect one host computer to as many as 
23 peripheral devices. By cascading, the number 
of devices you can connect is practically unlimi
ted. full duplex transmission of asynchronous 
data is provided at speeds up to 38,400 bps. 
These intelligent multiports will operate with 
any RS-232C serial computer or peripheral 
device. (Optional RS-422A). 

The H-Series models have been used ex
tensively in each of these areas: 

Courtesy Honeywell Protection 
Services. 

Courtesy Siemens Life Support Sys tems. 

• industrial robotics-control environments, 
w here multiple numerical o r assembly-line 
machines can be centrally controlled 

Courtesy ford Motor Company. 

• data exchange among point-of-sale devices, 
through which a myriad of business equipment 
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Courtesy Hugin Sweda. 

~IX MODES Of 
~MUlTIPlEXING 

To meet individual needs, these flexible, 
multifunctional devices are easi ly tailored by 
selecting one of six modes of multiplexing: time
division, port expansion/sharing, and four modes 
of buffered message multiplexing. In a typical 
application, the host port may be connected to a 
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computer and the peripheral ports may be con
nected to such devices as: bar code readers, cash 
registers, fire alarms, numerical machines, 
modems, plotters, printers, security systems, 
and terminals (see illus.). 

fDI RODUCT 
~SUPPORT 

Bay Tech offers unlimited hotline technical 
support before and after you purchase a unit. 
Designed and manufactured in the USA, the reli
ab le H-Series is UL- and CSA-listed and fully 
covered by a one-year warranty. 

So put yourself into the picture . . . call us 
today to learn about the many ways the H-Series 
Multipl exer-Controll e rs ca n benefit your 
business. 

BayTech 
Bay Technical Associa1es, Inc. 
Data Communications Products Division 
200 N. Second Street, P. 0. Box 387 
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520 USA 
FAX: 601-467-4551 
Phone: 601-467-8231 or toll-free 

800-523-2702 
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Figure 4: This figure shows how an interactive-tablet system interprets freehand 
input. The input is a digitized point sequence (shown at top); the result is an 
executable mathematical expression (shown at bottom). Knowledge sources in the 
middle column transform the data types in the left column using the data banks listed 
in the right column. Segmentation and recognition transforms the input into strokes 
and a set ofsymbols, respectively. Visual parsing works with symbol sets located in 
space (icons) andforms a composite expression using a visual grammar and lexicon. 
A semantic interpreter converts the parser output into an executable form . 
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The critical milestones for neural-net
work or any other symbol-recognition 
technology lie in combining symbol seg
mentation with recognition and incorpo
rating higher-level constraints to im
prove recognition accuracy. Higher-level 
constraints refer to the fact that different 
sequences of symbols, such as a string of 
letters constituting a sentence, are not 
equally likely. Language and the physi
cal world impose constraints that can be 
used to improve symbol-recognition ac
curacy. 

We believe that it will be fruitful to 
push neural-network technology as far as 
it will go in achieving these milestones . 
One approach is to combine solutions to 
the segmentation and higher-level con
straint problems. You train a network to 
recognize a letter in a larger input field, 
where it is surrounded by its natural con
text as dictated by typical letter strings 
appearing in natural language. Ultimate
ly, though, it will probably be necessary 
to use hybrid systems that combine neu
ral-network techniques with state-of-the
art parsing techniques, because context 
operates at multiple levels . 

Beyond Recognition 
Assume your interactive tablet can rec
ognize and differentiate your ts and is . 
You can write a number sequence, as 
with pencil and paper , and the machine 
will recognize your 7s, whether or not 
you cross them. What's next? 

If you glance through the notebooks 
and sketchpads you use in meetings, in 
classes, or at home, you will find that 
many of your jottings gather their mean
ing not just from the linear sequence of 
symbols or characters, but also from 
their relative location in space. 

For example, consider math calcula
tions. A horizontal line can indicate sub
traction (a minus sign), division (a frac
tion line), a negative number, or simply a 
boundary marker to total the calcula
tions in the column above it. Which of 
the meanings is the right one? It depends 
on the other symbols in the immediate 
context and where they are relative to 
each other. 

Other languages that have a spatial ele
ment are those of musical notation, edit
ing corrections, engineering layouts and 
diagrams, flowcharts , PERT charts, and 
family trees . In fact, most designers first 
sketch a design on paper in a notation 
specific to their domain (e.g ., architec
ture or engineering) . Only when the ini
tial set of problems is solved through the 
sketching activity will the design be 
translated through a series of commands 
and/or direct-manipulation actions and 
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transferred into, say, a CAD program. 
Spatial language parsing will cut out 

"the middle man" by allowing you to 
sketch as you always have, in the spatial 
languages most suited to solving your 
particular design problems. Parsers will 
then be able to interpret the sketches di
rectly and allow earlier interaction with 
back-end applications (see figure 4) . 

Spatial Parsing 
The problem of assigning meaning to ag
gregations of symbols based on spatial 
relations is to some extent analogous to 
parsing linear languages-for example, 
programming languages, natural human 
languages appearing as text or speech, 
and command or mouse-based languages 
appearing in user interfaces. 

What all these one-dimensional lan
guages have in common is that a simple 
concatenation of symbols, characters, or 
events of some kind forms the basis of the 
input. Moving into two-dimensional 
space brings some new twists , including 
the need to separate the temporal se
quence of the input from the 2-D space in 
which it exists. 

For one-dimensional languages , you 
can generally assume that space and time 
are I-to- I . The data structures and meth
ods reflect this assumption. For exam
ple, classic table-driven parsing technol
ogies for command languages and 
programming languages parse left-to
right over the input stream, predicting, 
and thereby constraining, the next possi
ble input. 

Spatially based languages, however, 
generally don't have just one temporal 
order for forming complex expressions. 
For example, you don't necessarily draw 
the bubbles and arcs of PERT charts from 
the top down or from left to right. 

One approach is to ignore the temporal 
order of the input and impose an ordering 
over the 2-D space that will be conve
nient for the parser. For example, the 
system could start from the upper left 
corner of a 2-D space and proceed left to 
right, from the top down, whether or not 
you entered your input in that order . 

This is an appropriate response for 
parsing static displays. However, in a dy
namic sketching situation, where the sys
tem must use the constraints of parsing to 
help with basic symbol or character rec
ognition, it seems inappropriate. Fur
ther, the temporal information is at least 
a heuristic for interpretation and should 
probably not be ignored altogether. 

In other words, although most 2-D no
tations don't have a single enumeration 
order, humans tend to work outward 
from a beginning symbol by enumerating 

adjacent symbols rather than by jumping 
all over the place. Parsers for interactive 
tablets need to be able to work incremen
tally with your temporal ordering and 
thus be flexible with respect to the enu
meration in 2-D space. 

Another challenge in parsing 2-D sty
lus-based input is in segmentation and 
closure . Mouse and keyboard devices 
automatically segment the input into a 
series of primitive events or characters. 
For example, a particular keystroke or 
mouse-click explicitly indicates the end 
of a " sentence." 

On the other hand , freehand sketching 
on a display does not provide such an 
easy method of determining the set of 
primitives involved in a 2-D expression. 
Strokes can span logically separate sym
bols. And you must expect individual 
variation in the number and order of 
strokes required to make a single symbol 
or character. 

While symbol- and character-recogni
tion technologies are designed to cope 
with these problems, you can expect a 
certain amount of indeterminacy at this 
low level. Parsing , then, is still another 
source of constraints on a particular seg
mentation of symbols . 

Independent knowledge sources must 
work together to solve the overall inter
pretation problem. Blackboard technol
ogies promise to help solve some of these 
problems by providing a framework in 
which communication can be coordinat
ed across different constraining knowl
edge sources. 

Moving into Common Usage 
Simply developing reliable technologies 
won't make interactive tablets common
place, however. Mitch Kapor, founder of 
Lotus Development, notes , "The prob
lem of making computers useful to peo
ple as communication and information 
devices is not an engineering problem. 
It ' s a design problem . Engineers are 
trained to eliminate the subjective fac
tors. But it ' s exactly the subjective fac
tors that are critical." 

Using currently available interactive 
tablets can be frustrating ; they often vio
late expectations built up from experi
ences with pen and paper and standard 
workstations , and they are new. They 
haven't gone through the evolutionary 
process in which problems are discov
ered at the expense of initial users and 
solved through iterative design . 

This evolutionary process can proceed 
along two paths . The first is to introduce 
new products on a small scale, such as 
the Sony Palmtop or the Canon Al Note
book. These products run very real risks 

of failure because seemingly small de
sign problems can make them unusable. 
Often, you become aware of these prob
lems only when the product is on the 
market. 

Alternately or additionally , the R&D 
world can develop realistic full-blown 
prototype applications and get extensive 
feedback from potential users . MCC' s 
Interactive Worksurface Project and 
IBM 's Paper-Like Interface Project fa ll 
into this category. 

Designing good interfaces and devel
oping the underlying technologies neces
sary to make them fully functional is es
sential to making interactive tablets a 
part of everyday life . We believe that the 
coming decade will witness the wide 
availability of full-functionality tablets 
that recognize and interpret handwritten 
and sketched input , and that use wireless 
communications to link to other com
puter systems. The state of technology is 
close to being sufficient to create them 
now . The challenge is to establ ish a 
smooth migration path to move toward 
more generally useful systems . • 
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omissions, errors , or changes that occur after 

STATE OF THE ART 

COMPUTING WITHOUT KEYBOARDS 

, ..... 
_, From Hand to Mouth I 

Despite advances in interface design, working with a computer still constitutes an "unnatural act"for the vast majority ofpeople. This 
State ofthe Art section examines the latest efforts of researchers to make computers more accessible to everyone. For more information 
on the products and processes described in this section , contact the companies and organiwtions listed below. 

Dextrous Hand Master 

Exos, Inc. 

8 Blanchard Rd . 

Burlington, MA 01803 

(617) 229-2075 
Inquiry 1105. 

DragonDictate-30K 
Dragon Writer-1000 
Dragon Systems 
90 Bridge St. 
Newton, MA 02158 
(617) 965-5200 
Inquiry 1106. 

Ds200 

Speech Systems, Inc . 

18356 Oxnard St. 

Tarzana, CA 91356 

(818) 881-0885 
Inquiry 1107. 

Freestyle 

Wang Laboratories, Inc . 

One Industrial Ave. 

Lowell , MA 01851 

(800) 522-9264 
(508) 522-5000 
Inquiry 1108. 

Interactive Worksurface Project 
Microelectronics and Computer Technology 
Corp. (MCC) 
3500 West Balcones Center Dr. 
Austin, TX 78759 
(512) 343-0978 
Inquiry 1109. 

Introvoice-5 
PTVC-756 
The Voice Connection 
17835 Skypark Cir., Suite C 
Irvine, CA 92714 
(714) 261-2366 
Inquiry 1110. 

The Private Eye 
Reflection Technology 
240 Bear Hill Rd . 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 890-5905 
Inquiry 1111. 

Sensor Cube 

Sensor Frame Corp. 

4516 Henry St. 

Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

'(412) 683-9500 

Inquiry 1112. 


-. 


SIR Model20 
Scott Instruments Corp. 
1111 Willow Springs Dr. 
Denton, TX 76205 
(817) 387-9514 
Inquiry 1113. 

SonicFinder 
Human Interface Group 
Apple Computer, Inc. 
20525 Mariani Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
(408) 996-1010 
Inquiry 1114. 

~· 
• 

TeleRec 
VR-4 
Voice Control Systems , Inc . 
14140 Midway Rd ., Suite 100 
Dallas, TX 75244 
(214) 386-0300 
Inquiry 1115. .. 
3-Draw 
MIT CAD Lab 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge , MA 02139 
(617) 253-3542 
Inquiry 1116. 

TI Voice Card 

Texas Instruments, Inc. 

P.O. Box 2909, MS 2243 
Austin , TX 78769 
(800) 527-3500 
(512) 250-4114 (demo) 
Inquiry 1117. . , 

Verbex 5000 
Verbex 6000 
Verbex 7000 
Verbex Voice Systems, Inc . 
185 Ridgedale Ave. 
Cedar Knolls , NJ 07927 
(201) 267-7507 
Inquiry 1118. 

Virtual Interface Environment 
Workstation (VIEW) 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Moffett Field , CA 94035 
(415) 965-5091 
Inquiry 1119. 

Voicebox 
Voice Recognition 
Technologies, Inc . 
Computer Voice Systems Division 
6290 Montrose Rd. 
Rockville, MD 20852 
(301) 984-1400 
Inquiry 1037. 

"t 

.!. ' ~ 

Voice Card VPC-2100 
Votan, Inc . 
4487 Technology Dr. 
Fremont, CA 94538 
(415) 490-7600 
(415) 490-7979 (demo) 
Inquiry 1038. 

Voice Master Key 
Covox, Inc . 
675 Conger St. 
Eugene, OR 97402 
(503) 342-1271 
Inquiry 1039. 

Voice Navigator 
Articulate Systems 
99 Erie St. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 876-5236 
Inquiry 1040. 1"1--

VoiceReport 
Kurzweil Applied Intelligence, Inc . 
411 Waverly Oaks Rd. 
Waltham, MA 02154 
(617) 893-5151 

Inquiry 1041. { -~· 


VoiceScribe l 000 Plus 
Cherry Electrical , Inc . 
3600 Sunset Ave . 
Waukegan, IL 60087 
(708) 360-3523 
Inquiry 1042. 

VPC-1000 
Voice Processing Corp. 
1 Main St. 
Cambridge, MA 02142 
(617) 494-0100 
Inquiry 1043. 

.';· 

This resource guide lists information sources 
for the major concepts and products listed in 
this State ofthe Art section. Inclusion in the 
resource guide should not be taken as a BYTE 
endorsement or recommendation. Likewise, 
omission from the guide should not be taken 
negatively. The information here was 
believed to be accurate at the time ofwriting, 
but BYTE cannot be responsible for 

compilation ofthe guide. 

... ... 
; ~-· 

. ' ·. 
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Death 

Taxes 


Software Piracy 


We can save you from one of them. 


sorry. Death we can't do anything about. As for 
taxes, when you use our product you'll probably 
wind up paying more. But software piracy: 
there we offer some help. Our family of software 

protection devices (dongles) have improved unit sales 
for over 2,000 companies around the world. 
Our products can be used in the MS-DOS, 
OS/2 and Macintosh environments. 

Build Your Own Custom Protection 

Environment 


Use our patented "dual
locking" ASIC chip as the 
basic building platform. 
Next, add options like: on
the-fly read/write memory, 
write-once or multiple-write 
locking codes, and encryp
tion shells. Then add your 

Software 
USA 
101 I High Ridge Road 
Stamford, CT 06905 
1-800 333-0407 ext.101 
203 329-8870 
Fax 203 329-7428 

own programming creativity to build a protection envi
ronment best suited to your product. 

Users attach the device to their parallel port, and 
programs won't run without it. Back-up copies, hard 

disk and LAN operation are not interfered with. 

Your Intellectual Property Belongs To 
You 

And if you don't protect it, who will? Our 
products offer the most equitable way to 

Security 

Europe Ltd. 
Selbome House 
Old Avenue 
Weybridge, Surrey 
UK,KTl30PQ 

UK Ltd. 
2 I A The Precinct 
High Street 
Egham, Surrey 
UK,TW020 9-HE 

protect your interests with
out sacrificing the rights of 
your customers. Call us 
today for information and 
demonstration units. 

Macintosh is a trade mark of Apple Computer Inc.. 

Act ivator, Macti vator are trade marks of Sofrware 


Security, Inc. illustra1ion: deia il from 

Michelange lo's Last Judgement 


BBS 203 329-7263 44-932-821-230 44-784-430-060 
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Apple Link 02379 Fax 44-932-246-268 Fax 784-430-050 



Genuine 486™System... 
azing 386™PRICE! 

Yes, full powered 80486 computer 
systems with all the traditional 
Northgate features and performance. 

And a price that says "BUY NOW!" 

00 
Delivered to Your Home or Office ' 
YOU CAN'T IMAGINE WHAT 
SPEED REALLY IS until you have 
Northgate's new Elegance 486 under your 
fingertips. Feel the power! It delivers 
everything a 486 should do ... AND 
MORE! Applications-even CAD
appear on the screen almost before you 
release the keys. Gone is the aggravation 
of waiting! 

Sizzling performance requires the 
hottest components ... and that's what 
N orthgate delivers. 

486 processor combines the capabilities 
of an enhanced 386, fast 387 math 
coprocessor, an advanced cache controller 
and SK of supporting static cache memory. 
Result? Incredible processing speed! 

Now add in Northgate's new proprietary 
motherboard. Unique design maximizes 
the power and features of the 486 
processor. 

And look at this! A Maxtor 200Mb hard 
drive. Breaks performance barriers with 
lSMS speed ... yet doesn't make a peep. 

Impressed? There's more. 4Mb of 
RAM (expandable to 16Mb). And 64K of 
ZSNS read/write-back cache. If that's not 
enough, you get Microsoft® WINDOWS-r.' 
3.0 and a genuine Microsoft mouse. Of 
course, it comes with a Northgate 
OmniKej'Mkeyboard-your choice of PLUS 
or ULTRA models. 

PLUS, Northgate has a full range of 
expansion options! Monitors, hard drives, 
tape backups, memory cards, printers, 
modems, and more. Custom configure the 
system that's right for you . 

Use a Northgate 486/25 for 30 days. 
If it fails to do everything we say, just 
return it. 

ORDER TODAY! Be sure to ask about 
custom configurations, leasing and 
financing programs. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS ADAY 


800-548-1993 

P.O. Box 41000, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441 
F inancing: Use your Northgate Big 'N' revolving credit card. We have millions in 
fin ancing available. We accept Visa and MasterCard , too. Lease it with Northgate, up co 
five-year terms available. 



Elegance™486/25 
system configuration 

Superior Northgate Support 

Famous 30-Day Performance Guarantee. Northgate backs 
every system with our famous no-risk policy. If you aren't 100% 
satisfied, return it-no questions asked. 
Warranties. Your system is covered by a I-year limited 
warranty (5 years on keyboard) . If a part fails, we'll ship a 
new one overnight at our expense-before we receive your 
troubled part. 

• 	 25 MHz Intel 80486Th• processor 
with 80387-compatible floating 
point coprocessor 

• 	 Industry Standard Architecture 
(ISA) bus 

• 	 4Mb of 32-bit DRAM 
(expandable to 8Mb on the 
motherboard; total system RAM 
expandable to 16Mb with an 
optional memory card) 

• 	 Proprietary, U.S.-made 
motherboard 

• 	 200Mb Maxtor hard drive with 
15 MS access time 

• 	 64K SRAM read/write-back 
cache (optional 256K cache 
available) 

• 	 High density 1.2Mb-5.25 11 and 
1.44Mb-3.25 11 floppy drives; also 
reads, writes and formats low 
density disks 

• 	 Eight expansion card slots; one 
32-bit, six 16-bit and one 8-bit 

• 	 Weitek numeric co-processor 
support 

• 	 Two serial and one parallel ports 
14 11• monochrome monitor 

• 	 Hercules compatible video 
controller 

• 	 MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC 
software; Smart Drive disk 
caching software 

• 	 On-line users guide to system 
and MS-DOS 4.0 1 

• 	 220 wart power supply 
• 	 Elegance 7 drive-bay custom 

tower cabinet pictured (desktop 
style available) 

• 	 Clock/calendar with 5 year 
battery backup 

• 	 Microsoft® Windows'" 3.0 
• 	 Microsoft Mouse 
• 	 Your choice of exclusive award

winning OnmiKty/PLUS or 
ULTRA keyboard 

• 	 Park utility 
• 	 Front mounted controls for 

high/low speed operation, system 
reset, and keyboard lockout 

• 	 Total compatibility with all of 
your existing AT peripherals and 
1/0 boards 

Industry's Best Unlimited Toll-Free Technical Support. 
February 7, 1990, BYTE Magazine, Dr. Jerry Pournelle; on 
Northgate technical support ... "has become the standard that 
other mail order computer companies must match." 
Our system consultants are on duty 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week to answer your questions. On-site service is available to 
most locations if we can't solve your problems over the phone. 

Prices and specific:itions subject to change without noc.icc. Nonhgatc reserves 1hc riglu to substitute components of equal or greater qual iry or performance. All items subjc:ct to availabiliry. 

!f.X::opyright Nonhg1nc Computer Systems, Inc., 1990. All rights reserved. Northgatc, OmniKey and the Northgatc 'N' logo are rcgistc:rcd u adcmarlu of Nonhgatc Computer Systems. 80386 and 80486 arc trademarks of lrttl. Microsoft and Windows ue rc~tcrcd 
trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation. All ocher products and brand names arc tnidcmark.Ji and reginered uadcmarks of their respective companies. 
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Maps used to be written in stone; today's world atlas software 

is dynamic, fun, interactive, and useful 

Robert Mandel 

ave you ever bought something that was labeled 
"Made in Brunei" or read a news story about 
independence coming to Namibia? When you 
see references mentioning obscure places such 
as these, do you have the foggiest notion where 

they are? 
Recent studies have shown that many people know little 

about where various countries and cities are located. They also 
are unaware of the differences in their demographics , econom
ics , politics , or cultures. Even international experts in govern
ment, business , or university settings have been unable to look 
at a map and visually identify relevant patterns such as supply 
and demand. 

This lack of geographical familiarity has been attributed to a 
decreasing emphasis in schools on the basics of geography , the 
difficulties of finding comprehensive and up-to-date global ref
erence data, and the unavailability of map displays showing 
pertinent data distributions. Even recently published atlases , 
almanacs , and gazetteers frequently contain outdated or in
complete information . 

Electronic World at Your Fingertips 
Fortunately, the recent introduction of interactive electronic 
world atlases has provided a remedy for this problem. This atlas 
software simultaneously addresses the gaps in general back
ground knowledge and links this information to other kinds of 
data and spatial map patterns . 

With the recent vast improvements in computer graphics, 
color, and storage capacity at relatively low costs, the micro
computer now provides a feasible cost-effective alternative to 
the traditional hardbound atlas. You can use this sophisticated 
world atlas software in today's PCs and Macintoshes . With it, 
you can easily spot changing international relationships . 

An amazing number ofpackages have appeared that could be 
considered "world atlas software." Some programs provide 
both global mapping and world statistical database capabilities, 
while others focus on one or the other. Some programs let you 

modify their maps and information categories or create your 
own, while other programs provide a fixed map and informa
tion database . 

This field contains packages whose focus is very narrow, 
such as those that deal with only one subject (i .e. , the U.S. , 
entertainment, travel tips, clip-art maps, and raw data) . It also 
contains software whose scope is very broad-multipurpose 
programs and full-blown geographical information system 
(GIS) packages. These programs are beyond the scope of this 
article; I will concentrate on the self-contained world atlas 
software. 

Because of the focus on programs useful in a wide variety of 
contexts, I will cover only those that run on PCs or Macin
toshes . (One exception is World Geograph, which runs only on 
the Apple IIGS .) Of the 24 packages I looked at, six run on the 
Mac: Azimuth, EarthPlot, Geographies , HyperAtlas, Mac
Choro II, and MapMaker. Only four run on multiple systems: 
Atlas Explorer, Global Data Manager, World Factbook, and 
World Geography Series. 

Useful atlas programs have been produced as commercial 
software as well as shareware or public domain software. 
Among shareware and public domain offerings, you will find 
some very inexpensive hidden gems. A few of these offerings 
require a control program. (A control program provides a way 
of displaying and manipulating the boundary coordinates in the 
map database.) 

Due to the volatility of these products distributed through 
electronic BBSes, on-line networks , user groups, and share
ware distribution outfits, I've included only a sprinkling of the 
available offerings. None of either kind of software is copy-pro
tected, and most of it is updated at regular intervals . Such up
dates are most critical when you cannot alter the supplied data. 

The software falls into four distinct types: fixed maps with 
data, customizable maps and data, maps without data, and data 
without maps . The table provides a comparison of the mapping 
and geographical database capabilities of the 24 packages. 

continued 
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World atlas programs vary significantly in their capabilities. With the better packages , you can create or modify map 
boundaries or geographical data . With the most powerful programs, you can access quite detailed maps and perform 
substantial data analysis ( • =yes; o =no; NIA = not applicable). 

Program name Map Map size/ Map import/ Map Map Data 
coverage projection export alterat ion graphics display 

control capability capability quality modes 

Atlas Explorer World, main 0 0 0 Low Text 
regions 

Atlas Graphics 6 continents, High Maps 
nations 

Azimuth World , nations Size only Medium NIA 
EarthPlot World map with 0 0 0 Medium NIA 

Izoom •__...!. ." 
Geographies Selected regions Medium NIA 
Global Data Manager World 0 0 0 Low Map and 

charts I 1fr- l' 
Hyper Atlas World , main 0 0 Medium Text 

regions • 
MacChoro II World, main Size only Medium Maps and ~I 

regions • • charts i· 
I .IL

Map Collection World, some Import High Maps
regions • only • 

Maplnfo World, nations . High Maps• • • •. 
Map it 7 continents, Size only 0 Low Maps•nations 
Map Maker World , 9 regions, • • • Medium Maps ;1.: -.-

.J259 cities 
Map-Master World, main 0 Medium Maps

regions • • 
Micro World Data World map with Size only Export 0 High NIA -,.

Bank II zoom only .... ·PC Globe World, 8 regions, 0 Export 0 High Maps and 
177 nations only charts 

Software Toolworks World World , 14 regions, 0 Export 0 High Maps and ,.. ,-.·-l::Atlas 198 nations only charts ..,;·:; l 
Windows/On the World World map with High Maps 

zoom 
World World map with 0 c. High l Maps•zoom 1~~~.,• . .r 
World At las NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA Text 

World Digitized 7 continents 0 High NIA• • - w.I _._with zoom ~4 ..... 
World Factbook 1989 World, 12 regions, 0 0 0 Medium Text 

248 nations 
World GeoGraph World, 6 continents, 0 0 0 Medium Maps and 

21 regions charts 
World Geography Series NIA NIA NIA NIA NIA Text Jf-'* 
World29 World map with 0 Export Medium NIA 

zoom only • .. f-:
• --l;. 

Fixed Maps with Data 
This first group of software packages provides an enormous 
amount of global maps and data. These programs are the clos
est in form and purpose to traditional hardbound world atlases. 

The goal of Atlas Explorer is to improve people 's geographi
cal knowledge in a classroom setting. It is the only drill-and
practice program that combines mapping capabilities with a 
text database on each nation. A mouse is almost essential for 
the program, which operates in two modes: tutorial mode, in 
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which you can explore the world at your own pace; and quiz 
mode , in which you are tested on what you have learned. The 
program has a nice record-keeping feature to keep track of test 
performance. 

Unfortunately , this program's.map resolution and detail are 
quite poor (with no support for color or high-resolution graph
ics) , and you may find the learning process sterile and boring. 
Furthermore, the choice of map features appears somewhat ar
bitrary, and the quiz questions often seem trivial . 
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Global data Data import/ Data Data 
coverage export alteration analysis 

capability capability capability 

Population, area, 0 0 Low 
currency, language 

- 23 demographic Medium 
categories 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
N/A N/A N/A NIA 

"' 
N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Over 180 High
diverse categories 
25 demographic Import Low 
and economic only • 

categories 
None Import High 

only • 
None Import Medium 

only • 
Population High 
Population 0 Low• 

20 demographic Medium 
categories 

None Import Medium 
only • 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Over BO Export High 
diverse categories only • 

Over BO High 
diverse categories • • 

None Low 

None 0 Low• 
'I .1 

Population, 0 0 Low 
location , area 

N/A N/A N/A N/A.I 
·- 4. 

Over60 0 Low•diverse categories 
55 diverse Export High 

·--"' categories only • 
Economics, 0 0 Low 

location , area 

I N/A N/A N/A N/A•.. 
li 

Software Too/works World Atlas (formerly Electromap 
World Atlas) strives to be a combination world atlas and gazet
teer and succeeds admirably at both. Compared to the other 
packages in this category, Software Tool works World Atlas is 
the winner. None of the other programs contains the diversity 
and quality of the international maps in this package. The car
tography is truly reminiscent of the best hardbound atlases (see 
photo 1) . 

The map implementation using the mouse is more complete 

and intuitive than in any other atlas program-you can click di
rectly from world to region to country levels with ease. The 
data coverage is comprehensive and logically grouped into ge
ography, people, government, economy, and communications 
categories . The software includes a nice feature that combines 
map and background information into a unified hard-copy re
port on any country. 

The newly released version lets you do substantial graphical 
analysis and comparison of data as well as edit the geographical 
database itself. The only thing missing is a fuller range of cus
tomization tools. 

Hyper Atlas is a series ofHyperCard stacks of maps and glob
al information linked together in a geographical data manage
ment system. The program , which has separate but linked 
stacks for the world and the U .S. , is intuitively laid out and easy 
to use . You can add an unlimited number of information stacks, 
modi fy existing information, or even change the maps. How
ever, the maps are not very detailed , and the information pro
vided regarding each country is sparse . 

PC Globe is a comprehensive computerized atlas of the 
world's nations. I award it an honorable mention (second only 
to Software Toolworks World Atlas) for its manufacturer-sup
plied maps and data. The program is very fast and is a snap to 
run by either keyboard or mouse . The global, regional , and 
country maps are clear and detailed. Its huge amount of back
ground and statistical information may be viewed on maps , bar 
charts, and tables. This is the only program that indicates on 
maps the membership of major international organizations such 
as NATO or the European Economic Community. 

PC Globe's printer support is excellent, as is its ability to 
export maps and data for other uses. An optional add-on pro
gram-PC Nations-displays national flags and plays national 
anthems . About to be released is an open-architecture version 
of this program , Mapworks . It differs from the standard ver
sion in letting you customize maps and import data from other 
sources. 

On the downside, it would be nice to be able to import maps , 
and the selection of data categories seems a bit odd. While PC 
Globe contains incredibly detailed national statistics on issues 
such as health (including the number of dentists and nurses) , it 
ignores a few major topics , such as energy consumption. 

World GeoGraph is a geography-learning tool designed pri
marily for classroom use . It has a highly interactive relation
ship between the maps and the database. This Apple IIGS pro
gram is designed around five geographical themes-location , 
place, relationships within areas, movement , and regions. It 
beautifully integrates these concepts in a way that stimulates 
users to think creatively and analytically. 

The manual and accompanying classroom guide are excel
lent, and the program is quite intuitive to use . Despite the Apple 
IIGS monitor's course resolution (640 by 200 pixels), the glob
al and regional maps are clear and reasonably detailed . World 
GeoGraph's developers thought out and clearly organized its 
data categories . 

Although the speed of execution is sometimes a bit slow , you 
will find World GeoGraph flexible in displaying its data with 
maps, graphs , and tables. The package contains a feature (simi
lar to that in Software Toolworks World Atlas) that combines 
maps and data into a finished report. World GeoGraph 's search 
function for comparative analysis across areas-allowing and/ 
or combinations of search criteria-is among the most powerful 
of a ll these programs. While this program does not permit 
much customization , you can add three new data categories and 
have them fully integrated into the system. 

continued 
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Customizable Maps and Data 

Programs in this second group give you the freedom to tailor 

maps and data to your own needs . The software generally in

cludes extensive tools for mapmaking and data creation. 


Atlas Graphics is a powerful and well-established package 
linking maps to data. I award this program an honorable men
tion (just behind Mapinfo) in this category. Atlas Graphics has 
extensive tools for developing presentation-quality thematic 
maps. They include using color, cross-hatching, or dot-density 
map patterns; inserting a wide variety of special symbols and 
icons; adding text, legends, titles, and labels ; and generating 
output on a wide variety of printers and plotters. 

The package is easy to use and has a clear menu structure. 
The biggest drawback is what isn't included in the basic pack
age. You have to purchase international maps and data sepa
rately from the manufacturer, and you may need two costly 
add-on programs: Atlas Draw, which permits detailed digitiza
tion or on-screen drawing of new maps; and Atlas Import/Ex
port, which lets you transfer maps to and from other software. 

Photo 1: This map ofHong Kong illustrates the cartographic 
detail and sophistication contained in Software Too/works 
World Atlas. 

Photo 2: Maplnfo 's advanced mouse-driven menu structure 
works well with many kinds ofmaps, such as this one showing 
world population distribution. 
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MacChoro II is a remarkably compact package with an inno
vative presentation of thematic choropleth maps (i.e. , maps that 
display data patterns on them) . The program's unique feature is 
map animation. It dynamically displays data distributions (up 
to 60 per second) in such a way that you can immediately see 
whether areas that are high in one category are also high in 
another . 

This software incorporates multiple windows, including one 
for drawing graphics , one for spreadsheet data, and a text-edi
tor window for output of classification statistics. MacChoro II 's 
main limitations include the absence of global data supplied or 
available with the software, and the omission of many map-data 
customization capabilities common among full-featured pro
grams of this type . 

Map Collection is an inexpensive and unusually versatile 
package that displays attribute data values on maps . The pro
gram's mapping capabilities include displaying various kinds 
of symbols , showing geographical contours , and even graphing 
three-dimensional surfaces . You can digitize, edit, and scale 
maps, and use over 20 map projections. (The term "projection" 
refers to the way the round earth is displayed on a flat map .) 

One oddity about the program is that even if you use a hard 
disk drive , you must always boot from a floppy disk to install 
IBM's Virtual Device Interface for the map graphics. World 
map boundary coordinates are available but not automatically 
supplied with the package. Map Collection has two major draw
backs: the lack of integration among the software's many inde
pendent program modules, and its counterintuitive keystroke 
combinations. 

Maplnfo is the most powerful desktop mapping software I 
ran-its capabilities are staggering. Among software in this 
category, Mapinfo stands at the head of the group. The package 
can do virtually anything the other programs in this category 
do- and better. The user interface is more intuitive and easier 
to use than any other package with flexible links between maps 
and data. Both the manual and the mouse implementation are 
excellent. 

The program features map creation (with digitizing as an op
tion) , customization (with control over boundaries , legends, 
text, and graphics) , and panning. You can also zoom and locate 
a specific address location on the maps , and create, modify , 
and visually display almost any kind of data . 

With Maplnfo , you can analyze and graphically display data 
trends (see photo 2). While map importing or exporting re
quires a separate package available from the manufacturer, you 
can readily perform data importing or exporting. There is also 
a built-in networking capability. This software ' s major limita
tion is the minuscule amount of global statistical data it has or 
makes available to you. 

Mapit is a no-frills attempt to provide basic mapping and data 
display capabilities. The output, which is primarily designed 
for hard-copy printouts rather than for monitors, is crude com
pared to the more costly professional mapping packages. 

The command structure is straightforward and relatively 
easy to learn but not intuitive or user-friendly . Mapit lets you 
create and customize maps (including control of titles, labels, 
scaling, and fill patterns) and insert your own data . Overall, 
the program succeeds in achieving its goals , but they may well 
be too modest for most sophisticated mapping needs . 

MapMaker's aim is to give you the tools you need to create 
and design publication-quality maps . Its toolkit and presenta
tion graphics capabilities are impressive. For example, data can 
appear on map areas through color crosshatch patterns, dot 
density representations, or area cartograms (in which each 
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Which terminal emulation 

keyboardwould you rather use? 


B. 


We thought so too. The PowerStation is an exact 
Vf200/Vf300 layout keyboard that plugs into your PC. 
The PowerStation brings VAX applications to your 
PC without having to rely on messylabels. 

Here's the opportunity to standardize on one keyboard 
throughout your department. The PowerStationkey
board has been designed to work on PCs, XTs, ATs, PS/Zs, 
and the AT&T PC. And you can switch effortlessly 
between real Vfs and the PowerStation. 

ZSTEM220 terminal emulation software for connecting to 
your VAX. ZSTEM 240 includes full Vf241 emulation and 
complete Vf340 16 color ReGIS &sixel graphics. If you 
only need text, ZSTEM 220will give you fast, accurate and 
complete Vf220/320 emulation. 

With KEA's top-notch technical support and documentation, 
plus a solid warranty,you can be assured of quality products 
backed by quality people. Find out why Digital ReviewLabs 
says KEA's PowerStation is "a godsend:' Call today! 

A 


The PowerStation eliminates keyboard remapping when KEA Systems Ltd. Toll-Free Order Desk you run PC versions of your favorite VAX applications, 3738 North Fraser Way, Unit 101 800-876-6089including EDT+, WPS-PC,WPS-PLUS/DOS,and nu/TPU. Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5J 5G1Andthe keyboard can be used with regular DOS applications. Phone: 604-43 1-0727 
The PowerStation keyboard comes with ZSTEM 240 or Fax: 604-43 1-0818 

PowerStation, ZSTEM and the KEA logo are trademarks of KEA Systems Ltd. All o ther brand and product names arc trademarks o r registered tradema rks of their respective holders. 
© Co pyrigh t KEA Systems Ltd ., 1989. All rights reserved. 
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GET SUPERSOFT's 

SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS 

All the software , alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around 
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to 
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs, 
XTs,ATs and a// compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone . No other 
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of 
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level. 

NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced 
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible 
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the 
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded. 

NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and PS/2s ! 
For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on 
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers 
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's 
Diagnostics 11 for the most thorough hardware error isolation 
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save 
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money, 
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non-IBM equipment. 

All CPUs & Numeric Co-processors All Color Graphics &Monochrome 
System Expansion & Extended Memory Monitors 
Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives Parallel & Serial Ports 
Standard & Non-standard Printers Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA 
System Board: OMA, Timers, Interrupt, Adapters 

Real-time Clock & CMOS config . RAM All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller 

NEW: Manufacturer's burn-in diagnostics now 
available for IBM and compatible PC, XT, AT, 
386, 486 and PS 2 systems. 

Service Diagnostics for PC, PCIXT, and compatibles only . . . . . . .. . . . . . $169 
Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives) . . . .. $ 50 
Wrap-around Plug for PC, PCIXT and compatibles (parallel and serial) . . $ 30 
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only .............. . . . ... . $169 
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives) . . .... $ 50 
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial) ............... . ......... . ........ $ 15 
ROM POST for PC, PC/XT and compatibles only ... .. ... . ... .... .. . . $245 
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. $245 
Service Diagnostics: The KIT (Includes all of the above-save $502) . $495 
Service Diagnostics for PS/2 models 25130 50160 or 70180 and compatibles 

(please specify) . . ........ . . ... .... ... ... .. ..... . .. . .. .. .$195 
Service Diagnostics for 386 or V2, V30, or Harris, etc. (please specify) .. $195 
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all 

CP/M-80, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers . . ......... . ... .. . . . . .. $125 

Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch) ........ . . ..... $ 50 


To order, call 800-678-3600 or 408-745-0234 
FAX 408-745-0231, or write SuperSoft. 

sU 
~~~ 

oft 
FIRST IN SOFTWllRE TECHNOLOGY P.O. Box 611328, San Jose, CA 95161-1328 (408) 745-0234 Telex 270365 

SUPERSOFT is a reg istered trademark of SuperSoft, Inc.; CDC of Conlrol Data Corp.; IBM PC, AT & XT ol 
International Bu siness Machines Corp.; MS-DOS of MicroSoft Corp.; NEC of NEC Information System s, Inc .. 
PRIME ol PRIME INC.: Sony ol Sony Corp. 
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T he overall 
quality ofthese 

packages is surprisingly 

high and promises 

to get even better. 


area's size is proportionate to its data value). In addition, the 
program can use multiple map projectbns and sizes and even 
lets you create new boundaries from latitude and longitude 
coordinates. 

With MapMaker , you can create, import, export, or com
pare maps and statistical data. This is the only package that 
contains worldwide city maps . However, the program is rela
tively slow and difficult to use, and the quality of the country 
maps is crude for such a powerful package. 

Similarly , Map-Master attempts to create presentation-qual
ity maps showing data relationships. It has powerful customiz
ation capabilities (though not nearly up to the level of highest
quality software). Among these features are the ability to 
create special regions, zoom, and add symbols , text, and lines 
to maps. 

After a cumbersome installation process, I found Map-Mas
ter to be easy to use and logically laid out. But the program also 
has some severe limitations: It will not support VGA graphics 
(640 by 480 pixels), and its maps are not well detailed . Map
Master permits neither the creation of new maps (but you can 
modify existing ones) nor importing/exporting of maps . And 
while it allows you to create or import new data, you cannot 
export data. Although the package includes (or makes avail
able) considerable statistical data on the U.S ., it provides no 
such global information. 

Windows/On the World is a particularly flexible and open 
mapping system. It lets you create overlays of graphics , text, 
and symbols, and it can display distance-bearing and position 
information. Running under Microsoft Windows, this program 
can link up well with the increasingly powerful range of Win
dows applications. 

At present, the global boundary coordinates contained in 
Windows/On the World are less detailed than the U.S. data 
available on CD-ROM. The global mapping information is ex
tracted from the Micro World Data Bank and is free to any reg
istered user. But the Defense Mapping Agency (a government 
branch) has recently selected the creator of this program to help 
develop a future product called Digital Chart of the World. 

Maps Without Data 
This category provides full cartographic capabilities, but its 
programs generally lack the ability to display data distributions 
on the maps . These packages are especially useful for generat
ing different kinds oflong-range global views. 

Azimuth is a full-featured map-drawing/-drafting program 
that lets you view the earth from any distance or angle . Its capa
bilities include rotation, scaling, creation of a library of sym
bols, and map layering, and it lets you import and export maps . 
The package contains clear (though complex) instructions. 
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Announcing the end of the 
SCSI compatibility crisis: 

The SCSI disk controller from DPT 
that's so intelligent, it doesn't 
need special software drivers! 

SCSI connectivity hassles are a th ing of the past! SmartConnex 
makes it possible for the first time to run SCSI disk drives without 
special software drivers or BIOS ROMS that cause compatibility 
problems. Just plug in SmartConnex and you're all set-exactly as 
though you were using a standard ST506 drive. And, you' ll enjoy 
optional connectivity to hundreds of other peripherals with 
appropriate software, including tape and optical drives. 

I/ ?IJ, !>- /rt eompo:t ihilily 
SmartConnex is compatible with all PC ATs and operating sys
tems, and is guaranteed to work with all existing AT applications. 
So it isn't necessary to buy new programs or make any changes 
to system software. No matter what operating system or SCSI 
disk drive you use, you won't have to worry about controlle r 
compatibility. 

SmartConnex's on-board 68000 processor and custom-designed 
ASIC chips make it the highest-performance controller on the 
market. Its unique design pushes the fastest SCSI disk drives to 
their top performance limits! 

lln ./l+ in alfardo..i>i //-hf 
SmartConnex costs less and performs better -t}ian other prod
ucts- it's that simple. When you consider cost along with Smart 
Connex's other great advantages, there's no smarter move! 

:&dee/ bf the- i>esf: Dl> 7 
Distri buted Processing Technology was the first to develop 
caching disk controllers and hardware disk mirroring for micro
computers, and is the recognized leader in the industry. Our 
products have been at work for over a decade, speeding up minis 
and mainframes. We offer a 1-year warranty, clear documenta
tion, and outstanding technical support. 

Puf Smar+<!61111ej 6-tfte fesl f 
Call today and find out more about the end of the SCSI compat i
bil it y crisis-with SmartConnex, from DPT. 

M
DPT 
Distributed 	 132 Candace Drive 

Maitland, FL 32751Processing Phone: (407) 830-5522 
Technology FAX: (407) 260-5366 
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ALF's Quick Copy is your 

Disk Copying Solution 


The Quick Copy stand-alone duplicators copy di sks 
quickly and reliably. No computer or computer know
ledge is required. There are no complicated commands 
to learn , no keyboard to search, and 
no thick manual to read. To view 
step-by-step instructi ons on the 
built-in di spl ay , just press the 
'' Expla in " button at any tim e. 
Anyone who' s ever used a toaster 
can make perfect copies with 
Quick Copy. 

Models are ava il ab le for 

most all 51/4'' and 31/2'' 

di sks. Prices start at just $ 1495. Ca ll fo r detail s. 


Ca/11-800-321-4668 today! 
(Hours 8- 5 MST. M- F. Inside Co lorado call , 303-423-0371. ) 

ALF Products Inc. 
3940 Youngfield St. 
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 

Does CHAOS Lurk 
In Your System? 

DYNAMICAL 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

DYNAMICAL SOFTWARE: A complete package for 
the practical application of nonlinear dynamics and chaos 
to real world data and theoretical studies. 

Easily interfaced with instrumental output and your own 
programs. Use DYNAMICAL SOFTWARE to study 
scientific, medical, engineering and economics time series. 

Written manuals include comprehensive introduction to 
nonlinear dynamics and chaos for the chaotic novitiate. 

CHAOS IN THE CLASSROOM: Self-contained 
programs for use in the classroom and independent study. 

For IBM PC's and Compatibles. 

Dynamical Software (Two Package Set) $550; 


Chaos in the Classroom I/II ... .. $49.951$59.95 - Both $99.95 


JOIN THE NONUNEAR REVOLUTION! 

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC. 
P. 0. Box 35241 •Tucson, AZ 85740 • (602) 292-1962 
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However, Azimuth contains a number of limitations. It does 
not let you use alternative map projections, it allows only 
limited use of color, it does not execute very quickly, and
most important-it does not contain the level of boundary de
tail (particularly for smaller nations) 9fthe best mapping pack
ages . With a forthcoming version, Azimuth developers plan to 
address these drawbacks and offer optional world data to com
plement the world boundary files. 

EarthPlot is one of the pioneer public domain programs for 
displaying views of the world from outer space. It is designed 
for long-range viewing-from 1000 to 160,000 miles up , any 
latitude and longitude, with or without grid lines. But the 
boundary data excludes both Antarctica and country borders, 
and the program is slow. You will find that EarthPlot's close
up views are inaccurate, you can't save the maps you create, 
and the program does not support hard-copy printout. 

Geographies is a dynamic atlas program. With it, you can 
create and display points of information either on the supplied 
maps or on maps you create or import. The program allows you 
considerable latitude to scale and edit maps, but it contains only 
select international boundary files , and you will not find using 
it intuitive . Furthermore, the toolkit for map customization is 
much more limited than those provided by other packages in 
this category. 

Micro World Data Bank II is a condensation of the 6-million
point World Data Bank developed by the CIA for mainframe 
computers. Comparing programs in this category , the World 
package got top honors, and Micro World Data Bank was the 
next best program. The microcomputer version contains 
179,000 latitude and longitude points detailing coastlines, is
lands , and countries , as well as American state borders, lakes, 
and rivers . 

You can generate maps from any latitude/longitude point and 
a huge range of altitudes, and you can choose from five levels of 
detail. The level with the finest detail produces maps surpass
ing most other available mapping programs. This program's 
developer designed the database so that it can be incorporated 
into other mapping programs. 

PlotMWDB is a powerful control program. With it , you can 
easily customize the size, shape, and position of world maps . In 
addition, you can produce hard-copy outputs via several plot
ters . You can also export maps to other applications. 

World is the best program included in this discussion with a 
mapping focus. World's most amazing feature is its ability to 
draw maps using over 100 different cartographic projections. It 
can also rotate, scale, and shade maps and incorporate great 
circle arcs, range rings , symbols , labels, and titles. 

The program can use a variety of map boundary files, rang
ing from those that are quite generalized to a highly detailed 
file using Micro World Data Bank. This program's biggest dis
advantages are its user interface (which is neither intuitive nor 
easy to use) , and the fact that, with a one-monitor system, it 
overprints text and graphics. 

World Digitized provides over 100,000 points of coastline, 
island, lake, and national boundary coordinates organized by 
continent. You can obtain two control programs for displaying 
this database. In both cases , you must substantially transform 
the data . 

The first option-the Simple Display Program-supports the 
use of the mouse, complex zooming and positioning, distance 
measurement, and integration of maps into BASIC programs. 
With the other option-the Map Control Program-you can use 
a variety of map projections, viewing angles, positions, alti
tudes , and imported map coordinates including Micro World 

continued 
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12Mhz 
286VGA 
COMBO KIT 

• 	80286-12 CPU 
• 	 l MegRAM 
• 	 l.2MegFloppyDrive 
• 	 l.44MegfkwyDrive 
e 40 Meg 28 DB Hard 

Drive 
• 	16 lit VGA Baird 

14 11• VGA color 
Monitor (640 x480) 

• 	28/lP/lG ports 
• 	 101-key Keybaud 
• 	GeoilB Mouse 
• 	MIS Dos 4.01 
• 	Pammie 1180printer 
• &qe Procecta 
I I 

$1795 

Pollcr

Mhz386 
VGA ~~


• 80386-lffiX CPU • 80386-20 CPU 
• 	 2 Meg RAM • 2MegRAM 
• 	l.2~FklppyDrive • l.2MegfkwyDrive 
• 	 l.44MegfloRJyDriYe 
• 	66 Meg 25 ms Hard , 

Drive 
• 	 16 lit VGA Board 

14 11• 	 VGA color 
Monitor (640X480) 

• 2S/1P/1G ports 
• 	 101-lcey Keyboard 
• 	Genius Mouse 
• WSDOS4.01 

$1995 


•S-do;y~--~r...... bdor< 
J:tOpmE.S.T. ~~ 

..::S.='.=.e"~":-'...t:'~=:: 
.-,.Al--be"""""tftpllid,-laoripool
-..imaoplelerih~Al--l>llveRMA 
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• 	 l.44MegfkwyDrive 
• 	66 Meg 25 ms Hard 

Drive 
• 	 16 tit VGA Baird 

14 11• VGA color 
Monitor (640 X480) 

• 2S/1P/1G ports 
• 	 101-lcey Keyboord 
• 	Genius Mouse 
• M/SDOS4.0l 

$2295 


~
Mhz
386 
' VGA 

• 	80386-25 CPU 
• 	 4 Meg RAM 
• 	 l.2MegFloppyDrive 
• 	 L44MegfkwyDrive 
• 	 105 Meg IDE 

Hard Drive 
• 	16 bit VGABaird 
• 	14" VGA ro1or 

Mooitor (1024 x768) 
• 28/lP/lG ports 
• 	101-key Keyboord 
• 	GeoilB Mouse 
• M/SDOS4.01 

$2995 


• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

25Mhz 
CACHE 
386VGA 

803~25 CPU 
32K 25ns Cache 
Memory 
4 Meg RAM 
l.2MegAoppyDrive 
l.44Megf'kwyDrive 
105 Meg IDE 
Hard Drive 

• 	Dual HD/FL IDE 
Controller 

• 	 16 bit VGA Board 
• 	 14" VGA color 

Monitor (1024X768) 
• 2S/1P/1G ports 
• 	 101-lcey Keyboard 
• 	Genius Mouse 
• 	MIS DOS 4.01 

$3795 

ACHE~ 
A 

• 	803~33CPU 
• 	32K 25ns Cache 

.Memoiy 
• 	4MegRAM 
• 	 l.2MegAoppyDrive 
• 	 1.44Meg floppy Drive 
• 	 150Megl8msF.SDl 

Drive 
• 	32K Fast Cache F.SDI 

Controller 
• 	 16 bit VGA Board 
• 	 14" VGA oolor 

Monitor (1024 x768) 
• 2S/1P/IG ports 
• 	 101-key Keyboord 
• 	Genioo Mouse 
• 	 MIS DOS 4.01 

$3895 

The ALTEC-286 turned in soor of the best. 
perfonnance times of all the machines ff:Stfd" 
PC Magazine Feb. 14, 1988 

l~Fr~e4Months On-Site Service 

• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee 
•I Year Warranty for Parts and Labor 
• Free 4 Months On-Site Service 
• Lifetime Toll-Free Technical Support 

18555 East Gale Ave. Technology Corp. 
Industry, CA 91748 
Tel: 818/912-8688 1-800-255-9971 FAX: 818/912-8048 CIC83 
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ITEMS DISCUSSED 

Atlas Explorer 1.0 .. . . .. . ........... . $50 
Spinnaker Software 
I Kendall Sq. 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(800) 826-0706 

Inquiry 1051. 


Atlas Graphics 3.0..... .. ..... . . . .. . $790 

Basic package $495, plus $295 for 
international boundary and data files. 
MapMaker 4.01. . . . . . . ... .. .. . .. . . . . $395 

Strategic Mapping, Inc. 

4030 Moorpark Ave., Suite 250 

San Jose, CA 95117 

(408) 985-7400 

Inquiry 1052. 


Azimuth 1.0 .. ...... . . . .. . .. .... . .. . . $395 

Graphsoft, Inc. 

8370 Court Ave., Suite 202 

Ellicott City, MD 21043 

(301) 461-9488 

Inquiry 1053. 


EarthPlot 3.0 (public domain) . .. .. $11 

Geographies 1.4 (shareware) ... .... $11 

Educorp Computer Services 

531 Stevens Ave., Suite B 

Solana Beach, CA 92075 

(800) 843-9497 

Inquiry 1054. 


Global Data Manager 2.3 .... . . ... $125 

World Game Institute 

University City Science Center 

3508 Market St. 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

(215) 387-0220 

Inquiry 1055. 


HyperAtlas 1.1 .... . ..... . ....... . . . $100 
Micromaps Software, Inc. 
P.O. Box 757 

Lambertville, NJ 08530 

(800) 334-4291 

Inquiry 1056. 


MacChoro II 1.0 .... ...... . ....... .. $345 

Basic package $295, plus $50 for 
international boundary files. 
Image Mapping Systems 

516 South 5 lst St. 

Omaha, NE 68106 

(402) 553-2246 

Inquiry 1057. 


Map Collection 2.01 
for commercial use ... .. .. .... .. . . $300 
for schools ...... .. ... . ....... . ..... . $150 

Map Ware 
P.O. Box 50168 

Long Beach, CA 90815 

(213) 985-7808 

Inquiry 1058. 


Maplnfo 4.05 .... . . . .. .......... . .. . . $750 

Mapinfo Corp. 

200 Broadway 

Troy, NY 12180 

(800) 327-8627 

Inquiry 1059. 


Mapit 2.0 .... ... . . .. .. .... .. .. ... . .. . $100 
Questionnaire Service Co. 
P.O. Box 778 

East Lansing, MI 48826 

(517) 641-4428 

Inquiry 1060. 


Map-Master 6.01 .. ... ... . ....... . .. $395 

Ashton-Tate 

20101 Hamilton Ave. 

Torrance, CA 90502 

(800) 437-4329 

Inquiry 1061. 


Micro World Data Bank II 

(public domain) ... .. ... . .... ...... .... $20 

Includes the control program 
PlotMWDB 2.4 (shareware). 
Micro Doc 

3108 Jackson St. 

Bellevue, NE 68005 

(402) 291-0795 

Inquiry 1062. 


PC Globe 3.0 ... . .. ........ ... .. . . . ... $74 

PC Globe, Inc. 

4700 South McClintock, Suite 150 

Tempe, AZ 85282 

(800) 255-2789 

Inquiry 1063. 


Software Toolworks 

World Atlas 2.0 


floppy disk version .. .. .. ...... .. . . . $60 

CD-ROM version .. .. ........... . .. $160 


The Software Toolworks 

19808 Nordhoff Place 

Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(800) 231-3088 

Inquiry 1064. 


Windows/On the World 2.36 ... . . $495 

Geovision, Inc . 

5680 Peachtree Pkwy., Suite B 

Norcross, GA 30092 

(404) 448-8224 

Inquiry 1065. 

World 4.04 .... ...... . ... ....... .. . . .. $250 

Philip Voxland, Social Science 

University of Minnesota 

Research Facilities Center 

25 Blegen Hall 

269 South 19th Ave. 

Minneapolis , MN 55455 

(612) 625-8556 

Inquiry 1066. 


World Atlas (public domain) . .. .... $10 
Public Brand Software 
P.O. Box51315 

Indianapolis, IN 46251 

(800) 426-3475 

Inquiry 1068. 


World Digitized 1.4 (shareware) 

with the Simple Display 

Program 2.0 .. . .. ......... . . . . . .. . . . $30 


The World Digitized 

166 Shady Lane 

Apollo, PA 15613 

(412) 778-5072 

Inquiry 1069. 

or 

World Digitized 1.4 


with Map 2.3 ... . .... .. .... ....... . . . $24 

Public (Software) Library 

P.O. Box 35705 

Houston, TX 77235 

(713) 665-7017 

Inquiry 1070. 


World Factbook 1989 

(CD-ROM) .... . . . ... . . ... ... ..... . . . . . $104 

Quanta Press, Inc . 

2550 University Ave. W, Suite 245N 

St. Paul , MN 55114 

(612) 641-0714 

Inquiry 1181. 

or 

World Factbook 1989 ... .. ...... . . .. $90 

Shryer Publishing, Inc . 

1866 West Shryer Ave. 

Roseville, MN 55113 

(612) 633-3865 

Inquiry 1182. 


World GeoGraph 1.1 . ....... . . . .. . $139 

MECC 

3490 Lexington Ave. N 

St. Paul , MN 55126 

(800) 228-3504 

Inquiry 1183. 


World Geography Series .. . . . . . . . . $240 
Intellectual Software 
Queue, Inc. 
338 Commerce Dr. 
Fairfield, CT 06430 
(800) 232-2224 

Inquiry 1184. 


World29 2.98 (shareware) ... .. .. . .. $15 

Robert Lloyd 

191 Via DeLaReina 

Merritt Island, FL 32953 

(407) 452-4937 
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THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MICROS 


Data Bank's boundary files. World Digitized is not quite as de
tailed as Micro World Data Bank and contains some minor 
boundary errors. 

World29 is a well-thought-out map-drawing program with 
many unusual features. It contains a nice menu system with 
which you can draw maps from a wide range of altitudes based 
on either latitude/longitude positions or city/country/region 
names. World29 also offers an intriguing quiz option, in which 
a city location and its immediate environs are shown on a map 
and you have to guess the city name. 

In addition, with World29, you acquire the capacity to track 
storms and extensive tools to customize and save generated 
maps. However, the program does not support VGA graphics 
(640 by 480 resolution), and-more important-its map bound
ary detail is inadequate for most professional purposes. 

Data Without Maps 
This type of package provides a more extensive range of data 
than the others but generally does not permit you to view the 
data on maps. Thus, these programs fill in holes in our knowl
edge about critical differences among nations . 

Global Data Manager attempts to provide a comprehensive 
inventory of statistical data . This program does indeed contain 
a dazzling array of information. Among offerings of this type , 
Global Data Manager emerges in first place. It includes un
usual categories such as time-series AIDS data and solar 
energy potential for each country. 

Global Data Manager's database is extremely flexible in let
ting you alter, import, or export data, and compare or combine 
any parts of it. (There is only one map available with this pack
age; see photo 3.) Although basically a dedicated spreadsheet, 
Global Data Manager permits you to view data in bar charts or 
even on a primitive map display. This program's major draw
backs are its sketchy manual and the difficult and counterintu
itive user interface. 

World Atlas is really designed to be a gazetteer, as it contains 
no maps . But it does provide useful textual information about 
continents, countries, islands, cities, oceans , mountains, 
lakes , and rivers. The program contains an interesting geogra
phy trivia quiz, and it has an effective means of comparing 
areas. But the information is dated, not modifiable, and not in a 
form suitable for serious aggregate data analysis . 

World Factbook 1989 is a microcomputer version of a CIA
prepared annual reference volume-the most definitive and 
comprehensive global data the American government provides 
to the public . One version on CD-ROM contains the crude 
TextWare Plus information retrieval system. Cards exist for 
each of 256 countries and territories. You can search using in
dexed keywords, or you can add or edit data cards, but you need 
a standard desktop publishing or graphics package to view the 
black-and-white and color maps. 

Another version of World Factbook 1989 that runs on floppy 
disks includes the far more efficient, flexible , and easy-to-use 
Folio Views software for organizing the data so you can search 
through the information in many different ways . So far , 
though, this version does not include the maps and does not 
permit modification of the data. (Plans are in the works to im
prove this.) The biggest drawback of both programs is that you 
cannot meaningfully use the presented information to perform 
aggregate comparative data analysis (such as in quantitative 
studies using spreadsheets or statistical packages) . 

World Geography Series aims to provide text-oriented drill
and-practice geography lessons for classroom use. The pro
gram (which includes wall maps) provides short tutorials em
phasizing relationships among geographical features . Its 

Photo 3: The Dymaxion Map ofthe World is a highly 
unorthodox map projection designed by Buckminster Fuller. 
It is the only map available in the statistics-oriented Global 
Data Manager. 

coverage includes country and city locations, national econom
ic data, and topographical highlights. 

Each World Geography Series tutorial is followed by a short 
quiz on the material. The biggest problem with this package is 
that the presentation style is so simplistic and the questions so 
elementary (given the tutorial that immediately precedes it) 
that users may quickly tire of the program and not retain the 
small amount of information on which they are tested. 

The New Wave 
Obviously, how you evaluate the relative merit of the various 
world atlas software packages depends to some degree on your 
particular goal, application, or sophistication level. 

The overall quality of these packages is surprisingly high 
and promises to get even better. This improvement is due to 
increasing competition, with new market entrants and explod
ing product demands. Multinational corporations , national 
governments, and international organizations have found use
ful applications for this software to solve practical problems. 
For example, some businesses have been able to spot geograph
ical relationships among areas of greatest sales demand, prod
uct supply, and competition. 

The next stage in the development of this exciting microcom
puter software may be the creation of artificially intelligent 
rule-based expert systems for mapping/geography databases . 
Programs could be developed that anticipate the kinds of infor
mation users should be seeking and relationships they should be 
forming. This next wave of atlas software may even provide you 
with advice concerning optimal decisions or actions . Technol
ogy from this generation of world atlas software may enable you 
to achieve a greater understanding of the complex international 
setting. • 
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Northgate™Elegance"'386/33! 


We've Pumped Up the Power 
and Cut the Price! 
Once again, Northgate hears you! Here's PowerMax:M 
PowerMax tops the high end of 386 
performance ... not the high end of prices. You 
get power for any application-from high speed 
file server* to blazing fast CAD workstation. 
And every stop in between. 

HOT NEW 200Mb HARD DRIVE! Now 
Northgate brings you a sparkling new Maxtor 
hard drive.. This 3.5 inch masterpiece sets 
industry standards with 15MS speed! And so 
quietly, only the flashing light tells you it's at 
work. Made just for Northgate, it carries a 
staggering 50,000 hour MTBF rating. 

FOUR MEGS OF MEMORY AND 64K 
CACHE ... Built onto the proprietary 
Northgate motherboard. This is the same board 
that's powered Northgate's Elegance Series in the 
top spot in virtually every comparison leading to 
a PC Magazine's Editors' Choice award. 

Even the Microsoft® WINDOWS™ 3.0 and 
a genuine MICROSOFT MOUSE are 
included with your PowerMax System! 
You'll be dazzled by the features of this 
magnificent new program and how incredibly fast 
it runs 32-bit software on PowerMax. 

VIDEO FOR THE 90's-1024x768 VGA 
RESOLUTION ... PowerMax comes standard 
with a superb NEC 3D VGA Monitor-clearly 
the class of 14 inch displays. A 16-bit VGA card 
carries 512K of RAM for the most brilliant 
rainbow of colors you've ever enjoyed. 

PowerMax is backed by a 1-year limited 
warranty on parts and labor, 5-years on OmniKey 
keyboard. If a part fails, we'll ship a replacement 

Incredible System Price:

SS,29900 ~:~r~:Office 

Complete 386/33 Systems Starting at s3999oo 
Fina ncing: Use the Norchgate Big 'N' revolving credit card. We have millions in 
financing available. We accept your Visa or MasterCard, coo. Lease it with 
Northgate, up co five-year terms available. 

Use PowerMax for 30 days! If it fails to meet 
your expectations, return it. 

CALL NOW! Northgate will custom configure 
your Elegance System to your needs. Options 
include monitors, tape backups, a huge range of 
hard drives, network software and hardware, 
laser printers, and more. 

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HOURS EVERY DAY 

800-548-1993 

Here's what experts say about 
Norlhgate 386 systems. 

PC Magazine tested Northgate's Elegance 
386/20, 25 and 33 against hundreds of 
others. Result: Editors' Choice awards 
for every Elegance 386 System 
Northgate makes. No other company 
can make this claim! 

to you at our expense-before you return EDITORS' 
your part! CHOICE 



PowerMax 386/33 
Standard Configuration 
• 	 33 MHz Intel 80386T'M 

Microprocessor 
• 	 Maxtor 200Mb 15MS access 

hard drive 
• 	 4Mb of 32-bit DRAM on 

proprietary motherboard 
(expandable to 16Mb with optional 
32-bit memory card) 

• 	 64K SRAM read/write-back cache 
(optional 256K cache available) 

• 	 High density l.2Mb-5.25 "and 
l.44Mb-3.25 "floppy drives. Also 
reads, writes and formats low 
density disks 

• 	 Eight expansion card slots; one 
32-bit, six 16-bit and one 8-bit 

• 	 33 MHz 80387Th1or 33 MHz 
Weitek 316 7 numeric co-processor 
support 

• 	 One parallel and two serial ports 
• 	 14" NEC 3D multisync VGA 

color monitor with 1024x768 
resolution 

• 	 16-bit video controller with 
512K memory 

• 	 MS-DOS 4.01 and GW-BASIC 
software 

• 	 On-line users guide to system and 
MS-DOS 4.01 

• 	 220 watt power supply 
• 	 Elegance 7 drive-bay custom tower 

cabinet pictured (desktop style 
available) 

• 	 Microsoft Windows 3.0 
• 	 Genuine Microsoft Mouse 
• 	 Exclusive OnmiKey/ULTRA 

keyboard; award winning PLUS 
model available 

• 	 1-year warranty on system parts 
and labor; 5 years on keyboard 

• 	 FCC Class B certified 
• 	 Unlimited, toll-free technical 

support-24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week 

• 	 On-site deskside service available 
five days a week (to most 
locations) 

Computer Shopper "Best Buy" for the 
third straight year! Readers honored 
Northgate with two awards. 

InfoWorld tested 700 products in 1989. 
Conclusion: "The highest rated desktop 
computer of the year, this 33 MHz system 

1989 TOP 100
is a terrific performer .. ." 

Prices and specifications subjccc to change without notice. Northgatc reserves the right ro substitute componenl5 of equal or grcaccr quality or performance. All itcnu subject to availability. 

OCopyright Nonhgatc Computer Sym:ms, Inc., 1990. All rights reserved. Northgatc, OmrriKey and the Northgate 'N' logo are registered mdcmarks of Northgatc C.Omputcr Systems . 80386 and 80486 arc trademarks of Intel. Microsoft and Windows arc 
rcginercd cra.dcmarks of 1he Microsoft Corpoution. All other products and br:md names ue trademarks and registered uadcmarks of their respccth·e companies. 
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One of the finest examples of Graphtec innovation is incorporated into our new 
TMlll0/1210 series of thermal plotters. These plotters are unique thanks to the 
world's first single-substrate, large-format thermal head. The single head ensures 
a uniform, high-quality printout with superb 406 dpi (16 dots/mm) resolution. 

Hard copies can be made on three types of media: regular, thermal transfer and 
clear film. Also, RS-232C and Centronics interfaces come standard, as do GP-GL 
and HP-GL™ command sets. 

TMlllO Al-size Thermal Plotter 

GRAPHTEC CORPORATION Mita 43rd Mori Bldg., 13-16, Mita 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan Tel : (03) 453-0511 Telex: 02422687 (GRAPH-J) 
U.S.A.: American Graphtec, Inc. Tel:(714)261 -7568 (800)654-7568 Fax:(714)833-7568 Australia: Southern Graphtec Pty. Ltd. Tel :(02)748-4888 Fax:(02) 748-4882 
Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH Tel:(040)511-5059 Telex: 2165630 (GTEC D) United Kingdom: Graphtec (UK) Ltd. Tel:(0270)625-115 Fax:(0270)626-733 

"HP-GL is a 1radema1k o f the Hewlell-Packard Compan y. 
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FEATURE 

3-D GRAPHICS, 

FROM ALPHA 

TOZ-BUFFER 


Graphics workstations have memory that is dedicated to 
the special needs ofrendering in three dimensions 

Ron M. Brinkmann 

I 
f you want to see where personal computers are 
headed, take a look at workstations. Features 
that are now common in PCs (e.g., windows, 
networking, and 32-bit CPUs) were considered 
part of the standard workstation package long 

before they began appearing in high-end microcomputers . 
The next major migration of technology from the worksta

tion to the PC will be the sophisticated general-purpose graph
ics hardware now found on the mid- to high-end workstations. 
For example, there will be a dramatic increase in the size 
of frame buffers available for 
a PC, and in the use of spe
cialized graphics transform 
processors used for three-di
mensional rendering. But PC 
standards and support are 
lacking. 

3-DNeeds 
Although the ability to quick
ly render 3-D solids is not a 
universal need, certain appli
cations benefit from it: in par
ticular, the design of mechan
ical parts and, in general, any 
sort of 3-D drafting. Design
ers become more efficient if 
they are able to quickly visu
alize their designs in three di
mensions . A fast 3-D render
ing system lets designers view 
their models from any direc
tion and distance, effectively 
"spinning" the object in 
space. If they wish to modify 
their models' attributes, such 
as color or lighting, the sys-

ILLUSTRATION: DON BAKER © 1990 

tern can quickly display the new results. Even though this func
tionality is available on a limited basis for PCs, it is usually 
implemented using special-purpose hardware driven by spe
cialized, nonstandard graphics calls. This is in contrast to 
workstations , where most graphics subsystems use industry 
standards such as PHIGS or GKS. 

To assess the pieces needed for 3-D functionality , compare 
the architecture of a graphics workstation with that of a current 
PC with VGA display. When dealing with a 3-D model , you 
must first be able to convert the information about the object (in 

real-world coordinates) into 
the 2-D representation that 
will appear on the screen. In a 
system (workstation or PC) 
that has no specialized 3-D 
hardware, this conversion has 
to be done by the main CPU 
and, consequently, can be 
very time-consuming. 

A graphics workstation , on 
the other hand, usually con
tains a specialized floating
point processor, the trans
form engine (see figure 1) . 
Tuned to convert images from 
3-D to 2-D, it will dramati

cally speed up the transfor
mation. Once converted, this 

display-specific information 
is then stored in the graphics 
subsystem's screen memory, 
the frame buffer. The video
conversion system continu
ously scans the frame buffer 
to determine which phosphors 
to light on the screen. 

continued 
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3-D GRAPHICS, FROM ALPHA TO Z-BUFFER 

C++ I Views™ 

for Microsoji Windo ws 

An application development framework with the 
most complete C++ object class library for MS 
Windows development. 

A powerful object oriented development 
environment with the first, fully functional 
object class Browser for C++. 

A cost-effective and essential productivity tool 
for the next generation of software systems. 
Order today at the introductory price of$495.00 
(plus shipping) . Comes with full source code 
for over 60 classes - NO Royalties. 

CNS, Inc. - Software Products 

7090 Shady Oak Rd ., Minneapolis, MN 55344 

61 2-944-0 170, Fax 612-944-0923 

... providing and advancing 
object-oriented methodology. 
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The Ultimate Training SOIUtlon 
• The UNIX Operating System, 

Utilities and Bourne Shell Programming 
• The UNIX Operating System, 

Utilities and C Shell Programming 
• The ANS CProgramming Language and 

Libraries 
• Programming with QUICK C 
• Programming with TURBO C 
• Programming with INFORMIX/SQL 
• Programming with INFORMIX/4GL 
• Programming with ADA 
• Programming with C-scape 

In-depth training for people who will be developing 
software using what we teach. Each course consists of 10 
VHS video cassettes and includes a workbook. Exercises, 
solutions and examples available on floppy. 

The price of each course is an affordable$150plus S/H. 
Floppy disks are $25. 

Video Te~tb~ok .Training
1111!!!!!11! 200 Lakeside Dnve, Building A4 ~ 
lliill Morgantown, WV 26505 lS::lC2I 

(304)292-0917 F.AX(304)296-4032 
UNIX Is a registered trademartoi of AT&T. INFOAMIX/SQLand 4Glare registered trademarks 
of INFORMIX Software, Inc. QUICK C Is a reglst8fed trademarl< of Microsoft Corporation. 
TURBO C is a registered trademark of Borland lntemationaJ. e-scape is a registered trade
mark of Oakland Group, Inc. 
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TYPICAL GRAPHICS WORKSTATION 

System To 
bus Transform Frame Video CRT

CPU -engine buffer converter 

Graphics subsystem 
.;;. 

Figure 1: When dealing with a 3-D model, the system's main 
CPU passes the information about the object to the transform 
engine (in the graphics subsystem). This specializedfloating
point processor converts the information into the 2-D screen 
image, which is stored in the frame buffer. The video 
converter reads the frame buffer to create video scan 
information. 

The design of the graphics processing pipeline varies from 
system to system. Given a fast-enough CPU in a multiprocessor 
configuration, the transforms can be done by the system's main 
processor instead of on an auxiliary specialized engine. Spe
cialized graphics-transform hardware is unlikely to ever be
come widely available on PCs-not enough applications require 
it. Also, as the speed of general-purpose CPUs increases, the 
need for special-purpose engines goes away. This is particular
ly true if (as in the workstation community) multiple-CPU 
machines become common. Unlike dedicated 3-D hardware , 
screen memory in the PC will continue to be more important. 

Screen Resolution 
A display's resolution is the number of addressable points , or 
pixels. Unlike VGA, which gives you 640 by 480 pix\!ls-about 

continued 
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Figure 2: A graphical display with a single plane allows only 
monochrome images. Increasing the screen depth allows more 
colors, double-buffering for animation, z-buffering for 3-D 
rendering, alpha buffering for transparency, or antialiasing. 
The system shown here has 8 bits per pixel, which provides 28 

options (256 color choices), and a portion ofnondisplayable 
(hidden) screen memory, which can be used for fast generation 
ofbit-mapped text, texture mapping, and pattern tiling. 
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300,000 pixels of resolution-most high-end graphics worksta
tions offer at least a million pixels, typically 1280 horizontal by 
1024 vertical. Display systems with resolution that is higher 
than VGA are available for PCs (e.g., Super VGA and TIGA), 
but they are expensive and lack a standard. Consequently, there 
are few applications that take advantage of these ultra-high-end 
PC display systems. 

Graphics workstations not only have higher resolution, but 
often also have nondisplayable banks of screen memory, or hid
den memory. This gives you a sort of display memory scratch
pad to help with such things as fast generation of bit-mapped 
text, texture mapping, and pattern tiling. These effects rely on 
block memory transfers, which are much quicker when going 
from one section of screen memory to another (rather than from 
main memory to screen memory). Not only is screen memory 
itself faster than main memory, but there is no need to convert 
from the bit layout used in main memory to the bit layout of 
screen memory. 

Larger banks of hidden memory are becoming more com
mon, and, in fact, some systems let you interactively change 
which portion of screen memory is visible. This is of particular 
interest to users who deal with very large bit maps, since they 
can scroll through an image larger than the system's display res
olution by merely respecifying which portion of screen mem
ory is to be displayed. 

Screen Depth 
A less familiar term, screen depth, refers to the number of bits 
of information that a pixel contains. A common way of denoting 
a screen's depth is by specifying the number of planes avail
able. Thus, a system with 8 bits per pixel is an 8-plane system. 
The use of multiple-plane systems in workstations has grown in 
the last few years. There are several systems with dozens of bits 
per pixel (see figure 2) . 

The most common reason to increase screen depth is to 
broaden the palette of colors available . A single bit per pixel can 
specify only whether a point is on (white) or off (black) . Eight 
bits per pixel gives you 28 options, or 256 colors. Such a config
uration is usually called pseudocolor, due to the fact that the 
eye can easily distinguish differences between adjacent colors 
in the palette . Twenty-four planes is the point at which there are 
enough colors to accurately represent the full visual range. 
Such a system is known as a true-color system and can produce 
over 16 million color variations. 

Frame buffers are not always fixed into a certain configura
tion or layout. Often you can trade higher resolution for a deep
er palette . A 640- by 480-pixel by 24-plane frame buffer con
tains the same amount of memory as one laid out as 1024 by 
900 pixels by 8 planes. A number of graphics cards can run in 
more than one mode. Anything beyond 24 planes on a PC is 
rare . Once again, there is no PC industry standard for this op
tion, and only a few software packages can take advantage of 
these products. 

Double Buffering 
The next technique that requires additional screen memory is 
usually referred to as double buffering. This is used for 
smoothly animating a rapidly changing image. Even with a 
simple model and fast hardware, continuously redrawing the 
object can result in a noticeable flicker. The flicker is caused by 
the need to clear the display before the system begins drawing 
the object in its next position. To eliminate this, double buffer
ing lets the system draw an image in an undisplayed portion of 
screen memory and then flip the primary image buffer and this 
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secondary image buffer to immediately redisplay the object in 
its new position. 

In effect, this technique is really respecifying a certain 
number ofplanes (the secondary image buffer) as hidden mem
ory and then flipping the two buffers so that the primary image 
buffer is undisplayed, or hidden. If you are dealing with pseu
docolor images, then you need two 8-plane memory blocks , or 
a total of 16 planes, to accomplish this . If you wish to double
buffer true-color images , then a total of 48 planes is necessary. 
Only when the secondary drawing is completed do you inform 
the video system to change its scanning range, and thus the next 
frame is already drawn when needed. Note that this does not 
allow you to draw the frames any faster, it just produces a much 
more realistic feeling of motion. While it is theoretically possi
ble to generate double-buffered, pseudocolored images on a 
PC, there is very little software support for this. 

Z-Buffering 
To understand z-buffering (also known by the more descrip
tive, less convenient term "the depth-conditional replace-pixel 
algorithm"), you must first look briefly at how graphics work
stations usually model 3-D objects. 

An object is modeled as a collection of adjacent polygons, 
which appears as a solid. Even smoothly curved surfaces (e .g. , 
spheres) will actually be internally represented by some sort of 
polyhedron. The smaller a curved surface is subdivided, the 
smoother it will appear. (After determining other factors , the 
rendering program will use specialized lighting and shading 
techniques to eliminate the faceted look.) At this point, no at

tempt is made to determine which pixels or polygons are visual
ly obscured by others . 

The transform engine translates the model's 3-D coordinate 
system into 2-D screen coordinates_, but each pixel has a depth 
(or z-value) associated with it, along with its x,y coordinate and 
color value. The result is a list of overlapping 2-D polygons that 
are in the theoretical plane of the video screen. The list needs to 
be sorted by depth . Graphics workstations designed for solid 
modeling, such as the Apollo DN 4500DVS, the HP 9000 
Series 835 TurboSRX, and the Silicon Graphics Personal Iris 
(see "Personal Iris: The Dream Maker" on page 174) have spe
cial hardware for this work. A system that has no hardware 
must sort this list as part of the application program; only then 
can the polygons be drawn in a sequence that ensures that a 
distant polygon is not drawn over a nearer polygon. There are 
several algorithms for this sort , but for a model with a large 
number of polygons, the technique is very time-consuming. A 
much simpler method is to retain the z-value of each pixel as it 
is drawn and place it in a specialized memory position, known 
as the z-buffer. 

Removal of Hidden Surfaces 
Having a polygon list is the preliminary stage to removing hid
den surfaces. The solid-modeling software progresses through 
the list of 2-D polygons, processing each pixel of the corre
sponding image. If the pixel's z-value is greater than the exist
ing z-value, then it is behind the existing pixel (relative to the 
person sitting at the workstation) and consequently does not 
need to be displayed. If, however , its z-value indicates that it is 
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in front of the existing pixel, then it becomes the displayed 
pixel. The result is that the displayed pixel becomes the color of 
the pixel just evaluated, and the display 's z-value reflects the 
new depth. Objects then appear in the order in which the ren
derer processes the display list. The end result is an image that 
is visually consistent with the original model. 

Just how much extra screen memory do you need to properly 
represent these depth values? Eight bits per pixel of z-buffer 
allows for 256 depth values. For simple models , this may be 
enough . It would be impractical to represent every possible 
depth that an object could have, so first you need to place limits 
on the largest and smallest z-values you will deal with. If the 3
D object you are dealing with is, for instance, about 5 centime
ters square, then you're probably safe in limiting the range of 
depth values to a 10-cm range. Eight bits of z-buffer lets you 
divide this into 256 values, or increments of about a third of a 
millimeter. Rounding errors may produce a few incorrectly 
drawn pixels, but for most situations, the representation will be 
accurate. 

Current high-end graphics workstations offer much larger z
buffers-up to 32 bits-effectively allowing you to deal with 
over 4 billion different depth gradations. There are times when 
such precision is needed. 

A common misconception is that a model of a larger space, 
say one that is 50 meters square, would need a larger z-buffer. 
This is not necessarily the case, particularly if everything in 
the model is on a larger scale. The difficulties arise when you 
need to deal with models that have both small and large varia
tions in their depth values . 

Consider a model that consists of two small objects con
nected by a 50-meter cylinder. Assuming that you need at least 
Vi mm of depth resolution to accurately portray the small ob
jects, you must now divide a distance of at least 50 meters into 
such increments. This means over 100,000 different z-values, 
or at least a 17-bit z-buffer. When you consider some of today 's 
larger models (e.g., a space station that has components rang
ing from small bolts to huge solar collectors), deep z-buffers 
become increasingly important. Fortunately, you don't need to 
have twice as much z-buffering when you wish to double-buffer 
an image. Once an image is drawn in one of the buffers , the z
buffer memory can immediately be cleared and used by the 
secondary buffer. 

Alpha Buffering 
Just as a z-buffer provides a way to keep track of pixel depth 
values, alpha buffering is a method used to assign a transpar
ency value to a pixel. This is also known as blending. The 256 
transparency options from 8 bits of alpha buffering is generally 
more than sufficient. An alpha value of 255 would indicate that 
the object is nontransparent, or opaque. It is assumed that a 
pixel that is closer to the viewer will completely wipe out any 
pixels behind it. 

However, consider an alpha value of 200. The pixel is now 
about 22 percent transparent, meaning the new pixel to be 
drawn obtains 78 percent of its color from the nearer (smaller z
value) pixel and 22 percent from the existing pixel. Obviously, 
an object that is 100 percent transparent need not be drawn . 
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SAMPLE CONFIGURATION 


Primary 
image buffer 
(24 planes) 

Secondary Alpha buffer Overlay Control 
image buffer (8 planes) (4 planes) (4 planes) 
(24 planes) 

Z-buffer 
(32 planes) 

Figure 3: Aframe buffer can have many bit planes and require a vast amount ofmemory. This configuration has a total of96 bit 
planes. Assuming a screen resolution of1280by1024 pixels, this represents 125,829,120 bits , or nearly 16 million bytes. 

Alpha buffering is not really an accurate method of model
ing translucent substances. No attempt is made to deal with re
flection or refraction. A lens-shaped object with a high trans
parency value will exhibit no magnifying-glass properties; for 
that you need optical ray tracing. The alpha buffer technique's 
usefulness lies in its ability to show the interior of a solid object 
without losing much information about the exterior. 

Alternatively, the graphics system can use the alpha buffer to 
keep lines or polygon edges from looking jagged by simulating 
the display of partially filled pixels . The tech.nique is called 
antialiasing. With it, a pixel that is slightly obscured is as
signed a color value that is based on both the new polygon and 
the original background. In effect, antialiasing retains the sub
pixel information and uses it to give an alpha value to the edge 
pixel. The result is a more gradual transition from the fore
ground to the background object, eliminating the jagged and 
rough appearance of lines and edges. (See "Smooth Views," 
May BYTE.) 

Overlay Planes 
Every time the graphics system scans the video memory to pro
duce the current image, it finishes with the overlay plane 's in
formation. Consequently, the overlay plane takes precedence 
over whatever is in the rest of the screen memory. Overlay 
planes are really nothing more than additional planes of screen 
memory, except that pixels with a color value of 0 are not 
drawn. Overlay planes are typically used to keep track of either 
cursor position or text. This is important, because overlay 
planes can be modified without destroying the information 
about the primary image on the screen. 

Consider the case of a cursor. Without an overlay plane, 
every time you move the cursor over an existing screen image 
the system would have to modify the bits that the cursor crosses 
over and then restm:!'! them to their original state. This can 
prove expensive in terms of system performance. Instead, the 
system uses an overlay plane to keep track of the cursor' s posi
tion. In many ways, the overlay plane can be thought of as a 
transparent layer that contains only the cursor's image. The 
same rules apply for overlay planes in terms of color palette . If 
you wish to have cursors or text with more than two colors , ad
ditional bits are needed. Four overlay planes allow for 16 dif
ferent text colors , which is usually sufficient. While not nearly 
as common, some systems might also feature underlay planes, 
which are primarily useful for background images. 

Control Planes 
The graphics system can also have bit planes to keep track of 
things like window relationships . (A workstation without win
dowing is considered unusable by today' s standards.) Often, 
screen memory needs to be configured differently for the vari
ety of uses of the different windows. One window may need 
only line-drawing functions, another the full gambit of 3-D 
controls , a third only monochrome text. A system with only 30 
planes or so should be able to display a true-color image in one 
window while animating a 12-bit pseudocolor image using dou
ble buffering in another window; both combinations use the 
same number of bit planes. 

The system may need to use additional bit planes to flag the 
pixels of certain window types so it can properly deal with 
them. Memory bit planes for these bookkeeping functions are 
known as control planes . 

Growth Trend 
As you can see in figure 3, you may need a system with an ex
tremely large frame buffer. The example, assuming a resolu
tion of 1280 by 1024 pixels , has nearly 16 million bytes of 
screen memory. 

Some of the techniques discussed, particularly z-buffering 
and alpha buffering, are specifically used for 3-D rendering . 
Others are applied to nearly all applications . Keep in mind that 
bandwidth is critical throughout the graphics pipeline. Each 
piece of the pipelined drawing process is of little or no value 
unless the other pieces can keep pace. 

As new techniques develop , and with the continuing drop in 
memory prices, all computers capable of graphics will likely be 
built with increasingly larger frame buffers . 

Without a doubt, you will see the resolution of PCs continue 
to grow. Very few applications would not benefit from a denser, 
clearer display , and there are really only two things slowing 
market acceptance: the cost and the lack of a well-defined stan
dard. The cost of memory (video and otherwise) continues to 
drop, as does (although a bit more slowly) the cost of high-reso
lution monitors. The migration of resolution-independent dis
play protocols to the PC platform will take care of the other 
problem.• 

Ron M. Brinkmann is a technical consultant with Hewlett-Pack
ard 's Apollo Systems Division in Rolling Meadows, Illinois. He 
can be reached on BlX c/o "editors. " 
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by Steve Satchell, this newest BIX 
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• Explore the world of exotic 

adaptive microcomputing systems 
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ter recognition, Braille desktop pub

lishing. word predictors-in the Handi

capped Conference. (join handicapped) 

• Professional ethics should be of 

specific interest to anyone concerned 

about his or her rights and responsibili

ties as a computer user. With the press 

likely to focus on the misbehavior of a 

notorious few computer users , it's 

extremely important that we define 

what constitutes proper computer 

conduct before someone else defines 

it for us. (join philosophy) 

• Just because your computer 

doesn't have a fancy name on it 

doesn 't mean you love it any less. Or 

that you have any fewer problems with 

it. If you 're one of the many BIXen 

who uses a less popular brand of com

pute r, our Other Brands Conference 

can provide you with the support 

you've always wanted. Discuss every

thing from the earliest of micros to 

the cutting edge of CPUs. (join other. 

brands) 

Meanwhile, back at the other 

BIX Exchanges . .. 

• Amiga Exchange 

amiga.user 

amiga.sw 

amiga.hw 

amiga.arts 
amiga.int 

amiga.special 

amiga.dev 

Exchange ideas, solve 
problems, compare 
notes 
Amiga programming 
and developer issues 
Amiga hardware 
design, use , and 
hookup 
Artistry using the Amiga 
Developing for the 
international Amiga 
Special guests and 
events 
Commodore's confer
ence for developers 

• IBM Exchange 

ibm.pc 
ibm.at 

ibm .ps 
ibm.os2 
ibm .dos 
ibm.os.386 

The venerable PC 
The AT series and 
workalikes 
The PS/2 series 
OS/2 operating system 
PC/DOS & MS/DOS 
Alternative 386 
operating systems 

ibm.utils 
ibm.repair
shop 
ibm.new.
prods 
ibm.exchange 

ibm.listings 
ibm.other 

microsoft 

Utility software 
Garage and Tune-up 
Shop 
New products for IBM 
computers 
IBM Exchange 
clearinghouse 
Index to IBM files 
Applications, printers, 
modems, etc. 
Products from 
Microsoft 

• Mac Exchange 

mac.apple 

mac.business 
mac.desktop 
mac.external 

mac.hack 

mac.news 

mac.novice 
mac.products 

mac.sandbox 

The word from 
Cupertino 
Macs in the office 
Publishing with a Mac 
Information from all 
over 
Technical info about all 
aspects of the Mac 
Up-to-the-minute 
information 
For beginners 
Listings of new hard
ware and software 
For off-hours fun 

• Writers' Exchange 

desktop.pub 

journalism 
journalism.
pro 
marketing 
new.writers 

poetry.pros 

sf 

sfwa 

tech.news 
word.pro
cessor 
write.fiction 
writers 
writers.pros 
writers.talk 

Using microcomputers 
for publishing 
Reporting and writing 
Interaction for working 
press only 
High Tech PR 
Getting started in the 
writing business 
Writing both types of 
English 
For Science Fiction, Star 
Trek, and fantasy fans 
The Science Fiction 
Writers of America 
Discuss news 
Word-processing 
programs 
On writing fiction 
Writers hang out 
For pros only 
Insights and conver
sation from profes
sional writers 

• Tojerry Exchange 

to jerry Jerry Pournelle 
technology Fusion, space, elec

tronics 
sciences Science 
space Space exploration and 

habitation 
contact Science meets science 


fiction 

disasters Natural and man-made 


disasters 
education Computers in 

American classrooms 
mathematics High-level mathematics 
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• Imagine a setting in which com

munal wisdom is on tap. A place that 

has the fit and feel of a small , friendly 

town , yet the sophistication and 

resources of a global community. 

One which you can visit electroni

cally-to increase your knowledge 

of computers and their applications, 

hone your skills, share insights with 

thousands of other computer pros, 

and have fun. Such a community 

would be called BIX. 

Subscribe to BIX, the flat-fee, 

on-line information service. 

BIX is your access to industry news. 

And to many special interest Ex

changes-such as our Amiga, IBM, 

Mac, Writers ', and Interactive Games 

Exchanges-which include thousands 

of free, downloadable programs. All 

for just $39 per quarter.* 

Subscribe via your computer ... 

Set your program for full duplex, 7 

bits, even parity, I stop bit. Call BIX 

on our registration-only number: 800

225-4129. In MA: call 617-861-9767. 

International: call NUl310690157800 . 

Then hit the return key, and respond : 

Prompt: You Enter: 
login bix 
Name? bix.ville 

You may buy off-peak access via 

Tymnet at $20 per month or $3 per 

hour, or you may buy peak access at 

$6 per hour.* • 

•Based on a $156 annual fee, billed quarterly. 

Telecommunications charges are extra. 

You may cancel at any time without future 

charges. 

••Avai lable only in contiguous 48 states. 

Tymnet rates subject to change. 

800-227-2983 • In NH 603-924-7681 

EllX 




The Cream. 	 The Crop. 


Iii·--- ... 

There are plenty of places to get information in this 
industry. Too many. But if you want the best quality 
information1 there1s only one that rises to the top: 
BYTEWEEK. 

BYTEWEEK is a weekly newsletter from the same 
professionals who produce BYTE Magazine. Each 
week1 the most important news and information 
from the previous week is presented in a readable 
and concise manner. BYTEWEEK offers you what no 
other publication can: timely news on the rapidly
evolving computer industry as it happens with the 
interpretation and evaluation that only BYTE's 
experienced editorial staff can provide. 

Clip Coupon Here 

Subscribe now and take advantage of a special 
subscription rate of $395 ($495 outside the U.S. and 
Canada). Your subscription to BYTEWEEK also 
includes a free subscription to BIX1 BYTE's exclusive 
on-line conferencing system. Don't miss this 
opportunity! 

For fastest service, call toll-free 1-800-258-5485 (in 
N.H., call 603-924-9281) and charge to a major credit 
card or we'll bill you. 

One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. 

BTIEWEEK offers a rnoney·back guarantee if you are not completely satisfied. 

---~--------------------------------------------------------· 

0 	YES! Sign me up as a subscriber to the Cream of the Crop, BYTEWEEK at the special subscription 
rate of $395 a year for 50 issues ($495 a year outside the U.S. and Canada). 

Name ________________ 

Title ________________ 

Company _______________ 

Mail Address ______________ 

City/State/Zip ______________ 

Business Phone _____________ 


0 MasterCard 0 VISA 
0 Check enclosed 0 Bill me 

CMd # --------------~ 
Exp._________________ 
Signature _______________ 

One Phoenix Mill Lane 
Peterborough, NH 03458 



HANDS ON 

UNDER THE HOOD • Howard Eglowstein 

Three commercial 
hand trackers sense 
your every move 

M
ake a fist and shake it at your 
computer screen. Nothing 
happens? That 's becau se 
you're not wearing a hand

tracking device . Although keyboards 
and mice convert hand movements into 
data , they can't capture the sweeping 
gestures and subtle articulation of a hand 
moving in space. 

Three commercial products purport to 
do just that : VPL Research's DataGlove, 
Exos 's Dexterous Hand Master , and 
Mattel 's Power Glove. When you wear 
one of these devices , it measures how 
much your fingers are flexed. A control
ling computer, sampling the instru
ment's sensors at a rapid clip , can figure 
out the shape of your hand. Add a way to 
locate the hand in space, and you've got 
hand tracking. Imagine literally grab
bing a dBASE record or rotating an Auto
CAD model with a twist of your wrist. 
There is a world of possibilities; see 
" Telltale Gestures " on page 237 for 
more applications now in development. 

It's Not Polite to Point 
Each product discussed here uses its own 
method to track the fingers . Two of them 
use magnetic field interference to track 
hand motion , and one uses ultrasound 
triangulation . 

VPL 's DataGlove, perhaps the best
known hand-tracking device, relies on 
fiber optics . When you bend a fiber-optic 
cable, the light dims in proportion to the 
amount of flex . The DataGlove uses 
loops of fiber-optic strands that run up 
the back of your hand. A part of each 
loop, which is fixed over the knuckle and 
first joint of each finger , forms a sensor 
(see figure I). 

One end of the fiber loop connects to a 

REACH Our AND 

TOUCH YOUR DATA 


Left: Perhaps the best-known hand-tracking device, the VPL DataGlove relies on 
fiber optics to track finger motions. Center: The Dexterous Hand Master from Exos 
uses an intricate exoskeleton, made of lightweight aluminum, that fits over the back 
ofthe hand. Right: Mattel 's Power Glove shares a common heritage with VPL 's 
Data Glove , but it was designed for the home video market. As such , it's a lot less 
expensive and a lot more rugged. Ne vertheless , you can easily adapt it to work with 
a PC-compatible computer. 

constant light source , the other to a sensi
tive photo detector. A microprocessor 
scans through each of the I 0 detectors in 
turn and takes a light reading . As the 
light intensity diminishes, the processor 
records more bend . 

After the whole hand has been read, 
the real fun begins . Calculating the 
angle of each joint requires knowing a lot 
about the physical nature of the hand and 
the makeup of the optical sensors. The 
microprocessor in the DataGlove con
troller takes care of managing that model 
and performing the needed computa
tions . 

Precise measurements require that the 
fibers line up properly over the joint. The 
DataGlove relies on a snug-fitting Lycra 
glove that fits, well, like a glove. The 
fibers , sewn onto the back of each finger , 
collect at the base of the glove on the back 
of the hand , as shown in photo I. A sepa
rate unit , the size of a pocket calculator , 
houses the light source and sensors . A 
computer interface manages the scan
ning of the sensors and the communica

tions with the host computer. The Data
Glove uses a standard RS-232C serial 
port , which makes it compatible with 
most computers. 

Somewhere, My Glove 
Now the computer can tell what the fin
gers are doing. The next thing it needs to 
know is the position of the hand relative 
to a fixed point. VPL has incorporated 
the Polhemus Navigation Sciences' 
3Space Tracker into the DataGlove. The 
Tracker measures magnetic interference 
in three dimensions. Users of Exos's 
Dexterous Hand Master typically employ 
the Tracker , too. 

Any coil charged with an electrical 
current generates an electromagnetic 
field. The field is strong in the direction 
of the coil 's radius , and it is relatively 
weak in the perpendicular direction . 
Similarly , a magnetic field passing 
through a coil of wire generates an elec
tric current proportional to the field 's 
strength. 

continued 
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TWO OF THE DATAGLOVE'S SENSORS 


First-joint 
sensor 

Knuckle 

sensor 


Restraint 

Pair of fibers 
connecting 
the first-joint 
sensor 

Four of 20 fibers 
Pair of fibers that connect the 

connecting the glove to the sensor 
knuckle sensor and light assembly 

Figure 1: The DataGlove 's sensors are glued to the glove, arranged directly 
over each joint. Loose fibers connect each sensor to a light source/receiver pair 
for measurement. 

The Tracker uses a transmitter with 
three coils of wire, each perpendicular to 
the other two. A similar receiver has the 
same arrangement (see figure 2). The 
Tracker's controller pulses each of the 
transmitter ' s coils in turn and reads the 
current generated in each of the three re
ceiving coils, for a total of nine readings. 
Determining the receiver ' s orientation 
and distance from the transmitter re
quires plenty of math-more than you 'II 
need to do your taxes. 

Knowing that the strongest readings 
come from coils that lie on the same 
plane as the transmitter, the micropro
cessor can determine the orientation of 
the receiver in space (relative to the 
transmitter), as well as the distance in x , 
y , and z directions. The system works 
amazingly well. It can determine the rel
ative positioning to the nearest tenth of 
an inch and to within half a degree , any
where within a 3-foot radius. 

The receiver is a small, lightweight 
plastic cube, about the size of a sugar 
cube, that mounts on the back of your 
wrist. The transmitter, a slightly larger 
cube, rests near the DataGlove wearer on 
a stationary stand. Both the receiver and 
the transmitter connect to a control unit 
that handles the pulsing and sensing; the 
control unit connects to the host com
puter by way of a standard serial or par
allel interface. 

THEPOLHEMUS3SPACETRACKER 


Control 
and 

processing unit 

r·.,, 
fri.,J:. i \l 
v. :._r ·•. ... .,,,,, 

Transmitter, showing the 
three perpendicular coils 

Receiver, 
showing 

the three 
perpendicular 

coils 

Figure 2: Designed to report the relative location ofthe user's hand in space, the 
Polhemus 3Space Tracker consists ofa small cube mounted on the hand, and a 
slightly larger transmitter that rests on a stationary stand nearby. The cutaway views 
show the three perpendicular coils in both the transmitter and the receiver. 
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Double-Jointed 
The DataGlove emphasizes comfort with 
a good degree of precision . However, 
unless you are an alien from the planet 
Zambodia, your fingers have three 
joints , not two. Exos's Dexterous Hand 
Master (see photo 2) delivers precise 
measurements at the expense of form . 

The Hand Master uses an intricate 
exoskeleton that fits over the back of your 
hand. Velcro bands and finger pads at
tach this framework to the midpoint of 
each finger segment, and a hinged joint 
connects each of the finger pads. Figure 
3 shows the arrangement of the joints. 
Make no mistake-this thing looks bi
zarre; it ' s not really a glove at all. But 
it's considerably more comfortable than 
it looks . 

The skeleton is made of lightweight 
aluminum. Each of the joints contains a 
small magnet and a Hall-effect sensor to 
measure the bending angle . The sensor , 
built into the hinge assembly, responds 
with a voltage that is proportional to the 
strength of a nearby magnetic field . A 
small magnet bound to the sensor moves 
closer to or farther from it as the joint 
bends . The Hand Master connects to any 
standard AT-bus (Industry Standard Ar



HANDS ON 
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chitecture) PC compatible through a cus

tom data-acquisition board. The PC soft

ware reads the voltage from each of the 

sensors in turn to measure the position of 

the fingers. 


Thumb Fun 

Oops-I almost forgot about the side-to

side motion. Happily, Exos didn't. Fin

gers can do more than go up and down; 

they go left and right, too, especially the 

thumb. Extra sensors on the Hand Mas

ter take care of the left and right motions , 

while allowing for measuring the full 

range of thumb motion . 


Like the DataGlove, the Hand Master 
can't detect the position of the entire 
hand. Hand Master applications typical
ly use the same Polhemus Tracker that 

Mattel's 
Power Glove is a 

completely different 

animal than 
the DataGlove, yet 

the two share 

a common heritage. 

DataGlove applications use. 
Clearly , the Hand Master uses a dif

ferent approach to hand sensing than the 
DataGlove does. However, both cost as 
much as a new car. The DataGlove in its 
standard configuration will set you back 
about $8800. Ifyou prefer the added pre
cision of the Hand Master, plan on hand
ing over $15,000. But if you need that 
level of precision and reliability , both are 
cheap at the price. 

The same can be said of computers. 
Not everyone needs megabytes of mem
ory and a hard disk drive, as the home 
video game manufacturers have known 
for years. Case in point: that Nintendo 
Entertainment System you bought for 
your kids . Did you know it has the same 
processor that the Apple II uses? Did you 
know that Mattel makes a hand-sensing 
glove for the Nintendo? One that you can 
buy for about $100? 

Mattel's Power Glove is a completely 
different animal than the DataG!ove, yet 
the two share a common heritage. The 

THE EXOS DEXTEROUS HAND MASTER 


Figure 3: The Hand Master consists ofan exoskeletal arrangement ofsensors. 
The sensors are held over eachflngerjoint by lightweight pads and Velcro straps. 
Each sensor houses both a Hall-effect magnetic pickup and a magnet. 

Power Glove's basic design derives from 
the DataGlove's , with a few obvious 
modifications for the home video mar
ket. Most notably , it's a lot more rugged 
(see photo 3) . 

Glove at First Sight 
The optical fibers on the DataGlove are 
fully exposed, glued to a lightweight Ly
cra glove. Not only is that construction 
expensive, but video-gaming kids would 
destroy the thing in 10 seconds flat. Mat
tel replaced the delicate fibers with a flat 
plastic strain gauge. 

The strain gauge has a convoluted his
tory. In the early 1980s, engineers devel
oping the Koala touchpad needed a 
tough , flexible plastic with a constant re
sistive surface. During development, 
there were a number of rejects-one of 
which changed resistance as it was bent. 
That material , which is now manufac
tured by Amtec , forms the basis of the 
sensor technology that the Power Glove 
uses in its fingers . 

The sensors are 31/2-inch strips of 
polyester , coated with 0.6 mils of a spe
cially formulated ink . As the sensor 
bends over the normal range of finger 
movement , the resistance changes. One 
sensor in each finger measures all the 
joints at once. This precludes measuring 

the individual joints, but does Mario 
really care if you bent your first or sec
ond joint? For Nintendo games and many 
PC applications, it's reasonable to mea
sure the whole finger with some degree 
of precision and make assumptions about 
the individual joints. 

So , you've got five sensors , one for 
each finger. That means you also need 
an A/D converter to read the sensors , 
and some kind of processing power. The 
Power Glove uses an 8-bit processor to 
watch the fingers, communicate with the 
host computer, and handle the ultrason
ics . Ultrasonics? What for? 

You Don't Know Where 
That Hand Has Been 
Polhemus's Tracker technology would 
be far too expensive to include in a $100 
retail product, so Mattel had to come up 
with something else. 

The solution that Mattel chose was an 
ultrasonic ranging system similar to that 
on modern Polaroid cameras. A small 
transducer located on the back of the 
Power Glove sends out a short click. 
Three receivers , one each to the left top , 
right top, and right bottom of your moni
tor , receive the click. They all hear the 
same sound, so the time it takes them to 

continued 
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FITTING 

Try a free Microstat-II demo-pack 
and see if it isn '/ a perfect fit for your statistical 
computing needs. You '!! get your work done faster, 
easier, without costly training. Micros/at-!! is 
easy to use - there's no complex command lan
guage to learn. You '!! be running Micros/at-!! 
in minutes rather than weeks. 

" ... using Microstat-11 is a breeze'.' 

PC Magazine 


Microstat-ll has what you need, from descriptive 
statistics lo multivariate an alysis. 

"Microstat-11 by Ecosofl is a genuinely 

excellent menu-driven statistics pack

age at a moderate price'.' 


Computer Language 
" Microstat-11 provides you more tools 
at less than half the competition's price'. ' 

Review Responses
lnfoWorld 

Microslat-1! is up to eight limes faster than other 
packages without compromising accuracy. 

" ... one of the fastest IBM PC statistical 
packages we have tested'.' 

lnfoWorld 
" Results are unusually accurate '. ' 

Computer Language 

Try our free Micros/at-!! demo and see if it can 't 
simplify your statistical workload. This free demo 
offer is good only while supplies last, so order 
yours today! 

Ecosoft Inc. 
8295 Indy Court 

Indianapo lis, Indiana 46214 
1-317-271-5551 (Info.) 
1-317-271-5561 (FAX) 

1-800-952-0472 (Orders) 

I::C'i•l;i•lj• 
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MATTEL'S POWER GLOVE 


Ultrasonic 

, . --------- Cursor-control pad 
(duplicates functions) 

receivers 

LED status 
display 

Figure 4: The Power Glove uses two ultrasonic transmitters and three receivers to 
triangulate the position and orientation ofthe hand. The cursor keypad duplicates 
the sensory functions and allows for somewhat more precise input. 

register the click will determine the ab
solute distance to the glove as well as the 
relative distance. 

A second transducer , which is located 
a few inches from the first, does the 
same. From there, the processor, which 
knows the speed of sound and the spacing 
between the transmitters and receivers , 
can use triangulation to compute the dis
tance of the glove from the sensor array 
as well as the glove's roll and pitch (see 
figure 4). 

Ultrasonics, however, suffer from one 
inherent disadvantage: They require an 
unobstructed line of sight. If the trans
mitters don ' t point directly at the receiv
ers, the Power Glove simply can't track. 
Other than that, though , it's a very sound 
design. 

OK, I'm Game 
As long is you're facing the receiver 
array , and you are within the normal 

range of the ultrasonics (about 5 feet), 
the Power Glove can track your hand mo
tion to within a quarter of an inch and 
measure the flex of your fingers to some 
fair degree of accuracy . 

For the personal computer user, the 
most significant drawback of the Power 
Glove is that it will work only with the 
Nintendo system. To that end , the unit 
comes with a proprietary Nintendo con
nector that plugs directly into the game 
unit. 

Even worse, the Power Glove takes all 
its detailed information and converts it 
into an emulation of the standard game 
controller pads. Although there is a spe
cial high-resolution mode, the standard 
mode will give you the A fire button 
(flexing the thumb), the B fire button 
'(flexing the index finger) , Start, Select, 
and the up/down/left/right motion from 
center. Notice that it can ' t tell you how 

continued 



Touch all the bases. 

Databases, that is. 

Exactly the ones you need 
-~ to remain competitive 

"-';;;, in a rapidly changing 
marketplace. We're 

here to coach 
business pro
fessionals in 
the online 
skills. Because 
tapping into 
the exciting 
new sources of 
business infor
mation can be 
the move that 
keeps you 
one step 
ahead of 
the com
petition. 

It's a guaran
teed way to put 

runs on the board. 
So whether you're a rookie 
in the online game or a 
veteran with years ofexpe

• •• f 

rience, let OnlineAccess help 
make winning a little easier. 

Touch all the bases. 
With Online Access. 
Call to subscribe, (312) 348-594 l. 

~ 
--ffi¥;.,-d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .I D Yes. please send me a I-year subsc ription to Online Access. four issues for $ 19 .80. 

I D US funds only. Canadian add $6.00. 
Check enclosed: OR 

I D Charge my cred it ca rd : D Visa D Mastercard D Am Ex 
I Card # Exp. date 

I Signature 

Name __________ Title 
I Company Phone# _______ 
I Address 
I City/State/Zip _________ _ _________ 
I Send to: Online Access, 2271 N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, IL 60614. 
I Or call us at 312-348-5941 to place your subscription. 
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B ecause the Power Glove is designed 
for the Nintendo Entertainment 

System, attaching it to your computer 
may take some doing. I'll describe how 
to connect it to a PC compatible, al
though the same method should work 
for almost any computer. 

The good news is that the Power 
Glove runs off 5 volts and is therefore 
electrically compatible with the printer 

POWER TO THE 
POWER GLOVE 

3 

Ground +5 volts 

Figure A: To connect a Power Glove 
to your PC compatible, you need a 
5-V power source. Pins 4 and 5 ofa 
standard five-pin keyboard connector 
provide 5 V to the keyboard and 
can also be used to power the Power 
Glove. 

Figure C: Shown here are the timing 
pulses required to retrieve data from 
the Power Glove. PIS is the reset 
pulse to set the glove 's shift register 
back to bit 0. CLK moves the register 
from bit to bit. After pulsing the PIS 
line, you sample bit 0, pulse CLK, 
and then sample and pulse seven 
more times for bits 1-7. 

Can We Talk? 
port of a PC compatible. The bad news 
is that you'll have to find a way to supply 
the 5 V; that's something a printer port 
normally doesn't do . 

Connecting the Power Glove requires 
three data lines, a ground, and 5 V. It's 
probably best to connect the glove to an 
unused printer port; you can get 5 V 
from any of a number of sources. 

For my prototype, I used an external 
regulated power supply. No external 
supply? The red and black wires on a 
spare disk drive power connector will 
give you 5 V, or you might tap 5 V from 
the keyboard connector using an exten
sion with a tap on the keyboard's 5-V 
supply. Pin 5 of the five-pin DIN plug is 
the keyboard power, and pin 4 is ground 

(see figure A). With a pair of male and 
female five-pin DIN connectors, make 
a short keyboard extension cable, with 
all five lines . However you get power, 
check that the voltage is correct and 
fairly spike-free before you go any 
further. 

Now for the tricky part. The glove 
connects to a small box that controls the 
ultrasonics. It's that short cable with the 
goofy seven-pin connector that you have 
to modify. Make sure you don't cut off 
the nine-pin connector from the glove 
itself! 

You'll be removing the game unit 
connector, so you might want to find a 
Nintendo controller extension cable and 
make the modifications to that. Curtis 

FROM POWER GLOVE TO PRINTER PORT 

+5 volts Ground 

00 
00 
00 
00 
00 

O~OJ...,..-------------------~~~ 25 0 ~ 
13 Standard Nintendo 

controller cable connector 
DB-25 male (from game unit's point of view) 

connector 

(to connect 


to printer port) 


Pin Function Pin Function Color Curtis NC-1 
2 Data clock Ground Black Orange 


3 Latch 2 Data clock (to controller) Orange Red 

13 Data in 3 Latch (to controller) Yellow Brown 

18 Ground 4 Data out (from controller) Green Black 


5 (No connection) 


6 (No connection) 


7 +5 volts (to controller) Red White 


Figure B: This diagram details the wiring necessary to cm.meet the Power 
Glove to a standard PC-compatible printer port. The colors shown are for the 
Mattel unit. They may vary from unit to unit, so be sure to verify them. Ifyou 
choose to use the Curtis NC-1 Super Extendo cable, go by the colors listed for it. 
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Listing A: A portion ofthe source for PG. COM, showing the 8088 
implementation ofthe timing in figure C. The bit assignments on the 
printer port assume that the printer port is wired as shown in figure B. 

LPTLaddr equ OJ78h LPTl 
LPT2_addr equ 0278h LPT2 
Mono_addr equ OJBCh LPTl on mono cards 
Clock_HI equ Olh data clock is low bit 
Latch_HI equ 02h data latch is bit #1 
Clock_LO equ 0 
Latch_LO equ 0 
Data_in equ lOh from port (Printer_addr+l ) , mask with this 

for current data bit 
Pr i nter_addr dw LPTl_addr 
Gl ove_byte db 0 
de l ay_val dw 1 empty loops to delay after an OUT 
speed_constant equ 800h ; delay=loops / speed_constant 
; Power Glove cursor emulations (bit assignments in "Glove_byte") 
PG_rt equ Ol h 
PG_left equ 02h 
PG_dn equ 04h 
PG_up equ 08h 
PG_start equ lOh 
PG_select equ 20h 
PG_B equ 40h 
PG_A equ 80h 
PG_fist equ PG_ A+PG_B 
; 
outdx 	 macro 

local del ayloop 

out dx,al 

push ex 

mov ex , delay_val 


delayloop: 
loop delayloop 
pop ex 
endm 

This is t he onl y Power Gl ove - specific part of the code , from here to HANDLE_TSR 
talks to the gl ove. From that point on , the code merely does the keyboard buffer 
management and any mapping of glove functions - > keyboard functions. 

The RESET pulse. An L- H- L pulse , a minimum of 4 µs long. 

mov dx , Printer_addr 

mov al, Latch_LO+Clock_HI 

outdx 

mov al,Latch_HI+Clock_HI 

outdx 

mov al, Latch_LO+Clock_HI 

outdx 

mov cx , 8 # of bits 

mov bl ,O BL will collect the data bits 


bit_loop: 

shl bl, 1 make a place for the new bit 

mov dx , Pr i nter _addr 

inc dx 

in al, dx ; read the LPT status 


The bit is now in bit 5 (on the select line) 

and al,Data_in ; isolate it 

shr al ,1 ; move it to bit 0 ( low) 

shr al, 1 

s hr al, 1 

shr al , 1 

add bl,al ; and store 


strobe i n next bit - pul s e the c l ock line from H- L-H 

mov dx , Printer_addr 

mov a l , Latch_ LO+Cl ock_LO 

outdx 

mov al , Latch_ LO+Clock_HI 

outdx 

loop b i t_loop ; back , a total of 8 times 


We ' ve got all 8 bits. Invert them. 

mov al ,bl 

xor al , Offh 

mov Gl ove_byte, a l ; Now , 1= 1pressed' 


sells the NC-1 Super Extendo set (a pair 
of game controller extension cords) for 
around $10. One end will mate perfect
ly with the Power Glove' s connector. 
On the glove or extension cable, remove 
the end that normally plugs into the 
Nintendo unit, leaving a couple of inch
es of wire . Now, strip off some insula
tion from each strand and confirm the 
color coding. The Mattel wiring on the 
glove I worked with used the color 
scheme shown in figure B. If you use a 
Super Extendo cable, you may find the 
colors shown in the second color chart. 

Connect the glove end of the wire to 
the 25-pin connector, as shown in fig
ure B. The +5-V wire (formerly from 
pin 7) and ground (pin 1) should be con
nected to the 5-V supply that you chose 
earlier. 

Serial for Breakfast 
The Power Glove speaks a form of 
serial communications that is more like 
the PC keyboard than the RS-232C 
port. The 8 bits of data are presented 
one at a time on a TTL-level data line. 
Since there 's no built-in clock rate, the 
computer has to provide the clock, so a 
second TTL line serves as the clock to 
advance from one bit to the next. 

To keep everything synchronized, a 
third line serves as a master reset , to 
clear the glove's interface and reset it 
back to the first bit. Figure C shows the 
relative timing of the reset line, the data 
line, and the clock line. In the figure , 
the glove is completely at rest: No direc
tions or " fire " buttons are in effect. 

Pulses should be kept between 3 and 
8 microseconds, and the bit sampling 
should be packed as tightly as possible. 
In figure C, the reset pulse· is about 4 µs , 
and the clock pulses are about 3 µs. Un
fortunately , the printer port on the PC 
has a finite response time somewhat 
longer than that, so you need to add 
some delay. The exact amount depends 
on the speed of your machine and the 
makeup of your particular printer port. 

Listing A is a code snippet from the 
source for PG.COM, a sample TSR cur
sor-key driver that uses the glove output 
to drive the cursor keypad . Ifyou're not 
working with a PC compatible, you 'll 
need to write a piece of code that does 
something similar. [Editor's note: The 
source code for PG. COM is available on 
disk and on BIX. See page 5 for details .] 
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Circle 10 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 11) HANDS ON 

UNDER THE HOOD 

TAPE AND DISKETTE 
DUPLICATION 

CD2000 - DUPLICATOR 
•Simultaneous 
Tape Duplication 
-OIC, DEC, IBM, 
HP and 1/2"tapes 

•Also Exabyte, 
DAT and Optical 

•Versatile, Cost 
Efficient 

•Upgrade to High 
Capacity 
Systems 

LLP LOADER, LABELER, 
PRINTER 
•3.5" Diskette 

Duplication 
•Loads, Labels 

and Prints 
Custom Labels 

•Easy to Operate, 

\~~
t· 

, = 
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\ ~ ' ' 
I ~ - --"'-'·-"-----· 

""" 

COMPANY INFORMATION 

Amtec International 
(Strain gauges inside 
the Power Glove) 
3653 West 1987 South 
Salt Lake City , UT 84104 
(801) 977-0359 
Inquiry 988. 

Curtis Manufacturing, Inc. 

(NC-1 Super Extendo) 

30 Fitzgerald Dr. 

Jaffrey, NH 03452 

(603) 532-4123 
Inquiry 989. 

Exos, Inc. 

(Dexterous Hand Master) 

8 Blanchard Rd . 

Burlington, MA 01803 

(617) 229-2075 
Inquiry 1185. 

Mattel, Inc. 

(Power Glove) 

Consumer Affairs 

5150 Rosecrans Ave. 

Hawthorne, CA 90250 

(213) 978-5150 
Inquiry 1186. 

Polhemus Navigation Sciences 
(3Space Tracker) 
P.O. Box 560 
Colchester , VT 05446 
(802) 655-3159 
Inquiry 1187. 

VPL Research, Inc. 

(DataGlove) 

656 Bair Island Rd., Suite 304 

Redwood City , CA 94063 

(415) 361-1710 
Inquiry 1188. 

Unattended 
•Wrap around or flat labels 
•Serialized or Single Copies with 

Serialized Labels 

ROH 3.5 LC - ROBOTIC DISK 
HANDLER 
DUPLICATOR 
•Solution for 3.5" 

Diskettes, IBM 
or Macintosh 

•High Volume 
•Low Cost 

14272 Chambers Road 

Tustin, CA 92680-6998 


(714) 731-9000 

Fax (714) 731-8907 


us - 1 (800) 221-5486 
In Calif. - 1 (800) 334-5486 

European Inquiries: ADC GmbH 
Malnhausen, West Germany 

Phone O 61 82-201 O 04 
Fax O61 82-39 22 

Distributors Welcome 
DEC Is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. HP 
Is a trademark of Hewlett Padlard. IBM Is a trademark of 
lntematonal Business Machines. Exabyte Is a trademark 
of Exabyte Corporation. Macintosh Is a trademark of 
Apple Computer. 

far from the center you are, just that 
you' re off-center. 

The Power Glove ' s low price makes it 
a fascinating device for folks who are in
terested in experimenting with hand 
trackers . I created crude but usable ges
ture-recognition software using only the 
cursor pad emulation. The text box "Can 
We Talk?" on page 288 describes the 
communications protocol and the cabling 
that are required to connect the glove to 
an unused printer port on your PC 
compatible. 

Give Your Computer a Hand? 
After getting my hands on these three 
products , it's evident that none in its 
present form could ever replace the 
mouse. The Dexterous Hand Master 
measures the anatomical motions of the 
hand with more precision than today ' s 
applications could exploit. The DataG
love would be more practical for main
stream applications, but the fibers 
mounted on it seem too delicate to with
stand the rigors of everyday use . And the 
price tags of these two products clearly 
put them out of reach as a replacement for 
your computer's mouse. 

What about the Power Glove? Maybe. 
Mattel implemented it beautifully for the 
home video market. It's priced right and 
has more-than-adequate resolution for its 
intended purpose. The appearance is less 
than professional, but then, it wasn't dee 
signed to be used in the boardroom. The 
Power Glove is one rugged puppy, built 
for hard use by kids playing Nintendo 
games. 

Being so new, no one really knows 

how long the Power Glove will hold up 
under actual use . The unit I worked with 
was connected to a PC compatible for 
several weeks. It looked haggard after 
being crunched under piles of books and 
papers , but it never failed to work. Still, 
the Power Glove will probably never be
come a popular accessory for Macs or 
PCs. We need something else. 

All three vendors agree that some yet
undeveloped product would fill that need 
nicely. A product with the Hand Mas
ter's precision, the DataGlove's ease of 
use, and the Power Glove's affordability 
and rugged construction would be just 
the ticket. In the meantime, don't sell 
these products short. Many applica
tions-most obviously, CAD-are just 
crying out for a good three-dimensional 
input device. 

The Dexterous Hand Master and the 
DataGlove are here today, and they are 
priced within the budgets of those who 
really need them. If you're just curious , 
you might want to try experimenting 
with a Power Glove . I've navigated Lotus 
1-2-3 spreadsheets, logged onto BIX, 
and scrolled through hours of Prodigy 
screens without ever touching my key
board. The Power Glove is just down
right fun, and it's a good way to get your 
hand on (or in) a piece of the future. • 

Howard Eglowstein is a BYTE Lab test
ing editor. He can be reached on BIX as 
"heglowstein. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to : Editor, BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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COREtape Light. The industry's most reliable 3.5" tape 

backup. Stores 40 to 300+ megabytes - only $545 list! 


What it is. 

Available in e:>..ternal as well as internal 

models, COREtape Light uses standard 40 
to 120 MB DC2000 series 3.5" tape 
cartridges. Typically, 300 MB or more can 
be backed up with compression onto one 
120MB tape. 

In compressed mode, effective speed 
increases to about 4 megabytes per minute. 
Random Access Restore locates any file in 
less than a minute. 

Using your system's (286 or above) 
(AT-bus or PS/2) existing floppy 
controller, COREtape Light makes 
installation quick and easy, and keeps a 
valuable expansion slot free. 

Surface-mount technology, a heavy
duty metal frame, and a ferrite head all add 
up to an impressive 25,000-hour MTBF 
that's twice as high as the competition's. 

So, we gave COREtape Light an 
18-month, full-replacement warranty. 

Net Gain. 
Installed in network servers, multiple 

COREtape Light will back up a 
server from a workstation as well as 
a workstation's own local hard disk. 
Now that' sflexibility! 

Based on our award
winning COREfast. 

I w • 
I 
I ; 'I ; 'I 
I I L.....i 
I ! ....,I ' 
I I I -
I .--
I ' -- •
1~m~m1~ 
EDITOR'S 
CHOICE 

Twice winner of 
the coveted PC 
Magazine Editors ' 
Choice Award 
COREfast was 
enhanced especially 
for COREtape Light. 

"With an unbeatabk 
price, flexibk and easy 

to use software...this 
newcomer has a good
shot at making 40MB 

tape obsokte." 
- ROBERT KENDALL 

!'€ MAGAZINE 12-26'89 

You decide  then see your dealer today! 
COREtape CMS Mountain hwin Maynard 
Light JUMBO 8CXXlPlus 2080 Cartridge 

Interface QIC-80 QIC-40 QIC-80 IRWIN QIC-02 

Capacity wl 
Standard Long 120MB 60MB 120MB 120MB 250MB 
Length Tape 

Typical Capacity wl 300MB 120MB 150MB+ not not 
Data Compression available available 

List Price $.545 $399 $795 $849 $1 ,895 

Price per NORMAL $4.54 $6.55 $6.62 $7.07 $7.58 
Megabyte CoMPRESSED $1.82 $3.33 $6.62 NIA NIA 

Random Access YES YES NO YES NO 
Restore 

FeniteHead YES NO NO NO NO 

Metal Frame YES NO YES NO YES 

Warranty 18mos. 12 mos. 12mos. 12mos. 12mos. 

COREtape Light units are a very cost ·Mo1111tai111111ir requires $200 add-in cord. 
Distributed by...effective alternative to DAT or helical scan. Graydon Sherman 1-800-472-9366

You can back up automatically and Ingram/Micro D 1-800-456-8000 
unattended at pre-scheduled intervals. Softsel/MicroAmerica 1-800-645-7779 

Markham (Canada) 1-416-475-8955 

7171 North Federal Highway • Boca Raton,Aorida 33487 • 4lJ7/997..fiJ55 • 4£J7//997-w:f} Fax 
Copyright 1990 CORE International. All rights reserved. PS/2 is a registered trademark of IBM Corp. CORE, CORE International ,COREtapc, COREtapc U Rht, and CORE(osr •U'C registered trademarks ofCORE International. Inc. 
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Unleash Your 386, 486 & i860! 

Milt Capsimolis of Ithaca Software, developer NOP Fortran is the key to unlocking the numeric Our compilers come with the features you need 
of HOOPS, the highly regarded 30, object-power of Intel's 32 bit CPUs, including the i860 to simplify porting to the 32-bit mode of the 386, 

oriented graphics library reports : ·we ported a super-computer-on-a-chip. All of the members including a 99% VAX VMS compatible
huge C library- well over 100,000 lines of our NOP language family are specifically FORTRAN and a dual dialect C which is UNIX

without a hitch, in less than a day! ... We likeddesigned to let you take maximum advantage System V and ANSI compatible. Also included is
the enormous advantage NOP C-386 offers of 32 bit protected mode operation, including the a library of 135 character and pixel oriented 

through its support of the Weitek coprocessor.· 4 gigabyte address space of the processor, plus graphics routines that automatically detect and 
access to all available coprocessors from Intel, support the full range of PC display adapters. 

Fred Ziegler ofAspen Tech in Cambridge,Weitek and Cyrix. And, speaking of speed, our Plus we carry a full line of third party libraries and 
MA: ·1ported900,000 lines of source in two new Number Smasher i860™ delivers super utilities that were ported with our languages. 

weeks with NOP Fortran-386 without a single computer throughput running in an ISA bus for For infonnation about numeric coprocessor per
problem!" Aspen Tech 's Chemical Modeling about the price of a 486 system. If you're burning formance, call for your free copy of an article by
System is in use on mainframes worldwide up a lot of Cray time, you ought to seriously Stephen Fried, "The State of PC Numerics in

and is probably the largest application to everconsider the Number Smasher i860T"'- 1990". For more Information, please call our
run on an Intel processor. Technical Support Dept. at (508) 746-7341. 

·· ·············.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:-·-:-:-:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:·:·:·:.:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:-;.:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:-:·.·:·:•:•,·.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·=·=-=·=··-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::::::::::::;:::;::·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:.::.:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·: 

386 & 486 Compilers and Tools 

Our NOP family of compilers generate globally 
optimized, mainframe quality code that runs on 
the 386 or 486 in protected mode under UNIX, 
XENIX, or extended DOS. The compilers ad
dress 4 gigabytes of memory while supporting 
the 80287, 80387, Weitek, and Cyrix coproces
sors. Applications can mix code from all three 
compilers and assembly language.To simplify 
your ports, we have just released a symbolic 
debugger, ClearView-386, that works with the 
DOS versions of the NOP languages. 

NOP Fortran-386™ is a full F77 with F66 and 
DOD extensions that is 99% VMS compatible. 
NOP C-386™ runs as a full K&R C with MS 
extensions or as an ANSI compiler. 
NOP Pascal-386™ is a full ANSI/IEEE Pascal, 
with extensions from C and BSD 4.2 Pascal. 

DOS 386SX versions - NOP tools included $595 
DOS 386 versions - NOP tools included .. . $895 
DOS 486 versions - NOP tools included ... $1195 
UNIX/XENIX 386 versions ........ . ...... $895 

UNIX/ XENIX 486 versions . . .. . .. . . ..... $1195 
NOP VMM virtual memory manager . ... .. $295 
Eclipse or Phar Lap Tools . . .. . . . . ....... $495 

NOP Link - Incremental Linker . . . . ... .... $295 

ClearVlew-386 Debugger™ - MicroWay's 
full -featured symbolic debugger works with the 
NOP compilers running on DOS Extenders. It 
requires the MicroWay tools to process the 
UNIX GOFF symbols emitted by our languages 
into the 386 load module ...... . ....... . $395 
NOP C++ Version 1.2 . ... .. . . ......$295 
NOPWlndows™Library: $125, C Source: $250 
NOP HOOPS™ . .. . .. . . . . .. ......... $795 
NOP Plot™ . .. .. ... . . . .. .. . .. .... . . $325 
NDP/FFT™NDP or 80x87 version ... ea. $250 
NOP to HALO '88 Graphics Interface $100 

NOP NAG™ - The NAG Workstation library is 
a subset of the NAG mainframe libraries. It 
contains a library of 172 routines designed to 
solve differential equations and eigenvalue 
problems, perform matrix operations, fit curves, 
do statistics and regression analysis, generate 
random numbers , etc .. . .... . . . .. .. .. ..$895 

486 Your PC! 

NumberSmasher-486™ is a 25 MHz replace
ment motherboard for ATs and 80386s . This 
motherboard supports an optional Weitek 4167 
numeric coprocessor and up to 16 megabytes 
of memory. The Number Smasher-486 with OK 
is priced at $3195. 

NumberSmasher-i86QTM 

The Number Smasher-i860 is the highest per
fonnance coprocessor card to ever run in an 
ISA or EISA bus or as part of a transputer 
system. Delivers up to 80 million floating point 
operations per second at 40 MHz and produces 
over 10 double precision Unpack megaflops . 
The board comes standard with an ISA inter
face, two transputer link adapters, your choice 
of NOP Fortran, C or Pascal for the i860 running 
under MS-DOS or UNIX, plus 8 megabytes of 
high speed memory . . . . . .. . . . . . . . from $5995 

Parallel Processing 

Micro Way's IBM compatible Monoputer, Quad
puter, Videoputer, and Linkputer boards work 
together using lnmos transputers to provide 
expandable, plug-in mainframe performance 
for your desktop PC. 

Monoputer™- Includes one T800 and up to 
16 meg of RAM for parallel code development. 
The 4 MWhetstones T800 makes it the ideal 
FORTRAN engine for cost-effective execu
tion of your mainframe programs .. . from $1295 

Ouadputer™- This board for the AT or 386 
can be purchased with 1 to 4 transputers and 
1 or 4 meg of memory per transputer. Two or 
more Quadputers can be linked together to 
build networks of up to 100 or more transputers 
providing mainframe power ....... from $1995 

Llnkputer™- Links up to 8 boards to provide 
dynamic transputer topologies .... . .. . . $1500 

Transputer Compllers and Utilities 
These parallel languages are designed for use 
with the Monoputer, Quadputer and Videoputer. 
Logical Systems Parallel C . .. . .. .. $595 
3L Parallel C, FORTRAN, or Pascal .. $895 
TBUG - debugger for 3L compilers .. $330 
Parsec Parallel C/dynamic . . . . . . . . $1500 
ParaSoft EXPRESS Package - Includes 
transputer communications libraries, parallel 
code development library, C source level debug
ger, and system performance monitor . ... $1500 
Helios PC/s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1250 
occam 2 Toolset . . .. ..... . . .. ... $1500 
Nexis Windows File Server - Lets you run 
parallel applications under the Microsoft 
Windows environment ... .. . .. ....... $495 
T800/NAG™ - Port of the complete NAG 
mainframe library. Contains 268 functions: $2750 

Math Coprocessors 

WEITEK 

4167-25 (Now in stock) ...... . . . .. $1395 

mW1167 Micro Channel-16120 .. from $795 

mW3167 Micro Channef..25/33 . . from $1495 

3167-20/-25/-33 . .. .... $795/ $995/ $1295 

mW3167180387 Board ..... . .. ... . $200 

mW1167™ and mW3167™ coprocessor 

boards are built at MicroWay using Weitek 

components . Each includes an 80387 socket. 


INTEL 
8087 . .. .. . . $84 8087-2 ... .. . $120 
80287-8 .. . $195 80287-10 ... . $220 
80387-16 .. $330 80387-16SX .. $310 
80387·20 .. $375 80387-25 .... $460 
80C287A . . $280 80387-33 . . .. $570 
287Turbo-20™This coprocessor board runs a 
specially qualified Intel CMOS 80C287 at 20 
MHz regardless of the main CPU speed . . $450 

CYRIX 
Cyrlx CX83087 FasMath™ - Fastest 80-bit 
Intel compatible coprocessor. 
20 MHz: $400 25 MHz: $510 33 MHz: $625 

RAMpak TM Your Compaq! 

RAMpak™ - one or four meg 32-bit memory 
expansion module for Compaq Deskpro 386 
20/25 One meg . . $150, Four meg .. $500 
SIMMs . .... ... ...... . .. . .... . . . CALL 

386 Your AT! 

NUMBER SMASHER-386™-A full-sized card 
that replaces the 80286 microprocessor on your 
IBM AT or compatible motherboard with an 80386 
that runs at 20 or 25 MHz. It runs numerically 
intensive applications up to a factor of 60 times 
faster, while maintaining full hardware and 
software compatibility when running all 386 ap
plications. lndudes sockets to optionally add up to 
8 megabytes of 32-bit memory, an Intel 80387, 
Weitek, or Cyrix numeric coprocessor, and 64K of 
high speed cache memory ... . . . . . . . . . .from $895 

FASTCache-SX™ - The most cost effective 
accelerator we have ever manufactured. Plugs into 
the 286 socket, speeding up all applications by a 
factor of 2 to 4. Runs all 386 applications. Features 
an 80386-SX (16 or 20 MHz), a 4-way 32Kcache, 
expandable to 64K and a math coprocessor socket 
16MHz: $495 20 MHz: $595 

World Leader in PC NumericsMicro 
Corporate Headquarters: P 0. Box 79. Kingston. MA 02364 USA (508! 746- 7341Way 32 Hi gh St.. Kingston-Upon-Thames. UK. 8 1-541-5466 USA FA X !508! 746-4678 

Germany 069-75-2023 Italy 02-74.90 749 Holland 40 836455 Japan 3 222 0544 

http:02-74.90
http:language.To


HANDS ON 

SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED • Don Lancaster 

POSTSCRIPT• INSIDER SECRETS 
You can vastly improve 
your Postscript output 
with a few tricks 

P
ut aside those Postscript graph
ics-generating and page-layout 
programs and do the work your
self for a change. Some good 

sense and a few secrets are all that you 
need to get your PostScript device to per
form like you have never realized was 
possible . The only tool you need for good 
Postscript output is a text editor. 

Postscript by Adobe Systems 
Postscript is more than a page-descrip
tion language. It is actually an incredibly 
powerful general-purpose computer lan
guage that can easily hold its own aga inst 
any other modern contender. 

Yes, Postscript does excel at putting 
marks on pages . The feature that makes 
it quite good at this is its device indepen
dence. You can use any editor or almost 
any word processor on any host computer 
to generate Postscript source code. 

The device independence lets you use 
laser printers, phototypesetters, display 
screens , high-resolution fax substitutes, 
sign makers, printed circuit prototypers , 
plotters , CAD/CAM production sys
tems, slide imagers, and even the three
dimensional photolithography "Santa 
Claus" machines, all interchangeably 
from the same Postscript source files. 

Another big plus of PostScript lies in 
its ultrastrong graphical transformation 
capabilities. Fonts and graphics can be 
freely intermixed in any combination in 
any scale along any path. 

The font machinery in PostScript is 
especially impressive; it uses single out
line descriptions to create any font size or 
shape from a single master font dictio
nary . The font descriptions often include 
hints (i.e., special attributes of character 

ILLUSTRATION : ROBERT TINNEY © 1990 

shapes) and weight-versus-size adjust
ments. Hints can optimize your results 
on low-resolution output devices , as well 
as preserve balance in larger headline 
typography. 

Since the font descriptions are really 
procedures, you can easily "postpro
cess" your final characters for outline, 
shading, three dimensions , pattern, dis
tortion, and many other specia l effects. 

A nearly infinite variety of PostScript 
fonts are avai lable. These range from 
several dozen standard ones built into 
PostScript printers to thousands of fully 
professiona l downloadable fonts, on 
down through countless shareware and 
freeware products oflower cost and qual
ity. You can easily create your own Post
script fonts or customize existing ones. 

Another powerful PostScript feature 
involves its extensive use of Bezier cubic 
sp line cur ve descriptions to create 
smooth and graceful shapes, the resolu
tion of which improves (rather than de
grades) when you increase size . 

PostScr ipt is somewhat related to 
Forth. It is an interpreted, stack-ori
ented, postfix (Reverse Polish notation) 
language. It makes heavy use of multiple 
dictionaries (i.e. , collections of variables 
and definitions). PostScript is both reen
trant and extensible, meaning that you 
can add or redefine any portion of the 
language in any manner. 

PostScript is also a fun language to 
use, and it can become downright addic
tive . You can create useful output whi le 
understanding only a very few Postscript 
commands, but you can learn a little bit 
at a time and still be productive. I have 
seen beginning students create award
winning graphics after one class. 

Usually, you do not run out and buy a 
copy of Postscript. Instead, the language 
is built into your Postscript-speaking 
output device, a laser printer or photo
typesetter. Some laser printers that use 
PostScript are the NEC Silentwriter LC
890 and the Apple LaserWriter IINT and 

co111i1111ed 
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SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED 

PRINTER DOT DENSITY 
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Figure 1: This secret gray map shows many ofthe hidden 300-dpi PostScript grays found on the laserWriter. The best all
around gray is the 106-spot-per-inch, 45-degree one, while a good reprogray for reduction is 85 spots and 35 degrees. The I 35
spot, 25-degree screen gives india ink wash effects. The printer default is 53 spots and 45 degrees. The values on the map 
indicate the number ofavailable gray levels for the region. 

Figure 2: PostScript lets you vary grays by specifying the spot density and the angle 
ofspot placement. Here, the lower set ofgrays is the printer default of53 spots per 
inch and 45 degrees. The upper set is the optimum 106 spots and 45 degrees. The 
numbers in the squares represent the grayvalue . 
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IINTX. The Linotron 200-P is an exam
ple of a Postscript phototypesetter. 

Postscript can be run on older dot-ma
trix and ink-jet printers by using inex
pensive Postscript clone software emula
tors such as GoScript, Freedom of Press , 
and UltraScript. 

Postscript is a loosely typed language 
that also gives you many data structures 
that you can redefine at will. PostScript 
is polymorphic; in other words, its wide 
range of operators accepts different data 
types as inputs. Most important, Post
Script permits redefinable primitives. 
This lets you rearrange the scenery to 
suit yourself. 

Postscript automatically does matrix 
transformations on the fly, maintaining 
both a user space and a device space. Its 
key-value dictionary structures are ex
tremely powerful. One little-known ad
vanced feature of these dictionaries is 
that you can link any two data types as a 
key-value pair. 

What I'd like to do is introduce you to 
some sneaky and little-known PostScript 
insider secrets that will turn your Post
script machine into a super device that 
can leap tall buildings in a single bound. I 
have this column for two months, so I 
will be giving you two healthy portions 
of my brew. 

Should you want more on PostScript 
fundamentals, check into Adobe's blue 
book, otherwise known as the PostScript 
language Tutorial and Cookbook, and 

continued 
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"Do you know what the underground bargain C compiler of this year is ? It's 
the Mix Power C compiler. For under $25 with shipping, it is one heck of a 
good compiler.'' 

Victor Schneider 

Dr. Dobb's Journal , June 88 (Letter to the editor) 
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Stephen Davis 

PC Magazine, September 13, 88 (Review) 
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Turbo C, Microsoft C, and Microsoft's new Quick C in both features and 
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experienced programmer who wants to develop professional applications. The 
manual alone is worth the price of this package, and the generous library 
source code and assembler offer adds to the value of it . If you have any 
desire to program in C, or want a more powerful C compiler, get a copy of 
Power C!" 

Michael Cortese 

Computer Shopper, August 88 (Review) 


"The Ctrace debugger is where Mix really shines . It is magnificent . It's not 
only better than the stripped down debugger Microsoft includes with Quick C, 
it's better than the full debugger Microsoft provides with its high-end 
compiler (Codeview)." 

David Weinberger 

Computer Shopper, November 88 (Review) 
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Listing I: The PostScriptfor a fine gray rubbergrid that is both uniform and 
dropout-free must be very delicately tuned to the capabilities ofthe printer. 
The spot function is null so that the setgray function produces a specific dot. 

% Crea t es un i form and ultrafi ne gray gr ids without any dropouts or rattiness . 

% The code shown is device - specific and is intended for JOO- dp i printer s. 

% To create a grid, use -hpos- - vpos - - gridsize- setgr i d. Until res t ored, all 

% further images wi ll be "locked " to the grid, expanding and contr acting with it. 

% Not e that opt imum line wi dt hs and font sizes will usually be much less than 1. O 

% after l ocking. 

% To show a grid, use - #hlines - -#vlines - showgr i d. 

% The seegrid command displ ays the grid when true . 

% The fat5 command emphasizes every f i fth line when true. 

% The fatt e r lO command emphas izes every tenth line when true. 

/quadpixel (transform 4 div round 4 mul itransf orm} def 
/ setgrid (save / rubbersnap exch def quadpixel I size exch def quadpixel exch quadpixel 
exch t r ansl ate size dup scale ) def 
/ drawlines (72 J OO div l w mul size div setl i newidth l hposs 0 def #hlines gs di v 1 add 
cvi (hposs 0 moveto 0 #vlines rlineto stroke / hposs hposs gs add def} r epeat / vposs O 
def #vlines gs div 1 add cvi (0 vposs moveto #hlines O rlineto stroke /vposs vposs gs 
add def} repeat) de f 
/ showgrid ( seegrid (gsave / #vlines exch de f /#hlines exch def 106 45 (pop pop O} 
s etscreen 0 . 9 setgray /gs 1 def / lw 1 def draw lines fat5 (/gs 5 def / lw J def 
drawlines} if fatterl O (/gs 10 def /lw 5 def drawlines} i f grestore} i f } def 
/ fa t 5 true de f / fatterl O true de f / seegr id t rue def 
% use examples: - xpos - - ypos- - gridsize- setgrid - #hlines- - #vlines - showgri d 
% (anything you want locked to the grid} rubbersnap restore 
% /I I demo - remove before use / / / / 
100 200 10 s etgrid 20 20 s howgrid s howpage quit 

duction. The 135, 25 option can give you 
india ink wash effects, but it requires 
careful paper and toner selection. 

The default screen is clear down at 53 
spots and 45 degrees, which explains the 
"Sunday funnies " results of most im
properly done Postscript work . There is , 
of course , one trade-off. The denser 
screens permit you fewer gray levels . But 
one decent and dense light gray is all that 
you need to spruce up line art and im
prove your layouts . To change a halftone 
screen, enter the following sequence: 

106 45 { dup mul exch 
dup mul add 1. 0 
exch sub} setscreen 

Figure 2 shows the difference between 
the default 53 , 45 and the much finer 
106, 45 . 

The sequence inside the braces is 
called the spot function . It determines 
the rule as to which pixels are turned on 
as the gray value goes from white to 
solid . You can create other spot func
tions for other uses . Most spot functions 
behave similarly when imaging their 
lightest gray. You can also use Post
script's currentscreen operator to pre
serve the existing spot function, while 
changing its density or screen angle . 

Dropout-Free Gray Grids 
There are other sneaky tricks you can 
pull once you understand your PostScript 
grays . 

Figure 3 is the result of the PostScript 
code in listing l, a fine gray rubbergrid 
that is both uniform and dropout-free 
(i .e ., all the dots print uniformly). The 
tricks here involve using a special spot 
function and locking to exact multiples 
of 4 pixels. Notice that not only are the 
lines uniform, but also each of the cross
ings has precisely a single pixel dot at its 
center. 

You can easily expand or contract a 
rubbergrid to fit the available space, and 
once you have created it , further graph
ics and text are locked to it until your next 
restore. You can use the grid just for 
layout or make it part of the final image. 
It is particularly attractive for engineer
ing graphs. 

But there are several minor gotchas. 
You can create the rubbergrid at only a I 
to- I scale, and any scaling or reposition
ing gets rather involved. Because of the 
exact locking to 4-pixel multiples (which 
seems crucial for preventing 300-dpi 
dropouts), your final grid may not end up 
exactly the size you wanted or precisely 
in your desired location. 

continued 

the red book, also titled the PostScript 
Reference Manual . Or you might call me 
for more information. On to the sneaky 
stuff. ... 

Those Secret Grays 
For some unfathomable reason, most 
Postscript application packages and most 
users frequently end up using the seven
teenth most gruesome group of grays 
available on their 300-dot-per-inch Post
Script printers . Yet with just a few key
strokes, you can substitute absolutely 
outstanding grays, some of which even 
simulate an india ink wash . 

Most 300-dpi Postscript printers are 
capable of putting dots only in specific 
locations on the page. To create a gray , 
the printer uses patterns of dots, which 
are called spots. For instance, a 3- by 3
dot spot could give you l 0 gray levels (in-

Figure 3: Uniform and 
dropout-free 300-dpi gray 
grids can be done at a l-to
1 scale by first locking to 
exact 4-pixel multiples and 
then using the special 
halftone screen function as 
shown here. Note that each 
crossing consists ofa single 
and uniform dot. PostScript 
stays "locked" to the grid 
until the next occurrence of 
a grestore . 

eluding black and white) with a resolu
tion of 100 spots per inch. 

Because the spots have to perfectly 
replicate themselves over the entire page, 
complex integer math is involved that de
cides which spot combinations are al
lowed. A parameter called the screen 
angle decides how the spots will orient 
on your page. Typically, screen angles 
near 45 degrees are preferred, since they 
will introduce fewer visual artifacts or 
aberrations . 

Figure I shows the secret gray map of 
all the available denser grays. Because of 
the integer tiling, a request for a screen 
angle and density will automatically be 
converted into one of those shown on the 
map. 

The overall "best" gray is a 106-spot, 
45-degree one, while the 85, 35 option is 
best for camera-ready copy for later re
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If you just want a rubbergrid and do in both directions but is clipped to values 
not care how it looks, defeat the quad passed to showgrid. You can prevent 
pixel function with / quadpixel {} def showing any of the grid by commenting 
to prevent the locking. Without the lock out (i .e ., %) the call to showgrid. 
ing, you get the exact size and position 
you want, but you may end up with drop Opaque Icons 
outs and variations in line weight. Many Postscript images use blobs sitting 

Notice that the grid extends infinitely on strings. An obvious example is a com

.039µ 

0.68µ 

INPUT 

~r+----<i~~~--~~~---+-~~~-+-~~~+-----' 

4.7 K 3.3 µF 1OOK x 5 

+9 voe o 

1 
47 µFI 

22 µF 
I 

+~OUTPUT 
3.3 µF 

4.7 K 
1000 

Figure 4: Opaque icons greatly simplify drawing PostScript electronic schematics, 
flowcharts, and other "blobs on strings" illustrations. All the background wires are 
continuous, and you slide them under the icons simply by placing them earlier in the 
text file. Line breaks are first printed as an opaque fat white line and then as a thin 
black line. 

Listing 2: A faster and easier way to encrypt your own PostScript code than 
the eexec that Adobe uses. 

/ mask 16#0971 def /mul t l 16#6000 def /mult2 16#6E6D def /adder 16#58BF def 
/strrx (X) def /trunc 16#FFFF def /char 32 def /hexvalues (0123456789ABCDEF) def 
/print ashex (cvi /vall exch def vall 16 div cvi hexval ues exch 1 getinterval print 
vall 15 and hexvalues exch 1 get i nterval print flush 20 (37 sin pop} repeat 
formatcount 1 add 32 eq ((\ n) print flush 100 (37 sin pop} repeat} if /formatcount 
for matcount 1 add cvi 31 and def} def 
/ makeeexecf ile (/format count 0 def 4 (char mask - 8 bitshift or char mask - 8 bitshift 
and not and / echar exch de f echar pri ntashex flush 15 (37 sin pop} repeat mask echar 
add dup mul t1 mul trunc and exch mult2 mul trunc and add trunc and adder add trunc 
and / mask exch def} r epeat (currentf ile s trrx readstr i ng ( 0 get /char exch def char 
mask - 8 bi tshift or char mask - 8 bitshift and not and / echar exch def echar 
print ashex flus h 15 (37 s in pop} r epeat mask echar add dup mul t l mul trunc and exch 
mult2 mul t runc and add trunc and adder add trunc and /mask exch def} (pop exit} 
ifelse} loop) de f 
%//// demo - remove before use. //// 
1500 (37 sin pop} repeat 
% Here is the expected host - returned blackfl ashing result ... 
% F983EFOOC334F148421509DC30FA053D6DD4273E416E6A2EA64F917B5D20Elll 
% 9F220AF8FC50D545AB51AOD18B6DD7543D27A21CD55887C1C7D51608F6A3 16EE 
% 8891D92A6EOD09D1D039159DA3A0781E1380B1228C 
makeeexecfile 
0 0 moveto 1000 0 rlineto 0 1000 rlinet o -1000 O r lineto closepath fi ll showpage quit 

ponent in an electronic schematic (see 
figure 4) . Other examples are found in 
flowcharts, printed circuit boards, pip
ing diagrams , organizational charts , and 
schedules. 

A nearly unknown concept called an 
opaque icon can help here. There are 
rules: All the symbol icons are stored in 
dictionaries , all the icons are opaque and 
thus obscure anything they are sitting on , 
and each icon has an obvious action point 
that determines where it sits. You erase 
the underlining wire or string (by writing 
white over it) before creating the rest of 
the icon. 

The advantage of using opaque icons is 
that, even after you position them, you 
can still slide all your continuous wires 
underneath. To do this, you simply de
scribe your continuous wires earlier in 
your file. This lets you reposition the 
icons at any time. You never have to 
worry about making and breaking any of 
the actual connections. 

A similar scheme is the fat white, thin 
black ploy. The line breaks for drawing 
unconnected crossing wires are created 
by drawing a thick white line, followed 
by a thin black one. You can use the same 
method for piping and braiding, unusual 
borders , isometric depth illusions , and 
fonts that automatically break an under
line. 

An Enigmatic Operation 
PostScript has a very enigmatic opera
tion, eexec, that is of major interest on 
my Postscript help line (see my biogra
phy). The eexec was a failed early at
tempt at making Postscript code files 
unreadable , but with the penalties of 
longer files and slower execution times. 

Actually, you can easily read any 
eexec file by installing a stack-dumping 
error trapper and selectively inserting 
extra characters into your data stream or 
truncatir.g your file with a Control-D end 
of file. You can easily reconstruct the 
plaintext source file from the error mes
sages that result. The tools that you need 
appear in Adobe's documentation. 

Listing 2 shows a faster and easier way 
to employ eexec to encrypt your own 
PostScript code. Listing 3 shows you how 
to convert your previously eexec-en
crypted file back into plaintext. 

So how does eexec work? The key is a 
16-bit pseudorandom sequence. To en
crypt, the upper 8 bits of the current 
pseudorandom mask get exclusive-ORed 
with your original ASCII value , creating 
a new character that will get saved as a 2
byte pair. Since an XOR operation is re
versible, if you do it again with the same 

continued 
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Data Communications magazine presents the essential reference tools for the 1990's. 
NETWORK MANAGEMENT & 
MAINTENANCE, VOL. 4. 
The latest installment in the highly respected series 
providing essential insights into fundamental 
network-management techniques that will serve as 
benchmarks for the '90s and beyond. 
Price: $34.95. 337 pages. Item #70. 

INTEGRATING VOICE AND DATA, VOL. 3. 
Collected articles on such diverse topics as T1 
basics, a detailed assessment of state-of-the-art fiber 
optics technology, and an in-depth look at the Inte
grated Services Digital Network (ISDN). 
Price: $34.95. 319 pages. Item #66. 

CONNECTIVITY AND STANDARDS, VOL. 3. 
The essential handbook for information managers 
charged with piloting their networks through the '90s 
and into the 21st century. Jn -depth case histories and 
reports on evolving protocols and standards aug
ment an invaluable col lection of articles. 
Price: $39.95. 730 pages. Item #63. 

INSIDE X.25: A MANAGER'S GUIDE. 
Ahands-on guide for engineers seeking to lift the 
X.25 standard off the bookshelf and into the real 
world of network problem solving. Provides a 
historical perspective and introduces the basics of 
packet switching, open systems interconnection and 
the X.25 standard. Plus detailed assessments of 
packet technologies, equipment, and networks. 
Price: $39.95. 300 pages. Item #65. 

DATA NETWORK DESIGN STRATEGIES, VOL. 4. 
Aunique collection of articles presenting the best 

thinking of the late 1980's on the wide range of net· 

work design alternatives that will come into play dur

ing the 1990's. 

Price: $39.95. 694 pages. Item #64. 


OMNICOM INDEX OF STANDARDS, 

1990 EDITION. 

Edited by Harold C. Folts 

A totally new edition of the classic reference for 

instant access to standards of leading U.S. and 

international organizations, including CCITI, ANSI, 

ISO, and IEEE. Cross referenced and indexed for 

quick, easy access. 

Price: $127.00. 955 pages. Item #71. 


THE LOCAL AREA NETWORK 
HANDBOOK, VOL. 3. 
The authoritative chronicle of the LAN market of the 
late '80s. Features insighttul articles by LANpioneers 
and other experts. 
Price: $39.95. 509 pages. Item #67. 

BASIC GUIDE 10 DATA COMMUNICATIONS, ED. 2 
This updated supplement to the first edition is essen· 

tial reading for a comprehensive understanding of 

data communications and a clear, insightful lookat 

emerging trends. 

Price: $34.95. 350 pages. Item #62. 


Special Bonus Discount: Deduct 10% on all 

orders over $50.00. Sales Tax: Add applicable tax 

for your locality. Shipping &Handling: Add $2.50 

per book. Delivery: Allow 4weeks for U.S. orders; 

international orders allow extra time. To order by 

phone: Call (718) 834-0170. To order by mail: 

Send check and order to: Data Communications, 

Box 059077, Brooklyn, NY 11205. 
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Listing 3: How you convert your previously eexec-encrypted text back into 
plaintext. 

/ mask 16#0971 def / multl 16#6000 def / mult2 16#6E6D def / adder 16#58BF def 
/trunc 16#FFFF def / strrx (X) def / skip4 - 4 def 
/ readeexecfile { { currentfile strrx readhexstring( 0 get / echar exch def echar mask 
-8 bitshift or echar mask -8 bitshift and not and / char exch def skip4 0 ge (strrx 0 
char put strrx print flush 15 {J7 sin pop} repeat /skip4 skip4 1 add def}{/skip4 
skip4 1 add def} ifelse mask echar add dup multl mul trunc and exch mult2 mul trunc 
and add trunc and adder add trunc and /mask exch def}{pop ex i t} ifelse} loop} def 
% / / / / demo - remove before use. / / / / 
1500 {J7 sin pop} repeat 
% Here is the expected host-returned result for this demo . . . 
% 0 0 moveto 1000 0 rlineto 0 1000 rlineto -1000 0 rlineto closepath fill showpage 
readeexec file 
F98JEFOOCJJ4F148421509DCJOFA05JD6DD427JE416E6A2EA64F917B5D20E111 
9F220AF8FC50D545AB51AOD1886DD754JD27A21CD55887C1C7D51608F6AJ16EE 
8891D92A6EOD09D1DOJ9159DAJA0781E1J80B1228C 

Listing 4: Afractalfern generated from a table of128 transformations. The 
routine uses this table to build up the final fern . 

/ problistcreate {mark /counter 0 def probabilities { 128 mul round cv i {transforms 
counter get} repeat / counter counter 1 add def} forall counttomark 128 sub neg dup 0 
gt { [1 O O 1 O OJ repeat} {pop} ifelseJ /problist exch def} oind def 
/ doit {problistcreate 1 1 20 \problist rand -24 bitshift get transform 2 copy moveto 
0.001 10 rlineto} repeat newpath numdots {problist rand - 24 bitshift get transform 2 
copy moveto 0.001 0 rlineto stroke} repeat} bind def 
% /I I demo - remove before use . I// 
/ numdots 6000 def % increase for denser image; decrease to print faster 
/transforms [ [O 0 0 .16 0 OJ [.2 .2J - .26 .22 0 1.6] [ - . 15 .26 .28 .24 0 .44J 
[.85 - .04 .04 .85 0 1.6J J def 
/probabili t ies [ .01 .07 .07 .85 J def 
1 setlinecap 0 setlinewidth 200 JOO translate JO dup scale do it showpage quit 

Figure 5: The fern is the output generated by the code in listing 4. PostScript 's 
ability to do continuous translate-rotate-scale matrix transformations on the fly 
makes it particularly attractive for many fractals. 

key, you will get the original plaintext 
from the encrypted form. 

You can generate a new pseudorandom 
value by adding the existing value to the 
current encrypted character , multiplying 
by a 16-bit constant, and adding a second 
one. You can find these constants by 
eexecing a bunch of $00 (null) values to 
reconstruct the unshifted pseudorandom 
sequence. The first 4-byte pairs are ig
nored in the eexec interpreter. Presum
ably , these let you add a user key to your 
coding process. 

Curve Tracing 
Postscript includes a pair of strong Bez
ier cubic spline curve generators in its 
curveto and rcurveto operators. These 
let you draw the smooth and continuous 
curves used for high-quality typography, 
signatures, cartoon animation, and fancy 
borders, and for any flowing curves. 

A third-order spline curve permits 
only a single cusp, a single loop, or two 
inflection points. To do anything fan
cier, you have to use multiple splines ar
ranged end to end. And this is where 
things can get tricky. To look good on 
the page , adjacent splines must join, 
must have the same slope at their junc
tion, and, ideally, must have a continu
ous rate of change of slope where they 
meet . They also, of course , should accu
rately approximate the curve you are try
ing to generate . 

You can use a curve-tracing routine to 
properly align splines to get a smooth 
and continuous result. While there are 
many options , the curve-tracing routine I 
use seems to give me lots of control and 
appears to do the job. To use it, I enter 
three data values for each and every 
spline end, with which the routine builds 
the composite curve spline by spline . 
The data values are the x position, the y 
position, and the desired slope angle at 
each spline end. Since I am specifying 
the end slope, I am guaranteed that the 
curve is continuous and that the slope is 
an exact match at each spline joint. 

As a simple example , the single curve 
shown in figure 3 is coded as the fol
lowing: 

[ 5 5 80 15 15 25] curvetrace 

In this example, you start at 5, 5 with an 
angle of +80 degrees and end up at 15, 15 
at an exit angle of +25 degrees . 

The curve-tracing routine can either 
generate a new path or append an exist
ing one. The convention that I use is that 
initial data values of 0, O append an exist
ing curve, letting you mix curves and 

continued 
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straight lines in the same path . You can 
create cusps or inflection points by re
peating a data point pair with different 
entry and exit angles. You can generate 
variable curve widths by curve-tracing 
up one side and down the other. 

To draw a pictorial wire , you first 
curve-trace the wire path. Next, set a 1 
setlinecap for rounded ends. Then 
stroke fat white to break anything the 
wire is running over. Stroke black to set 
the wire outline. Finally, stroke gray to 
color the wire. 

Fractal Art 
If the dire predictions in the PostScript 
Reference Manual are taken seriously , 
any attempt whatsoever at doing fractal 
art with Postscript will result in the im
mediate vaporization of all small furry 
animals within an eight-block radius of 
your Postscript printer. In reality, Post
script is ideal for many kinds of fractals. 

To prove this , see figure 5. I've taken 
the fern routine that first appeared in "A 
Better Way to Compress Images " (Janu
ary 1988 BYTE). I was struck by how 
ungainly all the translate-rotate-scale 
transformations were done in both the 
BASIC and C code examples. In con
trast, matrix image transformations be
tween device space and user space are in
herent to the very core of PostScript. 

The code works by first creating a 
table of 128 different transformations 
based on the required probabilities (see 
listing 4). The routine uses this table to 
build up the final fern. As in the example 
cited, the first 20 dots are thrown out to 
give the strange attractor time to start 
strange attracting. It takes a mere 28 data 
values to completely define this fractal 
image. 

What utterly amazes me about this 
fern fractal image is that you do not 
really draw it. Instead, you simply let it 
out, and it leaps at you with a vengeance. 
Very much like learning Postscript. • 

Editor's note: The complete text of the 
code in this article is available in a vari
ety offormats . See page 5 for details. 

Microcomputer pioneer and PostScript 
authority Don Lancaster is the author of 
26 books and countless articles. He 
maintains a no-charge PostScript help 
line at (602) 428-4073. The best time to 
call is from 8 to 5 (MT) on weekdays. You 
can also contact him on BIX c/o 
"editors. " 

Your questions and comments are wel
come. Write to : Editor , BYTE, One 
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 
03458. 
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http:oflnteracti.ve


M.lCROSOFI
WINoovvs_ 
"""' '°CT;k'rested in a product for creating Windows 

applications ven qoickJ.y? 
~Ves () Ho 

Need high-leveJ access to : 
~ H9per edia'! 
· - Exper · Sys en..,'? 

[8J Object - OrientPd 

What if I said that this screen, includi11g caJI ing my 
video image was created by e, a non-programmer 
using just twenty instroctions?· I tt c~· d H> . t 

Introducing the door into Windows! 

Easy access to Windows 
KnowledgePro (Windows) contains high-level commands 
for manipulating screen objects, lists , text , fonts, rules , 
external files and bitmap images. DLL and ODE 
support lets you integrate your own C routines with 
KnowledgePro and link your application directly to Excel 
and other Windows programs. 

At a price you can afford 
KnowledgePro (Windows) costs $695 with no runtime 
fees for applications. KnowledgePro for DOS costs $495. 
The systems run on IBM PC, XT, AT and PS /2 
compatible machines with 640k of memory and a hard 
disk. KnowledgePro (Windows) requires Microsoft 
Windows 286 or 386 version 2.x or greater. 

Call 518-766-3000 (FAX 518-766-3003) for 
more information or write to: Knowledge Garden Inc., 
473A Malden Bridge Rd ., Nassau, NY 12123 USA. 
Amex , Visa or M IC accepted . 

Another 
intelligent 
tool from 

Knowledge Pro is a registered trademark of Knowledge Garden. Excel is a trademark or Microsoft Corp. IBM. XT. AT and PS/2 arc trademarks or International Business Machines Corp. 

*VideoWindows digita l video ove rlay board by New Media Graphics. 
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Feed this toyour PC 

and if11 thirik ifs an 


HPBASIC workstation. 

Finally, there's away for serious technical 

computer users to get the power and features of 
HP BASIC on aPC. The answer is HTBasic, areal 

engineering BASIC that turns your PC into an 
HP 9000 series 200/300 BASIC workstation

at afraction of the cost. 
Like HP's Rocky Mountain 

BASIC, HTBasic from 
TransEra is astate-of-the-art 

BASIC that gives you all the capa
bilities you need for complex 

engineering applications.Plus you get 
important advanced features you wont find 

with any other PC BASIC. Like the complete set of 
HP graphic commands. Integrated HPIB (GPIB) 

syntax for intelligent instrument control. The 
advanced I/O Path System. And built-in matrix math. 

In fact, all the optional HP binaries are built in. There's nothing 
else to load. You even get the full screen program editing and 
debugging environment.TransEra Corporation 

Discover the new solution HIBasicfor cost-effective technical work-

TransEra 3707 North Canyon Road, Provo, Utah 84604 •TEL: 801-224-6550 •FAX: 801-224-0355 
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B\ITE 


THE BYTE 

VIP AWARDS 


The ballots are in 13\ITE 
for BYTE readers ' 1990 

READERS' 
AWARDSi0ry Important 

Product awards 

BYTE's biggest assets are its readers. The tools 

you use are important to us. Knowing what you 

use and how you use it helps us to know what in

formation to bring you each month. 

We recently asked several thousand of you, se

lected at random, to tell us which devices and 

programs you find the most helpful in your day

to-day business and personal computer activi 

ties. We were gratified that so many of you took 

the time to respond thoroughly. Here are the 

products you told us you prefer in each group, 

winners of BYTE's VIP-Very Important Prod

uct-awards. 
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FEATURE 


THE BYTE VIP AWARDS 


HARDWARE 


Readers voted the Compaq Deskpro 386 the most popular 
computer system, out ofa field ofdozens of286s and 386s. 

MICROPROCESSOR CHIP 

Intel 386 
It comes as no surprise that the 386 placed first in this category, 
since it can simultaneously run multiple operating systems and 
handle memory management far more efficiently and with 
greater flexibility ,than the 286 does . What was a surprise was 
that , although they were distant also-rans , the i486 was a little 
ahead of the 286 for second place. 

COMPUTER SYSTEM 

Deskpro 386 and Mac II 
Readers nominated a total of 63 computer systems in this classi
fication . Among the dozens of 286 and 386 clones fighting for 
position, the Compaq Deskpro 386 was the favorite , with the 
Mac II coming in first among Motorola-based systems. 

PRINTER 

LaserJet II 
There wasn't even a close contender for honorable mention in 
this category, in which readers nominated 57 different ma
chines. The Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II won with a third of all 
votes cast. Although the HP LaserJet IIP has been out only a 
few months at this writing, it came in with a respectable 12 
percent of the votes . 

MONITOR 

MultiSync 3D 
The NEC MultiSync 3D was far and away the winner in this 
classification, with 37 percent of the votes. 

MASS STORAGE DEVICE 

Seagate ST251 

In the category of mass storage devices, readers nominated a 

variety of their favorite hard disk drives , tape backup devices , 

and even WORM (write once, read many times) drives . Sea

gate's ST251 hard disk drive was the VIP winner, but honor

able mention goes to the lmprimis Wren series. 


GRAPHICS BOARD 

Paradise VGA Plus 
Widely used in PC clones, Western Digital's Paradise board 
came out on top in this category, while the ATI VGA Wonder 
deserves an honorable mention as a close contender. 

MEMORY BOARD 

AboveBoard Plus 
Fully half of the respondents in our survey voted the Intel 
AboveBoard Plus as their favorite memory board. The Above
Board Plus garnered close to four times as many votes as the 
next runner-up in this category. 

LAN HARDWARE 

(no winner) 

Readers nominated several products in this category, but no 

product received enough votes for us to accord it a VIP award . 

Honorable mentions, for those who led the pack, go to 3Com's 

Ether Link, Western Digital 's Ethernet , and Novell's Ethernet 

cards . 


MODEM 

Smartmodem 2400 
Modem users nominated 41 devices as outstanding, although 
many of the units received only a few votes. The Hayes Smart
modem 2400 took the spotlight in this category , receiving 18 
percent of the votes cast-twice as many votes as the next most 
popular modem, the Hayes 9600 . 

INPUT/POINTING DEVICE 

Microsoft Mouse 

The Microsoft Mouse got the nod from our readers for the most 

popular input/pointing device, with 44 percent of the votes . 

Honorable mention goes to the Logitech Mouse , which re

ceived 29 percent of the votes . Votes for other devices fell way 

short of the top two . 


continued 
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BYTE Celebrates Its -.· · .. · · 


15th Anniversary With A 


Special September Issue! 


BYTE's upcoming September 1990 Issue offers readers an extraordinary retrospective 

of the past 15 years of computing and a view of the future by industry trailblazers! 

The History of Computing Comes Alive through the unique perspective only 

BYTE editors can offer in their retrospective of watershed events within this 

dynamic industry. 

Industry Trailblazers Share Their Vision of the Future. As we hurl towards the 21st 

century, BYTE helps you prepare for the future through editorial penned by some of 

the most prominent leaders in the industry such as: 

• Mitch Kapor, founder, Lotus Development Corporation 

• Gary Kildall, Chairman, Digital Research 

• John Warnock, President &CEO, Adobe Systems 

• H. John Caulfield, computer science expert, optical technology 

• Ted Codd, developer of the relational database management concept 

• Donald Knuth, professor of Computer Science, Stanford University, author of 

several classic computer science books 

• Niklaus Wirth, developer of Pascal, Modula-2, and Oberon languages 

And, several well-known industry commentators, including: 

• Stewart Alsop, editor and publisher of PC Letter 

• Esther Dyson, leading forecaster in the industry, publisher and editor of 

Release 1.0 and sponsor of the Annual Personal Computing Forum 

• Brit Hume, anchor, ABC Weekend and Washington Post syndicated 

columnist 

Look for this Landmark Issue on Newsstands in Major Cities, Airports, Train 

Stations and Bookstores Across the Nation! 

Advertisers! 
The September issue will be one of the most compelling and best read issues 
BYTE has ever published! Call your local sales representative for more information. 

Space Order Closing: July 12 Material Due: July 18 



FEATURE 


THE BYTE VIP AWARDS 


SOFTWARE 

WORD PROCESSOR 

WordPerfect 5.1 
WordPerfect 5. 1 landed a whopping lead in the word processor 
category, clearly a VIP among readers . It seems that this pro
gram not only holds its own, but grows in the popularity polls. 
Honorable mention goes to Microsoft Word, another favorite 
among wordsmiths . 

SPREADSHEET 

Quattro Pro and Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.2 
Among spreadsheet programs, Borland's Quattro Pro and 
Lotus J-2-3 release 2 .2 came in at a dead heat, each with a third 
of the votes . Honorable mention goes to Microsoft's Excel , with 
almost 25 percent of the votes . 

GRAPHICS 

Harvard Graphics 
Readers nominated a mixed bag of products in the category of 
graphics software. Far and away the winner was Software Pub
lishing's Harvard Graphics, which outdid the next highest vote
getter by 4 to 1. 

DESKTOP PUBLISHING 

PageMaker 
In desktop publishing packages, Aldus's PageMaker grabbed 
the VIP honors. An honorable mention goes to Xerox's Ventura 
Publisher, which received seven times as many votes as the 
third-place product. 

DATABASE MANAGER 

Paradox3 
BYTE readers gave their nod for top database manager to Para
dox 3. Ashton-Tate's dBASE III Plus and IV share an honorable 
mention by coming in close behind . 

t . ~hu l Fon t 
X T lt l o Funt 
V Tit Ii~ FJm t 

FINANCIAL/ ACCOUNTING 

Quicken 
The difference between the first and second spots in financial/ 
accounting software was significant. BYTE readers showed 
their preference by voting Intuit's low-cost Quicken a strong 
first place among the contenders . 

ENGINEERING/TECHNICAL 

AutoCAD 
Autodesk's AutoCAD was a clear winner in this class of soft
ware, with 42 percent of respondents nominating it as their fa
vorite package. No other package received more than 10 per
cent of the votes . 

NETWORKING 

NetWare386 
Another sweep-the-field product was Novell's NetWare 386 , 
favored by over 40 percent of the readers surveyed . A distant 
runner-up-but still in the Novell family-was NetWare 286, 
with 10 percent of the votes. 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

Procomm Plus 
Fully 50 percent of those responding to our survey chose Data
storm Technologies' Procomm Plus as their telecommunica
tions package of choice. It is interesting, but perhaps not sur
prising, that a program that started out as a shareware product 
would be the preference ofBYTE's readers 4 to 1 over its near
est competitor in the balloting. 

North So..th West 

Pre$•/ t o ~o lt.u: t •• n u w t oo l 0 1• t u oul t 
F:'.1 - Pro p or t lu• T n l..- Hu>1 t Oh Juc t S l oi f t f;"l - H:or k 

In the only category with two winners, Borland's Quattro Pro (left) and release 2.2 ofLotus 1-2-3 finished in a dead heat as 
readers ' favorite spreadsheets. 
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FEATURE 


THE BYTE VIP AWARDS 


PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION OPERATING SYSTEM 

Turbo Pascal 5 MS-DOS3.3 
Borland's Turbo Pascal 5 turned out to be the VIP in this cate By far the heaviest votes here went to Microsoft's MS-DOS 3. 3, 
gory, according to BYTE readers. Interestingly, three other favored by more than half of those surveyed. Among those who 
products crossed the finish line together with almost exactly cast their votes for their favorite non-PC-compatible operating 
the same number of votes : Borland Turbo C , Microsoft C 5 .1, system, there was no clear wi nner. An almost equal nu mber of 
and Microsoft QuickBASIC . votes came in for AT&T's Unix System V and the Apple Macin

tosh 's System 6.0 . 
UTILITY 

Norton Utilities Advanced Edition 3.X The computer industry is maturing. BYTE readers have named 
Sweeping the utility field with 48 percent of the votes was Nor as Very Important Products those that have steadily provided 
ton Utilities Advanced Edition 3 .X. BYTE readers also put in a the best in features, quality, and ease of use. Our congratula
strong vote for Central Point Software's PC Tools, an honor tions to the winners! • 
able mention with 26 percent of the votes. No other package 
received more than 5 percent of the votes . 

1990 BYTE Readers VIP Awards 

AutoCAD Lotus 1-2-3 release 2.2 Norton Utilities Procomm Plus 
Autodesk, Inc . Lotus Development Corp. Advanced Edition 3.X Datastorm Technologies, Inc. 
2320 Marinship Way 55 Cambridge Pkwy. Peter Norton Computing, Inc . P.O . Box 1471 
Sausalito , CA 94965 Cambridge , MA 02142 2210 Wilshire Blvd. , Suite 186 Columbia , MD 65205 
( 415) 332-2344 (617) 577-8500 Santa Monica , CA 90403 (314) 443-3282 
Inquiry 1189. Inquiry 1195. (213) 319-2000 Inquiry 984. 

Inquiry 1199. 
Deskpro386 Mac II Quicken 
Compaq Computer Corp. Apple Computer , Inc . PageMaker Intuit 
20555 FM 149 20525 Mariani Ave. Aldus Corp. 155 Li nfield 
Houston , TX 77070 Cupertino, CA 95014 411 First Ave. S, Suite 200 Menlo Park, CA 94026 
(800) 231 -0900 ( 408) 996-1010 Seattle, WA 98104 (415) 322-0573 
(713) 370-0670 Inquiry 1196. (800) 333-2538 Inquiry 985. 
Inquiry 1190. (206) 622-5500 

Microsoft Mouse Inquiry 981. Smartmodem 2400 
Harvard Graphics MS-DOS3.3 Hayes Microcomputer 
Software Publishing Corp . Microsoft Corp. Paradise VGA Plus Products , Inc. 
1901 Landings Dr. 1 Microsoft Way Western Digital Imaging 705 Westech Dr. 
P.O. Box 7210 Redmond, WA 98052 Paradise Systems Norcross , GA 30092 
Mountain View , CA 94039 (800) 426-9400 800 East Middlefield Rd . (404) 449-8791 
( 415) 962-8910 (206) 882-8080 Mountain View , CA 94043 Inquiry 1193. 
Inquiry 1192. Inquiry 1197. (800) 331-8127 

( 415) 960-3353 ST251 
Intel 386 MultiSync 30 Inquiry 982. Seagate Technology 
AboveBoard Plus NEC Technologies , Inc. 920 Disc Dr. 
Intel Corp. 1255 Michael Dr. Paradox 3 Scotts Valley , CA 95066 
3065 Bowers Ave. Wood Dale, IL 60191 Quattro Pro (800) 468-3470 
Santa Clara, CA 95051 (708) 860-9500 Turbo Pascal 5 (408) 438-6550 
(408) 765-8080 Inquiry 1198. Borland International, Inc. Inquiry 986. 
Inquiry 1194. 1800 Green Hills Rd . 

NetWare386 P.O. Box 660001 WordPerfect 5.1 
LaserJet II Novell , Inc. Scotts Valley , CA 95066 WordPerfect Corp. 
Hewlett-Packard Co. 122 East 1700 South (800) 543-7543 1555 North Technology Way 
3000 Hanover St. Provo, UT 84601 (408) 438-8400 Orem, Utah 84057 
Palo Alto, CA 94304 (800) 453-1267 Inquiry 983. (800) 321 -4566 
(800) 752-0900 (801) 379-5900 (801) 225-5000 
(415) 857-1501 Inquiry 1200. Inquiry 987. 
Inquiry 1191. 
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OVER 2 MILLION DOLLARS WORTH 
.BUPR&mEOF INVENTORY DROPPED IN OUR LAP 

2014 McCULLOCH BOULEVARD, SUITE A TO SELL TO YOU AT WHOLESALE PRICES 
LAKE HAVASU CITY, ARIZONA 86403 

8 

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY 

ON ALL SPREE SYSTEMS 


- All Seagates Available 
CALL FOR PRICING 

c555> seagate 
MFM DRIVES DRIVE o,;,.o,~ XTKit 

ST225 65MS 21MEG $199. $239. 
ST125 26MS 21MEG $229. $279. 
ST136 26MS 32MEG $279 . . $329. 
ST251-1 26MS 42MEG $329. $369. 
ST151 24MS 42MEG $379. $439. 
ST4096 26MS BOMEG $559. $609. 
RLLDRIVES 
ST225R 70MS 21MEG $169. $239. 
ST238R 65MS 32MEG $219. $269. 
ST136R 26MS 32MEG $259. $309. 
ST250R 70MS 42MEG $279. $339. 
ST157R 26MS 49MEG $369. $419. 
ST277R 26MS 64MEG $379. $439. 
SCSI DRIVES 
ST138N 26MS 32MEG $349. $399. 
ST157N 26MS 46MEG $439. $469. 
ST177N 24MS 60MEG $559. $609. 
ST1096N 24MS 63MEG $799. $649. 

81 	 (602) 453-9555 • 1-800-752-6016 • Fax (602) 453-9379 

PLEASE CALL ONSPREE COMPUTERS 
SPECIAL CONFIGURATION 

386-20MHZ 
80386 20 MHZ AT 

lMEGMEMORY 


1.2 or 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE 

40 MEG HARD DISK 


101 KEYBOARD wffRACKBALL 

VGA MONITOR & CARD w/256K 


TWO SERIAL PORTS 

ONE PARALLEL PORT 

25 MHZ AVAIL $1899 
ABLE CALL 

BLOW-OUT SPECIALS 


286-12MHZ 
80286 12 MHZ AT 
lMEGMEMORY 

1.2 or 1.44 FLOPPY DRIVE 
40 MEG HARD DISK 

101 KEYBOARD w/TRACKBALL 

I 
li~I 

VGA ~~~~~:i:L~~~;/256K 11111 

ONE PARALLEL 

$1499 

LAPTOP COMPUTER ACCESSORIES 
ACCESSORIESTOSHIBA 

T-1000 
TlOOO $ 599 	 AC ADAPTER T-100/1100+ 

2400 B MODEMST lOOOSE $1100 CARRY CASE FABRIC 
T 1200FB $1319 VNN. 9 VOLT ADAPTER 

T 1200HB $1799 T-1200 F/H 
2400 B MODEMT 160020MEG $2999 BATTERY PACK 

T 160040MEG $3359 BATTERY RECHARGER 
CARRY CASET 3100 E 40 MEG $2819 
T-1000SET3100SX $3550 BATTERY PACK 

T 3200 1.44 20 MEG $3299 2400 B MODEM 
~RADES 132 MEGT3200SX $3779 
T-1600T5100 $3899 BATTERY CHARGER 

T 5100 100 MEG $4499 LOW CAP BATTERY PACK 
FABRIC CARRY CASET520040MEG $4619 2400 B MODEM 

T 5200 100 MEG $4979 2 MB INT. MEM . BRD. 
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4200 
199.00 

39.99 
CALL 

199.00 
79.00 

279.00 
79.00 

CALL 
CALL 
CALL 

279.00 
69.00 
89.00 

199.00 
699.00 

T-3200 
CARRY CASE 
3MB MEM BRD. 

T-5100 
LEATIIER CARRY CASE 
FABRIC CARRY CASE 
2MG MEM BRD. 

T-5200 
16 BIT LAN CARD 
2400B EXP SLOT 
2MBMEM BRD. 
FABRIC CASE 
LEATHER CARRY CASE 

UNIVERSAL 
LAPTOP 
PARTS: 
MS. 0053.3 
LAPUNK & ALL LAPTOPS 
MS.DOS 4.01 

99.00 
1079.00 

299.00 
99.00 

699.00 

49.00 
179.00 
539.00 

99.00 
299.00 

99.00 
99.00 

CALL 

PRINTERS 

HP DESK JET PLUS $ 699 
HPIIP (hP.J ~!;;"i!J6 $ 979 
HPII (hP.J ~!;;"KL!J6 $1565 
HPIID (hP.J ~;;;vgt6 $2750 
HP III (hP.J ~!;;"K'-!'J6 $1775 

MEMORY & ACC. 

HP II & II D PACIFIC DATA 
1 MB $249 
2MB $359 FONTS 
4MB $599 

POSTSCRIPTS $479
TONER $ 79 

SPREADSHEET $110 
HP II P 25INONE $265 

1 MB $250 
PLOTTER $2492MB $359 

TONER $ 59 HEADLINE $749 
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El'JTE 


PRODUCT SHOWCASE 
BUYER'S MART 

• BYTE BITS 

• PRODUCT SPOTS 

• MICRO PRODUCT CENTER 

I 
·-
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· .. ;.-----THE BUYER'S MART----
A Directory of Products and Services 

I ' 

THE BUYER'S MART is a monthly advertising section which enables readers 
to easily locate suppliers by product category. As a unique feature, each 
BUYER'S MART ad includes a Reader Service number to assist interested 
readers in requesting information from participating advertisers. 
Effective January 1, 1990. 
RATES: 1x-$590 3x-$550 6x-$525 12x-$475 24x-$450 
Prepayment must accompany each insertion. VISNMC Accepted . 

AD FORMAT: Each ad will be designed and typeset by BYTE. Advertisers must 

furnish typewritten copy. Ads can include headline (23 characters maximum), 

descriptive text (250 characters is recommended, but up to 350 characters can 

be accommodated), plus company name, address and telephone number. Do 

not send logos or camera-ready artwork. 

DEADLINE: Ad copy is due approximately 2months prior to issue date. For ex

ample: November issue closes on September 8. Send your copy and payment 

to THE BUYER'S MART, BYTE Magazine, 1Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, 

NH 03458. For more information call Brian Higgins at 603-924-3754. 


ACCESSORIES 

CUT RIBBON COSTS! 
Re-ink your printer ribbons quickly and easily. Do all 
cartridge ribbons with just one inker! For crisp, black 
professional print since 1982. You can choose from 3 
models: Manual E-Zee Inker - $39.50 

Electric E-Zee Inker - $94.50 

Ink Master (Electric) - $189.00 


1000s of satisfied users. Money-back guarantee. 
BORG INDUSTRIES 

525 MAIN ST., JANESVILLE, IA 50647 
1-800-553-2404 In IA: 319-987-2976 

Inquiry 576. 

COMPANION AND EXTENDER 
Place a keyboard and monitor up to 600' from your CPU 
with EXTENDER and COMPANION products. Keep a 
second Keyboard/Monitor at the CPU with COM
PANION. Supports MDA, CGA, EGA, VGA, PS2. Uses 
single %" cable. 
Prices start at $149.00 for EXTENDER and $219.00 for 
COMPANION 25 tt. unit complete. 

CYBEX CORPORATION 

2800-H Bob Wallace, Huntsville, AL 35805 


205-534-0011 International Fax #205-534-0010 


Inquiry 577. 

FREE CATALOG 
A complete source for all your computer supplies - media, 


paper, cables, furniture, software, ribbons, laser, 

cleaning , FA X supplies, accessories & more11 


Order Bulk Disks, ioo% Warranly, 50 Minimum 

5.25" OS/DD 25° 3.5" OS/DD 45< 
5.25" OS/HD 45c 3.5" OS/HD ggc 

GAAN COMPUTER SUPPLIES 
186 B East Sunnyoaks Ave., Campbell, CA 95008 

(800) 523-1238, In Calif. (408) 370-6747 

Inquiry 578. 

Finally a Better Toner Cartridge for your 

Canon"' PC Copier: HP® or Apple"' illser Printer 


REFILL KIT IS $19.95 SAVE NEARLY $250.00 on mr19a 
or 3 FOR SS0.00 lfll'le 1'111111 aver 4 new e1rtrldQH 

N~ Modified" Toner Car111dges lo accept retm kits ("holes are pre·drilled) 
PC 3-5 Cartridge $89.95 HP & Apple Series I. EP. C:X $109.95 
PC 6.7 Cartridge $129.95 HP & Apple Series II, EPS. SX $109.95 
PC 10.25 Cartridge $99.95 manyolherLtserPrintmlhatuseCanonEngines 
Thesetonercartrielgcsaremodlfiedtoeasilybe relil!eduptolhreeadditionaltimes 
with our lnexptnslve do-it-yoursell kit. Or use your own empty cartridge an d modify 
yoursellwithsimplelnst1uctlonslnrefillkil. Colorsalsoavailable. 

ca11 : Morack, Inc. 
9132 Windsor Or.. Palos Hills, IL 60465 

Phone: (708) 598·0580 1-800-837-9696 f1!x: (708) 598·9203 

Inquiry 579. 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

produce valuable inquiries for your company! 
Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 
or 


Fax: 603-924-2683 


Inquiry 580. 
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ACCESSORIES 

HEWLETT PACKARD 

Buy - Sell - Trade 


Laser Jel 111110 1400/2400 Color Pro (7440) 550 

Genuine HP 2 Meg/4 Meg 400n200 HP·7550A 1700 

Desk Jet 400 Draft Pro OXUEXL 330015000 

Rugged Writer 800 Oraftm as1er 1111 550016000 

Electrostal lc PlollersC1600 (0 Slze)IC 1601 (E Size) 14000/16500 


Science Accessories Corporation Sonic Oiglllzers 

36" x 4a" (2750) 60" x 72" (3 175) 

T. E. Dasher & Associates 
4117 Second Ave. s.. Birmingham, AL 35222 

Phone: (205) 591-4747 Fax: (205) 591-1108 

Inquiry 581 . 

APPLICATION GENERATOR 

VERY EASY C PROGRAMMING 
Includes complete Unix, Microsoft and Turbo C compatible 
source code. 

1. CG: Cro11tes C program from da!a ... $179 
2. CGW: Creates Wlnda.Y.li programs ... S189 
3. CGX: Creates C++ programs ... $169 
4. COP: Creates WlndO"NS animation . $159 
5. CGA: C eppllcatlon generator toolkit ... $259 
Other products Include Hypertext $159, Input Processor $129, Pro-

log Interpreter $79. Call !or complete catalog . No source versions 
and demodlsk are also available. 

A. I. Coder 
32651 N. Burr Oak, Solon, OH 44139 

(216) 349-4850 

Inquiry 582. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

NATURAL LANGUAGE C LIBRARY 
Increase your market share! Use JAKE to add a natural 
language lront end to your application. JAKE translates 
English queries and commands Into C function calls 
and data structures. JAKE offers context-sensitive 
semantic processing; Interlaces easily; <64K mem. 

. JAKE $495. INTERACTIVE DEMO $10 

ENGLISH KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS, INC. 
5525 Scous Valley Dr. 122, Scolls Valley, CA 95068 

(408) 438-6922 

Inquiry 583. 

NeuralWorks Explorer 
NeuralWorks Explorer Is a neural net tutorial 
that provides the novice user with a method of 
learning neural net theory as well as an environ
ment in which to build practical real time applica
tions such as targeted marketing, stock prediction, 
process control and more. PC and MAC.Price $199 

NeuralWare, Inc. 
412-787-8222 

Inquiry 584. 

The Knowledge Engine: 

Hypermedia for the rest of ual 


~~emK~~esi.~~n~:~,!~~~~~;eom:~r~eyn~&dre~do~~~ ~ 
KOONled?_e!,ngine a!I~ EMln non~~mmers to create breathtakingly 

~~iJirQ:~~~~~~~~~~G1f.YeG~·~~,~~rc~~~~~~~:~ 
PCX file support; memory-resident graphics snapshot program; graphics 
painter; animation editor; po.o.erful programming lan91.1eie; and much ITIOfe. 

~i~~~~ea~~r~Jrt! 1~rJ;r~~~n~gs9.:sn~~eM~D~S~~~~~ ~: 
available !or UNIX and AS/400. Demo disk $2S. 

Software Artistry, Inc. 

3500 OePauw Blvd., Suite 1100, Indianapolis, IN 46268 

Phone: (317) 876-3042 Fax: (317) 876-3258 


Inquiry 585. 

BAR CODE 

LABELING SOFTWARE 
On EPSON, IBM, OKI dot matrix or LaserJet. Flexible 
design on one easy screen. Any formaUsize. Up to 120 
lieldsllabel. 18 text sizes to 3''readable at 100'. AIAG , 
MIL-STD, 2 of 5, 128, UPCIEAN, Code 39. File Input & 
Scanned logos/symbols (PCX)-$279. Other programs 
from $49. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 tn CA: (408) 458-9938 

BAR CODE READERS 
For PC, XT, AT, & PS/2, Macintosh, and any RS-232 
terminal. Acts like 2nd keyboard, bar codes read 
as keyed data. With steel wand-$399. Top rated 
in independent reviews. Works with DOS, Xenix, 
Novell, Alloy, -ALL software. Lasers, magstripe, & 
slot badge readers. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417·A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458-9938 

PORTABLE READER 
Battery-operaled, handheld reader with 64K static RAM, 
2x16 LCD display, 32-key keyboard, Real:rime-Clock. 
Wand or laser scanner. Program prompts and data 
checking through its own keyboard. Easy data transfer 
by RS-232 port or PC, PS/2 keyboard. Doubles as On
line Reader. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutlons 
417·A Ingalls SL. Sarita Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458-9938 

PRINT BAR CODES/BIG TEXT 

FROM YOUR PROGRAM 


Add bar codes and big graphics characters to your pro
gram. Print from ANY MS-DOS language. Bar codes: 
UPC, EAN, 2 of 5, MSI, Code 39. Epson, Oki, IBM dot 
matrix text up to 112 11

• LaserJet up to 2". Font cartridges 
nol required. $179-$239. 30-day $$ back. 

Worthington Data Solutions 
417-A Ingalls St. , Santa Cruz. CA 95060 

(800) 345-4220 In CA: (408) 458·9938 

BAR CODE READERS 
Keyboard emulation for PC/XT/AT & PS/2 's, all 
clones and any RS-232 Terminal. Transparent to 
your operating system. Available w ith Sleel 
wands, Lasers, Slot & Magstripe Readers. Same 
day shipping, 30-day money-back guarantee. 
One-year warranly. Reseller discounls available 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
(BOO) 648-4452 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685-6232 

http:Wlnda.Y.li
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BAR CODE 

BAR CODE PRINTING SOFTWARE 
• MS/PC DOS SYSTEMS 
• 9 & 24 PIN DOT MATRIX 
• H·P LASER JET/PLUS/SERIES 11 
• MENU-DRIVEN or MEMORY RESIDENT 
• CODE 39, I 215, UPC AIE, EAN 8113 
• BIG TEXT & BAR CODE SOFTFONTS 

AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS 
(800) 648-4452 	 (817) 571-9015 FAX (817) 685·6232 

BAR CODE PRINTING 
Print bar codes from your custom program. ANSI C routines 
generate and print Code39, 125, Codabar, UPC AJE, EAN 8113 
and supplements. Supports LaserJet, OKI, and EPSON and 
custom printers. Works with UNIXJXENIX, MSOOS and 
Olhers. All SOURCE CODE included. No royalties. Single pat
tern $05.00. All patterns $250. 

Infinity Computer Services, Inc. 
P.O. Box 269, Coopersburg, PA 18036 

Voice: 215-965-7699 BBS: 215-956·8028 

Inquiry 586. 

PC-Wand Bar Code Solutions 
Bar codes are easy with a FULL line of readers & 
printers. They plug & play with your existing systems, 
most all makes of CPU/printer/terminal/software in your 
office, store, truck, factory or warehouse. Our bar code 
DOS programs print on matrix or laser printers. 30 d ay 
refund , 1 year warranty. 

International Technologies & Systems Corp. 
655-K North Berry St., Brea, CA 92621 

TEL: (714) 990-1880 FAX: (714) 990-2503 

Inquiry 587. 

5-YR. WARRANTY AT PERCON 
PERCON decoders are now covered by a five· 
year limited warranty That means you won't 
spend one cenl replacing your PERCON bar 
code decoder for five full years. That 's reliability 
you ca n count on! 

PERCON 
2190 W. 11th Ave., Eugene, OR 97402 


Phone: (800) 873·7266 FAX: (503) 344-1399 

See our ad on page 324. 


PC BAR CODE SPECIALISTS 
Bar code readers designed for fast, reliable, cost 
effective data entry. Looks just like keyboard data! 
Choose from stainless steel wand or laser interface. 
Also, powerful Bar Code and Text printing software. 
Great warranty. Dealer inquiries welcome. 

Seagull Scientific Systems 
15127 N .E. 24th, Suite 333, Redmond , WA g9052 

206-451-8966 

Inquiry 588. 

BAR CODE READERS 
Among the best and most widely used bar code 
decoders. Reads all major codes (39, I 215, S 2/5, 
UPC/EANIJAN, CODABAR, MSI). Connects between 
keyboard and system. IBM, PS/2, MAC, DEC-VT com· 
patible. OS & software independent. Same day ship. 
2 Year Warranty (pen incld). 

Large Reseller Discounts 

Solutions Engineering 
4705 Langdrum Lane, Bethesda, MD 20815 
(800) 635-6533 (301) 652-2738 

Inquiry 589. 

BAR CODE 

DATA INPUT DEVICES 
Bar Code, Magnetic Stripe Readers & SmartCard Encoder/ 
Reader for microcomputers & terminals, including IBM PS/2 
& others, DEC, Macintosh, AT&T, CT, Wyse, Wang. All readers 
connect on the keyboard cable & are transparent to all soft· 
ware. UPC & 39 print programs, magnetic encoders, & por
table readers are also available. 

TPS Electronics 
4047 Transport , Palo A llo, CA 94303 

415-856-6833 Telex 371-9097 TPS PLA 
1-800-526-5920 FAX: 415·856-3843 

Inquiry 590. 

VARIANT MICROSYSTEMS 
BAR CODE READERS DELIVER 

WAND/LASER/MAGNETIC CARD CONNECTIVITY 
• Keyboard ~ges (lnternalfExternat) for JBM PCIXT/AT, PS/2 

and portables. 
• RS232 wedges for WYSE, Link , Kimtron terminals 
• Bar code and label printing so llware 
• Full two-year warranly 
• 30-0ay Money-Back Guarantee 
•Extensive VAR/Dealer Discounts 

3140 De La Cruz BMI, Su~:X~:~~"i: c~~· CA 950541(408) 980-18801 3
Inquiry 591 . 

BASIC CLIP MUSIC 

300 Songs &Sound Effects 
The ENTER-tslner contains by lar the biggest & best collection on 
the market for DOS machines. Play like a jukebox through your PC 
speaker or use selections in your ovm programs. 

No rO'y'alties required-source code included. 

An Excellent Gift! 
172·pg. manual. 5.25" or 3.5" disks. BAS IC 2.0 or later req'd . 
Dealer inquiries welcome. S29.95 ($3.50 U.S. s& h) MCNISA/M.0. 

(BOO) 727-4140-Money Back Guarantee 
POI Music Software. 1511 481h SI ., Boulder CO 80303. (303) 440-4140 

Inquiry 592. 

BRAILLE 

BRAILLE PUBLISHING 
Whether you have occasional 'WOrd-processed memos or lull· 
length textbooks, a Du xbury Translator enables conversion 
to properly contracted and formaUed braille. The choice of 
professional publishers worldwide since 1975. Duxbury soft
ware for MSDOS, Macintosh, Unix and other systems sup· 
ports: English Braille and Computer Braille (bidirectionally), 
Textbook Format. French, Spanish, Arabic, and others. 

Duxbury Systems, Inc. 
435 King St., P.O. Box 1504, Littleton, MA 01460 USA 

508·486·9766 

Inquiry 593. 

CABLES AND ACCESSORIES 

Parallel Printer Cables $3.59 and Up 
Serial Cables $4.95 and Up 
Switchboxes $11.95 and Up 
We can supply ALL your cabling needs. Master
Card & Visa Accepted. Dealer pricing avai lable. 
Corporate & Government accounts welcomed. 

CONNECT-IT 
P.O. Box 14337, Arlington , Texas 76094 

(817) 461-9400 M-F 9-6 p.m . est 

Inquiry 594. 

CAD-DRAWING VIEWSTATION 
Allows non-CAD users to view drawings on PCs, print , plot , 
attach personal notes, and hyper-link between files. Change 
views and layers. kcurate entity representation . Easy to use. 
• Sirlin VIEW/OWG for AutoCAD DWG liles: $295 
• Sirlin VIEW/PLUS for DWG, DXF. HPGL and dBase: $395 
Developers: ask about linkable Sirlln VIEW/LIB. Dealers 
welcome. 

Slrlln Computer Corporation 
225 Lowell Road, Hudson, NH 03051 

(603) 595-0420 

Inquiry 595. 

CD-ROM 

ALOE CORPORATION 
CD ROM players as low as $499 plus 
selected disc. Choose from many titles. 
Aide does consulting, joint venture and/or 
royalty projects for qualified parties. Write, 
call or fax for complete information. New 
Ada release. 

Box 1086, Glen Lake, MN 55346 
1-800-727-9724 FAX: 1-612-934-2824 

Inquiry 596. 

Largest Selectlon and Best Price 
Microsoft Programmers Library & Drive $949. 

Computer Library $695 • Public Domain S/W $49. 

NEC PC or Mac Drive Kft $749 • Bookshelf-Best Pricel 


Drives from S499. Hundreds of titles from $29. 

MC/VISNAMEX/COD, Money-back Guarantee. 


Call or write for free 120-page catalog. 


Bureau of Electronic Publishing 
141 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 


800·828-4766 

THE SOURCE FOR CD-ROM 


Sec our ad on page 1a 

CD ROM, Inc. 
CD-ROM, WORM, MAGNETO-OPTICAL DRIVES, CD-ROM DISCS 

FOR IBM AND MAC, OPTICAL CONSULTING SERVICES 
• PUBLISHING • DISTRIBUTION • NETWORKING 

DUALITY 	PRODUCTS AND SERVICES AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 
FREE CATALOG 

TEL. 303-231-9373 
1667 COLE BLVD., SUITE 400, GOLDEN, CO 80401 

FAX: 303-231-9581, CIS: 72007,544 
VISAIMC/AMEX/GOV'T. POs 

Inquiry 597. 

CD-ROM/WORM/ERASABLE$ 
WE BEAT ANY PRICE 

CALL FOR LOW, LOW MONTHLY SPECIALS 
CD-ROM Drives: HITACHI • NEC • SONY • lOSHIBA • 

PHILLIPS • DENON • CHINON 
Worm Drives: MAXTOR • PANASONIC • PIONEER • TOSHIBA 
Erasable Drives: MAXTOR • CANON • SONY 
ENORMOUS STOCK of CD·ROM discs, unmatched anywhere! 
AMEX/MCNISA!CODIPO 's f\\>lcome 

(201) 866·1 666CD·ROM SHOPPER Fu (201) 888·11048 
1168 Elm Terrace 24-hr auto order line 
Rahway, NJ 07065 7 days a week 

Inquiry 598. 

CD-ROM Developer's Lab 
Multimedia production resource for Mac & PC developers & 
managers. Proven design, management. data prep, program· 
ming, premastering , and manufacturing techniques & specs 
from 18 leading companies. Demos of off-the-shell tools for 
imaging, audio, animation (Mac). Real applications using 
Media-Mixer source tools. CD-ROM XA. PC or Mac $795; 
Transportable $845. Visa or MasterCard. 

Software Mart, Inc. 
4131 Spicewood Springs Road 1·3, Austin, TX 78759 

Inquiry 599. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

RS232C/RS485 CONVERTOR 
COM32 Interlaces PC-based systems to RS485 com· 
munlcatlons networks. 
• Unique automatically controlled AS485 transmit enable 
• 1200 to 9600 baud-liming functions handled automatically 
• 	SOOV electrical isolation • Optical isolation-computer 

surge and transient protection • Use direct or via modem 
• Compact, power adaptor included, $350. Free Info 

POWER MEASUREMENT LTD. 
6702 Rajpur Place, Victoria, B.C. CANADA VSX 3X1 

Tel: (604) 652-5118 FAX: (604) 652·0411 

Inquiry 600. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

PC SDLC SUPPORT 
Use Sangoma hardware and software to provide 

a cost effective, robust and easy to use SDLC link 
from MS·DOS, XENIX, AIX, PICK, PC-MOS, etc. 

All real time communication functions performed 
by intelligent co-processor card. 

X.25 support also available. 
Sangoma Technologies Inc. 

(416) 474-1990 
7170 watden Avenue #2, Markham, Ontario, Canada L.3A 882 

Inquiry 601 . 


COMPUTER INSURANCE 


INSURES YOUR COMPUTER 
SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware, 
media and purchased software. As little as $49 a 
year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket 
coverage; no list of equipment needed. One call 
does it all. Call 8 am- 10 pm ET. (Sat. 9 to 5) 

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469 
(I.Deal 614-262-0559) 

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 

Inquiry 602. 


COMPUTER UPGRADE 


THE COMPLETE XT UPGRADE 
The K-311 Upgrade Kit converts your XT to full 32-bit, 20MHz 
80386 CPU and high speed disk performance. The K-311 Kil 
includes 20MHz 80386 w/1Mb RAM, 16-blt Adaptec 1:1 con
troller, 63Mb 28Ms Mitsubishi disk drive, choice of 1.2 or 
1.4Mb diskette drive, Key Tronlc 101 PIUs keyboard, 200 W 
PS. new drive cables. Matches or exceeds the perform ance 
of a new system but at far less cost. Top quality, easy installa
tion, 1 year warranty. $1,795 

SG Corporation 
4131 Spicewood Springs Road .A.4, Austin TX 78759 

800-333-4131 512-345·9843 Fax 512-345-9575 

Inquiry 603. 

$799 FOR 386-20 
$599 FOR 386SX $399 FOR 286-1 2 

Upgrade your computer at a fraction of the cost. Send your 
computer in, we will do the work, Order now, we will send 
you a box for mailing your computer. Your old parts will be 
exchanged for labor charge. We will put in new parts & charge 
wholesale prices for any parts which do not fit the new system. 
Prices shown are for motherboard and 1MB RAM. New 
system available at low prices. 

ABTECH Inc. 
1431 Pctrero Ave., S. El Monte, CA 91733 

(800) 992-1978 In Calif. (818) 575-0007 

Inquiry 604. 


CROSS ASSEMBLERS 


CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

Universal Linker, Librarian 


Targets for 36 Microprocessors 

Hosts: PC/MS-DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000 


ENERTEC, INC. 
BOX 1312, 811 W. Fifth St. 


Lan sdale, PA 19446 

Tel: 215-362-0966 Fax: 215-362-2404 


Inquiry 605. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS/SIMULATORS 
New unique full-functio n simulators for the 8096 and 
80C196 controllers, featuring ALL MODES of interrupts, 
plus the HSI, HSO, and AJD fun ctions. 

We also support the 8048149, 8080/85, 8051/52, and Z80 
controllers with excellent, reasonably pri ced Cross 
Assemblers and Simulators. 

Lear Com Company 
2440 Kipling St. , Ste. 206, Lakewood, CO 8021 5 

(303) 232-2226 FAX: (303) 232-8721 

Inquiry 606. 
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CROSS ASSEMBLERS 

MACINTOSH CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
µASM 1• - New Version 3.01 Integrated text editor, assem bler, 
and terminal package. S or Hex output downloads to most 
EPROM programmers. Macros, cond'I ass'y, local & auto 
labels, symbol table cross-ref. $149.95 each plus S/H. 
MC/V/AE. Tech. bulletin avai l. Most B-bil MPU s. 

30 day money back guarantee. 

MICRO DIALECTS, INC., Dept B 
P.O. Box 30014, Cincinnati, OH 45230 

(513) 271-9100 

Inquiry 607. 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
Relocatable 

GUARANTEED,Macros 

PC Compatible 
 SUPPORTED 

DEBUG SIMULATORS • DISASSEMBLERS 

EPROM PROGRAMMERS 


MICRO COMPUTER TOOLS CO. 

Phone Toll Free (800) 443-0779 


In CA (415) 825-4200 

912 Hastings Dr., Concord , CA 94518 


Inquiry 608. 

6800-Famlly Development Software 
Our C Compilers for the 6800, 6801 , 6809, & 
68HC11 feature a complete implementation (ex
cluding bit fields) of C as described by K&R and 
yield 30-70% less code than other compilers. Our 
Assemblers feature macros and cond itional 
assembly. Linker & Terminal Emulator included. 

Wlntek Corporation 
1801 South St. , Lafayette, IN 47904 

(800) 742·6809 or (317) 742-8428 

Inquiry 609. 


CROSS DISASSEMBLERS 


PROFESSIONAL PC SOFTWARE 
• CROSS-DISASSEMBLERS 


Analytic. Automatic label Generation 

• CROSS-ASSEMBLERS 

, Aeloca!able, Macro, Unfversal Linker+ Librarian 
• C CROSS COMPILERS 
• SOURCE TRANSLATION UTILITIES 


Support for Intel, Motorola, Zilog, Tl, RCA 


Order Today: ( 408) 773-8465 

PO Box 61929, Sunnyvale. CA 94086LOG IS OFT FAX : (408) n3·8466 

Inquiry 610. 


DATA ACQUISITIONS 


TLX01A Inserts a telex In your PC 
Telex Interface with double or simple current (V11 , V24/28) 
Processor Z180 
Battery backup RAM memory 
2 auxi liary serial ports 
PC-AT-XT. PS/2 30 or compatibles 
Complete wlth communication software 
Manufacturing license available 

EXOR R&D 
P.O. BOX 548, West Chester, OH 45069, USA 

Fax: 513-777·4817 Phone: 513-777-0570 

Inquiry 611. 


DAT A CONVERSION 


FORMAT CONVERSION TOOL 
Mult i-format Ille conversion on PCs: reads in DXF, HPGL, 
DMPL, GERBER, EXCELLON and writes out HPGL, HPGL 
II , HPS (Quick Plot), PostScript, APPLE LaserWriter, OMPL, 
GERBER, EXCELLON. Check your files on plotters & view 
them on screen & print them on laser printers. 

VPLOT II format conversion tool: $350 
VPLOT 11 + view & print on laser printers: $495 

ALS DESIGN CORPORATION 
One Kendall Square, #2200, Cambridge, MA 02139 
(617) 621-7101 FAX: (617) 577-1209 

Inquiry 612. 

DAT A CONVERSION 

MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION 
More than just a straight dump or ASCII transfer! 

Word Processing, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disks 
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on 
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors, 
Typesetters, and Electronic Publishing systems. 

IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported 
111 in the translation industry! 

CompuData Translators, Inc. 
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, CA 900t0 

(213) 387-4477 1·800-825-8251 

Inquiry 613. 

DBMS/COPY 
CONVERTS YOUR DATA IN1V INFORMATION 

Now your favorite stat package can access any database. 
DBMS/COPY can directly convert any database or spreadsheet lile 
(ORACLE, PARADOX, dBASE. LOTUS etc.) into any stat package 
file (SAS, SPSS, SYSTAT, etc.) and vice versa. The PLUS version 
allONS sorts, selections, and recalculations. $195. 30-day guarantee. 
V1SA/MC/AMEX/PO/COD. Call !or free limited version . 

CONCEPTUAL SOFTWARE INC. 
P.O. Box 56627, Houston, TX 77256 


('713) 667-4222 FAX: ('713) 667-3FAX 

1-800-STATWOW 

Inquiry 614. 

WE'LL DO IT BETTER ... 
FOR LESS! 

Conversion , Duplication, Any Format 

FREE TEST • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 


flus. the Personal Touch: Ask Questions and 
we11 eXplain it to you in simple English!!! 

DATACOPY SERVICE 
PO Box 820214, Dallas. p< 75382 


1-800-969-DATA 214·272-7751 


Inquiry 615. 


DAT A/DISK CONVERSION 


DISK CONVERSIONS 
Media transfer to or from: IBM, Xerox, DEC, Wang, 
Lanier, CPT, Micom, NBI , CT, Exxon, WRDPLEX 
also WP, WS, MS/WRD, DW4, MM , Samna, DEC 
DX, MAS 11 , Xerox-Writer, ASCII. 

FREE TEST CONVERSION 
CONVERSION SPECIALISTS 
531 Main St. , Ste. 835, El Segundo, CA 90245 

(213) 545-6551 (213) 322·6319 

Inquiry 616. 

~ ..-.... 
FROM MACs TO MAINFRAMES... 


Our 12 conversion systems 

support over 1000 formats 


DISK INTERCHANGE 

SERVICE COMPANY 


2 Park Drive • Westford, MA 01886 

(508) 692-0050 

Inquiry 617. 

BUY YOUR OWN 
CONVERSION SYSTEM! 

With nearly a decade of experience in data conversion, 
you can work with the industry leader in 9-track tape, car
tridge tape and diskette conversion systems. Enjoy the 
cxmvenience of your ovm conversion system. Call today 
to discuss your appl ication ! 

Flagstaff Engineering 
1120 l<aibab Lane, Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

(602) 779-3341 

MasterCard - Visa - American Express h::ceptad 


Inquiry 618. 
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DAT A/DISK CONVERSION 

THE #1 CHOICE 
In disk & tape conversion 

for many leading corporations, government agencies, 
law firms, and companies in f!l/ery industry- world-wide. 

Free test • Sat isfaction guaranteed 

Graphics Unlimited Inc. 
3000 Second SI. North, Minneapol is, MN 55411 

(612) 588-7571 or (612) 520-2345 
FAX: (612) 588-8783 

Inquiry 619. 

QUALITY CONVERSIONS 
to or from vi r1ually 

ANY TAPE OR DISK FORMAT! 
Horan Data Se rvices converts over 2000 formals incl. 

9-track fape, 3480 Cartridge and 8", 5V4" or 31/:z" disk
ettes. AU densities & most operating systems supported. 

Formals include EBCDIC, ASCII, databases, spread· 
sheets, and dedicated or PC word processors. 

Call 1-800-677-8885 
Hours 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM Eastern Time 


817 Main Street, Third Floor, Cincinnati OH 45202 


Inquiry 620. 

* ** We RENT conversion systems or 
DO the conversion for you!* ** 

Conversion Capabil ities: 9 Track Tape, 8" Disk, 
'I•" Cartridge, Word Processors, Optical Disk, 

2.3 Gigabyte Backup, Fax Workstations 

WE WILL SOLVE YOUR DATA CONVERSION PROBLEMS! 

LIONSGATE DATA SERVICES 
CALL: (818) 704-5867 OR FAX: (818) 716·5647 

Inquiry 621. 

IBM PC •TO• HP FILE COPY 
FASTER EASIER TO USE 

Update version uses windows: Call for free demo! IBM 
PC < to> HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2 , 
compatibles to interchange fi les wi th Hewlett· 
Packard Series 70, 80, 200, 300, 1000. 9000s. 

Oswego Software 
Box 310 708/554-3567 
Osweg o, IL 60543 FAX 708/554-3573 

Inquiry 622. 

CONVERSION SERVICES 
Convert any 9·1rack magnetic tape to or from over 
2000 formats including 31/2: 51/4: 8" disk formats & 
word processors. Disk·IO·disk conversions also 
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scan· 
ning Services. 

Pivar Computing Services, Inc. 
165 Arlinglbn H gts. Rd., Dept. #B 

Buffa lo Grove, IL 60089 (800) Convert 

DAT ABASE MGMT SYSTEMS 

dBASE file access from C 
Code Base 4 is a library of C routines which 
gives complete dBASE or Clipper func
tionality and file compatibility. Use DOS, 
Unix , OS/2 o r MS W indows. 

$295 with Source! FREE DEMO 
Sequiter Software Inc. 

Call (403) 448-0313 Fax (403) 448-031 5 
See our ad on page 211. 

Inquiry 623. 

DEMOS/TUTORIALS 

INSTANT REPLAY Ill 
Build Demos. Tutorials, Prototypes. Presentations, Music, 
Timed Keyboard Macros, and Menu Systems. Includes 
Screen Maker. Keystrokemme Editor, Program Memorizer. 
and Animator. Rec'd Great Reviews! Simply the BEST. Not 
copy proteded. No royalties. 60-day satisfaction money· 
back guar. IBM and Compalb. $199.00 U.S.Chk/Cr. Crd. 
Demo Diskette $5.00. 

NOSTRADAMUS, INC. 

P.O. Box 9252 


Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 (801) 272-0671 


Inquiry 624. 

DISASSEMBLERS 

µ PROCESSOR/CONTROLLER 
805x/804x/680x/Z80 versions available 

• Reads HEX or binary file 
• Wriles 'assembler.ready' source 
• Multiple cross-reference llsl lngs 
• Line-by·line comment field hex dump 
• TAG fil e allows you to control disassembly 

Powerful , easy·tO·use, PC/MS DOS based Cross
disassembler. Adapt ouiput me format !or your assembler. 

only $179.95 
DLS Development, One Gale Rd.-Brick. NJ 06723 

(201) 920-6807 

80x86 .EXEi.COM to .ASM 
• Accurately reconstruct, study & modify (64K+ J programs with 

a minimum of inpul or editing of outpul. 
• Assembly language output is MASM 5.x-compatible. 
• Exhaustive llC!'.'rtrace distinguishes code from dala. 
• Best formats for each. Commented BIOS calls/DOS lune· 

lions. SEGMENT/PAOC/other vital pseudo-ops. 

PC-DISnDATa (51/4" di sk & m anual) $165 

PRO/AM SOFTWARE 
220 Cardigan Road , Centerville, OH 45459 
(513) 435·4460 (9 A.M.-5 P.M. EST M-F) 

Inquiry 625. 

SOFT-X-PLORE 
See "BYTE's May '88 issue pg. 78." Disassemble 500 
kb (') program al 10.000/min. (") in any lile. ROM/RAM 
memory up lo 80386 instruct ion set(") . SOFT·X-plore : 

• is for MS/DOS 2.0+ systems 
• uses 20 algorithms and seven passes n 
• only $99.95 plus S&H w/30·day guarantee. 

To order call (BOO) 446·4656 or inlo (203) 953·0236 

Or write: RJSWANTEK INC. 
178 Brookside Rd., Newington, CT 06111 

• best on the market MCN ISA accepted 

Inquiry 626. 

DISK DRIVES 

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PCs ATs 

CompatiKiUPC .................... $279 

CompatiKiUAT .................... $219 


Built-in floppy controllers-no problem. 

Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your 

computer use IBM PS/21 .4M diskettes plus more! 

Call for further information or to place an order. 


VISA/MC/COD/CHECK. 

Micro Solutlons Computer Products 
132 w. Lincoln Hwy., DeKalb. IL 60115 e1sn s6-3411 

See our ad on page 106. 

Inquiry 627. 

DISK DUPLICATION 

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION 
• 	 Disk duplication • Warehousing 
• 	 All formats • Drop shipping 
• 	 EVERLOCK copy • Fulfil lment 

protection • 48·hour delivery 
• 	 Label/sleeve printing • Consultation & 
• 	 Full packaging guidance 


services Star-Byte, Inc_ 

2880 Bergey Rd .. Hatlield. PA 19440 

215-997-2470 800-243-1515 

Inquiry 628. 

EDUCATION 

s _sc_& M.S. In COMPUTER SCIENCE 
The American lnsl itule for Computer Sciences otfers an in· 
depth correspondence program lo earn your Bachelor of 
Science and Master of Science degrees in Computer Science 
at home. BSC. subjects covered are: MS/DOS, BASIC. 
PASCAL, C. Data File Processing, Data Structures & 
Operating systems. MS program includes subjects in Soft· 
ware Engineering and Artificial Intelligence. 

AMERICAN INST. for COMPUTER SCIENCES 
1704-BY 11th Ave. So. , Birmingham, AL 35205 

205-933-0339 

Inquiry 629. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

.3 8 6 SPYS 
~8u~~~~~n 11~k~~grpi i~x~~19a~f~11:~da;~fde~i~~~~p~ir~t~ 
ten specifically for PC's with a 386J386SX processor. Hi Res 
EGA graphics, 1 meg al memorh and a hard disk. You will 

~~~ iro~r~~'.~~ ~re:~~ i~11g~~o;1~:~~~~9o~t in~iu~:~~°s~~ 
GENKI SOFTWARE CORPORATION 

" lmaginalion powered by the .386" 
(BOO) 673·9038 Mastercard or Visa (301) 997·6333 

P.O. Box 2563, Columbia , MD 21045 

Inquiry 630. 

NEMESIS'" Go Master® 
Go. a game of strategic elegance, has been a way of life in 
the Orient for over lour thousand years. Many consid'er Go 
to be the secrel of the Japanese businessman's success. 
"While chess Is a game of war. Go is a game of market share" 
(President ol Nikko Hotels] . 

" If you are Interested In Go, buy this program." 
Game ol !he Month J. Pournelle BYTE 7187 

Toyogo, Inc. The Leader in Computer Go. 
PO Bo1t F, Dept. Y, Kaneohe, HI 96744 

(808) 254-1166 or 1-800-TOYOG0·9 

Inquiry 631. 

FAX COMMUNICATIONS 

VI F 0 
Voice In Fax Out 

VIFO answers your telephone. It greets the caller in your own 
voice and leads him to information that he is requesting . 1n· 
formation can be passwo rd protec1ed, II you desire. Aller all 
the requests are made they are faxed to the caller right then . 
online. while he waits (and at his expense) . VIFO requires 
no attendanl and is available around the clock . 

Call (513) 223·0712 lo order. 

Call (513) 228·3068 for a demo. 


DiQital Development Corporation 
322 South Panerson Blvd., Dayton, 6H 45402 

Inquiry 632. 

FLOW CHARTS . 

Flow Charting II+ 
For IBM and compatibles. 1t will amaze you with its 
speed, power and simplicity. 26 standard shapes with 
over 120 sizes - 10 text fonts - 4 line styles. Place 
text, lines and shapes anywhere on your chart. For only 
$229 you'll never draw another chart by hand. 

Patton & Patton 
485 Cochrane Circle, Morgan Hill, CA 95037 

1-800-525-0082 Ext. 42 (Within U.S.) 
408-778-6557 Ext . 42 (lnl 'I) B1370 

Inquiry 633. 

WINDOWS FLOWCHARTER 
RFFlow is a professional drawing tool for flowcharts 
& org charts (requires Microsoft® Windows). 75 
shapes automatically adjust in size. Move, copy, 
delete groups of objects. 7 levels of zoom. Move 
flowcharts to other applications via the Clipboard. 
Supports Windows printers, plotters. and cartridge 
or soft fonts. Call for free trial disk. 

RFF ELECTRONICS 
1053 Banyan Court , Loveland, CO 80538 

Phone: (303) 663-5767 FAX: (303) 669-4889 

Inquiry 634. 
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GRAPHICS 

YOU CAN BE IN PICTURES 
• Send us a VHS tape with the counter location of the 
picture(s) you want. 
• We'll convert the pictures to files & return them to you 
on a 5 1/4" floppy disk(s) in the format you request, with 
a file viewing utility for an IBM VGA or compatible video 
card wi th an analog monitor. 
• Price: $9.99 + $.99 per Picture + $7.50 S&H 

IEV, 3030 S. Main, Dept. 16, Sall Lake City, UT 84115 

Phone 801-466-9841 Ext. 16 FAX: 801-466-5921 

Inquiry 635. 

IMAGE CAPTURE BOARD 
Capture images from any VC R or Cam-Corder. 
Resolution: up to 512 x 480 pixels: 256 Colors or 
256 shades of grey. Images may be saved in GIF, 
PCX, TIFF formats and more. VGA Required. 
Available for PC/XT/AT and PS/2: $749.00 
Jlaser5. Increase laser printer resolution to 4800 
x 300 dpi w/256 grey scale. PS/2: $599.00 
PC/XT/AT: $399.00 

PEGASYSTEMS (614l 885-1001 
P.O. Box 713, Westerville. OH 43081 

Inquiry 636. 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 

HARD DRIVE REPAIR 
WE WILL REPAIR YOUR HARD DRIVE AT A 
FRACTION OF THE COST OF REPLACING IT. 
FAST TURNAROUND!!! CALL FOR DETAILS. 

H & W micro, inc. 
528-C FOREST PARKWAY 
FOREST PARK, GA 30050 

(404) 366-1600 

Inquiry 637. 

DISK DRIVE REPAIR 

DATA RECOVERY 


SALES of new, remanufactured and 

removable disk· drives 


FULL TECHNICAL SUPPORT 


ROTATING MEMORY SERVICE 

1506 Dell Avenue, Campbell, CA 95008 

(408) 370-3113 
W e buy used drives good or bad 

Inquiry 638. 

HARDWARE 

CHIP CHECKER 
• 74/54 TIL + CMOS • 8000 Nat. + Signetics 
• 14/4000 CMOS • 9000 TIL 
• 14-24 Pin Chips 	 • .3" + .6" IC widths 

Tests/Identifies over 650 digital chips with ANY type 
of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM
compatible version $259. C128 + C64 version $159. 

DUNE SYSTEMS 
2603 Willa Dr., St. Joseph, Ml 49085 

(616) 983-2352 

Inquiry 639. 

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
Has optimum features for monitor + control applications: 
16 Chan AID • 4 RS232/422 Ports • 48 Prog 1/0 Lines 
• 8 Opto INs • 8 HiDrive OUTs • 4 Timers • Watchdog 
• 104K Memory • 5.25 x 8.0 Options: Resident FORTH 
OS with Target Compiler, Editor, Assembler, + Auto 
Load/Start ; 5 MHz 8085 • 4 Chan D/A • Battery Backed 
Clock/RAM • Networking • PC Support. 
E-PAC 1000 + $249.00 E·PAC 2000 + $449.00 

EMAC INC. 
PO. Box 2042, Carbondale IL 62902 (618) 529-4525 

Inquiry 640. 
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HARDWARE 

FREE INTERFACE CATALOG 
Interfaces for IBM compatibles. Digital 1/0 
(8255) and Analog input 8 bit resolution 
(0-255). Control relays, motors, lights, measure 
temperature, voltage. Sample interconnect c ir
cuits, BASIC programs, and 1/0 m ap are 
included. 

John Bell Engineering, Inc. 
400 Oxford Way, Belmont, CA 94002 

(415) 592-8411 9am to 4pm Pacific Time 

Inquiry 641 . 

LATEST AWARD BIOS 
User definable hard drives, 101/102 keyboard 
and 3.5" 1.44Mb floppy support are now 
avai lable in Award BIOS Ver. 3.1 for the IBM AT, 
286 and 386 compatibles. 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Parkview Blvd. , Pittsbu rgh, PA 15215 


Orders: 800-423-3400 

Tech: (412) 782-0384 


Inquiry 642. 

WE BUY • WE SELL 
APPLE II & MACINTOSH 
SYSTEMS, PARTS & EXCHANGE REPAIRS 

SAVE UP TO 55% ON MAC II CPU 
CALL FOR A CATALOG 

800-274-5343 I 617-891-6851 

Pre-Owned Electronics, Inc. 
30 Clematis Ave • Waltham, MA 02154 

Inquiry 643. 

HARDWARE/ ADD-ONS 

Call Today 
for DRAM ATIC Low Pricing 

on New S li mms™ M em ory M odules 

1, 2, 4 and 8 Megabyte 72-pin modules available 

TermoTrol Corp. 
1888 Ce ntury Park East, Suite 1900, L.A. , CA 90067 
213-284-3242 800-365-0045 

Inquiry 644. 

HARDWARE/COMPUTERS 

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS COMPUTERS 
SC/FOX'" PCS (Parallel Coprocessor System) and PCS32 are 
PC/XTIAT plug-in boards, 16 and 32 bi!. 15 MIPS average, 50 MIPS 
burst. PCS uses the Harris RTX 2000 .. 16-bll real·lime CPU with 
1-cycle mullipUer, 14 priofitlzed Interrupts, 3 tlmerkounlers, Ek:hannel 
110 bus. PCS32 uses the new SC32 32-blt Forth CPU. 
SC/FOX SBC (Slngle Board Computer) is an 18 MIPS average. 
60 MIPS burst, Eurocard-size RTX 2000 sland-alone computer. 
SC/FOX SCSI 1/0 Plug-on board for PCS or SBC wi th SCSI, flop
py, 56K-baud serial, 16-bit parallel pons. and software drivers. 
Forth sJw Inc luded. C also available. Ideal for embedded real-time 
control, data acqulslllon , robotics, and signal processing. 

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763 
208 Californ ia Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Inquiry 645. 

HARDWARE/CONTROLLERS 

8031 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
• 8031 CPU, BK EPROM/8K SAAM sockets 
• 14 bits of parallel JIO + RS232 option 
• 4.5 x 3.5 inches, 5 volt operation 
• All 1C's socketed, solder masked PCB 
• Bus access for easy expansion 

Base System - $64.95/ with AS232- $71.90 

All Orders Add $3.00 S&H 


Cottage Resources Corporation 
Suite 3-672, 1405 Stevenson Drive, Springfield , IL 62703 

(217) 529-7679 

Inquiry 646. 

HARDWARE/COPROCESSOR 

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
DSP products for the IBM PC/XTIAT based on the Tl 
TMS32010 and TMS320C25 up to 12 MIPS operation. 
Designed for applications in communications, in
strumentation, speec~. and numeric processing. Of
fe red with 12 bit 110 KHz AID and D/A and con
tinuous-to-disk data acquisition & playback option. From 
$650. 

DALANCO SPRY 
89 Westland Ave. , Rochester, N Y 14618 

(716) 473-3610 

Inquiry 647. 

DSP32C PC/AT COPROCESSOR BOARD 
25 MFLOP 32 bit Floating point DSP: 

• High speed NUMERICS and GRAPHICS 
• 640K DUAL PORTED on board memory 
• 32 bit para llel and serial 10 headers 
• 15 ms 1024 point FFT from high level C 
• Assembler, monitor, and math libraries 

Base board and ALL sottware $950, 640K $300 

SYMMETRIC RESEARCH 
15 Central Way #9, Kirkland, WA 98033 

12061 828-6560 

Inquiry 648. 

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

STOCK-MASTER 4.0 
Commercial grade Inventory management 

software at m icro prices. 
• Supporls all 12 	 • Stock Status Reporting 

transaction types • Activily History Analysis 
• Trend Analysis • Bill of Materials 
• Quality Control • Purchase Order Writing 
• Multip le Loca1ions • Order Entry 
• Purchase Order Tracking • Material Requirements 
• Open Order Reporting • On Line Inquiry 
• Serial/Lot # Tracking 

Applied Micro Business Systems, Inc. 
177·F Riverside Avo.. Nowport Beach, CA 92663 714-759·0582 

Inquiry 649. 

dFELLER Inventory 
Business inventory programs Written in modifiable dBASE 
source code. 

dFELLER Inventory $150.00 

Requires dBASE II or Ill, PC-DOS/CPM 


dFELLER Plus $200.00 

with History and Purchase Orders 


Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms) 


Feller Associates 
550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, Ml 49849 

(906) 486-6024 

Inquiry 650. 

LANS 

The $25 Network 
Try the 1st truly tow-cost LAN 

• Connect 2 or 3 PCs, XTs, ATs 
• Uses serial ports and 5-wi re cable 
• Runs al 115K baud 
• Runs In backg round, totally transparent 
• Share any device, any file, any time 
• Needs only 14K of RAM 

Skeptical? We make believers! 
Information Modes 

P.O. Drawer F, Denton, TX 76202 

817-387-3339 Orders 800-628-7992 


Inquiry 651 . 

LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

Laptop Savings 
Laptops: Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • Sharp 

• Epson • Mitsubishi • Compaq 

Also Laptop Accessories: Modems, Fax Modems, 

External Drives, Portable Printers, Memory, Key 

Pads, Hard Drives, Batteries, and Auto Adapters. 


Computer Options Unlimited 
12 Maiden Lane, Bound Brook , NJ 08805 

Phone: 201-469-7678 (Fax : 201-469-7544) 
Hours: 9am/10pm 7 days Worldwide sales 

Inquiry 652. 

http:AS232-$71.90
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LAPTOP COMPUTERS 

LAPTOP BLOWOUT SALE!!! 
MITSUBISHI • SHARP • PANASONIC • TOSHIBA 
Laptops are now at their lowest prices ever. We buy direct 
from the factory, unlike our competition . We guarantee the 
lowest net prices in the enti re country and stock every item 
specific to laptops. We sh ip in 24 hours. We also stock over 
S1 million in laptops alone! Always buy from a factory-direct 
dealer. For your protection we check for stolen credit cards 
& ship only to your bi11Jng address. No COD's Please. 

TOTE-A-LAP 
1501 El Camino Real, Belmont CA 94002 

(415) 591-1663 ext. 603 

Inquiry 653 . 

d J ·, 

New Laptop Products for: 
Palmtops: Atari Portfolio, Paquet 
Notebooks: Compaq LTE, NEC-UL, Tandy 100/102, 
Tandy 1100, Tl -M12, Toshiba SE/XE, Zenith-MS 
PC-Laptops: All major brands and mode ls 
Accessories: Auto Adapte'rs. Batteries, Carry Cases, Keypads 
Perlpheral1: Portable Printers, Hard Disks, 360K/1.2M Drives, 
Keyboard Covers, Modems, Barcode Wands, Laptop Software, etc. 

For a free newsletter & catalogue, please call or write: 

ULTRASOFT INNOVATIONS INC. 
1 Transborder Drive, PO Box 247, Champlain, NY 12919 

Tel : (514) 487-9293 Fax: (514) 487-9295 9-6 EST 
Canadian Orders & Dealer lnaulries are Welcome 

Inquiry 654. 

LAPTOP PERIPHERALS 

LAPTOP BACKLIGHTS 
Factory Installed • 90-Day Warranty 


Toshiba, Amstrad , Sanyo, DG, 


Kaypro, IBM, HP, etc. $295 

The Portable Peripherals People 

Axonix Corporation 
(801) 466-9797 

Inquiry 655. 

8051 SUPERMARKET 

Complete family of 12 single board computers fully accom

modates any 6051 variant. Power management, plenty of JIO, 

full memory map. Optional floating point, PC-compatible 

RS 232. PC versions reside on PC bus. Peewee's measure 

3x5". 6051-optimized DIN52 bus allO'NS stacking or backplane 

mounting, interprocessor communication. Boards run 

6052AH BASIC. Starting at S99. Quick custom modifications. 


MODULAR MICRO CONTROLS 
109 S. Water St., Northfield. MN 55057 

call or fax (507) 645-8315 

Inquiry 656. 

TOSHIBA LAPTOP ENHANCEMENTS 
FAX/MODEMS: 9600/2400 bps, software, acoustic port 
MODEMS, INTERNAL: 2400 bps, acoustic or serial port 
MODEM, DEDICATED: 2400 bps (T1200, T1 600, T3200SX) 
SERIAL 10 CARDS: RS232, AS422, SCSI, HPIL, Barcode 
BATIEAY PACKS : 12\1 external battery + vehicle adapter 

Contact us for more information: 

PRODUCT R&D Corporation (Calif). 
805/546-9713, Fax: 805/546-9716 

Inquiry 657 

MAILING LIST PROGRAMS 

ELIMINATE DUPLICATES 
Duplicates on your mailing list cost more than embar
rassment. You're paying for all that extra postage and 
for the materials mailed . Invest $149.00 in Dupe 
Eliminator and say goodbye to your dupes. Dupe 
Eliminator is easy to use-and it works with your dBase, 
ASCII, Arclist and other compatible files. 

1-800-368-5806 

Group 1 Software, Inc. 
6404 Ivy Lane, Dept. BIT-7, Greenbelt, MD 20770-1400 

Inquiry 658. 

i:..., 

MAILING LIST PROGRAMS 

YOURS FREE! 
"Haw lo Manage Your Malling List" Arclist-11 & AccuMail'" are 

two pO'Nerlul programs for your IBM or compatible PC: 
• Dupl icate Recognition 
• Postal Discount Presorts 
• Label Design & Printing 
•Carrier Route and Zip+4 Insertion 
• Address Correclion 
• dBase~ Compatible 

Call 800-368-5806 for a FREE GUIDE 

Group 1 Software, Inc. 

6404 Ivy Lane, Dept. BIT-7, Greenbelt, MD 20770-1400 


Inquiry 659. 

ONLY A NICKEL A NAME 
Now small business owners can reach their direel mail prospects 
easily and economically-with the PC Yellow Page listings: • On· 
line 900 database wilh millions of U.S. companies available for do.vn 
loading. • Updated monthly with no minimum order. • Costs only 
$1/minute-a nickel a name (charged to )'OOr phone bill). For a limited 
time only, get our start-up kit , the PC Prospector, designed to make 
your direel mail marketing the most results-oriented possible. Jt's 
yours for just the S6 phone charge for ordering the software. Order 
!he PC Yellow Pages or the PC Prospeelor today by simply calling 
with either your modem or touch tone phone. 

1-900-860-9210 
For informalion call 404-455·8763 

Inquiry 660. 

MEMORY BOARDS 

S.S.T. MEMORY UPGRADES 
IBM PS/2 
2MB module-Model 50,70 $279 
2-8MB expan . bds,.-Model 55, 70 $643 
COMPAQ 
4MB module-DESKP RO 386/20E, 25, S $565 
4MB expan . brd~DESKPRO 386120E, 25. S $622 
8MB single slot module-SYSTEMPRO $2900 
HP LASER JET 
2MB upgrades $279 

1-800-688-8993 5 YR. WARRANTY 

Inquiry 661 . 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can help you reach computer professionals and 

produce valuable inquiries fo r your company! 
Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 
or 


Fax: 603-924-2683 


Inquiry 662. 


MOUSE DRIVES 


MOUSE DRIVERS 
We have developed great new inexpensive Menuing and 
Mouse Drivers for Lotus 1·2-3 2.01 & 2.2; WordPerfect 
5.0 & 4.2; dBASE Ill+ & IV; WordStar 5.0, 5.5, & 6.0; Turbo 
C & Pascal; PlanPerfect 5.0 and MulliMate Advan. II. 
Others to follow shortly. All are simple-to-use and make 
traversing your application a snap! Each driver is $40.00. 
Call or send your order to: 

Mostly Mice Software, Inc. 
125 Gates Ave., Montclair, NJ 07042 

1-800-926-6873 (1-800-92 MOUSE) 

Inquiry 663. 

NETWORK/WORKGROUP 

CoordiNet 

An unbelievably easy.(l>use v.orkgroup package for Novell local area 

networks. Riatures include: public and private calendars, electronic 

mall, telephone messages. project management, document manage

ment, Btrieve"' database manager, report generator, link to the Sharp 

Wizard"', and much more. Can be used either as a 6K TSA or as 

a standalone program. Installs in 10 minutes and reads Netware 

bindery to creale user lists. Simple mouse (or keyboard) driven "point· 

and-click" user interface with lull context-sensitive help. Manual 

included but not needed. Only $249 per server! Demo disk $25 . 


Software Artistry, Inc. 
3500 DePauw Blvd., Suite 1100, Indianapoli s, IN 46268 
Phone: (317) 876-3042 Fax: (317) 876-3258 

Inquiry 664. 

NEURAL NETWORKS 

BrainMaker: 
" The most fascinating computer soft 
ware I've ever seen ... learn about th is 
stuff."John Dvorak, PC Mag. Predicts stocks, 
bonds, sales, inventories. Comprehensive 
documentation . Menus. Only $195! 
Certified by Intel and Micro Devices 

Free Brochure: 916/477-7481 
California Scientific Software 

Inquiry 665. 

OPTICAL DISK 

ERASABLE OPTICAL DISK DRIVE 
SONY 5.25" 600 MB per disk, SONY 4mm 1.3GB per 
tape. Mac II , SE. SUN workstation, and other SCSI 
DEC Q-Bus, UNIBUS, and SCSI. 10 to 25 years war
ranty on Optical media. Highest quality in the industry . 
Will supply complete Kit to build or Finished product . 
International and Domestic order or Inquiry within. 

BENO SYSTEMS INC 
718-921-1200 

FAX: 718-748-1676 

Inquiry 666. 

OPTICAL DRIVES 

MASS-STORE COPY™ 
Don't spend thousand$ on a second optical drive lo make 
backup copies ol optical disks. MASS.STORE COPY'" copies 
any size file and any size optical disk using one optical drive. 
Also copies any removable DOS disk: 

WORM • ERASABLE • BERNOULLI BOX" • REMCNABLE HAAD DRIVES • fLOPPY 

For IBM PC/Y3/AT $195+$3 S&H CHK/MO/CODIPO 30-day guarantee 

Informative Technologies Corp. 
1716 M St. NW, Suite 292, Washinglon, DC 20036 


Tel : (202) 675-4528 FAX: (202) 675-4529 


Inquiry 667. 

PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

HYPERINTERFACE™ II 
Menu Creator• - An interactive WYSIWYG editor to 
generate a menu-driven user intertace for your software. 
Screen Creator• - An interactive WYSIWYG editor for 
quick and easy screen design and a screen dalabase 
manager for your software. Advanced Library - Ex
tended capability for data entry for your programs. FOR
TRAN, Pascal, C, BASIC supported. 

Avanpro Corp. 
P.O. Box 969, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 

(213) 454-3866 

Inquiry 668. 

FINITE STATE COMPILERS 
Our CASE finite state compilers quickly develop 
table driven programs in a step-by-step process. 
A few keystrokes can replace hundreds of instruc
tions in : Ada, BASIC, C, FORTRAN , Pascal. IBM 
350K RAM . 

Price $200/300 per. lang. 

Free Demo 


AYECO 5025 Nassau Circle, Orlando 


INCORPORATED FL 32808 (407) 295-0930 


Inquiry 669. 

TLIB™ 5.0 Version Control 
"TUB'" is a great system" - PC Tech Journal 3/86. 
Full-featured configuration mgmt for software profes
sionals. All versions of your code instantly available. Very 
compact , only changes are stored. Check-in/out locks, 
revision merge, branching, more. Mainframe deltas for 
Pansophtc, ADR, IBM, Unisys. DOS $139 (OS/2 $195). 
5-station LAN $419 (OS/2 $595) 

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
F'O. Box 4156. Cary, NC 27519 (919) 233-8128 

Inquiry 670. 
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

Bsupport for Btrieve® 
The "Norton Utilities" for Btrieve users. 

Bedit: DISPLAY, UPDATE, COPY, and DELETE. 

EXPORT SDF to dBASE & LOTUS. RECOVER damaged liles. 

Editllnsert using Data Dictionary. 

Bbug: TSR Btrieve debugger. Displays info in pop.up window-. 

Brun: BUTIL replacement with Run-Time and C source. 

Bedit/Bbug: $120. Brun: $150. VISA/MC/COD/PO 


8001359-2721 FAX: 5171887-2366 

Information Architects, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4184, Ea st Lansing, Ml 48826·4184 

Inquiry 671. 

MULTI-TASKING TOOLKIT FOR DOS 
MultiTask isa libraryo1 routines1or Pascal or "C" programmers. II allO'NS 
you to run many procedures concur1ently within a program. There is NO 
RESIDENT driver 10 load. !he mul!i·tasking environment is !inked in your 
application. 
• Keyboard. Serial 1/0 and printer support • Many mechanisms for inter· 
task commuriication. • DOS non·reentrancy handled internally. • Easy 10 use 
and well documented. • Distributed in source code rorm. 

Only $99 Visa/MC accepted 

ITI Loglclel 
1705 St-Joseph E. Suite 4, Montreal, Can H2J 1N1 

(514) 861-5988 

Inquiry 672. 

For QulckBaslc programmers 
SMARTmenu•• Cuts your development ti me by 
more than 60% by giving you an integrated user 
interfac'e that easily configures to your applications. 
Dialogue boxes, pop-up & pull-down menus, as well 
as "fill the form" type entries. For QB 4.0 or later. 
Library, tools & manual are $69 + S&H. 

KALTEK 
P.O. Box 2166, Martinez, CA 94553 (415) 370-1920 

Inquiry 673. 

TURBO PLUS $199.00 
Programming tools for use with Turbo Pascal 5.0 & 5.5. 

Screen Painter. Code Generator. 110 Fields, Dynamic 
Menus, Programming Unit Libraries, OOP Support, and 

Sample Programs included. All routines work In both text 
and graphics modes! 60.day money-back guarantee/ 

Demo Disk avail. For IBM and compatibles. 

NOSTRADAMUS, INC. 
P.O. Box 9252, Salt lake City, UT 84109·0252 

(801) 272-0671 

Inquiry 674. 

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE 
Programmer's Co nnection is an independent dealer 
representing more than 440 manufacturers with over 
1200 software products for IBM and Macintosh"personal 
computers. We have serviced the professional program
mer since 1984 by offering sound advice and IO'N prices. 
Call or write today to receive your FREE comprehen
sive Buyer's Guide. 

Programmer's Connection US 800-336·1166 
7249 Whipple Ave. NW Canada 800-225-1166 
North Canton, OH 44720 International 216-494-3781 

Inquiry 675. 

• MULTITASK Real Time 
• SERIAL COMMUNICATION by interrupt 
MTASK®Professional was designed for the specific re
quirements of Scientific Laboratories and Robotics 
Departments. Gratis: demonstration diskette. 
Available for the present, for Turbo Pascal, Turbo C, 
Quick Pascal, Turbo Basic. Evaluation software for only 
$95. Price $495 + Shipping $20. Taxes not included . 

RAMSI® International 

53 rue Bernard lske, F-92350 Plessis Robinson, FRAN CE 


International FAX: 33 (1) 48.32.48.37 


Inquiry 676. 
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PROGRAMMERS TOOLS 

Universal Report Generator 
Generate reports from ANY Ille or database! The Universal Repor1 
Generator is a programming library that allows you to generate a 
report from any Ille or database from wUhln your C or Pascal pro
grams. Features include output to screen, printer, or text files; totals 
and subtolals: calculated fields; free-form report layout; automatic 
sor1s and query selection; and much more. Also Includes a ''point· 
and·shoot" mouse-driven report painter that can be used to easily 
define reports. Microsoft C, Turbo C, and Turbo Pascal $349. UNIX 
version S499. Source code available. Demo disk $25. 

Software Artistry, Inc. 
3500 OePauw Blvd ., Suite 1100, lndlanapolls, IN 46268 
Phone: (317) 876·3042 Fax: (317) 876-3258 

Inquiry 677. 

C and C++ DOCUMENTATION TOOLS 
• C-CALL ($59) Graphlc-1rees of caller/called hierarchy. 
• C-CMT ($59) Create, Insert, update comment-blocks for 

each function, listing functions and identifiers used. 
• C-LIST ($39) List, action-diagram, reformat programs. 
• C-REF ($49} Local/global/parameter cross-reference. 
• SPECIAL ($149) All 4, plus integrated C-OOC program. 

SOFTWARE BLACKSMITHS INC. 
6064 St. Ives Way, Mississauga, ONT Canada L5N·4M1 

(416) 858-4466 

Inquiry 678. 

Auto Function Tester 
· statement & branch test case coverage 
• sell·documenting/regresslon testing 
' integrated testing environment 
Structure and Standardi ze the testing cycle 
Save time producing/verifying test cases 

The more you Test the Easler It gets 
requires MSC vS+ /TurboC v2+ $199 
Plus $5 s/h (CA. residenl add Tax ol $12.44) 

Tails Computer Service Inc. 

P.O. Box 1539, Nevada City, CA 95959 


(9161265-sm 


Inquiry 679. 

TECH SPECIALIST 
Tech Speclellst gives you sophisticated Information 
about programming applications on PCs. In-depth 
articles cover: 
• MS-DOS internals • hardware manipulation 
• databases • OS/2 
• GUls • coding style 
Pascal, C, assembly, BAS IC -Tech Specialist covers them 
all-comprehenslvelyl Call 913-84M631 today for your copy. 

Tech Specialist 
2601 Iowa Street, Lawrence, KS 66046 

Inquiry 680. 

PROTOTYPING 

Frustrated with Demo II? 
You'll Love 

PROTOSCREENS 
Powerful Rapid Prototyping Software 


Easy to Learn and Use - No Programming 

Simulate mainframe, mini, and PC systems 


Training available on rapid prototyping 


BAI LEY & BAILEY Software Corporation 

859 East 2650 North Ogden UT 64414 


(801) 782-2345 • Credit Cards • Overnight Del. 

Inquiry 681 . 

PROTOTYPES FROM CAD 
Without the Wslt 

BoardMaker" Systems produces single/double sided, " ready
to-stuff'' ci rcuit boards up to 22' ' x 22' ' in-house. No chemicals 
or photographic techniques. Line/channel width down to 418 mils. 
Accepts standard Gerber, HPGL, Quest, Emma formats. Pays 
for itself after 12 to 20 boards. 

Instant Board Circuits Corp. 

20A Pamaron Way, Novato, CA 94949 


Tel: (415) 883-1717 Fax: (415) 883·2626 


Inquiry 682. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

SHAREWARE 
FOR IBM~ AND COMPATIBLES 

FREE 112 PAGE CATALOG 
OVER 3000 PROGRAMS 

CALL 1-800-245-BYTE (2983) 
BEST BITS & BYTES 


P.O. Box 8225·B, Van Nuys, CA 91409 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES SEND $4.00 FOR SHIPPING 


Inquiry 683. 

FREE CATALOG 1500+ disks 

Public Domain - Shareware 


Software for IBM compatibles 

$1.44 per disk t· 

Canadian Software 
Distributors 

Box 199, Munster, Ontario, KOA 3PO CANADA 

Inquiry 684. 

FREE CATALOG 
IBM SHAREWARE/PUBLIC DOMAIN 


LOW AS $1 .25/DISK 


1-800-321-4270 
CRANSTON SOFTWARE 

PO Box 2679, Minneapolis, MN 55402-0679 

Inquiry 685. 

FREE SOFTWARE FOR IBM® PC's 
TRY US! Get 15 disks full of our best selling 
software-FREEi Great graphics, programmers 
utilities, desktop publishing, finance, games, 
education, plus our 1600 disk catalog . Pay only 
$5.00 for shipping/handling - VISAIMCIAMEX 

INTERNATIONAL SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
511-104 Encinitas Blvd . • Encinitas CA 92024 

CALL TODAY (619) 942-9998 

Inquiry 686. 

FREE CATALOG 
$1 IBM SOFTWARE 

For your free 32-page Master Edition 
catalog featuring the best of IBM Shareware 
from just $1 each , call or write today! 

1-800-338-2118 
SOFSOURCE 


Box 828, East Lansing, Ml 48826 


Inquiry 687. 

AAA RATED PD AND SHAREWARE 
FREE 1990 MASTER CATALOG DISK 
FREE PAINTER SETUP UTILITY 
LOWEST PRICES - LATEST VERS IONS 
OVER 10,000 PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
COMPLETELY 100% VIRUS FREE 
CALL OR WAITE IDDAY!!! 

SOFTHOUSE INTERNATIONAL 

3515 PECAN, IRVINE, CA 92714 


1·(714)·551 -6144 


Inquiry 688. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN 

SOFTSHOPPE, INC. 
Selected Programs, Latest Versions, As Law 
as $1.50, Same Day Shipping, and No 
Minimum Order. For FREE CATALOG for 
IBM PD/Shareware, CALL 800-829-BEST 
(2378) or FAX 313-761-7639. 

SOFTSHOPPE, INC. 
P.O. BOX 3678, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106-3678 

Inquiry 689. 

SDK85 <a b1t1 and SDK86 (1s b1t1 

NOW AVAILABLE ONLY FROM URDA, INC. which has an 
exclusive, world-wide, manufacturing and marketing license 
from Intel. Inc. The URDA SDKSS and SDK86 educational 
trainers and microprocessor development systems are now 
furnished fully assembled and boxed with manuals. Call 
URDA, Inc. !or new low prices and delivery schedules. Other 
8. 16 and 32 bit systems are available. 

Phone URDA, Inc. 
1-800-338-0517 or 412-683-8732 

Inquiry 690. 

SECURITY 

FIGHT PIRACY! 
Since 1986, companies worldwide have been choosing Az-Tech 
security prod ucts. II you demand the strongest protection available, 
why not choose one of lhese "proven leaders": 

• EVERLOCK Copy Protection 
• EVERTRAK Software Security 
• EVERKEY Hardware "Key" Sollware Securily 

For IBM and Compalibles. 30 day money back guarantee. Free info 
and demo disk available. 

Az-Tech Software, Inc. 
305 East Franklin, Richmond, MO 64085 

(800) 227-0644 Fax:{:~:?~:::;~~ 
Inquiry 691. 

THE ULTIMATE COPY PROTECTION 
• Completely M enu Driven 

Quire• Defeats all Hardware/Software Copiers 
Simply• No Source Code Changes 

The Best • Multiple Layering 
~ys To• No Damaged Media 
Protect• Full Hard Disk Support 

Your Valuable • Un\\mited Metering 
Software Investment• FREE Demo Disk 

STOPVIEW'" STOPCOPY PLUS" 
BBi COMPUTER SYSTEMS"' (301) 871-1094 

14105 Herhage La., SiNer Spring, MO 20906 FAX: (301) 460-7545 

Inquiry 692. 

COP's Copylock II 
• Protects on standard diskettes 
• Cannot be copied by any device incl. Option Board 
• Fully hard disk installable 
• Normal back-up of protected programs 
• LAN-support 
• Creates safe demo version ol your software 

Standard Version $975, Automat ic Version $1950 

DANCOTEC Computer 
In US: 2835 Sie1ra Rd.. San Jose, CA 95132 4(18.729-8162 or 1-S00. 344-2545 
lnl'I: 2880 6agsvard. Oenma1k Pflone +45-44440322 Fax: - 44440722 

Inquiry 693. 

RID YOUR SYSTEM OF VIRUSES FOR EVER 
VIRUSAFE'" 

Themostellectiveanti-virus systemavaitable. 
• Recognizes OYer 70 viruses-regu larly updated. • Protection 
against existing and future viruses. • Seeks, identifies and removes 
known viruses resident in memory and programs. • Checks in· 
legrity of specified programs for virus related changes. • 8 001 
operatad memory resident program constantty on guard against new 
virus altacks. 

Price $80. Visa/MC. JO.day money-back guarantee. 

EllaShlm Microcomputers Inc_ 
520 W. Hgwy 436. suite #1 180-30. Allamonte Sp1ings. FL 3271'1 

TEL: (407) 682-1587 FAX : (407) 869-1409 

Inquiry 694. 

SECURITY 

BIT-LOCK® SECURITY 
Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effecliveness of 
powerfu l multilayered security. Rapid decryption 
algorithms. Reliablefsmall port-transparent security 
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Complemented by 
economical KEY-LOK'• and multifeatured COMPU 
LOCK"' including countdown, timeout, data encryption , 
and multiproduct protection. (Dos/Unix/Mac) 

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS 

3167 E. Otero Circle, Littleton , CO 80122 


(303) 770-1917 


Inquiry 695. 

1st Defense 

ANTI-VIRAL 
software 

Protect your investme nt by removing thal virus before ii strikes. 

$59.95 
1st Defense Anti-V iral Systems 

ModaLoglc Incorporated 
10474 Broadview Rd., Broadview Hts. OH 44147 

(216) 838·5238 
MS-DOS 2.11+ • Ohio Residents Add $4.20 


Specify either 31/:i" or 51/• ~ disk 


Inquiry 696. 

COPY PROTECTION 
T~~ ~~:~~ar~a~~~ :~~~:~;i~nm:;~!~~~r~:urd~~~ 
DISKETTE introduces you to SuperUx:k .. - invisible copy pre> 
tection for IBM-PC (and compalibles) and Macintosh. 

• Hard disk support • No source code changes 
• Customized versions • LAN .support 

• New upgrades available 

(408) 773-9680 
SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC. 


710 Lakeway, Sui1e 200, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

FAX (408) 773-1405 


Inquiry 697. 

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM® 
OPERATING SYSTEM SECURITY 

Secures subdireclories, files, printers and floppies 
Keyboard lock - automatic or manual 
Log PC boot , program exec, file opens, login/logouts 
Prevents DOS FORMAT and most viruses 
Drive A: Boot Protection I Hard Disk Lock 
IBM PC or 100% comp. -DOS V3.0+ -$89.95 + $3.75 SIH 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111209, Pitlsburgh, PA 15238 

(412) 781-5280 

Inquiry 698. 

HANDS OFF THE BOARD® 
1/2 SIZE SECURITY BOARD 

Stop floppy boot - Require pasS'WOrd lo boot PC 
Real-time disk encrypt - prevent boot sector virus 
Prevent DOS FORMAT/FOISK and low-level formats 
Set hard disk READ ONLY or turn ON/OFF 
Turn floppies, printers and COM ports ON/OFF 
IBM XT. AT Bus - DOS V3.0+ - $149.95 + $5.00 SIH 

SYSTEMS CONSULTING INC. 
PO BOX 111209, Pittsburgh, PA 15238 

(412) 781-5280 

Inquiry 699. 

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING 

PC TIME CLOCK 
AutoTime is an Employee Management System that 
allows you to turn any PC into an Electronic Time 
Clock. AutoTime provides Time & Attendance, Job 
Costing, Payroll Interface, and Labor Distribution 
reporting. Network compatible. Prices start at $495. 
Other Business Products: Network FAX, Absence 
Call-In , db-EDI. 

Chase Technologies 

1617 Kingman Ave., San Jose, CA 95128 


( 408) 998-2917 


Inquiry 700. 

SOFTWARE/ ACCOUNTING 

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS 
• GENERAL LEDGER • PURCH ORD/INVNTORY 
• ORDER ENTRY • ACCOUNTS RECVABLE 
• JOB COSTING • JOB ESTIMATING 
• BILL OF MATLS • &\LES ANALYSIS 
•PAYROLL • ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

$99 ea. + S&H 

dATAMAR SYSTEMS Cred. Card-Check-COD 
4876-B Santa Monica Ave. 
San Diego, CA 92107 (619) 223-3344 

Inquiry 701 . 

SOFTWARE/BASIC 

BASIC 7.0 TOOLS! 
FINALLY! Library and FINALLY! XGRAF 
(graphics) are now fully compatible with near/ 
far strings and the QBX environment. Call or 
write for latest information. 

KOMPUTERWERK, INC. 
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215 

(412) 782-0384 

Inquiry 702. 

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS 

DATA ENTRY SOFTWARE 
Full-featured, heads-down dala entry with two-pass verifica
tion, edit language, operator stats, much morel Designed for 
the P~, PC, XT, AT or compatibles. Standalone $395. LAN 
version avai lable. 

FREE 30-day trial 

Computer Keyes Tel: 206/776-6443 
21929 Makah Rd . Fax: 206/776-7210 
Woodway, WA 98020 USA: 800/356-0203 

LPBB-SPREADSHEET LP 
Our beSl·sening menu-driven linear programming system now 
solves problems with 1000 const raints and 5000 variables up 
to 30 times fasle1. New ve rsion reads/writes Lotus worksheets. 
Use 1·2-3/Symphony as a matrix generator or poSl processor. 
Many other features including interactive and balch operation. 
spreadsheet·slyle display, equation processor, problem/basis 
storage, lile 1/0 , Simplex reSlart. report genera!or. sensitivity 
analysis. IENews says: "The flexibi lity and features ol th1s pro
gram are a bargain at its low price." $149 with 8087 support 
and 100·page manual. $29 for working demo and manual. 

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INC. 
P.O. Box 15328, Alexandria, VA 22309 (703) 360-7600 

Inquiry 703. 

ASAP! 
Automated scheduler, integrates worker availability with 
schedule requirements. Enter hours of operation , 'NOrkers' 
stats., ASAP! does the rest. Options include status and skill 
level checking, unlimited no. of depts., 65 workers per dept. , 
flexible displays, menu-driven interface. Ideal for restaurants, 
retailers, etc. Will virtually pay for itself. Only$20Cl00! (+ $3.00 
S&H). Manual included. 

INflux Technologies 
PO Box 3318, Carbondale, IL 62902-3318 

618·549-3018 

Inquiry 704. 

SOFTWARE/DSP 

DSP HeadQuarters (DspHq) 
Open architecture DSP development for IBM-PC. Use in· 
eluded !unctions, your own routines, and popular function 
libraries. Menu interface, command interpreter, batch com· 
mand processor, file and memory management, signal pro
cessor interface, screen graphics with integrated hardcopy 
support. Intro price $250, FREE demo. 

BittWare Research Systems 
Inner Harbor Center, 8th Fir Phone: 301-EJ79.4298 
400 East Pratt Street FAX: 301-879-4465 
Baltimore, MO 21202 BBS: 3-12-24/N/811, 301-838-3205 

Inquiry 705. 
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SOFTWARE/ENGi NEERING 

COORDINATED MULTI AXIS 

MOTION CONTROL $199 
• Indexer LPT"' software converts ordinary printer port into 
a multi axis step motor indexer. 
• Easily used from any language: BA.S IC, C, Pascal, spread
sheel or database macros, even DOS batch filesl 
• Full functions for up to six axes, now includes tine drawing. 
• Why FIGHT with AS·232 and PAY for expensive hardware? 
Inquire about Indexer LPT today!!! 

Ability Systems Corp. 
1422 Arnold Ave., Roslyn, PA 19001 (215) 657-4338 

Inquiry 706. 

Affordable Engineering Software 

FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG 


Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis • Plot· 

ter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing 
• Active/Passive Filler Design • Transfer Funclion/FFT 
Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microslrip Design • PC/MS· 
DOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC 

BV Engineering Professional Software 
2023 Chicago Ave., Suite B-13, Riverside, CA 92507 

(714) 781-0252 

Inquiry 707. 

MATFOR 
UNMATCHED VALUE FOR NUMERICAL COMPUTING 

An inlerpreter with over 350 functions for Linear Algebra, 
Calculus, Differential Equations, Nonlinear Equations, Func
tion Minimization, Linear/Dynamic Programming, Analysis/ 
Design of Control Systems, Digital Sign~ I Processing, Time 
Series Analysis, Advanced Statistics and more. Graphics at 
printers' resolution. Extendible, stand-alone package. $150 
for IBM/AT/compatibles. 

Computational Engineering Associates 
3525 Del Mar Heights Ad ., Suite 183, San Diego, CA 92130 

(619) 259-8863 

Inquiry 708. 

The new approach to logistics 

TAYLOR, THE DYNAMIC ANALYST 


Taylor is lhe !ully menu·driven faclory simulation package !hat 
combines ease of use with great 11eKibility. Taylor offers interac· 
live graphical modeling. numerous modelling options. animation. in· 
depth result analysis and the Taylor Language Interlace (TLI) . Ver · 
sion 4.0 of the easiest·lo·use professional simulation package on the 
market is available now. 

F&H, Logistics and Automation BV 
Spoorlaan 424, 5038 CG Tllburg, 
The Netherlands 
Phon e: +31 13 366344 Fax: +31 13 427516 

Inquiry 709. 

Analog Circuit Simulation 
• Schematic Entry 	 lnlusoft has a complete PC
• SPICE Simulator 	 b~sed system includi~g every·

thing from schemallc entry 
• Model Libraries 	 through SPICE simulation using 

extended memory to com· 
prehenslve interactive post pro

• Monte Carlo Analysis 

• Parameter Sweeps 	 cessing. Starting at $95 for 
• Plotting/Graphics Output 	 lsSpice, the complete system 

sells for just $790.
lntusoft 

Ths leader in low cost, full P.O. BoK 6607, San Pedro, CA 90734 
featured CAE sohware (213) 833-0710 FAX (213)831-3956 

Inquiry 710. 

4-BAR SYNTHESIS IN A PC 
Lear_ llnks is a powerful 4-bar design package with 
3 and 4 design position opt ions and many optimization 
and analysis tools including full animation. It run s on 
any IBM PC/XT, AT, PS/2, or compalibl es with 256K 
and graphics disp lay. 

Full package: $475.00, Interactive Demo: $25.00 

Lear Com Company 
2440 Kipling St., Ste. 206, Lakewood, CO 80215 

(303) 232·2226 FAX (303) 232·8721 

Inquiry 711 . 
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

Personal Software for 
"What if" Engineering 

Cedar fuses mathematics and intelligenl geometric model· 
ing and works with geometrics the same way a spreadsheet 
works with numbers. Now you can have the po'Ner of a smart 
drawing system integrated with a scientific calculator and for
mula solver within one easy·IO·use software package. Re· 
quires Microsoft Windows. $895 

MCAE Technologies Inc. 
Tel: 408-748-0334 Fax: 408-748-1915 

Inquiry 712. 

MICROSTRESS CORP. 
NEW MlCAOSAFE 2·013-0 Rel. 3. Slructural Analysis Program. 
Finite Element Analysis for IBM PCs and compatibles. 
Number of nodes, eleme nls and condillons limited by disk 
space and model bandwidth (11000 d.o.f.) Color graphics sup· 
porl on various display cards (EG A, VGA, VEGA and Her· 
cules) $250. SAFECAD (bi-directional AUTOCAD Interface) 
$95. GRAFPLUS $55. Plus S/H. 

Accept Visa/MasterCard. Send for brochure. 
P.O. 	Box 3194, Bellevue, WA 98009 

Tel./Fax (206) 643-9941 

Inquiry 713. 

MIDNIGHT ENGINEERING™ 
A new publication for entrepreneurial hardware and software 
engineers lhat will encourage and challenge you to personally 
develop and market your own products. 

• PRACTICAL ARTICLES 
• INSIGHTFUL INTERVIEWS 
• DETAILED PRODUCT REVIEWS 

call or wrile for a FREE copy of the premiere issue of Mid· 
night Engineering. 

Midnight Engineering 
111 E. Drake Rd., 	Sulla 7041. Fort Collins, CO 80525 

303-491-9092 

Inquiry 714. 

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC'" 
GPSS/PC"' is an MS-DOS compatible version of the 
popular mainframe simulation language GPSS. 
Graphics, animation and an extremely interactive en
vi ronment allow a totally new view of your models. If 
you are contemplating the creation or modification of 
a complex syslem you need GPSS/PC 10 help you 
predict its behavior. Call now. 

MINUTEMAN Software 
P.O. Box H1/Y, Stow, Massachusetts, U.S.A. 

(508) 897-5662 ext. 540 (BOO) 223·1430 ext . S40 

Inquiry 715. 

Circuit Analysis - SPICE 
Non-linear DC & Transient; Linear AC. 

*Version 3B1 wi th BSIM, GaAs, JFET, 
MOSFET, BJT, diode, etc. models, screen 
graphics, improved speed and convergence. 

*PC Version 2G6 available at $95. 
Calf. write, or check inquiry # for more info. 

Northern Valley Software 
28327 Rothrock Dr., Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274 

(213) 541-3677 

Inquiry 716. 

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE 
Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent 
free of charge (USA only) to scien1ists/engineers 
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics 
each month include Instrumentation • Data 
Acq/Control • Design Automation . To receive a 
free sample issue and qualification form either cir 
cle below or send request on let1erhead to: 

Personal Engineering Communications 
Box 300, Brookline, MA 02146 

Inquiry 717. 

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING 

SAUNA: 
3D Thermal Analysis Made Easy! 

• All heat transfer modes: convection, radiation, 
conduction. • Interactive menu-driven • Powerful 
edit features • Easy to learn and use • Models: 
enclosures, heat sinks, ci rcuit boards, plates • ln
1egrated color graphics • 3D thermal analysis 
•Thermal parameters library• IBM PC & Macintosh fl . 

Tatum Labs Inc. 
3917 Research Park Dr. B-1 , Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 

313·663-8810 

Inquiry 718. 

SOFTWARE/FORTRAN 

FORTRAN77 PROGRAMMER'S ASSISTANTS 
FREE YOU FOR MORE CREATIVE WORK 

ASSISTANT I • 	FORTRAN TOOLS assists you to manage and 
analyze your FORTRAN source code. 

ASSISTANT II • 	FORTRAN77 TO c TRANSLATOR and c TOOLS 
make your FORTRAN lo C conversion process 
easy and signilicanlly reduce your conversion 
cost. 

Please call, write, or check inquiry II for more informalion. 

MICROTOOLS 
P.O. BOX 2745, Santa Clara, CA 95055·2745, USA 

(408) 243-7688 

Inquiry 719. 

SOFTWARE/GEOLOGICAL 

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG 
Geological software for fog pfot1ing, gridding/con· 
touring, hydrology, digitizing, 3·D solid modelling, 
synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image pro
cessing , scout ticket manager, over 50 programs 
in cata log. Macintosh too! Please calf, or write, for 
Free Catalog! 

RockWare, Inc. 
4251 Kipling St., Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033 USA 

(303) 423-5645 Fax (303) 423-6171 

Inquiry 722. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

S E G S 2 . 1 
Scientific Engineering Graphics System 

• Logarithm ic, Time/Date & Linear Axes. 
• E asy Curve Fitting a nd Data Smoothing. 
• 1-2-3 Inte rface & Numeric Spreadsheet. 
• Supports a ll Video & D evice Standards. 
• 	 10 Curves with up to 16,000 points each . 

Advanced Micro Solutions 
3817 Windover Dr. 405-340-0697 
Edmond, OK 73013 800-284·3381 

GRAPHIC TOOLS LIBRARY 
PHONTM-THE FONTMAKEA: Interactively create scale
able, expandable and fillable outline, stroke and bitmap fonts, 
figures and logos. Create hand-writing fonts. Scale a type 
style to various size fonts. Laser Ion! Loader. Fast print your 
creation at 60 to 600 dpi. Use same font for display and print. 
Free hand drawing . Use fonts with PC_ VDI , SCANLIB, IBM 
8514/A & others. $395. 

NOVA INC. 
2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144 CALL 708-882-4111 
Hoffman Estates, IL 60195 FAX 708-882-4173 

See our ad on page 156. 

Inquiry 720. 

IMAGE TOOLS LIBRARY 
SCANLIB: Image Capture. Animation. Scale image up, down. 
Rotate, Mirror. Manage scanned images. In cludes Text func
tions. 149 fu ncs. Modes from here. lo 800X600X256. Faster 
and better package for PCX lile handling. $195. "C'', 
PASCAL, FORT., MS BASIC 4.0-7.0. PCXIO: Source Library 
avail. in "C" or Assembler for fast read/write & display of PCX 
files at any point on screen or memory. Color Mapping. $295. 

NOVA INC. 
2500 W. Higgins Road, #1144 CALL 708-882-4111 
Hollman Estates, IL 60195 FAX 708-882-4173 

See our ad on page 156. 

Inquiry 721 . 
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SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

PC TECHNICAL GRAPHICS 
TEKMAR is a graphics library for the VGA, EGA or Tec
mar Graphics Master. Similar to PLOT-10, includes WIN
DOW, VIEWPORT, AXIS. Support for HP, HI plotters. 
Curve fitting, complete plotting program. Log , semi-log, 
multi-axis, 3-D, contours. Jerry Pournelle (Aug 86 Byte): 
':As good as any I have ever seen... " Demo disks, 
literature available. 

Advanced Systems Consultants 
21115 Devonshire St. #329, Chatsworth, CA 91311 

(818) 407-1059 

Inquiry 723. 

CAD/CAM Developers! 
You save hundreds of hours of programming and debugging 
time (and the thousands of dollars lhis time costs!) when you 
use the CAD/CAM math and OXF routines In the 

QuickGeometry Library 
All the routines you need tor any type of CAD/CAM/CAE pro
graml 250 ready-to-use routines that construct , intersect and 
offset lines, arcs, circles, elllpses and e\1'8n splines! 

$199 Includes C source code and telephone support . 

Call (617) 628-5217 today for Information or to order! 

Bulldlng Block Softwa re, P.O. Box 1373, Somerville, MA 02144 

Inquiry 724. 

The Ultlmate CAD/CAM Engine 
TurboGeometry Library 3.0. The most complete tool box o f 
20 & 30 routines available today! Over 300 roul ines. Sur
facing, Solids, Hidden line. Volumes, Areas, Transform s, 
Perspectives, Decamp, Clipping, Tangents & more. 30 day 
guar., $199.95 w/source S&H Incl. Foreign $225.00. MSJPC 
DOS 2.0+ . Turbo Pascal , Turbo C, MSC, MIX C, Zortec C + + . 
VISA/MC, PO, Chk, USA funds only. 

Disk Software, Inc. 
2116 E. Arapaho Ad ., #4fJ7, Richardson, TX 75081 

(214) 423-7288, (800) 635-n60, FAX (214) 423-7288 

Inquiry 725. 

RAINDROP™ 
FAST, co mpa ct PrtScrn Util ity for e nd users AND 
developers. Hardcopy as fast as 10 secs. Average b inary 
s ize - 6 kby1e. 12 video graphic standard s. Scale, rotate, 
colorize and more. 'CALL'. from user-written progra m s. 
Complete 9- & 24-pin dot-m a tr ix, inkjet , and laserje t 
library $39.95+$3 s/h. 

ECLECTIC SYSTEMS 
8106 St. David Ct. , Springfield , VA 22153 

(703) 440-0064 

Inquiry 726. 

PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR 
FPLOT tu rn s yo ur dot matrix or laser printer into 
an HP pen plotter. Fast hi-res output. No jagged 
lines. Vary line width, color. Works with Autocad, 
Drafix, etc. Supports NEC PS/P6, IBM Proprinter, 
Epson LQ/FX, Toshiba, HP L.aserjet, Okidata 
29x/39x, Hercules/CGNEGANGA. $64 check/m.o./ 
VISNMC 

Fplot Corporation 
24-16 Steinway St. , Suite 605, Astoria, NY 11103 

718-545-3505 

Inquiry 727. 

DoDOT for Microsoft Windows 
With DoDOT, you can : 
• Capture screens, windows, dialog boxes, and pull-down 

menus. 
• Convert between va rious rile formats: 

TIFF, Postscript , PCX, IMG, GIF, MAC, PIC, PCL, MSP, 
Clipboa rd, Bitmap, and more. 

• View and edit image with full color suppon. 
• Print images to wide range of printers: 

LaserJet, Postscript. and more. 
With each purchase, you receive free upgrade and support. Only 
$129 + SS S/H! 

Halcyon Software 10297 Cold Harbor Ave. 
Cupertino, CA 95014 tel: (408) 257-0812 lax: (408) 257-2012 

Inquiry 728. 

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS 

POPULAR HGRAPH 
SCIENTIFIC 2D & 3D graphic routines for IBM PC, VAX, 
SUN and Macintosh. Powerful, easy to use. Multiple 
fonts, device and machine independ ent. Uses m ax 
resolution. Links with FORTRAN, Pascal, C, Modula-2 
and QuickBasic. $119.00 

Custom software development. 

UGrap h-the graphics edito r available nowt 


Heartland Software, Inc. 
234 S. Franklin, Ames, IA 50010 

(515) 292-8216 

Inqui ry 729. 

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT 
AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled B&W 
o r color reproduct ions of your display o n any dot m atrix, 
inkjet, or laser printer (incl. Postscript) in up to 64 shades 
of gray or 256 colors. GRAFPLUS supports all versions 
of DOS with IBM (incl. EGA, VGA, Super VGA), Her
cules, o r compatible graphics board s. Linkable/OEM 
versions avail able. $49.95 

Jewell Technologles, Inc. 
4740 - 44th Ave. SW, Seattle, WA 98116 

(BOO) 359-9000 x527 (206) 937-1 081 

Inquiry 730. 

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER? 
Now you can call 2-0 and 3-D graphics routines within your 
FORTRAN program. 

GRAFMATIC: screen routines $135. 
PLOTMATlC: plotter driver 135. 
PAINTMATIC: printer driver 135. 

For lhe IBM PC, XT, AT & compa fibles. We support a 
variety of compilers, graphics bds., plotters and printers. 

MICROCOMPATIBLES 
301 Pre lude Dr., Dept. B, Silver Spring, MO 20901 USA 

(301) 593-0683 

Inquiry 731 . 

VGA ColorWorks™ V2.2 
The most advanced image creation and manipulation package 
available for the VGA. Import/export TIFF, PCX, TARGA imaQes. 

;g~~~1r:f1=~l~~s~~ ~fu~~~~=~d~t~1~~~~~ 
effects Include linl, shade, blend, mask, fountains, cut/paste, hard
ware zoom emulation, ... much more (over 150 drawing controls). 
Incl. 44 fonts, drivers for PostScripl , HP-LaserJet, HP-PalnWet, Ep
son LO/FX. Producing up to 64 grey levels or 4096 colors. $59. Call 
lor our free fully operational demo. 

SPG Inc. 
PO Box 171008 - Hialeah, FL 33017 

(305) 362-6602 

Inquiry 732. 

PC SOFTWARE FOR WORK OR PLAY 

$3.00 I DISK 


Written by some of the best programmers in the world and 

delivered to you. From DOS enhancement utili l ies to adult 

only, desk top publishing, business/investment, database, 

'NOrd processing, games, etc., etc., etc. Our FREE CATALOG 

contains hundreds ol the best sohware programs on the market. 

Your complete satisfaction is guaranteed when ordering from: 


SILICON VALLEY FREEWARE 
P.O. Box 70397, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 

(415) 965-9700 

Inquiry 733. 

GRAPHICS LIBRARIES for 
C, FORTRAN, PASCAL & QulckBASIC 

• Supports VIDEO, PAINTERS & PLOTTERS. 
• Linear, tog, polar, smith , bar & pie charts. 
• Scalable fonts, line types, markers. 
• Multiple plots on a page. 
• Over 100 routines with lull source code. 
• 240 page manual. No royall ies. 

$295.00 (713) 491-2088 
Sutrasoft 

10506 Permian Dr. • Sugar Land, TX 77478 

Inquiry 734. 

SOFTWARE/LANGUAGES 

DRUMA FORTH-83 
Break the 64K barrier without speed/space penalty. 
Powerful , attractively priced. '83 Sta ndard. 

• 1Mb+ automated memory management 
• Full OS Interface, extensive utilities 
• On-l ine documentation, ASC II/block mes 
• Other products: windows, modules, profiler 
• IBM PC/XT/AT & all compatibles 

FREE learn/utility disks offered: INQUIRE 

DRUMA INC. 
6448 Hwy. 290 East E103, Au stin, TX 78723 

Orders: 512-323-0403 BBoard: 512-323-2402 

Inquiry 735. 

SOFTWARE/LOTTO 

PC-LOTTO 2.81 $40 us $45 CAN 
LottoProcessing program for IBM compatibles. 10 
LOTlO databases included with all numbers since 
day one. Shareware avai lable from most outlets and 
PC-Clubs. 

PC-LOTTOprlnt ver 1.1 $45US $50CAN 
20 LOTlO BET SLIPS filled out in 10 min. (100-240 
tickets!) Send $10 + 5 slips for DEMO 

LOTlOWARE - 870 Gladiola Ave. Victoria B.C. 
CANADA V8Z 2T6 (604) 479-8536 Visa/MC 24HR 

Inquiry 736. 

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS 

Leo Tames TeX 
The Leo ed itor reads and writes TeX files. 
Displays, adjusts matrices, roots, symbols etc. 
as you edit . Fast math typing . Draft printe r, font 
editor. For AM STeX or LATeX. $150. Requi res 
PC, 512K, graphics. MC/VISA, check, or PO. 

ABK Software 
4495 Ottawa Pl. , Boulder, CO 80303 

(303) 494-4872 

Inquiry 737. 

MATH EDITING FOR THE PC 

, ...., ~ [ "'(")] ( I JFds) 
x, :;;; ~k •O xk k + 1.Jer ± f3x 

• 	MathEdit constructs math equations to be inserted into 
WordPerfect, VVord, WordSta r, and others. 

• WYSIWYG interface-no codes need to be learned. 
• MathEdit-$199 

30 Wost First Avenue. Suite 100 K-TALK Columbus. Ohio 43201 
COMMUNICATIONS (614) 294-3535 

Inquiry 738. 

MATHEMATICIANS-ENGINEERS 
Have you ever seen functions of a complex 
variable? Would you like to really understand 
differential operators like div, grad and curl? 
How about a peek into the fourth dimension? 
Call or write for information on our latest PC 
and Macintosh software. 

Lascaux Graphics 
3220 Steuben Ave., Bronx, NY 10467 

(212) 654-7429 

Inquiry 739. 

DERIVE® 
A Mathematical Assistant 

Makes m ath more inspiration a nd le ss perspiration! 
Combines the power of computer algebra with 2 0 & 
3 0 p lotting and a friendly m enu-driven user inter
face. Does equation sol ving, calculus, trigonom etry, 
vector & matrix a lgebra, and m ore. Derive requires 
a PC co mpat ible computer & 512K memory. 

Soft Warehouse, Inc. 
3615 Harding Ave., Suite 505, Honolulu, HI 96816 

(808) 734-5801 

Inquiry 740. 
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SOFTWARE/MEDICAL SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE/VOICE 

Medical Systems with ECS 
PPM otters a complete line ol medical software ranging from simple 
Insurance claims processing lo comprehensive A/A management. 
PC CLAIM PLUS-claims processing with ECS to over 100 major insurance 
carriers--30-day money-back guarantee 
THRESHOLD-complete AJA, patient billing, comprehensive practice 
management statistics 
CLAIM NET-Nationwide electronic claims clearinghouse transmits claims 
to OW1r 100 insurance carriers 
Software prices start at $459.00. Dealer Inquiries welcome. 

Physicians Practice Management 
350 E. New York, Indianapolis, IN 46204 

800-428-3515 317-634-8080 

Inquiry 741. 

SOFTWARE/PACKAGING 

HARD TO FIND COMPUTER SUPPLIES FOR 
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS & POWER USERS 
Cloth bindeis & slipcases like IBM 's. Vinyl bindeis, boxes, and 
foldeis in many sizes. O~k pages, erMJlopes, &labels. La.Y quantity 
imprinting. Bulk dis~ . Everything you need to bring your software to 
market. Disk and binder mailers. Much more! Low Prices! Fast ser· 
vice. Call or wrile for a FREE CATALOG. 

Anthropomorphic Systems, Limited 
376-B E. Saini Charles Rd ., Lombard, IL 60148 

1-800-DEAL-NOW 708-629-5160 

Inquiry 742. 

SOFTWARE/SCANNERS 

Optlcal Character Recognition 
Stop relyping : PC-OCR" software will convert lyped or 
printed pages inlo edilable text files for your word pro· 
cessoc Works wilh HP ScanJel, Panasonic and most other 
scanners. Supplied wilh 18 popular fonts. User lrainable: 
you can leach PC-OCR" lo read virlually any lypeslyle, 
incl. foreign lonls. Proportional lexl. malrix prinler oulpul, 
Xerox copies OK. $385. Check/VISAIMC/AmExp/COO 

Essex Publishing Co. 
P.O. Box 391, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009 

(201) 783-6940 

Inquiry 743. 

NEVER BALANCE YOUR 

CHECKBOOK AGAIN! 


Amazing new software instantly reads and balances your 
check register with a hand-held scanner. Allows you to enler 
hand-printed check data into your PC WITHOUT A KEY
BOARD. Supports other personal financial software. 

ChekScan software with premium hand-held scanner only 
$299.00 (software only $96.00). 

800-762-5542 or FAX: 919-828-5196 

PAI, 611 Tucker Street, Raleigh, NC 27603 

Inquiry 744. 

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC 

Chaos/Nonlinear Dynamics 
DYNAMICAL SOFTWARE I and II $250 I $350 


Ordinary and Delay Differential Equation Solvers 

• Bifurcation Diagrams • Basin Boundaries • 2- and 3-0 

Plolling • Poincare Sections • Return Maps • Spectral 


Analysis, Fractal Dimensions, Lyapunov Exponents 


CHAOS IN THE CLASSROOM Instructional Programs 

Maps and Bilurcations $49.95 Fractals and Julia Sets $59.95 


DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC. 
P.O. Box 35241, Tucson, /42. 85740, (602) 292-1962 


See our ad on page 264 


C Scientific Library 
Create cus1omized scientific and engineering tools with lhis com· 
prehensive library ol 600 functions including linear algebra, eigen· 
systems, matrix computations, time series. smoothing and littering, 
statistics, regression, linear and Integer programming, nonlinear 
systems, optimization, differential equations, curvelit1lng and 
graphics. Superior documentation. Usable, encapsulated, modular, 
reliable, mature, and affordable. Several licensing and system op· 
lions are available starting at $295. Request on company letterhead 
or send $5 (refundable on purchase) for SO.page CSL Buyer's Gulde. 

Eigenware Technologies 
13090 La Vista Drive, Saratoga, CA 95070 
(408) 867-1184 Fax: (408) 867·6575 

Inquiry 745. 
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free catalog! 

800·942·MATH 

MicroMath Scientific Software 

Inquiry 746. 

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries 
Turbo Pascal, Turbo+ MSC, MS Fortran, Basic 
send for FREE cata logue of software tools for Scientists and 
Engineers. Includes: Scienlilic subroutine libraries, device 
independent graphics llbraries (including EGA, HP plotter 
and Laserjet support), scientific charting libraries, 3-D plot
ting library, data acquisition llbraries, menu-driven process 
control software. Versions availab le !or a variety of popular 
languages. 

Quinn-Curtis 
1191 Chestnut St., Unit 2·5, Newton, MA 02164 

(617) 965-5660 

Inquiry 747. 

SOFTWARE/SORT 

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE 
Extremely fast SorUMerge/Select utility. Run as an MS· 
DOS command or CALL as a subroutine. Supports most 
languages and fi le types including Btrieve and dBASE. 
Unlimited file sizes, multiple keys and much more! MS· 
DDS $149. OS/2, XENIX, UNIX $249. 

(702) 588-3737 

Opt-Tech Data Processing 

P.O. Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448 

Inquiry 748. 

SOFTWARE/TOOLS 

l.A.B., Industrial Applications Builder 
Turns PC Into DAC system 

Powerful SW tool kit helps you build IBM PC-based 
data acquisition and control systems for process 
and machine applications. Flexib le, debugged and 
reliable. Low cost. Available in source code. No 
royalties. Request free catalog. 

EXOR R&D 
P.O. BOX 548, West Chester, OH 45069, USA 

Fax: 513-777-4817 Phone: 513-777-0570 

Inquiry 749. 

SOFTWARE/UTILITIES 

EZ-COPV PLUS™ 
FLAWLESS OISKITTES FAST! on lhe PC )<JU already ONn! THIS IS SOFTWARE 
ONLY! Bypasses DOS tor the utmost speed. Great for publishers, developers, 
MIS directors, elc. 2X+ laster then OOS. Read diskette once, then, quickly 
&accurately mass duplicate 5.25" &3.5" disks on your own PC/XT/AT/etc. 
Formats, co~es. wrifies, oplK>nal~ SERW.IZES &PRINlS LABEl.5, in I smoolh 
operation. Save images to HO. more... Replaces dedicated hardware worth 
11000s. Only $129 +s/h.© 
EZX Publ., Box 58177-80790, Webster, TX 77598 

Orders (V/MCJAX) & Brochures Toll Free: 1 • 600 • 359 • 9539 

INFO: 71312BIJ.9900: BBS: 2BO·B1BO; FAX: 713/2BIJ.0525 


Inquiry 750. 

Duplicate Disks Fast! 
DiskDupe duplicates, formats and compares disks 
amazingly fast-up to 200 disks an hour! Its unique 
RELAY feature lets you quickly duplicate lots of m aster 
disks effortlessly. And you can protect your masters by 
storing disk images on your hard disk. A lso supports 
high-density formats-plus a whole lot more! $79+S/H, 
Money Back Guarantee. 

Micro System Designs, Inc. 
1309 El Curtola Blvd., Lafayelte, CA 94549 

(415) 944-9994 Order today! 

Inquiry 751. 

MULTl-VOICE® TOOLS 
Multi-Voice Tools is a complete development Toolkit for 
Pascal or "C" to access all the features ol the WATSON 
or DIALOGIC Speech Boards. II is also a high lever library 
of procedures to build MUL Tl-LINE VOICE RESPONSE 
systems in minutes. A powerful TELEPHONE ANSWERING 
program is given as an example with source code. 
DIALOGIC, AHETOAEX, VBX $599, WATSON $99, Visa/MC 

ITI Logiciel 
1705 SI. Joseph E, Suite 4, Montreal, PQ, Can. H2J 1N1 

. (514) 861-5988 
We can also write your Voice Response application programs. 

Inquiry 752. 

SPANISH EDUCATIONAL S/W 

SPANISH EDUCATIONAL SOFT 
For leache<s, st.-1.s and parents. Developed by leachers and 
programmers with years of experience in educational software. 

ARANOU ESCRITOA CREATh'O (2 Vol) $179.95 
Develop your ideas into a meaningful composition. An efficient 
tool for c:rilical !linking, paired .,;,ti an easy-t<><JSe l'oO"d processor 
in Spanish. 

ARANOU LANGUAGE COLLECTION (2 Vol) $44.95 
ARANOU MATH COl.1.fCTlON (3 Vol) t.64.95 
ARANOU MATH & PHYSICS SIMUlATION COL (5 Vol) $219.95 

30-Day Money-Back Guarantee. Please call for info/order. 
ARANDU SOFT Tel: (305) 591·3239 
7224 NW 31 St. , Miami, FL 33122 Fax: (305) 591-1940 
800-627-3764 (305) 591-3105 

Inquiry 753. 

SPEECH SYNTHESIS 

SPEECH SYNTHESIS CHIP 
Want the most advanced phoneme synthes is chip 
available? One fl exible enough to generate speech, 
music and sound effects ... yet low cost and remarkably 
easy lo use? The ARTIC-263 is all of this and more .. . a 
versatile, high-quality, phoneme-based, speech syn
thesizer circuit contained in a single, monolithic, 24-pin, 
CMOS integrated circuit. 

Artie Technologies 
55 Park Street, Troy, Michigan 48083 


Phone: (313) 5BB·7370 FAX: (313) 5BB·2650 


Inquiry 754. 

STATISTICS 

JUST RELEASED STATISTIX 3.1 
PC Magazine Editor's Choice! 

You can rely on STATISTIX to get your work done EASILY and QUICKLY. 
Menu·d1iven. Powerful yet compact. STATISTIX offers basic and advanced 
sta1isticswilhaneasy·IO·lollowmanuallullofexamples. 

'Technical support was excellent .. 
PC Magazine. 

Get the quality you want al aprice you can afford. U.S. & overseas price : 
$199. Mooey·back·guarantce. 

Tel: 612-631-2852 Fax: 612-636-3070 
Analytical Software, PO ao, 130204, s1. Paul, MN ss113 

Inquiry 755. 

The BASS System™ 
Why use up 8 meg and 640K just to run a data 
step on your PC? Now you can run your data step 
code and statistical procs with asystem that takes 
only 1 meg and 400K (and costs only $399) ! Free 
information : 

BASS Institute, Inc. 
P.O. Box 349, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 933-7096 or BB: (919) 968-6755 (N,B, 1) 

Inquiry 756. 

SOLO 3.0 from BMDP 
Popular slalistics and excellent graphics for lhe PC. 
Quick and easy to use. For business professionals, 
researchers, or students. From the leader in statistical 
software for over 25 years. Top·notch support. 
Salisfaclion guaranleed! $199 complete with 
graphics. Call today, VISA or MC . 

BMDP Statlstlcal Software, Inc. 
1440 Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 316, Los Angeles, CA 90025 

(213) 479-7799 

Inquiry 757. 
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r TONERS 
LASER PRINTERS $42.00 SHARP Z-50(70 $40.00 
PC COPIERS $38.00 XEROX 1012 $140.00 
NEW LONG LIFE EPS DURA-DAUM $87.00 
YO UR CARTRIDGES TESTED, AEMANUFACTUAED, 
& FULLY GUARANTEED BY EXPERIENCED TECHS. 

COLORS 24 HR. TURNARbUND MCNISA 

SOUTHERN CARTRIDGE SERVICE 

~L:~HH:~ ~;LAND, SC 29926 800•442•6288 
Inquiry 762. 

UNINTERRUPT ABLE POWER 

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR COMPUTER 
And Make It Last Longer 

FREE money-saving lileratura. What you need to knON about UPS
uninterruplible power supply. How to gel complete protection from 
po.ver line problems. 35fNA through 15KVA models from the world's 
largest manufacturer of single-phase UPS. 

Best Power Technology, Inc. 
P.O. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646 

(608) 565-noo ext. 3856 
TOLL FREE (800) 356-5794 ext. 3856 

See our Ad on page 340. 

Inquiry 763. 
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STATISTICS 

Cover all the bases of design ... 
wit~ Methodologlst's Toolchest~ a comprehensive package 
ol lf v~ . programs to aid in research design and analysis. 
Spec1f1call~. these programs offer assistance in sampling, 
dal~ c0Uect1on procedures, statistical analyses, experimental 
design, and measurement and scaling. $499.95 + s/h. VISA, 
MC, AMEX, PO, Checks accepted. 

The Idea Works, Inc. 
100 West Briarwood, Columbia, MO 65203 

1·800-537-4866 FAX 314-445-4589 
Outside USA 314-445-4554 

Inquiry 758. 

Know where you're going? 
You will-by using Statistical Navigator": an expert 
system that helps you select the best stallstic for a prob
lem. Statistical Navigator suggests appropriate analyses 
and explains how each fits your needs. Version 
1.1-$99.95+5/h. VISA, MC, AM EX, PO, Checks 
accepted. 

The Idea Works, Inc. 
100 West Briarwood, Columbia, MO 65203 

1-800-537·4866 FAX 314-445-4589 
Outsi de USA 314-445-4554 

Inquiry 759. 

NCSS 5.x Series - $125 
Easy.to-use menus & spread sheet. Multiple regression. 
T-tests. ANOVA (up to 10 lactors, rep. measu res, 
covariance}. Forecasting. Factor, cluster, & discriminant 
analysis. Nonparametrics. Cross Tabulation. Graphics: 
histograms, box, scatter, etc. Reads ASCII/Lotus. Many 
new add-on modules. 

NCSS 
865 East 400 Nonh, Kaysville, UT 84037 

Phone: 801-546-0445 Fax: 801·546·3907 

Inquiry 760. 

SCA STATISTICAL SYSTEM 

The only statistical software encompassing 


Forecasting & Time Serles Analysis 

Quality and Productivity Improvement 


General Statistical Analysis 

Avallable on DOS, 0812 and Mac operating systems. 


Call today for more inlormalion 


Scientific Computing Associates 
4513 Lincoln Ave., Suile 106, Usie, IL 60532, USA 

Phone: (708) 960-1698 FAX: (708) 960-1815 

Inquiry 761. 


TONER CARTRIDGES 


UNIX SYSTEMS 

UNIX™ X·Windows SYSTEMS 
"BELL LABS 

Lowest 
From $2,595 Prices 

Expect a MIRACLE!!! 
(716) 594-1088 VISA/MC 8:30 AM- 8:00 PM EST 

Micro Tools Inc. Prices can change 

Inquiry 764. 

UTILITIES 

COPY AT TO PC-BRIDGE-IT 3.5 
"CPYAT2PC" RELIABLYwrites 360K8 floppies on 1.2 MB drives, saving a 
slot for a second hard disk or tape back-up. Only $79.00 + S/H 
"BRIDGE-IT l5" is a OEVICE DRIVER supporung 317' 720KBl1.44MB 
drives for PCIXTIATwilhout upgrading OOS/BIOS. Only $39.00 + SJH 
BRIDGE-IT l5 BUNOLEO WITH INTERNAL 1.44M8 DRIVEAT 
$129.00 t S/H VISA/MC/COO UPS BIR 

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS 
655 Sky Way Suite 22D, San Carlos, CA 94070 

1-415-593-8777(CA) 1-415-593-7675 (FA X) 
1-514-845-0818 (CANADA) 1·800-523-8777 

0908-260-188 (UK) 

Inquiry 765. 

UNIX under DOS Ill 
Get the Feel & Power of UNIX 

Include awk, cb, cp, dill, ed, find, grep, ls, make, more, mv, 
rm , sed. sort & 17 others. All V.3 and BSD 4.3 options 
included. Thorough documentation. 

THE BERKELEY UTILITIES $125 order naw 800-542·0938 
price EFFECTIVE JULY 15 S200 

OPENetwork 
POWER TOOLS FOR POWER USERS 


215 Berkeley Pl. (B-2), Brooklyn, NY 11217 


Inquiry 766. 

Recover deleted files fast! 
Disk Explorer now includes automatic file recovery. You 

· 1ype in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and 
restores it. Disk Explorer also shows what's really on disk; 
view. change or create formats. change a file's status, 
change data in any secto' MS-DOS S75 U.S. Check/ 
Credil card welcome. 

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl. 


Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2 

(416) 961-8243 


COPYWRITE 
CopyWrite 
Removes 
Copy Protection 

~~n":.~\; g;skettes, US $7S 

codewheels. 

1ooo·s of products copied. 


QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED 

45 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl, Dept B. 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2 

(416) 961-8243 Fax (416) 961-6448 

REMOVE HARDWARE LOCKS 
Sohware util ity allows !or the removal ol hardwa re locks. Don't wail 

!or your lock or key device to lail or be stolen. 

Guarante"'1 to work! The following packages are available: 

PCAD St99.00 CADKEY S 99.00 
MICROSTATION $99.00 PERSONAL DES IGNER $199.00 
MasterCAM $250.00 SmartCAM $250.00 
TANGO PCB S 99.00 CADVANCE $99.00 

PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING 
PHONE (204) 669-4639 FAX (204) 668-3566 


VI&. and MASTERCARD Welcome 


SafeSoft Systems Inc. 
191 Kirlystone Way, Winnipeg, MB, Canada, R2G 3B6 

Inquiry 767. 

UTILITIES 

OS/TOOLS - THE MISSING LINK 
Powerful OS/2 command line utilities: 

j;~:c~e~~cah~~~~:~~ory 
- File Locate/MOYelUpdale/Delele 
- Directory Delete/Rename/Sort 
- Change Altribules/Oata & Time S!amp 
-System ln!ormatlon 
- More .. 
A must for 0512 users. INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 


OS/2 si;a MS-OOS 539. VISNMC/Check. 30-day money back. 


Frontline Software Group, Inc. 
P.O. Box 257, Bolivar, MO 65613 (417) 326-6n1 

Inquiry 768. 

Why You Want BATCOM! 
BATCOM is a batch file compiler that transforms your 
.bat files lo .exe files to make them faster. BATCOM ex
tends DOS with many new commands so you can read 
keyboard input, use subroutines, and much more. In 
addition, BATCOM protects your source code. No 
royalties! Only $59.95. Order today! 

Wenham Software Company 
5 Burl ey St. . Wenham, MA 01984 

(508) 774-7036 

Inquiry 769. 


WORD PROCESSING 


We can read 130 languages 
from Armenian to Zulu 

Use SPOT OCR Software with an Image scanner and your 
PC to read 130 lore ign languages, typed pages, typese1 
malarial, magazines and books into slandard text mes. 
Flagstall Engineering can provide any OCR solut ion. Call 
today 10 discuss your application! 

Flagstaff Engineering 
112D Kaibab Lane, Flagstaff, AZ. 860D1 

(602) 779-3341 
MasterCerd-'Jisa-Amerlcan E1press .Accepled 

Inquiry 770. 

FARSI I GREEK I ARABIC I RUSSIAN 
Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian , plus eilher Hindi, Pun· 
jabi, Bengali, Gujarati, Tamil , Thai, Korean, Vlei , or IPA. Fu11· 
featured mulli· language word processor supports on.screen 
foreign characters and NLQ printing wilh no hardware 
modificat ions. Includes Fon! Editor. S355 dot matrix ; S1 50 
add '1 for laser; S19 demo. S/H in U.S. incl'd . Aeq . PC. 640K, 
graphics. 30·day Guarantee. MCIVJSNAMEX 

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
710 Wils~ire Blvd., Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

2131394·8622 Tix : 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM 

Inquiry 771 . 

DuangJan 
Bilingual word processor for English and: Armenian, 
Bengali , Burmese, Euro/Latin/African, Greek, Gujarati, 
Hindi, Khmer, Lao, Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil, 
Telugu , Thai, Ukranian, Viet, Only $109+$5 s/h 
(loreign + $12 s/h). Font editor included. For any IBM 
compat ibles with dot·matrix & LaserJet printer. Demo 
$9+$1 s/h. Visa/MC 

MegaChomp Company 
3438 Cottman Ave., Philadelphia, PA 19149·1606 

(215) 331-2748 FAX: (215) 331-4188 

Inquiry 772. 

YOUR SALES MESSAGE 
about the special computer product or service 

that you provide belongs in print. 

THE BUYER'S MART 
can he lp you reach computer professiona ls and 

produce valuable inquiries fo r your company! 

Call Brian Higgins for more information 

603-924-3754 

Inquiry 773. 
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Only your imagination 
limits how you benefit 

from PERCON® 
keyless data collection. 

Checking out books or checking in employees-input 
data quickly and accurately using bar codes or magnetic 

stripes. PERCON has proven bar code solutions for IBM®, 
DEC" , and Apple Macintosh®. Call 1-800-8-PERCON. 

PERCON 
2190 W. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97402-3503 

(503)344-1189 FAX(503)344-1399 
©1989 Pcrcon. Inc. PEHCON. lllM. DEC anti A1>ple Macintosh arc tr;ii.lcmarks. 

Don't Move! 
without telling 

11\JTE 

Clip out form below 


and mai l to: 


BYTE Magazine 

Subscriber Service 


P.O. B ox 850 

Peterborough, NH 03458-0850 


At least 8 week bef ore you move, please give us your 
, new address and/or name change 

(Please Print) I New add ress. name 
I 
I 

Address _ _______ _______Apt. _ _ _ 

City 
I State _ _ _ _______ _ __Zip _____ 
I ' Print current name and address 


(or affix the mailing label from your cu rrent issue of BYTE here) 


Cu rrent address, name 

I 
::::ss _ _ _____ _____ ___Apt. ___ 

City I 
~ ~ I ___________J 

Circle JOO on Reader Servke Card (DEALERS: 101) 

, Intel 80386-1 6 Mhz CPU 
• I MB RAM Expandable to 8 MB 
• 40 MB Seagate Hard Drive 
• VGA Color Monitor (3 1) and 16-bit Card 

• 1.2 MB. Floppy 
• I serial, I parallel, I game port 
• 10 I Keyboard 
• mini Tower case with power supply 
• 2 Year Warranty 

Other systems with the same confi guration: 

286- 12: $1,299 1 386-20: $ 1,799 / 386-25 : $2,299 / 386-33: $2,999 


All upgrade opt ions arc available 


SPECIAL SALE 
Mother Boards (Ok): 

286- 12 . . . $ 129 2400 Internal Modem ... . • ...$ 79 

386- 16 SX . . . . .. $299 2400 External Modem .. ... .. . $ 99 

386-20 DX $575 9600 FAX/Modem .. . .......$289 

386-25/32K cache . $950 16-Bit VGA Card 1024x768 . .. . $ 11 5 

386-33/32K cache . . $1 ,250 110 Card (25,IP, IG) .. ... ... . $ 23 

486 	. . . . . . . . . . . CALL Panasonic 11 80 printer . .. . . .. . $ 175 


Panasonic 1124 Printer . ... . . . . $285 

Drives: MS-DOS 3.3 or 4.0 1 .... . .. .. $ 65 

ST 25 1-1 Hard Drive . $295 Case wi th power Supplies . . . .. . CALL 
ST 225 .... . . . . $195 
I.2 Floppy $ 68 Prices Subject to changes without notice 
1.44 Floppy $ 72 Quantities are limited! 

First Computer Systems, Inc. 
3951 Pleasantdale Road, Suite 224, Atlanta, GA 30340 

Tel. 404 441-1911 Toll Free 800 325-1911 Fax 404 441-1856 

9-Track? 

Just call us. 


*!I 
I 

Think of us as your one-stop 9-Track 
shop. Whatever your PC and operat

ing system, we've got you covered, 
even for Novell backup. Our 
software is powerful and easy to 
use ; DEPOT 4.0 guides you 
through all its commands right on 
the screen. And to help you get 
the most from all our products, 
we offer the best customer 
supportintheindustry. Soifyou 

need complete 9-Track solutions, 
there's only one thing to do: call us. 

We'll send you a free demo disk just 
for calling. 

OOl Ol)ERLRND DRTR 
San Diego, CA 

*1-800-729-8725 US & Can. • 1-619-571-5555 •FAX 1-619-571·0982 

Circle 192 on Reader Service Card 
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~COMPUcom 

14,~00 bps speedModemTM$299 

Cut Back on Your Contribution to Ma Bell. 
.\/1redJ\/ode111'.I 1hroughput - up 10 5i.6hbps - is nearly un belierable. Fu ll r 
Hayes·compatible, MN P-5, DISTM, fax op1i on ;rnd more. · 

High-Speed Isn't Our Only Specialty. 
Our 2400 bps produc1-fa mi h• incl udes Hayes compati bility, ~ I N P5. and 
our DIS 1echnology im prores 1he phone line. Trysend fax. 

SpeedModem 300·14,400 bps .......... .... .... .. .. .. .. .... ..$299 

SpeedModem +F.F.Fax!................. ... ....... ....... .. .....$399 

F.F.Fax! 9600 bps send/receive .. .. ...... .. ....................$299 

MNP·5 Modem 2400·4800 bps .................... .. ...... ... ..$169 

DISMNP·5 Modem 2400·4800 bps .... ...... .. .................$193 

DISModemPlus send-only fax ......................... .........$139 

DISModem 2400bps .... ... ........ ...... ...... ..... .. ............$119 

2400 bps Modem ... ......................................... .. ...$ 95 


FREE $69 EasyContMCommunications Software 
Find out why Byte Magazine says, "... areal deal... " {3/89 p.102). 

·-·jri Call 1·800·ACT·ON·IT 1~ 
(1-800-228-6648) 

5-Year Warranty. 30-Day Money Back Guarantee. 

Setting New Standards in Modem 

Value and Performance 


BIOS so~~ii~ 

The AT BiosKit gives you a complete Bios with source 
code in C you can modify for your own applications! 
The BiosKit includes a ios on diskette ready for pro
gramming Eproms. and includes the utilities -you 
need to Rom the source CO<le. The Bios also has a 
Rom Monitor/Debuj and Setup. At last you have con· 
trol over the core ofyour system. Over 380 pages, with 
diskette, $199. The XT Biosldt is only $99. The Intel 
Wddcanl Supplement for the XT BiosKit is $49. 
Software tools: You need MS C and MAS¥ 5.1 for 
modifying the Bios. 

FREE We'll include a free copy of the pocket-
sized XT-AT Handbook by Choisser and 

Foster with each BiosKit if you mention this ad when 
rnu order. Of course. this S9.9.'i \alue is also a\ailahk 
hy itself. Or huy li\·e or more ti.H only S.'i .00 each . 

800-462-1042 
In California 619-271-9526 

r,11~ , ____ 
Annabooks 
12145 Alta Carmel Ct., Suite 250 
San Diego, CA 92128 Money-back guarantee 

r-----------------------------------------1Formatted Cap flA1.B.lll ™ SltPPINQ YOUR DRIVE FOR REPAIR , 

: 10-19 mb $99 89.10 Pack your drive carefully and well: 
1 20-29 mb $125 112 50 protected In a sturdy shipping box . 1 
I 30 39 b $ • Include whh the shipment a note whh I 

- m 150 135.00 your name, llddreu, daytime telephone : 
40-49 mb $175 157.50 number and a brief description of the 1 

50-85 mb $210 189.00 problem ~h the drive. tt prepaying, allow : 
86-120 mb $275 247.50 $9 for shipping and Insurance ca;ts. : 

121-150 mb $325 325.00 DATARECOVERY•CAUEOR QUOTE : 

151-275 mb $425 425.00 • El°':PYREPAIR~ 1 

276-380 b $495 495 00 5 · 25 
& 3·5 • $45 8 • $135 I 

m · VALID THROUGH 8/31/90 i 
L TEST & EVALUATION $25 COUPONMUSTBESENTWITHDRIVE I 

------------------------------------------~ 
DISC DRIVES SALE  Unbeatable Prices 
3.5' with 5.25" frame , new, 35ms. Sore 6bit 16 Bit 
l year warranty., auto park. .l2rr& XIJill filJill 
PT 338..............32.l mb.. ....... MFM...............$249 .............$299 .............$349 
PT 35l .............A2.8 mb..........MFM.................289 ...............339 ...............389 
PT 357 R..........49.l mb. ...........RLL.................299 ...............359 ...............399 
PT 376 R.. ........65.5 mb. ...........RLL .................349 ...............399 ... ..... ... ....459 

MACINTOSH SCSI SUBSYSTEMS HARD CARDS 
HD/SCSI - 20...............................$295 Refurb. New• 
HD/SCSI - 30.................................395 :.!Omb/65ms ..........Sl99 ............S265 
HD/SCSI  40........................... ......495 30mb/65ms............235 ............. .285 
HD/SCSI - 80.................. ...............895 40mb/65ms .......... ..295 ..............335 
HD/SCSI· 150................ .. ........... 1195 48mb/36ms ....... ............. ............ 365 

THOUSANDS OF DISC DRIVES IN STOCK  We Feature Technical Support 
for Everything We Sell  We Specialize in Disc Drives  Ask for Our Brochure 

jb 1 TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
5105 Maureen Lane Moorpark, CA 93021 

Phone: 805/529-0908 
Fax: 805/529-7712 

VOICE MASTER KEY® SYSTEM II 
VOICE RECOGNITION & SPEECH RESPONSE 


FOR IBM PC/XT/AT/386, PS/2, LAPTOPS, COMPATIBLES 


FOR PRODUCTIVITY, PRESENTATIONS, SOFTWARE DESIGN, 
ENTERTAINMENT, LANGUAGE TRAINING, EDUCATION, MORE... 

SPEECH/SOUND RECORDING AND PLAYBACK. Desktop Audio sound editing 
allows you to create custom sound applications. Variable sample rate (to 20 KHz) and 
compression levels. A four-voice music synthesizer is included also! 

VOICE RECOGNITION TSR utility allows you to add voice command keyboard 
macros to your CAD, desktop publishing, word processing, spread sheet. or 
entertainment programs. Up to 64 voice commands in RAM at once--more from disk. 

HARDWARE SYSTEM contains built-in speaker with separate volume and tone 
controls, external speaker and headphone jacks. Enclosure made of sturdy vinyl-clad 
steel. Attaches to parallel printer port without affecting normal printer operation {U.S. 
Patent 4,812,847). Headset microphone, printer cable, 9 volt AC adapter (110 volt 
UUCSA listed) , and comprehensive user manual included. 

QUALITY THROUGHOUT. MADE IN USA. ONLY $219.95 

ORDER HOTLINE: (503) 342-1271 Mon-Fri, 8 AM to 5 PM PST 

Visa/MasterCard, company checks, money orders, CODs (with prior approval) 
accepted. Personal checks subject to 3 week shipping delay. Specify computer type 
when ordering. Add $5 shipping charge for delivery in USA and Canada. Foreign 
inquiries contact Covox for C&F/CIF quotes. OEM configurations available. 

.JO DAYMONEYBACK GUARANTEE IFNOTCOMPLETELYSATISFIED. 

@ 
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG 

covox INC. TEL (503) 342-1271 
675 Conger Street FAX (503) 342-1283 
Eugene, Oregon 97402 BBS (503) 342-4135 

Circle 69 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 70)Circle 27 on Reader Service Card 
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Let's Get Right To The Point 

Central Point Software has become the world leader In PC Utility 
Software by providing our talented staff with a stimulating environ
ment thathas enabled them to produce such highly acclaimed prod
ucts as PC Tools,.,, , Our aggressive expansion plans have created 
a su bstantlal number of Immediate openings for skllled profession
als to develop our next generation of software based on the new GUI 
interlace for Windows and Presentation manager. 

We are seeklng professionals capable of taklng conceptual ideas 
and Implementing them into products. You'll be challenged to 
develop superior MS-DOS and/or WINDOW software in a profes
sional C, Assembler and/or C++ environment. Requires a BS or 
MSCS, EE or equivalent development experience, and significant ex
pertise in a product development environment. 

Located just minutes from downtown Portland, in the beautiful and 
affordable Pacific Northwest, we offer exceptional opportunities for 
professional and personal growth. Mall or Fax your resume to 
Central Point Software, 15220 N.W. Greenbrier Pkwy., #200, 
Beaverton, OR 97006. (503)69~2221 FAX. For questions , call Bob 
Clay COLLECT at (503)690-2217. Equal Opportunity Employer. 

••OSHIBA
PTOP-.$ 

Call for low lease l'ices 

TOSHIBA TlOOO S599 
TlOOO SE 
TlOOO XE ~~~tt 
Tl200 XE SCALL 
T 1600 286 20MB $2749 
T 1600 286 40MB $2999 
T3 l 00 E 286 40MB ~~;~;
T3 l 00 SX 40MB 
T3200 SX 40MB $3749 
T5 l00 386 lOOMB $4299 
T5200 386 40MB S4549 
T5200 386 lOOMB $4945 

$2095 
$2 195 
$1495 
$1995 
SCall 

SHARP 

MZlOO
* 8088- lOMhz $37/mo 
• 	 640K RAM . 2 720K floppies 
• 	 CGA backlit screen 
• Serial . paralle l. battery 

SHARP 4602 $1265 
• Same as MZlOO and more 
SHARP 4641 $1595 

• 8088- lOMhz $64/mo 
! 40MB hard drive 
.,. 	 3.5" 720K 

floppy drive 
• 	 640x400 res 

backlit ~::j;;§;Jlj~~ 

SUBSCRIPTION PROBLEMS? 


We want 

to 


help! 


lfyou lxw' a probkm w;th you' BYTE 
subscription, write us with the details . 

We'll do our best to set it right. But we must have 
the name, address, and zip of the subscription (new 
and old address, if it's a change of address). If the 

problem involves a payment, be sure to include copies 
of the credit card statement, or front and back of 
cancelled checks. Include a "business hours" phone 

number if possible. 

BYTE MAGAZINE 
Subscriber Service 


P.O. Box 850 

Peterborough , NH 03458-0850 


fi~ARP

efTOP-$ 

NOTEBOOK $CALL* PC 6220: 286 with 20 MB & 

VGA 
• 	 8.5"xll "xl .4" - 41b 

First VGA Color 
Sharp $CALL
* PC 8081 386 with BOMB 
SHARP 5541 $2395 

286-40MB $ 9 9 /mo 
Back lit VGA screen 
3.5" l .44MB floppy 

326 BYTE • JULY 1990 Circle 280 011 Reader Service Card 
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Alloy ........................Call 
Archive VP·60E.. .....830 
Archive VP· I 50E ... 1150 
lmprimis 182 Mb .... 1340 
lmprimis 350 Mb .... 1645 
lmprimis 702 Mb . .2295 
Miniscribe 3180 ..... I 099 
Mitsubishi Worm ....... Call 
Moutain 4440 ............. 555 
Panasonic Worm ...... Call 
Plus HardCard 20 ....51 O 
Plus HardC ard40 .... 576 
Quantum Pro 1501 ..... 840 
Praim, Iomega, Rodime, 
Storage Dimensions, 
Others ........................... Call 

BOARDS 
ArtistXJ10/16 ..........1914 
Boca VGA 640 ........•.130 
Calcomp ............... .Save 
Genoa .. ...................... Call 
Intel Aboveboard+ .... 460 
Intel Inboard 386 PC 375 
Metheus 1128 ......... 1899 
OrchidPro Design .... 250 
STB VGA EM512K .220 
Tecmar Classic 512 _505 
Videc 7VRAM 512k 465 

Acer SX 
Acer 20Mhz 
Acer 25 Mhz .. 
Acer 2514 .. 
Acer 33Mhz 
AL A286140 
Altos 
AST ... 
Everex 
Hyundai Wor1</ST. 
Mitsubishi .. 
Nee ProSpeed 
Packard Bell ............ Save 
RacorWork/ST ......... Call 
Sharp 4602 .............. 1540 
Samsung AT .............. 870 
Samsung 386 ........ 2200 
Tl LT286112 ............ Call 
Tl LT286145 ............... Call 
Toshiba Laptops ....... Call 
Wyse 2108 ................... 665 
Wyse 3216--01 ............ Call 
Other Models ............. Call 

CD-ROMS 
Hitachi COR360 .. 
Hitachi COR1 503S 
NECPOR T35 . 
NECCO R-77 
NECCDR-80 

Calcomp 1023 
Calcomp 1025E...... 4785 
Calcomp 1043 OM 5790 
Calcomp 1044GT ... 8615 
Enter SP600 ............... 605 
Houston OMP 52 ... .Call 
Houston DMP 62 ..... Call 
HP7475 A ................ 1380 
HP 7550 ................... 2895 
HP 7570 ......... ...... 2895 
HP 7595 
HP 7596 ...... .......... .8370 
HP Ora~Pro ............... Call 
loline3500 .................. Call 
loline3700·I ...... .... Call 
loline3700·8 ............ Call 
loline4000·I .............. Call 
loline4000·8 .............. Call 
Roland 885 ................. 715 
Roland CAMM 1 .... 3155 
RolandCAMM·2 . .211 O 
Roland OPX 2000 _2110 
Roland OPX 2200 .... Call 
Roland OPX 3300 _2802 
Roland DXY 1100 .... 910 
Roland DXY 1200 _1330 
Roland DXY 1300 _1755 
Roland GRX · 300 02805 
RolandGRX · 400 E3505 

..... 2315 

Canon LBP-4 
C.ltoh C5000 
Data Prooucts 870p 1195 
Diconix 150 Plus/P ... 345 
Fujitsu OL3400 ........... 520 
Genicom 
HPPaintjet 
Mitsubishi Color ........Call 
NECLC 890 Laser 3240 
NECP2200XE ..........335 
NEC P5200 ................ 520 
NE CP5300 ........... 705 
Okidata ML 321 ......... 475 
Okidata ML 390 
OTC 850XL. 
Panasonic All 
OMS 

Corporate Voice 
Everex ... ......... ........ Save 
Hayes Smart 2400 ... 345 
Hayes Smart 24008 250 
Megahertz laptops _C all 
Multitech 9600 ..... ...... 475 
Multttechv.32 
Telebit TIOOO 9600 .. 590 

........... 1050 

....... 425 
................. 570 

.... 1645 
............335 
............ 345 

....................Call 
.......... 425 

Mitsubishi 1429 ........ .410 
Mttsubishi HL 6605 1205 
Mitsubishi HL 6905 2025 
Nanao 9070S ........... 995 
NECMultisync II ........ 610 
NEC Multisync 2A .... 485 
NECMultisync 30 .... 650 
NECMultisync 40 .1205 
NECMultisync 50 .2420 
NECMultisync XL 
PGS Ultra16 
PGS UltraSynch 
Phillips ... 
Samsung 14" EGA 
Seiko 1440 ... 
Seiko 2050 
Sigma Laser All 
Sony 1304 .. 
Sony 1320 
Taxan I000 Ultra 
Zenith1492 

Calcomp I2xl 2 ........ 375 
Calcomp36x48 ...... Call 
GTCO 12x12 ............. 325 
Hitachi ..................... Call 
HP .......................... Call 
Kurta 12xl2 ................ 380 
Kurta 1Sl2 xl7 ........ 61 6 
Numonics ..•........... Save 
Scriptel .......................Call 
Sieko3503 ................. 285 
SummaSketch II ..... 345 
Summa 12 x 18 ........ 625 
·Other sizes are available. 
Call for current pricing! 

SCANNERS 
CaleraTrueScan S2015 
Calera Scan IX· 12 .... 185 
Datacopy 730 .......... I 099 
Oatacopy 730GS .... 819 
Datacopy 830 .......... 1695 
DFI Handy Scanner .250 
Logitec ... . .....Call 
Mitsubishi MS200 ..... 725 
Panasonic RS307U I050 
Panasonic RS505U. 795 
Panasonic RS506U 1055 

SPECIALS 
................ Call 

IBM PS/2 
Models 30·286,50,502,60 

512K Kit 30F5348 . ....... $67.50 
2MB Kit 30F5360 ........... $210.00 

Models 70-E611121,55SX,65SX 
1MB 6450603 .. .... $125.00 

Models 70-E61 1121,50Z,55SX 
2MB 6450604 ....... ..... $240.00 

Model 70·A21 
2MB 6450608 ........... $240.00 

Model 55SX,65SX 
4MB 34F2933 ........... $865.00 

Model 80-041 
1MB 6450375 .. ... $222.00 

Models 80· 11 11121 131 11321 
2MB 6450379 .. ... $409.00 

All Models 70 and 80 
2·8MB 6450605 .. ...... $725.00 

Models 50,50Z,55SX & 60 
2·8MB 1497259 ....... ... $725.00 

LASER PRINTERS 
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet II & llD 

1MB 33443B ... .... $169.00 
2MB 33444B ........... $279.00 
4MB 33445B . ...... $459.00 

Hewlett-Packard LaserJet llP & 111 
1MB 33474A .. .... $169.00 
2MB 33475A .. . .... $279.00 
4MB 33477A. .. $459.00 

IBM Laser 4019 
1MB 1039136 .. ..... $309.00 
2MB 1039137 ........... . $449.00 

FSI has 1M & 4M memory upgrades 
for the Apple Laserwriter 11 /NTX ! 

EVEREX -TOSHIBA - APPLE  DELL 

COMPAQ 
Deskpro 286 

512K Kit 113012·001 . ... $70.00 
Deskpro 286-E,386·20/20E/25,Portable 3 

1MB 113131-001 ............ $1 79.00 
4MB 113132-001 ........ .... $439. 00 

Portable 386 
1MB Kit 107651·001 . .. $299.00 

Deskpro 386-16 
1MB Kit 108071-001 . ....... $299.00 
4MB Kit 108072-001 .......... $869.00 

Deskpro 386S 
1MB 113646·001 . . ... $179.00 
4MB 112534-001 . ....... . $439.00 

Deskpro 386-33 
2MB 115144-001 . .... $320.00 

ALL Compaq boards also available! 

Bravo-286,Workstation 
512K Kit 500510·010 .... $63.00 
2MB Kit 500510-002 .. ... $180.00 

Models T8500,T5200 
2MB PC10-PA8304V ... $399.00 

Model T5100 
2MB PC7-PA8301V ..... $399.00 

Model T3 200SX 
2MB PC12-PA8307V ... $399.00 

Model T3200 
3MB PC6-PA7137V .... $699.00 

Model T3100 
2MB PC3-PA7135E . .. . $439.00 

Model 31 00E 
2MB PC9·PA8341 V .... $399.00 

Model T1600 
2MB PCB· PA8302V ..... $399.00 

ZENITH 
Super Sport 286 

1MB ZA180·66 .. ..... $199.00 
4MB ZA180-67 .... .. ..... . $899.00 

COMPAQ 

IBM TYPE 
ADD $10.00 FORSIPPS 

4Mx9·80 . $469.00 
1Mx9-12 •.. $83.00 
1Mx9-10 ... $84.00 
1Mx9-80 ... $88.00 
1Mx9·70 ... $91 .00 
256x9-12 ... $25.00 
256x9-10 ... $27.00 
256x9-80 ... $29.00 
256x9-60 .. . $49.00 

APPLE TYPE 
ADD $10.00 FORSIPPS 

1Mx8·12 ... $73.00 
1Mx8-10 ... $75.00 
1Mx8·80 ... $78.00 
256x8·12 ... $24.00 
256x8·10 ... $26.00 
256x8-80 ... $28.00 
New llfx in stock ! 

-VISA-•AME lllCAN 
EXPRESS 

DIP,ZIP,OR SOJ 
1MG X 1 

1Mx1-10 ... . $8.75 
1Mx1 -80 .... $8.95 
1Mx1 -70 .... $9 .00 
1Mx1 -60 .. $CALL 

256K X 4 
256x4-10 .. $10.50 
256x4·80 .. $11.00 

256K X 1 
256x1 ·12 .... $2. 40 
256x1 -10 .... $2.80 
256x1 ·BO .. .. $3.20 
256 x1·70 .. .. $3. 45 

64K X 4 
64Kx4-10 ... $4.00 
64Kx4·80 ... $4.50 

64K X 1 
64Kx1·12 .... $1.49 
64Kx1 ·10 ... $1.59 

Portable LTE 286 
1MB 117081 ·00l ········· s295-00 ·~W~Ell!All!Cll!Cll!E--Pi!!Tll!P~U~R~C~H~A--S!l!E~O!R!D!E!R!S~· 
2MB 117081 ·002 ...... . $485.00 

Premium 386-16120C 
1MB Kit 500510-007 ... .... $95.00 
4MB Kit 500510-008 ... ... $356.00 

Premium 386-20 
1MB Kit 500510·003 .... .. $156.00 
4MB Ki t 500510-004 ...... $356.00 

Bravo 386-SX 
2MB Kit 500510-002 ......$180.00 
4MB Kit 500510·008 ...... $356.00 

Premium 386-SX/25 
1MB 500718·001 . ... . $146.00 

Premium 386-33,486-25 
1MB 500718-002 .. ... $155.00 

SLT-286 FROM UNIVERSITIES, QUALIFIED 
1MB 110235·001 .... ..... $325.00 FIRMS AND GOV'T AGENCIES 

ZENITH 
Models 2386-20125 

1MB ZA3600M E .. ...... $149.00 
Model Z386-20 

2MB ZA3600MG .. .. $275.00 
Model Z386-33 

1MB ZA3800ME . ...... . $149.00 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
V' We accopt Mas1ercard. Visa. American Exp<ess (Add 4%), 

C.0.D. Cash or Cashier check 

V' 1 Year warranty on all produel s. 

ti' 20% Restocking l ee on non·de!cctive returns & retused 
01ders. RMAr required. returns without Rt..tA# Wlll be relused. 

Shippmg charges non-refundable. Credit only atter 15 days. 

v' PRICES AND AVAI LABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

WITHOUT NOTICE! 
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Circle 257 0 11 Reader Service Card 

Scottsdale Systems - Since 1980 - 1-800-777-2369 

COMPUTERS 

SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 


1 .S1655~~~:~s M~~ ~ iKM3 111~~",\o~.e2 ~ e~~rRAM · .. S3925 
Choice al Full Size Oesklop Case or Full Size Tower Case 
Each Scotlsdale Machine Has a I Year Warranty on Paris 
& Labor via Overnighl Service on Warranteed Products. 

SA VE 
Alias w 1~'v"Ji JB6 25 MHz WYSE 286 

Sl 284~i~~ :a~r{~'~~z :..... :sm~ ~g~~: ~~ : ~ 135 1 
. CALLMATH CO·PROCESSORS. 

TERMINALS/ MONITORS 
WYSE TERMINALS MONITORS 

WY ·30GI A·w lKeyboard .... S290 NEC 2Al30 $499/649 
WY ·SO GIA·wlKeyboard .... .. 377 NEC 40150 . . . . .... 11 6012385 
WY-60 GIW/A-w/Keyboard ... 405 M1tsub1sh1 Diamond Scan ..... 528 
WY·99 GTA·wlKeyboard . 468 Seiko 1440 ... 615 
WY·150GIWIA·w/Keyboa<d .. 367 Sony130311302 ... . 577 /649 
WY-212 GfW-wfKeyboard ... 1489 H1ta ct11 Supe1 Scan . 1999 
WY Heigh! Ad1us1ab1e Arm . 95 Ph1 lhps 20"H1 -Res .. 2059 

QUME WYSEMONITORS 

OVT 101 PlusGIAIW . 5316 WY 530 GIA . 
 $169 
QVT 119 PlusGIAIW .. 395 WY 550 AW 179 
QVT203 PlusGIAIW . 443 WY 650 . 459 
OVl PCT GIAIW. 365 WY 700 . .. 695 

IBM TER MINALS IMTEC 
IBM 3 Ye;u Wa11anty CALL lrnl ec 12701 1470. $901121 
Link MC5 . 405 lrnlec 14301144 1V . 3481293 
Allos 7 . 457 lrnlec 1432M. . 425 

KIMTRON ACEA 
Kl ·iOPC S349 	 4 ~ Mult1scan . . . . 438 

W VGA 640x480 . .. 349 
14" Amber nonglarc .. . 129 

Authorized Service for WYSE 
LEASING AVAILABLE 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME 

PLOTTERS 
IOLINE Rol and DESK TOP PLOTTERS 

A&OILP 3500 
A&DILP 3700 . 

$2339 
2889 

1Year Warran ly 
OXV.1100 ... . ... . S895 

LP·3700·8 . 3129 OXV.1200 Elecl10S1alic 
LP·4DOD·1 
LP-4000·8 . 

3579 
3935 

Paper Hol d 
OXY ·1300 Eleelros lalrc 

1295 

Vmyl Cuttmg Machmes . CALL Pa11e1Hold ...... . ..... 1625 
Blaclcs & Hol J,ps........ CALL Roland DRAFTIN GPLO TTERS 


HOU STON IN STRUMENTS 1Year Warran1y
lmg Mk' $982 GRX-300 AR . . .. S3229 
OMP 52152 ........ 242512666 GRX·400 AR . . . . . . . . . . . . 3559 
OMP61 /62 . . 2941 /3895 Roland FLATBED PLOTTERS 
OMP 61 DL. 3743 1Yea1 W11rra111y 
OMP 62OL.. ENT.ER . 4737 OP~i~~ iten o'. Penci l1 . $4275 
SP600 . S599 OPX-3500 Pen 01 Penci l 

. . . CALCOM·P· . wlS lamt 4628 
102311025 .. . $37 1514519 Roland THERMAL PLOTTERS 
1IY130M / 1044 ... .... 5869/8739 LTX -420 ........ $9259 
590215902A .. . .... 3819/4275 LTX·320 7125 
OM 52224 11.919 LT X· 120 2135 
HEWLETT PACK ARO .... . CALL Roland CAMM MACHINES 
OPTICAL SCANNER & SOFT WARE Sollw"'e & Accessories CALL 
Data Copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL Authorized Service far 
Panosomc RS·5051506 SI037 /13 15 Roland PloilersandCAMM Machines 
Mrc,oick . CALL UNITED INNOVATION S 
AMT Model 7000A-C1;-, .... S1899 
AMTACCEL 500 lnlells·Plol $1699 Model BOOOA-0 .. ''' ,,_ . .. 2059 

Model 9000A-E .... "''"• 2829 
DIGITIZERS I), 

KURTA SUMMAGRAPHICS 
L1/e /u11e W,manty On K11rta IS-I llfc /1mc Limi/cfl Wmraoty 

IS- I 12x 12 Cordless 4·bu11on 12x 12 Summ;iskelch 11 SJSS 
cur sor pen sty lus ;ind 12x 18 P1oless iona l . 620 

1 5~~1.1 ~~:;~ t~ttiless 4-butlon S4Jg HITACHI CALL 
CUI SO I IJCI' ·: lylus anr1 
mtetface f< 11 . · · · 629 12x 12 wlg,;,~~~SS~~l~r~E: Soll ware 

CALCOMP S 3 Year Warranty on Tablet .. S299 
C;11Cor:rn23120. 12x12 .. 365 
Cal Com 119100 Se11cs .. CALL 
Cal Co111119500Set 1r.s . CALL Call For Pricing On 
Cal Com,1 Wu 165 Larger Digitizers 

·"AY 	 1555 W. University Dr. #101 , Tempe, AZ 85281 
;!~ ..~ Pnccs hslcd arc tor cash Discovery, MnslcrCard and Visa add 167%. AZ 1csidc 111s add G- l /2°Ai tax: add 3% lor C.O D . add 5% lor PO lntcrnalionnl orders welcome All items nre new wi th manufacturer's warrnnly ~ 
"'·~·,/ ;" ~i;;;;,::~~:~~~~~'.;i';:;~oc~';,'.~~~~~~i~~~~~~ 1~c;'j'..:'.,~cll~~7;;,o~?,~~; ~~'~3,;'cili~':,~~: ;~~~~~~~~;,;;':';;',:::C'1s~~~: ~~,~~~~~:~~".::1~~~1~,~~.i,:~~~.~;~'~so::~:~~~ ~,°dc1g,~~1~guamn 1ee ffi 

.. . 602-966-8609 SERVICES (Mon....Fri.l 602-731-4742 FAX 602-966-8634 

PRINTERS LASERPRINTERS 
ALPS Allegro . ... $345 DUME Apple &IBM. . .. .. S3199 
ALPS 324E . .735 H.P. La ser Ill . . . . 1799 
AMTACCEL ... ... 1299 Panasonic 3440 11 99 
Canon BJ 1JOE . .... 725 Panasonic 44 50 . . 1395 
Panasonic 1191 . .237 LPB 8111. 1795 
Panasonic 11 80 . ..... . .. 185 LPB4. . .LAProf>·s . 959 
Ok1data all model s .... CALL 
OTC all models . .. CALL Samsung 286 . $2199 
Gerncom all models .. CALL Texas Ins truments . CALL 
Toshiba all models .. CALL IOMEGA 
C1h zen all models . . CALL Bernornlh Box 
D1corm 150P /300P . CALL B·120-121 .4 MB lnlernal $895 
NEC P-2200 $3 15 144-1.44 MB Internal . I095 
NEC P·5200 .505 Pnces do not mclude mterface 
NEC P·S300 .. 659 ALLOY S
NEC LC-890 . 3159 Al loy IMP 2 & IMP 8 Cards A 

Authorized Service lor Mult1ware 386 & 286 Veismns v 
liJJMTri .\ l111rix Retri ever 60 or 200 E 

POWER PRO TE CTION S 
BOARDS Dat asl11eld A 

Genoa /Intel . CALL Sale Powei Sys lems v 
Vcrt1com All Models . . CALL Tnppl1le E 
BOCA TAPEBACK UPS SCALL 

VMl /Co hr fl Al l M0<le ls CALL Emera ld Sys tems all models A 

Parad ise VGA Plus Genoa ;i ll models V
.$289 

Paradi se Pr o! ..... . .495 
 lrwm all models E 

Control Syslcms/NEC CALL HARDDRIVES 

Numbc1 Nine/ la1comp CALL 
 COC \MPl\\MIS 

MODEM I Year Warr amy
US Robotics 11lt models . SAVE 72 MB 111111 600 MB CALL 

MULTITECHSYSTEMS Maxto1 CALL 
All Morlels .NOVELL.. SAVE SOFTWARE 

CAD SOFTWARE 
AACNET DESIGN CAD S220 

Co11x Sl<HIOJ>Ology SI 12 EZ CAO . 139 
16 Bi l Coax . . . . . . . . SJ60 TURBO CAD 69 

TIARA ETH ERN ET MULTl USER 
Lancard lEPC8·Bi1 .... . . .. 215 SCO Xen" 386 . .510

TIARA ARCHNET Concun enl DOS 38610 Usc1 .. 310 
Lancanll A PC ...... . 91 All software sales arelinal

SY NO PTICS CALL SER VI CE FORREPAIRS
250012510 Workgroup CALL ON PAINTERS. TERMINALS. 


MONITO RS. COMP UTERS. 

Monilo•s. Computers 


'li:IJ r:£l 

PC Bus Extension Kit 
for XTs & ATs

PCX-795 
• Excellent solution for PC running out of slo1s 
• Bus exlender between host PC and expansion unit 
• All signals buffered on extended slots 
• Supports DMA and wait -state inser l ion 
• Cable assembly for one meter extension 

Advantech 
USA & Canada: San Jose,CA .A 
Tel: 408·293 -6786 Fax: 408-293-4697 /JI 
Internat ional: Taipei, Taiwan Adv=ech 
Tel: 886-2-9184567 Fax:886-2-9 184566 ~ 

PCXU-205 
• Passive backplane wi th 5 AT slots 
• Buil t-in 65 watt power supply 
• Supports one 3.5" or 5.25" floppy drive 
• Supports one 3.5" hard disk 
• Built-in 8 ohm speaker and cooling fan 
• Dimensions 4.76" x 15.85" x 9.7" 
• Low cost and easy-to-use A1For Your Catalog Call Advantech 

408-293-6786 ~ 

All-in-One 
80286-12MHz CPU Card 

PCA-6125 
• 12MHz 80286 microprocessor 
• Socketed for 80287 math coprocessor 
• Popular AMI BIOS assures compatibility 
• Up to 4 Mb flexible memory con figuration 
• Built-in HD/ FD interface 

• Supports 2 serial/ I parallel por ts .A 
• VLSI CMOS for low power consumption /J I 

For Your Catalog Call Advantech 

408-293-6786 ~ 
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Circle 83 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 84) 

,!11119=~ ~- =~=-~~!!!"9f! ®-~-- ~-....---PHONE & FAX on 1 Line! 

• Auto. switch 
• Voice-guided $145 ~~~ted 
• Compatible w/ all 

phones, FAXes, (800) 292-7771 
PC FAXes& VISA. M/C 
answering 
machines ~1AooON 

Fordemonstration ~MERICA 
ca ll or FAX Oivisioo of ROHM Corporation 
(71 4) 859-2110 15 Whatney. lonne. CA 92718 

Circle 12 on Reader Service Card 

• RTU 's 

Call for FREE DEMO DISK ! 
Specialists in por1 able and battery backed up 
as well as PC compatible modular systems. 

~~ 

Circle 93 on Reader Service Card 

UNIVERSAL/GANG 

PROGRAMMER 


made in U.S.A. 

$695.00 
includes 
One Year 
Update 
and 
Warranty 

HUSKY ' programs EE/EPROMS , CMOS PLOS, 
and Micros. It's your best bet when low cost 
and quality are both impor1ant. 
From the people who make CUPL and ALLPRO . 

1201 NW. 65th Place 
Ft. ~uderdale, FL 33309LOGICAL 	 FAX: (305) 974 8531 

1-800-331-7766 

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS: 146) 

MULTI-SPEED !! ! 
9 TRACK TAPE SUBSYSTEM 

for IBM PC/AT/386 

1 YEAR WARRANTY 

•IBM/ANSI compatible at 800'/1600/3200 bpi 
• Controller, cables and sottware included 
•Interfaces for PS/2', Xenix' and DEC' 
• SCSI', AT or MCA' Bus 1/0 at 25/50/100 ips. 

'* OPTIONAL SHOWN WfOPTIONAl OUS T COVER 

AKSystems Inc. 

20741 Marilla St. Chatswor1h CA 91311 


Circle 274 on Reader Service Card 

PAl.'.M/PLD SOFTWARE 
Sets The Standard 

Not 

Protected 


,., .. ,,. ~\lr,)
;;:: 


CUPL' PLD complier, the most powerful language 
for the state machine logic design, now allows 
front end design entry with popular schematic 
capture packages such as DrCAD, P-CAD, Schema, 
Hi-Wire, PADs or RACAL. CUPL supports all PLDs 
and carries the most extensive update program. 
Available on MS-DOS '. Apollo~ SUN~ VAX ' and 
most UNIX" based platforms. 1201 N.w.'"'""' 

F1LauderdalefL33309

LOGICAL Fax (305) 974-8531 
D•VICH, INC. 1-800-331-7766 

Circle 147 on Reader Service Card 
(DEALERS.- 148) 

5~.~ BOX • ' ••• 5.25" 3M Brand Diskettes ' .. ' .1m.~ 60X 

8~,?,., .. 350" 3M Brand Diskettes. __ . 161,?,., 
3M DATA CARTRIDGES 


DC-2000 . . 14.29 DC-600A ...... __ 19.95 

DC-300XLP . ._17.99 DC-6150XTD ... _20.95 


3M COMPUTER TAPES 

777-Vi'"2400'-C55 ... 11.95 700· 'h"-2400'-C55 ... 12.95 

777-'h'"1200"C55 _... 8.95 700- V2" -2400'-C143 .. 13.45 

DEC-TK-50 .. 25.95 DEC-TK-52 ......... 39.95 


....~BASF~J. 

TEL:818/709-8100 FAX: 818/407-5889 

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card 

DS- DD Quan tity Discounts Avai lable DS-HD 

5?,?,., .... 5.25" Datal ile Plus Diskettes. _101t.x 
8~.t.x . _350" Da tal ile Diskettes ..... 16~'~ eox 
KAO Premium Qualitv 

Color Diskettes 
5.25" DS- DD 5.25" DS-HD 

. 3 9 ............. Color·Bulk .69 
5~, t.x ....... Colorpack In Plastic Box .. 
.3.50" DS- DD 3.50" DS-HD 

.69 ............. Color-Bulk . 1J9 

99 9 Colorpack 
""•' In Pl astic Box 

350" 1595 
OS /HD 2MB """ 

3M HIGHLAND DISKETTES 
GREAT QUALITY AT ECONOMY PRICES!! 

5.25" DS-DD 5.25" DS-HD 

DS- DD Quantity Discounts Available DS-HD 

4 ?,?,., _... 5.25" BASF Brand Diskettes . nt., 
n~ BOX •• ' • 3.50" BASF Brand Diskettes . ' . . 14~,t., 

3?,~ aox ............ 3M Highland _ ----· 6~,t., 


n,t , ....... 3.50" BRAND NAME ... .... 14~tox 


BULK DISKETTES 
5.25" OS/OD 5.25" OS/HD 3.50" OS/ DO 3.50" OS/HD 

.25* .49* .49 1.29 

TERMS: No surcharge on VISA , Ma stercard or AMEX . 
Order packaging and processing = $2 .95 per order. COD 
orders add $3.95. PO 's accepted from recognized institutions 
on Net 30 days. L/C, T/Tand Bank Draft acceptable. Price 
qu oted for case (100disks or 10 cartridges) . For quantities 
less than 1 case add 10%. SHIPPING: UPS surface 
$1 .95 /5 cartridg es ; $0 .95 /50 diskettes. (Prices subject to 
change without notice. Errors and omissions not accepted . 
All warranties are from manufacturers. 
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Meil Order Electronics · Worldwide 

24 Hour Order Hotline (415) 592-8097 Jameco®
QUALITY PRODUCTS • COMPETITIVE PRICING • PROMPT DEUVERY 

ELECTRONICS 
Intel Math Coprocessors Niche Tek 9600 Baud 

Jameco 12MHz 80286 Desktop Computer Kit 

8088 or 8086 Systems FAX Board 
8087 5MHz $89.95 
8087-2 8MHz $129.95 (L, ~ , : m ·:,_,; • Fully IBM AT Compatible 

• Free! DR DOS (Disk Operating System) 
8087-1 10MHz $169.95 

80286 Systems 
80287 
80287-8 

6MHz $139.95 
8MHz $209.95 

'•'\', , ,, ~! 

'." ... 
t;-~~ ·,'/,~-:~ · ~;;. 

Software Included 

• Free! QAPLUS Diagnostic Software Included! 

• Free ! WORDSTAR EASY Word Processing 

80287-10 1OM Hz $239.95 Software Included! 

80386 Systems 
80387-16 16MHz $349.95 

• 9600 Baud Communication Rate 
• Unit will turn the computer on , 

send or receive FAX, then turn off 

• 512KB RAM Included , Expandable to 4MB on board 

• 8/12MHz Keyboard Switchable Operation 

80387-20 20MHz $399.95 
80387-25 25MHz $499.95 
80387-33 33MHz $649.95 

·Features: Multiple Telephone 
Directory, Scheduling System 
and Transaction Log 

• AM I BIOS ROMs Included 

• Fliptop Case w/200 Watt Power Supply 

• Teac 5.25" 1.2MB DSHD Disk Drive 

• Parallel Printer Port, Serial 

SIP Modules 
41256A9A·80 sons. 256Kx9 $54.95 

FAX96••••••••••••••••••••$299.95 (RS232) Port, Game Port 

• Fujitsu 101 ·Key (Enhanced) Keyboard 

Shown with EGA Option (not included) 
JE 1059 EGA Monitor and EGA Card .... $509.90 

(See Right) 

41256A9A·10 1OOns, 256Kx9 $44.95 Jameco 8MB EMS RAM 
421000A9A·70 70ns. 1Mx9 5169.95 Expansion Card JE3008 12MHz 80286 Compatible Kit. .............................. ...... ....$599.95 

421 OOOA9A·80 BOns , 1 Mx9 $124.95 
421000A9A·10 100ns, 1Mx9 $116.95 
94000L·80 BOns, 4Mx9 $499.95 

' .,' ,., 
""-' Seikosha Printers SEIKOSHA 

94000L·1 0 100ns, 4Mx9 $499.95 ,?lei-,\., A SEIKO GROUP COMPANY 

SIMM Modules 
41256A9B·80 BOns , 256Kx9 $49.95 

! 
• IBM AT/286 and compalible computers 
• Capable of operating at a bus speed of 

9-Pin IBM Compatible Printer 
SP2000 .... ....................... ... ... ................. $199.95 

41256A9B·10 1OOns. 256Kx9 $39.95 12MHz ·Expandable up to 8MB using 1MB 24-Pin High-Quality IBM Compatible Printer 
421000A8B·10 100ns, 1Mx8 $109.95 
421000A9B-70 70ns. 1Mx9 $139.95 

SIMM modules in increments of 2MB (zero· 
MB on-board) • Selectable configuration SL90 .•.•••.•• ..... ... •.•••••..• ••••.••.•..• •.. .. .... .... .• $329.95 

421000A9B·80 BOns, 1Mx9 $119.95 JE1084..... ............ ........... $199.95 24-Pin Multi-Font Wide Carriage 
421OOOA9B·10 100ns, 1Mx9 $113.95 IBM Compatible Printer 
94000$-80 BOns, 4Mx9 $499.95 SL230 ... ......... ....... .. ... .. ... ........ .. .. .. ... ...... $499.95 
94000$-10 100ns, 4Mx9 $499.95 Sony 3.5" 

720KB 

Disk Drive 

9-Pin High Speed Wide Carriage 
Black & White I Color IBM Compatible Printer 

NEC V20 & V30 Chips 
SK3005 .............................. ...... ...... ... .... .... $469.95 
SCK2 Optional Kit allows Color Printing on the SK3005 ... ... $149.95 SL90 

UPD70108·5 5MHz , V20 Chip $5.25 ·IBM PC/XT/AT Compatible 
UPD70108-8 BMHz , V20 Chip $6.95 • Double-sided , double-density 
UPD70108·10 1OM Hz, V20 Chip $10.95 • Documentation included Jameco 16MHz 80286 
UPD70116·8 8MHz, V30 Chip $7.95 
UPD70116·10 10MHz, V30 Chip $13.49 

MPF11 Disk Drive .................... $69.95 

SMK 5.25' Installation Kit for MPF11 .... $14.95 
Motherboard 

• Baby size motherboard 

Dynamic RAMs 
A.R.T. EPROM 

• Expandable to 1MB RAM using 256KB DRAM 
chips or 4MB using 1MB ORAM chips 

TMS4416-12 120ns, 16Kx4 $2.25 
TMS4416-15 150ns, 16Kx4 $2.00 

Programmer • Additional 1MB with 256KB DRAM SIPs or 4MB 
with 1MB DRAM SIPs for a total of 8MB 

4116-12 120ns, 16Kx1 $1.49 • Uses 1OOns DRAMs 
4116-15 150ns, 16Kx1 $1.09 • 8/16MHz hardware or keyboard 
4116-20 200ns, 16Kx1 $.89 selectable operation 
4164-100 100ns, 64Kx1 $2.75 • AMI BIOS ROMs included 
4164·120 120ns,64Kx1 $2.39 
4164-150 150ns,64Kx1 $2.15 • Programs all current EPROMs in the 

2716 to 27512 range plus the X2864 EE· 
• 16MHz CMOS Harris CPU 
• Supports all NEAT® CHI PSet™ functions including • Battery-backed clock/calendar 

4164-200 200ns, 64Kx1 $1.75 PROM • RS232 port for connection 10 shadow RAM , LIM EMS 4.0, RAM re-mapping, • Five 16·bit and th ree 8·bit 
41256-60 60ns , 256Kx1 $5.25 computer (required) • PC Software included selectable wait slates, memory interleaving, etc... expansion bus slots 
41256-80 BOns. 256Kx1 $3.75 • Size: 13" x 8.5" 
41256-100 100ns,256Kx1 $3.15 EPP••••• •••••••••••••••$179.95 JE3010•••••••••••••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••$299.95 

41256-120 120ns, 256Kx 1 $2.95 
41256-150 150ns, 256Kx1 $2.59 
41464-80 BOns, 64Kx4 $5.95 

Metex Digital Jameco 20MHz 80386 

41464-10 100ns,64Kx4 $4.95 
41464-12 120ns, 64Kx4 $3.95 
41464-15 150ns,64Kx4 $3.59 

Multimeters 
General Specs : 
• Handheld, high 

accuracy • AC/DC 

Motherboard 

• Baby size motherboard 
511000P-70 70ns, 1Mx1 $13.95 voltage. AC/DC • Expandable to 2MB RAM using 256KB SIPs, 
511000P-80 BOns , 1Mx1 $12.95 
511000P·10 100ns, 1Mx1 $12.35 
514256P-80 BOns, 256Kx4 $13.45 
514256P·1 0 1OOns,256Kx4 $12.95 

current, resistance, 
diodes, continuity, 
transistor hFE 

• Manual ranging w/ 
overload protection 

M3650, 36508 & M4650 only: 

BMB using 1MB SIPs or 16MB using the 
optional JE3530 memory card 
(Please note the minimum RAM 
expansion is 4 SIP Modules at a time) 

• Uses 100ns SIPs 
• Also measure frequency and capacitance 

M4650 only : • Data hold switch · 4.5 digit 
• Includes battery pack 
• 8/20MHz keyboard selectable operation 

Static RAMs 

6116P·3 150ns, 16Kx 1(CMOS) $2.79 
6264LP·10 100ns, 64Kx1 (CMOS) $6.95 
6264LP·1 5 150ns,64Kx1 (CMOS) $4.95 
43256-10L 100ns,256Kx1 $1 0.95 
43256-15L 150ns,256Kx1 $9.95 

M3610 3.5 Digit Mullimeter ................. $49.95 
M3650 3.5 Digil Multimeter w/Frequency & 

Capacitance ... ......................$69.95 
M3650B Same as M3650 w/8argraph ..... $74.95 
M4650 4.5 Digit w/Frequency ,Capacilance and 

• AMI BIOS ROMs included 
• Shadow RAM for fast BIOS and video performance 
• Adjustable bus speeds and wait states 

• 8 expansion slots · one 32·bit (for 
optional memory card), five 16-bit, 
and two 8-bit 

JE3520 
• Size: 13" x 8.5" 

20MHz 386 Baby Motherboard ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $629.95 

62256LP-15 150ns, 256Kx1 (CMOS)$1 0.95 Data Hold Switch ................... $99.95 JE3530 8MB 32·bi1 Plug-in Memory Card for JE3520 (Zero MB RAM) .... .. . .... $129.95 

Partial Listing • Over 4000 Components and Accessories in Stock! • Call for Quantity Discounts 
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Request Jameco's 1990 Catalog for a Complete Jameco®Listing of Components, Test/Measurement Equipment 
ELECTRONICS and Computer Products 

Jameco IBM 
PC/XT/AT 
Compatible 
Cards 

JE1057 

JamecoJameco 20MHz 80386 Desktop Computer Kit Floppy ..
Digitizer Tablet Disk 

Drives 
• Fully IBM Compatible MF353B 
• Free ! Concurrent 386 (Disk Operating System) 

Mitsubishi
Software Included MF3538 3.5" 720KB Internal Drive ..... $99.95 

• 4MB RAM Included, Expandable to 8MB on board , Toshiba 

16MB with optional expansion board 
 356KU 3.5" 1.44MB Internal Drive .. $1 09.95 


Teac 

FD558 5.25" 360KB Internal Drive ... $89.95 


• 8/16/20MHz Keyboard Switchable Operation 
• AMI BIOS ROMs Included 

FD55G 5.25" 1.2MB Internal Drive •... $99.95• AutoCAD 10 template and four
• Fliptop Case w/200 Watt Power Supply button puck • Resolution: up to 
• Conner High-Performance IDE 3.5" 40MB 1016 lines per inch • Accuracy : 


Hard Disk Drive 
 ±.025" • Emulates three of the 
worlds most popular formats: 
Summagraphics MM. Summa

• Teac 1.2MB Floppy DSHD Disk Drive 
• Multi 1/0 Card with Universal Floppy Controller 

graphics Bit Pad One, Calcomp
• Fujitsu 101-Key (Enhanced) Keyboard 2000 • EEPROM allows custom 

configuration Shown with VGA Option (not included) MFM 
JE2059 Multiscan Monitor and VGA JCA D Digit izer Tablet $199.95 M8425 20MB (68ms) 3.S"HH $229.95 

Stylus Two Bunon Stylus .... $39.95 
Card .... $069.90 (See Below) 

M8425XT 20MB (68ms) 3S"HH (Kit) $289.95
JE3551 20MHz 80386 Compatible Kit ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• $1949.95 M8425AT 20MB (68ms) 3S"HH (Kit) $339.95 

Logitech ScanMan Plus 
ALL

Scanner M8438 30MB (68ms) 3S"HH $249.95 
M8438XT 30MB (68ms) 3S"HH (Kil) $299.95•IBM PC/XT/AT 

Compatible M8438AT 30MB (68ms) 3.S"HH (Kit) $389.95 
M8450 40MB (46ms) 3.S"HH $329.95 

Window 
• 4" Scanning 

M8450XT 40MB (46ms) 3.S"HH (Kit) $369.95 
• 400 dpi M8450AT 40MB (46ms) 3S"HH (Kil) $429.95 

(Kit) Includes Hard Disk Drive, Controller & CablesSCANP...... . ....... . .. . ..$219.95 


Logitech ~" •• Colorado 
Mice .~" "' Memory 

\ 
JE1043 360KB/720KB/1.2MB/1.44MB Floppy Disk Controller Card (PC/XT/AT) .. $49 .95 

Systems JE1050 Monochrome Graphics Card w/Parallel Printer Port (PC/XT/AT) ....... $ 4 9 .95 


MSER Serial Mouse & MouseWare 40MB Tape JE1052 Color Graphics Card w/ Parallel Printer Port (PC/XT/AT) .. . ....... .. ... . $49.95 

Software •• ••• ••• ••• $89.95 Back-Up JE1055 EGA Card w/ 256KB Video RAM (PC/XT/AT) ............ . .. . .... . .. .. .... $ 139.95 


M BUS Mouse w/Bus Board & Mouse
JE1057 8/16-Bit VGA Card w/ 256KB Video RAM (PC/XT/AT) .................. $199.95 • IBM PC/XT/AT/386 Compatible • Back-up 
JE1060 1/0 Card w/ Serial, Game, Printer Port & Real Time Clock (PC/XT) •• • $ 59.95 

Ware Software ••••• $99.95 
40MB in 40 minutes • Back·up 60 to 120MBM PS2 PS/2 Mouse & MouseWare 
with extended tapes and data compression 

JE1062 RS232 Serial Half Card (PC/XT/AT) •••• ••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••• ••••••••• ••• $ 29.95 Software .......... . $79.95 
 software • Includes 40MB tape cartridge 
JE1065 1/0 Card w/ Serial , Game and Parallel Printer Port (AT) ........... . ... .. . $ 59.95 

DJ10 40MB Tape Back-Up ........ $329.95JE1077 Multi 1/0 Card w/ 360KB/720KB/1.2MB/1.44MB Floppy Controller (AT) •• $99.95 
KE10 External Enclosure Kit ••• ••••. •••.• $149.95 

TB40 40MB TapeCartridge ............... . $24.95 

9600E 

Pictured TB60 60MB TapeCartridge .......... ...... $32.95 

EGA, VGA & Multiscan Monitor Packages ' ~ ! N'' -~ - • . 
Relisys 14" EGA monitor and EGA card package .: -•:- ..~ .,· External Modems
(640 x 350 max. resolution) 

1200C Oatatronics t200 Baud $89.95 
JE1059 EGA Monitor & EGA Card ••••• •••••••••••• • $509.90 2400C Oalalronics 2400 Baud $149.95 

9600E Promelheus9600 Baud $699.95 Jameco" 
Internal Modems ELECTRONICSRelisys 14" Multiscan monitor and 16-bit VGA card 

12008 Jameco t200 Baud ... .. .... $49.95

package (640 x 480 max. resolution) 1355 Shoreway Road, Belmont, CA 94002 
JE2059 Multiscan Monitor & VGA Card ••••••• ••• •• $669.90 

24008 Jameco 2400 Baud ......... $99.95 

Modems listed above Include ProCommSoftware 

24 Hour Order Hotline 

(415) 592-8097 
Rel isys 14" VGA monito r and 16-bit VGA card package IBM 

$50.00 Min imum Order 

(640 x 480 max. resolution) 
 Compatible 

FAX's (415) 592-2503 or (415) 595-2664 Cases andJE2061 VGA Monitor & VGA Card •••• •• •••••••••••• $629.90 Telex 176043 - Ans. Back: Jameco Blmt
Power Data Sheets - 50e each 
Supplies For a FREE 48-Pege Flier send $2.00 to cover 

First Class Postage end Handling 

IBM PC/XT/AT MEI 100-Key © 1990 Jameco Electronics 7/90 
CA Residents Add 

Compatible Keyboards Microty pe Key board 6.25%, 6.75% or 7.25% Sales Tax 
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance 
(May vary according to weight and shipping method) 

Terms: Prices subject to change without notice. 
JE1030 JE201 2 Items subject to availabi lity and prior sale. 

Complete list of termsJWarranties is available upon request
JE1010 Fip-Top Stardard PCIXT Case ............$39.95 IBM is a registered trademark al International Business Machines 

JE101 1 Side SlaOOaltf PCIXTCase ............ ...$39.95 
Please JE1030 tSO wattPCIXTPo.o<er &WY........ .. ...$59.95 

refer to• IBM PC/XT/AT/386 Compatible JE1032 2/lO wanBabyATPower&WY .......... $89.95 


• Saves an amazing 60% of the desk Mall Key 1 

JE2015 84-Key Standard AT Style 


JE1035 300 watt ATP""" &WY .............. $139.95 

space used by equivalent standard JE2011 VertX:al Case wlJOOW Pwr.&WY .....$269.95 

Modems 

JE2061 

FKB4700 

when Layout ...... ... .... . ............ $59.95 
 keyboards JE2012 Mn;.Vertica/Casewl200WPwr.&WY $169.95 ordering FKB4700 101-Key Enhanced Layout 
MIRU.... .. .......... . .. ... ..$129.95 JE2019 Fip-TopBabyATCase................... .. $69.95 
with 12 Function Keys •••••••• $69.95 

Customer Service •Technical Assistance • Credit Department· All Other Inquiries• (415) 592-8097 • 7AM-4PM P.S.T. 
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ESTABLISHED 1976 


6450608 • For 70A21 
2MG x9 · sons $249 

6450603 
For 70e6 1 . 70 · 12 1 
50Z & 50SX 
lMG x9 · BOns 

6450375 
1MG For 80-04 1 

6450379 
2MG tor 80 ·111&311 

$359 
6450604 $249 
For70E6l ll21 50Z855S 64 x 1 

64 x 1 · 100ns'10 or more umls $239 

64 x 4 . eons $3. 50 

64 x 4 150ns $2.25
$36 64 x 4 . 120ns $2.50
$72 64 x 4 . I OOns $2.75 

.. ... ... . ................ $1 09 

........................ $179 

............... .......... $269 

..................... . .. $449 


WARRANTY - 2 YE ARS ON PA RTS 

VIDEO ADAPTERS 
ATI TECHNOLOGIES 

VGA WONDER 512n• (512K video memory) 
Highperlormance VGAgraph1cs 1OO% rcg1s1er 
level compahb1hly m VGA . EGA, CGA, MDA 
and Hercules Displays Super ·VGA 800x600 m 
256co101sand 1024x7681n 16colors Sw11chless 
mstallal1on Includes Mjcrosol! CO.IDJ2illllllil: 
...... $369 

VGA WONDER 256" ' (256K 1J1doo mem01y. 
user upgradable) Same as VGA wonder 512'" . 
except with 800x600 1n 16 colors and 1024x 768 
m 4 colors filc ludes Mlcrosoh compatible 
llll2llS $299 

BOCA RESEARCH 
1024 VGA 1024 X 768 in 16 snnultaneous colors 

6401480 1n 256colors 132 col X50. 43 .25 1024 
X 768 , 8001600 dnverst 132 col $269 

SUPER VGA 800 X 600 Resotu11on1256K RAM 8 
or 16 b11 132 col X 50.43.251LIM Dn1Jer si 800 X 
600 d11ve1s to1 Windows. Auto CAD $169 

VGA 640 X 480 Aesolut1on1256K RAM. 8 or t 6 b11 
$139 

Multi EGA 640 X 480 Resolution on mulllple 
tiequcncy mom101s· 640 x 480 .. 752 X 4101256K 
RAMIDnvms lor Aulo CAD. Windows nnd Laius 

$119 

EGA 640 X 350 Resolu11on/ 256K RAM $ 1 29 

UNITEX 
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD $39 

w1lh PAA pan • MGAIHercutes 
COLOR GRAPHICS CARD $39 

AGB color with PAR porl • MGAICGNHerculcs 
EGA CARO $119 

640 x 480. 16 color. EGAIMGAICGA1He1cules 
VGA CARO $149 

1024 x 768. 16 colo1 . VGAIEGAIMGNCGA 

MODEMS 
AND 

¥£VEREJE:- HAY ES COMPATIBLE 
MODEMS 

EVEREX Evercom 12 Internal 1200 BAUD 
EVEREX Evercom 24 Internal 2400 BAUD 
EVEREX External 2400 

UNITEX 12001Internal 1200 BAUD 
UNITEX 1200E External t200 BAUD 
UNITEX 2400 1Internal 2400BAUD . 
UNITEX 2400E Ex ternal 2400 BAUD 

SUPER SPECIAL 

·;::::Gtlculus 

EZ-FAX 
l"h<· Ulill.{ ll1ghl) h11l<'lio11.1l.h1ll y • . 

l11.11kt l. c:::'.n~: ::·~:::~~ ~·1\X hu~u l ' . .. t :r _1 1
( "I TITC; r11 1111 lll · :... · 

l 'm\ u,k, lull ) ,..,n..u.·111 l • .1 < ~ !! •"111 1J ' · • 

: ~~:::1~"'.111 ,nl :~~!~~ 1:,. ,:::11~~'.~1~: • ••." . ' 
()11,·.- u1t11cnhH). th,·11.m, 1111 " 11 •11,m.1) 
l -..: n ln.-d turr,·11~111 ,1111 " 111n . p1111h:ll. ,1tu·c1l lrn ru111n.•. ur1li-.".11 1ktl"rr 
) "urh.mJJm,•. S lll·TWA I< I·: l ,"( "1.l lltf-'.U 

CA I. Oll l FX (4800 lrnud ) UN/1'f~X l'H ICH $199 
CA I. 002FX (9600 haud) UNITHX /'NICI~ $299 

IWNCETO'llSCAN < ' 
MAN '-1' 

i•rump l l• kl~ 
ru11111:11ih!t'11i lhlh1· 
l 'ul.-u lu!o EZ- FAX. ::'.~~:~~:""
Sc111 mun j, a l ···UHI ,\ lu11i  l t•\l / J!r:111h h-i<: .. . 
l<t'•Olt11iunS\·:inru·r . l<\·:1l 1i11w ,,·;uu1t'r . A 111tum11ir ~hl'\"lk1·ckr 
M' rt't'n imaJ!t'J!«lll'ral ion "hik 
~«annin i; . U\inJ! lhi' hand jlt'rrnil ~ u1110:. , twt'l .\. 1m11i1k• 

up lu .12 ~h:uk~ ur i.:ra.1·. 
M":lllfl (•d illl;lJ!l'.\ :1 .• illlj!lt• ll:llt• 
urttwh:md. 

M':inm·r m:1IH·~ fa .\i ll J! .1u11r 

C',\l.OOJlll .

'·A00821191.~~31. ~~uu~~~ CALCULUS$589 IN ClUOES 

EZ·FAX EZ-FAX$ 

We Accept International Orders. 

We Accept Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms, 


Universities and Government Agencies 

FROM ANY WHERE IN 

THE U.S. & CANADA 
 1-(800)-533-0055 

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS: !7 14) 25 1-UNTX 
(7 14) 25 1-8 6 8 9 

MEMORY EXPANSION BOARDS 
COMPAQ MEMORY 

• I I a •• 
MODEL 1MG 

MODEL 2MG 

lhnt provides up to 8MG and two sertal ports on 
one board lor the IBM PS12 Models 50. 60 & 80 
Gua1anteedEMS4 Oand0SJ2compaubte Easy 
lo install wllh only 4-keystrokes Uses 256 and/ 
01 1MG SJMM's $229 

RAMOUEST EXTRA 16132 Thu only 0·8MG, 0 
wail slale card tor PS12 mod 50. 60. & 80 wtuch 
lully supporis both 16 and 32 1)11 memory access 
Includes 1 SER and 1 PAR port plus a tree serial 
cable EMS4 OandOS12cornpat1ble Uses256k 
and or 1MGSIMMS $299 

ACCELERATORS 
TINY TURBO 286 Low-cost. high speed. haU slot 

PCIXT Acce!eraies youi PCIXT with an SMHz 
80266 n11c1oprocesso1 80287 math chip sachet 

$229 
TINY TURBO XT High-speed halt slot accelerator 

101PCtXT Accelera1os your PCIXT up to 4 times 
ta slur w1lh ;i 12MHz 80286 nucroprocossor 80287 
math ch1p soeket $25 9 

0-RAM TESTERS 
$119.00 

$149.95 

$199.95 

Fil s oll popu lar Micro 
Chonnel compulers Inc lud ing IBM PS12 
Models 50, 50z , 55, and 60. Can provide up to 
16MG ol exiended momory {ttsmg 2 boards). 
LIM/EMS Ver 4 0 expanded memory all or a 
pon1on w1U1 th e ta1es1 LIM 4 O soltware 
apphcn11ons Supports DOS. OS 2 XENtX and 
UNIX Simple to 1ns1a11. no switches 10 set 
SOFTWARE mcluded Uses 256K x 9 or 1MG x 
9 SIMMS $269 

MEMORVZ ATION2 Fit s oll popular Micro 

Channel computers inc lud ing IBM PSt2 
Models 70 and 80. Can p1ov1do up to 16MG ol 
exlondod memory (usmg 2 boards). LIM/EMS 
Vor 4 0 expanded memory · all 01 a por11on w11h 
lhola1es1UM4.0sotlwarcapphcn11ons Suppo11s 
DOS. OS/2, XENIX and UN!X Sunplo !o mstall . 
no swilches to se1 SOFTWARE mduded Uses 
256K x 9 or 1MG x 9 StMM s $30 9 

CONCENTRATION Fil s all p opula r 2861386 
computers including slim line systems like 
lhe IBM XT286 . Four modes ct operahon are 
:wa1labre . Up 10 15MG ct AT exh:lnded memory . 
Up 10 32MG under 1he no LIM EMS 4 0. 0·640K 
corwon11onat memory . or up lo 128MG high 
speed ram disk (using tour boards) Suppons 
DOS,OSl2. XENIX. UNIX/386. WINOOWS/386 
and olher rnulli -user environments Totally 
swllchtess ms1aua11on SOFTWARE mcluded 
Uses 256K x 9 andfor lMG x 9 SIMMs $389 

BOCA RESEARCH 
TOPHAT Does backh!I conven11onal memory 

11om 512 to 640K on AT w11h BK $69 

TOPHAT II Samo as TophAT wilh 128K $85 

BOCARAMIXT Pro1J1des up to 2MG cl eicpanded 
memory lor 8 b1I bus Operates up 10 12 MHz · 
Uses 256K D RAMl w11h BK $ 1 2 0 

w1lh 512K $179 
BOCARAMJAT Pro1J1des up lo 2MG LIM EMS 4 0 

and/or 4MG ol oic lended. expanded or backfill 
memory Fa1 l6b1lbt1s Opera!esupto ! 6MHz 
Uses 256K 0 -RAMI with 0K $140 

w1lh 512K $199 

BOCARAMIAT PLU S Pro1J1des up to 8MG o! 
eK1ended.expanded or backhi! memory Operates 
up to 33MHz and rs set 1hru software Uses I MG 
D·RAM ' w11h BK $140 

With 2MG $349 

BOCARAM/AT 1/0 PLUS Provides up to 4MG or 
exlondod. e ~pandod or backfill memory For 16 
bi! bus Oporaltls up to 33 MHz and is sci !hru 
soUware Hassorialandpa1al!elpof1Uses 1MG 
D-AAM1 with BK $165 

Wl\h 2MG $379 

BOCARAM 30 Provides up 10 2MG ct expanded 
memo1y lor IBM PS/2 model 25 30 and 8-b1! bus 
PC 1ha1u11hze 3 5 mch tloppy d1shs Uses 256K 
0 -AAM/ w11h OK $ 1 49 

with 2 MG $329 

BOC AR AM 50Z Provides up 10 2MG. Owail slale 
expanded or extonded memory tor IBM PSl2 
Models 50.50Z. 60 Uses 1MG 0 -RAMI 

with OK $ 1 6 0 
wt1h 2MG $379 

BOCAAAM 50160 Prov1desup104MG expanded. 
eJ lended or bachhll niemory tor PS12 model 50 
60 Uses 1MG D RAMl w11h BK $160 

With 2MG $379 

llOXT 0241 Fora b11 bus Has clock .parallelpan 
serial porl and opl1ona1 2nd se11al pof1 $49 

I/O AT For 16-bit bu s Has parallel port , sormlport 
and op11onal 2nd se11 al po11 $69 

110 SER 2 Add 2nd serial pen to ltO AT or 110 XT 
$15.95 

BOCA MCA PARA LLEL CARO Adds 1 parallel 
port 10 PS/2 Syslorn $89 

BOCA MCA SERIAU PAAALLEL CARO Adds 2 
serial and 1 parallel port 10 PSt2 Sys!ern$139 

EVEREX 
RAM 3000 DELUXE Up to JMG Sclcc1able 

memory addroSSt1S , Expanded Momory 
Spec1hca t1011s (E MSI •\ 0 1OS/2 Can be used 10 
backlill base memory uf} 10 640K and Ih a rest as 
expanded and/or cxlunded memory Uses 256K 
D·AAM $99 
W11h5 12K $139 

RAM 8000 Up 10 BMG capac11y/support to base. 
extended or uxpanded memory m any 
comb1n;i11on Fully compa!lble with Laius. ln!el . 
M1ciosott. EMS 4 0 . EEMS Suppons Mul11 
Tasking and OMA Mulll·Taskmg 1n hardwa1e 
Sol!war e conhgurable (no dip switches to se t/ 
Full 16MG wmdow tor tu1ure expansion Zorc 
wa11s1a1e . uses 1MGO-RAM $ 279 

RAM 10000 Up 10 1OMG capac11ytsuppor110 base. 
ex:lended or expanded memory 111 any 
combma11on Co111pa11ble with Lotus, ln!el, 
M1crosoh. EMS 4 O Ope1a1es w11h no add111onal 
wa11 slates Uses 1MG 0 -AAM 179 

UNITEX 
3 BUnON MOU SE Microsoft Compa11ble 

wl so!1ware included $49 
384 Multilunct lon Card - tor PCIXT $89 


Expands lo 384K -SERIPARICLK!Game port 

Uses 64K DRAM 


LAPTOP MEMORY 
TOSHIBA 

512K !or Toshiba T3100E $169 
2MG for Tosh1ba T 1600 399 
2MG lor Toshiba T3 I OOE 399 
2MG lor Toshiba T3100SX 3991
2MG !or Toshiba T3200SX $399 
2MG tor Toshiba T5100 .f399
2MG lot Toshiba T5200 . 399 
3MG for Tosh1bn T3200 .... . 595 

SHARP 
1MG tor Sharp 5541 $509 
3MG lor Sha1p 5541 .... $759 

ZENITH 
1MG lor ZernthSS/286 $199 

Reta il Office ..iiiilimiimiiiiiiii----~c;o~r~p~o~rate· Headquarters 
4025 S. Industr ial Blvd . 17222 Armstrong Ave. - Irv ine, CA 92714 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 Purchase Orders horn quahhed rums Phone: (714) 251-UNTX(251 -8 6 8 9)
Phone: (702) 732-8689 20% restocking lee on oon-delec l1ve re1ums Fax : (714) 251-8943

Prices sub1oc110 change.FAX: (702) 732-0390 

Mon - Fri 
Sat 

Barn - Spm 
9am - 1pm 

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO 
P.O. Box 19772 
Irvine, CA 92713 

Mon - Fri 
Sat 

7am - Spm 
8am-2pm 
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• BOBB-10mhz 

• 51 2K RAM 
• 1 360K floppy disk drive 

• 1 parallel port 
• 1 serial port 
• 1 game port 
• clock/ calendar wi th battery back-up 

• 84 keyboard 
• 150 watt UL approved power supply 

• FCC class B approved 
• Dow Jones 48 hour depot service 

We Accept International Orders. 
We Accept Purchase Orders from Qualified Firms, 

Universities and Government Agencies 

FROM ANY WHERE IN 1 (800) 533 0055 
THE U.S. & CANADA - - -

--- ----------------·---------- --------------~~-- ----- - -~-- -· --- - -

INT ERNA TIONA L ORDE RS: (714) 251- UNTX 
(714) 251-8 6 8 9 

16-BIT MC-20 SERIES 

Additional speed andpowerfor business or advanced 
personal use. The MC-20 microcomputer is the 

cost-effective solution for today's businesses ! 

MC-20 
• 80286-12mhz (zero wait state) 

• 640K RAM 
• Add $25 for 1 MB RAM 
• 2:1 HD/FD contro ller 
• Add $10 for 1 :1 HD/FD controller 

• 1 1.2MB floppy disk drive 
• 1 parallel I port 

• 1 serial port 

• 1 game port 
• 101 keyboard 
• 200 watt UL approved power supply 

• FCC class B approved 
• Dow Jones 48 hour depot service 

OUR PRICE $429 OUR PRICE $649 
1 YEAR WARRANTY 1 YEAR WARRANTY 

HIGH-PERFORMANCE MC-30 SERIES 

Incorporates advanced 32-bit processing with speeds ofover 25MHz. Kaypro also features a line of32-bit 
microcomputers with cache memory and speeds of up to 33MHz. Tomorrow's technology today! 

MC-30SX 
• B0386-16mhz SX 
• 1 MB RAM 
• 2:1 HD/FD controller 
• Add $1Ofor1 :1 HD/FD contro ller 
• 1 1.2MB floppy disk drive 

• 1 parallel! port 
• 1 serial port 

• 1 game port 
• 101 keyboard 
• 200 watt UL approved power supply 

• FCC class B approved 
• Dow Jones 48 hour depot service 

OUR PRICE $999 
1 YEAR WARRANTY 

MC-30/20 
• B0386-20mhz 

• 1 MB RAM 
• 2:1 HD/FD controller 
• Add $10 for 1 :1 HD/FD control ler 

• 1 1.2MB floppy disk drive 
• 1 parallel! port 

• 1 serial port 

• 1 game port 
• 1o1 keyboard 
• 200 watt UL approved power supply 

• FCC class B approved 
• Dow Jones 48 hour depot service 

OUR PRICE $1299 
1 YEAR WARRANTY 

MC-30/25 
• 80386-25mhz 

• 1 MB RAM 
• 2:1 HD/FD controller 
• Add $10 for 1 :1 HD/FD control ler 

• 1 1 .2MB floppy disk drive 
• 1 parallel! port 

• 1 serial port 

• 1 game port 
• 1O1 keyboard 

• 200 watt UL approved power supply 
• FCC class B approved 
• Dow Jones 48 hour depot service 

OUR PRICE $1399 
For 32K Cache Memory Add $250 

1 YEAR WARRANTY CALL for other configurations 

All Kaypro computers come equipped with DR DOS, the most advanced MS-DOS compatible = ..="".=: .="'~"'=i.,=. 
operating system available. lt"s extremely easy to learn and use, yet provides power and versatility :='.=~=-=~= : 
that other operating systems just can 't deliver.In addition to a full one year limited warranty, Dow =:...:::.==~~= = 
Jones features award-winning telephone support and fast 48-hour turnaround on parts andservice. =:-:--== =='= = 

DOW JONES SERVICE 
Ranked No. 1 in quality of products and service in Fortune 


magazine's annual survey of corporate reputations. 

On-Site Maintenance Service • 48 hr. Express Depot Service 


Service on time, as promised! 


Retail Office 

4025 S. Industrial Blvd. 

Las Vegas, NV 89103 

Phone: (702) 732-8689 

FAX: (702) 732-0390 


CALL for pricing on 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 

HARD DISK DRIVES 


AND MONITORS 


Corporate Headquarters 
17222 Armstrong Ave. • Irvine , CA 92714 


Phone : (714) 251 -UNTX(251-8 6 8 9) 

Fax : (714) 251-8943 


Purchase Orders lrcm quahheo hrms 
20% res tocking tee on non ·detecf!ve re1ums 

P11ces sub1ect to change 

SEND ALL MAIL ORDERS TO Mon - Fri 7am - Spm 
P 0 . Box 19772 Sat Bam - 2pm 

Mon - Fri Barn - 5pm 
Sat 9am - 1pm Irvine, CA 92713 
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Diskette Emporium 
Box 402, 110 E. Hotchkiss Ave., 

Hotchkiss, CO 81419 
Orders Only: 

1-800-322-5254 (24 Hrs., 7 days) 
1-303-872-8955 (24 Hrs., 7 days) 

Inquiries: 1-303-753-3306 

Diskettes 
Bulk diskettes are sold in lots (multiples) of 50 fo r 5.25 
disks and lots of 25 for 3.5 disks. These diskettes are 
sold without sleeves or labels. The minimu m is I lot. 
White Box is sold with 10 disks to a box plus sleeves 
and labels. The minimum is 5 boxes. 

CREDIT PRE
CARDS COD PAYMENT 

Bulk 5.25 DSDD $ . 19 $ . 18 $ . 17 
Bulk 3.5 DSDD .55 .53 .4 1 
Bulk 5.25 DSHD .38 .36 .32 
Bulk 3.5 DSHD I.IO .89 .85 
White Box 5.25 DSDD .26 .25 .24 
White Box 3.5 DSDD .60 .58 .55 
White Box 5.25 DSHD .49 .47 .43 
White Box 3.5 DSHD 1.20 1.1 5 1.1 2 

Sleeves and Labels 
Sleeves and Labels arc sold in lots (multiples) of 100. 
The minimum is I lot. 

CREDIT PRE
CARDS COD PAYMENT 

5.25 Paper Sleeves (100 pack) $3.00 $2.88 $2.79 
5.25 L abels (100 pack) 3.00 2.88 2.79 

3.5 Labels (100 pack) 3.00 2.88 2.79 

Ribbons 
Diskette Emporium carries over 150 printer and 
many typewriter ribbons. Please write us or call us at 
1-303-753-3306 (the 800 te l. number Order Dept. will 
NOT have thi s information). 

Tuke the industry by storm!!! 

Storm Systems-The computer 


that's lightning FAST! 

Storm XT-10 Storm AT-12 

8088-1 Processor 80286-12 Processor 
640K RAM Installed I Meg RAM Installed 
I Floppy Drive (360K) I Floppy Drive (1.2) 
F loppy Controller Meg) 
20M B Hard Drive and Floppy Controller 

Controller Mono Monitor 
Mono Monitor Mono Video Card 
Mono Video Card IOI keyboard 
101 keyboard I 1'-dralleUl Sel'ial/ 
I P.arallel/1 Serial/ I Game Port 

I Game Port 8 Expansion Slots 
8 Expansion Slots Software 
Software 15 Mo. Warranty 
15 Mo. Warranty Fully Assembled and 
Fully Assembled and Tusted 

Tusted 
Mfgr. in the U.S.A. 

Mfgr. in the U.S.A. Complete System 
Complete System 

Cr. Card $1024 Cr. Card $880 
Prepayment $953 Prepayment $818 

Due to the fact that we burn-in and test all of our 
systems for 72 hours, please allow additional time for 
shipping. 

Terms & Conditions 
Prices are subject to change. Minimum Credit Card 
order is $20. Shipping Charges: Add $.0 15 fo r each 
5.25 Bulk Diskette ; $.25 for each 5.25 White Box; 
$.025 for each 3.5 Bulk Diskette; $.45 fo r each 3.5 
White Box; $. 15 fo r each pack of 100 sleeves; $. 15 for 
each pack of 100 labels; $.25 for each small ribbon; 
$.45 for each large ribbon (indicated by an "*") ; $25 
fo r each computer. The shipping charges refer to UPS 
Ground shipped in the continental USA. For Parcel 
Post, please double the shipping charges. The 
minimum shipping charge is $ I. Handling Charge: add 
$1.50 per order regardless of the order size. Sales 
Taxes: New York residents, add 8.25%; Colorado 
residents, add 5%. Payment Methods: We accept Visa, 
MasterCard and American Express; COD is Cash or 
Certi fied Check only (add $3 .30 to order for COD fee); 
for Prepayments, Personal and Company check orders 
are he ld for 14 days. 
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BLACKJACK COMPUTER 

The ultimate card-counting 
weapon, operated under complete 
concealment within the casinos. 
CPU, "magic" shoes, 1/0 switches, 
sensors, power supplies, extensive 
training and support provided. Win 
consistently with the latest genera
tion of the technology every casino 
fears the most. 

Contact 
(714) 865-1191 

Circle 41 on Reader Service Card 

Cross-Assemblers .. ,ow .. $50.oo 

Simulators ..1owus100.oo 

Cross-Disassemblers .. ,.w .. s100.oo 

Developer Packages 
as low as $200.00(a $50.00 Saving•) 

A New Project 
~fu~~~goc'o~d~filoon!f~:!;~~Ym.~l~r~nfi~it~'Yn~fug~il:~~ lull fealured, 

Get It To Market-FAST 

~~J1.~~~~ ~~111~~1·~~~~~~~.~ 11~1~h~1J?e ~~:~i,~~~e~tri~~- Dul 
No Sourcel 

A minor glitch has shown up In the firmware, and you can'! find 1he 01lglnal 
source program. Our llne ol disassemblers can help you re-create lhe 
orlglnal assembly langusga source, 

Set To Go 
Buy our developer packa,ge and the neKl time your boH says "Get to work.", 
you'll be ready for anything. 

Quality Solutlona 
PseudoCorp has been providing quality soluUon1 for microprocessor 
problem• 1moe 1985. 

BROAD RANGE OF SUPPORT 
• Currently we support Iha following microprocessor families (with 

more In development): 
Intel 8048 

So What Are You Waiting For? Call us; 
PseudoCorp 

Profcssifi~~?:b~'gf~~i~~i1c:c~ Group 
Newport Nt1VS, VA 23606 

(804) 873-1947 FAX: (804)873-2154 

Circle 223 on Reader Service Card 

PAL 
GAL 

PROM 
EEPROM 

$475 
EPROM 
8748/49 
87C51 ... 
EXOTIC's 

5ns PALS 
2 Meg EPROMs 
Parts added at your request. 

FREE soflware updales on BBS. 
Powertul menu driven sollware. 

Call - (201) 994-6669 
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 

' 

• 4 Sparrow Dr., Livingston, NJ 07039 
• FAX:(201)994-0730 

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card 

Advertise your 
computer products 

through 
BYTE BITS 

(2" x 3" ads) 

For more information 
call Mark Stone at 

603-924-6830 

B\JTE 

One Phoenix Mill Lane 


Peterborough, NH 03458 


Circle 48 on Reader Service Card 

9-Track Tape Subsystem 
for the IBM PC/ XT I AT 

Now you can exchange data files be tween 
your IBM PC and any mainframe or mini 
com p uter using IBM compatible 1600 or 6250 
BPI 9.'.frack tape. System can a lso be u sed for 
disk backup. Transfer rate is up to 4 
megabytes per minute o n PCs and com
patibles. Subsystems include 7" or 101'2" 
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card and 
DOS compatible software. For more informa
tion, call us today! 

DLJRLSTRR; 
9621 lrondale Ave.. C hatsworth, CA 91311 

Telephone: (818) 882-5822 

Circle 237 on Reader Service Card 

200 MHz LOGIC ANALYZER 

~;~ 
• 200 or 100 MHz max samp. rate (6 channel) 
• 24 Channels (50 MHz), Timing and State 
• Optional expansion to 72 channels 
• 16 Levels of triggering 
• 16K samples/channel (6 channel mode) 
• Variable, TIL, or ECL threshold levels 
• 3 External Clocks and 11 Qualify lines 
• FREE software updates on 24 Hour BBS 
$1299- LA27100 (100 MHz! Price includes 
$1899 - LA27200 (200 MHz) Pods and Software 

Call - (201 ) 994-6669 

Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 

4 Sparrow Dr., Livingston, NJ 07039 
FAX:(201 )994-0730 

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card'' 



ca11°11 Full Page Scanner "~8~:$398 

Includes Free Photo Graphic Scanning and Editing Software Deluxe OCR Software... $198 r-:=====~:::::::::::::::::;i 

• 300 Dots Per Inch • Fast.. .7 Seconds Per Page 
• Automatic Sheet Feeder • Up to 32 Gray Scales 
• Includes PC /AT Interface Card · One Year Canon Warranty 
• Software Selectable 300/2001 150175 DPI 

JADECOMPUTER 
9'ill Turbo-88 

18 s49s 

.. _ 

Monitor Optional 

. 8088 microprocessor run
ning at lo MHz or 4.77 

. 6401\B 

. 5.25" 3601\8 D"ive 

. Dual diskette dnve rontroller 

Monitor & Hard Drive Options 


Floppy \ 20 30
I 
Only Megabyte Megabyte 

complete Monographics System 

$598 I $798 I $848 
For Complete Color System add s100 

-A PROVEN 
BEST SELLER

. I 02 Key enhanced keyboard 

. Parallel pnnter port 
____, • Eight expansion slots 

. Senal R5- 232c pcJt 

. Game Port 
• Clock/Calendar 
. 150 watt powe- supply 

. S087 socket 

. Front panel display 

__.=,.::.;C:o_m~p-le_t_e_V_G_A_S_yst~-em--~~_.·l~~I®·
 $898 $1098 $1148 t l'tJI 
L . N PanasonicEPSO . 

KX-1180 .. s159LX-810 ... 5 178 
KX-1191 .. s23aFX-850 ... .Call 
KX-1124 . . s2agFX-1050 ... Call 
KX-1624 .. 5428LQ-510 . .. 5289 

LQ-850 . ..Call 
LQ-950 .. . .Call 
LQ-1010 ...Call 
LQ-1050 . . .Call 
LQ-2550 .. .Call 
EPL-6000 Laser Printer.... Call 

F/,"jJI HEWLETT 
Ii.'./~ PACKARD 

New LaserJet IIP . . . . . . . . . . . s1098 
H.P. LaserJet Il l ..... . ... .. 51698 
H.P. DeskJet Plus . . .... . ... . . 5698 

H.P. DeskWr!ter/For Mac . .. . .. 5848 
Extra Toner . .. . ... . .... ...... 598 
Extra Ink Cartridge .. . ... .. . . . . 519 

Trippllte Battery Back-up 
450 Watt UPS . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 5398 
750 Watt UPS . . ..... .. . . . . . 5498 
1200 Watt UPS .. . .. . . .... . .5698 
3Yz" Disk Drives 
720K internal/external .. . . 5781178 
1.44 MB internal/ external . 588/ 5 188 
Trippllte Line Stabilizer 
600 Watt Line Conditioner . . ; . . 598 
1200 Watt Line Conditioner . . .5158 

1800 Watt Line Conditioner . . .>188 


No Surcharge 
for Credit Cards! 

~~~- -- II ox'fl.. ~ 

_::·:~~:::~:·Ort· 

Monitor & Hard Drive Options (12 MHz) 
Floppy 40 80 
Only I Megabyte I Megabyte 

Complete Monographics System 

$798 I$1098 I $1398 
Complete VGA System 

$1098 I $1398 I $1 &98 
• For 20 MHz System Add '298 

· 80286 p-oceSSCt" running at 
12 MHz or 20 MHz• 

. Zero wart stare 

. I Megabyte of RAM 
· 1.2 MB or 1..14 MB drive 
• Hard /floppy controller 
· SIX l&Bit&TwaSS1t 

expansion slots 
· I 02 key enhanced keyboard 

8087 .. ... . s88 80287·1 2 .' 278 
8087-2 ... 5118 80387-SX .531 8 
8087-1 .. . s15a 80387- 16 .5348 
80287 .... s12a 80387-20 .s38a 
80287-8 .. 5 198 80387-25 . 5488 
80287-10 .szza 80387-33 .' 598 

llT Co-Processors 
2C87·8 . ... .St 98 2C87-12 ....5268 
2C87-10 . . . .'228 2C87-20 . ... 5328 

VGA Package 

Card $148 
Monitor szgs 640X 480 

Hi-Res Card 

.05 rJ.~ HEWLETT 
p.cce550" af!~ PACKARD 

\or ~our 
Pacific Page Post5cript U llP / Ill ...... ' 39S 
Pacific Page Post5cript U II .. .. .. . ... ' 49S 
PDP 25 in I ( 172 Fonts)U 11 / llP ... .. ' 27S 
PDP 25 in 1 (172 Fonts) U Ill ....... ' 398 
PDP Plotter in a Catrid(le llP/ 11 / 111 ... ' 24S 

4 MS Memory Card for U 111110 


W ithout RAM . ·9s 2 MB . . . ' 298 

I MB . . . . : 198 4 MB . . . : 498 


New' Memory Card for U llP/111 


Without RAM ' 148 2 MB . . . '"298 
1 MB . . . . . .. ' 198 4 MB . . .. ' 548 

JADECOMPUTER 


· . .. 
I 1 

: ~~B~a~~er supply 
. Clock/Calendar 
-NortonS. 1.13.7/20.3 • 
· Landmark 16/25.9 • 
. One Year Warranty 

Microsoft DOS 
3.3 _ $78 
4.01 - $88 

Modem 


• Super-386 
16 MHz (SX) 

~ 

f• .- -~~ sags 
Monit or Optional 

20 MHz 25 MHz 

$1398 $1498 

25 MHz Cache 33 MHz Cache 

$1898 sz39s 
-FIRE BREATHING 386

• 80386 processor running at • Full size rase 
16 MHz (SX). 20 MHz. 25 MHz . One 32-Bit. Five l&Bit 
or 33 MHz l'Wo B·Bit slots 

. I MS RAM expands to 4 MB . 102 Key enhanced Keyboi"l"d 

. 384K Shadow RAM •·200 watt powe- supply 

. 1.2 MB or 1.44 MB Drive . Clock /Calendar 

. 1, 1 Interleave Hard Disk/ ·Norton 5.1 . lS/ 23/ 31.6/31.6 
Floppy Disk Controller . Landmark 21125.5/32.6 /43.5 

. 80387 Socket 

Monitor & Hard Drive Options (16 MHz SX) 
Floppy 40 80 
Only I Megabyte I Megabyte 

Complete Monographics System 

$998 I$1398 1$1598 
Complete VGA System 

$13581 $1698 1$1898 
For 20 MHt. add 1498 For ZS MH1 cache add '998 

For 25 MHt. add '598 For 33 MH1 Cache add 1 1798 

2400 Internal 
w/Software $74 
1200 Internal w/software .. . . . . s44 
1200 baud ext ernal . .. . . . . .. .. s88 
2400 baud external . . .. . s128 
2400 PSI 2 internal .. . . . s198 

Roland Plotters 
DXY- 1100 . . . .. . ... .... . .. . .5798 
All Roland Models Available 

Olive
Hard Disk Sale Only 
20 MB 60ms ' 198 
20 MB 35ms ' 248 
30 MB 60ms 52 18 
30 MB 35ms ' 288 
40 MB 40ms 5298 
40 MB 28ms 5348 
60 MB 40ms 5388 
80 MB 28ms 5538 
120 MB 28ms 5698 
150 MB 23ms 5998 

40 MB Tape Back-up . .. . . ... . 
150/ 250 MB Tape ...... 562815728 

Kit W/ 
Controller 

' 248 
' 298 
' 268 
5338 
5348 
5398 
' 448 
5598 
5768 
5 1098 

5268 

Trackballs 
L.ogitech Trackman Serial .. . . . .. 598 
L.ogitech Trackman SUS .. . . . .. 5108 
MicroSpeed PC-Trac Serial . .. . . . ' 88 
MicroSpeed PC·Trac BUS ....... 598 
MicroSpeed FastTrap Serial .. .. ' 108 
MicroSpeed FastTrap BUS .. .. . 5118 

Panasonic VGA 
~~;~~n;6~onitor $468 
14• .28 Dot Pitch 

Logltech 
LogiMouse Hi-Rez. Bus . . .. . . .. . ' 88 
LogiMouse Hi-Rez Serial . . . ..... 598 

Microsoft BUS Mouse 

200DPI $48
w/ Drivers Software 

Scanner 
Diamond Flower HS-3000 Plus . 5198 
OCR Software for HS-3000 ..... 588 
Keyboard 
102 enhanced click . .. . .. : . .. . .568 
Keyboard Drawf:r . .. ........ .. .534 

JADECOMPUTER 

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046, Hawthorne, CaDfornia 90251 -5046 213-973-7707 

CaDfomla 
Torrance. Costa Mesa, woodland Hills Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421-5500 Inside California 1-800-262-1710 

Kearny Mesa. Sunnyvale MMC 10 Day Money Back Guarantee 
Texas Georgia Arizona M• c RocoMPuTEn We accept checks, credit cards (or purchase orders from qualified firms and institutions.) No 

Addison, Houston Smyrna Phoenix ~.~:!~.~.l'.~.~..'.;.~.':;:'.~:~ surcharge on credit card orders. CA., TX. GA. & AZ. residents add sales tax. Prices and availability 
Not all items in stock at our nine retail locations. subject to change without notice. ' 4.00 minimum shipping and handling charge. 
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TM 

~ 
"gives you all the C 
language routines you 
need to write an impres
sive scientific graphing 
program ofyour own. 
Highly recommended.*" 
- PC Magazine 

Fresnel Integrals 
C(z) = f 

0
'cos(0.5m2)dt 

S(z) =f 
0 
'sin(0.5m2)dt 

Cornu's Spiral 

IBM® PC (with source code) $395 
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card 

Macintosh®(no source code) $295 
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card 

Licensed for persona/use only 

"its ease of use, high 
resolution graphics, 
emulation, and price 
make it a more attrac
tive purchase than the 
other products.*" 

- MINI-MICRO Systems 
$195 

Circle 256 on Reader Service Card 

*Full reprints on request 

Scientific Endeavors 
508 North Kentucky Street 
Kingston, TN 37763 USA 
(615) 376-4146 FAX:(615) 376-1571 
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Data Acquisition Processor™ 

Onboard Intelligence For IBM PCIXTIATl386 

• 16 MHz SOC 186 for general processing 

• 20 MHz DSP56001 for digital signal processing 

• Sustained digital signal processing of 10 MIPS 

• FFT and FIR fi ltering without programming 

• Acquires analog and digital inputs to 235K sis 

• Buffers and processes input data as required 

• Updates analog or digital outputs to 250K sis 

• Over I00 commands without programming 

• Custom commands may be written in C 

Call for FREE Demo Diskette 

""" (206) 881-4286 
ivuCROSTAR 2863 152 Ave. N.E. 

I Redmond, WA 98052 
L ABORATORI ES I FAX (206) 881-5494 

Circle 162 on Reader Service Card 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
SIMM ao1100 $CALL 
1 MBIT 100ns $ 7.15 
51425610ons $ 7.50 
41464 120ns $ 2.75 
41256 100ns $ 2.50 

V 41256 120ns <llil(i!W'JfC{O-"t 
51258 80ns $ 3.75 

V 4164 120ns C:JllJ!I•t 
• For hlgh-spood. Zip. Plcc. Simm ....... Ploaso Coll t 

P1 k PSha wn!01cash Mast0tCarO/V1S1111\ldJ% P1H;Hruo 1ubjoc•1o(lla"I)<) 
M1rumumC11tJOt$ 1000 Sh1ppjng &H11tl(ll'°fj, UPSGr()Ut)(l$5.00.A.lfS7.00( 1 lb,) 
AU. MERCHANDISE IS 100% GUAf\ANTEEO Wffii f'ROMPT OELNERY. 

Terminal Emulation 

TEK 4105/4010 

VT320 
• VT320, VT220, VT1 02 emulation 
• File transfer 
• 132 column modes 
• Color support 
•Hot key 
• Extensive network support 

• • Diversified Computer Systems, Inc. 
37751risAvenue, Suite 18 
Boulder. CO 80301 (303) 447·9251 
FAX 303-447-1406 

Trademarks: VT102, VT220- DEC; Tektronix - Tektronics Inc. 

Circle 89 on Reader Service Card 

Intelligent Disassembler 
snOOp II is an intelligent, 

interactive disassembler that 
automatically comments each line 
of code and labels jump targets. 

snOOp's tutorial disassembles a 
specially commented file to explain 
it s workings to you. As you move 
through the file you learn how to 
identify data areas snOOp couldn't 
catch and how to interpret what 
you see. 

snOOp correctly interprets all 
instructions for the 8086-80386, 
8087-80387 processors. 

Cat. #SNOO, $49. 30 day money 
back guarantee. Add $5.50 S&H, 
CA & NY res. add tax. Visa, MC, 
Amex, Discover. Order today!! 

°rr:~r 1 •800•456•4123 
["fii.'ii;tfll 330 Central Avenu e 

j__··--·J Fillmore, CA 93015 

5&';;~g57,•;;·~9~i' FAX (805) 524-4026 


Circle 53 on Reader Service Card 

25 MHz 
Single Board Computer 

• 	 Intel 80386 25 MHz processor 
• 	 Optional 25 MHz co-processor 
• 	 Up to 8 MB page mode memory 
• 	 8 MHz 1/0 speed 
• 	 Phoenix/AMI/Award BIOS 
• 	 256K EPROM 
• 	 Shadow RAM BIOS by software 
• 	 Optional high-speed cache 
• 	 Passive back plane with seven 

expansion slots 

~J;l!::~ ~Rg~s~:?ft~ (408) 263-0222 
~SYSTEMS 
550 Valley Way, Milp itas, CA 95035 

Circle 208 on Reader Service Card 

6809 
Single Board Computer 

Circle 309 on Reader Service Card 



- -

--- --- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- --  ---  · -
PS/2 model 30/286 . .... .. ... ... 1895 
PS/2 model 50/30 meg . .. . . .. .. .2395 
PS/2 model 70/60 meg .. ........ 3695 
PS/2 model 80/40 meg . . . ...... 4395 
PS/2 model 70/120 meg ......... 5595 
PS/2 model 80/115 meg . . ....... .Call 

Call for other models 

CDlllPAQ 
386 S 40 meg ... ..... . ..... Call Call 
386 20E - 40 meg ..... .. ....... 4015 
286E 40 meg .. . ...... .... ..... 2150 
386 110 meg/25 MHz ......... . .. 7295 
386 60 meg/25 MHz . . . .. 5895 
Portable Ill 40 meg/12 MHz ....... 3995 

CARD & MONITOR EXTRA 
Call for other models 

Macintosh 
Mac llCX/80 Meg, 40 Meg RAM ...... 5095 
Mac-11/40 Meg ........ . .... . ...... 4095 
Mac-SE 30/40 Meg. . . .. .. . . . .... .3595 
Call for 60 and 100 Meg 
Lazer NT .......... .. ... .. ... . .... 3495 
Lazer NTX ....... . .............. . . 4795 

WE STOCK CITIZEN lDSHIBA 
OKIDATA NEC 
EVEREX WYSE 

GOLD STAR HITACHI 

BOARDS 

Paradise VGA+ . . .... 219 

Vega VRAM . . . . . ... 409 

ATI VGA Wonder ..... 259 

Everex EGA ......... 149 

Tatung 16 bit . .... ... 239 


MONITORS 


Nee Multisync llA .. .. 499 

Nee Multisync 30 .... 599 

Magnavox EGA . . . . 339 

Nee Multisync 5D ... 2350 

Samsung EGA ....... 359 

Sony 1302 . . .619 


EXPORTS 
Available 

HOURS: 

LOW 
PRICE 

LEADER 


SINCE 1983 

LAP-TOP 


Compaq SL T 286-20/40 ............ 3795/Call
Toshiba T1000 . . . 659 
T1000SE ......... Toshiba ... Call 
T1200HB . Sale! ......... Call 
T1600-40 Meg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call 
T1000 XE/10 MB . . . . . . . .... Call 
T3200-40 Meg/SX40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Call 
T5100-40/100 ....... .. . .. . ....... Call 
T5200-40/100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... Call 
T31 OOSX . . . . . .... Call 
T1200 XE/20 MB . . . . . . . . . . ..... .. Call 
Zenith 286-20/40 Meg . . . . . . . . . . ....... Call 
Mitsubishi 286-20/40. . ........... 1795/2195 

DISKS 
DYSAN 51/4 HD I 3112 HD . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 13/26 
MAXELL 51/4 HD / 3112 HD . . . . . . . . . 12/25 
Min . 10 Boxes Order 

PRINCElDN GRAPHICS 

SONY 

ACER 


HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS 


SOFTWARE SPECIALS 
dBase IV ........... 455 
Word perfect 5.1 ...... 260 
Aldus Pagemaker .... 495 
Ventura Publisher .... 525 
Clipper ... . ......... 435 
WordStar 5.5 ... . .... 150 
EasyExtra ............ 40 

PACIFIC 
DA T A PRO DU C T S 

P. Page II ........... 459 

P. Page llP ......... 365 

P. 1-2-4 Mem II. . . ... 159 
P. One Meg llP ...... 180 
P. 25 in One Ill .. . ... 325 
P. Headlines ........ 245 


~ 

NOVELL 

Authorized 


Dealer 

Intel 


Coprocessors 

8087-3 .. . ...... 105 

8087-2 .. . . ..... 145 

80287-8. . . . .. . . . . .. 225 

80287-10 . . . . . . . .... 249 

80387-16 . . . . .. . . .. 395 

80387-20 . . . .... .... .425 

80387-25 . . . . . . . .. . . 495 

80387-33 . . .599 


AMDEK 

HAYES 


~~EVERE*-

Everex 
Step 286 - 12 & 16 MHz & 20 MHz 
1 Meg RAM 
Set up utility in ROM 
S/P, CIC camfor 
Enhanced keyboard your1.2 MB floppy 
DOS/BASIC configuration 

Everex 
Step 386-20 MHz & 16 MHz & 25 MHz & 33 
MHz 
Up to 256K cache of very high speed RAM 
2 Meg RAM , expandable to 16 Meg 
S/P, CIC 
Enhanced keyboard 
1.2 MB floppy 
Dos1BAs1c Call! 
Everex 386-33 Special of the Month 

AST 486 .... . .. . ... ...... ...... Call 
AST 286 model 70 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1190 
AST 386 model 300c .... . . . ..... 2695 
AST 386 40 Meg ............... 3095 
AST 386SX . . . . ........ . .... . ... Call 

CARD & MONITOR EXTRA 

CALL FOR OTHER MODELS 


PC MOUSE IRWIN &ARCHIVE 
MICROSOFT MICE TAPE BACK 

SAMSUNG LOGITECH TAXAN 

CALCOMP MITSUBISHI MAGNOVOX 


PRINTERS 

EPSON 


LX-810/LQ-510 ... 199/339 

LQ-850/1050 ..... 545n49 

FX-850/1050 ..... :i59/479 


OKIOATA 

320/321 .. ...... 359/490 

390/391 ........ 490/649 


TOSHIBA 

321-SL/341-SL ... 399/595 

T311 ........ . ...... 365 


PANASONIC 

1524/1624 .......... Call 

1124 ............... 319 


Call for others 


LASER PRINTERS 


HP Laser llD ....... 2750 

HP Laser 2P ........ 995 


HP Laser Ill ........ 1695 


Panasonic 4450 .... 1395 


Brother HL-8-E ..... 1895 


Nee LC 890 .... . ... 3195 


Toshiba Laser 6 .. . .. 1095 


MODEMS 

Everex 1200 Int ....... 79 

Everex 2400 Int ..... 149 
Hayes 2400 B ...... .299 

More in Stock .. .... Call 

ALL QUOTED PRICES ARE CASH PRICES ONLY. 

Visa and MasterCard 3% higher, American Express 5% higher 


COMPUTERLANE 

22107 ROSCOE BLVD.1-800-526-3482 {Outside CA)M-F 9-6 CANOGA PARK

(818) 884 8644 (In CA) V2 BLOCK W. OF IDPANGAs 10-6 CA 91304CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME (818) 884-8253 {FAX)
CALL FOR VOLUME DISCOUNTS Compaq is a Registered Trademark of Compaq

Prices subject to change without noticeCONSULTANTS CALL FOR PRICING IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business Machines
• Quantities are limited 
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Intelligent 
multiport, 

supports RS-422 
SmartLynx AT™ intelligent 
4-port serial adapter for PC-AT 
and compatibles supports 
RS-422 and most multi-user 
operating systems. On-board 
processor takes burden off CPU. 

For order info, call : 
1-800-553-1170 

QGUATECH 
666 Wolf Ledges Parkway 

Akron. OH 44311 

PC-AT is a trade mark of IBM Corporation. 

Circle 228 on Reader Service Card 

Synchronous 

Communication 

Boards for AT 


Quatech synchronous/ 
asynchronous serial boards for 
PC-AT and compatibles support 
RS-232, RS-422, and RS-485 
communication. 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1-800-553-1170 


QGUATECH 
666 Wolf Ledges Park way 

Akron. OH 44311 

PC-AT and PC are registered 
trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 231 on Reader Service Card 

Quatech interface cards 
connect IBM 5218 Display
Writer printer to PS / 2 
and AT.* Available now. 
Hundreds installed. 

For order info, call: 
1-800-553-1170 

666 Wolf Ledges Park way 
Akron. OH 443 11 

IBM. Oisplay\Vriter. PS/2. and AT are trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 234 on Reader Service Card 

Eight Serial 

Ports 


One Board 

Quatech's ES-100 provides eight 
RS/232 serial ports in a single AT 
slot. RJ-11 modular connectors. 
16450 UARTS are standard. Optional 
buffered 16550 UARTS. PC-AT, lSA, 
or EISA compatible. Priced below 
$500! Quantity Pricing Available! 
Call for our PC Interface Handbook: 

1-800-553-1170 

QGUATECH 
666 Wolf Ledges Parkway 

Akron, OH 44311 

PC-AT is a trademark or 

registered trademark of IBM Corp. 
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Joystick 
Adapter 
for PS/2 

Quatech GPA-1000 works with 
IBM Micro Channel for PS/2 
Models 50, 60,70, and 80. Connect 
two joysticks or four paddles. Also 
compatible with IBM Game 
Control Adapter for PC-XT and AT. 

Call our toll free order line: 
1-800-553-1170 

QGUATECH 
666 Woll Ledges Park way 

Akron. OH 443 11 

IBM, Micro Channel, PS/2, PC-XT. AT, 

and Game Control Adapter are trademarks 


or registered trademarks ol IBM Corp. 


Circle 232 on Reader Service Card 

2parallel, 
2 serial, I board 

Quatech DSDP-402 for PC-AT 
has two parallel ports, and two 
serial ports for any combina
tion of RS-232, 422, and 485 
communication. DSDP-100, 
two parallel and two RS-232 
ports, available at lower cost. 

For order info, call : 
1-800-553-1170 

QGUATECH 
666 Wolf Ledges Parkway 

Ak ron. OH 443 11 

Circle 235 on Reader Service Card 

RS-422/RS-485 
Boards for AT, 
Micro Channel 

RS-422 /RS-485 asynchronous 
serial communication boards from 
Quatech available in I to 4 ports 
for PC-AT and compatibles and I 
to 4 ports for PS/ 2 Micro Channel. 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1-800-553-1170 


QGUATECH 
666 Wolf Ledges Parkway 

Akron. OH 443tt 

PC-AT, Micro Channel, and PS/2 are trade
marks or registered trademarks of IBM Corp. 

Circle 230 on Reader Service Card 

Digital 
1/0Board 

Single-slot Quatech PXB-721 for 
PC-AT has 72 digital 110 lines. 
Connect three choices of data 
acquisition modules. Supports 
Labtech Notebook':'' 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook: 


1-800-553-1170 


QGUATECH 
666 Woll Ledges Parkway 

Akron. OH 443tt 

Lablech Notebook is a trademark of 

Laboratories Technologies Corp. 


Circle 233 on Reader Service Card 

The WSB-100 Wave Form Synthe
sizer Board from Quatech has the 
best set of numbers in the market. 
With speed to 20MHz and a 32K 
memory at $1290, it's making 
waves in more ways than one.The 
WSB-100 is also a star performer 
as a digital pulse/ word generator 
with the optional digital module. 

Call for our free 

PC Interface Handbook 


1-800-553-1170 

~GUATECH 

666 Woll Ledges Parkway 
Akron. OH 44311 

Circle 236 on Reader Service Card 



8031 

In-Circuit 

Emulation 


$199 

Our emulator provides most of the 

features of an 8031 In-Circuit-Emulator 
at a significantly lower price. It assists in 
integration, debug, and test phases of 

development. Commands include: 
disassembly, trace, breakpoint, alter 

register/memory, and load Intel Hex file. 

HiTech Equipment Corp 
9400 Activity Road 
San Diego, CA 92126 
(619) 566-1892HIE 

Circle 116 on Reader Service Card 

QUARTERHORSE 
High Capacity 

Tape Subsystems 

for Disk Backup, Data Acquisition, and 
Archiving 

on IBM PC/Xf/AT & PS/2 
Everything you need in a single high quality 
package: Drive. SCSI Host Adapter, Enclosure. 
and DSl's Backup Software. 

• 150 Mb 1/4' CT... ......$1.395 . 
• 320 Mb l /4' CT.. .... .. ..$1,495. 

• 1.2 Gb 4mm DAT.. ... $3.195. 
• 2.3 Gb 8mm HS...... ... $3,695. 


Optional Application Interface Library 
(in 'C') available. Full Support. 

DATA STRATEGIES 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

9020 Copltol of Tx. Hwy. SUifa 570 
Austin. Tx. 78759 
(512) 338-4745 FAX (512) 345-1328 

Circle 74 on Reader Service Card 

PC Communications 

Coprocessors 


Our communications coprocessors offload serial and 
parallel communications tasks from PC's used in 
dedicated appl ications. RS232 and RS485 style 
communications. Easily programmed using C. A 
memory mapped interface to the host PC allows high 
speed data transfer and simple buffer schemes. 
From 64k to 512k of memory local to the coprocessor 
but accessible from the host PC. Used in many in
dustrial and business systems to dramatically im
prove performance compared to standard PC serial 
port implementations. 

Z-World Engineering 
1340 Covell Blvd ., Davis, CA 95616 

{916) 753-3722 
Fax : (916) 753-5142 

Circle 314 on Reader Service Card 

IEEE 488 

Easiest to use, 
GUARANTEED! 
• IBM PC. PS/2. Mac intosh. HP, Sun , DEC 
• IEEE dev ice drive rs for DOS, UNIX, 

Lotus 1-2-3, VMS, XENIX & Macintosh 
• Menu or icon-driven acquisit ion soft ware 
• IEEE analyzers. expanders. ex tenders. buffers 
• Analog 1/0 . d ig ital 1/0 , RS-232, RS-422, SCS I. 

modem & Ccnt ronics converters to IEEE 488 

Free Catalog & Demo Disks 
(216) 439-4091

• 

lOtech 

25971 Cannon Rd.• Cleveland, OH 44146 

Circle 124 on Reader Service Card 

$120 to repair a 
hard disk failure! 
That same $120 could hame. 
paid for breakdown insu r ~ 
ance on abasic com
puter syste m for an 

· ·~ 
\ t 

entire year. Insurance .·· 
agai nst hard disk failures 
and any other losses. Now SAFEWARE FIX:IT 
provides insurance tor mechanical breakdown, 
(wear and tear) as well as external losses 
(theft , fi re, power surges, natural disasters 
and more). All in asingle policy, for as little 
as $100. per year. Call free for full information . 

{1-800-822-2345

Local 1-61 4-262-0708 Fax 614-262-1714 

SAFEWARE, The Insurance Agency Inc. 
~------~~ 2929 N. High Street 

~Qf EWllRf) Colum~u~. ~~gj¥J1 
- - Nol Available in All States 

Circle 245 on Reader Service Card 

Little Giant™ 
C Programmable Controller 

This shirt pocket i 
sized computer 
interfaces di · 
rectly to the out

side world. Use 

it to control any

thing. Instantly C 

programmable 

with your PC 

and our Dynamic C. ROM and battery backed 

RAM to 1024k bytes. B Channel , 10/12 bit, ND 

with conditioning. High voltage/current drivers. 

Battery backed time/date clock. Watchdog / power 

fail. 4 serial channels. 24 parallel ports. Timers. 

Integral power supply. Terminations for field wir 

ing . Expansion connector. Plastic / metal packag

ing available. OEM versions from $199.00. 


Z-World Engineering 
1340 Covell Blvd., Davis, CA 95616 

{916) 753-3722 
Fax : (916) 753-5141 

Circle 315 on Reader Service Card 

Circle 85 on Reader Service Card 
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Canon 

La?-LI 

LASER BEAM PRINTER 

OUR PRICE IS SO LOW THAT THE 
MANUFACTURER WOULD BE VERY 
UPSET IF WE WERE TO PUBLISH IT. 
SO WE CAN ONLY SAY "THE PRICE 
IS LOW & INCLUDES ONE TONER 
C.<\.RTRIDGE & UPS TWO DAY AIR 

DELIVERY" 

CALL FOR PRICE 

Minimum Order $20.00 NO SURCHARGE on VISA I MC 
COD orders add $3.50 Shipping charges determined by 

items and delivery method required by customer. 
( Prices are subject to change without notice ) 

•I •: -=
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SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY) 

1MB 
SIMM 
SIMM 
SIMM 
1Mbit 
41256 
41256 
41256 
41256 
4464 
41264* 

62256P-10 
6264P-12 
6116AP-12 

I. 

Circle 298 on Reader Service Card 

TIJI\fil(CC])113!\3 
YOUR l.C. SOURCE 

COLLIMATOR PEN 
(INFRA-RED) 

Alow power collimator pen containing a 
MOVPE grown gain guided GaAIAs laser. 


This co ll imator pen delivers a maximum 

CW output power of 2.5 mW at 25°. 


These collimated laser sources are 

designed for industr ial applications 


such as data retrieval, telemetry, 

alignment, etc. 

The non-hermetic stainless 
steel encapsulation of the pen 

is specifica lly designed for 
easy alignment in an optical 

read or write system, and 
consists of a lens and a 
laser device. The lens 
system coll imates the 
diverging laser light. 
The wavefront quality 
is diffraction limited. 

The housing is ci rcular and precision manufactured with a 
diameter of 11.0 mm and an accuracy between +and - 11 µm. 

LIST PRICE: $1 80.00 OUR PRICE: $39. 99 
•QUALITY COMPONENTS ... LOW PRICES SINCE 1983 • 

LASER DIODE - 
(INFRA-RED) 

Designed for general industrial 
low power applications such as 
reading optical discs, optical 
memories, barcode scanners, se
curity systems, alignment, etc. 

The gain guided laser is con
structed on an n-type gallium 
arsenide substrate wi th a Metal Or 
ganic Vapor Phase Epitaxial proc
ess (MOVPE). 

lhe device is mounted in a 
hermetic SOT1480 encapsula
tion . (diameter 9.0 mm) 

The S81053 is standard 
equipped with a monitor diode, iso

lated from the case and opt ically 
coupled to the rear-emittin9 fascet of 

the laser.This fast-responding moni· 
tor diode can be used as a sensor to 
control the laser optical output level. 

LIST PRICE: $38 .00 OUR PRICE: $9.99 
•WE CARRY AFULL LINE OF COMPONENTS I • 

EPROMS 
STOCKI PINS DE SCRIPTION 1·24 
1702 24 256}(4 '"' 3.99 
2708 24 1024 x8 450ns 6.49 
2758 24 1024x8 450ns 3.99 
2716 
2716-1 

24 
24 

2048x8 
2048 x8 ;~g~: rn~~l 3.29 

3.79 

TMS2716 
27C16 
2732 
2732A·2 

24 
24 
24 
24 

2048x8 
2048x8 
4096x8 
4096x8 

450ns

4SO"'l"''CMOSI
450ns25vJ 
200ns 21v 

6.29 
3.99 
3.79 
3.79 

2732A 24 4096x8 250ns 21v 3.69 

2732A·4 
TMS2532 
TMS2532 
27C32 
2764-20 

24 
24 
24 
24 
28 

4096x8 
4096•8 
40961t8 
4096x8 
8 192 l( 8 

'""'j'"!450ns 25v 
450ns 25v 
450ns 25v·CMOS) 
200ns 2 1v) 

3.19 
5.79 
1.99 
4.19 
3.99 

2764 
2764A·20 
2764A 

28 
28 
28 

8192•8 
8 192x8 
8 192x8 

"'"'!"'I~~~~! :~ : E~! 
3.79 
3.99 
3.29 

TMS2564 
27064 

28 
28 

8 192•8 
8192x8 

250ns25v) 
2SOns 2 1 v·CMOSJ 

6.79 
4.19 

27128-20 
27128 
27128.6. 
27C128 
27256-20 

28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

16,384 x8 
16,384x8 
16,384 x 8 
16,384 x8 
32.768x8 

200"' !"'i250ns 21v 
250ns 12. v) 

~~~! ~1~Jv) 

5.79 
5.09 
5.79 
5.79 
5.29 

27256 
27C256 
27512·20 
27512 
27CS12 

28 
28 
28 
28 
28 

32,768. 8
32.768 • 8 

~~:;g~ : ~ 
65,536 • 8 

250•• !".5'1
250ns 12.5v·CMOS) 

~gg~! l~ : ~~I 
250ns 12.Sv·CMOS) 

4.79 
5.29 
7.49 
6.99 
6.99 

27C1024 
68764 

32 
24 

131.072 x 6 200ns (12.Sv·CMOS) 
8192x8 450ns 

17.99 
13.99 

68766 24 8192x8 450ns 14.99 

I M I·CALL FOR AFREE CATALOG! · 

AIJNiconN 

~~''fL-(CT RON I C s 
10010 Canoga Ave., Unit 8-8 •Chatsworth, CA 91311 

OUTSI DE CALIFORNIA: !800! 824-3432 
IN CALIFORNIA: ........ 818 341-8833 

• ORDER BY FAX. ........ 818 998-7975 
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25-99 100. 
3.79 3 .4\ 
6.17 5.55 
3.79 3.41 
3.13 2.82 
3.60 ~ 3.24 

5.98 5.38 
3.79 3.41 
3.60 3.24 
3.60 3.24 
3.51 :us 
3.03 2.73 
5.50 4.95 
1.89 1.70 
3.98 3.58 
3.79 3.41 

3.60 3.24 
3.79 3.4 1 
3.13 2.82 
6.45 5.8 1 
3.98 3.58 

5.50 4.95 
4.84 4.35 
5.50 4.95 
5.50 4.95 
5.03 4.53 

4.55 4.09 
5.03 4.53 
7.12 6.41 
6.64 5.98 
6.6'1 5.98 

17.09 15.38 
13.29 11.96 
14.24 12.82 

l·ll!I 

8051 


For info call: 

Aust ralia . 

Austria . 

Benelux . 

Ca nada . 

Denm ark . 

Finl and . 

Fra nce . 

Great Br itain . 

Israel . 

Italy . 

Korea . 

New Zealand 

Portu gal 

Scandinavia ... 

Si ngapore . 

Spain ..........•.. .. . . (93) 217 2340 
Switzerland . (01) 740 41 05 
Taiwan . (02) 7640215 
Thai land . (02) 281-9596 
West Germany . 08131-1687 

NOHAU CORPORATION 
51 E. Campbell Ave. • Campbell. CA 95008 

(408) 866-1820 FAX (408) 378-7869 

Circle 183 on Reader Service Card 

LOW COST 15-BIT 

A/D CONVERTER 


for IBM~' PC/XT/AT COMPUTERS 

UNUSUAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Years since introduction: 

Total returns for 
non-performance: 

Failures in field 
(including outright abuse): 

Total service charges 
parts and labor: 

Price: still $265.00 

LAWSON LABS, INC. 
5700 RAIBE ROAD m 
COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 5991 2 
800-321-5355 or 406-387-5355 

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card 

(CHOOSE FROM- Blue, Orange, Green, Red, 
Yellow, Gray, White, Black & Siege, DS/ DD) 

SONY Boxes of 10 - 3.5" DD & HD 
DD lMB .... $ 8.95/ Box HD 2MB .... $16.96/ Box 

3M Boxes of 10 - 5.25" DD & HD 
DD 360K..... $ 6.50/ Box HD 1.2MB .... $ U .50/Box 

3M DATA CARTRIDGES (Min. 2 each) 
e DC-2000...$15.95 e DC-2120... $ 24.95 
e DC-2080 ,,, 20.95 e DUOOA ,,, 20.95 
e DC-6150 ... 22.95 e DC-6250 ,,, 28.95 

- CALL FOR LARGE QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

ZOOM 2400 Bd Int. Modem wfProComm s/w $99. 
External ....... $109. (w/ Cable: XT or AT or Mac) 

.=;:;;;;:~~! :~!';:1!!D• ••·•-•••,... W" •- WW ••_. .... 

800-288-8025 
12132 Sherman Way, N. Hollywood CA 91605 
C ALL OR MAIL ~-

Circle 23 on Reader Service Card 

68HC11 


(02) 654 1873 
(0222) 38 76 38 
+31 1858-16133 
(514) 689-5889 
(42) 65 81 11 
90-452 1255 
(01) 69 412 801 
0962-73 3140 
(03) 484832 
(011) 7710010 
(02) 784 7841 
(09) 392464 
(01) 83 56 70 
+46 40922425 
(065) 284-6077 

6 

O 

4 

$0.00 

How to Protect 
Your Computer 

And Make It Last Longer 
FR EE money-making litemtu re. What you need 
lo know about UPS  uni nterruptible power 
systems. How to ge t co111 ple1e protec tion from 
powe r line problems. 500 VA to 18 KVA models 
from the world's lames! nrnnufo cturer of 
single-phase UPS . -

Best Power Technology, Inc. 
P.O. Box 280. Necedah. WI 54646 

Toll-Free (800) 356-5794, ext. 3867 
(608) 565-7200, ext. 3867 

Circle 40 on Reader Service Card 

SAT DELIVERY 
INCLUDED ON 


FED-EX ORDERS 

RECEIVED BY: 


Th: S.2 S&.251411:1 

Fr: P.t ll l.5011 lb 


Circle 161 on Reader Service Card 

There is aDifference. 
li/etime Free UpdatRs 

EP-1 
$349 

A programmer is not just another programmer. That 
is why BP Microsystems is commited to bringing our 
customers thehighest quality programmers at an 
affordableprice. Agood exampleof this commitment 
is the EP-1 EPROM Programmer. TheEP-1 supports 
virtually every 24- or 28-pin E/ EPROM. And,all of 
our programmers include lifetimefree software 
updates and an unconditional money backguarantee. 

BP~ 
1-800-225-2102 

(713) 401 -9430 

Circle 45 on Reader Service Card 

DYNAMIC RAM 
COMP DeskPro 386/20 $295.00 

AST Prem386/33Mhz 
1Mx9 

256Kx9 100 ns 
1 Mx1 

256Kx1 

256Kx1 

256Kx1 100 ns 

256Kx1 120 ns 


64Kx4 100 ns 

64Kx4 100 ns 


EPROM 

128Kx8 200 ns 

64Kx8 200 ns 

32Kx8 150 ns 

16Kx8 250 ns 


STATIC RAM 
32Kx8 100 ns 

8Kx8 120 ns 

2Kx8 120 ns 


MasterCardN ISA or UP S CASH COO 
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED, INC. 
24,000 s. Peoda A<e .. (918) 267 4961 
BEGGS, OK. 74421 • 
No m in imum order. Please ncto: prn:os sYb1ec1 tocnanoo1 
Sn1pping, 1nsYranco ox11a. yp1oS1 lor pac~1ng matanals. 

PROMPT DELIVERY!!! 
QUANTITY ONE PRICES SHOWN tor MAY 27. 1990 

225.00 
80 ns 88.00 

30.00 
80 ns 8.25 
60 ns 4.15 
80 ns 3.10 

2.50 
2.25 
3.00 
5.95 

4 

~::I~~-
• I 

I 

k 
B~ 
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Catch the ABus'" 

Low Cost Data Acquisition and Control Products 


Popular Products 
Relay Card: Control 8 relays individually. 3A 
at120VAC. SPST. RE-140:$142 

High-Speed 12-blt A/D converter: Eight 
extremely fast (10µs) analog inputs. o-5V. 
on board amp. FA-154: $179 

s bit A/D: 8 analog inputs. 0-5.1V. 20mV 
steps. 7500 readings/sec. AD-142: $142 

12 Bit A/D: ±4V range . On-board amp. 
130ms conversion. 1 input; use RE-156 or 
MX-155 to expand. AN-146: $153 

Temperature Sensor: o-200°F. rnmV/°F. 
Read each 2" with AD-142. TS-111: $12 

Dlgltal Input: 8 isolated inputs. Read volt 
age presence or switch status. IN-141: $65 

Latched Dlgltal Input: 8 isolated inputs. 
Each is latched to catch switch closures and 
alarm loops. Ll-157: $85 

Smart Quad Stepper Controller: On board 
computer controls 4 motors simultaneously. 
Simple English commands like "MOVE ARM 
10.2 LEFT". Set position. ramping. speed. 
units.. . Many inputs for limit switches etc. 
Stepper motors available. SC-149: $299 

Odin Software: PC compatible . Control 
relays from analog inputs or time schedules. 
Logging. Background mode. OS-189: $129 

Reed Relay Card: 8 reed relays (20mA at 
60VDC, SPST) . RE-156:$109 

Dlgltal Output Driver: 8 outputs: 250mA at 
12V. For relays. solenoids. stepper motors. 
lamps... ST-143: $78 

D/A converter: 4 Channel 8 Bit D/A conver
ter with output amplifiers. DA-147: $149 

24 llne TIL 1/0: Connect 24 signals. TTL 0/ 
5V levels or switches. (8255A) DG-148: $72 

32 Channel Multlplexer: Switches up to 32 
channels to a single common. MX-155: $83 

Clock with Alarm: Powerful clock/calendar. 
Battery backup. CL-144: $98 

Touch Tone Decoder: Converts tones to 
unique values. PH-145: $87 

A·Bus Prototyping card: PR-152: $16 

Counter Timer: 3 16-bit counters . Count 
pulses. time intervals. CT-150: $132 

Cobra Robot Arm: 5 axis robot. Connects 
to PC printer port. Excellent resolution and 
repeatability. SK-190: $549 

Motherboard: Holds up to 5 A-Bus cards. 
MB-120: $108 

Metal A·BUS MB-120 cover:MC-108: $45 

Acrylic A·BUS cover AC-109: $49 

A·Bus Adapters: 
IBM PCs & compatibles. AR-133: $69 
MlcroChannel Adapter: AR-170: $93 
Parallel Adapters also available for Apple 
II. Commodore 64.128. TRS-80 
Serial Adapter: Connect A-Bus systems 
to any RS-232 port. SA-129: $149 
Serlal Processor: Built in BASIC for off 
line monitoring. logging. decision making. 

SP-127: $189 

Circle 19 on Reader Service Card 

NEW! 

Cobra Robot Arm 


Alpha Products proudly announces 
this 5-axis arm. It connects to the 
IBM PC and compatible computers 
using the standard printer port. 
Pulse width modulated. high-torque 
servomotors for efficiency and 
power. Arm extends 13 inches. Four 
articulations plus gripper. Use for 
automating long and repetitive lab 
experiments and robotics instruc
tions. With software. Only $549 

Call for new catalog! 
(800) 221-091 6 

What is the A·Bus? 
The ABus is a system for 
connecting devices to your 
computer. All A·Bus devices are 
compatible : no matter what type of 
computer they may be connected 
to. With the A·Bus boards. you can 
perform a myriad of functions. 
Sensing. Detecting or reading a 
switch or voltage. 
Measuring. Determining a force. 
frequency. temperature. weight. or 
any other quantity. Each of these 
conditions is converted to a voltage 
which is then measured by A·Bus 
cards. 
Switching. Open or close a circuit. 
Switch any type of electrical device. 
Governing. Control the level or 
position of a device. Move objects. 
drive motors. 
In simple terms: the ABus is a set 
of building blocks which can be 
assembled into any system. 

Why is the A·Bus so 
wonderful? 

It's affordable. From the $65 Digital 
Input Card to the $299 Smart 
Stepper Controller. you get much 
more than your money's worth. 
It's simple. Easy connection to 
your computer and simple wiring 
with screw terminals. Designed to 
be easy to use in software. 
It's reliable. Built to commercial 
standards using prime components. 
It's versatile. You mix and match 
low cost boards to fit your project. 
It 's well supported. Proudly 
designed and built in America. 
It's proven. Thousands of 
applications installed around the 
world, on sea and on land. 
A customer's comment: "I've 
reviewed the field for a year. There 
is nothing like your ABus. Its low 
cost. power and versatility have no 
match." 

~ALPHA !JJr?®@J@©il~ 

242-B west Avenue. Darien. CT 06820 USA Call (203) 656- 1806 or Fax 203 656 0756 

UK: Pinna Electronics. Scotland ....... ..... ..... ... .. ... . Tel : (0294) 605296 Fax: (0294) 68286 


Asia: Batam Development Agency. Singapore .. ... .. ... Tel: 473-4518 Fax: 479-6496 


Scandinavia: NS Con-Trade. Norway ........ .... .. ... Tel : (04) 41 83 51 Fax: (04) 41 94 72 
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800 

For prices and details on HUNDREDS 
of more items including BAREBONES, 
CO-PROCESSORS, DRIVES, CONTROLLERS, 
MONITORS, MODEM/FAX BOARDS and 
much more call: 

Speed-117 Mhz 

Exp. to 16 MB 

AWARD BIOS 

DIP 

88-12s from $399 to $1,278 

286-XTs from $499 to $1,378 

286-12s from $699 to $3,325 

286-16s from $799 to $3,425 

286-20s from $899 to $3,525 

386SXs from $969 to $3 ,595 

386-20s from $1,299 to $4,215 

386-25s from $1,399 to $4,315 

386-25s from $1,769 
(64 K Cache) 

to $4,665 

386-33s from $1,949 to $4,845 
(64K Cache) 

1 1.2MB and 1.4MB Floppy Drive 81Ulril ® $4,479 $4,599 $4.837 $4,592 $4,906 $4,975 

$4,639 $4,739 $4,859 $5,097 $4,852 $5,166 $5,235 

$4,659 $4,759 $4,879 $5, 11 7 $4,872 $5,186 $5,255 

0 I 38MILS,RLL,1-1,MS8450 $4,679 $4,779 $4,899 $5,137 $4,892 $5,206 $5,275 

40 I 19MILS,IDE,1-1 ,QUANTUM $4,729 $4,829 $4,949 $5,187 $4,942 $5,256 $5,325 

65 I 38MILS,RLL, 1-1,PTI $4,739 $4,839 $4,959 $5,197 $4,952 $5,266 $5,335 

80 I 19MILS,IDE,1-1 ,QUANTUM $4,969 $5,069 $5,189 $5,427 $5,182 $5,496 $5,565 

120 I 20MILS,IDE,H CONNER $5,039 $5,139 $5,259 $5,497 $5,252 $5,566 $5,635 

200 I 16MILS,IDE,1-1,CONNER $5,379 $5,479 $5,599 $5, 837 $5,592 $5,906 $5,975 

$6,079 $6,179 $6,299 $6,537 $6,292 $6,606 $6,675 

ll1\ lhz XT 1\ lulhcrlJunrd, OK . 4. 77/ 12M hz. 
640K/ IMll, Sl --VJ, XT2 12J $ft9 MONOGRAPl-llCS \\'!PRINTER 

Mt ;A, Hercules Compatible, \'12002· $29 

ARCNE'I' PASSIVE ll Ull. 4 Port Huh,NT2055· $18 

ETl-IEltNET LAN <.:ARD. 8bi l XT/AT, 
NE IOUO CO~IPATIHLE. 1"T20JO- $147 
ETHERNET LAN CARO, 16 BIT AT. 

NE2111){) COi\IPATrnLE, NT20J6- $1f•9 


UNI X/XENI X 4-porl MULTI -TERM INAL. 

16 AND .\2 port \'l' rsions ll\'ailable. NT20 1H· $109 


~~.1r~i~!~·1 :~~ t'1i4~~'~.~~~,\tlothcrbm1 rc1. $II991 
MADE IN USA. AT206 1· 

~~p~;~s~~~; ri . i\:.~11.:~·l~:::~~di 1 ~~111-,.. s3,395 
Full Size. 6 l.:i)·cr. ATUH6· 

!~~\~~a~c~82~H;~V 2~~~ h~x~~':fi~!~~~. SS2009· $775 

AT ll AKIJ/Fl.Ol' l'Y t:ONTRO LLER, 
l\•latlc in US1\ , RLL. Conl ruls 4 FIUJllJ.I' $109 
Dri1·cs, 1:1 lntcrlenn" 2 Yr W:m 11nty, AT2022

J60 K Flu11 11 y Disk Dri n: 5- 114", DR200 1
720K Flu11py Disk l>rh·l' J- 1/2''. DR2005- $69 
1.2 i\1 11 Fluppy Di sk Dri1·c 5-114", DRWOJ 
l.4 Mii Hop11y Disk l>rln· J- 1/2", DR2006- $8 9 

j~~ll~\1~1~~~:11~ist,gt'~61 ~1~:·~~~:?71~5 1 S·7H. $1,999 

~~~:illle::~1~.irol~~:i: SLSI. 6-0ms. $2,0 25 

~~s~'.'W:~ ~ngDAT t:a~sctte Tape Drh·c.SZ, ZSO1 

ENHANCED Vfi A GHAl'HI CS CARO 
Hor 16 Ull, 5 121' , I02";1:76H, 
HOtlx600 @ 256 Col u r.~.2 Year 
MADE IN USA. Vl20RJ· 

\ \1:1rr:m1y, $1 79 

AT 1/0 C:ird 
Seria l. Parnll d, CTame Porls, AT2004· $3S 

RAM 3000, Uplo J MD. 4.0 EMS RAM Card, 
U M 4.0, 01\, 16 llil AT. XT2EIJ· $99 

2400 HAU U INTE RNA L 
5'\'r Warrant)'. 240011200 Baud , C02012 $79 

9600/2400 Uautl FA X/MODEM 
lnlernal, I Year Warra nl)', C02019· $299 

SERVICE -800-666-3440SALES-800-873-9235 
VISA. MC Money orders and cashiers checks welcome. Company 
or personal checks. please allow two weeks. Co~rate and 
Institutiona l PO's arc we lcome. Dea le rs or VAR's please call. All 
Shi pping. Handling and Insurance costs arc excl uded. All Products ORDER24HOURS c arrv a l yr lirni1cd warran1y parts and labor e x-factory. All Sales 

Div!slon0 fWMlncorporoted.5020N.W.39thStreet.Llncoln Nebrosko 68524 arc f inul. Dcfcc1ive item~ will be r~laccd al our discretion. Rc
0 1 17DAYSAWEEK HOMEOFFICE(402)470-3446-FAXNUMBER(402)470-31 79 :1t:~~~ ~ i:;o~rfg~~~p~~ck~' ~\~~ ~1ri~~s .~c~~;~~td ~~}0~~1~ 1~0~; 1~~ncd 

NETWORKPCFACTORYOUTLETLOCATEDAT48TH&OSTREET, LINCOLNNEBRASKA685 10 this advcn iscmcnt arc sugjcct tu change wi th out notice. 
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Rom Based AT Systems 

Single Board Solutions 
5 Serial Ports 

• DOS & Applications on Rom 
• Cards $299, Systems $399 

CPU Cards : 

Expansion : 


Software: 


V50 CPU, 8086 Code Compatible 

1 MB Ram, 256kB Eprom 

5 Serial Ports 

CMOS (2 watt), 4.5" x 7" 


Backplanes for PC/AT cards 

Piggyback card with : 

Floppy, Scsi. Printer, Keyboard 


10 	 16'6C~~i,~e~~~~ ~~~~ia~~i !fi 1 ~8~ 
as on an AT. BIOS, Utilities, Debug 
Monitor, and Source code available. 

(303) 444.7737 Fax (303) 786·9983 
655 Hawthorn Ave., Boulder, CO 80304 

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card 

TERABVTEINTL 

MOTHER BOARD 

386-33r.!2K CACHE 1MB $1350 2MB $1450 4MB $1 615 
386-25 1MB $ 850 2MB $1020 4MB $1105 
386SX·16 1MB $ 455 2MB S 550 4MB $ 750 

MOOEM 2400 BSP INTERNAL S 69.00 
VGA 16 err 1024X768 $165.00 
EVEREX MFM 1:1 INTERLEAVE HDIFO CONTROLLERS CALL 

D-RAMS MATH COPROCESSORS 

256Kx4 ·OB $CALL 
 B03B7 ·33 $550 
1MEG ·OB $CALL B03B7 ·25 $450 
64X4 · 10 $ 3.50 B03B7 ·20 $355 
41256 ·OB $CALL B03B7 · t 6 $3 15 
41256 · 10 $ 2.50 B03B7SX $CALL 
41256 · 12 $ 2.00 B02B7 · 10 $2 10 
SIMMS & SIPPS CACHE MEMORY 

1 MEGX9 ·BO $CALL 
 BKXB ·20 $CALL 
256X9 ·80 $CALL BKXB ·25 $CALL 

CALL FOR CURRENT PRICE & VOLUME DISC. 

IN USA 800-688-BYTE ASK FOR TERI 

CANADA 604-263-0988 ASK FOR LCH 

TERABYTE INTL INC. 
17777 CRENSHAW BLVD.. #t03 TORRANCE. CA 90504 

,-. TEL: 213·323·8778 FAX: 213·323·8896 ""="' 
WW° PRICE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT N011CE -

Circk 281 on Reader Service Card 

e
in U.S.A. 

JC GOLD CARD 
The JCS 486, the New Performance 
Leader lo Penooal 486 Systemboards 

• ln1BI 80486126(86) CPU 
• &KB Cecl>e irtegaled in CPU 
• Melh Coproc..aor inlegaled in CPU 
• ~w RAM for Video & Sysb>m BIOS 
• Second 	LeYel Cache Memory 

expandadable lo 512KB 
• Wel"'k 4167 m.menc coproce&SOr socket 
• 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

486 Complete System••...•••...$3985 
lrdH!e - Momoiy, ISO... l!SDI HOD, 

ESDt Cacho Corbollor, 12 or 1.44MB FOO, 
MS DOS, AT ~. 101 Keyboerd 

803U/20 CPU Bd, C&T chlpod $ 590 
803U/25 CPU Bd, C&T chlpsd $ 695 
30336125 Cache Bd, C&T chlpoct $1095 

Dealer lnqulrlcs wdcome TEL 

Jemlnl Electronics (408)727~86 
9AOO De La Cruz Blvd, Unt T f"AX 

- a.ra Ca, 115()54 (408)727-7687 

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card 

GEN u1NEDysan'D1 sKs 
100% error free! 

5.25" osoo 62¢ ea. II
5.25"DSHD $1.09 ea. 

3.5" DSDD 88¢ ea . 

3.5 	 DSHD $1 .93 ea . 

FhiJI HEWLETT 
~~PACKARD 

Genuine HP Toner Cartridges 

SERIES I Order #92285A 

SERIES II Order #92295A 


-;29_e_g~- :7--~-.-'-""'~~- .	 ·-- ;;· 
1-800-258-0028 

S&H:FOB Grand Rapids, Mt. Ml rosiOOnts + 4% tax . 

1 sub 1P1n1·c•s dljo11 ·ct~~e~~ncg~,~ JP~ducts~ aml 
P 	 P.O. llo"8367 • Go"""~'"'" '" R
I..... 	 61 6.f;g&.22• 2 • FAX: 61 &-6N-9CM7 .I

Circle 207 on Reader Service Card 

68HCOS AND 68HC11 

IN CIRCUIT EMULATORS 


The TECICE-HC05 and TECICE-HC 11 arc low 
cos1 real ti me in circuit emulators fo r the Motor
ola 68HC05 and 68HC 11 families of single chip 
microcomputers. Any host computer with a 
serial pon and terminal emulation soft ware-can 
be used with these cmulaiors. Complete develop
ment system software is incl uded fo r MS-DOS 
based compulcrs. The base prices are $1, 195 for 
the HC05 and $995 for the HC 11. 

• THE ENGINEERSI ECI COLLABORATIVE, INC. 
RR#3, BOX 8C Barton. Vermont 05822 

Phone (802) 525-3458 FAX (802) 525·3451 

Circle 94 on Reader Service Card 

FREE CATALOG 

WRITE or CALLlor YOUR FREE 
COMPREHENSIVE B & B 
ELECTRONICS CATALOG TOOAYI 
Pages and pages ol photographs 
and illuslrated, descriptive text 
for B&B's complele line of RS· 
232 converters. RS-422 con· 
verters, current loop convert 
ers, adaplers, break-oul box
es. data swilches, dalasplil· 
ters, short haul modems. 

~~~~ ~~~~~~~Sta~~~~:·mee t .,..=:...,,,,,,,,.;;i.=z..,.IJ/ 
FCC Part 15J. Your RS-232 needs 
for quaiily, service and competitive 
prices will be more lhan mel by B&B 
ELECTRONI CS. Manulaclurer lo you, no mid· 
dleman! Money-back guaranlee! Same-day 
shipment! One-year warranty on products! 
Technical support is available. 
Write For Your FREE Catalog Today! 

B &B ~!~~!r.!!n!~! 
4002G Baker Road P.O. Box 1040 • Onawa, IL 61350 

Phone: 815-434-0846 

Circle 325 on Reader Service Card 

Circle 35 on Reader Service Card 

PC BASED UNIVERSAL 
DEVICE PROGRAMMER 695 895 
• 	 Programs EFJEPROMs, 1'11CR0s, RIP OU\Rs,P/\Ls, GALs, EPLDs, PEE i-~ . 

(current librnrics support ove r 900 devices by ove r 35 manufacturers). 
• 	 Son wa rt d r iven pin dri ve rs. 0 /A generaled programming voltage~ (X hit 

DACs used to gene rate voltages from 5-25 V with 0.1 V r c~olution for :111 pin~) . 
• Fast device progra mming I \'Crify I read via ded icated pa ral lel inierfacc. 
• Upgr:i deable fo r "'irtually a ny ful ur' progr ammabl' dc,·icu up lo -10 pins. 
• Sclf-suhsiste n1 ope mt ion. No additional modu les or plug-in adapters req uired. 
• 	 Includes user fr iend ly MEMORY BUFFER FULL SC REEN EDITOR 

Command5 include: Fill, Move. lnse rl, Delete, Search. Data entry can he June 
in ASCII o r I !EX fo rm. FUSEMAP EDITOR fo r Logic devices. 

• Friendly Mr nu .Drh'cn intr rfac,. Device sc lec1ion by PIN ;ind Ma nuracturr r. 
• Supports 8/16/3 ? bit dal a word form als. 
• 	 Programmi ng algorit hms: Norma l, Intelligent I & 11 . Quick Pulsr Pro~r.i.m· 

ming. Automatic se lec1 ion of fas1es1 algori1hm fo r any given pan . 
• Verify operatio n perfo rmed al norm:i l & wors1 case opc r:uing volt:igc. 
• 	 l<' unclional ll's t: J ED EC siand;irll fun ctional testing fo r logic <l e vicc~. 

T fL Logic functiona l test fo r 74.u/S4u series Uevices anU memory device~. 
Tes1 library can be up<late<l by the use r. User tlcfinahlc tcM paucrn gcncr:ition. 

• 	 File forma l5 accepted: J ED EC (fu ll ), J EDEC(kern al). Bin ary, MOS T'ch· 

nnlogy, Molorola Hex, lnl,1llu. T'ktronix fl u . 


• 	 Base price (S695) incl udes Interface card, cable, Memory+ Micro+ Bipolar 

library. TIUCMOS/MEMOR Y device test capability. one year free update~. 


• Complete pr ic' ($895) includes all of the a hove plus l.A'.lgit Ur,·ice Ubrary. 
• Lib ra ry updates ca n be recci\•cd via noppy or B&C Cuswmcr Suppott llBS. 
• F'ull I )'l'a r wa rran ty. Cuscomcr support via voice line. F:u & dedic:ited BBS 

IUNIVERSAL RS-232
PROGRAMMER 
• Program s EF.Jl-:Proms, ZPRam s,lntel Micros,Flash EProms,Memory Ca rd s. 
• Sta nd·Alone Mode for Ef:JE Pro nt and Me mory Card Duplica tion / Verify. 
• All 24(28/32 pin EF.JEProms m4 MUits (upgrndcablc 10 32 m'g::i bi ts). 
• Micros:874 IJA.·2/A,-4,-8,·9,·S 1.·C5 1.-C5 1FNU,·52.·S3,·5S.·C521,·C541,9761. 
• Mod r l UP IOO ( SJ.45). Mod'I UP200 ($495) accepts dedicated modules. 
• M'mory Card s Programming Module (Sciko/Epson,Fuji1su.) · S145. 
• GANG Programmi ng Module (4 sockets)· $145. 
• Optional buill ·in Era ser!Timer module - 550; Condu cth·e foa m pad. 
• O n-Board Programming capabi li1y; Custom interface modules avai lahlc. 
• Use r friend ly Menu·Driven Interface Program fo r IDM· PC and Madnlosh. 
• Ca n be operated wi 1h any compulcr conta ining an RS·232 srrial porl. 
• OE~t open hoard programme r configurations available (from $245). 
• One year fr ee sof1ware updates and Customer Support. 
• Customer sup1>0n via voice fine, ded ica t«I BBS or fax; Full I )'H r warra nly. 

IINTELLIGENT
ROM 	 EMULATOR $395 1 
• Emulates 27 16 through 27512 EProms (2k to 64k by1es) with a single unit. 
• ~1 tgabi t purls can he emulated with mult iple unit5 ( Meg:i adapter requi red}. 
• Connec1s 10 the sta nda rd pa rall el printu port. Uses standard printer cable. 
• FAST data loading via parallel prinle r port (64k byles in lrss tha n 10 stt0nds). 
• Jn1ellige11t ' ln ·Ci~ui l-Emula tor" typc fc:itu rcs include: Add~ss Com par' 

(with HALT output), Address Sna pshol {for target addr. bus moni1oring). 
Trigger lnpu l (for external eve nt5 monitoring), Programm able Rrsel Oulpul. 

• Powerful Memory buffer editor . Selectable wordsizes (8, 16,32). 
• 	 User fr ie ndly software. Command set includes: Load, Write, Di splay, Run, 

Type, Edit, Fill, Run·Command·Fil,, Monitor, Pore, Reset, Help, Calcula lor. 
• Cascadable lo 8 units. Includes target cable with Trlggrr, lla ll & Reul clips. 
• 	 Cf.-10S model ~ith NiCad rttha rgublr 9V ba tlery ba ckup - S495. 

(Can be used in sla nd -alone mode; Bu ih·in battery recharging circuiuy.) 
• File formats accepted : Binary. Intel ll u:. Motorola S. 

MC / VISA/ AMEX Call today fo r dat a sh etts ! 

B&C MI CROSYSTEMS INC. 

355 WEST OLIVE AVE., SUNNYVALE., CA 94086 USA 
TEL: (408)730-551 I FAX: (408)730·5521 BBS:(408)730·lJ l 7 
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• 300 DPI • 16 Secs per page • 32 Level Gray Scale 
• 1 year warranty • Ready to go Interface card and cable included 

List 1595 Your Price 59900 
OPTIONS: OCR ........ 199" PC Paint By Z-Soft 1.65 . 


t#MIQ@Fm§ijij-1$¢i~ijim:ti§ 
Canon IX-12 Ready lo go Jar IBM - Type Machine 

Manufactured by Canolist: 109500 Your Price: 499°0 
STANDARD FEATURES: 300 OP/ - Allows for the creation of high resolution graphics/text. Automatic Sheet 

Feeder - Efficient document handling. Image Input - Sheet or card (up to 5 sheets can be set with the buill-in 

Automatic Document Feeder) Scanning Speed - 12 seconds/page (at 300 dol/inch) 6 seconds/page (at 150 

·dOVinch) Gray Scale - 32 shades either pattern or 2 shades. 

OPTfDNS: PC Paint By Z-Soft 1.65.79'' PC-OCR Software .19911 Super Fax by Calculus .249" 


40MB backup no controller . . . 24900 

\'l.~\l 
~~~ li§fbmij'11D*iiiMmnt-m 

2400 BAUD INTERNAL MODEM ZOOM 12HZ 
• Fully Hayes Compatible • Addressable COM t.2.3.4 • Compatible with IBM PC. XT. AT and Compatibles 
• Full Duplex Operation with Software • Auto Dial/Auto Answer ..... List 19900 Your Price 89" Each 

2400 BAUD EXTERNAL MODEM . . ............ list 299" Your Price 109" 
VGA 14" MONfTDR 
• .31 Dot Pit ch • 3 month warranty • Samsung • Demo units . . .List 59900 Your Price 21900 
EGA Card 640 x 350 .................89" VGA 800 x 600 16 Bit Card .................119" 

IIIIIIIIIW§mM'§ IWJ 1111111 
Equiv. Compaq For Your 

Description Part H Model N Law Price 
1MB Add-on Module 113131-001 386/20/25/20e/286E 179" 
1MB Add-on Module 113646-001 Oeskpro 386S 189" 
4MB Md-on Module 113132-001 386/20/25120E/286E 489" 
4MB Add-on Module 112534-001 
1MB Memory Exp. Bd 113644-001 
1MB Memory Exp. Bd 113633-001 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 113645-001 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 113634-001 
1MB Memory Exp. Bd 11742B-001 
4MB Memory Exp. Bd 117429-001 
1MB Upgrade Bd 110235-001 
4MB Upgrade Bd 108070-001 

Oeskpro 3865 

Deskpro 386/20e 


Deskpro 3B6S 

Oeskpro 3B6/20e 


Oeskpro 386S 

2B6E 

2B6E 


SLT1286 

386/16 


499'' 
299'' 
3119'' 
799" 
799'' 
469'' 

1299'' 
399'' 

1299" 

i=mrfjijij#Wfij~1tJ§1Iifttt1itl=F3 
1Meg 179" 2Meg 269'1 4Meg 419" 
HP llP 1049'1 HP LASER JET II 1499" HP Ill 1799" 

All memory boanls expandable lo 4 Meg. 

MEMORIES. . . 
§#jm@mj~Mi§ijijt~§il=F§ 
Oescrlplion 150NS 120NS 100NS BOHS 60NS 
64 x 9 IBM 19" 29'1 - - 

256 x B Apple 19'' 24" 29" 39" 
256 x 9 IBM 14" 19'' 29'' 33" 59" 
1Meg x B Apple - 85" 95" 99" 
1Meg x 9 IBM - 84" 89" 94" 109'' 
4Meg x 9 IBM - - - 599'' 699'•

§itiijij!ff~ffi~ijijQ~~i9**FE1#3 
B Bit 32 Bil 

B087 5MHz or less 80807-16 16MHz 309"8811 

8087-2 BMHz 119" 80387-20 20MHz 359" 
B087-1 10MH~6o~ ~ess 149'' B0387-25 25MHz 459111
B02B7 6MHz 129" B0387-33 33MHz 559" 
80287.B BMHz 189., 80387-SX 299" 
80287-10 10MHz 21811 Above Piggyback 5l2K 149'' 
BOC287-12 Laptop 289" exp 2 Meg #4220 

ffiijm*k~~~tjmNtJOOJijij)E§ 
0 

oescripllon 	 Mo7:1 H Lo: ;;1ceEqul~~~Ps2 

512K Upgrade 30F 534B 30/2B6 
2MB Upgrade 30F 5360 30/286 
1MB Module 6450603 70-E61 & 121 
2MB Module 6450604 70-£61 & 121 
2MB Module 6450608 70-A21 
1MB Mem. Board 6450375 B0-041 
2MB Mem. Board 6450379 B0-111 & 311 

2MB Exp BMB 6450605 7&80 

§t-f-t#E§=oort#~tlr$ IIIIII I' 
oescripllon 150NS 120NS 100NS SONS 
64 x 1 ~6• 1" 2" 2" 
64 x 4 3" 3" 4" 5" 
256 x 1 '"'""~~oc"" 

2" 2" 2" 2"'~c.•" '~~- -256 x 4 8" 9" 111'' 
1 Meg x 1 5" 6" 6" 

1:1.i · 

99" 
279'' 
139'1 

249" 
259" 
299" 
499'1 

1249'' 

111
70NS 

4" 
130 
7" 

l;Q co:§imbl#b!=D:u;*'*~ u=#co:11mgEf"Fl4Ed-b§#lijij!ll@#§#ffi;Q bffi=l#§li#ffiWl:Q=lffibbl= :::r::r:rn .~:Q:J~ME
386125133 1 Meg . . ..................... 149" 1 Meg . 
 ' 149" 

2Meg ........ . .....................399" 
 2 Meg . 	 .259'1 

Super 1 Meg . 	 . ....389" 4 Meg ......•. 	 .399"Super 286 4 Meg . 	 . ... 1199" Speci fy Machine Type 

[~~c~Qltft(fiQ:§:f}:J] 
Data base wilh forms & reports list Price 195" Your Price 79" 

§lbbtmiM4l§lf9MMM-i-Wf4%J 
80 MB HARO DRIVE KIT BY EVEREX 
• 80 MB for MAC II & SE • EMAC BOID • All inslallation manuals, 

cables & so~ware included list Price 1495" Your Price 59900 

§ibfmmlff§$mttij~ij@l~tJ 

• Works wilh 2000/3500 series US1 39911 Your Price 4900 
• Cut sheet feed guide list 99" Your Price 19" 

1-r+i=IAfllll~lhl&IJ'!M;rtil±ftµ Jfl 
r'-"--'....L..L..1-J_J_J_J-'-LL.L-'-'--'-"--'-'--'--'-'--J_J_J·...L..L le~.j_tl:±i:!ft!!~~~"tt~~~~~!:f--'--'-'-

list 545" Your Price 14900 

El#®t¢l1@mi1tJg@@tfL~~J 
~h;1~~a~:~~~ expansion board for IBM AT • ~0~~ 1~:~o:g:~~ 


list price 395" Your Price 6900 


• 512K expandable to 2 Megs for IBM AT • Model 6450343 

list price 495" Your Price 8900 


--- _ ~-~~ J9
.~\#tt=Fl=_,__.._,_~'-'-_.._,_~~ __'l'lt_.._,_¢~i ~'-'-_.._,__,_,_ ulf~-'-'-_.._,_~,_,__LJ_ e~ 
2 Meg 279" 4 Meg 449" 8 Meg 849'' 

-11-11111 IJM1pMif4N@ftbJj#fj 
• Write or edit text based business reports as documents 

• Advanced page preview to save time 
• Organize format & merge info from other software 

List 495" Your Price 12400 

ORDERS ONLY 

800-654·7762 
TECHNICAL I CUSTOMER SERVICE I ORDER STATUS: 

702·294·0204 
FAX 702-294-1168 

Tr1dem1rb im Rtoisl~ with /!Irk msp«tl'lf Co:s. f>rieesSubj«tloC111noe 

All Products 90 Day Warranty unleu staled olherwlsa. 

~1+:[%1bbffi##Mi-,-,- L···?"P~l'._{jP~UW 
• 360K full height drive • The original IBM drive 

=-=~•;;ill+JEZ~mH:f1951 
ttJtt~~Wj~~±!±i±t'.[1j 
Buy LOTUS 1 2 3 & Gel Always FREE 

Version 2.01 51/• list 495" Your Price 19900 

Lotu~Metro 1.0 list 85" Your Price 2900 ea~h- ~0F!=bbbi=!*§ij§tMijijjiti@~ 
• I':! card PC, XT, AT compalable • Text card only 

US/ 69" Your Price 800 

bbb§ifflJQ@~pb*J:j~lf%J 
• 2400 baud infernal for PS2 • For models 50/60/80 
• Auto dial • 2400/12001300 baud rale • Auto answer 

liS1 399" Your Price 149" 

b!fJ:§jij¢ijjti@Ng~ijtj€!-ffAJ 
RAMQUEST II: 
• Memory card for PS/2 models 50 & 60 
• Comes with 1 Meg of Ram expandable to 2 Megs (uses 256K's)•EMS 4.0 compatible & 0512 • Ram disks. disk caching & 

print spooling software included 
list price was 795" Your Price 14900 

=?±j-F~HU+t+f+f£ffi 

ttl±i±t±:t.~t:ttftE~~ttttJ~ 
256K exp. 640K 640K exp. 1Meg 1Meg exp. 8Meg 


$349" $649" 1299" 

Ali systems include 101 Keyboard. Power Supply, Case, 


Motherboard, Drive & Memory 


SE HABLA ESPANOL 
• WE ACCEPT INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 

• WE ALSO PURCHASE EXCESS 
INVENlORY- FAX OR CALL 

• MEMORY PRICES ARE FLUCTUATING 
AGAIN - CALL FOR CURRENT PRICES 

• NO SOFTWARE RETURNS 

NO SURCHARGE FOR MC/V/SAIAE 

TERMS: 

MC • VISA • COD CASH • NET 

Purch ase Orders lrom Qualill ed Firms 


Personal Checks • COD add 55.00 

20111 Restocking Fee on Relurn.s With in 15 Days 

No Refunds AHer 30 Days 1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unit 101 
Boulder City, NV 89005 -~SHIPPING: (min. 1)25) UPS 

512K . .199" 
2 Meg . .49911 

3 Meg .699'1 

Specify Machine Type 

§Wm1f#Eijj$~§9«00Afflf%J 
BERNOULLI BOX EXTERNAL 
• Two 20 Meg removable drives • Uses 51/4 removable cartridges 
• Use SCSI interlace compalible wilh all MACS 
List .... .......... 2299" Your Price ............ 99900 

§#f#l?2~1tW?~ 
• MS Dos 3.1 with GW basic 

• Packaged with great documentation from AT & T 
list 99'1 Your Price 29" each 

F!m~Mlfi9il-tttttMmltbb§ 
ByC. ITDH 	 

OAISYWHEEL PRINTER tliii.: es;
MANUFACTURED ~ " 
Why pay $1149 for a C.lfoh ~ 
STARWRITER™ F-10 

When our 40 cps letler qualify daisywheel printer from the same 
manufacturer is only . Lisi Price 1249" Your Price 39900 

• 6 It. Seri al Cable . 
OPTIONS 

..s 1900 
• Bidirectional Tractor . 9900 
• Serial to Parallel Converter . .99" 

• 	Mono & color graphics • Parallel port • Manufactured by STB 

list 99" Your Price 29" 

11111111 ~@ttftti. m·mtJEl;~jTTTla:n....... 

• Full HT • 60 day warranty • 10 Meg S1412 
Oty. 1 .. Lisi Price 199 Your Price 7900 
Conlroller & Cables . . ............. Add 50" 

• 
Ftlrmerly 
Mead 
Computer 

IE 
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LPC Serial/2A 
HDLC/SDLC Data 

Communication Controller 
for IBM PC/AT Bus 

Dual Channel Synchronous 
Controller (Z85C30) 
Runs 800K BAUD 
Full Duplex OMA 
HDLC LapB software option 

'" Computer Modules. Inc. 
2348C Walsh Ave. 

Sanla Clara, CA 95051 · 

Tel: (408) 496-1881 

Fax: (408) 496-1886 

IBM PC/AT is a lradcmark of IBM, Inc 
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Jlaser 5 ••• $399 
\ ; . : ~: : I ..... ·..~ 
La~er, P;ri~t~Co.ntrol'8r 
~." ,. . ! .,+._o<i :. ~:~"' .. : ~ 

Thinking of buying a ~--
• LaserMaster Was · g 
• Intel Visual Edge'" $ 
• Kofax board 

Jlaser 5 gives you the functions 
of all three boards combined Into one, 
plus EMS: 

• Fast laser printing 
• Halftones on a laser printer 
• Group 4 file printing and display 

~TALL TREE SYSTEMS 
2585 E. Bayshore Rd. • Palo Alto, CA 94303 

(415) 493-1980 •FAX (415) 493-7639 

Versions availablo for HP Sorios IL/111 and Canon LBP-4 loser printers 
All products are trademarks ol thoir roepoctivo companies 

Artwork for this od created with Jlasor 5 and included software 
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El-ROUTE VERSION II 

•SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500 
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER 

El-ROUTE Version 11 lrom AMS Jor IBM PC. PS /2 and Com

patib les is an integrated CAE System which supports 256 

layers. trace wid th lrom 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch. flexible 

grid. SMO components and outputs on Penplotters as we ll 

as Photo plotters and printers. 

Schematic Capture $100. PCB Layout S250. Au to Router S250. 


FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE 
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

1-800-972-3733 or [305) 975-9515 
ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC. 

1321 N.W 65 Pl ace - Ft. Lauderd ale. FL 33309 

SAME DAY SHIPPING 

R & R Electronics 


6050-X, McDonough Drive, Norcross, GA 30093 

(404) 368-1777 • Fax (404) 368-9659 


Prices subject to change without notice 


SIMMs 
PS/ 2, AST etc. Call 256Kx9-80 $26 
1Mx9-70 $80 256Kx9-100 $24 
1Mx9-80 $77 1Mx8-80 $72 
1Mx9-100 $75 Other Cards Call 

D-RAMS 
256K-70 $3.00 64xl-100 $2.00 
256K-80 $2.75 64x4-100 $3.50 
256K-100 $2.50 256x4-100 $8.00 
256K-120 $2.25 lMxl-80 $7.80 
256K-150 $2.00 lMxl-100 $7.70 

INTEL or llT 
8087 $ 88 80287-12 $275 
8087-2 $115 80387-SX $300 
8087-1 $165 80387-16 $315 
80287-6 $135 80387-20 $355 
80287-8 
80287-10• 

$185 
$215 

80387-25 
80387-33 

800-736-3644 

$450 
$550-VIS<-
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386/SX .... $339 

All-In-One Series 


FLOPPY CONTROLl.ER BUILT-IN 

IDE HD INTERFACE BUILT-IN 

MULTI 110 PORTS BUILT-IN 

PHOENIX BIOS W/EMS 4.0 


C&T 386/SX CHIP-SET 

EXPAND TO 8MB ON-BD 


HOMESMART COMPUTING 
(800)627-6998/US 

MC-VISA-AMX-COO 
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VIDEO FRAME GRABBERS 


MOO EL RESOLUTION 
HAT 256-4 256 x 256 x 4 495 
HRT 256-8 256 x 256 x 8 795 
HRT 512-8 512 x 512 x 8 995 
HRT 512-24 512 x 512 x 24 1995 
- IBM PCIXTIAT COMPATIBLE 
- DIGITALIZE IN REAL TIME 
- COMPOSITE VIDEO IN 
- 24 BIT RGB OUT 	except model HRT 256-4 

16 level gray scale out 
- SOFTWARE LIBRARY OF IMAGE ANALYSIS ROUTINES 
- FREE SOFTWARE UPGRADES TO REGISTERED OWNERS 
- FULL CREDIT ON UPGRADE PURCHASE IN FIRST YEAR 

RETURN OLD BOARD AND JUST PAY DIFFERENCE 

HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES 
P.O. BOX 76 
LEWISTON, N.Y. 14092 

PHONE 416-4!17-6493 FAX 416-4!17-1988
=;- ~HRT 
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LOW COST 
INTERFACE 

CARDS FOR 

. PCJX:f/AT 


IRS-485/422 Card [PC485] $95/1251 
• Serial Async. Communication up to 4,000n ; 2 or4 wires: NS16-150 UART: 
• Canbccon fi gurcdasCOM l·COM4; r-.fa.:i: imum Baud Raic 56K B. 
• Fle.:i:ible configuration opiions. RTS or DTR co111rol of transmission tli rcction. 
• FulVlfalf duplex operati on. Supports hardware lwrulshaking (RTS.CTS). 
• Dual driver5/receivers;Hand les 64 dc,·ices;Compatihle wich nmM cnmm. sft,-H. 
• lligh spet'd vusion available (supports baud rates up IO 256KB ) · Sl 65 

!Dual-Port RS-485/422[PCL743] $175 I 
• Two independent ch.innels/ UA Rn; 2or 4 wire operation . M a.~ . Baud 561\IJ 
• Dipswitch configurable as COM 1·4 (IR02·7). On ho ard 1ermina1ur resistnr. 

IIEEE-488 Card [PC488A] $145 / 
• Includes INSTALL\BLE DOS DEVICE DRIVERS and support for UAS IC. 
• Additiona l Support for ASSEMBLY, C, Pasrnl :me.I FORTRAN · S SO. 
• IRQ (1-6). DMA channel I o r 2. Up 10 4 boards per computer. 
• 	 Compatible with most IEEE-188 Sonwarc packafes for IBM-PC (e.g. ASYS· 

TANT-GPllJ. Lolus Measure). Compatible with Ni's CPIB·PCllA. 

IEEE- 488 	Card [PC488B]
With Built-In Bus Anal zer $345 
• Software Support for BAS ICA. QuickBAS IC and GWBAS IC. 
• 	 Additional libraries for C, Pase.al, FORTRAN, Assembly avai t::ihtc · S50 (all) 

Full range ofTalker. Listener, Controller, Serial/ Parallel Poll. SRO. etc... 
• 	 Powerfu l menu-driven BUS ANALYZER can be run in the background while 

488 programs or comma'nds arc cicccuted; Fcntures Program Stepping. Break 
poin ls, Real Time Bus Oa t.a Ca pture (4K buffe r), lnslanl Screen Toggling. 

• Complete Control ler I Talker I Ustcner capabi lity. Based on Tl ·s Ti\fS-991-1. 
• Memory-resident Printer Port Emu lat ion Ulllity included. (LPTl -3). 
• NEC-72!0 based e.ird (comp:nible with Ni's GPIB-PCll )-$445. 

IDIGITAL I/O Card [PCL720] $1'75 1 

LOW COST 
DATA 

AQUISITION 
& CONTROL 

CARDS 
FOR PCJX:f/AT 

I12 BIT AID & DIA fPCL71ls] $295 1 

I12 BIT AID & DIA [PCL812] $395 / 
• ~~ncisn~;~:r~~~t~ii~g~~ignr~~~~~~~s~~~~;~~~~~;~~~s~~%e~i~5U~: l~~ 
• DIA con,·erter: 2 channe ls; 12 bit resolution.; Output R:inge 0..5V. 
• Digital 1/0: 16 Input / 16 Oucput channels; All UOs TfL compatible. 
• Counler: I channel programmable interval counter/ timer; Uses lniel 8254. 
• DMA and interrupt capability. Uti lity software for Basic included. 

IFAST 12BIT AID/A [PCL718] $795 1 
• 	 ND converter: 16 single ended or 8 differential channels; 12 bit ruolution; 


Programmable scan rate; Built-in Interrupt and DMA control circuit ry. 

Conversion speed 6-0,000 smpls/sec (standard), 100,000 smpls/sec (optional). 


• lnpul ranges: Bipolar : IOV, : 5V, : 2.5V, : IV, : 0.5V; Unipolar 10,5,2,IV. 
• DIA converter: 2 channels; Resolution: 12 bits res; Settling time: 5)'.Sec; :SV 
• Digital 1/0: 16 OUT, 16 IN; TTl.compatiblc; All VOs TrL compatible . 
• Cou nler.1 6 bit progr. interval counter/timer; Uses Intel 8254; Pacer clock; 
• 	 Sonware: Utility software for BAS IC and Quick BAS IC included. 


Supported by LabDAS (S 195/495), ASYST, l.ABTECH. UnkelSrope 


16 Channel J2 bit D/A [PCL726] $495 1 
• Output Ranges: Oto +5V,Oto + IOV, : SV, '!: !OVor sink4-20mA. 
• Settling time: 70.,.S. Linearity: : l/2bit.Voltage ou1pu1 driving capacity: : 5mA 
• Digila f 1/0: 16 digital inpuls and 16 digital outputs; TfL compatible. 

ISTEPPER MOTOR CARD $395 / 
• Capable of independent and simu ltaneous control of up to 3 stepper motors. 
• Speed: Programmable from 3.J PPS to 3410 PPS; Built-in acceleration control. 
• Output Mode: One clock (Pulse. Direc1ion) or two clock (CW, CCW pulses) 

: ~~~ru~~i~i~?t ~~i~;1bi~c~~J>lu11~-~~~~~-do~~u~~'i~t~~~i timing. 

MC/VISA / AMEX Call today for datnsheets! 
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355 WEST OLIVE AVE... SUNNYVALE, CA 94086 USA 
TEL: (408)730-5511 FAX: (4-08)730-5521 BBS:(408)73-0-23 17 
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:& 
UNIVERSAL 
PROGRAMMER 

XELTEK 

•PROGRAMS 
- E(E)PROMs upto 4MBits & 16Bit wide 
- PA!.s from AMO, MMI , TI , NS, CYPRESS etc. 
- 22V10 fro m AMO , ATMEL, TI, SAMSUNG & CYP

RESS . 
- EPLDs from ALTERA INTEL, TI . 
- GA!.s from LAlTICE, SGS & NS. 
- FPLs from SIGNETICS. 
- PEELs from !CT, HYUNDAI & GOULD. 
- BIPOLAR PROMs. 
- SINGLE CHIPs (8748, 8751 & 87C51 series) 

•SUPPORTS 
- 32Bit WORDSPLIT with 4 GANG adaptor. 
- PALASM 2/ CUPL/ABEL/TANGO/ OrCAD JEDEC fi les. 
- PAL VERIFICATION using TEST VECTOR. 
- GAL electronic signature recognition . 
- 87C451,63701 X/ YIV & 63705V with adaptor (option) 
- Tests !Cs (TTI.,CMOS)& D/ S Memorys !Cs with user 

definable test patterns. 

• Package includes software. programming module, high 
speed intertace card ana Cabl• . 

•OPTIONS 
- Socket adaptors for PLCC, LCC, SOIC, and FLAT PAK 

!Cs. 
- 4 Socket adaptor for E(E) PROMs. 
- Socket adaptors for micro controllers. 

LOGIC PROGRAMMER $395 

- PROGRAMS PAL, GAL, PEEL, EPLD 
- Pull-down menu driven scftwere 

E(E)PROM PROGRAMMER 

- Programs 16K-1024K EPROM, CMOS. 
- l , 4, 8, 16, Gang programmers. 
- High or low byte programming. 
- from $150 

EPROM ERASER 

• QET-140 ($295) 
· Erases any 

EPROM just. 
4 seconds. 

• Ef-140 ($95) 
· Erases upto 

9 EPROMs 

• Ef-265($285) 

1YEAR WARRANTY & 30 DAYS MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE 

XELTEK 
Call Now 1-&J0-541-1975(Toll Free Order) 
TEL. (408)727-6995 FAX .(408) 727-6996 

473 Sapena Ct., Unit 26, Santa Clara CA95054 
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25 MHz 80486 Motherboard 
Faster than the Everex Step™ 

11.4 MIPS! $2,980(Ok)Qty1 

Features : 
• i486™Microprocessor with Built-In BK Cache &FPU 
• Burst Mode Utilization for Maximum System Throughput 
• External Dual READ/WRITE Back Cache Arth~ecture 
• External Scalable 64K/256K Fast Direct-Mapped Cache 
• Intelligent Refresh Optimized Scheme 

486/25 
386/33 
386125 
386120 

MIPS Cache 
11 .4 256K 
8.3 64K 
6.2 64K 
4.9 64K 

Ok 
3380 
1649 
1199 
999 

4M 
3720 
1989 
1519 
1319 

Technology Power Enterprise, Inc. 
46560 Fremont Blvd I 118,Fremont CA 94538 

Tel (415)623-9162 FAX(415)623-9462 
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8051/8052 
BASIC 

COMPILER! 
Now with integer, byte and bit extensions. 
Fully compatible with MCS BASIC 52 
Runs on IBM-PC or compatible 

$295.00 
Call Now! 603-469-3232 
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• 1-·u.., 

erSound.. 
Easy to Use! 

• Fo ... 

·~ ·OEM Or•·d oprrs: s,nd RFQs forCu5 lom Dli:U:i l Audi o So n"'llrf, ll anh•-;art or 
ICs. Am1log!lligita l \ 'LS I lll polar!CM OS lnl ~r.11~ Ci rcuit Dt~lgn / l' rod ucllon. 

Tcc h:(40SH46-4s2 1 hy Si licon Shack FAX: (408)-374-4412 

5120 Campbdl A\·~. # 112, Su n J o~~. CA 95130. 

Orders only: 800-969-4411 VISNMastcrCard 
~ Su p.,Soun d,S..und rS, Soundn:.J r.SoondJr,Snundl:•"'·S..uPdHJl r>, Hd Thrbo.'fou nd •" 
l l"ll d< m••'• ofSilknn Shu~, I.Id. Olh<r lf<"Oducl n.omn •n lnu1tm.1 n... of lb<lr muur~r1unn.. 

\ 
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Hlf MAAYMAC ® 

of discounting 
Tandy® computers, 

Fax and Radio 
Shack® products 

ltadle lhaek® Tandy® sea 
We will meet or beat .. . 


GUARANTEED WWEST PRICES 


mf MAAYMAc 1Nousrn1es INC. 
22511 Katy Fwy. 


Katy (Houston ), TX 77450 

1-713-392-0747 FAX (713) 574-4567 


Toll Free 800-231-3680 
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CORTEXcoRPORATION 
MASTER CONTROL 
For Industrial Control and Multiple 
File Server Applications: Control up 
to 16 CPU's with a single Monitor 
and Keyboard! 

•Units to Control from 2 to 16 CPU's 
• Enclosed Keyboard Drawer and 

Monitor (5 inch screen) 
• 16 Gauge Steel Rack- mount 


construction, Double-plated 

• Black Anodized Aluminum 


Faceplate 


CORTEXcORPORATION 
(612) 894-3354 ·Fax (612) 894-2414 

12274 Nicollet Ave. S. • Burnsville, MN 55337 
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Infra-Red 
Remote Control 

OCTACOMM®/IR 
Change TV channels from your PC. Control 
DOS programs from a hand-held remote. 
Use a PC to send and receive the infra-red sig
nals used by hand-held remote controlJers like 
those used with TVs, VCRs and other devices. 
Mai111ai11s a darabase of/R signals learnedfrom 
your own hand-held remote controller. Hard
ware attaches to the serial port of the IBM-PC. 
Software for DOS 2.0 and greater. 

Price: $395.00 
Houston Computer Services, Inc. 

11331 Richmond Avenue/ Suite IOI / Hous1on, Teus 77082 

(713)493-9900 
MIC - Visa - Discover - AmEx - COD 

OCr ACOMM is a registered trademark 
of Houston Computer Services, Inc. 
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EDITORIAL INDEX BY COMPANY 


Index of companies covered in articles , columns, or news stories in this issue 

Each reference is to the first page of the article or section in which the company name appears 


Company, Page# Inquiry# 

A Electronic Text, 65 995 Microcom, 50 1163 Seagate Technology, 305 986 

Accolade , 19 
Active Book Company, 205 
Ad Lib, 65 
Adobe, 293 
Advanced Data Servers, 44 
Advanced Micro Devices, 19 
Airis, 133 
Aldus, 116, 305 

1002 

1152 

990 
860 
981 

Enable Software, 58 
Epson America, 138 
Exos,237, 252, 283 

F 
Facit , 138 
Farallon Computing, 19 

1126 
107 4 
1105 
1185 

1075 

Micrografx, 116 
Microlytics, 64, 87 

Micromaps Software, 256 
Microsoft, 19, 116, 305 

MicroSpeed , 48 
microTrans, 64 
MIPS Computer Systems, 19 

862 
1103 
1137 
1056 
858 

1197 
1157 
1138 

Sensor Frame, 237, 252 1112 
Sharp Electronics, 19, 87, 138 1084 

1104 
Shryer Publishing, 256 1182 
Silicon Graphics Computer 

Systems, 174 856 
SimGraphics Engineering, 237 
Softbridge Microsystems, 116 863 
SoftKlone, 50 1162 

Altima Systems, 42 
Amiee International, 283 
Aox,44 
Apple Computer, 19, 91 , 

110, 252, 305 

1139 
988 

1153 

1011 
1114 

Fortron/Source, 42 
Frame Technology, 110 
Future Soft Engineering, 116 

G 

1141 
1014 
864 

Microelectronics and Computer 
Technology, 243, 252 1109 

MITCADLab, 252 1116 
Modern Computer Aided 

Engineering , 62 1130 
Modular Software Systems, 65 993 

Software Publishing, 305 
Solutions, 58 
Sota Technology, 65 
Spatial Systems, 237 
Spear Technology, 160 
Speech Systems, 225, 252 

1192 
1129 
1007 

852 
1107 

1196 Geovision, 256 1065 Motorola, 19 Spinnaker Software, 110, 256 1012 

Ariel , 19 
Arity,56 
Articulate Systems, 225, 252 
Artisoft, 52 
Ashton-Tate, 256 
Asymetrix , 116 
Autodesk, 305 

1122 
1040 
1166 
1061 
857 

1189 

Golden Bow Systems, 65 
Graphsoft, 256 
Gupta Technologies, 116 

H 
Hayes Microcomputer 

Products, 50, 305 

1008 
1053 
859 

1160 

N 
NASA Ames Research Center, 

215, 252 1119 
National Information 

Services, 19 
National Instruments, 44 1150 

Spyglass, 62 
Star Micronics, 138 
Storage Dimensions, 167 
Strategic Mapping, 256 
Strategic Studies Group, 65 
Sunrise Services, 52 
Symsoft, 97 

1051 
1131 
1085 
854 

1052 
1001 
1169 
991 

1193 NCR, 138 1080 

8 
BOS Systems, 62 
Beta Research, 19 
Borland International, 19, 

110, 305 

Bradford Business 
Systems, 56 

Brier Technologies, 19 
Brother International, 138 
Business Solutions, 64 
Business Technology Center, 

Bradley University, 65 
Buzzwords International , 56 

1132 

983 
1010 

1121 

1071 
1135 

1000 
1120 

Hercules Computer 
Technology, 44 1151 

Hewlett-Packard, 19, 43, 87, 138, 
305 1076 

1102 
1143 
1191 

IBM, 138, 360 1077 
ICI Image Data, 19 
Image Mapping Systems, 256 1057 
Inner Media, 64 1134 
Intel, 305 1194 
Intellectual Software Queue, 

NEC, 19, 138 
NEC Technologies, 42, 305 

Network General, 50 
Novell, 305 

0 
Owl International , 64 

p 
Packard Bell , 138 
Panasonic, 43 
Paradise Systems, 305 
PC Globe, 256 

1081 
1142 
1198 
1161 
1200 

1136 

1082 
1145 
982 

1063 

T 
Texas Instruments, 138, 225, 

252 

The Software Toolworks, 
65,256 

The Voice Connection , 225, 
252 

The Whitewater Group, 116 
The World Digitized, 256 
Toshiba, 19, 138 

u 

1086 
1117 

994 
1064 

1110 
861 

1069 
1087 

c 
Capella Systems, 52 
Cardinal Technologies, 52 
Casio, 87 
Cherry Electrical, 225, 252 
CMC Research, 65 
Compaq Computer, 305 
Covox, 225, 252 
Curtis Manufacturing, 283 

1170 
1168 
1101 
1042 
1006 
1190 
1039 
989 

256 
Interplay Productions, 65 
Intuit, 305 
ITT PowerSystems, 44 

K 
King Communications, 19 
Kurzweil Applied Intelligence, 

225,252 

1184 
992 
985 

1149 

1041 

Peripheral Land , 19 
Personal Computer Products, 

138 1083 
Perstor Systems, 65 1004 
Peter Norton Computing, 305 1199 
Polaroid, 48 1156 
Polhemus Navigation Systems, 

283 1187 
Primavera Systems, 58 1125 
Prolog Development 

University of Minnesota, 256 

v 
Verbex Voice Systems, 225, 

252 
VideoLogic, 65 
Vitesse Semiconductor, 19 
Voice Control Systems, 225, 

252 

1066 

1118 
997 

1115 
Kyocera Unison , 138 1078 Center, 56 1123 Voice Processing , 225, 252 1043 

D 
0-Link, 52 
DataMerge, 58 
Dataproducts, 138 
Datastorm Technologies, 305 
Dayna Communications, 110 
Delta Tao Software, 19 
Desktop Systems, 138 
Dragon Systems, 225, 252 
DTK Computer, 42 
Dukane, 43 
DuPont Imaging Systems, 19 
Dyna Micro, 160 

1167 
1128 
1072 
984 

1013 

1073 
1106 
1140 
1146 

853 

L 
L. C. Technologies, 205 
Laboratory Technologies, 62 
Leong Jacobs, 65 
Logitech, 65 
Lotus Development, 196, 305 

M 
Mannesmann Tally, 138 
Maplnfo, 256 

1133 
1009 
1005 
884 

1195 

1079 
1059 

Public Brand Software, 256 1068 
Public (Software) Library, 256 1070 

a 
Q/Cor, 19, 43 1144 
Quanta Press, 256 1181 
Questionnaire Service , 256 1060 

R 
Reflection Technology, 48, 252 1111 

1154 
Robert Lloyd , 256 1067 

Voice Recognition Technologies , 
225, 252 1037 

Votan , 225, 252 1038 
VPL Research, 237, 283 1188 

w 
Wang Laboratories, 252 1108 
WordPerfect, 19, 305 987 
World Game Institute, 256 1055 

x 
Xerox, 205 

Mapping Information Xircom, 19 

E 
ECA C&C Products, 48 
Educorp Computer Services, 

256 

1155 

1054 

Systems, 65 
MapWare, 256 
Mattel, 283 
MECC, 256 
Micro Doc, 256 

999 
1058 
1186 
1183 
1062 

s 
Scandinavian PC Systems, 65 
Scitor , 58 
Scott Instruments, 225, 252 

996 
1127 
1113 

z 
Zenith Data Systems, 167 
Zephyr Services, 65 

855 
998 

MicroClean , 65 1003 Scott, Foresman , 358 Zortech, 186 881 
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out 
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the ad\,'.ertiser. This index is 
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no 
liability for errors or omissions. 

READER 
SERVICE * Correspond directly with company. 

Alphabetical Index to Advertisers 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

8 ABACUS SOFTWARE.INC .. ...... 93 
9 ABACUS SOFTWARE.INC .93 

10 ADC . 290 
11 ADC . 290 
12 ADD ON AMERICA 329 
13 AHEAD SYSTEMS . . . 70 
14 AHEAD SYSTEMS .............. 70 
15 AK SYSTEMS . 329 
16 ALF PRODUCTS . . 264 
17 ALL COMPUTERS, I NC . 245 
18 ALL COMPUTERS.INC . 245 
19 ALPHA PRODUCTS . . 341 
20 ALA . . ... 2,3 
21 ALA ........ . •..... 2,3 
22 ALTEC TECH.CORP . . 265 
34 ,:>..M.S. 345 
23 AMEAICAL GROUP . 340 
24 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . 328 
24 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . 328 
24 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . 328 
25 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION . 171 
26 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION . 171 
27 ANNABOOKS . 325 
28 ARTISOFT .................... 109 
29 ATRON CADRE TECHNOLOGIES .. 29 
33 AVOCET SYSTEMS, INC .......... 79 
30 AXSYS . . 154 
31 AXSYS . . ......... 154 
32 AXSYS . . ...... 154 

325 B & B ELECTRONICS . 343 
35 B & C MICROSYSTEMS,INC 343 
36 B & C MICROSYSTEMS, INC 345 
37 B & C MICROSYSTEMS, INC 345 
38 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 249 
39 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES . 249 
40 BEST POWEATECHNOLOGY,INC . 340 

326 BINARY TECHNOLOGY,INC . 346 
450 BIX . 280,281 

41 BLACK JACK COMPUTER . 334 
42 BLAISE COMPUTING,INC . . 6 
43 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . . 11 
44 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL . . . 11 
45 BP MICROSYSTEMS . 340 
46 BUFFALO PRODUCTS,INC 145 
47 BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUB ... 78 

BUYERS MART . 312-323 
BYTE BACK ISSUES . . ... 276,277 

48 BYTE BITS 334 
BYTE PUBLICATIONS 307 
BYTE SUB MESSAGE 356 
BYTE SUB SERVICE 326 
BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETIER . 282 
CANON USA .. 32A-B 

50 CANON USA . . ... .... 33 
51 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT ....... 74 
52 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT . . ... .75 
53 CENTRAL COMPUTER PROD . 336 
54 CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE . 326 
55 CENTURY SOFTWARE ........ .. 80 
56 CENTURY SOFTWARE .80 
57 CHEETAH INT'L . 224 

CLEO COMMUNICATIONS 1040 
58 CNS 272 
59 COMPUCOM . 325 
60 COM PUSAVE INTERNATIONAL 327 

320 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES . . ... 157 
321 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES . . 157 

61 COMPUTER FRIENDS . 357 
328 COMPUTER MODULES, I NC 345 

62 COMPUTEALANE 337 
COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD ..... 156 

66 CORE INTERNATIONAL . . 291 
67 CORE INTERNATIONAL . 291 

319 COREL SYSTEMS . 121 
68 CORTEX . 346 
69 COVOX,INC . 325 
70 COVOX,INC . 325 
71 CSS LABS 242 
72 CSS LABS . 242 
73 CURTIS.INC . . 124 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS . 299 
74 DATA STRATEGIES INT'L. 339 
75 DATA TRANSLATION . . 77 
76 DELL COMPUTER CORP . . Cll, 1 
77 DELL COMPUTER CORP ... 136, 137 

DELL COMPUTER CORP ... 136A-B 
79 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING ... 39 
80 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING ......... 39 
81 DIGITAL RESEARCH . . .... 71 
82 DIGITALK . . 26,27 
83 DISKCOTECH . 329 
84 DISKCOTECH . 329 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

85 DISKETTE CONNECTION . 339 
86 DISKETTE EMPORIUM . 334 
87 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH 263 
88 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH 263 
89 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS . 336 
90 DROVER TECHNOLOGIES . . 124 
91 DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS.INC. 264 
92 ECOSOFT . 286 
93 ELEXOA,INC . . 329 
94 ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE,THE 343 
95 ERGO COMPUTING,INC ... 164, 165 
96 ERGOCOMPUTING,INC ... 164,165 

EVEREX SYSTEM COMPUTER .. 207 
EVEREX SYSTEM COMPUTER . 208 

97 EVEAEX SYSTEM COMPUTER . 209 
98 EVEREX SYSTEM COMPUTER ... 210 
99 FAIACOM CORPORATION . .. 86 

100 FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC . 324 
101 FIRST COMPUTER SYSTEMS,INC . 324 
102 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL 327 
103 FIRST SOURCE INTERNATIONAL 327 
104 FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY.INC ..... 59 
105 FORVAL AMERICA 227 
106 FORVAL AMERICA . 227 
107 FOX SOFTWARE,INC ............ 25 

GATEWAY 2000 . 22 ,23 
108 GRAPHTEC 270 
109 GREENVIEW .... 68 
110 GTEK,INC ....... . • • . . . . • . .... 106 
111 GTEK,INC . . 106 
112 HAVEN TREE . . . 100 
323 HERCULES COMPUTER ... . .. .. .99 
113 HEWLETT-PACKARD PEAIPH . ..... 129 
114 HEWLETT·PACKAADPEAIPH .. 130,131 
115 HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES . 345 
116 HITECH EQUIPMENT CORP . 339 
324 HOME SMART COMPUTING . 345 
117 HOUSTON COMPUTER SERVICES . 346 
119 IBM WORKSTATION . ....... 212,213 
120 J.C. EXPRESS 336 
121 INES . 274 
122 INTEGRAND . 178 
123 INTEACON ASSOCIATES 144 
124 10 TECH 339 
125 10 ENGINEERING . 149 
126 IQ ENGINEERING . 149 
127 IVERSON COMPUTER CORP . 233 

IVEASON COMPUTER CORP .. 233A-B 
128 JADE COMPUTER . 335 
129 JAM ECO ELECTRONICS .... 330,331 
130 JB TECHNOLOGIES.INC . 325 
131 JB TECHNOLOGIES,INC . 325 

6 JOA MICAODEVICES . 353-355 
7 JOA MICRODEVICES .. . ... 353-355 

132 JEMINI ELECTRONICS 343 
133 KADAK PRODUCTS LTD . 244 
134 KEA SYSTEMS . 261 
135 KILA SYSTEMS . 343 
136 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN . 303 
137 LAHEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS . .. 108 
140 LATTICE.INC .. 134 
141 LATTICE.INC .. 134 
142 LAWSON LABS . 340 
143 LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . 334 
144 LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . 334 
145 LOGICAL DEVICES, INC . 329 
146 LOGICAL DEVICES, INC .. 329 
147 LOGICAL DEVICES, INC . 329 
148 LOGICAL DEVICES, INC .. 329 
149 LOGITECH . .. 51 
150 LOGITECH ........ 51 

LOTUS . . 72A-B 
LOTUS . .. ..... 73 

151 MAP INFO CORP . .. 82 
MARK WILLIAMS CO . . . . 83 

154 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES . 346 
155 MATHSOFT,INC . 273 
158 MEGATEL . 274 
160 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP.PROD 106 

MICROLOGIC 279 
161 	 MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED . 340 

MICROSOFT CORP . . ..... 8,9 
MICROSOFT CORP . . ...... 21 
MICROSOFT CORP . 54,55 
MICROSOFT CORP . . . 57 
MICROSOFT CORP ....... . 234,235 

162 	 MICROSTAA LABORATORIES . 336 
MICAOWAY . . 166 
MICROWAY . 292 

159 MIS COMPUTER SYSTEMS . . 126 
165 MITCHELL PACIFIC COMPUTER .. 216 
166 MIX SOFTWARE . . 295 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

167 MKS . . .. ...... ..... 85 
168 MODGRAPH .... 18 
169 MODGAAPH .. . .... . . 18 
170 MODGRAPH . . .. 18 
173 MULTISCOPE,INC ... 127 
174 MULTISCOPE,INC .... 127 
175 NANAO . . 96 
176 NANTUCKET . 190 
177 NANTUCKET . 191 
178 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS ...... Clll 
243 NATIONAL TELEVAA . 170 
179 NCR CORP . . . .. 172, 173 
180 NEC HOME ELECTRONICS ... 12,13 
181 NETWORK PC 342 
182 NEVADA COMPUTER CORP . . 344 
183 NOHAU CORPORATION . 340 
184 NOATHGATE COMPUTER SYS . 46,47 
185 NOATHGATE COMPUTER SYS . 192, 193 
186 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS . 194, 195 
187 NOATHGATECOMPUTERSYS . 254,255 
188 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS . 268,269 
316 NOVA.INC . . 156 
189 NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES ...... 69 

ONLINE ACCESS . 287 
ORACLE . . .. .... 123 

190 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL . 301 
191 OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CORP ... . 41 
192 OVERLAND DATA . 324 
193 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS 147 
194 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS 147 
195 PANASONIC-1 100 SERIES .... .. . 155 

196 PANASONIC-LASER PAINTERS ... 15 
197 PARA SYSTEMS . 101 
198 PADON & PATTON . ............. 72 

199 PC BRAND . 179 

PC BRAND ... ..... ...... . 180,181 
PC BRAND . 182, 183 
PC BRAND . .. ........ 184, 185 

PC CONNECTION . . 102, 103 
PC CONNECTION ......... 104, 104A 

PC CONNECTION . 104B, 104C 

200 PERCEPTI VE SOLUTIONS, INC . 236 
201 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS.INC . . 236 
202 PERCON . 324 
205 PHAA LAP SOFTWARE .......... 89 

206 PLUS DEVELOPMENT . . 119 
207 PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS 343 
208 PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER SYS 336 

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE 40,40A-C 
209 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP . 200 
210 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP . 200 
211 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP . . 200A 
212 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ...... 200A 
213 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ...... 200B 

PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ...... 200C 
221 PAOTECH MARKETING,INC ... . . 115 
222 PROTECH MARKETING.INC . 115 
223 PSEUDOCORP . . 334 
224 OMS.INC ..................... 153 

225 OMS.INC ........... .. . . . 153 

226 OMS, INC . . . ...... 92 
227 QMS,INC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 92 
228 QUA TECH .INC . 338 
229 QUA TECH .INC . . . . . • . . . . • . 338 
230 QUA TECH .INC . . 338 
231 QUA TECH ,INC . . . . . . . . . • . . 338 
232 QUA TECH ,INC . 338 
233 QUA TECH ,INC . 338 
234 QUA TECH ,INC . 338 
235 QUA TECH,INC . . 338 
236 QUA TECH,INC . 338 
237 QUALSTAR CORP 334 
238 QUARTERDECK . . 16, 17 
239 R & A ELECTRONICS . 345 
240 RADIO SHACK . . ............. . CIV 

322 RAIMA CORPORATION . . ..... 45 
241 RAINBOWTECHNOLOGIES 197 
242 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES . . 197 
244 ROSE ELECTRONICS . 107 
245 SAFEWAAE,INC . 339 
246 SAMNA . 125 
247 SAMSUNG 219 
248 SAMSUNG 219 
249 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION ....... 49 

250 SAS INSTITUTE, INC. . .......... 95 

252 SCIENCE ACCESSORIES . 275 
253 SCIENCE ACCESSORIES . 275 
254 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . 336 
255 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS 336 
256 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS 336 
257 SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS . 328 

SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY 177 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

258 SEQUITER SOFTWARE,INC ..... 211 
318 SHARP ELECTRON ICS . 132 
259 SILICON SHACK LTD . 346 
260 SILICON VALLEY SOFTWARE ..... 84 
261 	 SN'W COMPUTERS .84 
262 SOFTWARE ADD-ONS . 241 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYS . 113 
263 SOFTWARE SECURITY . 253 
317 SONY . . 222,223 
265 SPECIALTY SOFTWARE DEVMNT .90 
266 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE . 201 
267 STATSOFT . . . 67 
268 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE . . 98 
269 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ...... 98 
270 STORAGE DIMENSIONS . . . . 63 
271 STORAGE DIMENSIONS ......... 63 

272 SUPERSOFT . 262 
273 SUPREME ENTERPRISE ........ 310 

274 	 TALKING TECHNOLOGY . 329 
275 	 TALL TREE SYSTEMS . 345 
V6~~G ~4 

277 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT . 346 
278 TEKTRONIX . . ...... 30,31 
279 TEKTRONIX . 30,31 
280 TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CTR . 326 
281 TERABYTE INT'L,INC 343 
282 TE XAS INSTRUMENTS ..... 158,159 
283 THE OAKLAND GROUP . 187 
284 THE PERISCOPE CO . 217 
285 THE PERISCOPE CO . 217 
286 THE SOFTWARE LINK . 198 
287 THE SOFTWARE LINK . 198 
288 THE SOFTWARE LINK . 199 
289 THE SOFTWARE LINK . 199 
290 TOSHIBA . 60,61 
291 TOSHIBA ................... 60,61 

292 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS.INC ...... 66 
293 TRANS ERA . . 304 
294 TRANS ERA . 304 
295 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES ........ 94 

296 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . ..... 94 
297 TULIN CORP .. .216 
298 UNICORN . 340 
299 UNITEX ......... . . • ...... 332,333 

300 UNITEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . 332,333 

UNIXWORLD .... 296A-B 
UNIXWORLD 297 

330 VENTUACOM . 302 
331 	 VENTURCOM . 302 

VERMONT CREATIVE SOFTWARE . 35 
301 VICTORY ENTERPRISES ........ 108 

302 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 
303 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING 272 
304 VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD . 232 
305 WARD SYSTEMS GROUP . 240 
306 WARD SYSTEMS GROUP . 240 
307 WATCOM PRODUCTS.INC 189 
308 WIESEMANN & THEIS GMBH . 146 
400 WINTEK CORPORATION ......... . 7 

309 WINTEK CORPORATION . 336 
310 XEC PRODUCTS . 221 
311 XELTEK . 346 
312 	 XIRCOM 204 
313 	 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS ......... 53 


ZORTECH ,INC . . . ......... 37 

314 Z·WOALD ENGINEERING 339 
315 Z-WORLD ENGINEERING . 339 

INTERNATIONAL SECTION 64IS1-64 
No North American Inquiries please. 

401 3EST-USA . . ......... 15-58 

402 AGC TECHNOLOGY CORP .... 15-61 
403 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS.LTD . 15-35 
404 AMOS LTD .. . ...... ..... 15·46 
405 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . 15-49 
406 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . IS-49 
407 ARGOSY . . . .. 15-50 
408 ATICO . 15-43 
409 BEHAVIOR TECH ......... IS-64 

410 BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGY ... . IS-58 

BYTE BACK ISSUES .......... 15-52 

BYTE SUB MESSAGE IS-44 

412 CLARION SOFTWARE . . .. 15-19 
413 CLARION SOFTWARE ... . IS-19 
414 COMPUBRAS COMPUTERS . . IS-42 
415 COMPUCLASSICS . . IS-29 
416 DAEWOO TELECOM ... 15·24,25 
417 DIETRICH GMBH . IS-54 
418 D-LINK UK . . . 15-57 

ELONEX . . IS-33 
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419 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH . IS-55 
420 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH .. .. IS-55 
421 FORTRON/SOURCE . IS-9 
422 GALAXY ...... . .. . ...... . .. IS-54 
423 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC . IS-18 
424 GLOCKENSPIEL. ............ IS-41 

425 GREY MATIER .. IS-63 
426 GTCO. . .. IS-21 
427 GTCO . .. ...... .. . ..... IS-21 
428 IX I LIMITED . . . . . IS-56 
429 IMT . .. IS-50 
430 INTERQUAD LTD IS-3 
431 INTERQUAD LTD ............. IS-5 

432 ITHACA STREET SOFTWARE .. IS-32 
433 JC INFORMATION SYS.CORP IS-23 
434 LASERMASTER CORPORATION .. IS-37 
435 LASERMASTER CORPORATION .. IS-37 
436 MJPC IS-12,13 
437 MASHOV .... . .............. IS-45 

438 MAYFAIR MICROS IS-10 

MICROWAY. IS-62 
439 PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY IS-28 
457 PROGRAMMER'S ODYSSEY .. IS-46 
440 SCHNELLMANN INTERHANOELS AG . IS-31 
441 SIEMENS AG .. IS-17 
442 SMART SOFTWARE . . IS-34 

SOFTLINE . . ......... . .. IS-47 

443 SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION CO.LTD . IS-59 
444 SOFTWARE DMI . IS-54 
445 SOFTWARE DMI ....... . ..... IS-56 

446 SURAH,INC . . .............. IS-58 

447 TEAC CORPORATION . . .. IS-14 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

TOPS .... IS-53 
449 TRIANGLE DIGITAL . . . IS·58 
451 TRIGEM COMPUTER.INC . IS-6 
452 TWINHEAD . . . IS-51 
453 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS IS-11 
454 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS IS·11 
455 USA SOFTWARE IS-39 
456 VASCO . IS-20 

INT'L DIRECT RESPONSE POSTCARDS 

COMPUTER SOLUTIONS .. IS 
GATEWAY 2000 . IS 
REASONABLE SOLUTIONS IS 

REGIONAL SECTIONS 

Midwest 64MW1-12 

476 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS, INC MW-5 
477 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS, I NC MW·5 
476 EKM . . . MW-4 
479 EKM . . ..... MW-4 
480 INTERFACE GROUP ......... MW-7 
481 OMNI COMPUTERS.INC . . . MW-2 
482 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC . . MW-2 
483 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . MW-9 
484 PAO·KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . MW-9 
485 REASON TECHNOLOGY ..... MW-11 
486 TECH CITY . . ............... MW-3 
487 TECH CITY . . MW-3 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

Northeast 64NE1-20 

500 BYTE CARD DECK . NE-8 
504 COMPUTER INTEGRATION CTR . NE-19 
505 COMPUTER INTEGRATION CTR . NE-19 
501 DEERFIELD DATA SYSTEMS . NE-2 
502 ECA C&C PRODUCTS,INC . . . . . NE-11 
503 ECA C&C PRODUCTS,INC . ... . NE-11 
506 GEMS COMPUTERS.INC .. NE-17 
507 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE . NE-4 
506 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE . NE-4 
509 HARMONY COMPUTERS NE-3 
510 HARMONY COMPUTERS NE-3 
511 INFO/OPTICS . NE-7 
512 INFO/OPTICS . NE-7 
513 INTERFACE GROUP NE-9 
514 LPI NE-8 
515 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT . NE-20 

MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT NE-20A-B 
516 MICROTEST NE-13 
517 MICROTEST . NE-13 
518 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD NE-15 
519 PAO·KU INTERNATIONAL LTD NE-15 
520 PROTEUS TECHNOLOGY CORP . NE-12 
521 TECH CITY . NE-5 
522 TECH CITY . NE-5 

Pacific Coast 64 PC1-16 

351 BYTE CARD DECK .. PC-10 
523 CACHE COMPUTERS, INC . PC-15 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

524 CONVEX RESOURCES . PC-9 
525 EKM .. . ..... PC-10 
526 EKM . ..... . PC-10 
527 INFO/OPTICS . PC-5 
528 INFO/OPTICS . PC-5 
529 INTERFACE GROUP PC-3 
530 LPI . PC-4 
531 METAWARE PC-13 
532 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC . PC-2 
533 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC . PC-2 
534 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD PC-7 
535 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD PC-7 
536 TECH CITY ...... . ....... . .. PC-11 
537 TECH CITY ......... . ....... PC-11 
538 ZERICON PC-16 

South 64 S01 - 12 

350 BYTE CARD DECK . S0-4 
488 CENTCIRCUIT INTERNATIONAL S0·7 
489 CENTCIRCUIT INTERNATIONAL S0-7 
490 GEMS COMPUTERS.INC S0-11 
491 INTERFACE GROUP S0-5 
492 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC . S0-2 
493 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC . S0-2 
494 PAO·KU INTERNATIONAL LTD S0-12 
495 PAO·KU INTERNATIONAL LTD S0-12 
496 TECH CITY . S0-9 
497 TECH CITY . S0-9 
498 UNITED INNOVATIONS . S0-3 
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out 
the reader service card by circling the numbers on the card that cor
respond to the inquiry number listed with the advertiser. This index is 
provided as an additional service by the publisher, who assumes no 
liability for errors or omissions. 

READER 
SERVICE * Correspond directly with company. 

Index to Advertisers by Product Category 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

HARDWARE 

800 ADD INS 

13 AHEAD SYSTEMS ........... 70 

14 AHEAD SYSTEMS ........... 70 

17 ALL COMPUTERS.INC ....... 245 

18 ALL COMPUTERS, INC . . 245 

19 ALPHA PRODUCTS ......... 341 


404 AMOS LTD ........... .. ... IS-46 

24 AMERICAN ADVANTECH ..... 328 


407 ARGOSY . . ... IS-50 

410 BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGY .. IS-58 


51 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT ........ 74 

52 CAPITAL EQUIPMENT ........ 75 


488 CENTCIRCUIT INT'L ........ S0-7 

489 CENTCIRCUIT INT'L . . ... S0-7 
328 COMPUTER MODULES, INC .. 345 


87 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH . 263 

88 DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING TECH . 263 


110 GTEK,INC ................. 106 

111 GTEK,INC . . . .. 106 

323 HERCULES COMPUTER ...... 99 

115 HIGH RES TECHNOLOGIES .. 345 

124 IOTECH .. .. ............ 339 

433 JC INFORMATION SYSTEMS CORP IS-23 

142 LAWSON LABS ............ 340 

144 LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . 334 

162 MICROSTAR LABORATORIES . 336 


MICROWAY . . ......... 292 

MICROWAY .............. .IS-62 


183 NOHAU CORPORATION ... ... 340 

200 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS, INC 236 

201 PERCEPTIVE SOLUTIONS, INC 236 

206 PLUS DEVELOPMENT . . .. 119 

228 QUA TECH,INC ... . ......... 338 

229 QUA TECH,INC . . .. 338 

230 QUA TECH,INC . . ... 338 

231 QUA TECH,INC . . ... 338 

232 QUA TECH.INC . . ...... 338 

233 QUA TECH. INC . . ... 338 

234 QUA TECH, INC . . ...... 338 

235 QUA TECH,INC ............. 338 

236 QUA TECH .INC . . .. 338 

265 SPECIALTY SOFlWARE DEVMNT . 90 

275 TALL TREE SYSTEMS . . 345 

284 THE PERISCOPE CO . . .. 217 

285 THE PERISCOPE CO . . .... 217 

449 TRIANGLE DIGITAL . ....... IS-58 

314 Z-WORLD ENGINEERING .... 339 


801 DRIVES 

73 CURTIS,INC . . 124 

206 PLUS DEVELOPMENT ....... 119 


SEAGATE TECHNOLOGY .... 177 

451 TRIGEM COMPUTER, I NC .... IS-6 

297 TULIN CORP . . 216 


802 FACSIMILE 

12 ADD ON AMERICA . . . 329 

430 INTERQUAD LTD ... IS-3 


803 HARDWARE PROGRAMMERS 

45 BP MICROSYSTEMS . . .. 340 

110 GTEK,INC ................. 106 

111 GTEK,INC . . ............... 106 

143 LINK COMPUTER GRAPHICS . 334 

145 LOGICAL DEVICES, INC ...... 329 

146 LOGICAL DEVICES.INC ...... 329 

311 XELTEK . . ............ 346 


804 INSTRUMENTATION 

68 CORTEX . . ........ 346 

93 ELEXOR,INC ............... 329 


805 KEYBOARDS/MICE 

426 GTCO . . . IS-21 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

427 GTCO . . ... . . .. ........ IS-21 

117 HOUSTON COMPUTER SERV . 346 

134 KEA SYSTEMS . . . 261 

149 LOGITECH . .. .. ..... 51 

150 LOGITECH .. . ............ . . 51 

185 NORTHGATECOMPUTER SYS 192, 193 

188 NORTHGATECOMPUTER SYS 268,269 

202 PERCON . . ... . 324 

252 SCIENCE ACCESSORIES . . . 275 

253 SCIENCE ACCESSORIES .... 275 


806 MASS STORAGE 

15 AK SYSTEMS . . . 329 

66 CORE INTERNATIONAL ...... 291 

67 CORE INTERNATIONAL . . 291 

74 DATA STRATEGIES INT'L ..... 339 


160 MICRO SOLUTIONS COMP.PROD 106 

192 OVERLAND DATA . . ..... 324 

237 QUALSTAR CORP .. ... ..... 334 

440 SCHNELLMANN INTERHANDELSAG .IS-31 

317 SONY . 222 ,223 

270 STORAGE DIMENSIONS ...... 63 

271 STORAGE DIMENSIONS ...... 63 

447 TEACCORPORATION . IS-14 

304 VOGON ENTERPRISES LTD .. 232 


807 MISCELLANEOUS 

24 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . . 328 

41 BLACK JACK COMPUTER .... 334 


320 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES .. 157 

321 COMPUTER ACCESSORIES .. 157 


69 COVOX, INC. . . . 325 

70 COVOX, INC .............. . . 325 


417 DIETRICH GMBH .......... IS-54 

94 ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE, THE 343 


122 INTEGRAND . . ..... 178 

456 VASCO ...... . ..... . . . ... IS-20 


808 MODEMS/MULTIPLEXORS 

38 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES 249 

39 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES 249 

59 COMPUCOM . . ...... 325 


105 FORVALAMERICA . . ..... 227 

106 FORVALAMERICA . . .. 227 

292 TOUCHBASE SYSTEMS,INC ... 66 

453 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS IS-11 

454 UNIVERSAL DATA SYSTEMS IS-11 


809 MONITORS 

431 INTERQUAD LTD . IS-5 

434 LASER MASTER CORP ...... IS-37 

435 LASERMASTER CORP . . .. IS-37 

175 NANAO . .. ........ 96 

180 NEC HOME ELECTRONICS . 12,13 

276 TATUNG .................. 214 


810 NETWORK HARDWARE 

401 3EST-USA .............. . . IS-58 

38 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES 249 

39 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES 249 

46 BUFFALO PRODUCTS,INC ... 145 


CLEO COMMUNICATIONS D . 104 

524 CONVEX RESOURCES .... PC-9 

416 DAEWOO TELECOM .... IS-24,25 
418 D-LIN K UK . .. ........ IS-57 

104 FLYTECH TECHNOLOGY, INC .. 59 

121 INES .. . .. ....... 274 

516 MICROTEST ......... NE-13 

517 MICROTEST . . ... NE-13 

247 SAMSUNG . . ..... . .... . 219 

248 SAMSUNG 219 

286 THE SOFTWARE LIN K ....... 198 

287 THE SOFTWARE LINK ....... 198 

288 THE SOFTWARE LINK ....... 199 

289 THE SOFTWARE LIN K ....... 199 

308 WIESEMANN & THEIS GMBH . 146 

312 XIRCOM . . .......... . . 204 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

811 PRINTERS/PLOTTERS 

407 ARGOSY . . . IS-50 

CANON USA ............ 32A-B 


50 CANON USA ................ 33 

501 DEERFIELD DATA SYSTEMS . NE-2 

108 GRAPHTEC ............ 270 

113 HEWLETT-PACKARD PERIPH ... 129 

11 4 HEWLETI-PACKARDPERIPH . 130,131 
434 LASERMASTER CORP ...... IS-37 

435 LASERMASTER CORP ...... IS-37 

243 NATIONAL TELEVAR ........ 170 

191 OUTPUT TECHNOLOGY CORP . 41 

195 PANASONIC-1100 SERIES . . 155 

196 PANASONIC-LASER PRINTERS 15 

224 QMS,INC .................. 153 

225 QMS, INC .................. 153 

240 RADIO SHACK . . .. CIV 
318 SHARP ELECTRONICS ...... 132 

446 SURAH,INC .... . ....... . .. IS-56 

278 TEKTRONIX ............. 30,31 

279 TEKTRONI X . ............ 30,31 

282 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS .. 158,159 
498 UNITED INNOVATIONS ..... S0-3 
538 ZERICON .... .. ... . ... . . PC-16 


812 SCANNERS/IMAGE PROCESSORS 

75 DATA TRANSLATION ......... 77 

502 ECA C&C PRODUCTS .INC .. NE-11 

503 ECA C&C PRODUCTS ,INC .. NE-11 

511 INFO/OPTICS . . NE-7 

512 INFO/OPTICS . . .... NE-7 

527 INFO/OPTICS .... PC-5 

528 INFO/OPTICS . . . ..... PC-5 

149 LOGITECH ... . . 51 

150 LOGITECH ................. 51 


813 SOFTWARE SECURITY 

403 ALADDIN KNOWLEDGE SYS.LTD . IS-35 

419 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH .. IS-55 

420 FAST ELECTRONIC GMBH .. IS-55 

221 PROTECH MARKETING,INC .. 115 

222 PROTECH MARKETING,INC .. 115 

241 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES .. 197 

242 RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES . .. 197 

263 SOFTWARE SECURITY . . . 253 


814 SYSTEMS 

402 AGC TECHNOLOGY CORP .. IS-61 

20 ALA .. . . 2,3 
21 ALA . . ....... 2,3 

22 ALTEC TECH .CORP ......... 265 

24 AMERICAN ADVANTECH . . . 328 


405 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . IS-49 

406 AMERICAN RESEARCH CORP . IS-49 

409 BEHAVIOR TECH . . . IS-64 

523 CACHE COMPUTERS ,INC .. PC-15 


57 CHEETAH INT'L .. .. ........ 224 

524 CONVEX RESOURCES ..... PC-9 


71 CSS LABS ............. 242 

72 CSS LABS . . 242 

76 DELL COMPUTER CORP Clll,1 

77 DELL COMPUTER CORP . 136,137 


DELL COMPUTER CORP . 136A-B 
476 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS,INCMW-5 
477 DERBYTECH COMPUTERS,INCMW-5 

79 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING .. 39 

80 DIGITAL DISTRIBUTING ...... 39 


478 EKM . . . . . ......... MW-4 

479 EKM .................... MW-4 

525 EKM ...... . . . . .•. • .• .... PC-10 

526 EKM .......... . ......... PC-10 


ELONEX . . .. IS-33 

95 ERGO COMPUTING,INC . 164,165 
96 ERGOCOMPUTING.INC . 164,165 

EVEREXSYSTEM COMPUTER 207,208 
97 EVEREX SYSTEM COMPUTER 209 

98 EVEREX SYSTEM COMPUTER 210 


100 FIRST COMPUTER SYS, INC .. 324 


Inquiry No. Page No . 

101 FIRST COMPUTER SYS.INC .. 324 

421 FORTRON/SOURCE . . IS-9 

422 GALAXY ............ IS-54 


GATEWAY 2000 .......... 22,23 

116 HITECH EQUIPMENT CORP .. 339 

324 HOME SMART COMPUTING .. 345 

119 IBM WORKSTATION ..... 212,213 
127 IVERSON COMPUTER CORP . 233 


IVERSON COMPUTER CORP 233A-B 
132 JEMINI ELECTRONICS ..... 343 

135 KILA SYSTEMS . . ........ 343 

436 M3PC . . . . .... IS-12,13 
158 MEGATEL ....... 274 


MICROWAY . . .... . .... 166 

159 MIS COMPUTER SYSTEMS .. 126 

168 MODGRAPH .......... . .. . .. 18 

169 MODGRAPH ................ 18 

170 MODGRAPH . . . . 18 

179 NCR CORP ... 172, 173 

181 NETWORK PC ........ 342 

184 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 46,47 
186 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 194, 195 

187 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 254,255 
481 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC ... MW-2 

482 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC ... MW-2 

492 OMNI COMPUTERS,INC . . . S0-2 
493 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC .... S0-2 
532 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC . . PC-2 

533 OMNI COMPUTERS ,INC . . PC-2 

483 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . MW-9 

484 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . MW-9 

494 PAO·KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . S0-12 
495 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . S0-12 
518 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . NE-15 

519 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . NE-15 

534 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD PC-7 

535 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD PC-7 

199 PC BRAND ........ 179 


PC BRAND ...... 180,181 

PC BRAND ...... 182,183 
PC BRAND . 184,185 

208 PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER SYS336 
520 PROTEUSTECHNOLOGYCORP . NE-12 

485 REASON TECHNOLOGY .. MW-11 

441 SIEMENS AG ......... IS-17 

486 TECH CITY ......... MW-3 

487 TECH CITY ...... MW-3 

496 TECH CITY .. S0-9 
497 TECH CITY . . ... S0-9 
521 TECH CITY ... . NE-5 

522 TECH CITY .... NE-5 

536 TECH CITY .......... PC-11 

537 TECH CITY ........... PC-11 

277 TECHNOLOGY POWER ENT .. 346 

290 TOSHIBA . . . 60,61 
291 TOSHIBA . . ........ 60,61 

452 TWINHEAD . . IS-51 

301 VICTORY ENTERPRISES ..... 108 

309 WINTEK CORPORATION ..... 336 

310 XEC PRODUCTS ..... . ...... 221 

313 ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS . . .. 53 

315 Z-WORLD ENGINEERING .... 339 


815 UPS 

25 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION . 171 

26 AMERICAN POWER CONVERSION . 171 

40 BEST POWER TECH ,INC. . 340 


197 PARA SYSTEMS . . 101 


SOFTWARE 

816 APPLE/MAC APPLICATIONS
SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL 

250 SAS INSTITUTE, I NC . . 95 


817 APPLE/MAC LAN 

TOPS . .. ... ..... IS-53 
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· correspond directly with company. 

Inquiry No. Page No. 

818 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
BUSINESS OFFICE 

30 AXSYS . . 154 

31 AXSYS . . ............... 154 

32 AXSYS . . 154 


107 FOX SOFTWAAE,INC ......... 25 

423 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC IS-18 

507 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE ...... NE-4 

508 GROUP 1 SOFTWARE ...... NE-4 


MICAOLOGIC .. . ........... 279 

MICROSOFT CORP . . ... 8,9 


243 NATIONAL TELEVAA . . . 170 

ORACLE ..... . ...... . ..... 123 


198 PATTON & PATTON ........... 72 

322 RAIMA CORPORATION ....... 45 

244 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 107 

258 SEQUITER SOFTWARE,INC .. 211 


819 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL 

91 DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS, INC ... 264 

92 ECOSOFT . . 286 


112 HAVEN TREE . . . ......... 100 

155 MATHSOFT,INC ....... ..... 273 

178 NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS . Clll 

254 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS . 336 

255 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS .... 336 

256 SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS .... 336 

266 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE ..... 201 

267 STATSOFT ................. 67 


820 IBM/MSDOS APPLICATIONS 
WORD PROCESSING 

246 SAMNA . . . 125 


821 IBM/MSDOS CAD 
.:..__~~~~~~~~~~-

34 A.M.S ..................... 345 

524 CONVEX RESOURCES ..... PC-9 

309 WINTEK CORPORATION ..... 336 

400 WINTEK CORPORATION . . .. 7 


822 IBM/MSDOS COMMUNICATIONS 

55 CENTURY SOFTWARE . . .. 80 

56 CENTURY SOFTWARE . . 80 

89 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS 336 


457 PROGRAMMER'S ODYSSEY IS-46 

274 TALKING TECHNOLOGY ..... 329 

295 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES . . .. 94 

296 TRITON TECHNOLOGIES ..... 94 


823 IBM/MSDOS GRAPHICS 

319 COREL SYSTEMS 121 


824 IBM/MSDOS LAN 

28 ARTISOFT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 109 

127 IVEASON COMPUTER CORP . 233 


IVERSON COMPUTER CORP 233A-B 

151 MAP INFO CORP ............ 82 

439 PERFORMANCE TECH ..... IS-26 

286 THE SOFTWARE LINK . . ... 198 

287 THE SOFTWARE LINK ....... 198 


TOPS .. . ........... IS-53 


825 IBM/MSDOS LANGUAGES 

33 AVOCET SYSTEMS, INC ..... . . 79 

43 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL ... 11 

44 BORLAND INTERNATIONAL ... 11 

58 CNS . . 272 

82 DIGITALK . ........... 26,27 


424 GLOCKENSPIEL . . ....... IS-41 

140 LATTICE,INC . . ..... . . . .. 134 

141 LATTICE.INC ....... . . ...... 134 

514 LPI . .. . .. .. . NE-8 

530 LPI . . ...... PC-4 

531 METAWARE . PC-13 


MICROSOFT CORP .... . . . .. . 21 

MICROSOFT CORP ..... 234,235 

MICROWAY . . ....... 292 


166 MIX SOFTWARE . . . 295 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

READER 
SERVICE 

176 NANTUCKET . . ....... 190 

177 NANTUCKET . 191 

260 SILICON VALLEY SOFTWARE .. 84 

268 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ... 98 

269 STONY BROOK SOFTWARE ... 98 

293 TRANS ERA . . . .......... 304 

294 TRANS ERA . 304 


• 	 VERMONT CREATIVE S/W . . 35 

ZORTECH,INC . . 37 


826 IBM/MSDOS UTILITES 

16 ALF PRODUCTS . . ........ 264 

29 ATAON CADRE TECHNOLOGIES29 

42 BLAISE COMPUTING,INC ...... 6 

53 CENTRAL COMPUTER PROD . 336 


412 CLARION SOFTWARE ...... IS-19 

413 CLARION SOFTWARE ...... IS-19 


90 DROVER TECHNOLOGIES . .. 124 

99 FAIACOM CORPORATION ..... 86 


109 GREENVIEW .... 68 

429 IMT . . . . . . IS-50 

432 ITHACA STREET SOFTWARE IS-32 

136 KNOWLEDGE GARDEN ..... 303 

140 LATTICE.INC .............. 134 

141 LATTICE,INC ............... 134 


LOTUS ......... . ...... . 72A-B 

LOTUS . . 73 


437 MASHOV . . .. IS-45 

MICROSOFT CORP ....... 54,55 

MICROSOFT CORP . . .... 57 


173 MULTISCOPE,INC .......... 127 

174 MULTISCOPE,INC . . ... 127 

316 NOVA.INC . . . 156 

189 NU-MEGA TECHNOLOGIES ... 69 

238 QUARTERDECK ......... 16,17 

245 SAFEWAAE,INC ............ 339 

444 SOFTWARE DMI .... . ...... IS-54 

445 SOFTWARE DMI . . IS-56 

272 SUPERSOFT ............... 262 

283 THE OAKLAND GROUP ...... 187 

307 WATCOM PRODUCTS.INC ... . 189 


827 OTHER APPLICATIONS 
BUSINESS/OFFICE 

310 	 XEC PRODUCTS . .... 221 


828 OTHER APPLICATIONS 
Miscellaneous 

480 INTERFACE GROUP ...... MW-7 

491 INTERFACE GROUP ... S0-5 

513 INTERFACE GROUP ....... NE-9 

529 INTERFACE GROUP ....... PC-3 

302 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 

303 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 

305 WARD SYSTEMS GROUP . . 240 

306 WARD SYSTEMS GROUP . . . 240 


829 OTHER APPLICATIONS 
Word Processing 

480 INTERFACE GROUP ... MW-7 

491 INTERFACE GROUP ..... S0-5 

513 INTERFACE GROUP ....... NE-9 

529 INTERFACE GROUP . PC-3 


830 OTHER - CROSS DEVELOPMENT 

223 	 PSEUDOCOAP . . . .... 334 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYS 113 


831 OTHER - LANGUAGES 

326 	 BINARY TECHNOLOGY, INC .. 346 

99 FAIRCOM CORPORATION . . . . 86 


480 	 INTERFACE GROUP ...... MW-7 

491 	 INTERFACE GROUP ....... S0-5 

513 INTERFACE GROUP . . ..... NE-9 

529 	 INTERFACE GROUP . PC-3 


832 OTHER - UTILITES 

109 GREENVIEW . 68 

302 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 

303 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 


Inquiry No. Page No. 

833 DESKTOP 
PUBLISHING 

123 INTEACON ASSOCIATES .... 144 

125 IQ ENGINEERING . . 149 

126 IQ ENGINEERING ........... 149 

434 LASER MASTER CORP ...... IS-37 

435 LASER MASTER CORP ...... IS-37 

165 MITCHELL PACIFIC COMP ... 216 

243 NATIONAL TELEVAR ....... 170 

193 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS ... 147 

194 PACIFIC DATA PRODUCTS .. . 147 

226 OMS.INC . . ... . ... 92 

227 QMS,INC ...... 92 

244 ROSE ELECTRONICS ....... 107 


834 EDUCATIONAL/ 
INSTRUCTIONAL 

8 ABACUS SOFTWARE, INC ..... 93 

9 ABACUS SOFTWARE, INC . . 93 


27 ANNABOOKS . . ....... 325 

325 B & B ELECTRONICS ........ 343 


BYTE BACK ISSUES ..... 276,277 

BYTE BACK ISSUES . . . IS-52 


48 BYTE BITS . 334 

350 BYTE CARD DECK . . ... S0-4 

351 BYTE CARD DECK . ... .... PC-10 

500 BYTE CARD DECK . . .... NE-8 


BYTE PUBLICATIONS ....... 307 

BYTE SUB MESSAGE ....... 356 

BYTE SUB MESSAGE ...... IS-44 

BYTE SUB SERVICE ........ 326 

BYTEWEEK/NEWSLETTEA ... 282 

DATA COMMUNICATIONS .... 299 


86 DISKETTE EMPORIUM ...... 334 

428 I X I LIMITED . . .... IS-56 

147 LOGICAL DEVICES, I NC .... .. 329 

148 LOGICAL DEVICES.INC ...... 329 


UNIXWORLD ... 296A-B 

• 	 UNIXWORLD .............. 297 


835 MAIL ORDER/ 
RETAIL 

23 AMERICAL GROUP ........ 340 

408 ATICO . . ....... IS-43 


35 B & C MICROSYSTEMS, INC .. 343 

36 B & C MICROSYSTEMS, INC . 345 

37 B & C MICROSYSTEMS,INC .. 345 

47 BUREAU OF ELECTRONIC PUB 78 


414 COMPUBAASCOMPUTERS .IS-42 

415 COMPUCLASSICS ... . ..... IS-29 


60 COMPUSAVE INTERNATIONAL327 

61 COMPUTER FRIENDS ....... 357 

62 COMPUTERLANE .......... 337 


476 DEABYTECH COMP.INC . MW-5 

477 DERBYTECH COMP.INC ... MW-5 


83 DISKCOTECH .............. 329 

84 DISKCOTECH . . 329 

85 DISKETTE CONNECTION .... 339 


102 FIRST SOURCE INT'L ....... 327 

103 FIRST SOURCE INT'L ... 327 

490 GEMS COMPUTERS, INC ... S0-11 

506 GEMS COMPUTERS, INC ... NE-17 

425 GREY MATTER ............ IS-63 

509 HARMONY COMPUTERS ... NE-3 

510 HARMONY COMPUTERS ... NE-3 

120 1.C. EXPRESS . . . . 336 

128 JADE COMPUTER . . .... . 335 

129 JAMECO ELECTRONICS . 330,331 


6 JOA MICRODEVICES .... 353-355 

7 JOA MICRODEVICES . . 353-355 

• MANCHESTER EQUIPMNT . NE-20A-B 


515 MANCHESTER EQUIPMENT NE-20 

154 MARYMAC INDUSTRIES .. .. . 346 

438 MAYFAIR MICROS . . ... IS-10 

161 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 340 

181 NETWORK PC .......... 342 

182 NEVADA COMPUTER CORP .. 344 

184 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 46,47 

185 NORTHGATE COMPUTERSYS 192,193 

186 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 194,195 


Inquiry No. Page No 

187 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 254 ,255 
188 NORTHGATE COMPUTER SYS 268,269 
481 	 OMNI COMPUTERS.INC ... MW-2 

482 OMNI COMPUTERS,INC . . . MW-2 

492 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC .. S0-2 
493 OMNI COMPUTERS, INC .... S0-2 
532 	 OMNI COMPUTERS, I NC .... PC-2 

533 	 OMNI COMPUTERS,INC .... PC-2 

190 OSBORNE/MCGRAW-HILL . 301 

483 	 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . MW-9 

484 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . MW-9 

494 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . S0-12 
495 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . S0-12 
518 	 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . NE-15 

519 	 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD . NE-1 5 

534 	 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTDPC-7 

535 	 PAO-KU INTERNATIONAL LTD PC-7 

199 PC BRAND . . ............ 179 


PC BRAND ............ 180,181 

PC BRAND ............ 182,183 

PC BRAND . . ..... 184, 185 

PC CONNECTION ....... 102, 103 

PC CONNECTION . . .. 104, 104A 
PC CONNECTION ..... 104B,104C 

207 PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS 343 

PROGRAMMER'S PARADISE 40,40A-C 

209 	 PROGRAMMER 'S SHOP .... . 200 

210 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP ..... 200 

211 	 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .... 200A 
212 	 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .... 200A 
213 	 PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .... 200B 

• PROGRAMMER'S SHOP .... 200C 

239 A & A ELECTRONICS ....... . 345 

485 REASON TECHNOLOGY . . MW-11 

257 SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS ..... 328 

259 SILICON SHACK LTD ........ 346 

442 SMART SOFTWARE ........ IS-34 

261 SN'W COMPUTERS .......... 84 


• SOFTLINE ................ IS-47 

262 SOFTWARE ADD-ONS ....... 241 

443 SOFTWARE CONSTRUCTION CO.LTD . IS-59 

273 SUPREME ENTERPRISE ..... 310 

280 TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CTR 326 

281 TEAABYTE INT'L,INC ....... 343 

298 UNICORN ................ 340 

299 UNITEX ............... 332,333 

300 UNITEX ............... 332,333 

455 USA SOFTWARE .......... IS-39 

302 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 

303 VIDEO TEXTBOOK TRAINING . 272 


836 MISCELLANEOUS 
10 ADC ...................... 290 

11 ADC .................. 290 


504 COMPUTER INTEGRATION CTR . NE-19 

505 COMPUTER INTEGRATION CTR . NE-19 

130 JB TECHNOLOGIES, INC ... 325 

131 	 JB TECHNOLOGIES.INC .... . 325 


837 ON-LINE 
SERVICES 

450 	 BIX ................... 280,281 

COPIA INTERNATIONAL LTD .. 156 


• 	 ONLINE ACCESS ........... 287 


838 OPERATING 
SYSTEMS 

81 DIGITAL RESEARCH . . .. 71 

133 KADAK PRODUCTS LTD ..... . 244 


MARK WILLIAMS CO . . . 83 

205 	 PHAA LAP SOFTWARE ... 89 

249 SANTA CRUZ OPERATION . ... 49 

330 VENTURCOM . . .. 302 

331 	 VENTURCOM .............. 302 


839 RECRUITMENT 
54 CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE . 326 
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REQUEST FREE INFORMATION BY FAX 

Attention BYTE Readers!! Now you can fax your requests for free product and advertiser information 

featured in this issue. 

Just fax this page to 1-413-637-4343. You'll save time because your request for information will be pro

cessed as soon as your fax is received. 


1 
Remove this page or 

below which correspond 
Check off the answers to Print your name, adCircle the numbers 

copy this page clearly questions "/\' through "C". dress, and fax number 
and fax it to the number 

to advertisers and pro-
clearly on the form. to the numbers assigned 

above. 
ducts that interest you. 

Fill out this coupon carefully . PLEASE PRINT. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 1a 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2a 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3a 39 40 

Name 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4a 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 5a 59 60 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 6a 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 n 1a 79 ao 


Title 
 al a2 83 84 a5 a6 a1 ea a9 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 9a 99 100 
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 1oa 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 11a 119 120 

Company 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 12a 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137 13a 139 140 

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 14a 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 15a 159 160 
Address 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 16a 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 m 11a 179 1ao 

181 1a2 183 184 1a5 1a6 1a7 1aa 1a9 190 191 192 193 194 195 196 197 19a 199 200 
City 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 2oa 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 21a 219 220 

221 222 223 224 225 226 227 22a 229 230 231 232 233 234 235 236 237 23a 239 240 
State/Province Z ip 

241 242 243 244 245 246 247 24a 249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 25a 259 260 
261 262 263 264 265 266 267 26a 269 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 m 21a 279 2aoCountry 
2a1 2a2 2a3 284 2a5 2a6 2a7 2aa 2a9 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 297 29a 299 300 

Phone Number Fax Number 

(__) ______ (__) ______ 
301 302 303 304 305 306 307 30a 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 31a 319 320 
321 322 323 324 325 326 327 32a 329 330 331 332 333 334 335 336 337 33a 339 340 
341 342 343 344 345 346 347 34a 349 350 351 352 353 354 355 356 357 35a 359 360 

t D Senior-level Management 
A. What is your level of ma nagement responsibility? 

361 362 363 364 365 366 367 36a 369 370 371 372 373 374 375 376 3n 37a 379 3ao 
2 D Other Management 3a1 3a2 3a3 384 3a5 3a6 3a7 3aa 3a9 390 391 392 393 394 395 396 397 39a 399 400 
3 D Non-Management 401 402 403 404 405 406 407 40a 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 41a 419 420 

421 422 423 424 425 426 427 42a 429 430 431 432 433 434 435 436 437 43a 439 440
B. What is your pr imary job function/principal area of 441 442 443 444 445 446 447 44a 449 450 451 452 453 454 455 456 457 45a 459 460
responsibility? (Check one.) 

461 462 463 464 465 466 467 46a 469 470 471 472 473 474 475 476 m 47a 479 4ao 
4 D Administration 

4a1 4a2 4a3 484 4a5 4a6 4a7 4aa 4a9 490 491 492 493 494 495 496 497 49a 499 5005 D Accounting/Finance 

6 D MIS/DP/Information Center 
 501 502 503 504 505 506 507 50a 509 510 511 512 513 514 515 516 517 51a 519 520 

7 D Product Design and Development 521 522 523 524 525 526 527 52a 529 530 531 532 533 534 535 536 537 53a 539 540 

8 D Research and Development 541 542 543 544 545 546 547 54a 549 550 551 552 553 554 555 556 557 55a 559 560 

9 D Manufacturing 561 562 563 564 565 566 567 56a 569 570 571 572 573 574 575 576 5n 57a 579 580 

10 D Sales/Marketing 5a1 5a2 5a3 584 5a5 5a6 5a7 5aa 5a9 590 591 592 593 594 595 596 597 59a 599 600 
11 D Purchasing 601 602 603 604 605 606 607 60a 609 610 611 612 613 614 615 616 617 61a 619 620 
t2 D Personnel 621 622 623 624 625 626 627 62a 629 630 631 632 633 634 635 636 637 63a 639 640 
t3 D Education/Training 641 642 643 644 645 646 647 64a 649 650 651 652 653 654 655 656 657 65a 659 660 
14 D Other: ---------------  661 662 663 664 665 666 667 66a 669 670 671 672 673 674 675 676 sn 61a 679 6ao 

681 6a2 6a3 684 6a5 6a6 6a7 6aa 6a9 690 691 692 693 694 695 696 697 69a 699 700 
C. Please indicate your organization's primary business 701 702 703 704 705 706 707 1oa 709 710 711 712 713 714 715 716 717 71a 719 720
activity: (Check one.) 

721 722 723 724 725 726 727 72a 729 730 731 732 733 734 735 736 737 73a 739 740
Computer-Related Businesses: 741 742 743 744 745 746 747 74a 749 750 751 752 753 754 755 756 757 75a 759 760
15 D Manufacturer (Hardware, Software) 

761 762 763 764 765 766 767 76a 769 no m m m n4 ns ns m na m 780
t6 D Computer Retail Stores 

1a1 1a2 7a3 784 7a5 7a6 1a1 1aa 7a9 790 791 792 793 794 795 796 797 79a 799 aoo17 D Consultants 
ao1 ao2 ao3 ao4 ao5 ao6 ao1 aoa ao9 a10 a11 a12 a13 a14 a15 a16 a17 a1a a19 a2018 D Service Bureau/Planning 
a21 a22 a23 a24 a25 a26 a27 a2a a29 a30 a31 a32 833 a34 a35 a36 837 a3a a39 84019 D Distributor/Wholesaler 
841 842 843 844 845 846 847 84a 849 a5o a51 a52 a53 a54 a55 a56 a57 a5a a59 a6020 D Systems House/Integrator/VAR 
a61 a62 a63 a64 a65 a66 a67 a6a a69 a10 a11 a12 a73 a74 a75 a76 an a1a a19 aao21 D Other: ---------------- 
aa1 aa2 aa3 a84 aa5 aa6 aa1 aaa aa9 a90 a91 a92 a93 a94 a95 a96 a97 a98 899 900

Non-Computer-Related Businesses: 
901 902 903 904 905 906 907 90a 909 910 911 912 913 914 ~5 ~6 ~7 ~8 ~9 ~o 

22 D Manufacturing 
921 922 923 924 925 926 927 92a 929 930 931 932 933 934 935 936 937 .938 939 940

23 D Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 
941 942 943 944 945 946 947 94a 949 950 951 952 953 954 955 956 957 95a 959 96024 D Retail/Wholesale 

25 D Education 961 962 963 964 965 966 967 96a 969 970 971 972 973 974 975 976 9n 978 979 9ao 

26 D Government 9a1 9a2 9a3 984 9a5 9a5 9a7 9aa 9a9 990 991 992 993 994 995 996 997 99a 9991000 

21 D Military 10011002 1003 1004 1005 1006 1007 1ooa 1009 1010 10111012 1013 1014 1015 1016 1017101a 1019 1020 

28 D Professions (Law, Medicine, Engineering, Architecture) 1~1m1m1~1m1~1~1~1m1~1~1~1m1~1~1~1~1~1~1~ 

1001001001~1~1~1001~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1~1-151~29 D Consulting 
30 D Other Business Services 1~1~1~1~1~1•1~1~1•1~1m1m1m1~1m1m1m1m1m1~ 

31 D Transportation, Communications, Utilities rna11oa2 1083 1084 1oa5 10a6 1oa11oa0 1oa9 1090 10911092 1093 1094 1095 1096 1097 109a 1099 1100 
32 D Other: ________________ 1101 1102 1103 1104 1105 1106 1107 1108 1109 1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1116 1117 111a 1119 1120 

1121 1122 1123 1124 1125 1126 1127 112a 1129 1130 1131 1132 1133 1134 1135 1136 1137 113a 1139 1140 D I subscribe to BITE. D I do not subscribe to BITE. 1141 1142 1143 1144 1145 1146 1147 114a 1149 1150 1151 1152 1153 1154 1155 1156 1157 115a 1159 1160 O Please send me one year of BITE Magazine for $24.95 1161 1162 1153 1154 1165 1166 1161 1168 1159 1110 1111 1112 1113 1114 1115 1176 1m 111a 1119 11ao
and bill me. Offer valid in U.S. and possessions only. 
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80287 6 MHz 139.95 
802117-8 8 MHz 209.95 
80287-10 10 MHz 239.95 
80C827 12MHZ 299.95 

32-BIT COPROCESSORS 
80387-16 16 MHz 359.95 
80387·SX 16 MHz 319.95 
80387-20 20 MHz 399.95 
80387-25 25 MHz 499.95 
80387-33 33MHz 649.00 

ACCOMODATES ALL MOTHERBOAR D 
SIZES 
INCLUDES 250 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
MOUNTS FOR 3 FLOPPY & 4 HARD 
DRIVES 
TURBO AND RESET SWITCHES 
SPEED DISPLAY, POWER . DISK LEDS 
MOUNTING HARDWA RE , FAC EPLATES 
AND SPEAKER INCLUDED 

CASE-100 

CASE-200 "SU PERFOOT"-HOLDS 11 DRIVES 
CASE-120 "M INIFOOT" W/200 WATT PS .. 

STANDARD 
CASES 

PS-250 .................... $129.95 

l'OltSYSmtf 
UV-IOIE.U 

CAUTO 
llEllU..TOCl1' 
,_.,CATALOG 

"OUR FASTEST" 
33MHZ CACHE 3B6 

$1495 
• -TON SI 45.9 • LANDMARK AT Sl"EEO H.• 
• 33MHZ 80386 MPU • 64K ZERO WAIT STATIC RAM CACHE 
• 1/2/4/8MB ON·BOARD RAM USING BONS SIMMS (0KB 
INSTALLED) • 1/2MB USING 4/8 256K SIMMS OR 4/BMB US ING 
4/B 1MB SIM MS • CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY 82C206 OMA 
INTERRU PT CONTROLLER • SOCKETED FOR B03B7·33 MATH 
CO-PROCESSOR· EIGHT EXPANSION SLOTS (ONE 32·BIT, 
SIX 16·BIT, ON E B-BIT) • AMI BIOS ASSURES IBM COMPATIBIL· 
ITY • 8/33MHZ KEYBOA RD ADJUSTABLE SPEEDS 
MCT-386MBC-33 •.•.....••••....••••......•.................. $1495.00 

25MHZ386 
•NORTON SI 29.7 • LANDlllARK AT SHID U.S 
• 25MHZ B03B6 MPU • 10MHZ/25MHZ KEYBOARD 
SELECTABLE SPEEDS • 16MB ON·BOARD RAM CAPACITYUS
ING SIPS (0KB INSTALLED) • 1/2MB USING 36172 256KX1 
DR AMS OR 4/8 256K SIPS; 4/8MB USING 36172 1MBX1 DRAMS 
OR 4/8 1 MB SIPS ; 16MB USING 72 1 MBXI DRAMS AND 8 1 MB 
SIPS • SHADOW RAM FOR BIOS & VIDEO • SOCKETED FOR 
WEI TEK 3167 COPROCESSOR • EIGHT EXPANS ION SLOTS 
(FI VE 16·BIT. THREE 8·BIT) • AMI BIOS ADJUSTABLE BUS 
SPEEDS • INTERLEAVED MEMORY• NEAR 0 WAIT STATE 
MCT-386MB25S 

20MHZ361 
MCT·386MB20S • NOllTON 51 Z3.0 . LANDMARK AT za.• 

MINI 25MHZ CACHE ua 
•NORTON SI 30.IS • LANDlllARK AT PIED 40.7 
• 25MHZ 80386 • REQUIRES ONE OF THE RAM CARDS LISTED 
BELOW • SHADOW RAM FOR ROM BIOS • USES MEMORY 
CACHING FOR SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE • MEMORY INTER 
LE AVING FOR NEAR 0 WAIT STATE OPERATION (8 BANKS OF 
MEMORY REQU IRED) • SOCKETED FOR B03B7 OR WEITEK 
3167 COPROCESSORS 
MCT·C386·25 ............••...• .•••.•............. ..........••• $1199.00 
1/214MB USING 81 16132 256KX4 DRAMS & 4/8/16 256KX1 DRAMS 
(0K INSTALLED) 
MCT·C386· M4 .................•......••••.................•....•••. $99.95 
1/2MB USING 36172 256KX1 DRAMS OR 4/8MB USING 36172 
1MBX1 DRAMS (0K INST) 
MCT-C386·M8 •......................•...•. •.. ....•. ......... ....... $99.95 
1/2/4MB USING 4/B/16 256K SIMMS. 4/8116MB USING 4/8/16 1MB 
SIM MS OR 10 MB USING 
B 1 MB SIMMS AND B 256K SIMMS (0K INSTALLED) 
MCT-C386-M16 •....................•.•...•.... •. ................. $99.95 

MINI 25MHZ 3BB ® $799 
• NORTON SI 21.1 • LANDMARK AT Sl'EEO U .11 
• MEMORY INTERLEAVING FOR NEAR ZERO WA IT STATES 
• SOCKETED FOR 80387 CO PROCESSOR • USES BONS 256K 
OR \MB SIP/DIP RAMS • 16MB RAM CAPACITY: 8MB ON 
BOARD . 8MB USING OPTIONAL RAM CARD (0KB INSTALLED) 
• ON ·BOARD RAM : \/2MB USING 4/8 256K SI PS OR 4/8MB 

USING 4/8 1 MB SIPS • FIVE 16-BIT SLOTS. TWO 8·BIT SLOTS, 
ONE 32-BIT SlOT FOR PROPRIETARY RAM CARD 
• STANDARD XT HOLE SPACING • AMI BIOS • SIZE : 8.5" X 13" 
MCT-M386-25 25MHZ VERSION $799.00 
MCT·M386-20 20MHZ VE RSION $629.00 MCT-TURBO 8MHZ VER SION.. . . ........................ $89.95 

P"RT# SIZE SPEED PINS PRICE 
4116-150 16384x1 150ns 16 1.49 
4164-150 65536x1 150ns 16 2.49 
4164-120 65536x1 120ns 16 2.19 
4164-100 65536x1 100ns 16 3.39 
TMS-4464-12 65536x4 120ns 16 3.95 
41251;.150 262 144x\ 150ns 16 2.59 
41256-120 262144xt 120ns 16 2.95 
41256-100 262144x1 100ns 16 3.15 
41256-80 262144x1 eons 16 3.75 
414256-100 262144x4 100ns 20 12.95 
414256-80 262144x4 eons 20 13.45 
1 MB-120 1048576x1 120ns 18 11 .95 
1 MB·100 1048576x1 100ns 18 12.35 
1 MB·80 1048576x\ eons 18 13.95 

SIMM/ SIP MODULES 
PART# SIZE SPEED FOR PRICE 

41256A9B-12 256K x 9 120ns SIMM/PC 36.95 
41256A9B-80 256K x 9 eons SIMM/PC 49.95 
421000A8B-10 1MBx8 100ns SIMM/MAC 109.95 
421000A9B-10 1MBx9 100ns SIMM/PC 113.95 
421000A9B-80 1MBx9 eons SIMM/PC 119.95 
256K9SIP-80 256K X 9 eons SIP/PC 54.95 
256K9SIP-60 256K X 9 60ns SIP/PC 64 .95 
1 MBx9SIP-80 1MBx9 eons SIP/PC 124.95 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
urr COl'lfOCESSOllS 1·ntJ
8087 5 MHz 89.95 SYEAR 
8087-2 8 MHz 129.95 
8087-1 10 MHz 169.95 WARRANTY 
11-arr COl'lfOCESSOllS 

CASE·70 FULL SIZE SLIDE CASE .. . ..... $89.95 
CASE-50 FOR 8088 OR MINl·B6 MOTHERBOARDS ..... $59.95 
CASE-FLIP FLIP-TOP XT·STYLE CASE . . ... . $39.95 
CASE-SLIDE SLIDE TYPE XT-STYLE CASE .............. $39.115 
CASE.JR .. .•.••.. .. ...............•..••.••....•... ..............••••• $149.115 
WITH150W POWER SUPPLY. FOR 8088 OR MIN1·286 BOARDS. 

CASE.JR-200 ..•............•.•...••.••.........•.... ..... ......... $1811.95 
WITH 200W POWER SUPPLY. FOR BOBB OR MINl-286 BOARDS. 
NOTE: CASES 00 NOT INCLUDE DRIVES. 

UL APPROVED POWER SU,.,,Ll~S 
PS-135 135 WA TT FOR 8088 . .... $59.115 
PS·155 150 WATT FOR B088. ....................... $69.95 
PS-200X 200 WATT FOR 8088 . .................. $89.95 
PS-200 200 WATT FOR 286/386 ...... ...... $89.95 

16MHZ MINI 386-SX $399 95 

• NORTON SI 15.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 20.B 
• USES 16MHZ INTEL B03B6SX CPU • EXPAN DABLE TO BMB 
ON BOARD • 512K/1 MB USING 18/36 256KX1 DRAMS OR 214 
256K SIPS OR 4/B 256KX4 AND 2/4 256KX1 DRAMS; 214MB 
USING 18/361MBX1 DRAMS OR 2/4 \MB SIPS; 6/8MB ·USING 36 
1MBX1 DRAMS AND 214 1MB SIPS AMI BIOS · CHOOSE FAST 
0 WA IT STATE OR 1 WAIT STATE FOR ECONOMICAL USE OF 
SLOWER RAM • FIVE 16·BIT & THREE 8·BIT EXPANSION 
SLOTS • CHIPS & TECHNOLOGY NEW ENHANCED 
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY (NEAT) CHIPSET • SOCKET FOR 
B03B7SX·16 COPROC ESSOR• B.5" X 13" SIZE FITS IN MINI-AT 
AND FULL-SIZE AT CAS ES 
MCT-386SX ....................... ................................ $399.95 


20MHZ286 
• NORTON SI 20.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 28.3 
• NEAT CHIPSET HAS POWER TO COMPETE WITH 386 
SYSTEMS • EXPANDAB LE FROM 512K TO BMB; 512K/1MB 
USING 1B/36 256KX\ DRAMS OR 214 256K SIPS ; 214MB USING 
18/36 1 MBX1 DRAMS OR 214 1 MB SIPS; 6/8MB USING 36 1MBX1 
DRAMS AND 214 1MB SIPS • 201\0MHZ KEYBOARD 
SELECTABLE SPEEDS · AMI BIOS · SHADOW RAM AND PAGE 
INTERLEAVED MEMORY· FAST 0 WAIT STATE OR 1 WAIT 
STATE FOR SLOWER RAM • 8.5" X 13" FITS MOST XT, MINI-AT 
& FULL SIZE AT CASES • FIVE 16·BIT & THREE 8·BIT SLOTS 
•SOCKET FOR 80287·12 MATH CO·PROCESSOR 
MCT·M286·20N 

$2 B99518MHZ 288 W/NEAT CHIPSET 
MCT·M286·16N NOllTON SI 18.Z / LANDMARK AT Z1.1 

$2699512MHZ 286 W/NEAT CHIPSET 
MCT· M286-12N NORTON SI 12.0 I LANDMARK AT 15.5 

12.5MHZ286 $199 95 

• NORTON SI 14.3 • LANDMARK AT SPEED 16.5 
•AT-COMPATIBLE• 6/12.5MHZ KEYBOARD SELECTABLE 
SP EEDS· EXPANDABLE TO 4M B ON BOARD ; 512K/1 MB USING 
18/36 256KX\ DRAMS; 214MB USING 18/361MBX1 DRAMS (0KB 
INSTALLED)• MEMORY SPEED: 120NS FOR 1WAIT, 100NS 
FOR 0WAIT 
MCT·M286-12 .... .........•..•...•••............................. $199.95 
MCT-M286·10 6/1 OMHZ VERSION . . ........... $189.95 

10MHZ BOBB NORTONSl2.1 

• NOW USES LOW·COST 256K X 4 1 MB DRAMS • XT 
COMPATIBLE; OPERATES AT 4.77110MHZ ·KEYBOARD 
SELECTABLE CLOCK SPEEDS • SOCKET FOR 8087·1 
COPROCESSOR • 8 SLOTS • MCT BIOS • 640K RAM 
CAPACITY (0KB INSTALLED) 
MCT-TURB0-10 .................................................. $99.95 
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VGA 
PACKAGE 

$49995 

VGA COLOR AND 
CLAR ITY AT AN EGA 
PRICE I • B·BIT VGA 
CARD IS FULLY 
COMPATIBLE WITH 
IBM VGA • 720 X 540 
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION , 
640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS 
• 528 X 480 IN 256 COLORS 
• HIGH RESOLUTION ANALOG 

~g~:~~:S·F~~~~~~~~~~~1Hi.~.c~;~~HcgNM:.ATIBL

• AUTO MERGE FOR LARGE IMAGES 

• INCLUDES SCANEDIT II , & DR. GEN IU S SOFTWARE 

LOG/TECH MICE 
• THREE·BUTION SERIES 9 

l0GiTfGff: ~~oR~,:;' ~~,~~~~~A~IBLE 

• 14" NON -GLARE SCREEN • BOO X 560 MAX RESOLUTION 
• CGIVEGNVGA COMPATIBLE • TIUANALOG MODE 
JOA-MULTI 

REL YSIS VGA MONITOR $359.95 
• 14" AN ALOG VGA MONITOR • GLARE RESISTANT SCREEN 
• 720 X 480 MAXIMUM RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE 
VGA-MONITOR 

EGA MONITOR $339.95 
•14" NON ·GLARE SCREEN WITH 640 X 350 MAXIMUM 
RESOLUTION· DISPLAY 16 COLORS SIMULTANEOUSLY 
EGA-MONITOR 

TAXAN DUAL PAGE MONITOR $1499 
• GLARE·RESISTANT 19" MONOCHROME SCREEN 
• INCLUDES DISPLAY CARD • 1280 X 960 NON -INTERLACED 
TAXAN -P 

14" SCREEN MONO $139.95 

JDR caters to the developer with a full line of 
prototyping and programming products. 
Here are just a few examples, Request 
our catalog for our complete line! 

ENHANCED KEYBOARD 
WITH CALCULATOR 
• NUMERIC KEYPAD DOUBLES AS A MUL Tl-FUNCTION 
BUSINESS CALCULATORWITH MEMORY FUNCTIONS • 101 
KEYS • 12 FUNCTION KEYS • XT/AT & PS/2 COMPATIBLE (PS/2 
REQUIRES ADAPTOR GENDER 5·6 $4.95) 
FC-3001 

EPROMS 

• UNIVERSAL INTERFACE FOR ALL 
THE PROGRAMMING MODULE I 
• SELECTABLE ADDRESSE 
PREVENTS CONFLICTS 
• MOLDED CABLE 
MOD-MAC 

UNIVERSAL 
MODULE 

, 
AUTOCAD & VENTURA 
VGA-PKG 
MONO-VGA PAPERWHITE VGA MONITOR ............. $139.95 
NEC-MULTl-30 NEC MULTl-3D MULTISYNC .......... $649.00 
CM-1440 SEIKO DUAL FIXED FREQUENCY ........... $599.00 

GEN/SCAN 
SCANNER 
s1999s 
• UP TO 400 DP I • 32 LEVELS 
OF GRAY SCALE · SPEED 
OVERRUN WARNING LIGHT 

• INCLUDES INTERFACE CARD 

GS-4500 
PRODIGY-OCR OCR SOFTWARE 

~
I , 

LOGC9 SERIAL MOUSE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .. .... .. .. ......... $98.95 
LOGC9-C SER IAL MOUSE (NOT PS/2 COMPATIBLE) $79.95 
LOGC9-P SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW ........ $109.95 
LOGC9-PC SERIAL MOUSE WITH PAINT/CAD .......... $154.95 
LOGB9 BUS MOUSE ................................................. $89.95 
LOGB9-P BUS MOUSE WITH PAINTSHOW .. $104.95 
LOGB9-PC BUS MOUSE WITH PAINT/CAD ................ $149.95 

PART# SIZE SPEED Vpp PINS PRICE 
2716-1 2048x8 350ns 25V 24 3.95 
2732A 4096xB 250ns 21V 24 3.95 
2764 8192x8 450ns 12.5V 28 3.49 
2764-250 8192x8 250ns 12.5V 28 3.69 
2764·200 8192x8 200ns 12.5V 28 4.25 
271 28 16384x8 250ns 12.5V 28 4.25 
27128A-200 16384x8 200ns 12.SV 28 5.95 
27256 32768x8 250ns 12.5V 28 4.95 
27C256 3276Bx8 250ns 12.SV 28 5.95 
27512 65536x8 250ns 12.5V 28 7.95 
27C101·20 131072x8 200ns 12.5V 32 16.95 

EPROM PROGRAMMER $12995 

• PROGRAMS 27XX AND 27XXX 
EPROMS UP TO 27512 ·SPLIT 
OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF 
SEVERAL DIFFERENT SIZED 
EPROMS (VARIOUS FORMATS AND 
VOLTAGES) • READ, WRITE, COPY, 
BLANK CHECK AND VERIFY• HEX 
AND INTEL HEX FORMATS SOFTWARE 
MOD-EPROM 

DATARASE II EPROM ERASER $3995 

• SMALL SIZE! • ERASES ALL 
SIZE EPROMS UP TO 4 AT A 
TIME-- MOST IN 3 MINUTES 
• WALL PLUG POWER SUPPLY 
DATARASEll 
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• GLARE-RESISTANT 14" SCREEN WITH AMBER DISPLAY 
• 720 X 350 RESOLUTION • TILT/SWIVEL BASE 
GM-1489 

MONO-SAMSUNG SAMSUNG 12- FLAT SCREEN $129.95 
JOA-MONO 12- MONO WITH GREEN SCREEN ........ $69.95 

FASTTRAP 3-AXIS 
TRACKBALL $10995 

2 & 3-AXIS POINTING CAPABILITY 
• HIGH RESOLUTION 200 PULSE/INCH 
• HARDWARE VARIABLE RESOLUTION 
• STANDARD RS-232C SERIAL INTERFACE 
FAST-TRAP 
PC-TRAC 2·AXIS TRACKBALL $89.95 

CABLES AND GENDER CHANGERS 
MOLDED; GOLD-PLATED CONTACTS; 100% SHIELDED 

CSL-PRINTER 6 FT. PC PR INTER CABLE 9.95 
CSL·PRNTR-25 25 FT. PC PR INTER CABLE 15.95 
CSL·PRINTR·RA RIGHT ANGLE PRINTER CABLE 15.95 
CSL·DB25·MM DB25 MALE-DB25 MALE 6 FT. 9.95 
CSL·DB25·MF DB25 MALE·DB25 FEMALE 6 FT. 9.95 
CSL·9·SERIAL DB9 FEMALE·DB25 MALE 6 FT . 6.95 
CSL·KBD·EXT 5 FT. KEYBOARD EXTENSION 7.95 
CSL·CNT-MM 36-PIN CENTRONICS -M/M 14.95 
CBL·FDC·EXT 37-PIN EXT. FLOPPY CABLE 9.95 
CSL·MNT·9 9-PIN MONITOR EXTENSION 6.95 
CSL·MNT·1 5 15·PIN MONITOR EXTENSION CABLE 9.95 
CSL-MODEM MODEM -OB25·DB25 FEMALE 6.95 
GENDER· VGA DB9·DB15 ADAPTOR 4.95 

MODULAR PROGRAMMING SYSTEM 
EACH MODULE IN THIS SYSTEM USES A COMMON HOSTADAPTOR CARD, SO YOU CAN USE JUSTONE 
SLOT TO PROGRAM EPROMS, PROMS, PALS & MORE/ 

• PROGRAMS EPROMS, EEPROMS, PALS, Bl -POLAR PROMS, 
8748 & 8751 SERIES DEVICES; 16VB AND 20V8 GALS 
(GENER·IC ARRAY LOGIC) FROM LATIICE, 

~~N~~~c ·&Tm~1r~"~~os . .~,.::;.~ 
•LOAD DISK , SAVE DISK, 
EDIT, BLANK CHECK, 
PROGRAM , AUTO, READ 
MASTER, VERIFY AND 
COMPARE • TEXTOOL 
SOCKET FOR .3" TO 
.6" WIDE C'S (8·40 PINS) 
MOD-MUP 
MOD-MUP-EA 4-UNIT ADAPTOR .... .. .... .... .. .......... .. .. ... $99.95 


EPROM MODULE 
• PROGRAMS 24-32 PIN EPROMS, CMOS EPROMS & EEPROMS 
FROM 16K TO 1024K • HEX TO OBJ CONVERTER • AUTO, 
BLANK CHECK/PROGRAMNERIFY• VPP 5, 12.5, 12.75, 13, 21 & 
25 VOLTS• NORMAL, INTELLIGENT, INTERACTIVE & QUICK 
PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS 
MOD·MEP 
MOD-MEP-4 4-EPROM PROGRAMMER ... .. .... .. ....... $169.95 
MOO-MEP-8 8·EPROM PROGRAMMER .. .. ............. $259.95 
MOO-MEP-16 16-EPROM PROGRAMMER ............... $499.95 

PAL MODULE 
• PROGRAMS MMI, NS, Tl 20 & Tl 24 PIN DEVICES • BLANK 
CHECK, PROGRAM, AUTO, READ MASTER. VERIFTY & SECUR· 
ITV FUSE BLOW 
MOD-MPL 

OTHER MODULES 
MOD-MMP MICROPROCESSOR PROGRAMMER .... . $179.95 
MOD-MIC DIGITAL IC & MEMORY TESTER . ............ $259.95 
MOD-MBP Bl-POLAR PROM PROGRAMMER ............ $499.95 

PAL DEVELOPMENT SOFTWARE $ 9995 
ENTRY-LEVEL PAL DEVELOPMENTFROM CUPL. FULL SUP
PORT FOR 16L8. 16R4, 16R6, 16R8, 20LB, 20R4, 20R8 AND 20X8. 
MOD-MPL·SOFT 
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ENHANCED KEYBOARDS 
BTC-5339 101 -KEY WITH 12 FUNCTION KEYS ............ $69.95 

BTC-5339R COMPACT 101 -KEY. 30% SMALLER ........ $79.95 

MAX-5339 101 ·KEY MAXI -SWITCH (286 ONLY) .......... $84.95 

K103-A AUDIBLE "CLICK" 101 -KEY KEYBOARD .. ...... ... $84.95 


STANDARD KEYBOARDS 

MAX-5060 

RAM CARD 
FOR HP LASERJET 
• FOR 

(0K INSTALLED)· 
1 MB 120NS DRAMS 
MCT-RAMJET 

BTC-5060 84 ·KEY WITH 10 FUNCTION KEYS 

MAX I-SWITCH 84 -KEY(286 ON 
0 

Y) ... 

LASERJET SERIES II PRINTERS 
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 1, 2 OR 4MB 

USES 256K 150NS OR 

RAM CARD FOR LASERJET llP $29S95 

• ADDS 1MB TO 4MB RAM (1MB INSTALLED) 
llP-RAM 

JETFONT SUPERSET-150 FONTS! $29S95 

2 CARTRIDGES CONTAIN THE 
EQUIVALENT OF 18 SEPARATE HP 
CARTRIDGES WITHOUT DOWN
LOADING I· FOR HP LASERJET. 
LASERJET + AND LASERJET II 
• DRIVERS FOR WORDPERFECT, 
WORD·STAR 2000, IBM DISPLAY 
WRITE 4, MS WORD, WINDOWS. 
1-2-3, DBASE II AND MORE! 

SUPERSET 

PROTOTYPE CARDS 
JDR-PR1 8-BIT WITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE 27.95 
JDR-PR 2 ABOVE WITH 1/0 DECODING LAYOUT 29.95 
JDR-PR2·PK PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PR2 ABOVE 8.95 
JDR-PR10 16·BIT WI TH 110 DECODING LAYOUT 34.95 
JDR-PR 10-PK PARTS KIT FOR JDR·PR10 ABOVE 15.95 



MICROPOLIS 
HIGH SPEED 
HARD DRIVES 

KlTS lNCLUDE: 

FAST FLOPPY/HARD 

CONTROLLER. CABLES. 

INSTALLATION GUIDE & 

NOVELL NETWAAE-286 

SOFTWARE 

SIZE MODE& 
AVG. 

SPEED 
INTER 
FACE 

DRIVE 
PRICE 

KIT 
PRICE 

157.5MB 

157.5M B 

338.IMB 

338.IMB 

676.SMB 

676.8M B 

1355 

1375 

1558 

1578 

1568 

1588 

23MS 

23MS 

ISMS 

18MS 

16MS 

16MS 

ESDI 

SCSI 

ESDI 

SCSI 

ESDI 

SCSI 

$949 

$999 

$1619 

$1619 

$2499 

$2499 

$1049 

$1099 

$1799 

$1799 

• 80 TR ACKS • 135 TP I • ULTRA HIGH DE NSITY 
• READ/WAITE 720K DISKS, TOO 
• INCLUDES ALL NECESSARY MOUNTING HARDWARE 

FDD-1 .44X BLACK FACEPLATE 
FDD-1 .4 4A BEIGE FACEPLATE 

FDD-1 .4 4SOFT SOFTWARE DRIVER .......................... $ 19.95 

MF355A 3· 112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB. BEIGE ............... $ 1 29.95 


MF355X 3· 112" MITSUBISHI 1.44MB. BLACK ............... $ 1 29.95 

FDD-360 5-114" DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K ....................... $69.9 5 

F0-558 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED DD 360K .. . . .. $9 9.95 


FDD-1 .2 5· 114" DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ...... ..... .. ......... $ 95.95 

FD-55G 5-114" TEAC DOUBLE-SIDED HD 1.2M ............ $ 129.95 


flini:l~~~~ 
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MEMORY CARDS 
5 76K RAM CARD $49.95 

VIVA 2400 BAUD $11995 
• 2400112001300 BAUD OPERATION 
• FULL Y HAYES AT COMMAND SET COM· 
PATIBLE • EXTENDED S-AEGISTEA PAO· 
GAAMMING • 8 INTERNATIONAL ICON 
STATUS LIGHTS • BUILT· IN SPEAKER 
2ND PHONE JACK FOR VOICE • AUTO 
WAIT FOR DIA L TONE & AUTO REDIAL 
• STANDARD AS·232C INTERFACE 
VIVA-2 4E 
VIVA-24MNP ... .. .. ... ...... .. ....• $ 129.95 
ERROR CORRECTING VERSION 

• USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION TO 576K • USES 64K 
AND 256K DRAMS (0K INSTALLED) 
M CT-RAM 

286/386 EXPANDED MEMORY $129.95 
• USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB USING1 MB DRAMS • 
CONFORMS FULLY TO LIM EMS 3.2 • RAM DISK SOFTWARE 
M CT AEMS 

M CT-EM S XT COMPATIBLE EMS CARD 

FAX SWITCHER 
CONNECT ONE PHONE LINE TO YOUR 
PHONE, FAX , MODEM AND ANSWERING 
MACHINE .. THIS DEVICE ROUTES THE 
CALLS! · OPERATES ON SINGLE OR 
MULTl -LINE SYSTEMS · AUX . POAT 
FOR MODEM. CORDLESS PHONE, 
ALARM , POS TERMINAL, ETC. 
FAXM-SWITCH 

DFI ETHERNET CARD $19995 

• 100% HARDWARE COMPATIBLE WITH • • -
NOVELL NE-1000 ETHERNET CARD 
• FOR THICK OR THIN ETHERNET 
• 15-PIN ETHERNET CONNECTOR 
• BNC CONNECTOR FOR THIN ETHERNET 
DFINE T -300 8·BIT VERSION 
DFINET-400 16·BIT VERSION $ 239.95 

complete documentation 

JIM'S BARGAIN 
HUNTER 0 

NEC150MB 
ESDI HARD DRIVE 

5· 114" HALF-HEIGHT DR IVE 

150MB STORAGE 

ESDI FORM AT 

.................................................................... 


~~f~~~~~~1~i~0.u~~1r~Nd;:5Jg~B:g~2~.A:E~~~~2%0M 
PATIBLE • DATA COMPRESSION ALLOWS 19.2K BAUD 
PR0-96E 

EXTERNAL 2400 BAUD $14995 

• 2400112001300 BPS • REQUIRES SERIAL POAT & CABLE 

PR0-24E 

PR0-241 2400 BAUD INTERNAL MODEM 112 CARD ..... $99.95 

/' MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 
4800/2400 BPS $lln 95FAX MODEM _, 
• 4800 BAUD GROUP Ill FAX TRANSMISSION ONLY • 2400 
BPS DATA MODEM • MENU DRIVEN PAOFAX SOFTWARE 
·SENDS DOS TEXT. PCX & TIFF FILES TO FAX TRANS. 
MCT-FAXM 

MCT-2 41 INTERNAL 2400 BAUD DATA MODEM ............ $89.95 

MCT-121 INTEANAL1 200 BAUD DATA MODEM ......... ... $ 69.95 


HARD DISKS DRIVE KITS 
21.4MB $199 65.5MB $389 21.4MB $249 
32.7MB $219 80.2MB $569 32.7MB $279 
42.BMB $339 84.9MB $499 &)>Seagate 

SIZE M ODEL 
AVG. FORM DRIV XT 

SPEED FACTOR ONLY KIT 
21.4MB ST-225 65MS 5· 114" $199 $249 $309 
32.7MB ALL ST-238 65MS 5·114" $219 $279 $379 
42.SMB ST-251-1 28MS 5-114" $339 $389 $449 
43.I MBSCSI ST· 251 N 40MS 5-114" $419 
65.5MB ALL ST-277-1 28MS 5-114" $389 $449 $549 
80.2MB ST-4096 28MS 5·1 /4" $569 $679 
84.9MB SCSI ST-296N 28MS 5· 114" $499 
122.7MB ALL ST-4144A 28MS 5-114" $699 $759 $859 

2 1.4MB ST-125 40MS 3·112" $259 $299 $373 
32 .IMB ALL ST-138R 40MS 3·112" $289 $339 $429 

.-;· ~' MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 
DRIVE CONTROLLERS 

1.44MB 
FLOPPY 
$4995 
• XT OR AT COMPATIBLE ·SUPPORTS 2 FLOPPY D IVES 
(360K. 720K. 1.2MB & 1.44MB) • USER SELECTABLE AS A 
PRIMARY OR SECONDARY (3AD OR 4TH) FLOPPY DR IVE 
M C T-FDC-H D 

HIGH DENSITY 4-FLOPPY CARD $59.95 
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES • CABLES FOR 4 
INTERNAL DRIVES • BIOS SUPPORTS ANY COMBINATION 
OF DRIVES (360K/720K/1 .2MB/1.44MB) 

M C T-FDC-H D4 

FLOPPY DISK $29.95 
• INTERFACES UP TO 4 FLOPPY DRIVES TO IBM PC OR 
COMPATIBLE • DSIDD AND DSIOD COMPATIBLE 
MCT-FDC 

HARD DISK $79.95 
• SUPPORTS 16 DRIVE SIZES INCLUDING 10, 20. 30 AND 
40MB· CAN DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 LOGICAL DRIVES 
MCT-HDC 

M CT-RLL ALL CARD SUPPORTS 2 ALL DRIVES ....... $89 .95 


286/386 FLOPPY/HARD $149.95 
• FLOPPY/HARD DISK CONTROL IN AN AT DESIGN •FOR UP 
TO 2 FLOPPIES (360K/720K/1 .2MB/l .44MB) & 2 HARD DRIVES 

MCT-AFH 

286/ 386 1:1 INTERLEAVE $169.95 
• CONTROLS 2 HARD & 2 FLOPPY DRIVES (360K/720K/1.2MBI 
1.44MB) • CONCURRENTLY USE HARD & FLOPPY DRIVES 

INTERFACE CARDS 
MULTIFUNCTION 1/0 CARDS 
MULTI 1/ 0 CARD $59.95 
• SERIAL POAT • CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH BATIEAY 
• PARALLEL POAT IS ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1 OR LPT2 
MCT-10 

MULTI 1/0 FLOPPY $79.95 
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES 
• SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME POAT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR 
MCT-MIO 

MONOGRAPHICS MULTI 1/ 0 $119.75 
• CONTROL 2 FLOPPIES • SERIAL, PARALLEL. GAME POAT, 
CLOCK/CALENDAR • RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 
ON YOUR BLACK AND WHITE MONITOR 
M CT-MGMIO 

286/ 386 MULTI 1/ 0 CARD $59.95 
• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS • USES 16450 
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPERATION 
M CT -AIO 

DISPLAY CARDS 
16-BIT VGA $199.95 
• 640 X 480 IN 16 COLORS • 256K VIDEO RAM EXPAND·ABLE 
TO 512K • 64 LEVELS OF GRAY SCALE 
MCT-VGA-16 

M C T-VGA-8 8-BIT VERSION ................................. $169.95 


MONO GRAPHICS $49.95 
XT AND AT-COMPATIBLE • HERCULES COMPATIBLE 

~g~~;~~~~~c~l;PsL~:o~~~ ~~~~; ~ -~;~F~~~:~~~LU· 
PARALLEL PAINTER POAT AS LPTl OR 2 
MCT MGP 

-

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS 
We speak English, Espanol, Portugucs or ltallano! Use Fax, 
Telex, Mail or phone to place your orders. We accept 
Mastercard, Visa, Moneyorders or checks drawn against banks 
with a U.S. office - U.S. dollars please. 
Phone orders ca ll (408) 559-1200 end ask for Sonia or Rubin. 
Please advise our lnternallonal Sales statt If your country has 
special Import restrictions such as Cert ificate of Origin, 
Consularlzed Invoices etc. Just let us know what you require 
to clear customs In your country and we'll be happy to provide 
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A MESSAGE 


To OuR 

SUBSCRIBERS 


FROM TIME TO TIME 
we make the BYTE sub

scriber list available to other 
companies who wish to send 
our subscribers material about 
their products. We take great 
care to screen these com
panies, choosing only those 
who are reputable, and whose 
products, services, or informa
tion we feel would be of in
terest to you. Direct mail is an 
efficient medium for present
ing the latest personal com
puter goods and services to 
our subscribers. 

Many BYTE subscribers ap
preciate this controlled use of 
our mailing list, and look for
ward to finding information of 
interest to them in the mail. 
Used are our subscribers' 
names and addresses only (no 
other information we may 
have is ever given). 

While we believe the distribu
tion of this information is of 
benefit to our subscribers, we 
firmly respect the wishes of 
any subscriber who does not 
want to receive such promo
tional literature. Should you 
wish to restrict the use of your 
name, simply send your re
quest to the following address. 

-
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Subscriber Service 

P.O. Box 850 


Peterborough, NH 03458-0850 


CHAOS MANOR 

MAIL 


Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column 

and related computer topics 


Take WordPerfect ... Please 
Dear Jerry, 

I, too, have tried WordPerfect, both 
versions 4 and 5, and in the end I deleted 
them from my files . That bizarre control 
interface, non-mnemonic and nonintu
itive, is too much . It is not so much fea
ture-rich as it is feature-ridden. 

I have witnessed this phenomenon : 
Some trustful rube shells out $200-plus 
for WordPerfect and proceeds to struggle 
for months . It is a contest of will, shaping 
the credulous innocent until he or she fi
nally memorizes enough commands to 
make it all work. At this point he or she 
cannot go back, and becomes instead an
other WordPerfect booster. The free un
limited help line is a very necessary part 
of the package. 

My first word processor was Better 
Working on the Commodore 64, and it 
was a good lesson on the limitations of 
that platform. Luckily , I had my intro
duction to PC word processing via the 
Leading Edge word processor. A pro
gram that borrowed the folder-and-draw
er metaphor, it was very rational in its 
controls and allowed 30-character file
names. Alas, it was another orphan for
mat and had a very limited subdirectory 
structure for hard disks. Designed as a 
floppy disk-based program, it was never 
upgraded. Later, I tried a couple of ver
sions of Volkswriter that were OK, but, 
again, they had a peculiar system of key
strokes to maneuver through subdirector
ies . Like you, I have settled on Q&A for 
nearly all my writing chores . 

If I had the paranoiac outlook of a Ste
phen King, I'd suspect a conspiracy by 
WordPerfect Corp . to brainwash and pre
program millions ofproles for future use 
as slaves in some gigantic intergalactic 
data processing project-probably a 
census . 

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in psy
chology and is a science fiction writer 
who also earns a comfortable living writ
ing about computers present and future. 
He can be reached c/o BYTE, One Phoe
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458, 
or on BIX as "jerryp. " 

How many WordPerfect users con
tinue to use it after trying other , more 
sensible systems , and how many are 
there who are afraid to try something 
new, lest they experience another ago
nizing period of frustration? They are 
suspicious of any new programs because 
they might be as obtuse and difficult to 
learn as WordPerfect. 

I have a theory that our search for the 
perfect application is as inevitable and 
possibly endless as the search for the lost 
chord, enlightenment, or the infinite, 
all-knowing mind of God-something 
most of us don't discover until it's too 
late . 

Bill Copenhaven 
Richmond, CA 

I'm sure your theory is wrong! But it 
would make a good science fiction 
plot .. . -Jerry 

String Handling in C 
Dear Jerry , 

I am writing to you to address the issue 
of C's string-handling capabilities in the 
letter from Paul A. Elias (December 
1989). It is a well-known fact that C 's fa
cilities for manipulating strings are less 
than convenient. Programmers have to 
know beforehand not only what strings 
they intend to use, but also how much 
memory each string will require at run 
time. This requirement makes it difficult 
for programmers to manipulate strings 
whose size and values can be determined 
only at run time. 

What makes BASIC so appealing to 
some people is its built-in support for dy
namic string manipulation; for example, 
the functions MID$, RIGHT$ , and 
LEFT$ let the programmer dissect parts 
of a string at will. And in BASIC , all 
strings are created on demand. This is 
done simply by using a string variable . 
The C programmer could resort to dy
namic memory allocations and therefore 
create the space needed for new strings , 
but this wouldn't be desirable, because 
the programmer would have to make sure 
that all memory allocated to strings that 
are not needed anymore is returned to the 
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heap . BASIC has an advantage over C in 
that respect because it has a garbage col
lector. But there is a solution: C + +. 

C + + is a superset of C, so it retains 
99 percent of the features of the program
ming language as defined by ANSI. 
Thus, in C + + , the programmer could 
design and implement a string class that 
would provide all the expressiveness and 
power of BASIC , but with the speed and 
control of C. I developed my own string 
package using Zortech's C++ 2.0 com
piler. It allowed me to use syntax like the 
following : 

string sl = "Hello" 
string s2 ="Bob"; 
string sJ = sl + s2; 

/ / sJ is the concatenation of sl 
/ / and s2, "Hello Bob" 

string sJ = sJ.mid( 1, 5) 
/ / sJ is set to "Hello" 

string s4 = sl +" "+ s2; 
/ / demonstrates use of standard C 
/ / character string in expression 

and so on. 
A programmer could easily develop a 

" complex " data type for performing 
complex arithmetic . C + + has facilities 
for integrating user-defined types with 
existing data types in the language. As a 
result , a programmer could develop a 
complex number class that could, say , be 
added to integral expressions . For ex
ample , 

complexx(l,5); 
// x=1+5i 

inti=5; 
complex sum = x + i; 

/ / sum= 1 + 5i + 5 == 6 + 5i 

This type of expressive power is not 
possible in a language like BASIC. So, 
for those programmers who have a legiti
mate gripe about C's string-manipula
tion support , I believe that C + + is the 
answer . 

Bruce W . Bigby 
West Somerville, MA 

I'm fairly certain that if c+ + had ex
isted back when I was trying to learn C
that was a long time ago, with Lear Zol
man 's BDS C, which was the only thing 
that would run on old Ezekial the ZB0-1 
might have learned it thoroughly and 
would be using it yet. 

I suspect that at my age and state ofac
tivity I will not be learning C+ +, but you 
never know: There's pressure for me to 
learn Unix, and if I do that I'll have to 
know some C. For the nonce, Quick
BASIC has all the string handling that I 

need built into the language, and I have 
not noticed that I need more speed and 
control in what I do , which isn't to say 
that others wouldn 't. -Jerry 

Pascal Placement 
Dear Jerry , 

In reference to your review of Com
puter Science with Pascal for Advanced 
Placement Students in Computing at 
Chaos Manor (February) , I don't think 
the Educational Testing Service cares 

anymore about UCSD Pascal. The peo
ple there may still claim that they want 
Standard Pascal , but the fact remains 
that I did just fine on the AP test last year 
without knowing a shred of UCSD 
Pascal. 

Frederick Bertsch 
East Lansing, Ml 

Thanks; I hope you 're correct, because 
UCSD Pascal is a bit passe, I fear. 

-Jerry • 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ -

Never buy another ribbon! 
Over 135.00D sold 

5
";";"""·

00 Universal Cartridge (includes one adapter) •••••••••• 75.00 
Multicolor Adapter (specify printer) ......... .40.00 
Epson only Maclnker mod. 271 EP .................. .45.00 
lmagewriter only Maclnker™ mod. 2341M ••••••• .45.00 
Universal Spool Maclnker .......................... 75.00 
Heat Transfer Adapter ................................ 25.00 
Extra Ink Bottle, black .....3.00 pint ............. .......... 18.50 
Colored Ink Bottle ............4.00 extra reservoir .......5.50 
All models delivered complete wilh bottle ol ink, ink meler . reservoir, reservoir cover. 

1 1 
Universal Cartridge unit $75 .QQ ~e~n~~~~rbr~w~~n:~~p~.~~1~~~'.0~r=~~:~a~~i~e~dsi~vee~ ~~~n~~;d~a~~~ii~~e a;~~ag~~r~~k 
shown with Epson cartridge cartridges available. 

Over 24 000 printers supported . Better than new print quality. Extended 
printhead life thanks to lubricated ink. Average cartridge can be re-inked 60-100 
times at 5cents/re-inking. Multicolor adapters re-ink multiband cartridges. 
Documented customer savings of up to $30,000/year. Detailed free catalog. 

shippi ng $9.oo NewMacBond II 
Automatic Ribbon Welder 

Make your own ribbons! MacBond 11 $299 00 
splices and bonds in seconds ribbons • 
of any size and inked in any ink and color. First real alternative to ribbon 
bonding machines costing thousands of $$$. We have a co.mpl.ete range of bulk 
ribbons, color and multicolor, heat transfer etc. for your appl1cat1on. 

Shippi ng $7.oo New
LightSpeed 2400LE 

2400b MNP class 5 
4800 b throughput, full duplex. 9600, 

4800, 2400, 1200 bps. CCIT V.22bis, 

V.22, Bell 212A & 103J modes • Auto 

speed selection• MNP cl. 5 error correction· Synch & asynchronous modes 

• Cable and software included ( PC or MAC) • 2 year warranty 
LightSpeed 9624E .................. 699.00 LightSpeed 2400LE(MNP cl 5) •••• 169.00 
LightFax 9624 faxmodem ...... 399.00 Ring-On Remote Power Center ...... 199.00 
LigntSpeed 9624E is a V. 32, mnp 5, 9600 bmodem. LightFax 9624 is a full featured group Ill, 9600 b 
fax & 2400 b modem combined, shipped with software & cable for PC or MAC (specify). Ring-On is a 
power center which senses an incoming call to turn on computer & modem. 

shippingsa.oo New
Printer Servers 

High Capacity (up to 3 Meg) 

Meet the UG-501 , the ultimate buffer & 

most economical area network element. $3 9 00 

Printer buffer, autoscanning switch, soft- . . 5 · 

code switch & universal converter, all 1n one . Can be configured with serial-par

allel inputs & outputs. in various combinations. Use it stand-aloi:ie (4 computers

to 2 printers all working simultaneously) or cascade UG-501s in your network. 

Memory expandable up to 3 MEG. Price from $359.00, depending on memory. 

UG-501 , just one of our complete family of buffers-switches-converters. 


Satisfaction or 30 day Order Toll Free 1-800-547-3303 Computer Friends, Inc. refund · Immediate 
shipment · Major credit 14250 NW Science Park Dr. In Oregon (503)626-2291 
cards · PO's rrom 

Portland OR 97229 fax (503)643-5379 telex 4949559 CFNational Accounts 
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PRINT QUEUE 

Hugh Kenner 

Zen and the Art of Assembly 
A valuable series for those contemplating the way ofassembly 

Generally I find better things to do in this space than 
discuss those staples of the computer book industry, its 
endless instruction manuals. (Every publisher needs 

an assembly book on its list; they are mostly the same book, 
rewritten.) But this month I make an exception to announce a 
conceptual breakthrough. I hope the industry is watching; 
there are implications for other sorts of books as well. 

Start from an observation. Arguably the worst assembly pro
gram ever published lurks partway through Borland's Turbo 
Assembler User's Guide, a clearly written book designed to 
teach beginners the elements of what they covet assembly for
writing programs that are "small and blindingly fast." The 
program is WCount .EXE, a compact little package for counting 
words in a text file. Small, yes: 676 bytes. But "blindingly 
fast"? Counting through the 2000-word file that I tried it on 
took it-hold on!-35 seconds! The commercial word counter 
I'd been using zipped through 
the same file in 4 seconds . 
And a program called BWC, 
for BIX Word Counter (cour
tesy of BIXen Terje Mathi
sen), took under 1 second! 

My howls about WCount 
drew an instructive response 
from someone at Borland. It's 
naive, he said, to expect opti
mal quality from something 
the purpose of which is only 
to demonstrate a structure 
and the use of some direc
tives. To which I'd respond, I 
don't ask for optimal quality, 
but at the least for minimal 
quality. 

In his foreword to the 
Scott , Foresman Assembly 
Language Programming 
Series, of which he is general 
editor, Jeff Duntemann fin
gers the theme WCount illus
trates so ludicrously : "the dif
ference between assembly 
language programs that work 
and assembly language pro
grams that work well ." For 
assembly is a lot of bother, 
with little point if the result is 
no better than C or Pascal. 
(And as we've just been see
ing, it can even be abysmally 

worse.) He goes on: "I have yet to see any assembly language 
book make this point, much less dwell on it .. , 

Right. And dwelling on it means getting rid of the notion that 
assembly is what most books make it out to be , a set of mne
monics tied to a microprocessor. Making it work well entails 
"knowledge of the machine, the individual instructions, and 
the relationships among instructions that transcend all three." 
Yes, "The subject deserves better than it has gotten at the hands 
of the computer book industry." 

Thus, one assumption behind Duntemann 's Scott, Foresman 
series is that good assembly code is machine-specific; they're 
talking about the AT and compatibles, not just the 80x86 chips. 
(If you're vague about things like the PC's screen 1/0, you'll 
probably be wondering where a lot of instruction cycles went.) 
Another assumption is that details are "an interconnected 
web, " so that serial discussion of any topic without "forward 

references" to more advanced 
topics is well nigh impossible. 
"This means that the same 
broad set of topics must be 
taught in each book, but that 
the level ofdetail be gradually 
increased in moving from be
ginner to expert." Amen. So 
even if you Know Nearly All 
about assembly, start with 
Volume 1. 

That volume is by Dunte
mann himself. He leads off 
with Assembly Language from 
Square One ($29.95) and as
sumes that you know how to 
run your PC , but assumes 
nothing about either program
ming or "what happens inside 
the box itself." So pretend 
that this is the case. Pretend 
too that assembly is your first 
stab at a language. It's easier, 
Duntemann alleges , than 
learning how to play the 
piano. Mistakes won't make 
the dog howl, and "what takes 
years of agony in front of a 
piano can be done in a couple 
of months in front of your 
average PC." In fact, "com
pared to raising an average 
American child from birth to 
five years, it's a cakewalk." 
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Turn the page, and a Scotts Valley housewife is planning a 
hectic morning . Her list ends , "Drop off groceries at home . If 
it's time, pick up Nicky. If it's not, collapse for a few minutes, 
then pick up Nicky. Collapse!" (You've spotted the IF condi
tionals . And in assembly language, "Collapse! " mjght be 
"END Start.") 

By page 145 we ' re being told, "Programming involves two 
major components of the PC: the CPU and the memory. Most 
books begin by choosing one or the other and describing it. My 
own opinion is that you can ' t really describe memory and mem
ory addressing without describing the CPU and you can ' t really 
describe the CPU without going into memory and memory ad
dressing. So let's do both at once." 

What follows is not only the sole fail-safe account of seg
ments and offsets I've seen, it 's also the most useful exposition 
of what the CPU registers do. We're next taught to consolidate 
this understanding by looking at the PC's video refresh buffer 
via DEBUG. And without being sure how it happened , we're 
suddenly in command of a field of topics, instead of clinging to 
whichever handle the usual book chooses to offer. 

By page 200, the discussion of a program that works is telling 
us , "The stack segment contains the program's stack. I haven't 
explained stacks just yet, and ... I'm going to hold off just a 
little while longer. In short, a stack is simply an ordered place 
to stash things for the short term, and that will have to do until 
we cover the concept in depth in Section 7 .2." You see what was 
meant earlier by " forward reference"? It ' s a simple device 
straitjacketed manuals never seem to employ. There are things 
we need to be aware of before knowing all about them. Why 
have manual writers never discovered that? 

But move on we must. Volumes 2, 3, and 4 are Assembly lan
guage Magic, by William Murray III and Chris H. Pappas 
($29.95), and a two-volume Zen ofAssembly language by Mi
chael Abrash. (Part 2 of Zen, "The Flexible Mind," is prom
ised for this year, but I've seen only the first part, "Knowl
edge," $29. 95.) Further books in the series are promised but 
not yet specified . 

Assembly language Magic starts with a quick summary of 
themes already covered by Duntemann-things like hexadeci
mal numbers and using a debugger-but Murray and Pappas 
are soon offering much more detail about assemblers and link
ers. Also, their unit of attention is the complete program, 
whereas Duntemann's tended to be the instruction or the mem
ory fetch. They do a lot with lookup tables: real time savers, 
especially if you need such brutes as logarithms but have no 
80x87 chip. They're alert to 386 special cases. By chapter 15, 
we're getting characters, strings, and numbers in and out of 
programs, something most texts I've seen scamp utterly. 

Zen, finally. The point of the Abrash Zen (yes, his name and 
title do bracket the alphabet) is that the PC abounds in " cycle 
stealers" that are so interwoven that only hunches can save you . 
(There's an art to hunches; you can pick it up.) He starts with 
an example of a horrible program: a published " Optimizing for 
Speed" article that used all information available , saved cycles 
by the bushel, and (as its author never noticed) ran more slowly 
than the naive version it was trying to improve. Moral? The 
available information was "accurate but incomplete": a general 
truth . 

So Abrash gives us, straight off, code for a Zen timer that's 
right to about a microsecond and could have spared Mr. Opti
mizing for Speed all that egg on his face. One Abrash theme is , 
" Assume nothing ." Clock it with the Zen timer. Not that Intel 
is lying when we' re told that the SHR instruction takes just two 
clock cycles; no , but fetching those instructions each time 
they're used can take four cycles per fetch. Thus, shr ax, 1 re

peated five times can use not a mere 10 cycles (two per SHR) 
but up to 40, depending on the state of the prefetch queue when 
we start. Yes , as Duntemann said, "an interconnected web ." 
Zen is the art of swinging through such webs : "We fit you" 
versus "We give you fits ." 

I ' ll not wander into the labyrinths of Zen, but return instead 
to the state of instruction manuals . They derive , it seems, from 
a custom called "Documentation," which told an engineer how 
the previous engineer had left things . That assumed a fund of 
knowledge, inaccessible to innocents like me when we faced , 
years back, what was called "Documentation" for the CP/M 
operating system: chunks of verbiage, impenetrable in their 

follows is not only the 
sole fail-safe account of 

segments and of/sets 
I've seen, it's also the 
most useful exposition 

ofwhat the CPU 
registers do. 

presumption of knowledge we didn't have . 
For no reason we understood , the system was broken into 

topics , each dealt with (exhaustively) once and then discarded . 
And "exhaustively, " in isolation, was apt to mean " unintelligi
bly." "Prayer and fasting," as Doug Cooper used to intone over 
something akin, the International Standards Organization's 
version of Pascal. Item by item, you would not make hide nor 
hair of it. 

A bad tradition has persisted, and at Borland, where they 
write superb assembly code-witness Turbo Pascal and Turbo 
C and Turbo Assembler-they still issue a thick manual to 
" document" the 80x86 instruction set and think they ' re teach
ing us assembly. Isolated instructions, that's all, for congealing 
into a clunker like WCount . 

Although they understand quality well at Borland, it's be
yond the reach of such fragmented presentation, the way of 
which holds their suave writers fast by the neck. Zen-which 
"teaches nothing, " merely "points the way "-Zen in Scotts 
Valley is unthinkable . 

That's my 1600 words for this month. WCount (invoked for 
aide tymes' sake) has just taken 27 seconds to tell me so. BWC 
verified that in less than a second. But BWC is inward with 
Zen.• 

Hugh Kenner is a professor ofEnglish at Johns Hopkins Univer
sity. His reviews have appeared in publications like the New 
York Times and Harper's. His recent books include A Sinking 
Island and Mazes. He can be contacted on BIX as "hkenner." 

Your questions and comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill lane , Peterborough, NH 03458. 
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STOP BIT • Joel S. Moskowitz 

QUEST FOR 

1j AMOUSEBALL 


All I wanted 
was a small gray ball, 
quantity one 

S
omething should have clicked in 
my mind when I saw my children 
bouncing a small gray ball as 
they ran to the car . Only later did 

I see my IBM mouse on the floor, its bot
tom off and its ball ... gone to the mall! 

When my children returned, I stood 
with one hand open to retrieve the 
mouseball and the other with a finger in 
scolding position. "All right," I said 
sternly, "where's my mouseball?" It 
isn't easy to sound stern while demand
ing a mouseball. 

"Your what?" each child repeated 
blankly. 

"The small gray ball you swiped from 
my den and bounced out the door!" 

One child turned to the other: "It's 
your fault. You bounced it in the store, 
and now it's gone!" 

"Gone?" I sputtered. "Where?" 
"Under some racks of clothes," my 

wife explained patiently, wondering why 
a grown man would get so upset over a 
little rubber ball. 

I didn't know it then, but I had just 
been drafted into the ranks of consumer 
crusaders like Ralph Nader. Of course, 
Nader is out to save the planet. I just 
wanted my mouseball. 

I called a computer store and ordered a 
new mouseball. Three days later, the 
manager called back and told me that I'd 
have to call IBM directly. "I can only 

Stop Bit is an open forum for informed 
opinion on topics related to personal com
puting. The opinions expressed are those of 
the author and not necessarily those of 
BYTE or its staff Your contributions and 
comments are welcome. Write to: Editor, 
BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterbor
ough, NH 03458. 
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order parts that have a number in my 
order book," he said. "I have a part num
ber for the mouse, but I can't get a num
ber for the mouseball. But I'm sure IBM 
will have one for you." 

The next day, I called IBM customer 
service. I work right next to IBM's head
quarters, so I thought I could walk over 
and pick up a mouseball. Wrong. 

"I'm sorry," the customer service rep 
cooed with practiced sympathy. "IBM 
has no part number for the mouseball, 
and cannot order one for you." 

"Wait a minute," I replied. "This 
mouse says 'IBM' on it. IBM manufac
tures this mouse. Somewhere, IBM has 
barrels of mouseballs . Of course IBM is 
able to get me a mouseball. What you're 
telling me is that IBM won't get me one." 

"No, sir," the customer service rep re
plied, an edge creeping into her voice. 
"What I said is that no number has been 
assigned, so the part cannot be ordered." 

"But IBM assigns these numbers," I 
insisted. "And ifonly a mouseball with a 
number can be ordered, then IBM can 
just assign a number or make an excep
tion to the rule ." 

'Tm sorry. There's nothing I can do." 
"Ofcourse there is . You can switch me 

to your supervisor." 
This turned out to be a bad idea. The 

supervisor had evidently been pulled 
away from sticking pins in voodoo dolls, 
and she was in no mood to be pleasant. 

"I hope you understand," she said. 
"The part has no number. It cannot be 
ordered. Why don't you just buy another 
mouse? It's only $100 or so." 

Yes, I said to myself, I suppose that I 
will have to buy another mouse . But it 
sure won't be an IBM mouse. 

That evening, still brooding, I curled 
up with the latest issue of BYTE and 
looked through the ads for clone mice. 
And there it was: a full-page ad with a 
picture of an IBM mouse, disassembled 
into parts scattered all over the page. 
"An IBM Mouse," the ad read, "has 55 
moving parts. And if any of them break, 

you 're out of luck." The ad was for an 
electronic mouse, with no moving parts. 
It was not made out of rubber, and it was 
not round, so it could not be bounced out 
the door. But it was pretty expensive. 

Just then, I got a wicked idea. What ifl 
wrote to the clone mouse company and 
offered my story in return for a mouse? 
That would certainly prove their point 
about moving parts, and I would get a 
mouse (and get even with IBM to boot!). 

Then I got an even better idea. Why 
not call IBM first and announce that I 
was going over to the enemy camp? That 
would give me two chances to solve my 
problem. 

The next day, I called the corporate of
fices of IBM and spoke to a man who 
seemed to be a mid-level executive. I told 
my story and ended with the theatrical 
threat. "I see," he said. "I'll get back to 
you." A few minutes later, the phone· 
rang. It was IBM. "We'll give you a new 
mouse," the executive said somberly. "I 
will meet you in the lobby of your build
ing, so that this problem may be con
cluded." 

In the lobby, he looked at me without 
expression. He handed me a small gray 
box containing a small gray mouse, 
which in turn contained a small, gray, 
numberless mouseball. 

"You must understand," he said. "We 
are doing this one time. We will not do 
this again." 

I thought for a moment and said, "I 
cannot imagine that all this could happen 
ever, ever again." 

And, indeed, the bottom of my new 
mouse has four screws, designed to keep 
its mouseball from making solo trips to 
the mall. And though I never made it big 
in clone mouse advertisements, I'll be 
able to remember the day I looked IBM 
squarely in the eye. And it blinked. • 

Joel S. Moskowitz is an environmental 
lawyer with Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher in 
Los Angeles. He can be reached on BIX 
c!o "editors. " 
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Cycle 

Cy cles 
Extensive Analysis Library 

NoiseDSP - FFTs, FHTs, spectral analysis, 
Level 

convolutions, correlations 
• 	Filters - UR fi lters, FIR fi lters, smoothing windows 
• 	 Waveform Analysis - integration, differentiation, pulse 

analysis, peak detection 
• 	 Waveform Generation - impulse, geometric, 


sinusoidal, sine, noise 

• 	Statistics - descriptive statics, histograms, regressions 
• 	 Vector/Matrix Algebra - inversions, products, linear 

system solutions 
• 	Numerical Analysis - conversions, complex numbers, 

evaluations, curve-fitting 

Call for FREE Catalog 
(800) 433-3488 (U.S. and Canada) 

(512) 794-0100 . 

Compiled Language Speed 
Thanks to the new graphical compiler of Lab VIEW 2, block 
diagrams execute at blazing speeds, comparable to com
piled C. Thus, LabVIEW 2 offers the productivity gains of 
graphical programming without sacrificing performance. 

'7.NATIONAL
• !!!'!!a~!!!!!!: 
~ 6504 Bridge Point Parkway 

Austin , TX 78730-5039 

Nihon National Instruments K.K. (Japan) (3) 788-1 922 

National Instruments of France ( I ) 4865-3370 


National Instruments of Italy (2) 4830-1 892 

National Instruments United Kingdom (06) 355-23-545 
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Sales Forecast 

raw attention to your work with the low-cost,

color-ready Tandy® DMP 240 printer. 


Let the Tandy DMP 240 bring your documents out of the over 100 different printing combinations. Define printer 
dark ages. With eight vibrant colors, your work will stand settings just once , then load them with the touch of a but
out from those common shades of gray. Operating under ton . Programmable tear-off lets you detach paper without 
DeskMate® software, as well as programs using the Epson® wasting sheets. Paper park allows you to print single sheets 
LQ Color Driver, the 24-pin Tandy DMP 240 produces eye  without having to remove the fanfo ld paper, and the re
catching text and graphics at your command . The multi  versible tractor feed increases your printing options to in
function operation panel makes the DMP 240 remarkably clude many different forms and papers. Add a touch of 
versatile and easy to use. A 2- line LCD display lets you set color to your work- anything else pales by comparison . 

CREATING NEW STANDARDS 
ARad1e.lllaell 

PROVEN LEADERSHIP GUARANTEED SATISFACTION NIERICA'S 
Over 7,000 USA locations, 39 ,000 employees, Over 35 million customers benefit annually 
seven research and deve lopment centers, 31 from our satisfaction guarantee. Putting you TECHNOLOGV
USA and overseas manufacturing plants first has made us #1 in PC compatibles
NOBODY COMPARES ! NOBODY COMPARES! STORE SM 

Radio Shack is a division of Tandy Corporation. Epson/Reg . TM Epson America . Inc . 

Circle 240 on Reader Service Card 
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